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The International Workshop on "Soil, Crop and Water Management Systems for Rainfed Agriculture in 
the Sudano-Sahelian Zone" was held in Niamey, Niger from 11-16 January 1987. It was organized and 
cosponsored by the USDA/ USAID Dryland Agriculture Project, the Texas A&M TROPSOILS Project, 
the ICRISAT Sahelian Center, and l'lnstitut national de recherches agronomiques du Niger (INRAN) 
which served as the official host institution. Some 75 research scientists, extension workers, and agricultu-
ral administrators participated in the workshop that represented 10 African countries and numerous 
multilateral, bilateral, and mentor institutions from Europe and North America. 
The objectives of the workshop were threefold: 
I. To assess and discuss major problems and constraints to increasing the productivity and stability of soil, 
crop and water management systems in the sub-Saharan Region and particularly, the Sudano-Sahelian 
zone. 
2. To review available data bases and current research activities, and to develop strategies to resolve major 
problems through research and agrotechnology transfer. 
3. To consider the development of an effective and comprehensive research and training network which 
includes scientist-to-scientist linkages between national/ regional scientists, and with scientists in deve-
loped countries working on similar problems of dryland or rainfed agriculture. 
Following the presentation of formal papers, working groups formulated recommendations in the areas 
of (J ) Agroecological constraints and production systems, (2) Soil and crop management for efficient use of 
water, (3) Soil fertility management, (4) Crop residue management in relation to livestock and soil and 
water conservation, (5) Socioeconomic impact of improved technologies for dryland farming systems. 
A strong consensus of the Workshop participants was that one of the major constraints to increasing the 
productivity and stability of rainfed agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian zone was the failure to adopt and 
implement basic soil- and water-management practices. It was also recognized that the entire sub-Saharan 
region constitutes a highly fragile land resource and environment, and that there is limited knowledge as to 
the technologies that would be appropriate for these conditions. Where research has been conducted, there 
has often been inadequate characterization of the research sites as to soil types, soil properties, and 
agroclimatic variables. Consequently, the extrapolation of research results and transfer of technology from 
such sites involve considerable risk. 
The Workshop also recognized that plant breeding has contributed significantly to the development of 
improved cultivars to overcome disease, insect, nutrient, and moisture stresses. However, plant breeders, 
agronomists and soil scientists should now work together to develop resource-efficient conservation and 
production systems which include the best management practices for soil, water, and crop residues. The 
Workshop also emphasized the importance of having a sound technical data base of past and current 
research on various aspects of soil, water, and crop! livestock management systems for rainfed agriculture 
in countries of the Sudano-Sahelian zone of West Africa. It also stressed the need to integrate this 
information into agricultural production systems that are within the technical and economic capability of 
the farmer to achieve self-sufficiency and improved income, while allowing the conservation of limited 
natural resources. 
The Workshop was an excellent example of what can be accomplished with a sincere collaborative effort 
by different donors, projects. and research agencies. This Workshop Proceedings will assist Niger as well as 
other countries in the Region to develop research priorities and strategies, improve communication and 
exchange of technical information among scientists in the Region, and foster linkages with scientists in 
developed countries who are involved in similar research. 




Deputy Director, USAID, Niamey 
I am extremely pleased and honored today to have the opportunity to address this regional Workshop on 
Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone. I have 
reviewed the program, and it is evident that if you are to cover the topics as outlined, and develop resulting 
recommendations, you will need each available moment, so I'll keep my commen ts brief. 
Let me take a moment to highlight a few broad critical constraints facing agricultural development in 
Niger, with particular emphasis on issues related to this workshop. 
Policy Constraints 
Niger's agriculture sector is faced with a complex of interrelated institutional and policy constraints which 
must be resolved before the country can obtain a reasonable level of agricultural production and rural 
income. These include those pertaining to input supply and subsidies, agriculture marketing policies, 
agriculture credit, and the private and cooperative sector. Niger has made considerable progress in 
addressing these constraints, but there is still much work yet to be done. 
Physical Constraints 
As we observe the effects of each successive drought (most recently the drought of 1985), we are constantly 
reminded of Niger's limited physical resource base for agriculture and livestock production, and the 
country's rapidly growing popUlation. The long-term trend shows per capita crop production declining and 
the land's carrying capacity (both in terms of livestock and soil fertility) decreasing. 
Of course this bleak picture is not unique to Niger, but is occurring in the other countries ofthe region as 
well. 
The government and donor community must remain determined in their efforts to reserve this trend of 
environmental degradation. Proven technologies developed under past and present programs must be put 
into practice. Research in agroforestry and livestock/ range management should continue, and efforts 
should also be made to incorporate (where appropriate) these efforts into the efforts being made in the area 
of farming systems research. 
Constraints to Technology Transfer and Research 
The major constraints to technology transfer and research in the agriculture sector include a limited 
knowledge of appropriate technologies and institutional weaknesses, characterized in part by a lack of 
effective research extension. in part by a lack of effective research extension linkages and a national 
research strategy. 
Niger is meeting the challenge and addressing these constraints head on in an attempt to lessen their 
negative effect on agriculture development. They have, with assistance from USAID and other members of 
the donor community, committed considerable human and financial resources to support major programs 
in research and technology transfer. Presently, with financial assistance from the world bank and technical 
assistance from the international service for national agricultural research (ISNAR), the Niger Govern-
ment is developing a national agriculture research strategy. 
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Although much progress has been made in addressing these major constraints I have mentioned, Niger 
has a long way to go to alleviate these constraints. The Government of Niger and the donor community 
must stay committed to the task at hand, and work together to achieve these development objectives. 
USAID's Contribution to Agricultural Development in Niger 
Through the years Niger's agricultural development activities have achieved real accomplishments in 
addressing the needs of the poor. The Government of Niger has made effective use of donor funds as well as 
its own resources in developing a national policy which stresses improving the living standard of its citizens. 
USAID is proud of the role it has played in Niger's agricultural development process. Our long term 
objective is to assist Niger to increase food production leading toward food self-reliance and to increase 
rural incomes through diversification. 
An example of our assistance and the one most closely related to the workshop theme, is our long-term 
commitment to agricultural research, and Niger's national agricultural research institute INRAN (the host 
of this workshop). We began our assistance to the research subsector in 1975 with the Niger cereals project, 
followed by the Niger cereals research project (scheduled to be completed this year), and we are now 
designing a continuation project called the Niger applied agricultural research project. The new project will 
also develop IN RAN's capacity (in collaboration with ON AHA) to conduct applied research on priority 
problems in irrigated agriculture. We also have three centrally funded research projects supporting 
INRAN's research program (lNTSORMIL, the Peanut varietal improvement project, and, of course, the 
TROPSOILS Project). 
In closing, workshops such as this enable you to pool your experiences, and draw from the experiences 
and educational background of others, to address your common agricultural development constraints. I 
truly expect the discussions and recommendations stemming from this workshop will give direction to the 
agricultural research, agricultural extension, and land use planning divisions of all your respective 
ministries. 




Executive Director, ICRISAT Sahelian Center and West African Programs. 
Let me first welcome all of you to this workshop organized by IN RAN, USDA, USAID, Tropsoils, and 
ICRISAT at Niamey. 
The subject areas of this workshop are very broad but each of the individual facets-soil, water, and crop 
management are priority areas of research. Better management of anyone of these facets may increase crop 
yields, but better management of the three together may have a synergistic effect, and could result in much 
greater increases. 
In India, ICRISAT has already contributed to the development of a technology for Vertisols which 
il1ustrates the benefits of multiple-management factors. Twenty-two percent of the total area in India is 
covered by Vertisols, mostly rainfed, which currently produce 500-800 kg ha- I of food grain in a single 
season. These soils are hard when dry and sticky when wet, and are therefore difficult to manage. In the 
rainy season, they are prone to waterlogging, traditionally fallowed, and cultivated only in the post rainy 
season. The traditional system uses only 41 % of the total available moisture. 
The improved Vertisol technology, based on a broadbed-and-furrow system developed at lCRISAT, 
involves soil- and water-management and allows the cultivation of crops in both the rainy- and postrainy 
seasons and brings annual yield potentials to 4-7 t ha- l under conditions of dependable rainfall when using 
improved cultivars and cropping systems. There are possibilities of extending this technology to the 
Vertisols of Africa where rainfall is adequate. 
Here in the Sahel, environmental conditions are much harsher. More than 50% of the soils are 
Arenosols, acidic and poor in nutrients. Sandblasting often occurs at the beginning of the rainy season, 
killing young, sensitive plants. Rains are erratic and the length of the growing season is also very variable. 
Much research has been done in the past in this region but due to a number of reasons the results have not 
been adopted by farmers. This is probably because most crop production and agronomic studies in the past 
(J) did not adequately characterize either the soils or the climatic conditions under which they were 
conducted, (2) did not measure enough variables to be able to specify appropriate recommendation 
domains, (3) did not indicate the likelihood of success in wet and dry years, and on the average over a long 
enough period to be able to assess medium-term risk or long-term sustainability, and (4) most of all did not 
evaluate how new technologies fit small farmers' goals and poor resource bases. 
One of the reasons for this workshop is to bring together a broad spectrum of scientists to discuss these 
issues and formulate better ways in which to focus our work to help the farmers in the region. 
Promising results have already been obtained in Niger, at ISC, in cooperation with institutions such as 
INRAN, liT A, Institute of Hydrology (UK), IFDC, the Dutch soil tillage group. and the University of 
Hohenheim. They show that better management practices can result in large increases in crop yields. You 
will hear more about the management systems that are being used during this workshop. 
These management systems are still in the development stage and much more testing and refinement is 
required before they can be recommended to the farmers. The results will also have to be shown to be 
sustainable before they can be widely adopted. This will need cooperation and inputs from national, 
regional and international organizations. New cultivars will also playa part in newly developed systems, 
but until the energy can be put back into soil-probably by the extensive use of phosphorus in the sandy 
soils of the Sahel-plant breeding alone cannot increase the low yields by substantial amounts. Therefore 
the breakthrough will have to come from the combined efforts of all disciplines of agricultural science 
working together as teams. 
I hope that the papers over the next few days, and the inputs of everyone in the discussions and working 
groups, will help all of us improve our cooperative efforts and research strategies in the future for the 
benefit of the small scale farmers of this region. 
Thank you. 
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Allocution d 'accueil 
1110 Katche 
Secretaire General du Ministere de I'Agriculture du Niger 
Monsieur Ie Representant de la FAO au Niger, Monsieur Ie Directeurde I'USAID au Niger, Messieurs les 
Delegues, Messieurs les Invites, Mesdames et Messieurs, 
II m'est particulierement agreable de vous souhaiter, au nom du Ministre de I'Agriculture, la bienvenue a 
Niamey, a I'occasion de l'AteHer international sur les systemes d'amenagement des sols, de I'eau et des 
cultures pour I'agriculture pluviale dans la zone soudano-sahelienne. 
Le Niger, pays sahelien, soumis aux ale as climatiques, attache une importance particuliere a tout ce qui 
touche a la connaissance et a l'amelioration de l'environnement pour sa meilleure utilisation. La connais-
sance des sols rev~t un inter~t primordial pour Ie developpement de l'agriculture, des for~ts et des 
pAturages. Le sol constitue en effet, un support, une source d 'aliments et un reservoir d 'eau pour les plantes. 
La recherche sur Ies systemes d'amenagment de nos sols est d'autant plus importante queces derniers, s'ils 
ne sont pas convenablement utilises, se revelent tres fragiles et peuvent etre degrades irreversiblement. Ceci 
est particulierement vrai lorsque I'introduction de Ia technologie moderne et Ies aleas climatiques mettent 
en cause l'equilibre millenaire, instaure par nos paysans et eleveurs traditionnels, entre I'homme et la 
nature. 
Messieurs les seminaristes, Ie theme de votre atelier qui s'intitule "les systemes d'amenagement des sols, 
de l'eau et des cultures dans Ia zone soudano-sahelienne" constitue pour nos pays une question de briilante 
actualite. C'est pourquoi face aux aleas climatiques auxquels la sous-region est confrontee, votre reflex ion 
sur ce theme et Ies resultals qui peuvent en decouler apporteront, sans nul doute, des solutions aux 
problemes du monde rural. 
Toutefois au cours de vos debats, qui, nous en sommes convaincus, seront ouverts et constructifs, vous 
devez garder present a I 'esprit que toute orientation et toute proposition doivent ~tre traduisibles en actions 
concretes, sur Ie plan technique et financier. 
C'est ainsi que, conscientes de tous ces problemes, les Autorites nigeriennes ont cree }'lnstitut national de 
recherches agronomiques, INRAN, qui conduit des programmes de recherche dans cinq grands domaines: 
agricole, ecologique, forestier, veterinaire et zootechnique et economie rurale. 
eet Institut a pour tAche de trouver des solutions scientifiques et techniques aux problemes du monde 
rural. 
Nos pays font face encore au douloureux et difficile probleme de I'accession a l'autosuffisance ali men-
taire; c'est pourquoi au Niger, Ie Conseil militaire supreme et Ie Gouvernement en ont fait un objectif 
primordial qui conduit a la realisation des amenagements hydro-agricoles dans les vallees du fleuve, de la 
Maggia, des Goulbi et du La. 
Votre atelier me donne l'occasion de lancer un appel en vue d'une plus grande cooperation scientifique et 
technique dans un combat pour un meilleur bien-etre de nos popUlations et c'est avec satisfaction que je 
note parmi vous la presence d'eminents specialistes venus representer les pays de la sous-region et les 
Organisations internationales teUes que la FAO, l'I1TA, l'lCRISAT, et les institutions des pays amis. 
Je ne terminerai pas sans souhaiter a tous ce qui ont bien voulu faire Ie deplacement, un agreable sejour 
au Niger. 
Tout en souhaitant plein succes avos travaux,je declare ouvert l' Atelier sur les systemes d'amenagement 
des sols, de l'eau et des cultures pour I'agriculture pluviale dans la zone soudano-sahelienne. 
Vive la cooperation internationale. 
Je vous remercie. 
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Objectifs de I'Atelier 
Idrissa Soumana 
Directeur General, Institut national de recherches agronomiques du Niger 
Le Comite d'organisation de l'atelier qui nous reunit ici m'a fait Ie tres grand et redoutable honneur 
d'introduire ses travaux et d 'en definir Ie but. 
Avant to ute chose, je voudrais souhaiter, au nom de l'lnstitut national de recherches agronomiques du 
Niger, la bienvenue au Niger aux participants qui. pour la premiere fois foulent Ie sol de notre pays et un 
agreable sejour a tous a Niamey. sa capitale. 
L 'Atelier sur les systemes d 'amenagement des sols, de I'eau et des cultures pour I 'agriculture pluviale dans 
la zone soudano-sahelienne se tient apres une campagne agricole pluviale assez satisfaisante dans la zone 
sahelienne malgre de graves attaques d'acridiens qui ont failli la compromettre totalement. demontrant s'il 
en etait encore besoin toute la precarite de cette agriculture pluviale. Et aujourd'hui, it I'instant ouje vous 
parle, les cultures dites de contre-saison qui se deroulent en cette peri ode sont gravement menacees par les 
gerboises, au point qu 'une semaine nationale de lutte contre ces rongeurs sera organisee dans les prochains 
Jours. 
Pendant trois jours et en cinq sessions techniques, 31 communications sur les aspects pedologiques, 
hydriques, culturaux, economiques de I'agriculture pluviale dans la zone soudano-sahelienne seront 
entendues et discutees. Apres une visite sur Ie terrain, cinq groupes analyseront les differents problemes 
cites plus haut et feront des recommandations. Tout ce vaste programme sera execute en cinqjours! Mais je 
suis convaincu que l'interet et la qualite des communications feront paraitre Ie temps court. 
Comme vous Ie savel. tous, I'agriculture est la principale sinon I'unique activite de plus de 90% de la 
population de Ia zone qui interesse cet atelier, et l'agriculture pluviale en est et sera pendant Iongtemps 
encore la composante essentielle. Aussi convient-il, malgre Ie developpement que connait I'irrigation, de Ia 
maitriser davantage. 
Le probleme est critique car Ia zone concernee subit aujourd'hui de graves pressions : l'une demogra-
phique et I'autre ecologique,Ia desertification, qui to utes Ies deux aboutissent, dans notre cont~xte actuel, it 
la degradation des sols et a I'inefficience des sysH:mes de production traditionnels de plus en plus incapables 
de supporter ces agressions et de satisfaire les besoins des populations. Cette situation exige des solutions 
urgentes et durables que seule la recherche peut fournir. Ces solutions doivent realiser, comme Ie dit H. 
Dupriez "les meilleures combinaisons possibles entre la terre, Ie capital biologique (pI antes et animaux) et 
Ie travail tout en controlant au mieux Ie facteur d'incertitude, les aleas climatiques et biologiques, 
notamment les attaques parasitaires". II s'agit en fait de dHinir, dans cet environnement menace de 
fragilisation de plus en plus grande et de sterilisation, des systemes de gestion varies, souples et modulables 
selon les caracteristiques de l'environnement physique et technieo-sociologique qui sont essentiellement la 
variabilite et la variation spatiaie et temporelle. Les objectifs sont done elairs, mais complexes. En effet, ne 
s'agit-il pas en un mot de developper I'agriculture de cette region it partir d'une saisie scientifique de ces 
caracteristiques physiques, chimiques, biologiques et sociologiques? II faut ensuite les integrer en "un 
systeme de prod uction" adapte it ce milieu que peu de chose suffit a modifier et qui soit acceptable et surtout 
faisable pour les paysans qui, a leur tour it la moindre difficulte, reviennent rapidement a leurs traditions 
ancestrales. Des lors, on peut meme se poser la question de la methodologie de I'approche d'un tel milieu 
auquella formulede M.P. Kefford "Progres scientifique = Peuple + Nature + Methode scientifique" parait 
particuW~rement adaptee. En effet, it la vulnerabilite de ses caraeteristiques physiques et biOlogiques 
s'oppose une forte mentalite de subsistance qui ne veut d'ailleurs nullement dire un refus d'innovation. 
Dans un tel contexte, tout systeme d'amenagement des facteurs de production doh avant tout rechercher: 
• la conservation des sols et Ie maintien de leur fertilite tant organique, minerale qu'bydrique it un niveau 
optimal; 
x 
• la reduction des risques encourus par les paysans notamment les risques climatiques, biologiques et 
monetaires; en effet, Ie nouveau systeme doit etre techniquement et economiquement a la portee de 
l'agriculture; 
• l'autosuffisance alimentaire, resultat d'un fonctionnement minimum mais simultane et coordonne des 
differents facteurs. 
Dans les pays developpes, Ie developpement de l'agriculture a ete obtenu grlce a un accroissement de la 
consommation directe ou indirecte de l'energie. Les systemes de production sont pratiquement pousses ala 
limite de leur potentialite. 
Comment obtenir les memes resultats dans un environnement tout different et caracterise par: 
• une extreme fragilite physique; 
• une precarite de l'activite biologique; 
• une instabilite climatique; 
• une pauvrete des paysans. 
II faut necessairement develop per la recherche agronomique et les ateliers, comme eelui-ci, sont absolu-
ment indispensables dans un environnement ou la documentation scientifique est rare et les communica-
tions scientifiques difficiles. De plus, cette recherche doit explorer des voies nouvelles qui recherchent 
l'amelioration simultanee de tous les facteurs de production, une meilleure comprehension des systemes de 
production qui passe par une plus grande interpretation des disciplines de la science agronomique, 
notamment la science des sols, la zootechnie, l'agroclimatologie, 1 'economie rurale, la sociologie. C'est cette 
interdisciplinarite qui permettra de mieux definir et de saisir les besoins de recherche et de developpement 
de systemes nouveaux d'exploitation adaptes a differentes regions. Ces preoccupations de recherche et 
d'integration disciplinaires doivent etre les preoccupations de eet atelier. Pour atteindre eet objectif, les 
differents participants doivent rechercher Ie depaysement Quant a leur discipline. En effet, bien que tous 
agronomes au sens large, chaque specialiste a ses propres criteres, elements d 'appreciation et d 'aualyse de la 
situation agricole fondes sur sa sensibilite "disciplinaire". Dans cet esprit d'une approche globale des 
problemes de l'agriculture pluviale en zone soudano- saheiienne, il ne s'agit evidemment pas d 'apporter des 
solutions a tous les problemes souleves, mais plutot d 'explorer des voies nouvelles et d 'y reflechir ensemble. 
C'est persuade de cette necessite et convaincu aussi que l'amelioration de l'agriculture dans la zone traitee 
ici comme ailleurs. ne peut etre obtenue de maniere valable et durable sans une collaboration etroite et 
fecondante entre les paysans,les cadres de terrain, les chercheurs et les planificateurs, que l'Institut national 
de recherches agronomiques du Niger (INRAN) a cru utile d'inviter a cet atelier les responsables de 
differents projets de developpement agricole de notre pays, afin qu'ils apportent aux aut res participants 
I'experience nigerienne dans ce domaine. Avant de terminer, je me permettrai de faire une suggestion 
relative au programme de visite. Ne serait-il pas aussi judicieux bien qu'on ne parle que d'agriculture 
pluviale, de visiter un site de cultures de contre-saison? 
Je voudrais en terminant remercier les Drs Parr, Meyer, de I'USDA, les Drs Persaud et Renard et M. 
Annou, membres du Comite d'Organisation qui n'ont menage aucun effort pour la tenue de cet atelier. Mes 
remerciements s'adressent aussi aux representants des instituts de recherche de la zone qui nous ont fait 
I'amabilite de repondre favorablement a l'invitation de I'INRAN. 
Je voudrais enfin adresser ma profonde gratitude a tous les participants qui ont fait souvent un long 
deplacement, manifestant ainsi leur volonte de contribuer au developpement de cette zone en apport ant 
leur contribution et leurs esperances scientifiques a l'approche de solutions a quelques-uns de ses 
problemes. 
Vive la Cooperation scientifique. 
Je vous remercie. 
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Objectives of the Workshop 
Idrissa Soumana 
Director General, INRAN 
The organizing Committee has given me the great honor but formidable task of introducing the theme and 
defining the goals of this Workshop. 
First, on behalf of the National Institute of Agricultural Research of Niger, INRAN, let me first welcome 
the participants here, and wish you all a very pleasant stay in Niamey. 
The International Workshop on Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for Rainfed Agriculture in 
the Sudano-Sahelian Zone is being held after a rather satisfactory rainfed cropping season despite the 
serious locust attacks that nearly jeopardiz.ed the whole crop, once again showing how precarious rainfed 
farming is. And at this very time, the so-called off-season crops are suffering jerboa attacks of such 
magnitude that a national campaign has been launched against these jumping rodents. 
You will be hearing some 35 papers on the soil, water, cropping, and economic aspects of rainfed 
agriculture during five technical sessions. After a field trip, five technical groups will delve into the 
problems mentioned above to formulate recommendations. This titanic program is to carry you through 
five days which will seem very short because of the interesting, high quality presentations. 
As you all know, over 90% of the popUlation is engaged mainly, or exclusively, in farming, especially 
rainfed farming which is, and for long will continue to be, the main system, despite the development of 
irrigation. 
The problem is of the greatest immediacy, for the zone of rainfed farming is also a region yoked by 
demographic and ecological pressure (better known as desertification) which together lead to degraded 
soils and waning, traditional systems increasingly powerless when confronted with these pressures, and 
unable to meet the needs ofthe populations. Urgent, permanent solutions to this situation must come from 
research. These solutions must be banked, as H. Dupriez said, "on the best possible combination of land, 
and labor all the while seeking greater mastery of risks, climatic and biological hazards". Our environment is 
becoming increasingly fragile and barren. The answer lies in flexible, varied management systems that can 
be adjusted to meet the demands of the physical, technological and social characteristics of the environ-
ment, in essence spatial and temporal variation and variability. Our goals are clear but complicated. In 
sum, aren't we seeking to develop agriculture in the region, using as our basis, a scientific understanding of 
these physical, chemical, biological and sociological characteristics which, thereupon, need to be incorpo-
rated into a production system that is adapted to the environment we know to be so vulnerable? 
The farmer must realize that the system is feasible because the slightest obstacle will make him revert to 
the traditional methods. Going further, let us look into the methodology of the approach to such an 
environment. We can draw on the especially fitting equation by M.P. Kefford who holds that: scientific 
progress = people + nature + scientific method. Because of the exceedingly vulnerable physical and 
biological environment, the farmers are committed to subsistence farming but this does not mean that they 
systematically reject innovation. Under these conditions, systems designed to control factors of production 
must first and foremost seek to ensure: 
• soil conservation which include maintaining satisfactory organic and mineral fertility and water 
reserves; 
• fewer climatic, biological and financial risk for the farmer, in other words, the new systems should be 
technically and economically within the farmer's capacity; and 
• food self-sufficiency which involves a wee I orchestrated application of various factors of production. 
Agriculture progressed in the developed countries, thanks to increased consumption of energy, direct 
and indirect. Production systems have practically exhausted their potentials. 
How can the same results be obtained in an environment characterized by: 
• extreme physical fragility, 
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• precarious biological capacity, 
• unstable climate, and 
• impoverished farmers? 
Agronomic research and workshops such as this are crucial in a region where scientific documentation is 
scarce, and communications are complicated. This research moreover should explore new ways to improve 
all the factors of production simultaneously, to enhance an overall understanding of production systems. 
This research must call more upon agronomic sciences. By this we refer to soil sciences, husbandry, 
agroclimatology, rural economics, and sociology. Interdisciplinarity will enable a clearer definition and 
understanding of research and development of new systems adapted to our various regions. This workshop 
must think diligently about such research and interdisciplinarity which means that participants must look 
in from outside of their special fields of interest. Every specialist in the broader agronomic classification has 
his own criteria, its standards for evaluation and analysis based on his personal home discipline. The global 
approach being sought for the problem of rainfed agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian zone will not solve all 
the problems; it is merely expected to explore new avenues and benefit from joint reflection. 
We are convinced of this need, and also convinced that improving agriculture in this zone, and elsewhere, 
can only be permanent and worthwhile if partnerships include farmers, field workers, scientists, planners. 
With this in mind, INRAN has invited leaders of a variety of our country's agricultural projects. They can 
contribute to the Niger experience. Before ending I should like to suggest that in our field visits we briefly 
leave rainfed agriculture aside and look at the off-season crops. 
In conclusion, an expression of gratitude is to be extended to Dr. Parr, Dr Meyer of USDA, to 
Dr Persaud, Dr Renard, M r Annou who, as members of the organizing committee have done their utmost for 
this workshop. Let me also thank the representatives of the research institutes in this area for entertaining 
INRAN's invitation. 
My appreciation goes to all the participants many of who, in many cases, are showing their will to 
contribute to the development of this zone by traveling so far to bring us their thoughts and scientific 
expertise to solve some of our problems. 





Overview of Rainfed Agriculture 
in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone 

Les ressources en sols des regions soudano-saheliennes 
R. Bertrand1 
Resume 
En liaison avec l'influence de roches variees, les paleoclimats, tantOt tres humides, tantbt 
h yperarides. sont responsables de I 'organisation spatiale et des caracteristiques des couvertures 
pedologiques des regions soudano-saheJiennes. Les taxonomies pedologiques sont insuffisantes 
pour assurer Ie transfert des connaissances sur les ressources en sol. L 'evaluation de ces 
dernieres depend des facteurs du milieu autres que pedologiques, tels que des contraintes 
socio-economiques et politiques. 1/ convient donc d 'adopter des demarches d 'evaluation inter-
discipJinaires pour en completer l'inventaire qui est pratiquement acheve a petite echeIJe pour 
bien des pays de la region. Les problemes de classification des sols semblent depasses et non 
prioritaires. Pour assurer Ie transfert des resultats des recherches agronomiques, la connais-
sance des relations spatiales, temporelJes et dynamiques entre les resultats experimentaux et les 
autres facettes de la couverture pedologique locale et d:gionale. est indispensable. La classifica-
tion necessite des cartographies et etudes de sols interdisciplinaires a differents niveaux. 
Abstrllct 
Soil resources in the Sudano-Sahelian regions: The various rocks and paleoclimates (some-
times very wet and sometimes very dry) together influence the spatial organization and charac-
teristics of the soils in the SUdano-SaheJian region. But, correct soil classification, preliminary 
to the transfer of knowledge about soil resources, also depends on other environmental, 
socioeconomic, and political factors. To make any resource inventory complete, an interdisci-
plinaryapproach must be used. Small-scale resource inventories have already been made for 
many countries in the region. The problem of soil classification may seem outdated and of low 
priority, but successful transler of results from agronomic research depends on an understand-
ing of the spatial, temporal, and dynamic relations between experiments and the local or 
regional characteristics of the land surface, which indicates the need for cartographic and 
interdisciplinary soil studies at various scales. 
Definition de la zone 
soudano-sahelienne 
Parler des ressources en sols de la zone Soudano-
Sahelienne suppose resolu Ie probleme de la delim-
itation de cette lone. S'il s'agissait seulement des 
regions intermediaires entre ce qui est soudanien et 
ce qui est veritablement sahelien, les espaces it. con-
siderer seraient relativement limites. Aussi nous 
considererons ici Ies regions dont Ie climat tropical 
(t deux saisons contrastees, une saison seche longue, 
I. AgropCdologue, IRAT (ClRAD, MontpeUier. France. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop. 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: lCRlSAT. 
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une saison pluvieuse caracterisee par une pluvio-
metrie qui va de 1000 a 1200 mm an-I jusque vers 
400 mm an-I, de go a 160 de latitude Nord. 
En terme ecologique, c'est la zone des savanes : 
d'abord savanes a ligneux a feuilles caduques et 
herbacees vivaces puis a herbacees annuelles, puis 
savanes a ligneux epineux et herbacees annuelles 
passant vers la limite sahetienne a des steppes dis-
continues piquetees d'epineux. 
En termes agroclimatiques, ces regions sont 
celles ou les cultures vivrieres principales sont Ie 
sorgho et Ie mil cultives sous la pluie. 
Depuis une quinzaine d'annees, on a assiste a 
une pejoration du c1imat vers un pole plus aride. 
Aussi on peut considerer que l'ensemble de la zone 
doit etre decale vers Ie sud d'une centaine de kilo-
metres. Cet alea vecu comme une catastrophe 
naturelle n'est pourtant qu'une peripetie par rap-
port aux oscillations climatiques de grande ampli-
tude du quaternaire recent et de (,ensemble du 
quaternaire en general. Ces oscillations clima-
tiques ont laisse des traces indelebiIes dans la 
nature et repartition des ressources en sol dans la 
region consideree. 
Repartition et organisation 
spatiale des sols 
Effets des variations climatiques 
quaternaires 
Heritages pedologiques 
En effet, des changements climatiques profonds et 
de longue duree ont imprime leur marque dans les 
sols au cours du quaternaire (Fig. 1). Ainsi on peut 
considerer que, dans leur majorite, les caracteres 
pedologiques, observes aujourd 'hui, sont he rites 
dun passe plus ou moins lointain. Or ces proprie-
tts sont responsables ala fois des potentialites mais 
aussi des problemes agronomiques avec lesquels 
les agriculteurs doivent composer. 
On en a pour preuve les grands plateaux ou 
glacis a cuirasses ferrugineuses incultivables qui 
entourent au nord comme au sud la ville de Nia-
mey. Leur genese suppose ala fois : plusieurs varia-
tions climatiques successives et plusieurs varia-
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Figure 1. Evolution du c1imat au cours du quater-
naire recent. 
Ces cuirasses ferriques, si caracteristiques des 
paysages soudaniens a forte pluviosite, remontent 
au quaternaire moyen ou ancien, il y a plus de 
500 000 ans. Stables dans les zones semi-arides 
soudaniennes ou saheliennes, eUes se demantelent 
sous forme de nappes de gravats en cHmat equato-
rial ou guineen. Dans toutes ces regions la presence 
des sols a nappes de gravats permet souvent de 
sup poser que des cuirasses existaient, qui se sont 
desagregees et dont on trouve ici et 13 des temoins 
encore conserves. Ces temoins attestent de varia-
tions climatiques tres importantes. En eCfet, ils 
supposent la succession dans Ie temps d'une part de 
longues peri odes a c1imat eminemment plus hu-
mides que Ie c1imat actuel et d 'autre part de longues 
peri odes a climat sinon semi-aride mais au moins 
tres contraste. Au cours des phases pluviales les 
nappes phreatiques oscillent, sont hautes et indui-
sent la formation d'horizons tachetes, de plinthites 
(de petro-plinthites ou "iron pans"). Au cours des 
phases interpluviales les nappes phreatiques sont 
basses et les horizons tachetes s'induisent en cui-
rasse ou carapace par oxygenation poussee et 
recristallisation du fer des plinthites precedentes. 
Le retour a des conditions plus humides conduit a 
la desagregation ou demantelement partiel ou 
total, avec ou sans erosion et transport lateral des 
materiaux 1iberes ou residuels. 
La zone soudano-sahelienne se place pratique-
ment au centre de la zone de variation des c1imats 
au cours du quaternaire, elle en conserve donc 
beaucoup de traces inextricablement melees. 
Dans les zones a c1imat intermediaire veritable-
ment soudano-sahelien a la faveur des conditions 
topographiques et hydrologiques particulieres, les 
nappes de gravats se recimentent en carapaces 
moins indurees. 
Heritages morphoclimatiques 
La succession dans Ie temps de climats varies nous 
a laisse des heritages au niveau des sols proprement 
dits. Elle a aussi laisse des traces encore plus vi-
sibles au niveau des pays ages soudano-saheliens 
dont I'organisation spatiale est largement com-
mandee par les traces des grandes variations clima-
tiques passees. Les grands glacis cuirasses qui for-
ment I'armature ou Ie squelette des paysages qui 
no us enlourent ne seront plus mentionnes ici, mais 
on evoquera simplemenl les grands ensembles 
dunaires qui s'elendent depuis la cote senegalaise 
ou mauritaniennejusqu'au Soudan. Ces materiaux 
sableux eoliens sont des heritages morphoclima-
tiques. lis recouvrent de tres vastes superficies dans 
les regions saheliennes. Ces ensembles dunaires ou 
ergs se sont mis en place au cours de deux periodes 
beaucoup plus arides que celie que nous vivons. La 
derniere de ces peri odes (ogolien) remonte it peine 
it 18 millenaires avant I'epoque actuelle. Les con-
fins du Sahara etaient alors it 400 km plus au sud 
qu'actuellement. Par exemple, au Senegal Ie desert 
etendait ses dunes jusqu'a proximite de la Gambie 
dont Ie c1imat est actuellement soudanien avec 
environ 800 a 1000 mm de pluies. Ces periodes ont 
ete suivies de phases climatiques beaucoup plus 
humides que I'actuelle. 11 y a a peine 8000 a 10000 
ans au cours de 1a derniere periode pluviaie, ces 
materiaux dun aires ont ete rubefies et ont partiel-
lement acquis les proprietes pooologiques que nous 
observons aujourd'hui. Des restes de couvertures 
sable uses eoliennes plus anciennes (40 000 ans) 
sont connus dans la meme zone. Les sols y sont 
beaucoup plus evolues, plus rouges et plus argili-
fies que ceux de I'erg ogolien precedent (Michel 
1973, Pias 1970, Bertrand 1972, McIntosh et 
McIntosh 1983). 
En remontant Ie temps, it intervalle plus ou 
moins long, on pourrait voir que les principales 
proprietes et les principales organisations de 1a 
couverture pedologique, de I'echelle microscopique 
comme it celie du paysage, sont pour I'essentiel, 
heritees des phases climatiques passees qui se sont 
succedees sur les memes Iieux. Ce que nollS vivons 
chaque annee, cette alternance de conditions arides 
de la saison sec he et de conditions humides de la 
saison des pluies, ce deplacement du front inter-
tropical de convergence d u sud vers Ie nord et 
vice-versa nous donne une image de ce qui s'est 
passe au cours du dernier million d'annees avec 
bien evidemment un pas de temps beaucoup plus 
grand et aussi plus irregulier. Les peintures rupes-
tres de I'Alr, les outillages Iithiques decouverts en 
milieu maintenant saharien sont notre memoire 
vive de ces evenements tandis que I'organisation de 
la couverture pedologique, les proprietes des sols 
representent la memoire de masse. 
Effets des divers substrats geologiques 
Ainsi on peut considerer que beaucoup des cara-
cti~res des sols, et que l'essentiel de I'organisation de 
Ia couverture pooologique sont herites. Mais de 
nombreux autres facteurs ont, soit faci1ite, soit 
rendu plus difficile I'impression et Ia conservation, 
dans 1a couverture pooologique, des traces de la 
succession de climats. II s'agit ici du role du sub-
stratum geologique. 
Par exemple la carte des milieux agro-«oIogiques 
d u Burkina Faso dressee au 1/1 000 000 en 1985 
par Guillobez (1985) d'apres divers inventaires 
pedologiques it des echelles variees (Cartes de 
l'Institut fran~ais de recherche scientifique pour Ie 
developpement en cooperation (ORSTOM) au 
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1/500000, cartes de 1 'lnstitut de recherches agro-
nomiques tropicales et des cultures vivrieres (IRA n 
au 1/100 000, au 1/20000), montre que les temoins 
des cuirasses ferriques du quaternaire ancien et 
moyen se sont bien conserves autour des gisements 
de roches riches en fer (schistes et autres roches 
basiques). Ai1leurs, c'est a dire pour l'essentiel sur 
granitogneiss, ces cuirasses ont ete demantelees en 
nappe de gravats plus ou moins recimentees ulte-
rieurement en carapaces. La pauvrete relative en 
fer n'a pas permis leur conservation. 
Sur les substrats greseux se sont developpes des 
sols qui tendent soit vers les sols ferrugineux tropi-
caux plus ou moins lessives, soit vers les sols ferral-
litiques peu desatures (des Alfisols). Ces types de 
sols sont tres voisins les uns des autres du point de 
vue geochimique. Ici, les roches meres greseuses ou 
greso-argileuses 01 dominance de kaolinite) con-
duisent quasiment a une pedogenese univoque. 
Cependant ces sols sont Ie resultat de Paction de 
periodes tan tot pluviales (evolution vers Ie pole 
ferrallitique ou meme oxysol) et tantot arides (evo-
lution avec individualisation, redistribution, cris-
tallisation, induration du fer en nodules voire en 
cuirasses, "iron nodules, iron pans"). Les marques 
de ces evolutions restent imprimees d'une part, 
dans les profils de sols jusqu 'au niveau des micro-
organisations et d'autre part, dans les couvertures 
pedologiques it I 'echelle du paysage au niveau de la 
distribution geographique des divers types de sols 
(cuirasses, concretionnes ou non). II s'agit alors 
dans I 'ensemble de couvertures pedologiques poly-
cycliques ou polyphasees. Non seulement les carac-
teres intrinseques du sol, herites des diverses 
phases, y som etroitement associes avec les carac-
teres recents ou actuels mais plus encore, au niveau 
du paysage, certaines parties de Ia couverture pe-
dologiques sont quasi strictement hhitees (cui-
rasses) tandis que d'autres sont plus recentes voire 
en partie actuelles. 
Ces exemples de couvertures pedologiques de-
veloppees sur des substrats varies, en zone soudano-
sahelienne, montrent que les sols sont it la fois (I) Ie 
resultat d'heritages pedogimetiques divers lies aux 
climats varies qui se sont succedes dans Ia zone 
pendant Ie quaternaire et (2) Ie reflet de l'influence 
parfois preponderante des substrats geologiques 
favorables ou non it tel ou tel type de pedogenese 
ou, a la conservation des caracteres acquis au tra-
vers du temps. Dans Ie detail, its resultent aussi de 
la reorganisation des elements sous l'influence des 
conditions actuelles. 
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Inadequation des classifications 
a rendre compte des caracteres 
des couvertures pedologiques 
Ainsi dans Ie milieu soudano-saheIien.les heritages 
pedologiques, caracteristiques des conditions cli-
matiques passees, variees sinon opposees, domi-
nent a la f ois (l) les grands traits de I 'organisation 
du paysage pedologique, c'est-a- dire, de la reparti-
tion spatiale du sol, objet essentiel de la cartogra-
phie pedologique et (2) Ies caracteristiques structu-
rales et physico-chimiques des sols. Dans ce con-
texte, on comprendra toutes les difficultes d'utili-
sation des classifications de sols pour structurer et 
transmettre les connaissances : 
• Echec d'abord des classifications zonales non 
seulement mises en dHaut par Ie role souvent 
important des roches meres mais surtout par 
l'interpenetration profonde. dans l'espace geo-
graphique, de divers types de sols, herites des 
climats differents. 
• J nsuffisances notoires sinon echec des classifi-
cations actualistes comme la Soil Taxonomy ou 
la legende de l'Organisation des Nations Onies 
pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture (F AO) car 
les types de sols observes sont souvent en total 
desaccord avec les conditions climatiques actu-
elles. En outre, ces taxonomies ne prennent que 
tres peu en compte des caracteres essentiels tels 
que les aspects structuraux ou organisationnels 
des sols et des paysages. EIles ne permettent 
done aucun transfert serieux des connaissances 
vers, ou depuis, des zones c1imatiquement ou 
pedologiquement similaires (au moins en 
apparence ). 
• Echec relatif ou insuffisance des classifications 
morphogenetiques, la classification fran~aise 
Commission de pedologie et de cartographie 
des sols (CPCS) par exemple, qui, comme les 
precedentes, classent des unites totalement arti-
ficielles : les pro fils verticaux ou les pedons. 
Ces insuffisances, dans Ja connaissance des sols 
des regions soudano-saheliennes et par consequent 
dans l'appreciation des contraintes ou des potenti-
alites de ces couvertures pedologiques, incitent a 
revoir nos demarches de caracterisation des sols 
ainsi que des couvertures pedologiques. Ceci est 
necessaire afin d'une part (1) d'en mieux evaluer 
les contraintes et les potentialites, mais aussi 
(2) de pouvoir "transferer geographiquement, d 'un 
milieu pedologique a un autre, les resultats, des 
experiences de mise en valeur, acquis sur un sol 
donne dans des conditions bien connues" (Ruellan 
1984). 
Cela suppose: la reconnaissance d'unites pedo-
logiques naturelles dans la couverture pedolo-
gique, leur caracterisation ala fois large (interdis-
ciplinaire) et detaillee, mettant l'accent sur I'organi-
sation morphologique a toutes les echeLles. Cela 
suppose la realisation d'analyses physico-chimiques 
et biologiques et I'etude de la dynamique de fonc-
tionnement basees sur les resultats de I'analyse de 
l'organisation ala fois au niveau du paysage et au 
niveau du sollui-meme. 
Dans cet ordre d'idees, depuis une quinzaine 
d'annees, les pedologuesde l'lnstitut de recherches 
agronomiques tropicales et des cultures vivrieres 
(lRAT) ont tente de repondre aces objectifs 
en mettant au point une methode de cartographie 
des sols plus naturalistes, la morphopedologie 
(Bertrand et al. 1985). Le sol n'y est plus considere 
explicitement que comme un des elements de 
caracterisation de la couverture pedologique, 
replacee dans son contexte spatial tempore!. 
Cette demarche interdisciplinaire, morphologi-
que, apparue explicitement en 1970-197], a ete 
initiee en 1960 par plusieurs pedologues de l'IRA T 
en Afrique et a Madagascar et enfin par beaucoup 
de pedologues cartographes de l'Institut fram;;ais 
de recherche scientifique pour Ie developpement en 
cooperation (ORSTOM) un peu partout en Afri-
que. En Australie, la demarche proposee par la 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organization (CSIRO) fait figure de prt!curseur en 
la matiere mais n'a malheureusement pas ete sui vie 
de mises au point ou de retlexions methodolo-
giques approfondies. 
Plus recemment des demarches paralleles ont ete 
sui vies par des equipes de chercheurs de POR-
STOM (pedologues, geomorphologues, geogra-
phes), notamment en Amerique du Sud (cf plus 
loin). D'autres equipes de chercheurs de I'OR-
STOM se sont penchees sur la mise au point de 
l'analyse structurale detailh!e de la couverture pe-
dologique : identification de volumes, etudes des 
contacts et des transitions, sequences d'organisa-
tions, analyses des organisations element aires et de 
leurs relations temporo-spatiales (Boulet et ai. 
1982, Humbel 1984). 
Etat actuel des inventaires dans 
les pays soudano-saheliens 
francophones 
L'expose de ces orientations vers une approche 
d'etude, des couvertures pedologiques, naturaliste 
ou interdiscipHnaire permet de com prendre que les 
travaux d'inventaire, de cartographie pedologique 
systematique, ont ete queIque peu reduits ces der-
nieres annees au profit de recherches repondant 
mieux a Ia mise au point de nouvelles demarches. 
Cependant malgre les critiques fondamentaies 
exposees plus haut, les connaissances acquises sur 
les sols et leur repartition spatiale sont considera-
bles. II est vrai que les pedologues cartographes 
plus ou moins conscients de ces problemes ont 
souvent largement transgresse les regles d'applica-
tion des classifications de sorte que leurs cartes 
constituent souvent un bon support pour Ie trans-
fert des connaissances; Ie meilleur actuel, et ce, 
pour de nombreuses annees encore, compte tenu 
de l'ampleur et du niveau scientifique du travail 
realise. 
La premiere carte presentee (Fig. 2) montre l'etat 
de I'inventaire a tres petite echelle 1/ 1 000000 a 
1/500000 et de l'inventaire it moyenne echelle 
1/200 000 a 1/ ] 00 000. L 'ensemble de la zone con-
sideree est pratiq uement couverte, seuls, Ie Mali, Ia 
Mauritanie et la Guinee n 'ont pas ete etudies. Mais 
des etudes localisees existent. Si l'on tenait compte 
des etudes agrostologiques, qui comportent presque 
toujours un volet sol, et des etudes geomorphiques, 
les regions encore inconnues seraient sensiblement 
reduites au Mali. 
La seconde carte (Fig. 3) presente I 'ensemble des 
inventaires pedoIogiques a petite et moyenne echelle 
allant de I'echelle de 1/200000 a 1/100000. lei 
encore les superficies couvertes sont considerables. 
Les vides sont bien entendu plus grands que prece-
demment. lis concernent, (1) la quasi totalite du 
Mali, de la Mauritanie, de la Guinee, du Burkina 
Faso et du Niger et (2) Ie Nord du Senegal a voca-
tion pastorale connu grace aux etudes agrostolo-
giq ues, et une petite portion d u nord d u Togo et d u 
sud-est du Tchad. 
II n'a pas ete possible de faire I'inventaire des 
cartes pedologiques plus detaillees realisees pour 
les etudes de factibilite, car ces cartes restent non 
publiees ou bien sont tres difficiles d'acces pour des 
raisons diverses. Sous I'egide de l'Agence de coope-
ration culturelle et technique (ACCT), un inven-
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Figure 3. Cartographies des sols au 1/100000 et au 1/200000 en Afrique occidental~ francophone. 
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IS' 
taire probablement incomplet mais tres bien ren-
seigne a ete elabore et mis en banque de donnees. 
Utilisation agronomique des 
inventaires a petite echelle 
Compte tenu de I'immensite des espaces it prospec-
ter (10 millions de kml), ces cartes pedologiques 
ont ete pour Pessentiel realisees it l'echelle de 
1/200 000 ou de 1/500 000. Donc, it s 'agit plutot 
d'etudes exploratoires, d'inventaires preliminaires 
destines it combler Ie vide absolu des connaissances 
dans la nature et la repartition generale des sols sur 
cette portion du globe. C'est un premier pas avant 
d 'affiner les recherches et les connaissances. Mais 
en meme temps ces travaux ont fait beaucoup pour 
faire evoluer notre vision du sol, pour la mise au 
point de methodes d 'etudes plus larges et pour la 
mise en relation des sols et de leur milieu. 
Ce dernier aspect nous interesse plus particuli-
erement ici car I'etude des liaisons des sols et de leur 
milieu est Ie prealable indispensable it I'evaluation 
des ressources en soL 11 est clair cependant que la 
petite echelle des inventaires realises ne permet pas . 
des analyses ni tres fines, ni tres detaillees. Aussi, ce 
fond cartographique, par son esprit necessaire-
ment synthetique, est-il Ie plus souvent essentiel-
lement adapte it la planification et it I'elaboration 
des politiques agricoles regionales et nationales. 
Son interet didactique doit aussi etre souligne. 
Ces inventaires permettent d'avoir les elements 
preliminaires pour une premiere conception et un 
positionnement preliminaire des projets agricoles. 
lis ne sont pas du tout destines ou adaptes ni it la 
mise en oeuvre des etudes de factibilite, ni it la 
realisation operationelle de ces projets car I'echelle 
est trop petite. 
En general ces cartes sont des cartes pedolo-
giq ues au sens strict d u terme. Aussi est-il clair que 
cet aspect, par trop monodisciplinaire, en limite la 
portee pour l'evaluation des ressources en sols. 
En effet les res sources en sols dependent non 
seulement des caracteristiques intrinseques du sol 
mais aussi de l'ensemble des caracteristiques du 
milieu physique : climat, agressivite climatique, 
regime hydrologique, caracteres du relief, etc. Plus 
encore Ies ressources en sol ne sont pas dissociables 
du milieu humain. En effet les ressources en sol 
sont aussi determinees par Ie contexte socio-
economique ou technologique. Ainsi "croire que 
les reSSOUfCeS en sols ne dependent que de la valeur 
des sols, celle-ci n'etant basee que sur les conditions 
pedologiq ues", (Hallaire 1981) est une erreur gros-
siere car les ressources en sols dependent aussi des 
aspects sociologiques, economiques, tecbnologiques 
et politiques, et que Ie milieu naturel est indissocia-
ble du milieu humain. En effet milieux naturel et 
humain n'evoluent pas independemment mais par-
ticipent it une m~me dynamique de I'espace ruraL 
Ainsi pour passer d'une carte pedologique it. une 
carte des ressources en sols, il est d'abord neces-
saire d 'injecter dans Ie processus de cartogenese un 
certain nombre de donnees extrinseques au sol it 
proprement parler. Ainsi dans les cartes morpho-
pedologiques, I'essentiel des donnees pertinentes 
des autres facteurs du milieu est-il clairement 
exprime. Mais il faut aussi y introduire des don-
nees sociologiques, economiques et politiques, 
ethnologiques, culturelles voire religieuses ou psy-
chologiques qui depassent largement Ie cadre des 
competences des pedologues. 
11 s'ensuit qu'il est necessaire de concevoir une 
autre approche deliberement interdisciplinaire, si 
)'on veut evaluer les ressources en sols et puisque 
celles-ci ne sont pas figees ou momifiees, mais va-
rient en fonction de l'evolution et des progres des 
societes humaines considerees. 
Pour toutes ces raisons la plupart des inventaires 
pedologiques it petite echelle realises jusqu'it ce 
jour ne permettent pas d 'evaluer correctement les 
ressources en sols et toutes les cartes qui pourraient 
en etre derivees directement sont sujettes it caution. 
11 faut en prendre conscience. Ainsi au niveau re-
gional, celui qui nous interesse ici, la notion de 
ressources en sol est determinee par diverses con-
traintes: 
• au niveau du pedon, contraintes pedologiques 
et du milieu; 
• au niveau de la parcelle, contraintes d 'accessibi-
lite, de mecanisation~ 
• au niveau de )'exploitation, contraintes socio-
economiques et structures d'exploitation~ 
• au niveau regional, structures communautaires 
ou associatives; 
• au niveau national, besoins en produits (Hal-
laire 1981), ainsi que par les interactions reci-
proques et complexes de toutes ces contraintes. 
Ces mises en garde etant faites, il n 'en reste pas 
moins que les inventaires pedologiques it petite 
echelle constituent un document irrempl~able et 
d 'une tres grande valeur pour la connaissance du 
milieu et une premiere approche des ressources en 
sols de ces regions soudano-saheliennes. Aussi 
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do it-on souhaiter que ces inventaires soient com-
pletes en adoptant une demarche plus naturaliste, 
plus interdisciplinaire depassant Ie cadre pedolo-
gique strict. 
Utilisation agronomique des 
cartes a moyenne et grande 
echelle 
Cartes a grande echelle 
Beaucoup de cartes it. grande echelle (I J 5000-1 /20 
000) ont ete etablies dans les regions soudano-
saheliennes it. I'occasion d'etudes de factibilite de 
projets. Ces cartes sont nombreuses mais, comme 
nous Pavons signale plus haut, elles sont peu 
accessibles. II convient de souligner que ces docu-
ments exigent des depenses importantes et des 
temps de realisation tres longs. Adaptes it des 
projets it. forts investissements (projets d'irriga-
tion), leur precision et leur cou.t sont superfeta-
toires eu egard aux besoins reels des projets d 'agri-
culture pluviale. Cependant, lorsqu'il s'agit de 
transferer les resuLtats acquis par les recherches. il 
est clair que leur interet est important. Pour cela iJ 
importe que ces etudes detaillees, necessairement 
limitees dans l'espace, soient referees aux struc-
tures des couvertures pedologiques environnantes 
par des cartographies a moyenne et a petite echelle. 
Les espaces consideres alors doivent etre suffi-
samment larges pour rendre compte de l'essentiel 
des caracteres des couvertures pectologiques envi-
ron nantes, du role et de la place des divers elements 
presents dans les points d'experimentation, dans 
l'organisation morphologique et Ie fonctionnement 
de ces couvertures. 
Cartes a rnoyenne echelle 
De meme que precedemment, de nombreuses 
cartes a moyenne echelle (1/20000-1/ 100000), ont 
ete etablies dans les regions soudano- saheliennes it. 
l'occasion d'etudes de factibilite pour des projets 
divers. Comme precedemment et pour les memes 
raisons, eHes restent difficiles d'acces (sauf cartes 
regulieres au 1/ SO 000 au Cameroun). 
Ce type de cartographie est particum~rement inte-
ressant pour aborder Ies problemes d 'evaluation 
des ressources en sols pour .. agriculture pluviale. 
La precision relative est bien adaptee aux espaces 
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consideres par les projets. Par leur coOt et temps de 
realisation reduits, ces invent aires sont en rapport 
avec les niveaux d'investissement consentis dans 
ces projets. 
Cependant, ces cartographies souffrent souvent, 
comme to utes les cartes pedologiques au sens 
strict, de leur manque d'ouverture sur les facteurs 
extrinseques d'evaluation des ressources en sol. lei 
comme plus haut les etudes pectologiques ne pren-
nent en compte que les aspects sols, hors de leur 
contexte ecologique ou socio-politique. 
U ne caracteristique generate de ces cartes pecto-
. Jogiques es.t qu 'elles sont sous-tendues essentielle-
ment par des systemes de classification, de taxo-
nomie des sols qui constituent "a la fois des lan-
gages, des outils de caracterisation, des outils de 
cartographie"{Ruellan ]984). Sans revenir sur les 
insuffisances de ces outils, deja evoquees, il con-
vient de souligner com bien Ie Iangage des pedo-
logues est considere comme esoterique par la plu-
part des utilisateurs. 11 est certain que Ie foisonne-
men! sinon I'interpretation des classifications, leurs 
revisions indispensables au cours du temps laissent 
I 'utilisateur potentiel desarme et pantois. Cet etat 
de choses Ie conduit non seulement Ii trouver toutes 
les bonnes raisons pour ne pas demander la mise en 
oeuvre des etudes pedologiques qui s'imposent, 
mais aussi pour negliger d 'utiliser les etudes qui 
existent deja. 
Pourtant beaucoup d 'informations pectologiques 
peuvent etre transmises en langage clair, compre-
hensible de la plupart des utilisateurs, des agro-
nomes qui ont, au moins, ete inities ala pedologie 
au cours de leurs etudes. Il n 'en reste pas moins 
que, comme dans toutes les sciences, l'expose the-
matique n'est pas toujours comprehensible imme-
diatement du public non jnitie. Aussi, bien sou-
vent, meme sans tomber dans les abus soulignes 
plus haut, l'expose ne peut etre fait sans un mi-
nimum de langage specialise. 
En d'autres termes cela veut dire que dans leur 
majorid: les inventaires pectologiques sont difficiles 
Ii lire par Ie public auqueJ ils sont destines. C'est 
pour cela que, par necessite des cartes derivees des 
cartes pedologiques sont etablies. Ces cartes sont 
dites "d'utilisation ou d'aptitude des sols". 
Cartes d'utilisation des sols 
Le but utilitaire Ie plus general des etudes pecto1o-
giques est d'evaluer les sols. Nous passerons sous 
silence les methodes d 'appreciation globale de la 
valeur des terres, teIles que: 
• Ie "jugement agricole" qui procede d'une con-
naissance impIicite du milieu lie, au rHerentiel 
de base, a l'experience des agriculteurs; 
• celIe qui est tiree de la connaissance de la pro-
duction (quantitative et/ou qualitative) qu'on 
peut tirer d 'un sol qui depend beaucoup des 
conditions socio-economiq ues; 
• celles qui sont basees sur les possibilites d 'utili-
sation d 'un sol d 'apres l'examen de ce q u 'il porte 
aujourd'hui (HaIlaire 1981). 
Nous nous attacherons plut6t aux methodes 
d'evaluation analytiques. Parmi eIles, la methode 
la plus connue et la plus utilisee consiste a invento-
rier et classer les contraintes qui s'opposent a la 
mise en valeur agricole. Des cartes des contraintes 
ont ainsi ete etablies et publiees. Classer les con-
traintes consiste d'abord a determiner, d'une part 
la nature de ces contraintes et, d 'autre part, les 
intensites de ces contraintes, c'est a dire de definir 
des classes a partir de valeurs seuil choisies a priori. 
Ensuite, il s'agit de determiner l'importance rela-
tive des contraintes les unes par rapport aux aut res 
en fonction de leur nature et de leur intensite. Cette 
double demarche n'est pas sans poser des pro-
blemes. Le plus souvent on les a resolus en class ant 
les contraintes en quelques classes : absolues, 
majeures, mineures. La classe d 'aptitude est finale-
ment obtenue en se basant sur Ie nombre et sur 
l'importance des contraintes. Le principe de cette 
methode a ete mis au point par Ie Soil Conserva-
tion Survey, Departement de l'agriculture des 
Etats-U nis. 
Schematiquement "les sols sont ainsi classes 
d 'apres leur aptitude a la mise en valeur" pour 
I 'agriculture, pour les paturages, pour la for~t, 
pour la vie sauvage. Ainsi "Ie classement n'est pas 
un classement de la valeur des sols en termes de 
productivite mais un classement de l'eventail de 
leurs possibilites d'utilisation" (Hallaire 1981). 
Cela suppose au prealable, non seulement une hie-
rarchie entre les speculations des plus exigeantes 
aux moins exigeantes, mais egalement une hierar-
chie entre les divers usages. Ainsi par exemple 
"tous les sols utilisables en paturage Ie sont en foret 
et tous les sols utilisables en culture Ie sont en 
paturage". On entre ici dans la petition de principe 
et dans Ie cerc1e vicieux puisque Ie classement des 
contraintes suppose une idee precon9ue sur la ou 
les speculations que l'on desire trouver dans les 
meilleures classes. Cette critique fondamentale n'a 
rien d 'etonnant dans la mesure ou les fondateurs de 
la methode etaient essentieIlement preoccupes par 
les risques d 'erosion des sols. 
La generalisation sans adaptation de cette me-
thode est pour Ie moins erronee, sinon desastreuse 
a bien des egards, car eIle met les pedologues dans 
un cadre securisant demandant peu de reflexions 
personneIles. EIle conduit aussi a des inepties car 
eUe ne peut tenir compte des exigences specifiques 
de toutes les plantes cultivees et de tous les sys-
temes de mise en valeur. Ainsi par exemple, peut-
on considerer que Ie riz serait adapte ala classe 1 a 
sols plats, profonds, fertiles et "bien draines"? 
Peut-on considerer que 1es sols des classes 6 ou 7 
des collines de Birmanie, de Madagascar ou des 
Philippines, amenagees en rizieres, sont inculti-
vables? 
Par contre Ie principe de cette methode ne souf-
fre guere de critique lorsqu'on l'applique a une 
seule speCUlation dans un contexte technologique 
determine dont on connait les exigences speci-
fiques. C'est dans cette voie que les pedologues du 
Centre de cooperation internationale en recherche 
agronomique pour Ie developpement (CIRAD) 
ont oriente leurs efforts ces dernieres annees, qu'il 
s'agisse de cultures vivrieres, industrieIles ou fruitie-
res. Ainsi des cartes d'aptitude a telle ou telle specu-
lation dans tel ou tel systeme technique ou socio-
economique ont ete tablies ici et la tant dans les 
regions soudano- saheliennes (Bertrand et al 1985) 
que tropicales humides. 
Ce n'est donc pas tant Ie principe de la methode 
qui est critiquable, mais la generalisation abusive 
qui en est faite. 
11 est cependant clair que bien des questions 
restent en suspens, en particulier a partir de quel 
niveau de precision une carte des sols ne peut plus 
etre derivee en carte d 'aptitude. 11 convient alors de 
tenir compte d'un facteur essentiel, celui de l'hete-
rogeneite de la couverture pedologique. Ainsi dans 
certaines regions du Senegal oriental, cette trans-
position pourra etre envisagee pour des cartes au 
1/200000 et sera realisee, sans trop d 'aleas, a partir 
du 1/100000, alors que dans les vallees des Voltas 
au Burkina Faso il faudra atteindre et meme de-
passer Ie 1/20000 pour y pretendre serieusement. 11 
est, bien entendu, inutile de preciser que dans ces 
deux exemples il ne s'agit pas de cartes pMolo-
giques, au sens strict, mais de cartes morphopedo-
logiques prenant en compte et explicitant les autres 
facteurs du milieu physique. 
11 convient cependant de bien souligner que tres 
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rares sont les cas, me me dans ces travaux recents, 
ou lesaspects socio.economiques, technologiques 
ou politiques, sont pris en compte pour I'evalua-
tion des ressources en sols. Ce manque d'integra-
lion des aspects humains souleve des problemes de 
methodologie, de conception des etudes, qui rele-
vent de recherches de base. 
Besoin en recherches de base 
relatifs it la cartographie et it la 
classification 
Cartographie 
Complements de I'inventaire it petite echelle 
Compte tenu des vides dans la cartographie des 
pays comme la Mauritanie, Ie Mali, la Guinee, il 
parait indispensable de continuer les levers carto-
graphiques a petite echelle (1/200000) par exem-
pie. Mais il est sur que les methodes de cartogra-
phie doivent evoluer.. L'inventaire, la representa-
tion cartographique de la couverture pedologique 
necessitent, nous I'avons vu, une approche natura-
liste ou interdisciplinaire, ou Ie sol est etudie dans 
son contexte paysagique. La methode morphope-
dologique est particulierement adaptee a cela. En 
effet. les travaux des pedologues du CIRAD et de 
I'ORSTOM en Afrique et a Madagascar, la carto-
graphie complete reguliere au 1/200000 de I'Equa-
teur realisee en une dizaine d 'annees, suivent cette 
methode. Bien entendu cela suppose soit des pedo-
logues ayant une solide formation en geomorpho-
logie, soit I'integration de geomorphologues au 
sein d'une equipe de pedologues. eela suppose 
aussi I'intervention d'autres specialistes: quaterna-
ristes, geographes du milieu humain, agronomes, 
ecologistes, etc., soit ponctuellement soit regulie-
rement. Dans ce contexte interdisciplinaire I'utili-
sation d'une taxonomie pedologique particuliere 
ou d 'une autre ne souleve pas de difficultes particu-
Heres puisque en Afrique la classification fran~aise 
a ete utilisee (parfois la legende F AO), tandis qu'en 
Amerique du Sud la Soil Taxonomy a constitue Ie 
rHl:rentiel pedologique. 
Cartographies a moyenne echelJe 
On a vu precedemment que si les invent aires a 
petite echelle pouvaient etre utilises a des fins de 
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planification et de politique de developpement 
agricole, ces cartographies ne permettaient guere la 
mise en oeuvre de projets agricoles, si diffus 
soient·ils. 
Aussi pour la realisation de ces projets est-il 
necessaire de conduire des cartographies, de la 
couverture pedologique, suffisamment detaillees et 
adaptees aux projets en question. Ce sont la des 
termes vagues qu'il conviendrait de preciser mais 
cela est rendu difficile : 
• en raison notamment de I'heterogeneite de la 
couverture pedologique d'une region a une 
autre (cf plus haut) necessitant par consequent 
une plus ou moins grande finesse des levers; 
• en raison aussi de la nature et de I'intensite des 
actions, sur Ie milieu des projets agricoles. 
II parait donc impossible, dans I'absolu, de fixer 
des normes. Cependant en fonction de I'impor-
tance des investissements agricoles consentis dans 
chaque projet il nous semble raisonnable de pro-
poser qu'une enveloppe financiere, qui pourrait 
etre de I'ordre de 1% (+ 0,5) des depenses, ayant 
trait a I'agriculture proprement dite soit reservee a 
ces etudes du milieu. 
II est bien entendu inutile de revenir sur la neces-
site de I'aspect interdisciplinaire de ces etudes sur 
les cartographies de la couverture pedologique. 
Cartographies destinees a assurer Ie 
transfert des resultats des recherches 
agronomiques 
On a evoque plus haut que Ie transfert des resultats 
acq uis d 'un milieu pedologique a un autre exigeait 
la connaissance a toutes les echelles de la morpho-
logie et de la dynamique de fonctionnement des 
couvertures pedologiques. Jusqu'a present beau-
coup de recherches agronomiques ou de recherche-
developpement ont ete realisees soit sans etude 
pedologique, soit avec des etudes pedologiques 
trop peu detaillees et insuffisantes, soit avec des 
etudes tres detaillees mais confinees aux limites des 
points d 'experimentation. 
Seuls les points d'experimentation principaux et 
les sites de recherche-developpement du Senegal 
ont, a notre connaissance, fait I'objet d'un debut de 
travaux de cartographie a differentes echelles, de· 
tailles sur les stations, semi-detailles ou de recon· 
naissance pour la region environnante. Il faut les 
poursuivre et les affiner. 
Dans les autres pays il convient de les entrepren-
dre rapidement. Les possibilites de generalisation 
ou d 'extrapolation des resultats des experiences de 
mise en valeur sont a ce prix. Le but n'est pas de 
donner des noms aux sols des stations, d'apres une 
quelconque classification. 11 s'agit de bien situer les 
placettes experimentales d'abord dans Ie contexte 
pedologique local puis regional. Enfin, et surtout, 
on essayera de mettre en evidence des liaisons 
existant entre les sols particuliers des points d'ex-
perimentation et l'ensemble de la couverture pedo-
logique. La comprehension de ces relations spati-
ales, temporelles ou dynamiques permettront 
d'evaluer les possibilites d'extrapolation de tel ou 
tel result at a d 'autres milieux pedologiques SI-
milaires a tel ou tel point de vue. 
Recherches de base en matiere de cartographie 
En effet, l'inventaire de la nature des couvertures 
pedologiques suivant un rHerenciel taxonomique 
donne est deja bien avance dans les regions sou-
dano-saheliennes. Par contre, l'etude des organisa-
tions des couvertures pedologiques, it differentes 
echeUes, pour enextraire les relations temp oro-
spatiales et de fonctionnement, est it peine abordee. 
Cependant les resultats fondamentaux et pratiques 
de ces premieres recherches ont un tel interet, que 
ce soit au Nord Cameroun (Bocquier 1973), au 
Burkina Faso (Boulet et al. 1982), au Senegal 
(Chauvel1979, Nahan 1976), qu'il incite it un deve-
loppement de plus en plus important de ce type de 
recherches cartographiques. 
11 s'agit donc par des cartographies it differentes 
echelles, par des etudes analytiques, physicochi-
miques et biologiques, en fonction des organisa-
tions morphologiques mises en evidence, de faire 
apparaitre : 
• les relations spatiales et temporel1es des sols; 
• leurs liaisons, leurs distributions verticales et 
laterales; 
les transferts qui en sont ala fois les vecteurs et la 
resultante; 
• des successions dans Ie temps des types de sols et 
autres caracteristiques pedologiques, soit en 
raison des modifications du climat ou du milieu 
environnant, soit par simple autodeveloppe-
ment (Ruellan 1985). 
Ces etudes necessitent a la fois des cartographies 
a petite, moyenne et grande echeUe, basees sur la 
mise en exergue de la structure et de l'organisation 
de la couverture pedologique. Elles doivent etre 
poursuivies jusqu'au niveau ·des organisations 
microscopiques, en particulier des structures pedo-
logiques de transformation, d 'accumulation, 
d 'agregation, en liaison avec Ie systeme des vides 
dont Ie role est essentiel dans Ie comportement et 
l'evolution des sols mis en valeur. 
Mais toutes ces recherches fondamentales fai-
sant intervenir la cartographie ne dispensent pas 
bien de suivre l'evolution des sols agricoles particu-
lierement lors de leur mise en culture. Les conse-
quences de divers modes d 'exploitation ou de faire 
valoir sont souvent lourdes de menaces de degra-
dation, voire de destruction, plus ou moins com-
plete. En effet, les sols sont alors soumis a une 
pression humaine toujours plus forte et plus mal 
controlee. Ne pas observer, sinon mesur~r, cette 
evolution conduit souvent a des situations des as-
treuses d 'echec des operations de developpement, 
voire de degradation des conditions de vie humaine. 
Etudier cette evolution a pour finalite de trouver a 
temps des solutions pour palier ces evolutions 
regressives. II est tres peu de projets de developpe-
ment agricole de quelque importance ou intensite 
qu'ils soient qui consacrent ace suivi ne serait-ce 
q u 'une miette des depenses consenties a la mise en 
oeuvre des projets. 11 y a la un manque de prise de 
conscience grave pour l'avenir. 
Classification 
En raison des diverses critiques exposees plus haut, 
une grande partie de la comunaute pedologique 
francophone considere que "la classification des 
sols, semble aujourd'hui bien desuete, meme si eUe 
demeure encore la raison d'etre de certaines ecoles 
et surtout de beaucoup de neophytes. Cela n'est pas 
pour etonner, Ie probleme de la classification con-
stituant la maladie infantile de to utes les sciences 
jeunes. Ceci ne veut pas dire que la pedologie n'ait 
pas besoin de classification, car comme toute 
science natureUe, et devant la multitude des faits 
d'observation, la mise en ordre apparait indispen-
sable, mais cette classification doit etre unique-
ment un referentiel scientifique, et non un systeme 
rigide et autoritaire, qui finit par classer des objets 
artificiels" et non representatifs de la nature (Pedro 
1984). 
Aussi la revision de la classification fran9aise des 
sols s 'oriente plutot vers la mise sur pied d 'un tel 
referentiel. 
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Si les problemes de classification des sols ne sont 
pas consideres comme prioritaires ou bien parais~ 
sent depasses, c'est sans doute aussi parce que les 
modeies d 'organisation ou d'individus sol sont 
multiples et non uniques comme tendraient it nous 
Ie faire croire la demarche classificatrice des "pro-
fils de sol" ou des "pedons". On pourrait ainsi 
parallelement concevoir et elaborer une classifica-
tion des types de pays ages pedologiques, des types 
de toposequences (ex. cartes morphopedologiques), 
des types d'horizons (ex. soil taxonomy) des types 
d'organisation elementaire des constituants (ex. 
micromorphologie ). 
Contraintes pedologiques limitant 
Ie developpement de l'agriculture 
Les regions soudano-saheliennes d'Afrique de 
l'Ouest presentent une grande diversite de sols. Au 
niveau regional il est possible d'en resumer Ies 
grandes tendances en distinguant trois grands 
types de couvertures pedologiques : celles oui deri-
vent de materiaux sableux d 'origine eolienne, 
celles qui sont caracterisees par l'abondance d 'ar-
giles gonflantes. celles qui dhivent de glacis ou 
plateaux cuirasses. 
Les couvertures pedologiques sur 
materiaux sableux 
Les couvertures pedologiques derivees de mate-
riaux sableux d'origine eolienne montrent une 
organisation genera Ie en cordons tres allonges avec 
une alternance transversale de dunes a sols sableux 
rubefies peu ou pas structures et d 'interdunes a sols 
plus argileux grisatres it engorgement temporaire 
et structure Ie plus souvent massive. En raison de 
tres faibles teneurs en colloides et en matieres 
organique, la CEC y est tres fai ble. Aux dHiciences 
minerales (N, P, K, Ca, Mg et oligo-elements), 
natives mais peu importantes, se surimpose une 
sensibilite marquee a I'acidification sous l'effet de 
l'agriculture traditionnelle. Les fortes permeabili-
tes superficielles, Ia grande profondeur d'enra-
cinement et la faible energie de retention de l'eau 
compensent en partie Ia faible capacite totale du 
stockage de I 'eau liee it la texture tres grossiere et la 
quasi absence de macro et de microstructure (sauf 
dans les sols derives des depots eoliens les plus 
anciens). 
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Sous I'effet des fa~ons cuiturales et surtout du 
pietinement du betail, les horizons superficiels 
deviennent tres sensibles it la deflation eolienne 
dont Ie potentiel est tres eleve (100 it 250 ha- I an-I). 
Ce probleme est aggrave par la disparition de la 
vegetation ligneuse. 
Les couvertures pedologiques riches 
en argiles 
Les couvertures pedologiques abondant en argiles 
gonflantes sont tres develop pees sur les glacis 
e'ncore fonctionnels de la zone soudanienne semi-
aride it saisons contrastees (P <800 mm). On les 
trouve essentiellement sur des roches riches en 
mineraux alterables (feldspaths ou mineraux ferro-
magnesiens) telles que les grani to-gneiss, les schistes 
et autres roches metamorphiques, les alluvions 
anciennes. 
Si dans Ie detail, ces couvertures ont une organi-
sation verticale et laterale ordonnee il n 'en reste pas 
moins qu'a l'echelle du paysage, la repartition spa-
tiale des sols y est tres complexe. Cette heterogene-
ile constitue une contrainte majeure. Les limita-
tions presentees par ces sols sont d 'abord dues it 
leurs proprietes physiques et leur regime hydrique. 
La texture argileuse encore accusee par la nature 
gonflante des argiles en fait des sols lourds difficiles 
sinon impossibles a cultiver en milieu traditionneL 
Peu permeables ils sont rapidement engorges ce 
qui provoque des regimes hydriques tres contrastes 
dHavorables a I'installation et a la production des 
cultures. Ces aspects sont encore plus accuses dans 
les sols sodiques (Solonetz) et dans ceux qui pre-
sentent en outre des discontinuites texturales (pla-
nosols). II en resulte aussi une grande sensibilite a 
I'erosion pluviale et au ruissellement. 
Si les reserves minerales sont souvent convena-
bles en raison de la presence de mineraux alterables 
(vertisols lithomorphes) les bases echangeables y 
sont souvent desequilibrees en calcium-magnesium 
et sodium, ce qui conduit a des difficultes d 'alimen-
tation minerale, a I'apparition des deficiences indu-
ites en oligo-elements ou a une reorganisation de-
favorable de l'azote. Le pouvoir fixateur en P20 S' 
parfois eleve induit une faible efficience des engrais 
phosphates. 
Une faible proportion de ces sols it argiles gon-
flantes a, en Afrique de l'Ouest, des proprietes 
physiques de surfaces favorables. JIs sont alors 
intensement cuttives, notamment it la peripherie et 
en contrebas de reliefs residuels de roches vertes, 
(vertisols grumosoliques, sols bruns euthrophes 
plus ou moins vertiques) malgre les risqus d 'erosion. 
Les couvertures pedologiques 
ferrallitiques ou ferrugineuses 
Les couvertures pedologiques derivees de glacis ou 
plateaux plus ou moins cuirasses sont en grande 
partie heritees de l'action successive de paleocli-
mats quaternaires. Elles couvrent d'immenses 
superficies dans les regions soudano-saheliennes 
sur des substrats tres divers (gres, granito-gneiss, 
schistes, etc.). La profondeur du sol, limitee par la 
presence d'horizons indures (cuirasse ferrique ou 
carapace) constitue souvent une contrainte majeure. 
La presence d 'horizons gravillonnaires, de nappes 
de gravats, d 'abord consideree comme def avorable 
est souvent, maintenant, consideree comme un 
avantage (macroporosite entrainant un enracine-
ment profond et un ressuyage rapide). Sur les 
vastes plateaux de gres argileux les sols lessives 
hydromorphes occupent des superficies impor-
tantes. L'engorgement saisonnier limite la profon-
deur d'enracinement et par suite l'acces aux re-
serves minerales et hydriques. Le fort developpe-
ment du ruissellement en est une consequence 
aggravee par la degradation de la structure liee a la 
mise en culture et a I 'appauvrissement consecutif 
en matieres organiques. 
Ces sols derives de vieilles alterites complete-
ment ferrallitiques ont un complexe d 'echange 
domine par les colloides a faible activite ou a 
charges variables (kaolinites, sesquioxydes). Les 
deficiences en elements nutritifs sont communes 
mais peu importantes. Elles sont moins elevees 
dans les zones semi-arides. L 'elevation de la ferti-
lite minerale par l'application d 'engrais est limitee 
par des faibles possibilites de stockages du com-
plexe absorbant. 
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Agroclimatic Aspects of Rainfed Agriculture 
in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone 
M. V .K. Sivakumar1 
Abstract 
The Sudano~Sahelian Zone (SSZ) is one of the poorest regions of the world with the lowest per 
capita Gross National Product (GNP). In contrast to the existing definitions o[theSSZ that use 
mean annual rainfall only, it is proposed that a 60-150 day growing period be used as the basis 
for the delineation of this zone. Characteri.~tics of the rainfall in this region, such as temporal 
and spatial variability, persistency, and geographical patterns of variability are described with 
suitable examples. A brief review of rainfall intensities, infiltration, and runoff is presented. 
Cumulative frequency distribution of maximum and minimum air temperatures at the time of 
sowing and harvesting of crops in the SSZ show that maximum temperatures at the time of 
sowing could exceed 40°C. Such high temperatures. together with wind ero6'ion, can cause crop 
establishment problems. Maps of potential evapotranspiration and growing-season length are 
presented. 
The application of agrocJimatic information [or cropping strategies in the SSZ is described 
with examples. A significant relationship is established between the onset of rains and the length 
of growing season for several locations based on which a new concept of "Weather-responsive 
crop management tactics" is proposed. The application of rainfall and drought probabIlities 
and water balance is discussed. 
Resume 
Aper~u de I'agroclimatologie de I'agriculture pluviale dans la zone soudano~sahelienne: On 
propose de delimiter la zone soudano-sahelienne sur la base d 'une saison de croissance allant de 
60 a 150 jours plutot que sur des donnees pluviometriques moyennes annuelles. On decrit pour 
cette region des caracteristiques de la pluviometrie. telles la variabilite spatio-temporelle, la 
persistance et les modes geographiques. Les intensites des precipitations, l'infiltration et Ie 
ruissellement sont passes brievement en revue, ainsi que les enregistrements des temperatures 
maxim ales et minim ales de i'airet leur frequencecumuleea lepoquedu semisetde la recoltedes 
cultures dans la zone. II apparaft que la temperature maximaie au semis peut exceder40°C. Une 
conjoncrion de cette temperature elevee et de I erosion eolienne compliquent particulierement 
Jetablissement des cultures. Des cartes d'l:vapotranspiration potentielle et de longueur des 
saisons de croissance sont presentees. 
On decrit I 'application de 1 'information agrocJimatique Ii la strategie culturale. Une relation 
significative est ctablie entre Ie debut des pluies et la longueur de la saison de croissance pour 
I. Principal Agroclimatologist. leR IS AT. Niamey, Niger. 
ICRISA T Conference Paper no. CP 410. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil. Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-1 I Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, india: ICRISAT. 
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pIusieurs lieux. Ceci a permis dlntroduire Ie concept nouveau de "tactique d'am6nagement des 
cultures en reponse au temps *~ On termine par J'examen du biJan hydrique de J*application des 
probabilit6s de pIuies et de s6cheresse. 
Introduction 
The Sudano-Sahelian climatic zone, which extends 
over several countries of West Africa, is one of the 
poorest regions of the world. Subsistence agricUl-
ture is the main mode of livelihood. since 90% of 
the population in this region lives in villages. The 
per capita Gross National Product (GNP) in this 
region is the lowest in the world, as recurrent 
droughts and several years of crop failures have led 
to near destruction of the rural economy. This is 
the only region in the world where the decline in 
per capita food production over the past two 
decades has led to an increase in the ratio of food 
imports to total food consumption. thus creating 
an urgent need to develop new technologies that 
make the most efficient use of the limited climatic 
and soil resources. In this paper, an overview of the 
agroclimatic aspects of rainfed agriculture in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone is presented. 
The Sudano-Sahelian Climatic 
Zone and Its Geographical Extent 
Rainfall in West Africa shows a significant north-
south gradient because of the interseasonal move-
ment of the Intertropica] Convergence Zone, north 
Table I. Review of existine dermitions of Sahelian and Sudanian climatic lones in West Africa. 







Sudanian Sa he lian 
(500-750) (750," (000) 
Sub-Saharan Sudanian 
(100-600) (600-1250) 
Northern Southern Sudanian I 
Sahelian Sahelian (700-1300) 
(100-300) (300-700) 
Sahelian Sahelo- Sudanian 
Sudanian 
(100-400) (400-600) (600-1200) 
Sahelian Sudanian 
(l 00 - 7(0) (700-1100) 
Sahelian Sudanian 
( 100-4(0) (400-1200) 
Sahelian Sudano Northern 
Sahelian Sudanian 















Davy et aL (1976) 
Nicholson (1980) 
Le Houerou and 
Popov (1981) 
and south of the equator. Hence a range of natural 
vegetation patterns developed along this gradient. 
Almost all the climatic wnation schemes devel-
oped for West Africa use two criteria---mean 
annual rainfall and vegetation. Although the terms 
'Sahelian', 'Sudanian', and 'Guinean' lones were 
first used by Chevallier in 1933, it was Aubreville 
(1949) who recognized the transitory nature of the 
climatic zones and proposed the terms 'Sahelo-
Saharian', 'Sahelo-Sudanian" and 'Sudano-Gui-
nean' lones. After 1949, seven different rainfall 
limits have been proposed for delineating the Sahe-
lian and Sudanian zones (Table 1). Rainfall limits 
used for the definition of the Sahelian zone by 
different authors vary substantially. Summarizing 
these different limits, Davy et al. (1976) argued 
about the need to use a broader range, and 
employed the 100-700 mm rainfall range for the 
Sahelian lone. 
From the standpoint of rainfed agriculture, 
however, these schemes seem inadequate. Mean 
annual rainfall by itself cannot be considered a 
sufficiently useful index of probable season length, 
since the potential evapotranspiration, which var-
ies from one region to another, influences the pro-
portion of rainfall available for crop growth. For 
annual cereal crops, which are planted and har-
vested according to rainfall patterns in a given 
year, the most important constraint is the available 
season length. Hence Sivakumar (1986a) proposed 
a soil-climatic zonation scheme for West Africa, 
using the growing period that is calculated from 
rainfall and potential evapotranspiration. In this 
scheme, a growing period of 60-100 days was used 
for delimiting the Southern Sahelian zone, and 
100-150 days for the Sudanian zone. One may 
question the choice of the lower limit of a 60-day 
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since the word "Sahel" could imply much drier 
environments. Since this loning scheme is primar-
ily for use in formulating strategies for rainfed 
agriculture. the lower limit of 60 days has been 
adopted as the shortest season length. 
The geographical extent ofthe Sudano-Sahelian 
lone, which is now defined as the West African 
climatic zone with an average growing period of 
60-150 days, is shown in Figure 1. 
Rainfall 
Rainfall in the Sudano-Sahelian zone is low, vari-
able, and undependable. The rainfall gradients are 
very steep (Fig. 2). The further south one goes from 
the Saharan margin, the greater is the rainfall. The 
mean annual rainfall increases threefold from 400 
mm on the northern limit to 1200 mm in the 
extreme south near 12°N, approximately 1 mm 
km- I • The isohyets run nearly parallel, with a ten-
dency to dip southwards as they extend towards 
east (Toupet 1965). 
As Nicholson (1983) pointed out, the potential 
for development is limited not only by total rain-
fall, especially in the Sahelian zone, but also by 
other, less commonly considered characteristics of 
the area's rainfall, which is described below. 
Temporal Variability 
Temporal or time-dependent variations in rainfall 
are quite common in this region, and can be repre-
sented at three time scales: annual, monthly, and 
daily. 
Annual Rainfall 
The coefficient of variation (CV) of annual rainfall 
ranges between 15-30%. For example, the varia-
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Figure 3. Annual rainfall \'ariation in Banfora. Burkina Faso (mean annual rainfall-1148 mm). 
tion in mean annual rainfall at Banfora in Burkina 
Faso (Fig. 3) over the last 64 years is about 25%. 
Although the mean annual rainfall at Banfora 
(represented by the horizontal line in the figure) is 
1148 mm, since 1968. rainfall has been below nor-
mal; in 1983 it was only 480 mm. 
Monthly Rainfall 
The variability in the monthly rainfall is larger 
since rainfall is usually limited to the summer 
months, i.e., May to October. Aridity prevails dur-
ing the rest of the year and is most pronounced 
from December to February. 
An example of monthly rainfall variability is 
shown in Figure 4 for four locations: Hambori 
(Mali) and Niamey (Niger), which represent the 
low-rainfall locations, and Ouagadougou (Bur-
kina Faso) and Kolda (Senegal), the high-rainfall 
locations. Large differences exist between the max-
imum, average, and minimum monthly rainfall 
recorded at all four locations. Average rainfall is 
always higher than the median. The rainy season at 
21 
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Future 4. Monthly maximum, average. median. and minimum rainfall at four locations in the Sudano-
Sahelian lone. 
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Kolda starts about a month later than at Ouaga-
dougou, where the mean annual rainfall is much 
lower. Rainfall is maximum in August in both 
places. The CV of monthly rainfall (Table 2) is 
higher for Hambori and Niamey, specially in May 
and June, and also towards the end of the rainy 
season, in September and October. In July and 
August, when the rains reach their seasonal maxi-
mum, there is little difference in the CY between 
the low- and the high-rainfall locations. 
Daily Rainfall 
Rainfall variability proved to be greatest in com-
parisons between specific days at Niamey for three 
years as shown in Figure 5. Since the mean annual 
precipitation at Niamey is 560 mm, 1964 was above 
normal, 1968 was normal, and 1972 was below 
normal. However, the rains terminated by early 
September in both 1964 and 1968, while in 1972, 
they continued until 18 Oct. 
Generalized characteristics of daily rainfall for 
four locations in the Sudano-Sahelian zone (Table 
3) show that the number of rainy days as well as the 
average rainfall per rainy day increase from May 
and reach the maximum by August. Differences 
between locations in the average duration between 
rainy days show that at Hambori and Niamey, the 
risk to crop establishment in June is higher. At 
Kolda, where rains begin late, duration between 
rainy days in May is similar to that at Hambori. 
Spatial Variability 
Rainfall in the semi-arid regions is characterized 
by a high spatial variability (Sharon 1974. Jackson 
1977). Spatial variability, using monthly means for 
West Africa. has been studied by Nicholson (1980). 
who used correlations between individual stations 
to derive rainfall anomaly types. A systematic net-
work of rain gauges is not often available to mon-
itor the spatial variability of single rain storms in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone. In order to study this 
aspect. 17 rain gauges have been installed on a 
400-m grid over 500 ha at the ICRISAT Sahelian 
Centre (ISC). Sadore, Niger. Data from the rain 
gauges were plotted after each rain storm, and 
maps were made showing the spatial variability of 
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Figure 5. Daily rainfall variation at Niamey, Niger. 
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recorded at the ISC meteorological observatory. 
However, over the entire station, rainfall ranged 
from 34 mm in the northwest corner to 8.9 mm in 
the southeast corner (Fig. 6). In Tanzania, annual 
rainfall totals at stations only a few kilometers 
apart were uncorrelated (Sharon 1974). This spa-
tial variability is not caused by local effects but is 
related to the randomness of the convective storms 
that prevail in these areas (Nicholson 1983). 
Persistency and Extreme Magnitude 
of Variability 
The rainfall variability discussed above leads to 
instability in the traditional mean figures for crop 
production. The recent drought in the Sahel is not 
unique. Annual rainfall deviations from the mean 
at Niamey for the past 80 years (Fig. 7) indicate 
that droughts have occurred between 1910 and 
1920, 1940 and 1950, ) 968 and 1973, and 1976 and 
1984. The 1950s were generally wet. Severe, extend-
ed droughts are a recurrent feature in the region's 
climatology (Nicholson 1982) but the 1960-80 
drought around Niamey was unique in its persist-
ence. Rainfall deviations 20-40% below the mean 
were common. Nicholson (1981) showed that in 
1950, rainfall all over West Africa was above nor-
mal, at some locations even 250% above normal. 
However, In 1970, rainfall was below normal 
throughout the region. 
Geographical Patterns of Rainfall 
Variability 
Rainfall fluctuations are associated with a pre-
ferred geographic pattern. For example, the reduc-
tion in the mean annual rainfall in Niger after 1969 
(Fig. 8) is characteristic of the entire country. This 
figure uses pre- and post-1969 averages to examine 
the effect of the post-1969 droughts on the long-
term averages of rainfall. The severity of droughts 
in the country is made evident by the southward 
movement of rainfall isohyets after 1969. Around 
J 6° N. the region that received an average of 550 
mm a-I before 1969 received only 400 mm after 
1969. These patterns indicate that abnormal rain-
fall conditions are almost continental in scope. 
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Figure 6. Rainfall variability at ISC. Sadore', Siger, on 22 Jul 1986. (0= Rain gauges). 
Rainfall Intensities, Infiltration, 
and Runoff 
Rain in West Africa often occurs in short, intense 
storms, e.g., on 4 Aug 1985, at ISC, we received 82 
mm or one-seventh of the seasonal normal rainfall 
injust under three hours. Rainfall intensities in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone are much greater than in 
the temperate and subtropical zones and pose spe-
cial problems in agricultural management and soil 
conservation (Kowal and Kassam 1978). At Bam-
bey. Senegal, half of the rains fell with an intensity 
26 
greater than 27 mm h- I and a quaner with an 
intensity greater than 52 mm h- I (Charreau and 
Nicou 1971). At Sefa, in southern Senegal, the 
corresponding values were 32 and 62 mm h- I 
(Charreau 1974). In nonhern Nigeria, individual 
rainstorms of greater than 50 mm with peak inten-
sities of 120-160 mm h- 1 are not uncommon 
(Kowal and Kassam 1976), and peak intensities of 
over 250 mm h- 1 for very short periods were 
reponed (Kowal 1970). 
Rainfall intensity data reported for Niono, Mali, 
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Figure 7. Pl"fcentage de\'iation of annual rainfall at 'iamel. 'j~er. 
in SOC/(· of the cases. rainfall intensities exceed 27 
mm h- I while for I J c::( of all the storms, the intensi-
ties exceed 100 mm h- I. Hoogmoed ( 198 J) reported 
a peak intensity of 300 mm h- I for Niono. From 
analyses of rainfall intensities over a 4-year period 
for Niamey in Niger. Hoogmoed (1981) showed 
that .16% of the rains fell with intensities of >50 
mm h- I. and 13% with intensities of>] 00 mm h-I. 
Peak intensities rc;ached 253 mm h- I for six min-
utes, Hoogmoed (l986a) recently reported peak 
intensities of 386 mm h- I for Niamey, 
I nfiltration rates in the Sudano-Sahelian zone 
have seldom been measured directly; they are 
affected by soil types, especially when there are 
problems of soil crusting. On the bare, weakly-
crusted soil surface of the sandy soils at ISC, infil-
tration rates of up to 100 mm h-I have been 
reported (ICRISAT 1985). For the ferruginous 
soils with indurate crust at Saria in central Burkina 
Faso, Forest and Lidon (1984) reported lower infil-
tration rates of to.8 mm h- I in the first 6 h but after 
5 days. infiltration rates reached 32 mm h- I , How-
ever on the sandy soils in Mati near Niono, where 
crust formation causes problems of low permeabil-
ity. final infiltration rates were about 10 mm h-I 
(Hoogmoed and Stroosnijder 1984). 
Under these conditions of high rainfall intensi-
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Figure 8. Rainfall isohyets in !'iger before and after )969. 
compiled from eight different studies in the Sudano-
Sahelian zone (Table 4) show that runoff and soil 
loss vary with location. Cropped soils, as one 
would expect, showed much lower runoff rates. An 
increase in rainfall does not necessarily result in an 
increase in the erosion. There are other important 
intervening factors such as soil erodibility, land 
form (slope, steepness, and shape) and manage-
ment systems (LaI1980). 
Rainfall Probabilities 
Decadal precipitation totals for a long period of 
time are available for numerous locations in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone and could be analyzed by 
fitting the most appropriate mathematical func-
tion to the rainfall data, for computing the proba-
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bilities of receiving a certain amount of rainfall. say 
10 mm, 20 mm. 30 mm. etc. Markov chain models 
for precipitation analysis. introduced by Gabriel 
and Neumann (1962). are in use widely. and the 
application of these models in agricultural planting 
has heen discussed by Stern and Coe (1982). Rain-
fall probabilities for several locations in Niger 
(Sivakumar et al. 1979), Mali (Sivakumar et al. 
1984), and Burkina Faso (Sivakumar and Faustin 
1986) have been published. 
Probabilities of receiving 10 mm or more rainfall 
during each decade (Fig. 9) for Hambori, Niamey, 
Ouagadougou. and Kolda clearly show the differ-
ences in the onset of rains from north to south in 
the Sudano-Sahehan lone. At Hambori, the pro-
babilities do not reach the dependable level of 75% 
probability (Hargreaves 1974) until after decade 
19, while at Ouagadougou located further south, 
Table 4. Runoff and soil loss data from the Sudano-Sahelian zone. 
Mean 
annual 
rainfall Slope Runoff Soil loss 
Country Location (mm) (90) Treatments (90) (t ha- I a-I) Reference 
Benin Boukombe 875 3.7 Pearl millet, 11.7 1.3 Verney and 
conventional Willaime 
tillage (1965) 
Niger Allokoto 452 3.0 Sorghum, 16.3 8.6 Roose and 
cotton Bertrand (J 971 ) 
Nigeria Samaru 1062 0.3 Bare soil 25.2 3.8 Kowal (1970) 
Senegal Sefa 1300 1.2 Bare soil 39.5 21.0 Charreau and 
Nicou (1971) 
Burkina Faso Niangoloko 1140 1.2 Pearl millet 7.5 6.4 Christo I (1966) 





Nicou(l97 I ) 
Mali Niono J -·3 Bare soil 25 Hoogmoed and 
Stroosnijder (1984) 
Niger Sadore' 560 Pearl millet 1.5 KJaij and 
Bare soil 0-20 Serafini (1988) 
this occurs 40 days earlier by decade IS. Such large 
differences in the probabilities between these two 
locations are, however, not observed towards the 
end ofthe season. Use ofthese rainfall probabilites 
is discussed in the section on application of agro-
climatological information. 
Temperature 
Air temperatures in the Sudano-Sahelian zone are 
usually higher because of the high radiation load. 
From south to north, temperatures increase and 
rainfall decreases. In order to show the tempera-
ture patterns of mean monthly and mean annual 
maximum and minimum air temperatures, 64 sta-
tions in the Sudano-Sahelian zone have been used. 
The cumulative frequency distribution of min-
imum and maximum air temperatures for the 
whole year and for the rainy season is shown in 
Figure 10. For the Sudano-Sahelian zone as a 
whole, the annual as well as the rainy-season min-
imum temperature range is small compared with 
the maximum temperatures. When compared with 
the annual means, the minimum temperatures for 
the rainy season are about 2-2.SoC higher, while 
maximum temperatures are lower. 
Mean temperatures for the rainy season could be 
misleading because, for certain crop growth phases, 
the air temperatures are much higher. Cumulative 
frequency distribution of minimum and maximum 
air temperatures at the time of sowing (May-Jun) 
and harvesting (Sep-Oct) (Figure II) shows that 
mean maximum temperatures at the time of sow-
ing can exceed 40° C. Probabilities of maximum air 
temperatures exceeding defined thresholds have 
been reported for Mali (Sivakumar et al. 1984) and 
Burkina Faso (Sivakumar and Faustin 1986). 
Wind 
The main feature of the wind regimes in the 
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Figure 10. Cumulative frequency distribution of minimum and maximum air temperatures for the whole 
year and for the rainy season (May-Oct) in the Sudano-Sahelian lone. 
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Figure II. Cumultative frequency distribution of minimum and maximum air temperatures at the time of 
sowing (May-Jun) and harvesting (Sep-Oct)of sorghum and pearl millet crops in the Sudano-Sahelian lone. 
the dry and wet seasons (Davy et al. 1976). During 
the dry season, the harmattan winds blow from the 
desert areas northeast of the region while in the 
rainy season, the monsoon regime brings humid 
winds from the Atlantic Ocean and equatorial 
Africa to the southwest. 
Average wind speeds during the dry season are 
generally high but the highest record wind speeds 
for the year are expected during thunderstorms, 
early in the rainy season. Wind speeds exceeding 
100 km h- l have been recorded at ISC. Kowal and 
Kassam (1978) reported maximum speeds of 110 
km h- l at Samaru, Nigeria. In the Sahelian zone, 
bee a use of high wind speeds, an enormous amount 
of dust from the bare, loose, sandy soils is carried 
in the air. During rainfall, this sand is deposited on 
the young pearl millet seedlings. The weight of the 
sand and the high soil temperature up to 50°C in 
the sand covering the seedling are often fatal to the 
seedlings and lead to crop establishment problems. 
Potential Evapotranspiration 
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) relates to the 
evaporative demand of the atmosphere. Published 
PET data calculated using the Penman (1948) 
equation, are available for several locations in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone, as shown in Figure 12. 
Considering the low rainfall (Fig. 2), PET is very 
high in the Sudano-Sahelian zone. Kowal and 
Kassam (1978) computed that north of 8° 19'N, the 
annual deficit between rainfall and PET increases 
by 200 mm per degree latitude. Such a north-south 
gradient in PET is expected since the radiation and 
temperature are consistently high for locations sit-
uated in the north. 
Length of Growing Season 
The work of Cocheme and Franquin (1967) helped 
elucidate crop-climate relationships in West Africa. 
Their proposal to give adequate importance to 
both precipitation (P) and PET in the zonation 
scheme for West Africa, by using the ratio of 
P / PET and computing the length of the growing 
season, is based on a realistic appraisal of crop 
response to available moisture. This system has 
been used in an FAO publication (1984) on agro-
climatological data for Africa. Figure 13 shows the 
variation in the mean length of growing season in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone. 
Application of Agroclimatic 
Information 
Agroclimatic information has not been adequately 
used to derive cropping strategies in the Sudano-
Sahelian zone. An analysis of historical rainfall 
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Figure 12. Mean annual potential evapotranspiration (mm) in the Sudano-Sahelian zone. 
data can be used in assessing climatic resources for 
cropping potential and evaluating cropping risks, 
While current weather data facilitates tactical plan-
ning for intraseasonal crop-management decisions, 
and interpreting regional crop evaluation studies. 
Some examples of the application of agroclimatic 
information are given below. 
Date of Onset of Rains and Length 
of Growing Season 
In West Africa, the date of the first rains is impor-
tant in planning agricultural operations, particu-
larly sowing. Several studies (Stanton and Cam-
mack 1953, de Geus 1970, Jones and Stockinger 
1972, Kassam and Andrews 1975) showed that 
early establishment of crops results in higher 
yields. Dancette 1976 estimated for Nioro du Rip, 
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Senegal, that dry sowing pearl millet on 5 lun 
would have resulted in seedling death 12 years out 
of 44. 
Sivakumar (1986b) computed the dates of the 
first and last rains and the length of the growing 
season for each year of the data base for 58 loca-
tions in the Sudano-Sahelian lone. A highly signif-
icant relationship was observed between the date 
of onset of rains and the length of the growing 
season across the southern Sahelian zone, and it 
has been suggested that the potential length of the 
growing season can be assessed with reference to 
the date of onset of rains. Early onset of rains, 
relative to the computed mean date of onset for a 
given ]ocation, results in a longer growing season. 
This is illustrated in Table 5 for Niamey. Niger 
(data base 1904-1984). The average date of begin-
ning of rains at Niamey is computed as 12Jun, and 
the average length of the growing season is 94 days. 





Figure 13. Mean length of the growing season (days) in the Sudano-Sahelian lone. 
i.e., by 24 May. there is a 43% probability that the 
growing season will exceed 115 days. On the other 
hand, if the rains are delayed until the beginning of 
Table 5. Probabilities of growing season length exceed-
ina specified duradons (or variable onset of rains for 
Niamey, Nller. 
Length of 
Date of onset growing season exceeding 
of rains 75 days 95 days 115 days 135 days 
24 May 100 99 48 1 
2 Jun 100 87 11 0 
12 Jun 99 48 1 0 
22 Jun 87 J I 0 0 
2 Jul 48 1 0 0 
July, there is only a 2% probability that the grow-
ing season will exceed 95 days. 
The implications of the above analysis are that 
crop management tactics in the Sahelian zone may 
have to be altered depending upon the onset of 
rains. Sivakumar (1986b) described such analyses 
as the initial step in the concept of "Weather-
responsive crop management tactics n, If rains start 
early in a given location, it may be safe to plant 
cultivars of pearl millet and other crop species 
recommended for a median length season calcu-
lated for that location. If precipitation is delayed 
10 days beyond the calculated average date of 
onset of rains, short-duration cultivars that mature 
early in the remaining growing season may be more 
productive. In addition, in terms of disaster plan-
ning, delayed rains signal the need for timely 
action, since traditional and improved cultivars of 
median season length are likely to give poor yields. 
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Rainfall Pattern and Soil Preparation 
The benefits of preparatory tillage before sowing in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone are beginning to receive 
considerable attention. In view of the short grow-
ing season and the farmer's limited capacity in 
terms of available power, the number of days 
available prior to the optimum date of sowing is an 
important issue. As Hoogmoed (1986b) showed in 
a recent analysis, the size of rainfall showers rele-
vant for decision making with regard to prepara· 
tory tillage is fairly predictable, and one could 
calculate the total number of days available for 
preparatory tillage and for sowing. 
Use of Rainfall Probabilities 
Rainfall probabilities could be effectively used to 
show the seasonal progression of rainfall depend· 
ability, thereby providing a useful means to differ· 
entiate locations. This point can be amply iHus-
trated from the probabilities of decadal rainfall 
shown in Figure 9. At Ouagadougou, the rainfall 
probabilities by decade 12 are 35% but increase to 
78% by decade 15 and stay above the dependable 
probability level of 70% (indicated by the horizon· 
tal line) until decade 27. At Kolda, which receives 
1172 mm of mean annual rainfall, the rains start 
late (Fig. 4) and so the probabilities only reach the 
dependable level at decade 19 and stay below those 
at Ouagadougou until decade 21 and then increase. 
The probability of receiving rains late in the 
season is also an important consideration. As 
Dancette and Hall (1979) reported, late rains can 
severely damage mature crops that have not been 
harvested, and jeopardize harvested crops stored 
outside without protection from rains. On the 
other hand, late rains increase the chances of post-
harvest plowing. 
Drought Probabilities 
and Crop Breeding Priorities 
The analyses described above provide useful infor-
mation but are still insufficient to answer the spe-
cific question of probabilities of dry spell occur· 
rences since there are occasions when the dry spell 
frequency is higher and seems unrelated to rainfall 
totals. 
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Assuming that the computed date of beginning 
of rains in each year is also the date of sowing, the 
length of dry spells (or days until next day with 
rainfall greater than a threshold value) at different 
probability levels can be computed for consecutive 
10-day periods from sowing. Results of this analy-
sis at 90% probability level for selected locations in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone (Fig. 14) stress that the 
dry spells in the emergence-to-panicle-initiation 
phase are higher than those during panicle initia-
tion to flowering phases specially at low-rainfall 
iocations, i.e., Hambori and Niamey. At Hambori, 
the length of dry spells is progressively longer from 
75 days after sowing (DAS), at Niamey from 90 
DAS, and at Ouagadougou from 120 DAS. Data 
shown in Figure 14 could be used as a guide to 
select varieties to breed for different locations. 
Breeding strategies should be oriented towards 
maturity cycles of 80-90 days for Niamey and 
Hambori, 110-120 days for Ouagadougou, and 
130 days for Kolda. 
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Figure 14. Number of days until next rainfall greater 
than lOmm (at 90% probability level) at selected 
locations in West Africa. 
Use of Soil-Climatic Zonation 
for Research Priorities 
Rainfall and PET data indicate that where rainfed 
agriculture is concerned, the Sudano-Sahelian 
zone cannot be treated as one homogeneous zone. 
Research strategies for a given crop must accom-
modate both climatic variability and difference in 
soil types. Questions also remain on the criteria 
used to select research sites for regional programs, 
the representation of contrasting environments in 
regional networking, and the assessment of the 
national research programs' needs for strengthen-
ing research in important climatic zones. 
Sivakumar (1986a) has developed a soil-climatic 
zonation for West Africa that superimposes the 
growing season lengths (shown in Figure 13) on the 
Soils Map of Africa (UNESCO 1977), in order to 
answer some of the 'above questions. Soil-climatic 
zones in the Sudano-Sahelian zone are prioritized 
and shown in Table 6. 
Evapotranspiration and Application 
of Water Balance 
The real-time rainfall data collected through the 
large network of rain gauges that exists in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone have not been adequately 
exploited in estimating available soil moisture for 
crop growth. From the different soil-climatic zones 
(Table 6), it should be apparent that rainfall data 
per se can only be of limited use to predict crop 
performance in any given year. The systematic 
data collection of evapotranspiration of different 
crops in the region would be very helpful to 
develop suitable models for soil-moisture predic-
tion. Commendable work has been carried out by 
Dancette in Senegal (Dancette 1974, 1976, and 
1977) on crop-water requirements, which were 
given as 413 mm for pearl millet, 386 mm for 
groundnut, and 336 mm for cowpea. Using the 
water balance approach, Dancette (1976) estimated 
the maximum cycle lengths for pearl millet that 
will result in crop water needs being satisfied in 8 
out of 10 years, and the probability that the water 
requirements of a 7S-day pearl millet variety will be 
satisfied to at least the 80% level. 
A subject of major concern in the agricultural 
systems of the Sudano-Sahelian zone is the low 
plant population used by the farmers. This prac-
tice, which may have evolved over time as a survi-
val mechanism, leads to considerable losses of soil 
water through soil evaporation. Cooperative re-
search with the Institute of Hydrology, UK, is 
currently underway at ISC to study separately the 
physical processes of soil evaporation and transpi-
ration, in order to develop suitable agronomic 
techniques to minimize the losses and maximize 
the water-use efficiency. 
Table 6. Soil-dimatic zones, their approximate extent, and priority ranking in the Sudano-SaheUan zone. 
Length of growing Approximate Percentage Priority 
Soil type season (days) extent ('000 ha) of total area ranking 
Luvisols 100-150 32010 24.0 1 
Arenosols 60-100 29973 22.5 2 
Luvisols 60-100 10268 7.7 3 
Vertisols 100-150 5455 4.1 4 
Vertisols 60-100 4030 3.0 5 
Regosols lOO-ISO 12200 9.1 6 
Regosols 60·-JOO 7473 S.6 7 
Nitosols lOO-lSO 2855 2.1 8 
Fluvisols IOO-ISO 3920 2.9 9 
Fluvisols 60-100 2538 1.9 JO 
Arenosols 100-150 2 250 1.7 II 
Planosols 60-100 2443 1.8 12 
Cambisols 60-100 17S8 1.3 13 
Cambisols JOO-ISO 813 0.6 14 
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The water-balance model developed by IRA T 
(Forest 1984) is being applied to examine practical 
questions such as matching maturity cycles of dif-
ferent crops with water-availability patterns, water 
supply / yield relationships, etc. It is important that 
models such as these and others be taken to the 
operational phase in monitoring and developing 
agricultural early-warning systems. 
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L 'usage efficace des ressources en eau pour 
I 'agriculture en zone soudano-sahelienne 
J.M. Chapotard1 
Resume 
Le present expose se reiCre geographiquement aux Btats africains francophones de la zone 
soudano-sahelienne. Oriente vers les problemes de l'utilisation des ressources en eau pour 
1 'agriculture, il rappelle d 'abord ce que sont ces ressources et ce qu 'on sait de leurs caracteris-
tiques essentielles : pluie, eau souterraine et eau de surface. 11 decrit ensuite, par quelques 
exemples de petits perimetres, divers modes de 1 'apport d'eau au profit de 1 'agriculture et en 
precise quelques resultats. Bst presentee brievement la situation de la recherche dans le domaine 
de 1 'exploitation des ressources en eau et les perspectives de cette recherche. L 'etude sur ce sujet 
est globalement orientee vers une connaissance plus precise des besoins en eau et de l'usage 
ecollOmique des ressources en eau. L 'article conclut au caractere indispensable de ces orienta-
tions, compte tenu de l'insecurite de la culture pluviale seule, mais aussi de la necessite de realiser 
des investissements adaptes et economiquement corrects. 
Abstract 
Efficient use of water resources for agriculture in the Sudano-SaheUan zone: This paper deals 
with the problem of describing as well as utilizing water resources (rainfall, ground, and surface 
water) for agriculture in the French-speaking countries of the zone. It describes various methods 
of providing water for agriculture, using small irrigation schemes as examples, and then 
summarizes current research on exploitation of water resources, particularly efforts to quantify 
the need for water and to study how water can be used economically. The paper concludes that 
because of the uncertainty of rainfed agriculture, this approach, and appropriate, economic 
investments are essential. 
Introduction 
L'expression "zone soudano-sahelienne" n'est pas 
strictement employee pour designer une aire de-
terminee. Tel geographe lui fait correspondre la 
zone des pluviometries de 500 a 900 mm, tel charge 
d 'etude I 'applique a la ceinture subsaharienne de 
200 a 600 mm, tandis que l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies pour I'alimentation et l'agriculture 
(F AO) retient pour la decrire la fourchette de plu-
viometrie de 350 a 600 mm. Compte tenu de ces 
nuances ainsi que des oscillations recentes de posi-
tion des isohyetes. on retiendra la notion de pays de 
la zone soudano-sahelienne. et plus specifique-
ment, Ie Comite interafricain d'etudes hydrau-
liques (CIEH) evoquera seulement les Etats cor-
respond ants qui lui sont adherents: Burkina Faso, 
Cameroun (pour sa partie nord), Mali, Mauri-
tanie, Niger, Senegal, et Tchad. 
I. lngenieur au Comite interafricain d'etudes hydrauliques (CIEH), B.P. 369, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 - ) 1 Jan 1987. ICRISA T Sahelian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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Les ressources en eau disponibles 
EIles proviennent toutes des pluies, actuelles ou 
celles qui, au cours d'epoques geologiques ante-
rieures ont contribue a alimenter les nappes. La 
pluie actuelle est en partie directement utilisable 
par les plantes, Ie reliquat etant, dans I'immediat, 
perdu par ruissellement 0\1 par infiltration au des-
sous de la zone des racines. 
La pluie actuelle 
La pluie actuelle est caracterisee par sa variabilite 
spatiale et temporelle. La variabilite spatiale est 
extreme pour la pluie journaliere sur une petite 
zone et ceci est important dans Ie cas de suivi de 
culture, de diagnostic a la parcelle ou d'avertisse-
ment. On a pu observer la variabilite interannuelle 
a I'occasion de la sequence d'annees seches re-
cenfes. A propos de ceci, on precisera qu'il n'y a pas 
de "cycles" de secheresse a periodicite deter-
minee. 
N otons que pour I 'agronome, la pluie "efficace" 
est celIe qui est utilisable par les plantes alors que 
pour l'hydrogeologue, eUe equivaut a l'ecoulement 
total potentiel, c'est-a-dire a la somme du ruissel-
lement et de I'infiltration alimentant les aquiferes. 
La pluie efficace "agronomique" est difficile a eva-
luer avec precision, aucun modele n'etant disponi-
ble pour calculer les pertes suivant les types de 
cultures, de sols et de travail du soL 
L 'utilisation immediate de la pluie seule implique 
une subordination a des facteurs aleatoires. La 
recherche de la securite conduit a rechercher une 
ressource complementaire : eaux souterraines ou 
superficielles. 
Les eaux souterraines 
Localisation 
Les eaux souterraines se part agent entre deux 
ensembles distincts : 
• Le socle precambrien ou les niveaux aquiferes 
sont discontinus et lies a la fracturation ou a 
I'alteration de la roche, les niveaux statiques 
generalement proches du sol, les debits exploi-
tables ponctuellement faibles. On y rattache les 
formations infracambriennes et primaires aux 
nappes Ie plus souvent discontinues et profondes. 
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• Les formations sedimentaires postprimaires et 
les recouvrements recents avec des nappes con-
tinues parfois de grande dimension, pouvant 
etre empilees en niveaux superposes separes par 
des horizons moins permeables. Le niveau sta-
tique y est a une profondeur variable, parfois 
assez grande sous Ie sol; Ies debits de forages 
peuvent atteindre d'une dizaine de m3 h- I it 200 
m3 h- I ou plus. 
Le socle precambrien est rencontre au Mali, en 
Mauritanie, au Burkina Faso, au Liptako Nige-
. rien, it rest et au centre du Tchad, au Nord Came-
roun. Dans les schistes, les debits les plus interes-
sants sont obtenus dans la partie superieure fissuree 
de la roche saine d'une trentaine de metres en 
moyenne. Dans les roches cristallines, I 'eau est 
emmagasinee dans les fissures de la roche saine ou 
dans les arenes a la base de la couche d'alteration. 
L 'epaisseur de celle-ci est de 15 a 25 m, au Burkina. 
Les debits pontuels dans ces formations varient 
entre I et 5 m3 h- I et depassent rarement lO m3 h- I • 
Les formations infracambriennes et primaires 
som pn!sentes au Mali, en Mauritanie, au nord du 
Burkina Faso. Les forages ou puits positifs du 
Gourma donnent 1 it 8 m3 h-
'
, avec des niveaux 
statiques de 50, 60, voire 100 m. 
Les gres infracambriens, de Bandiagara a la 
frontiere du Senegal et de la Guinee sont productifs 
s'ils sont fissures. Les niveaux statiques sont sou-
vent de 3 a 15 m (Koutiala, San, Tominian), Des 
debits de 1 a 10 m3 h- I sont obtenus vers 
Bafoulabe-Kenieban avec des forages de 60-70 m 
de profondeur. Les schistes de Nara sont aquiferes 
la ou ils sont fractures. En Mauritanie, les gres 
contiennent probablement des nappes de fissures 
relativement productives (25 a 50 m,l h- I dans des 
dolomies infracambriennes au pied du Tagan). Les 
pelites du Hodh fractures sur 15 it 20 m donnent de 
faibles debits (0,5 m3 h-'), 
Les formations sedimentaires se repartissent en 
grands bassins: bassin senegalo-mauritanien, delta 
central du Niger (et bassin de Taoudeni), bassin 
nigerien et bassin du Tchad. 
Le bassin senegalo-mauritanien est constitue au 
Senegal d'un empilement de couches qui comient 
quatre aquiferes. Le maestrichtien, Ie plus pro-
fond, s'etend sur sensiblement l'ensemble du bas-
sin. Epais de 200 a 250 m, son toit se situe entre 100 
et 500 m suivant les regions, Ie niveau statique varie 
de 15 a 50 m, et est plus eleve que celui de la nappe 
phreatique. Les debits sont de 150 a 200 m3 h-1 par 
forage. 
La nappe generalement libre du paleocene pro-
duit 200 a 500 m3 h- I par ouvrage avec des niveaux 
statiques de 20 a 50 m. Le lutetien (ouest et nord du 
Senegal) donne jusqu'a 100 mJ h-1 par ouvrage. Le 
continental terminal qui recouvre la plus grande 
partie du bassin contient une nappe libre dont Ie 
niveau est entre 20 et 90 m. 
Les ouvrages y ont des debits specifiques de 130 
m3 j-I m- I au Senegal et 30 a 50 m3 j-J m-J en 
Mauritanie. L'aquifere des sables dunaires entre 
Dakar et Saint-Louis est exploitable avec precau-
tion du fait des risque~de remontee d'eau salee. Les 
alluvions du fleuve Senegal peuvent donner jus-
qu'a 30 m3 h-J avec 2 mde rabattement a l'amont de 
Boghe (salure a l'aval). 
En Mauritanie, la nappe du continental terminal 
s'enfonce jusqu'a 100 m au Centre du bassin. Le 
lutetien sous-jacent est aquifere (nappe libre) en 
bordure est du bassin. 
Au Mali, les aquiferes continues sont dans Ie 
continental intercalaire, Ie cretace, l'eocene infe-
rieur et Ie continental terminal. Dans Ie fosse de 
Nara, les sediments du continental intercalaire 
atteignent 200 m au centre, mais l'aquifere n'est 
epais que de 25 m avec des debits de 10 a 15 m3 h- J 
par forage. Autour de l'Adrar des Iforas, Ie conti-
nental intercalaire est atteint vers 120 a 150 m 
(Menaka); des forages de 150 a 200 m debitent une 
dizaine de m3 h-
'
, Ie niveau statique etant entre 35 
et 60 m. 
Le cretace et l'eocene inferieur d onnent des de-
bits d'une dizaine de m3 h- I • Le continental termi-
nal, dans Ie delta central du Niger est exploite 
notamment par les forages des centres urbains 
proches du fleuve qui ont une profondeur d'en-
viron 75 met des debits de quelques dizaines de m3. 
On retrouve cette formation dans l'Azaouad et Ie 
bassin de Taoudeni (puits de 40 it 60 m) et dans Ie 
Gondo, a proximite du nord-ouest du Burkina, oil 
epaisse de 50 a 120 m, eUe est faiblement aquifere 
avec des niveaux d'equilibre variables de 20 a 80 m. 
Dans Ie bassin du Niger, on citera d'abord au 
nord-est un ensemble d'aquiferes d'extension limi-
tee : quatre niveaux dans les gres primaires dont 
une nappe ordovicienne puissante mais tres pro-
fonde (800 m), la nappe des gres de Teloua, avec un 
niveau d'equilibre entre 30 et 90 m et la nappe 
captive des gres d'Agadez. Le continental interca-
laire affleure dans le Tegama et le Damergou 
recouvert a l'Est par des formations mal connues, il 
s'enfonce a l'Ouest sous un recouvrement qui peut 
atteindre 600 m. La nappe y est en charge et 
localement artesienne dans les vallees des Dallols. 
La productivite est pres du fleuve Niger, de 
dizaines de m3 par metre de rabattement, ailleurs 
les debits specifiques sont de quelques m3• 
Le continental terminal contient une nappe supe-
rieure phreatique libre et dans sa partie est, deux 
nappes captives. La nappe superieure, la plus 
exploitee est proche du sol dans les dallols, a 50 m 
sous les plateaux. Les puits ont une profondeur de 
45 m et des debits de 5 m3 h- I ; les nappes captives 
ont des productivites de 250 a 3000 m3 j-I pour la 
moyenne, 150 a 2000 m3 j-t pour l'inferieure. 
Dans Ie bassin du Tchad, les aquiferes continues 
essentielles sont celles du continental terminal et 
du plioquaternaire. A noter cependant au nord-est 
un niveau cambrien qui donne par forage des de-
bits de l'ordre de 1000 m3 j-I a Faya Largeau. Le 
cretace est accessoirement affleurant au Mayo 
Kebbi et dans la Benoue, mais peu connu du fait de 
la presence des ressources de surface. Le continen-
tal terminal affleure depuis les Pays Bas du Tchad 
j usqu 'au Batha avec des puits traditionnels j usq u 'a 
80 m; au sud du Guera, cette nappe est en relation 
directe avec les cours d'eau mais peut s'enfoncer a 
90 m dans les interfleuves. Le plioquaternaire 
affleure tout autour du lac Tchad. II renferme une 
nappe libre dans les dunes et horizons de surface, 
dont l'exploitation est rendue delicate par une gra-
nuIometrie tres fine. Les niveaux inferieurs ren-
ferment une nappe captive dite "nappe moyenne 
so us pression des formations du Tchad" avec d 'ex-
cellentes ressources aut our du lac oil eUe est 
artesienne. 
Le toit de cette seconde aquifere est a 250-300 m. 
II existerait enfin une nappe it une profondeur 
superieure a 500 m avec une charge superieure a 
celle de la nappe moyenne. 
Utilisation 
En ce qui concerne la possibilite d'utilisation des 
aquiferes evoquees, on rappellera les notions de 
ressources renouvelables naturelles et celle de re-
serve exploitable. La ressource renouvelable repre-
sente Ie volume d'eau par km2 qui parvient en 
moyenne annuelle a l'aquifere. Elle n'est pas direc-
tement liee a la pluie "efficace" (des hydrogeo-
logues) car elle depend principalement de la litho-
logie des aquiferes, de la morphologie de surface, 
de I 'alteration, de la fissuration, de la profondeur 
de la surface piezometrique et de la vegetation. Des 
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travaux du Co mite interafricain d 'etudes hydrauli-
ques/ Bureau de recherches geologiques et minieres 
(CIEH/BRGM) ont permis des evaluations de 
cette fraction. Les coefficients retenus, cales sur 
differents bilans et analyses de fluctuation de 
nappe ont ete inseres a. la carte Afrique soudano-
sahetienne de planification des ressources en eaux 
souterraines publiee en 1976 (CIEH 1976). Les 
valeurs proposees sont indicatives A I'echelle d'une 
region et it verifier localement. Des travaux locaux 
sur sode ont montre qU'une evaluation plus rigou-
reuse de la recharge annuelle demande de disposer 
en plus du coefficient d'emmagasinement du 
reservoir. 
La reserve exploitable represente un volume 
emmagasine dans I'aquifere, dont l'exploitation, si 
aucune ressource renouvelable ne venait la com~ 
penser, aboutirait 8 une vidange partielle de 
l'aquifere. La reserve est exploitable dans certaines 
conditions economiques; des evaluations en ont etc 
faites egalement. On Ies trouve dans I'etude dejA 
citee, mais Ies elements disponibles n 'ont pas per-
mis de donner des valeurs pour les aquiferes dis-
continues, Ies mesures de tritium revelant pour Ie 
Sud, et Ii un degre Ie Centre du Burkina, un effet de 
dilution de celui-ci dans des reserves importantes. 
Pour que la disponibilite des eaux soit utile, il faut 
cependant que leur qualite chimique soit accepta-
ble pour I'irrigation. 
Beaucoup des eaux souterraines de la zone con~ 
sideree sont tres douces et peu mineralisees. L'al-
ternance d 'une saison seche et d 'une saison des 
pluies introduit des variations des caracteres phy~ 
sico-chimique. Le pMnomene de dilution provo-
que par les apports meteoriques est maximal en fin 
de saison humide avec eventuellement un certain 
decalage. 
Des cartes d'aptitude des sols 8 I'irrigation 
(BRGM 1975) ont pu etre etablies en 19758 partir 
de deux criteres : la mineralisation totale dune eau 
exprimee par sa conductivite d'une part, Ie taux 
d 'absorption du sodium d 'autre part. La combinai-
son de ces deux classifications permet de definir 
differentes classe regroupees en cinq degres d'apti-
tude: 
• eau excellente : utilisable globalement sans 
danger; 
• eau bonne: utilisable pour I'irrigation de plantes 
moyennement tolerantes au sel sur sols de 
bonne permeabilite; 
• eau admissible: utilisable pour I'irrigation de 
plantes tolerantes au sel et sur sols bien draines 
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mais l'evolution de la salinite est 8 contr6ler; 
• eau mediocre: en general fortement miner ali-
see, irrigation d 'especes bien tolerantes au sel et 
sur sols bien draines et lessives; 
• eau mauvaise : irrigation de pI antes tolerant tres 
bien Ie sel sur sols tres permeables, a. bon 
lessivage. 
On indique ici les cas de situations delicates, en 
se limit ant aux seules zones sedimentaires, et en 
rappelant qu'il s'agit d'indications globaies : 
Senegal. Nappe maestrichtienne entre les meri-
diens 15 et 15° 30 admissible, mauvaise pres du 
fleuve Senegal et entre les meridiens 15° 30 et 
15° 45, nappes phreatiques mauvaises dans Ie Sine-
Saloum et Ie delta sauf lentilles d 'eau douce. 
Mauritanie. Maestrichtien mauvais sauf bordure 
sud-est du bassin, eocene mauvais pres d'Aleg. 
nappe phreatique penetree par les eaux marines, 
mais (est de Nouakchott) avec niveaux bon 8 
admissible. 
Mali. Zones admissibles 8 mediocres dans Ie con-
tinental intercalaire et Ie continental terminal. 
Eaux mediocres a rest de Gao, mauvaises dans 
l'Azaouad Nord~ admissible au centre, mediocre 
au nord du Gondo. 
Niger. Dans Ie continental intercalaire, degrada-
tion vers l'ouest, mauvaise qualite vers Didgiga et 
Dosso; nappe phreatique du continental terminal, 
admissible au sud-est de Tahoua, variable dans les 
alluvions des Dallols, la nappe la plus profonde est 
admissible vers Koure-Toubi-Birni N'Gaore; dans 
Ie pourtour de l'Air. nappe primaire pres de l'Air, 
mediocre 8 mauvaise ailleurs. 
Bassin du Tchad. Resultats inegaux dans Ie con~ 
tinental terminal; plioquaternaire : nappe pro~ 
fonde sous pression admissible dans Ie Nord avec 
zone mauvaise vers Goz Dibek, mais trop peu d'in-
formations pour une cartographie complete. Nappe 
phreatique mediocre 8 mauvaise dans Ie Kanem 
oriental, les Pays Bas du Tchad, Ie Moji, admissi-
ble Ie long du Bahrel Ghazal jusqu '8 Salah; eaux 
tres chargees dans Ie Chari et Ie Harr oriental. 
Comme element de choix, il faut ajouter Ie coOt 
(equipement et exploitation) des ouvrages. A par-
tir des differents criteres etudies, Ie CIEH a pro-
pose des zones privilegiees pour I'irrigation Ii partir 
des eaux souterraines, caracterisees par une pro-
ductivite par ouvrage d'au moins 550 m) j-I. Ceci 
rend POSS! ble un peri met re d 'une d izaine d 'hec-
la res, un coat dum) inferieur a 20 F CF A en 1975, 
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les eaux ayant des quaJiu!s excellentes a admissi-
bles. Ces propositions sont cartographiees aux 
Figures 1-5. 







Figure I. Irrigation a partir des eaux souterraines : Bassin Senegalo-Mauritanien. La partie hachuree 
indique la zone ou I'irrigation a partir de!. eaux soulerraines esl techniquemenl et economiquemenr possible. 
Criteres adoptes : Debi1 d'exploitation initial > 550 m-l j-1; cout de m.l <20 F CF A (valeur 1975); qualire des 
ea u x -excell enl e. bonne, ad missible (d 'apres les normes du laborat oire de Riverside, Californie, Etats-U nis. 
Seul est represente I'aquifere Ie plus proche de la surface du sol (Source BRGM 1975). 
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Figure 2. Irrigation a partir des eaux souterraines: Delta central du Niger (Voir note a la Figure I pour la 
partie hachuree) (Source BRGM 1975). 
les plus proches du sol. du centre-est, du Sud ESI el 
du sud du Senegal (saufwnes cotieres) de la vallee 
du Senegal a I'amont de Boghe. des vallees du Bani 
et d u Niger depuis Douna el I 'amont de Segoum la 
zone des lacsjusque vers Goundam, les regions de 
Fllingue. Dosso, Dogondoutchi. nord de Tahoua. 
ouest de Keita, nord-est de Madaoua. les zones 
proches au nord du Lac Tchad, la region de 
N'Djamena, la region Koumra-Kelo. Pour une 
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irrigation a panir de nappes plus profondes, on 
reliendra Ie ceotre-est el Ie sud du Senegal, Ie sud-
est de Tahoua et I'ouest de Dosso-Filingue. 
Les eaux superficielles 
Elles sont a considerer au niveau d'un reseau 
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Figure 3. Irrigation a partir des e~lUX souterraines : Bassin du Niger (Voir note a la Figure 1 pour la partie 
hachuree) (Source BRGM 1975). 
bassin versant dont on veut maitriser et utiliser Ie 
ruissellement, soit sur un plus grand ensemble, 
generalemcm draine par un fleuve permanent. 
Laissant dans ce cas de c6te les grands ouvrages qui 
ont pour objet la maitrise de )'eau dans un ensem-
ble regional, on observera qU'existent sur ces 
fleuves des moyens de recuperation d'eau plus 
modestes: stations de pompage ou reserves locales. 
Que sait-on des ressources potenlielles? En ce 
qui concerne les grands fleuves, des monographies 
existent qui rassemblent tous les resultats connus 
au moment de leur publication. Pour les petits 
bassins, une source de renseignements est un 
recued de donnees de 1972 sur bassins experimen-
taux (Dubreuil 1972). Pour ce qui est du recueil 
actuel des donnees el de leur exploitation,l'interet 
des amenagments locaux conduit a present a 
equiper des bassins de mains de 1000 km 2. Des 
annuaires hydrologiques nationaux paraissent ou 
sonl prevus. 
Pour ce qui est de I'evaluation des apports, ceux-
ci peuvenl eire chiffres sur Jes grands neuves, grace 
aux monographies, aux sysnlheses par pays et aux 
chroniques de debit des services nationaux. Pour 
les petits bassins versants. l'estimation est delicate 
car les stations sont rares et les periodes d 'observa-
tions counes. Les stations controlent des bassins 
de superficies tres variees oll la degradation hydro-
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logique est fort diverse, l'ecoulement est tres inter-
mittent, la repartition spaliotemporelle des pluies y 
joue un grand role et la contribution au ruisselle-
ment peul venir d 'une fatble partie impermeable du 
bassin, enfin "irregularite interannuelle eSl enorme. 








































quelques stations en activite ne sont pas forcement 
representatives des situations n~elles. Une retlexion 
a ete menee sur ce probH~me sachant que Ie coeffi-
cient d'ecoulement median depend de 1a zone cli-
malique et des sols. 
\ 
\ 





Figure 4. Irrigation it partir des eaux souterraines : Bassin du lac Tchad (Voir note it la Figure t pour Is partie 
hachuree) (Source BRGM 1975). 
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Nappe captive des gres du continental 
intercalaire (Tegama) 
Figure 5. Irrigation it partir des eaux souterraines : Bassin du Senegal et Bassin du Niger. (Voir note it la 
Figure 1 pour la partie hachuree) (Source BRGM 1975). 
on a pu esquisser une approche statistique de 1a 
lame d'eau susceptible de s'ecouler par region. La 
cartographie par zones de ces lames d'eau proba-
bles permet ensuite une estimation de I 'ecoulement 
dans les petits bassins versants. 
Par ailleurs, des modeles theoriques ant ete de-
veloppes, partant de 1 'hypothese que seule la frac-
tion d'une pJuie superieure a un certain seuil peut 
ruisseler. Ces modeles permettent de reprod uire les 
apports sur bassin experimental et I'introduction 
des chroniques anciennes de pluies permet de 
reconstituer les apports anterieurs, d 'OU une etude 
statistique possible. Cette approche theorique a 
permis de completer les donnees de bassins expe-
rimentaux et pour Ie Sahel, de donner naissance it 
une methode (Rodier 1975) d'estimation des 
apports, qui suppose des rapprochements avec des 
bassins types. 
On retiendra l'extreme fai blesse des coefficients 
d'ecou1ement en zone sahelienne et de meme en 
zone plus arrosee. Les coefficients pour une pluie 
don nee sont aussi faibJes et irreguliers. On peut 
preciser que 1a secheresse recente ne conduit pas a 
reduire les normes appJicables aux relations pluie 
moyenne flame ruisselee. Ies coefficients seraient 
plutot a maximiser sur petits bassins. 
Pour I 'estimation des debits de crue les pro-
blemes sont les memes que pour celIe des apports. 
Pour les grands fleuves, monographies, annuaires, 
modeles mathematiques (en cours de realisation 
pour Ie fleuve Niger) permettent de dominer la 
question. Pour les petits bassins versants par con-
tre, il n'existe pas de modele mathematique simple 
qui soit efficace pour estimer I 'amplitude des crues. 
Deux methodes ont ete mises au point dans nos 
regions qui permettent d 'apprehender la valeur de 
la erue decennale : a) une methode deterministe 
(Rodier et Auvray J 965) basee sur 60 bassins ver-
sants et une hypothese de pluie homogene, val able 
jusqu'a des surfaces de 120 a 150 km2; b) une me-
thode statistique (Puech et Chabigonni 1983), 
basee sur 162 bassins experimentaux, utHisable 
jusqu'a 1000 km2• 
Ces methodes ne visant qu'a ecarter un risque 
d 'erreur superieur a 100 %, et pour mieux cerner Ie 
prohleme, des travaux sont en cours en vue d'appre-
hender plus preeisement l'aptitude des sols au ruis-
sellement a l'aide du simulateur de pluies. 
En ce qui concerne les etiages, les ecoulements 
dans les petits bassins s'interrompant rapidement 
apres Ia saison des pluies, les problemes de mesures 
ne coneernent que les grands fleuves. Us sont resa-




Quelques observations globales sont a formuler 
sur ces divers sujets : 
• Sur les bassins petits et moyens jusqu'a 30000 
km2,la disparition, en periode seche, de la vege-
tation entraine une augmentation des debits en 
diminuant les temps de transferts. II n'y a donc 
pas lieu de reviser les modules annuels et les 
modules d'occurrences decennale (seche ou 
humide) habituellement retenus. Ce n'est pas 
vrai pour les plus grands bassins ou on assiste 
dans ces cas a un effondrement des modules. 
• En zone sahelienne, pour Ie caIeuI des debits de 
crue sur les petits bassins versants, on conser-
vera les normes applicables aux crues decen-
nales, malgre la recente secheresse. Mais on 
utilise Ies abaques les plus recentes disponibles 
qui integrent les observations de cette periode. 
Pour l'evaluation des apports sur ces memes 
bassins, on utilisera la methodologie deja citee, 
mais actualisee en 1984 (Rodier 1986). 
• Pour la conception des amenagements, si on 
veut constituer une reserve d'hivernage, il est 
prudent de retenir les valeurs admises pour 
l'annee decennale seche. Par contre, pour la 
protection d 'un perimetre, on utilise les estima-
tions de la crue decennale humide en surdimen-
sionnant les ouvrages pour Ie cas de crue cen-
tennale et exceptionnelle. 
Du point de vue de leur qualite chimique, les 
eaux de surface sont Ie plus souvent bonnes sauf 
dans Ie cas ou l'ecoulement etait insignifiant ou 
annule et on assiste a des remontees d'eau salee. 
C'etait Ie cas du fleuve Senegaljusqu'a la construc-
tion du barrage de Diama. Sur de petits bassins, on 
peut avoir une alimentation d 'ecoulements a partir 
d 'une nappe souterraine salee. Cet inconvenient a 
he signale dans l'Ader Doutchi. 
Un dernier point est a aborder concernant les 
eaux de surface: celui des transports solides. L'ir-
regularite des ecoulements conduit a une notion de 
barrages ou autres reservoirs, donc Ia question se 
pose du rythme de comblement de ces ouvrages. 
Celui-ci depend des caracteristiques geometriques, 
climatiques, geomorphologiques du bassin ver-
sant. Des mesures experimentales au Burkina Faso 
ont cherche a evaluer Ia degradation specifique 
annueUe. Les valeurs trouvees pour des periodes 
d'etudes superieures a 10 ans, des bassins de 40 a 
150 km2 et des pluviometries annuelles de 720 a 900 
mm, ont ete de 52 a 160 m3 km- 1 de bassin versant 
et par an. Dans une situation physique defavor-
able: fortes pentes et intensites de pluie, de telles 
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valeurs peuvent etre largement depassees. 
Au barrage d'Ibohamane (Niger), sous une plu-
viometrie annuelle moyenne de 360 mm, les apports 
sont de 2000 m3 km- 1 de bassin versant par an. Des 
comblements aussi rapides sont de nature a remet-
tre en cause la rentabilite des ouvrages. Contre 
I'erosion tot ale d'un bassin versant, I'incidence des 
seules cultures peut etre identifiee, ceci permettant 
d 'apprecier les modifications it attendre d 'une ope-
ration de mise en valeur. Ce probleme a deja fait 
I'objet d'etude sur parcelle experimentale ou on fait 
varier les conditions d'erosions et de cultures. On 
peut se rHerer aux travaux de l'ORSTOM (Roose 
1977). 
Les equipements de recolte 
des eaux 
II y a lieu a present de voir q u 'elle est, dans la zone, 
l'importance des equipements de captage des eaux 
a des fins agricoles, en particulier ceux de taille 
modeste, les modes d 'utilisation de ces eaux el 
d'essayer d'en apprecier l'interet economique. 
Vallee du Senegal 
C'est la que se situe l'essentiel des irrigations du 
Senegal et de la Mauritanie. Les captages qui sont 
constitues par des slations de pompage fixes ou 
mobiles puisant l'eau dans Ie fleuve ou un dHluent 
ne constituent pas de veritables installations de 
recuperation d'une eau dispersee dans une nappe 
ou un bassin versant. Cependant, il faut souligner 
I 'existence en 1984 de 15790 ha de peri metres villa-
geois irrigues, encadres ou non, en 616 unites 
recensees representant 40% des surfaces irriguees 
de la Vallee avec une surface moyenne de 26 ha 
environ. Dans certains cas, Ie systeme est con\!u 
pour une irrigation gravitaire en hautes eaux. La 
source d 'energie est I 'electricite ou Ie gas-oil suivant 
les cas. La distribution, a partir souvent d 'un bas-
sin de stabilisation, est en general gravitaire, avec 
canaux en terre. Les modes de regulation et type de 
prises sont variables (modules a masque, part i-
teurs, siphons, vannes). Sur des perimetres enque-
tes, l'efficience globale (EG) a ete calculee : EG = 
apports dans Ie soli prelevement it la ressource. 
L'EO est de 0,8 (riziculture) it 0,6 (autres cultures); 
l'importance des irrigations y est variable: 8500 a 
10 500 m3 ha- I a la parcelle sur riz d'hivernage 
contre 12000 it 15000 m3 ha- I sur riz de contre-
saison. 
Les terres equipees sont consacrees it la rizicul-
ture et it la polyculture, les coefficients d'intensite 
culturale variant de I it 1,2. Du point de vue de la 
rentabilite, sur un groupe de perimetres ou les 
exploitants remboursent les charges d 'exploitation 
et de culture et une provision pour renouvellement 
du materiel de pompage.la marge neUe pour Ie riz. 
d'hivernage est de 216 a 314 000 F CFA ha- I sui-
vant les annees. Le mats de contre-saison est de 137 
it 166 000 F CFA ha- I . Ailleurs, on releve des 
marges de 179 a 392 000 F CFA ha- I pour Ie riz it 
l'hivernage et 679 a 863 000 F CFA ha- I pour la 
tomate de contre-saison suivant les perimelres. 
Senegal interieur 
U ne premiere experience tres differente a ete con-
duite sur une douzaine de villages equipes d'un 
forage d'hydraulique villageoise, sur nappe tres 
productive, et mobilisee tres partiellement pour les 
besoins humains et pastoraux. En allongeant la 
duree de pompage, on obtient I'eau d'arrosage 
d'une unite de 2 ha. Les forages etant prealable-
ment equipes de moyens d'exhaure, l'equipement 
hydroagricole se limite a un raccordement entre 
I'existant et la zone it irriguer. Le mode de distribu-
tion varie en fonction de la charge statique dispo-
nible en tete de reseau. Les cultures sont essentiel-
lement maralcheres. Une fois deduites les charges 
liees a la campagne agricole, la marge a ete de 
200000 F CF A ha- I en cultures vivrieres tradition-
neHes et 840000 F CFA ha-! en maraichage de 
contre-saison, soit 520000 F CFA ha- J par cam-
pagne. Si on impute ace resultat, I'amortissement 
des investissements physiques et les interventions 
d'ingenieur et de formation, soit 370000 F CF A 
ha- 1 par campagne, il reste une marge nette de 
150000 F CFA ha- J par campagne. 
Mali 
Suivant une etude de 1985, les surfaces irriguees 
couvrent 183000 ha, Ie potentiel etant de 496000 
ha, mais il s'agit surtout de grands amenagements. 
On releve cependant 7698 ha de petits perimetres 
existants ou en cours de realisation et 5262 proje-
tes. Ces derniers comprennent 2090 ha existants 
equipes en porn pes it energie animale ou humaine 
pour des cultures autres que Ie riz (zone Office du 
Niger surtout) et 3730 ha de bas-fonds it vocation 
rizicole dont 1570 amen ages surtout dans Ie Sud. 
L'amenagement des bas fonds pour Ie riz d'hiver-
nage repose sur des systemes de digues de controle 
de la submersion de differents types suivant la 
nature du reseau hydrographique. EIles sont com-
pletees eventuellement par des ouvrages en dur et 
des reservoirs de stockage. La faible maitrise de 
I'eau est un handicap: la crainte des crues conduit it 
un repiq uage tardif et Ie travail n 'est pas valorise d u 
point de vue rendement. 
Burkina Faso 
Le potentiel de cultures irrigables est de 150000 ha 
dont 30000 ha de bas-fonds amenageables, 6000 a 
7000 ha a metlre en valeur a l'aval de petits bar-
rages et Ie reste a prevoir en amenagements avec 
maitrise totale de I'eau. Le developpement des irri-
gations interessait en 1982, en terme de surfaces 
amenagees 12600 ha dont 3500 ha d'amenage-
ments simples de bas-fonds, 800 ha de bas-fonds 
ameiiorees et 1260 ha a l'aval de barrages. 
Les amenagements simples de bas-fonds permet-
tent J,5 t ha- 1 de paddy. lls sont constitues de 
diguettes en terre en courbes de niveau, munies a 
I'amont d'un epi de derivation et de canaux de 
drainage, avec ou sans deversoirs. 
Les amenagments ameliores qui permettent de 
passer a 2,5 t ha- I comportent une digue en terre en 
principe insubmersible. lIs comportent aussi un 
deversoir lateral en ma~onnerie de maniere a 
former une reserve de 20 a 40000 m3, de prises 
d 'eau qui alimentent des diguettes en courbes de 
niveau, enfin des fosses collecteurs de ruissellement 
lateral. 
A l'aval des barrages, a vocation initiale d'hy-
draulique agricole et pastorale, on fait une recolte 
de riz et d u maraichage de contre-saison sur 15 a 20 
% de la surface agricole utile. Le rendement en 
paddy est de I'ordre de 4 t ha- I . 
Les besoins en eau a la parcelle sont d 'environ 
7000 m3 ha- 1 et 15500 m3 ha-1 pour des riz d'hiver-
nage et de contre-saison, 3500 m3 ha- I pour Ie 
haricot vert, ] J 000 m3 ha- l pour la tomate. Pour 
un reseau gravitaire regule par modules it masque 
et avec elements principaux rev!tus, rEG est de 
0,8, elle est de 0,7 a 0,8 it la parcelle suivant Ie type 
d'irrigation. 
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Sur Ie plan des resultats financiers, on deduit 
d ~ne etude du Comite permanent interetats de 
lutte contre la secheresse dans Ie Sahel (CILSS) 
(1984) qu'en passant dun amenagment de bas-
fonds simple, a un amenagment ameliore puis a un 
aval de barrage avec seul Ie riz, Ie revenu brut a 
l'hectare passait de 100500> F CFA 8 167500 F 
CFA. Le revenu net (couts de production et rede-
vance hydroagricole dectuits) passait de 11 450 F 
CFA 867 250 FCFAet 112150 FCFA, 1escharges 
nettes restant 8 I 'Etat etant de 32650, 78000 et 
145000 F CF A, amortissement et entretien du bar-
rage exclus. Chaque fois que Ie paysan peut faire 
une culture maraichere de contre-saison, son revenu 
s'ameliore nettement (revenu net de plus de I 300 000 
F CFA ha- I ) et il est en mesure d'assumer la totalite 
des charges. 
Niger 
En 1985, les surfaces amenagees pour I 'irrigation 
etaient d'environ 10000 ha dont 5500 ha de casiers 
classiques en bordure du fleuve, 3550 ha irriguees 
depuis des barrages dans l'Ader Doutchi-Maggia 
et 800 ha ali mentes par des forages pres de Maradi. 
L 'un de ces perimetres ali mentes par pompage 
dans les nappes a ete etudie recemment. Constitue 
de parcel1es d'irrigation independantes alimentees 
chacune par un forage equipe d 'une pompe elec-
trique, sa surface neUe est de 512 ha. 
Les infrastructures comprennent : forages de 35 
m avec debits de 10 8 221 sec-I, bassins de stockage 
de 650 m3, canaux partiellement revetus. alimenta-
tion par prises "tout ou rien" et siphons. La con-
sommation d'eau moyenne it la parcelle est de 
12500 m3 ha- I : 2500 m3 ha- I sur sorgho et 4000 mJ 
ha- I sur coton en hivernage. 7000 m3 ha- I sur ble et 
J] 500 m3 ha- 1 sur tomate en contre-saison. L'EG 
des reseaux est de 0,9. L'intensite culturale de 1,71. 
Le revenu brut prevu de 450 a 500000 F CFA 
ha- I semble en fait moins eleve, de I'ordre de 
330000 F CF A,les rendements etant plus faibles. 
Les charges annuelles imputables aux paysans par 
J'amenagement: energie, entretien des ouvrages de 
base et reseaux, amortissement des armoires et 
pompes, traitements phytosanitaires, depenses ad-
ministratives, s 'eli~vent a 206000 F CF Aha-I 
Dans l'Ader Doutchi Maggia, au perimetre 
d'Ibohamane, I'eau est collectee derriere un bar-
rage muni de deux deversoirs. Le reseau d'irriga-
tion est gravitaire, les canaux rev~tus, la regulation 
so 
se fait par modules a masque en tete des blocs. Sept 
cent quinze hectares ont ete equipes et reduits a 611 
apres une rupture-reparee-du barrage. Vallu-
vionnement de la retenue condamne 1a culture de 
contre-saison. Restent en hivernage Ie sorgho 
(5250 m3 ha- I d'eau depuis Ie barrage) et Ie coton 
(6750 m3 ha- 1). Le pilotage des irrigations se fait a 
partir du bilan hydrique. L'EG du reseau est de 
l'ordre de 0,4. Les rendements atteints sont, sui-
vant les campagnes, de 1,7 it 2,5 t en coton, de 1,5 a 
2,5 t en sorgho, soit un revenu brut moyen de 
210000 F CF Aha-I. Les charges d 'amenagement 
calculees sont de 15000 F CF A ha- I environ sans 
amortissement, ni provision pour reparation des 
equipements hydrauliques, ni charges de cultures. 
Nord Cameroun 
Cite ici surtout pour memo ire, l'irrigation y con-
cerne 15000 ha Ie long du Logone, mais en grands 
perimetres de culture intensive, assez eloignes de la 
notion de peri metres villageois. 
Comparaison des couts 
II serait vain de comparer ici les couts d'equipe-
ment des differents specimens d 'amenagements 
qu'on vient d'evoquer, chacun ayant sa specificite 
et son histoire. On dira seulement que ces couts 
diminuent largement si on a une solution legere, 
une taille modeste de peri metre et une possibilite de 
participation paysanne. Encore faut-il tenir compte, 
hors couts d'amenagement, des depenses concer-
nant I'installation et I'equipement de I'organisme 
de gestion et des exploitants, et les depenses d'in-
frastructure generales liees it l'amenagement. 
Hors de grandes vallees, Ie choix Ie plus frequent 
se place entre Ie barrage qui collecte des eaux de 
ruissellement et Ie forage qui reprend des eaux 
infiltrees. Vne comparaison des deux solutions a 
ete etudice par Ie CIEH vers 1980 (Diluca et 
Benamour 1980). Le cout du m3 d'eau souterraine 
inclut Ie forage, son equipement et Ie materiel de 
pompage, tenant compte des durees d'amortisse-
ment et des depenses energetiques. On a done 
compare Ie cout du m3 fourni par des barrages 
connus du Burkina Faso en supposant pour ceux-
ci un amortissement sur 30 ans. avec un taux d'in-
teret du capital de 8%. On a indus Ies couts d 'entre-
tien des ouvrages, avec Ie cout du m3 fourni par un 
ensemble de forages fournissant glohalement Ie 
meme volume utile, ayant une profondeur moyenne 
de 50 m, un debit de 10m3 j-I, une d uree de vie de 20 
ans et equipe en pompe a main (donc sans coftts 
d 'energie). 
On concluait que la solution forage etait plus 
avantageuse pour les volumes annuels necessaires 
de 20 000 m3 au plus, donc pour de petits peri me-
tres villageois tels qu'on les rencontre au Burkina 
Faso. 
Cette conclusion n'est qu'indicative. Les diffe-
rents elements de coftts ne variant pas identique-
ment dans Ie temps et la ou il y a depenses d'ener-
gie, celles-ci sont tres variables suivant Ie type d'irri-
gation. 
Mise en oeuvre des ressources en eau 
et recherche : Situation actuelle 
Le developpement de la maitrise de l'eau pour 
l'usage agricole s'appuie sur les acquis de la 
recherche. Nous les evoquerons au niveau d'abord 
de la connaissance de la ressource. Sont assez bien 
connus les pluies annuelles, les isohyetes des pluies 
mensuelles, les pluies journalieres de frequence 
rare (10 et 100 ans), les pluies inferieures a 24 pour 
des durees de retour jusqu'a 20 ans. Concernant les 
eaux souterraines, outre les travaux cites, chaque 
forage nouveau constitue une occasion d'ameliora-
tion des connaissances. 11 faut souligner par ail-
leurs que, si les resultats sont plus aleatoires sur 
socle, I'analyse systematique de l'environnement 
morphologique et geologique y a permis d'identi-
fier les facteurs lies it l'obtention de debits eleves. 
En ce qui concerne les eaux de surface, les observa-
tions poursuivies completent les acquis. L'interet 
de ces donnees est leur insertion dans une de-
marche de diffusion des systemes de cultures per-
mettant une valorisation optimale de l'eau, compte 
tenu des contraintes du milieu. Ceci suppose des 
etudes thematiques d'une part, des etudes concer-
nant les systemes de cultures et de production d 'au-
tre part. 
Etudes thematiques 
Mesure, enregistrement, interpretation des para-
metres climatiques. Le fichier climatologique se 
complete d 'etudes systematiq ues de freq uence et de 
probabilite de pluies d'interet local, qui debou-
chent sur une meilleure definition des potentialites 
hydroagricoles. La mise au point d'un modele de 
simulation de bilan hydrique des cultures donne un 
outil permettant d'effectuer un zonage agropedo-
climatique, l'optimisation des choix agronomiques 
en fonction de l'eau disponible, la proposition d 'un 
programme d'irrigation de base et l'identification 
des facteurs de risque lies a l'irrigation. 
Caracterisation hydrique et hydrodynamique des 
sols. U ne methode a ete mise au point pour la 
mesure au champ des stocks et flux d'eau dans Ie 
sol qui permet lacaracterisation hydrique et hydro-
dynamique des sols, la definition de leur aptitude a 
l'irrigation et un suivi permanent. 
L'etude du bilan hydrique a permis de montrer 
sur differents types de sol que Ie non travail du sol 
ne permet pas d'atteindre la capacite au champ et 
que Ie reservoir sol n'est jamais rempli. 
Evapotranspiration et besoins en eau des cultures. 
Une methode a ete mise au point de definition de 
ces besoins pour les principales cultures vivrieres, 
par la determination, au long des cycles vegetatifs 
du "coefficient cultural k" (Doorenbos et Pruitt 
1975). 
Recherche de varietes a haut potentiel repondant a 
)'irrigation.: Pour les principales cultures vivri-
eres, des varietes it haut potentiel repondant it I'ir-
rigation sont disponibles. 
Modes et parametres d'irrigation. Des experien-
ces ont eu lieu en vue de tester et diffuser en milieu 
paysan des materiels d'irrigation adaptes au deve-
loppement de la petite hydraulique dans ce milieu. 
Irrigation et energie. Des recherches ont ete 
entreprises en vue de I'utilisation energetique des 
ressources du milieu (soleil, vent, biomasse) et des 
resultats obtenus dans Ie domaine de la biomasse. 
Un creneau d 'utilisation a ete defini : petits perime-
tres rizicoles de 20 a 40 ha pour les gazogenes, 
petits peri metres maraichers de 5 it 10 ha en associ-
ation agriculture I elevage. 
Les systemes de culture et de production 
Les resultats obtenus en stations doivent etre 
localement adaptes. lIs constituent un referentiel 
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technique important qui de fa~on generale per met : 
• la determination des cultures et des varietes les 
mieux adaptees localement; 
• I'etablissement precis du Meilleur itineraire tech-
nique pour chaque culture; 
• 1 'enregistrement precis des temps de travaux 
pour chaque operation culturale; 
• la proposition des variantes de rotation. 
Ce rHerentiel a servi de base it une etude compa-
ree des systemes de culture permettant la valorisa-
tion des disponibilites en eau~ donc d'apprecier 
I'interet des cultures irriguees des points de vue de 
leur rentabilite financiere, de la valorisation des 
ressource en eau et de Ia valorisation de la main 
d'oeuvre. 
Mise en oeuvre des ressources en eau 
et recherche: Perspectives 
En ce qui concerne la connaissance des ressources, 
il importe de poursuivre rapidement l'analyse des 
aptitudes au ruissellement et la verification locale 
de la recharge des nappes. Pour ce qui est de la 
recherche aux plans de la collecte des eaux et de 
leur utilisation rentable, on retiendra cinq axes de 
travail : 
Developpement de la microirrigation de comple-
ment contrealeatoire des pluies. L'analyse fre-
quentielle des evenements pluviometriques et la 
simulation du bilan hydrique permettent en un 
endroit donne la confrontation statistique des dis-
ponibilites hydriques avec les besoins en eau des 
cultures, d 'ou on deduit une optimisation des irri-
gations pour la securisation des productions. Sont 
it poursuivre a cet effet d'urgence les statistiques de 
pluies de 5 jours et 10 jours, la cartographie de 
I'ETP Penman et de l'evaporation Bac A et la 
validation locale des coefficients culturaux. Les 
modeles existants de simulation de bilan hydrique 
pourront etre ameliores en y integrantles compo-
santes techniques culturales et en definissant une 
methode de diagnostic au champ et en temps reel. 
Cette demarche doit etre completer par une opti-
misation de l'efficience des ressources en eau qui 
semble difficile it atteindre avec les systemes d'irri-
gation gravitaire mis en oeuvre. nest donc urgent 
d'analyser en vraie grandeur ainsi qU'en en milieu 
paysan les contraintes techniques, economiques et 
organisationnelles de nouvelles techniques (asper-
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sion, rampe pivotante ou a avancement frontal). 
Mise au point en milieu paysan de techniques de 
petite hydraulique. La valorisation des ressour-
ces hydriques dispersees demande un developpe-
ment de la petite hydraulique en milieu paysan. En 
polyculture, un "panachage" des systemes d'irriga-
tion permettra la realisation de l'eau et de la force 
de travail : irrigation localisee ou par goutte it 
goutte, par aspersion, gravitaire avec tuyaux it 
vanettes. Cette inroduction s'accompagne d'un 
effort d'amelioration de la realisation des ouvrages 
dans certaines zones (sables fins par exemple) et 
des moyens de pompage, les contraintes imposees 
etant une technologie simple, une fiabilite maxi-
mum et une maintenance rMuite (et facilitees par 
une normalisation des pieces). Les pompes manu-
elles actuelles d'hydraulique villageoise sont a 
adapter pour des debits de 3-5 m3 h-!; au dela les 
travaux sont it poursuivre sur l'utilisation des ener-
gies renouvelables. Une recherche est it mener 
egalement sur l'amelioration des moyens de stock-
age des eaux de surface. 
Des projets pilotes sont a prevoir rapidement, 
qui aient une dimension et une localisation signi-
ficatives. Cette localisation doit tenir compte des 
potentialites du milieu physique, des caracteris-
tiques de I'agriculture, de I 'organisation sociale des 
menages et de la production et de l'environnement 
economique. 
Mise en valeur agricole des amenagements hydro-
agricoles classiques. II n 'y a pas de solution iden-
tique applicable a tout projet. L'importance et la 
diversite des resultats disponibles (techniques cul-
turales, varietes, methodes et techniques d'irriga-
tion) font que dans chaque cas, un ensemble de 
solutions techniques peut etre propose aux pay-
sans pour qu'its elaborent eux-memes leurs nou-
veaux systemes de production. L'action de la 
recherche est indispensable pour les assister, refle-
chir sur l'evolution it long terme et prevenir des 
effets second aires de l'irrigation. 
Les themes dont devra s'occuper la recherche 
seront orientes vers l'economie de l'eau : ameliora-
tion des dispositifs de regulation et distribution, 
connaissance du ruissellement sur les perimttres et 
analyse de I'interet d'une recuperation d'eau it 
l'aval de ceux-ci, mise au point de revetement eco-
nomique pour les canaux. Ces preoccupations 
hydrauliques n'en exclueront pas d'autres telies 
que la lutte contre les parasites et les maladies des 
vegetaux qui connaissent un developpement speci-
fique sous irrigation, I'ajustement aux differents 
sols de varietes repondant globalement bien a I'ir-
rigation, la recherche de varietes resistant mieux au 
froid pour certaines cultures de contre-saison. La 
aussi I'interet technique et I'impact potentiel des 
innovations en milieu pays an devra etre teste avant 
diffusion it grande echelle. 
Mise en valeur des bassins versants et des bas-
fonds. On doit renforcer les programmes pilotes 
de defense et de restauration des sols qui ont pour 
objet d'ameliorer Ie bilan hydrique au niveau de la 
parcelle et it celui du bassin versant. Ces pro-
grammes devront permettre la mise au point de 
techniques d'amenagement et de systemes de cul-
ture qui conduiront a rMuire I'erosion par la mai-
trise du ruissellement, ameliorer l'infiltration au 
niveau de la parcelle cultivee, stocker les eaux de 
ruissellement prealablement maitrisees et canali-
sees, reutiliser les eaux stockees en periode d'ali-
mentation hydrique deficitaire. 
II y aura en corollaire it developper Ie plus tot 
possible: une recherche sur la limitation dans les 
bassins de stock age et aut res reservoirs des pertes 
par evaporation, Ie phenomene conduisant it des 
surdimensionnements d 'ouvrages donc a des sur-
COlltS. L 'accent sera mis initialement sur la collecte 
d'informations pour connaitre dans ce domaine Ie 
point des recherches et technologies dans d'autres 
parties du monde. 
En ce qui concerne les bas-fonds, Ie programme 
d'action, con~u dans une optique d'intensification 
de la riliculture comportera des que possible une 
caracterisation hydrologique et morphopMologi-
que des bas-fonds ainsi que I'etude et la mise au 
point d'amenagments types simples. Ceci sera 
accompagne de recherches varietales et de mise au 
point de systemes de cultures. 
Strategie d'aide a la decision a partir de I'outil 
agrometeorologique. Le but global souhaitable 
est de banaliser I 'utilisation agricole des releves 
agrometeorologiques. La demarche it poursuivre 
necessitera notamment Ie zonage agropedoclima-
tique ainsi que des actions de recherche et d'expe-
rimentation pour tester et quantifier I'influence des 
techniques culturales sur I'amelioration du bilan 
hydrique. Elle devrait aboutir en particulier it une 
quantification du role de I'eau en tant que facteur 
de production. 
Elle aura ete I'occasion de faire Ie point de la 
connaissance des sols dans leurs relations avec 
I'eau (caracterisation par la reserve utile), de carto-
graphier et de completer cette connaissance. 
Conclusion 
On soulignera I'importance et la variete des res-
sources en eau existantes et pouvant etre recupe-
rees et utilisees de diverses manieres pour J'agricul-
ture. L'accent doit etre mis sur Ies limites techniques 
et economiques des equipements habituellement 
utilisesjusqu'a present pour I'utilisation de I'eau, la 
necessite et l'importance des travaux de recherche 
encore a executer, car meme la ou I'eau est abon-
dante, son exploitation est onereuse, I'urgence 
enfin d 'une meilleure perception des contraintes 
auxquelles est soumis Ie paysan, pour, d'abord, 
moduler Ie contenu de la recherche en fonction de 
ces contraintes et ensuite mieux faire passer a son 
niveau les resultats acquis. 
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Gestion conservatoire des eaux et de la fertilite des sols dans 
les paysages soudano-saheliens de I'Afrique Occidentale 
Eric Roose l 
Resume 
Depuis Ie debut du siecle, on observe dans cette zone une degradation de la vegetation, du sol et 
des ressources hydrauliques. Cette degradation est en relation avec Ie deveioppement de la 
population et sa concentration en zone urbaine, avec I 'extension des dUrichements pour faire 
face aux besoins en energie et en terres de culture, avec Ie surpaturage des parcours suite a 
I 'extension des troupeaux en periode humide et a la reduction des surfaces paturables. L erosion 
temoigne du desequilibre entre la gestion du pays age et ses potentialites. 
L 'analyse des resultats de trente annees de recherche de l'Institut franfais de recherche 
scientifique pour Ie developpement en cooperation (ORSTOM) et du Centre de cooperation 
internationale en recherche agronomique pour Ie developpement (CIRAD) montre que Ie 
milieu est sensible a lenergie du vent, de la pluie et du ruissellement. L ~'ntensite des a verses est 
largement superieure ala capacite d 'infiltration des sols battants, instables et sou vent carences. 
Le couvert vegetal, les techniques culturales et la pente sont les principaux facteurs permettant 
de reduire /erosion. L 'analyse des projets d'amenagements antierosifs aboutit generalement a 
un constat d 'echec parce qu 'on a applique des methodes etrangeres non adaptees aux conditions 
locales, trop coiiteuses, peu efficaces et peu acceptables par les paysans : on n 'a observe ni 
lentretien des dispositifs par les benUiciaires, ni I extension en tache d'huile. 
L 'auteur propose une approche globaJe (a lechelle du village) et progressive (plan d'ame-
nagement sur lOans) de I 'amenagement du paysage en vue d 'une gestion conservatoire de l'eau 
et de 18 fertilite des sols et de lequilibre du systeme de production agro-sylvo-pastoral. Ii 
preconise d 'a ugmen ter l'infiltration el de disperser I energie des eaux de ruissellement residuelles 
par une serie de techniques culturales et de structures composees de micro barrages permeables 
(connues dans la tradition africaine), l'integration de /elevage et de l'agriculture (fourrage-
fumier-attelage), I 'association des arbres a objectifs multiples sur la zone cultivee, Ie cloisonne-
mem progressif du paysage pour former un bocage amenage, en vue de cultures intensifiees 
mecanisees et l'amenagement des bas-fonds. 
Les amenagements seront legerement differents seion Ie type de climat et de population: 
diversion des eaux excedentaires en milieu soudanien (pluviometrie >700 mm), absorption 
totale en milieu soudano-sahelien et captage du ruissellement pour I 'irrigation d 'appoint en zone 
sahelienne (pluviometrie <400 mm). Le traitement simultane de /erosion eolienne (rideaux 
darbres) de lerosion en nappe et en ravine et de la degradation de la fertilite des sols est 
indi5pensable pour retablir nquilibre du paysage. 
I. Directeur de recherche. ORSTOM, Montpellier, France. 
ICRISA T (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil, Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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Abstnct 
Soil and water conservation in tbe Sudano .. Sabelian zone of West Africa: Since the beginning 
of the century, vegetation, soil, and water resources in this zone have deteriorated. As popula-
tions grew and concentrated in urban zones, more lands were stripped to provide firewood and 
arable land, and expanding herds were forced to overgraze reduced rangelands. Erosion is the 
evidence of the imbalance between the present and potential land management. 
The results of 30 years of research at ORSTOM and CIRAD show the extent of erosion 
caused by wind, rain, and runoff. The unstable impoverished soils have too slight an infiltration 
capacity to absorb heavy rains that are therefore lost due to runoff. Major factors in curbing 
erosion are vegetation cover, cultural practices, and slope management. 
Projects to control erosion have often fai/ed because methods borrowed from other regions 
were not adapted to the local conditions, either for reasons of cost, lowefficiency, or acceptabil-
ity to the farmers. 
The author proposes a comprehensive approach for landscape management based on the 
conservation of water and soil fertility and a balanced, sustained agnculture/forestry/pasture 
production system. He suggests better use of runoff waters through a bystem of tillage, the 
creation of surface structures such as permeable microdams (a traditional African practice). 
mixed farming, the association of mUltipurpose trees with crops. the division of land into 
management units for intensive mechanized cultivation, and the de\lelopment of valley bot-
toms. This type of a conservation management program would need to be adapted to climates 
and demography: diversion and coJ/ection of the excess water in the Sudanian zone (rainfall 
-> 700 mm), complete infiltration in the Sudano-Sahelian zone, and water harvesting for 
supplementary irrigation in the Sahelian zone (rainfall <400 mm). The simultaneous control of 
wind. sheet, and gul{y erosion, and of soil fertility, are essential to stabilize the landscape. 
Introduction 
Depuis les annees 1950, et plus specialemcnt depuis 
Ia longue periode seche, on constate une evolution 
profonde des paysages soudano-saheliens d'Afrique 
occidentale: degradation de la vegetation (dispari-
tion d'arbres et meme de graminees perennes), de-
nudation, encroiltement et decapage des sols, 
augmentation du ruissellement. ravinement des 
versants, changement du regime d'ecoulement des 
rivieres, baisses du niveau des nappes aquiferes et 
finalement aridification du microclimat regional 
(Mulard et Groene 1961. Marchal 1979, Roose 
1985a et b). Le climat a-t-il brutalement change? 
Ou bien faut-il incriminer l'homme et sa gestion 
d'exploitation miniere des paysages? En somme Ie 
developpement? 
brousse, etc.). La secheresse plus longue que d'ha-
bitude n'a fait qu'acceIerer Ie desequilibre entre 1a 
biomasse produite et les besoins de cons om mati on 
(Peyre de Fabregue 1985, Banque Mondiale 1985, 
Delwaulle 1973a.le Houerou 1979, Marchal 1983). 
Face a cette degradation des terres, une methode 
antierosive c1assique a ete largement preconisee, 
ceHe des terrasses de diversion des eaux de ruissel-
lement vers des exutoires amenages (Bennet 1939, 
FAO 1967, Hudson 1973, CTFT 1980). Devant les 
echecs plus ou moins caracterises de cette approche 
en milieu paysan ouest-africain, une analyse des 
principes de base, des resultats de mesure et des 
observations de terrain pourrait debloquer Ie pro-
bleme. Vne autre approche peut etre suggeree qui 
s'appuie sur la pratique traditionnelle des micro-
barrages permeables (lignes de paille ou de pierres, 
bandes enherbees, haies vives, rideaux d'arbres, 
etc.), la fertilisation organique localisee, la planta-
tion d'arbres et l'amelioration des reserves hydri-
ques (Roose 1985a et b). 
Les causes principaJes sont les pressions demo-
graphiques (trop forte charge en hommes et en gros 
betail pour une potentialite de production tres va-
riable) et socio-economiques (extention des sur-
face defrichees, dessouchees et labourees mecani-
quernent en vue de culturc~ industrielles ou vivri-
eres, surpaturage, reduction de la jachere. feu x de 
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Mais les probU:mes de conservation de \'eau et 
des sols ne sont pas seulernent dans Ie choix de 
methodes efficaces, judicieusement adaptees au 
milieu physique (agressivite du climat, fragilite des 
sols, topographie) et au milieu economique (moyens 
financiers, main-d'oeuvre disponible, rentabilite 
des amenagements); iIs sont profondements hu-
mains, enracines dans les habitudes ancestrales 
(ex. travail intense du sol chez les Senoufos, travail 
tres superficiel chez les Mossi), lies aux relations 
entre agriculteurs sooentaires, eleveurs semi-noma-
des et it la proximite de la ville (commercialisation 
des produits et en particulier du bois). 
Dans cette note, on presentera rapidement un 
bilan de 30 ans de recherches par Ie CIRAD et 
l'ORSTOM sur Ie ruissellement et l'erosion dans la 
zone soudano-sahelienne d'Afrique occidentale 
(Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, nord Benin). 
On analysera ensuite les causes des echecs de bon 
nombre de programmes c1assiques d'amenagements 
antierosifs avant de proposer une nouvelle strate-
gie d 'amenagement partant des besoins exprimes 
par les paysans, de la necessite d'equilibrer Ie deve-
loppement de I'agriculture, de l'eIevage et de la 
production forestiere et faisant appel it diverses 
structures permeables et pratiques culturales bien 
connues de la tradition pays anne en vue d 'augmen-
ter la capacite d'utilisation des eaux de surface it 
I'echelle du terroir villageois. 
Quelques resultats de la recherche 
A la Figure 1 on a situe les stations ou furent 
effectuees des mesures de ruissellement et de l'ero-
sion (parcelles d'erosion, simulation de pluies ou 
microbassins) ou des etudes sur l'efficacite des 
amimagements antierosifs. Sur Ie fond geogra-
phique, on a rapporte en outre une esquisse de la 
repartition de l'indice d'agressivite climatique an-
nuel moyen (R USA de Wisch meier et Smith 1960) 
d'apres une analyse des donnees pluviometriques 
arretees en 1975 (avant la fin des annees seches). 
Le milieu soudano-sabelien : fragile 
et diversifie 
Sous cette appellation globale, Goudet (1985) dis-
tingue it juste titre trois sous regions ecologiques ; 
les regions sahelo-soudanienne (pluie de 300 it 600 
mm), soudano-sahelienne (pluie de 600 it 900 mm) 
et soudano-guineenne (pluie de 900 it 1200 mm). 
Les precipitations annuelles decroissent done de 
1200 it 300 mm vers Ie Nord, mais elles ant diminue 
de 200 mm en moyenne ces dix dernieres annees. 
Les pluies tombent en 3 a 6 mois avec des intensites 
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Figure I. Esquisse de la repartition de \'indice d'agresslvite cUmatique annue' moyen (R USA de Wisch· 
meier) en Afrique de rOuest et du Centre. Situation des parcelles et sites de Recherche-Developpement 
(Roose 1976b). 
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tres l:levees (55 a 80 mm h-1 pendant 30 minutes) en 
comparaison avec la faible capacite d'infiltration 
des sols battants. Les averses journalieres atteign-
ent 60 a 75 mm tous les ans, 120 mm to us les 10 ans 
et 150 mm tous les 50 ans (Brunet-Moret 1963). 
L 'indice d 'erosivite des pluies "R USA" diminue de 
500 a 200 it mesure qu'on se rapproche du Sahel 
(Roose 1976b, 1978 et 1980) (Fig. 1). 
Les pays ages les plus frequents sur granite et sur 
gres (Tab. 1) sont formes d 'un plateau cuirasse plus 
ou moins vaste, d'un court eboulis de blocs, d'un 
long glacis gravillonnaire recouvert d'un voile 
sablo-limoneux de plus en plus epais, d 'un bour-
relet de berge et du lit mineur souvent encaisse. La 
majorite des pentes sont faibles (0 it 3%) mais tres 
longues. lIs peuvent etre envahis par des dunes plus 
ou moins anciennes ou etre plus raides sur roches 
basiques. 
Les sols ferrugineux tropicaux plus ou moins 
lessives et hydromorphes en profondeur et les sols 
bruns plus ou moins hydromorphes ou vertiques 
des bas de pente sont pauvres chimiquement (car-
ences NP, parfois K, pH 6 it 4) et de structure 
instable (peu de matieres organique, beaucoup de 
Tableau 1. Amenagement type en milieu soudano-sahelien. 
Ii mons et sables fins). Des qu'ils sont denudes, il se 
forme en surface une crotlte (de battance ou de 
sedimentation) tres peu permeable (moins de 10 
mm h-l). Apres quelques annees de cultures (coton, 
arachide, niebe, ou divers haricots alternant avec 
sorgho, mws, mil, fonio) avec labour et deux 
sarclo-buttages par an executes avec la traction 
animale, il se forme vers 12-15 cm une discontinui-
te peu penetrable aux racines (compacite, pH, car-
ence ou toxicite?). Le pedoclimat est donc beau-
coup plus sec encore pour les cultures. Les jacheres 
so~t en voie de disparition, trop courtes et surpiHu-
rees pour regenerer efficacement la fertilite des 
sols. 
Les cultures laissent tres peu de residus. Les tiges 
de cotonnier sont brtllees; les fanes d 'arachide et 
autres legumineuses sont utilisees comme four-
rage. Les feuilles de cereales sont broutees sur place 
et les tiges restantes utilisees pour quelques travaux 
artisanaux ou brtllees. 
La vegetation, une savane arboree assez dense a 
J'origine, a ete serieusement degradee ces dernieres 
annees du fait de I'extension des cultures, du ruis-











Systeme de production 
Tradit. parcour extensif 
Arneliore : reforestation, defense, 
arbustes fourragers 
Amenagements 
Routage pour augmenter I'infiltration 
Barrages collinaires et demi lunes pour 
ie betail 
Exutoire : murettes en pierres 
Suggestions 
Reforestation par enrichissement en 
fourragers et fruitiers 
Routage + demi lunes pour les arbres 
Lignes de cailloux + Jitiere de 
branch ages 
Impluvium + citerne familiale 
Mise en dHens periodique 
S8 
Cultures cere ales en sec 
Cereales - coton ou arachide 
Diguettes et fosses de diversion 





Segmentation du versant par 
cordons de pierres, haies vives, 
arbres it faible densite et it objectifs 
mUltiples 
Augmenter I'infiltration par gestion 
des mat. organiques, travail du sol en 
sec, billonnage cloisonne 




Reseau de drainage 
Ril.ieres + Fourrages 
contresaison 
Jardins (potagers, vergers) 
Microbarrages, Gabions en 
cascades 
enormes besoins en bois de feu et du surplturage. 
Les troupeaux se sont beaucoup developpes durant 
les annees humides dans tout Ie Sahel; aussi durant 
la peri ode seche, la biomasse produite en diminu-
tion, n'arrive plus A nourrir A Ia fois Ies troupeaux 
du village et Ies troupeaux transhumant du Sahel 
vers des zones plus humides (Hallamm et Van 
Campen 1985, Bus 1985, Quilfen et Milleville 
1983). 
ment peuplee, de production cotonniere intense ou 
1 'lnstitut d 'economie rurale (IER, Bamako) et l'ln-
stitut royal des regions tropicales (IRR T, Amster-
dam) collaborent dans un projet de recherche-de-
veloppement integre (y compris la conservation 
des sols) avec Ia Compagnie malienne des textiles 
(CMDT) (Roose 1985a, Kleene et Vierstra 1985). 
Face Ala poussee demographique (la population 
double en 25 ans) et A la degradation du milieu, 
quatre strategies sont mises en oeuvre plus ou 
moins successivement : 
Perception par les villageois 
de la degradation dun terroir 
et strategies d'adaptation 
L'exemple schematise au Tableau 2 est issu d'une 
enquete aupres d'une quarantaine de cultiva~ 
teurs! eleveurs Bambaradu village de Kaniko situe 
A 25 km de Koutiala (Mali) dans une zone dense-
1. L'extension des cultures: la mecanisation grAce 
A la traction animale a pennis I'extension des 
surfaces cultivCes et une meilleure maitrise des 
adventices. Cependant on constate aujourd'hui 
que la majorite des bonnes terres sont dejA cuI-
tivees et qu'avec l'augmentation de la duree de 
culture et Ie defrichement des terres plus 
fragiles, on aboutit rapidement A une augmen-
tation des problemes de degradation de la ferti-
Tableau 2. Perception par les villaleoit de Kaniko, situe a 25 km de Koutiala au Mali de 1a dipadatlon d'un teRoir 
(+ 40 1Ul8). 
Vcrs 1940 souvenir 
Epoque source (± mythiques) 
Pluies 900 mm 
Vegetation Savane arboree dense 
Cueillette Fruits sauvages, poisson, 
gibier, Bois 
Terre! Riches fertiles 
Jachere Longue 
Riviere Permanente 
Population 200 habitants 
Detail 50 bovins 
Surface cultivee 1-3 ba 
par Unite paysanne 
Systeme Culture itinerante extensif 
equilibre si <25 bab. km-1 
Observations en J 984 
6S0mm 
Savanne arbustive 
Quelques vergers disparusl 
elevage se rarefient pres 
des villages 
Degradees, assechm 
Coune ou nulle 
6 mois sec, creusement puits 
1020 
> 80 bovins 
> 800 ovins, caprins 
+ les transhumants 
5 a 20 ha si traction 
animale 
Semi-intensif dWquilibre : 
elements nutritifs, matiere 
organique, fourrage-bois 
chauffe 
Vcrs l'an 2000 
Extrapolations 
900mm 
Sols nus cultivCs ou surplturCs 
Vergers en extension pisciculture 
Elevage, plantation d 'arbre 
ErOOm ou restaurees 
Nulle 
Les puits s 'a.ssechent sauf plant 
amenagement (barrages, 
diguettes d'inflltration) 
+ 1600 au rythme actuel (3%) 
En croissance 
Limite par manque de 
fourrage en saison seche 
20 ha si motorisation 
Extension limitee, Intensi-
fication 
Diversification + Migration + 
longue 
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lite des sols, de ruissellement et d 'erosion. 
2. L'emigration: solution tres largement utilisee 
dans Ie Sahel pour mieux rentabiliser Ie travail 
soit durant la saison seche, soit pendant des 
periodes plus longues. Mais cette strategie 
aboutit it vider Ie pays de ses forces vives. Ceci 
constitue une limite superieure a I'extensionet it 
l'entretien des dispositifs antierosifs dans Ie 
Sahel (Marchal 1983). 
3. L'intensification: pour les paysans, il s'agissait 
jusqu'ici de raccourcir lajachere et d'amenager 
en riziere les bas-fonds (lieu de concentration 
des eaux, des elements nutritifs et des matieres 
organiques) traditionnellement utilises pour la 
production fourragere en saison seche. 
IJ faudrait dorenavant equilibrer les exporta-
tions par des apports d 'elements nutritifs orga-
niques et mineraux, gerer au mieux les matieres 
organiques, maitriser la densite et la precocite 
des semis, ameliorer la disponibilite en eau par 
l'irrigation, forcer toutes les eaux pluviales a 
s'infiJtrer "Rain Farming", ou me me capter Ie 
ruissellement venant d'amont pour assurer une 
irrigation d'appoint "Runoff Farming". 
4. La diversification: pour faire face aux risques 
climatiques (secheresse it un moment crucial), 
aux risques ecortomiques (effondrement des 
prix) et biologiques (maladies, insectes), la 
diversification des productions permet d'ame-
liorer la stabilite des revenus. Le coton et l'ara-
chide ne sont pas les seules cultures rentables. 
Les vergers,les cultures legumieres ou fourrage-
res, l'elevage, Ie commerce du bois et l'artisanat 
assurent des rentrees substantielles. 
Les besoins en bois de feu (0,5 m3 ha- I an-I 
soit ] /3 du budget des familles it Ouagadougou) 
croissent parallelement a la population. Or, la 
production des forets naturelles est tres faibles 
(0,1 it 0,5 ml ha- I an-I). Pour augmenter cette 
production, il faudrait ameliorer la gestion des 
forets existantes (taillis it cycle court et enrichis-
sement) et associer les arbres (en ligne a faible 
densite) aux cultures dans les bonnes terres 
pour aboutir it un bocage it production diversi-
fiee (8anque Mondiale J985, Bertrand 1985, 
Goudet 1985). 
L 'elevage, une fois Ie probleme de la divaga-
tion du betail regie, a un role important ajouer 
dans Ie developpement rural (traction, fumier, 
valorisation des residus). 
La solution aux problemes d 'erosion ne passe 
donc pas uniquement par la selection des struc-
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tures (Defense et restauration des sols-DRS) les 
plus efficaces, mais aussi par l'equilibre du systeme 
de production agro-sylvo-pastorale et par la levee 
de contraintes socio~conomique (Lovejoy et N ap-
ier 1986). 
Les types d 'erosion les plus frequents 
et leurs causes 
Ces paysages semi-arides sont sensibles a l'erosion 
eolienne, ainsi qu'a l'erosion hydrique, mais a des 
degres divers. 
L 'erosion eolienne. Elle ne devient dangereuse 
que lorsque les precipitations annuelles sont infe-
rieures a 600 mm, que la saison seehe dure plus de 
six mois, que les sols sont poudreux, riches en 
Jimons, en sables fins. mais pauvres en matieres 
organiques et instables, lorsque la vegetation est 
c1airsemee et que les vents soufflent a plus de 20 km 
h- I . 
On observe alors des brumes seches (suspension 
de matieres organiques et minerales fines), des 
vents de sable (qui detruisent les jeunes semis) et 
des tourbillons (saltation et suspensions instables 
de sable fin), la formation de nappes de sables plus 
ou moins ridees "ripple marks" et de petites dunes 
piegees dans Ies touffes de vegetation basse. 11 
existe tres peu de recherches sur "erosion eolienne 
en Afrique occidentale, mais Ies methodes de lutte 
sont bien eonnues et souvent sembI abies it celles 
utilisees contre l'erosion hydrique, a savoir aug-
menter la stabilite et la rugosite du sol, eviter de 
pulveriser Ie lit de semence, couvrir Ie sol et reduire 
la vitesse du vent au sol par des haies et des arbres. 
L 'erosion en nappe. Elle provient de I 'energie des 
gouttes de pluie qui detruit les agregaLs, forme une 
pellicule de battance tres peu permeable et pro-
voque un ruissellement en nappe abondant evolu~ 
ant en griffes et ravines. Une carte des indices 
annuels moyens d'erosivite des pluies (R index de 
Wisch meier et Smith 1960) montre que I'agressi-
vite des pluies augmente rapidement des zones 
arides (R = 100 a 500) vers les zones tropic ales 
humides (R = 500 it plus de 1500) mais qu'elle est 
deja considerable dans la zone soudano-sahelienne 
(R = 200 a 600). On y observe des averses violentes 
mais avec une frequence moindre qu'en zone tropi-
cale humide; pourtant les manifestations d 'erosion 
y sont plus nombreuses qu 'en zone humide ou Ie 
couvert vegetal est beaucoup plus rigoureux 
(couvrant). 
Le ravinement. Tant que les eaux ruissellent en 
fine couche sur I 'ensemble de la surface du sol, leur 
vitesse est faible, ainsi que leur capacite de trans-
port et leur competence (taille max. des sediments 
charries) car les forces de frottement it la surface du 
sol sont enormes. Mais des que Ie ruissellement se 
concentre (fosse, billon, rupture de pente, etc.), et 
que 1 'eau prend de la vitesse, son energie (M )( V2) /2 
devient capable d 'arracher des particules, de creuser 
des rigoles qui, sans intervention, evoluent en 
nappes ravinantes (decapage d 'une nappe de 5 it 20 
cm de profondeur sur 1 it 4 metres de largeur), en 
ravines (sapement de berge, effondrement de tun-
nel ou simplement surcreusement du fond et ero-
sion regressive), 
Le ravinement transporte beaucoup de sedi-
ments, disseque les champs, coupe les routes et 
peut en trainer la degradation de l'ensemble du 
paysage (badland ou ravinement generalise ou 
rubine). 
A chaque cause de I'erosion correspondent des 
methodes de lutte differentes. 
Cause 






Augmenter la rugosite du sol 
et du paysage (haies) 
Augmenter la stabilite du sol 
et Ie couvert vegetal 
Couvrir Ie sol 
Augmenter la stabilite et la 
rugosite de la surface du sol 
Ralentir la vitesse du 
ruissellement, donc la pente 
Diminuer Ie volume ruissele et 
surtout les debits de pointe. 
Comme il y a tres peu d'etudes en Afrique occi-
dentale sur l'erosion eolienne et que les processus 
d 'erosion en nappe sont it l'origine des processus de 
degradation et d'erosion en ravines, nous attache-
rons it resumer les resultats de la recherche sur les 
facteurs qui permettent de modifier l'importance 
de l'erosion potentieUe en nappe et rigole it 1 'echelle 
du champ. 
Les facteurs modifiant I'erosion 
en nappe potentielie (quantifiee par 
Ie fadeur C) 
Quatre facteurs modifient l'erodibilite d'une terre: 
Ie couvert vegetal associe aux techniques cultu-
rales, l'erodibilite du sol, la pente. 
Le couvert vegetal-variation possible 
de 1 a 1/1000 du faeteur C 
Le facteur C (Wischmeier et Smith 1960) diminue 
de 1 sur sol nu it 1/1000 sous foret et savane non 
degradee, ou terre paillee it 80%; 1/100 sous 
prairie, savane claire paturee non degradees; 0.9 it 
0,0 I sous differentes cultures en fonction de leur 
dentsite, date de semis; 0,2 it 0,8) sous coton, mil, 
sorgho, mais, arachide, niebe. 
C'est donc un moyen de lutte tres efficace que de 
couvrir Ie sol. n est donc recommande de : 
• planter tfit, td:s dense quitte it eclaircir plus tard 
en fonction des besoins en eau; 
• ne defricher que les surfaces necessaires, inten-
sifier et diversifier la production; 
• fertiliser et gerer les residus de culture et appor-
ter du paillis, du fumier; 
• associer des cultures dans Ie temps et dans l'es-
pace: agroforesterie. 
Les techniques culturales conservatrices-
variation 1 • 0,1 du faeteur C 
Ce facteur a des interactions evidentes avec Ie cou-
vert vegetal, mais on peut proposer toute une serie 
de techniques culturales conservatoires adaptees it 
differents niveaux: 
• Labour minimum avec residus de culture ou 
paillage en surface avec pieges de ruissellement 
et matieres organiques attirant les termites (zai 
des Mossi sur glacis battant). 
• Travail grossier (socs ou dents) + affinage loca-
lise du lit de semence. 
• Billonnage isohypse cloisonne sur sol permea-
ble et pente faible (sols sableux) (Roose 1967). 
• Planches isohypses avec reseau de drainage vers 
une citerne (systeme ICRISAT sur Vertisol en 
Inde). 
• Travail du sol en sec: simple grattage a deux 
dents sur 15-20 em aprcs recolte sur glacis bat-
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tant, labour de fin de cycle apres recolte (zone 
Soudano.guineenne) (Charreau 1969, Charreau 
et Fauek 1970), rout age en courbe de niveau 
(40~O em) pour eclater les horizons compacts 
sur terrains stables (Herbiot 1985) (carapace 
ferrugineuse, crotlte ealcaire ou argileuse). 
Moyens de lutte 
• Augmenter la stabilite des agregats (matieres 
organiques, CaC03, R20), travail du sol en sec). 
• Augmenter la profondeur d'enracinement et la 
rugosite de surface (mottes, billons, croissants, 
croissant assode a depression-Zai). 
• Gestion des matieres organiques (residus, 
racines, fumier) et des elements nutritifs orga-
niques et mineraux. 
La pente topograpruque-variation 
de 0,1 as du facteur C 
Lorsque Ie sol n'est pas totalement couvert, la 
pente est Ie facteur qui influence Ie plus l'erosion : 
Forme. Les pentes convexes apportent plus de 
sediments a la riviere que les pentes concaves ou 
1'0n observe des piegeages de sediments detaches: 
d 'ou les sols colluviaux. 
Longueur. La 10ngeur des pentes a en general 
peu d 'effet sur Ie ruissellement et l'erosion en nappe 
car les frottements sur les rugosites du sol empe-
chent l'acceleration des nappes ruisselantes. Par 
contre, la masse du ruissellement concentre en 
rigole peut s 'accumuler Ie long d 'une pente et avoir 
un impact exponentiel sur ('erosion lineaire. 
lnclinaison. L'inclinaisondu versant n'augmente 
pas toujours Ie ruissellement, lequel peut etre tres 
fort su; des pentes faibles, par exemple sur les 
glacis battants (Roose 1967), Par contre la charge 
solide et Perosion augmentent de fB¥on exponen-
tielle et l'exposant peut varier de 1,2 it plus de 2 si Ie 
sol est mal couvert (Roose 1980), 
Moyens de lutte 
• Evacuer lateralement les eaux pluviales non 
infiltrees pour Cviter d'accumuler l'cnergie du 
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ruissellement (voir plus loin terrasses de 
diversion), 
• Cloisonner Ie paysage pour freiner les eaux 
ruisselantes (obstacles permeables) et provo-
quer une perte de charge et de competence des 
eaux. 
• Reduire la pente, au moins loealement, pour 
provoquer la sedimentation (voir plus loin les 
terrasses progressives). 
L 'erodibilite des sols 
L'erodibilite d'un sol (k) depend de propnetes 
analytiques des horizons superficiels (texture, 
matieres organiques, cations echangeables, R20 3 
et des caracteres morphologiques du profil (agre-
gation, capacite d'infiltration, discontinuites, 
hyd romorphie) (Wischmeier et aI. 197 J, Roose 
J 980). Les sols sont d 'autant plus fragiles qu'ils 
sont riches en limons, sables fins, Na echangeable 
ou hydromorphes, et d'autant plus resistants qu'ils 
sont coherents, stables, riches en argiles, en sables 
grossiers et cailloux, en calcaire actif et en fer et 
alumine libres (Tab. 3). 
N otons qu'il n 'existe pas encore de methode 
simple, rap ide et fiable permettant aux pedologues 
d'evaluer la resistance des sols aux divers types 
d 'erosion (test de stabilite structurale, de resistance 
au cisaillement par Ie ruissellement) surtout s'il 
s'agit de prevoir leur evolution avec defrichement 
et culture mecanisee (perte de 50 % de Matiere 
organique en 2 ans, et de 50 a 90 % de leur capacite 
d 'infiltration). 
Moyens de Jutte 
• Augmenter la cohesion et la stabilite des agre-
gats: ciments organique!, fer, gypse, CaCO;. 
pH >5; 
• Augmenter la profondeur de l'infiltration par 
sous solage en presence d 'amendements. 
Strategie classique 
de lutte antierosive 
Methode 
II s 'agit generalement de combiner trois approches 
complementaires : 
T.ble.u 3. C .... lfic.tlon des sols frequents en zone soud.no-s.h~lienne en fonction de leur erodlbiUte ero_nte 
(Souree: Fauek ."', Roose 1980). 
Sols ferralitiques 
gravillonnaires argi-
leux et riches en fer Sols dunaires sableux Vertisols argileux 
Sols ferrugineux 
limoneux 
Sols solonists, sols 
andes limoneux 
poudreux 
Nappe Ravine Event Ruissellement 
Ravinement 
Ruissellement Ruissellement 
Nappe Ravine Nappe Ravine 
0.01 0,20 ? 
I. E = Erosion 
2. K = Erodibiliti: du sol 
• une definition du milieu physique: agressivite 
des pluies, carte de stabilite geomorphologique, 
carte d 'utilisation des terres et carte de con-
traintes et potentialites des terres (ex. les 8 
classes du Soil Survey USA); 
• une definition des structures de mise en valeur 
et de protection : villages, routes, ponts, bar-
rages, drains, terrasses et exutoires, etc.; 
• une definition de l'utilisation nouvelle des terres, 
adaptation des cultures et des techniques cultu-
rales (Bennet 1939, FAO 1967, Hudson 1973, 
Heusch 1977, Kilian 1974, Roose 1978 et 1980). 
Exemple d'un amimagement type en 
milieu soudano-sahelien 
Au Tableau 1 sont presentes les productions, les 
amenagements classiques et les suggestions d 'ame-
nagement actuelles en face de chaque segment de la 
toposequence classique en particulier dans la zone 
de Koutiala au Mali et de Ouahigouya au Burkina 
Faso. 
Analyse de cette approcbe tecbnocratique 
Marchal (1979, 1983) a analyse en detail l'ame-
nagement effectue par Ie Groupement europeen de 
restauration des sols) dans la region de Ouahi-
gouya (Burkina Faso). Ces projets proposent sou-
vent une approche technique interessante et bien 
diversifiee en fonction du milieu physique, mais ne 
tiennent pas assez compte des aspects socio..eco-
nomiques et de la resistance du gestionnaire tradi-
tionnel de ces paysages face a. ces nouvelles pro-
positions. 
0,10 0,05 0,30 ? 
Ce genre de projet qui exige un fort investisse~ 
ment en specialistes etrangers, en materiellourd et 
terrassement et en capitaux pour avoir un effet 
marquant sur une surface significative en un court 
laps de temps, aboutit tres generalement a un echec 
pour les raisons suivantes : 
Sur Ie plan bumain. Les gestionnaires tradition~ 
nels se desinteressent de la lutte antierosive puis-
qu 'on leur demontre qu 'eUe exige des moyens con-
siderables dont iIs ne disposent pas. Cela se traduit 
par une absence d 'entretien des dispositifs, par une 
absence d'extension, par un abandon de ces terres a 
l'Etat (qui a consenti un investissement en vue de 
leur amenagement) ou meme par une tentative de-
sesperee de reappropriation des terres par la des-
truction systematique des amenagements visibles. 
Sur Ie plan economique. L 'amenagement elas-
sique en terrasses ou diguettes de diversion aboutit 
a une perte de 5 a. 15% de surface cultivable sans 
assurer une quelconque amelioration des rende-
ments, ni dans I'immediat, ni meme a long terme. 
Ces terrasses sont done mal acceptees par les 
paysans. 
De plus ces projets sont couteux (en hommes et 
en materiels) et sont tres rarementjustifies par une 
culture rentable. Stocking et Peake (1985) ont a 
meme montTe qu'il etait plus rentable de proteger 
les bonnes teITes que de restaurer des terres margi-
nales epuisees. 
Ces projets seraient eventuellement justifiables 
s'ils servaient d 'exemples indestructibles faisant 
tAche d 'huile. Or on n 'observe generalement aucune 
extension spontanee en milieu paysan : par ailleun 
la duree de vie des dispositifs est souvent tres limi-
tee (2 a 6 ans) par manque d'entretien. 
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Sur Ie plaD technique (Fil' 2). La methode clas-
sique consiste a evacuet vers des exutoires ame-
nages les exces d 'eaux pluviales qui n'arrivent pas a 
s'infiltrer. Or cette methode exige une protection 
anterieure efficace des exutoires, l'entretien regu-
lier des fosses et diguettes de diversion et l'absence 
de phenomenes importants d 'erosion entre Ies 
diguettes : hypotheses generalement non verifiees 
en milieu paysan. De plus, les dispositifs sont 
dimensionnes en vue d 'evacuer Ie ruissellement 
cause par une pluie decennale. Or les coefficients 
• L 'erosion est fonetion de : 
E.pluie : l'energie des pluies (constante tout Ie long 
de la pente) 
E.ruis. : l'energie du ruissellement (qui croit·avec la 
pente): MV2/2 
E = f (longueur)n )( (pente)m 
E. pluie--:f"'" 
E.ruis J'" I; ~~~~~~~~~S~i~p:ente~ 
a l'infiltration 
~ .. , . 
.... . .,. ..... 
.. ' 
I nconvenients : 
l. Necessite d'equipes de topographes experts. 
2. Important travail d'installation et d'entretien, 
d'ou generalement : 
- digues non protegees 
- canaux encombres de sediments 
- exutoires non enherbes. ni proteges 
(surcreuses ou ensables) 
3. Perte de 5 a 20% de la surface cultivee sans aug-
mentation de rendement. 
4. Perte d'eau et elements nutritifs pour les champs 
cultives en aval. 
de ruissellement sont mal connus et la pluie ) /20 
ou 1/100 peut arriver demain. On constate en de-
finitive de nombreux debordements, destructions 
des diguettes et ravinements sur Ie versant qu'on 
voulait proteger .et sur Ies exutoires qui re~oivent 
brutalement une masse considerable d'eau. Les 
paysans eux-memes ouvrent des breches dans les 
diguettes aux endroits ou l'eau s'accumule et 
engorge les terres cultivees. 
A la Figure 2 on peut voir les principes etles 
critiques de la methode des diguettes de diversion. 
• Les terrasses 
- peuvent evacuer I'energie du ruissellement 
accumulee 
- ne peuvent pas reduire l'energie des pluies ni la 
degradation du sol 
, Digue de diversion (H = 30 a 60 cm) 
5. L'amenagement doit rom pre s'il advient une pluie 
de frequence inferieure it. 1/10 ans. 
6. Variation de largeur des champs cultives (mecan-
isation difficile). 
7. N 'arrete pas I'erosion en nappe ni la degradation. 
S. Finalement, risques graves de ravinement s'il y a 
rupture des digues (1 fois en 4 a 10 ans), 
9. Acceleration du temps de concentration des eaux 
(gros debits de pointe, erosion marigots et ravine-
ment regressif), 
Figure 2. Methode des fosses, diluettes ou terruses de diversion. 
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Si celle-ci semble mal adaptee aux conditions eco-
logiques, socio-economiques et humaines de l'Afri-
que, que peut-on proposer comme alternative? 
Strategie nouvelle : la gestion 
conservatrice de reau et de la 
fertilite des sols 
Principes 
Le ruissellement et l'erosion etant consideres 
comme des signes d'une gestion desequilibrante du 
paysage, it s'agit avant tout d'ecarter Ies pratiques 
les plus degradantes, de favoriser les techniques 
ameiiorantes et de definir un systeme d'exploita-
tion permettant Ia gestion conservatrice des eaux 
disponibles et Ia fertilite des sols (Roose 1984). 
Cette nouvelle strategie s'appuie sur trois prin-
cipes: 
1. Partir d'une enquete sur la perception du pro-
bleme par les paysans concernes, ainsi que sur 
les types d 'erosion et leur extension dans Ie 
pays age. Choisir avec eux des methodes con-
servatrices simples, adaptees au milieu phy-
sique et au contexte economique local; qu'ils 
puissent experimenter sur leurs champs, en 
eprouver les avantages immediats et les con-
traintes. Prevoir un systeme souple, des possibi-
lites de correction apres quelques annees et dont 
les beneficiaires restent totalement maitres. De 
cette demarche interactive entre les realites de 
terrains, les gestionnaires et les specialistes nait 
une confiance et une formation reciproque tres 
enrichissante. 
2. Choisir des dispositifs efficaces permettant 
d 'etaler les eaux A la surface du sol, de les ralen-
tir, de disperser leur energie, de reduire leur 
capacite de transport et leur competence, plutot 
que de les concentrer aux exutoires. Nous 
proposons de cloisonner Ie paysage par des 
micro barrages permeables en vue de pieger les 
sediments et la majorite des eaux pluviales sur Ie 
versant (Fig. 3). Ces structures serviront de base 
spatiaJe pour l'introduction des methodes d'in-
tensification de la culture et de I'elevage. Ces 
methodes sont connues dans la tradition pay-
sanne, observees dans quatre continents et ont 
fait leur preuve depuis des siecles (Roose 1986a 
et b, Roose et Piot 1984). A la Figure 4 sont 
presentes trois exemples d'amelioration de I'in-
filtration d 'un sol colluviallimono sableux bat-
tant situe pres du Lac de BAM, environ 100 km 
au Nord de Ouagadougou. 
• Le piochage superficiel du sol (B) a permis 
un gain d'infiltration de 46 mm par rapport 
au sol battant (A) mais apres 100 millimetres 
de pluie sur ce sol assez peu stable, Ie ruissel-
lement est devenu plus fort que sur sol trop 
travaille, lequel beneficie des macropores 
stables crees par la mesofaune 
• Le paillage sur un sol pioche (C) retarde Ie 
demarrage du ruissellement et maintient 
longtemps un bon niveau d'infiltration (de 
30 mm h-l). 
• Le billonnage cloisonne permet Ie stockage 
des 60 premiers millimetres de pluie. Mais en 
cas d'averse exceptionnelle (60 mm) ou de 
degradation des billons, les eaux boueuses se 
deversent d 'un billon au suivant et provo-
quent un ravinement qui peut etre dange-
reux sur les pentes en absence d 'entretien. Le 
taux final d'infiltration (26 mm h-1) est net-
tement superieur it ceux des sols batt ants (4 it 
12 mm h-I). 
3. Etablir un plan d'amenagement global asso-
ciant les arbres, les cultures et l'e!evage it 
l'echelle d'un bassin versant, d'un terroir ou 
d'une surface occupee par une communaute 
paysanne. L'amenagement doit etre progressif 
en fonction de l'evolution de la perception des 
paysans et d~s moyens disponibles. Dans ce 
plan s'inscrira I'evolution dans Ie temps et dans 
l'espace de la maitrise par l'homme de son 
environnement. 
Exemples d 'amenagements en cours 
Au Mali. Dans Ie cadre des recherches-devel-
oppement de 1'lER en collaboration avec 1 '1RRT et 
la CMDT dans les regions de Sikasso et Koutiala, 
les enquetes et les discussions avec les groupements 
villageois ont fait ressortir Ies voeux des paysans 
concernant la lutte contre I'erosion dans l'ordre 
suivant(Hallamet VanCampen 1985, VanCampen 
et Kebe 1986) : 
Se proteger des eaux ruisselant d'amont : 
• cordons de pierres, haies vives ct bandes enher-
bees sur Ie glacis gravillonnaire; 
• exutoires stabilises tous les 400 metres, qui ser-
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M Icrobarrages permeables aboutissent a des terrasses progressives. 
- Cordons de pierres, de paille 
- Bandes d'arr~t enherbees 
- Hale vives 
- Lignes d 'arbres 
Labour en courbe de niveau vers l'aval 
Erosion hydrique + Transport mecanique 
4 a lOans plus tard 
~ 
Terrasse progressive subhorizontale 




I a 2 m , 
~'-' Culture associee 
Taille des branches et racines 
• Processus 
Culturales 
20 a 50 m 
Bande culture principale 
• Avantages 
- La nature fait Ie travail 
Cordon de 
Reduction de la vitesse du ruissellemnt par les bar-
rages permeables - Efficacite maintenue lors des fortes averses 
- depots de sediments grossiers ... mat. organiques 
- augmentation de l'infiltration 
Erosion mecanique par Ie travail du sol 
(I a /0 t ha- I an-I de terre deplacee) 
- Reptation lente du sol 
- Accroissement des interactions biologiques racines, 
litieres, mesofaune. 
Figure 3. Methode des microbarrages penneables. 
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- Mise en place facile, sans specialiste topographe 
- Bon marche, facile a entretenir, pas de place 
perdue 
- Les risques d'erosion diminuent avec Ie temps 
- Formation de terrasses horizontales 
- Diversification de Ja production: bois, fourrage, 
fruit 
- M ai trise de l'erosion eolienne 
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Figure 4. Evolution du ruissellement en fonetion des traitements sous une averse simulee de 62 mm h- 1 
pendant 2 h a Pouni, Burkina Faso. 
vent de chemin d 'exploitation en saison des re-
coltes: 
• soit digue de protection en amont des blocs 
de culture (Senoufos en milieu soudanien); 
• soit cordons de pierres filtrants (Bambara et 
Mossi si pluie 600 mm). 
Se proteger contre Ie bet ail et les eaux rejetes par Ie 
voisin 
• haies vives + arbres-piquets verts autour des 
exploitations. On notera Ies implications sur Ie 
statut foncier des terres amenagees. 
Proteger les parcelles cultivees contre la degra-
dation de la fertilite et de 1 'infIltration 
• haies vives + arbres entre parcelles (densite 
fmale 20 ~ 40 arbres/ha- I); 
• en complement tous les 2S m sur les parcelles, 
cordons de pierres en bande enherbee; 
• techniques culturales en vue de I'amelioration 
de l'infIltration et de I'enracinement; 
• grattage en sec, labour isohypse apres la lere 
pluie, buttage cloisonne. 
• soussolage tous les 4 ans, 
• rotation (coton, cereale, legumineuse ou culture 
fourragere), fertilisation, pesticides, 
• gestion des residus de culture: paillage ou fu-
mier pailleux, branchages de legumineuses de 
brousse non appetees. 
Amenagement des bas-fonds 
• digues en terre (H < 2 m) avec exutoires lat6-
raux rev~tus de bloc de laterite : succession de 
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Soil/Water Management 
for Conservation/Production Systems 
in Low-Rainfall Areas 

Measurement and Characterization 
of Soil-Water Relationships 
D.J. Mulla l 
Abstract 
The measurement of soil content and soil-water potential are critical for efficient management 
of agricultural lands. A knowledge of these soil-water relationships facilitates improved irriga-
tion scheduling and cropping decisions. In this paper, methods for measuring water content and 
water potential are discussed. A brief description of instrumentation is given along with a 
discussion of the principles upon which each method is based. Recommendations are made 
regarding the types of operating conditions in which each technique can be used, and the 
advantages and disadvantages of each method. For measuring soil-moisture content the 
methods discussed include gravimetric, neutron probe and microwave techniques. The mea-
surement of soil-water potential using tensiometers, pressure chamber apparatus, hanging 
water columns, moisture blocks, and thermocouple psychrometers is discussed. It is shown that 
the wetting treatment applied prior to determining the moisture release curve can significantly 
affect the pore size distribution of the soil and the relation between water content and water 
potential. 
Resume 
Mesure et definition des relations soil eau: Mesurer de faron precise le contenu en eau et le 
potentiel hydrique du sol est essen tiel pour une gestion efficace de 1 'agriculture en zones arides. 
La connaissance des relations eau-sol concourra a ameliorer les decisions prises pour les 
cultures et la conservation des sols. Dans cette communication, on discute diverses methodes de 
mesure du contenu en eau et du potentiel hydrique. On donne une breve description de 
1 'instrumentation; de meme, on discute les principes sur lesquels chaque methode se fonde. On 
emet des recommandations pour l'utilisation de chaque technique et on enumere leurs avan-
tages et inconvenients. En ce qui concerne la mesure du contenu en eau du sol, on aborde les 
methodes ayant recours aux donnees gravimetriques, a la sonde a neutron ou a la technique a 
microondes. Les methodes du potentiel hydrique du sol par tensiometre, presse a membrane, 
colonnes gravimetriques et psychrometres a thermocouples sont discutees. On demontre qu 'un 
traitement d'humectation prealable a la determination de la courbe de deshydratation peut 
avoir un effet significatif sur la repartition dimensionnelle des pores des sols tres erodibles ou 
gonflants. A terme, ces modifications ont une incidence sur la relation entre le con ten u en eau du 
sol et le po ten tiel hydrique. 
1. Assistant Professor of Soils, Dept. of Agronomy and Soils, Washington State University, Pullman, WA., 991~20, USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Work.shop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
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Introduction 
It is important to estimate soil moisture accurately 
and the energy with which soil water is held in the 
soil matrix. Soil water is essential for the germina-
tion of seeds, the growth of microorganisms, and is 
a major factor in determining crop yields in semi-
arid regions. 
Water stored in the soil is only one component of 
the dynamic water budget. Water is partitioned 
between that stored in the soil, draining through 
the profile, evaporating and transpiring to the 
atmosphere, or running off at the soil surface. 
Without a proper understanding of these soil-
water relationships, it is likely that a poor under-
standing of the entire water budget including soil, 
plant, and atmospheric processes will result. Water 
in soils also affects physical properties such as soil 
conductivity, strength, aeration, and temperature. 
Methods for measuring water content and poten-
tial in soils have been reviewed in several texts and 
papers (Gardner 1986, Holmes et a1. 1967, Mar-
shall and Holmes 1979, Hanks and Ashcroft 1980, 
Papendick and Campbell 1981, Schumgge et a1. 
1980). In this paper, a comparison and contrast of 
selected techniques for measuring water content 
and potential will be presented. The emphasis will 
be on general principles, instrumentation, and 
advantages or disadvantages of the techniques. 
Gravimetric, neutron probe, and microwave tech-
niques for monitoring soil-water content will be 
discussed. The use oftensiometers, pressure plates, 
and hanging water columns for measuring soil-
water potential will also be discussed. 
Methods for Measuring 
Soil-Water Content 
Gravimetric Metbods 
The gravimetric method is the simplest and most 
accurate method to measure soil-water content. 
Two types of gravimetric measurements may be 
obtained, depending upon the method used to col,.. 
lect soil from the field. 
For disturbed samples, water content is usually 
determinated on a mass basis (kg ha- I). The mass 
of the sample is determined when it is collected 
from the field and after oven drying to a constant 
weight at 105°C (12-24 h). The mass wetness (w) is: 
w = [(Mw + Ms)-Msl! Ms (1) 
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where 
Mw = the mass of water in the sample, and 
Ms :: the mass of its solid particles. 
The mass wetness is thus equivalent to the quantity 
(wet mass-dry mass)/ dry mass. 
When undisturbed soil samples are collected 
using a core sampler, the water content also may be 
expressed as a volumetric water content or m3 of 
water m-3 of soil. Volumetric water content (8) is 
determined by the loss of water on oven drying at 
lO~o C, and the know~ volume ofthe undisturbed 
core sample before drying (V t): 
8 = [(Ms + Mw)-Ms]/ Pw V t (2) 
where Pw is the density of liquid water (approxi-
mately 1.0 Mg m-3). Alternatively, if the mass wet-
ness and soil bulk density (Pb) are known, the 
volumetric water content can be calculated using 
the relation: 
(3) 
The salient featuresof the Gravimetric method are 
given below: 
Works best for: Infrequent sampling in uniform 
soils. 
Not suited for : Fequent sampling or work in 
rocky, gravelly soils. 
Advantages : Accurate and inexpensive. 
Disadvantages : Destructive sampling required. 
Care must be taken to take repre-
sentative samples from each soil 
layer in heterogeneous profiles. 
Time consuming to adequately 
characterize field variability in 
water content. 
Radiation Methods 
Two useful radiation methods for measuring water 
content are the gamma-ray attenuation and 
neutron-scattering method. The latter is far easier, 
cheaper, and safer to use in the field than the 
gamma-ray method. For an explanation of the 
gamma-ray method the reader is to refer to articles 
by Nofziger and Swartzendruber (1974), Schmugge 
et a1. (1980), and Marshall and Holmes (1979), 
Neutron scattering. In the neutron-scattering 
method, a probe containing a source of fast neu-
trons is lowered into an access tube to a desired 
depth in the soil profile. The access tube must have 
good contact with the soiL As fast- or high-energy 
neutrons collide with, and are scattered from, 
protons on water molecules in the soil surrounding 
the access tube, their kinetic energy is reduced. 
After approximately 18 elastic collisions the neu-
trons will be slowed down (thermalized) suffi-
ciently to be detected. 
Since protons on water in the soil are the main 
agents to thermalize neutrons, the sphere of influ-
ence of the neutron probe measurement depends 
on soil-water content. As soil-water content in-
creases, the distance traveled by neutrons before 
thermalization is reduced so that the sphere of 
influence decreases. Typically, the sphere of influ-
ence ranges from 16 cm at saturation to 70 cm at 
near-zero water content (Gardner 1986). 
Typically, the source of radiation consists of 10 
milliCurie (mCi) of a mixture of Americium and 
Beryllium. Neutrons emitted from such a source 
have an energy of approximately 2 million electron 
volts (MeV) and a velocity of 1600 kms- I . The 
detector is suspended on a cable which transmits 
the resulting signal to an amplifier, discriminator, 
and counting device at the soil surface. 
The rate of counts obtained with the neutron 
probe in the field is used along with a calibration 
curve to compute volumetric water content. A cal-
ibration curve usually can be described using linear 
regression expression of the form: 
(4) 
where 
Rs = counting rate in the field, 
Rstd = counting rate for an access tube placed 
b 
J 
in soil of known water content, 
= slope of the regression line, and 
= a constant that accounts for back-
ground corrections and instrument 
dead time. 
Manufacturers supply calibration curves with 
their instruments, but a researcher should establish 
new curves in order to correct for variations in soil 
properties. Special precautions are required to 
construct calibration curves in swelling soils (Jay-
wardane et al. 1983). For measurements near the 
soil surface (within about 15 cm) neutron probe 
measurements are inaccurate, and should be re-
placed by gravimetric measurements or the time 
domain methods discussed in this paper. 
The salient features of the neutron-scattering 
method are given below. 
Works best for: Uniform-, coarse-, or medium-
textured soils. Long-term ex-
periments at fixed locations and 
depths. 
Not suited for : Measurements near the soil sur-
face or in shallow soils without 
specialized equipment. Rocky or 
gravelly soils. Soils containing 
appreciable boron or chloride. 
Highly stratified or layered 
soils. 
Advantages : Frequent sampling at one depth 
or position possible. Measure-
ments are made in situ and are 
nondestructive. Results do not 
vary with temperature and 
pressure. 
Disadvantages : Radiation hazardous to opera-
tor. Limited, variable spatial 
resolution. Expensive equip-
ment. Unable to measure soil 
water separately from water held 
in dense root systems or tubers. 
Time Domain Reflectometry 
Water is a polar molecule which exhibits a large 
dielectric constant as a liquid. The dielectric con-
stant is a measure of the capacity of a medium to 
absorb electromagnetic energy, such as that at 
infrared or microwave frequencies. Whereas the 
dielectric constant of liquid water is 80 at room 
temperature, it is about 3 in dry soil or ice. Hence, 
small amounts of liquid water in the soil dramati-
cally increase its dielectric constant. 
Time domain reflectometry (TDR) uses the 
variation in dielectric constant to measure the 
volumetric water content of a soil. The time 
required for a pulse of microwave energy to travel 
down and back, up the soil, between two paraliel 
probes inserted into the soil will increase as the soil 
water content, and consequently the dielectric con-
stant increases. 
The dielectric constant (K) can be computed 
from the transmission time (t) and the probe length 
(L) using the relation: 
K = [ct/(2L)]2 (6) 
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where c is the speed of light. A calibration curve is 
constructed to relate soil dielectric constant and 
volumetric water content. T opp et al. (1980) and 
Mulla (1985) have shown that this calibration 
curve is given by the relation: 
8 = -5.3 )0( 10-1 + 2.92 )0( 1O-2K 5.5)( 1O-4K2 + 4.3 x 1O-6KJ (7) 
A plot of Equation (7) is given in Figure 1. The 
TD R method is advantageous because this calibra-
tion curve is unaffected by factors such as soil 
texture, salinity, bulk density, temperature, or 
organic matter content. Recent investigations by 
Dalton et a1. (1984, 1986) have shown that the 
TDR method can also be used for simultaneous 
measurements of soil-water content and electrical 
conductivity. 
Physically, the TDE=R unit consists of a signal 
generatorforthe broadband microwave pulse (1 to 
500 Mhz), a sampling head and an oscilloscope to 
display the reflected waveform (Dalton et a1. 1984). 
This unit is connected via coaxial transmission line 
and an impedance matching transformer to two 
parallel stainless steel probes inserted into the soil 
at a distance of 3-7 cm. The length of the probes 
may vary from 15 to 50 em, with a length of about 
30 cm being optimal for measurements in the root-
ing zone. Good contact between the probes and 
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dielectric properties of the medium between the 
parallel probes, including air. Hence, the method 
yields an average value for water content of the soil 
volume contained between the probes along their 
entire length. 
The probes are easily inserted into moist soil and 
reading may be obtained with some commercial 
instruments in as little as 5 s. Measurements in 
rocky, gravelly, or exceedingly dry clayey soils may 
be difficult due to problems in inserting probes into 
the soiL For research applications in which an 
accurate determination of soil-water content is 
needed at a specific depth, the TDR probes can be 
inserted into the soil horizontally from a soil trench 
(Topp and Davis 1982). 
Soil Moisture Corporation is a commercial 
supplier of a portable TDR unit (IRAMS unit). 
This unit automatically calculates, displays, and 
records soil volumetric water content at each field 
sampling location. Tektronix, Inc. supplies a TDR 
unit (model 1502) suitable for laboratory use. The 
salient features ofthe Time Domain Reflectometry 
are given below: 
Works best for: Measurements in uniform soils. 
Rapid soil survey measurements. 
Not suited for : Highly stratified soils. Rocky or 
gravelly soils. 
Advantages : One calibration curve applies to 
all soils. Rapid, easy technique. 
Nondestructive, in situ mea-
surements. 




water content when ice and un-
frozen water are present. 
Disadvantages : Probes inserted vertically cannot 
be used for measurements of 
water content in small depth in-
crements. Expensive equip-
ment. Limited testing in field 
Volumetric water content experiments. 
Figure 1. Time Domain Reflectometry ( TO R) cali-
bration curve from data of Topp et al. (1980) and 
Mulla (1985), showing the relationship between 




Whereas soil-water content is a measure of the 
amount of water held in soil, soil-water potential is 
a measure of the potential energy with which a unit 
mass, volume, or weight of water is held in the soil 
matrix. The SI units for water potential are joule 
kg-I, when expressed per unit mass, megapascals 
(MPa) when expressed per volume of water and 
meters when expressed per weight of water. Tradi-
tionally, soil scientists have used the units of bars 
to express water potential. The relation between 
the above units is 100 j kg-I = 0.1 MPa = 10.24 m = 1 
bar. 
Plant-water stress is dependent primarly upon 
the water potential in the soil. Under conditions in 
which water potential and other atmospheric 
demands are equal, water stress may be equivalent 
in a coarse-textured soil having a volumetric water 
content of 0.05 and a fine-textured soil having a 
volumetric content of 0.15. 
Water potential is measured relative to the 
energy of a reference pool of pure water at a speci-
fied elevation, pressure, and temperature (Papen-
dick and Mulla 1986). Conventionally, this refer-
ence pool is assigned a potential energy of zero. 
When water flows from one depth to another, it 
flows from a region of higher to lower (more nega-
tive) total water potential. Traditionally, field 
capacity water content corresponds to a water 
potential of -0.01 to -0.03 MPa, while the perma-
nent wilting point corresponds to a water potential 
of about -1.5 MPa. Hence, water potential is often 
used as an index of the ability with which plants 
can extract water from the soil. 
Total water potential (i) refers to the total poten-
tial energy of water in the soil. In unsatured soils, i 
is a negative quantity, since energy must be ex-
tended to remove the water from the soil. The total 
energy of the soil water is determined by the several 
different types of forces acting upon it, including 
gravity, ion solvation, hydrostatic pressure, absorp-
tion, and cohesion between water molecules. Each 
force provides a measurable component of the 
total water potential as expressed by: 
(8) 
where: 
t/lg = gravity potential, which is zero at the ref-
erence evaluation, positive above it, and 
negative below it; 
t/lp = pressure potential, which results from the 
hydrostatic pressure of water and is posi-
tive below the water table and zero above 
and at the water table surface; 
t/lm = mat ric potential, which results from the 
attractive forces between soil surfaces 
and water. It is negative in unsaturated 
soil and zero in saturated soil; 
t/lo = osmotic potential, which results from the 
forces between water and dissolved solutes 
in the soil, and is always a negative 
quantity. 
Methods for Measuring Soil-Water 
Potential 
Most methods for measuring water potential eval-
uate only the matric component of the total water 
potential. The discussion below will deal only with 
these methods. Note that it is convenient to refer to 
the absolute value of matric potential, which is 
always a positive quantity. The absolute value of 
matric potential is known as matric suction. 
Tensiometer 
Tensiometers are widely used in situations when 
soils have a water potential greater than -0.08 
MPa. This corresponds to conditions in which the 
soil is relatively wet; hence tensiometers are partic-
ularly useful in helping farmers to schedule crop 
irrigation (Hanks and Ashcroft 1980). A tensiome-
ter consists of a ceramic cup connected via a con-
tinuous column of water to a vacuum gauge which 
usually indicates matric suction on a scale ranging 
from 0 to 100 centibars (0.1 MPa). The cup must be 
in contact with soil. Equilibrium between the ten-
siometer and the soil water is established by the 
movement of water and ions through the porous 
cup. The suction established inside the tensiometer 
is read using the vacuum gauge. When the gauge 
reading is in centibars, the matric suction can be 
computed using the expression: 
t/lm = 0.001 )( (gauge reading) + gzo (9) 
where Zo is the distance in meters between the 
gauge and the middle of the porous cup and t/lm is 
expressed in units of MPa. For short tensiometers 
«50 em), the last term in Equation (9) is small and 
can be omitted with little loss of accuracy. 
Air bubbles inside the tensiometer column must 
be completely eliminated for the system to work 
properly. To achieve this, the column must be filled 
with de-gassed water obtained by causing water to 
boil for several minutes. Tensiometers are effective 
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only in relatively wet soils having a matric suction 
less than 0.08 MPa. Above this suction, air bubbles 
begin to pass through the porous cup, and the 
hanging water column may break. The exact suc-
tion at which this occurs can be computed using 
Kelvin's equation and the radius of pores in the 
cup. Hence, the range of operation for tensiome-
ters is limited to 0-0.08 MPa. This range is charac-
teristic only of fairly wet soils. Another limitation 
oftensiometers is that they are sensitive to temper-
ature fluctuations (Taylor et a1. 1961), and read-
ings at different times of the day may vary. For 
automated recording of tensiometers, the vacuum 
gauge may be replaced with pressure transducers 
sensitive to pressure changes in the water column 
(Schmugge et a1. 1980), and a datalogger may be 
used to record the measurements. 
Work best for : Moist soil. 
Irrigation scheduling. 
Repeated measurements at fixed 
locations. 
Rapid survey measurements. 
Not suited for : Dry or sandy soil. 
Advantages : Inexpensive and easy to install. 
Rapid and accurate measure-
ments. 
Measurements are nondestruc-
tive and in situ. 
Automated readings possible 
with pressure transducers. 
Disadvantages : Limited to a range of 0-0.08 
MPa. Water in column must be 
refilled periodically. 
Readings are sensitive to tempera-
ture fluctuations. 
Pressure Plate 
The pressure plate is used in the laboratory to 
study soils that may be much drier than those 
studied with tensiometers. Commercial pressure 
plates allow a wide range of matric suctions to be 
established for the soil, but usually these values 
range from about 0.005 to 1.5 MPa. 
The pressure plate method involves the follow-
ing steps. A dry disturbed soil sample or an undis-
turbed soil core is placed on the pressure plate and 
very slowly wet up to saturation. The porous plate 
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is placed in a sturdy steel chamber which can with-
stand as much as 1.5 MPa of applied pressure. The 
chamber is sealed, and air or nitrogen gas is applied 
to the chamber under controlled pressure. 
Pressure in the chamber forces water and solutes 
from the soil through the plate into a body of free 
water at atmospheric pressure. When equilibrium 
is attained, water ceases to flow through the plate, 
and the total water potential ofthe soil water is the 
same as that of the free water below the plate. 
Hence, the matric suction at equilibrium is given 
by: 
!/1m = P (10) 
where P is the applied (constant) gas pressure in 
MPa. Attainment of equilibrium generally requires 
at least one and usually two or three days from the 
onset of pressure application. When equilibrium is 
reached the gas pressure is released, the soil sam-
ples are removed, and their mass basis water con-
tent is obtained using Equation (1). New samples 
can be prepared to determine their moisture con-
tent at other matric potentials. 
The relationship between water content and 
matric suction is easily determined as outlined 
above using a pressure plate. This relationship, 
known as the moisture characteristic curve (Fig. 2), 
is an important, fundamental relation in soil 
science. It can be used to estimate the amount of 
plant available water in a soil. Also, once a field 
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Figure 2. Moisture characteristic curve for a 
Palouse silt loam that was initially oven dry and was 
wet very slowly using a hanging water column. 
measurement of matric suction is made for a soil 
whose moisture characteristic curve is known, the 
water content of the soil at that suction can be 
estimated (or vice versa). 
The salient features of pressure plates are given 
below: 
Work best for : Both disturbed and undisturbed 
soil samples. 
Not suited for : Rapid measurements. 
Advantages : Used for determining soil mois-
ture characteristic curves. 
Large range of matric suctions 
(0.005-1.5 MPa). Many samples 
may be analyzed simultaneously. 
Disadvantages : Destructive sampling required. 
time consuming measurements. 
In situ measurements not possible. 
Moderately expensive equipment 
required. 
Hanging Water Column 
A hanging water column can be used to obtain the 
low suction portion of the moisture release curve 
(Collis-George and Figueroa 1984). The apparatus 
has been described by Childs (1940) and Day et al. 
(1967). It consists of a Buchner funnel with a sin-
tered glass plate connected to a tygon tube filled 
with water. The tygon tube is connected to a grad-
uated pipette supported by a ring stand. The dis-
tance between the meniscus in the hanging water 
column and the middle of the soil sample on the 
sintered glass plate equals the soil-water suction. 
In practice, the moisture release curve is deter-
mined by initially placing a 5-10 mm layer of oven-
dry or air-dry soil on the sintered plate with the 
meniscus at a distance of about 20 cm below the 
sample. The mass ofthe oven-dry soil placed on the 
plate must be known. The meniscus is raised by one 
cm every two minutes until the distance between 
the meniscus and the middle of the soil layer is 
zero. At this point, the soil sample becomes satu-
rated. The distance is increased by about 1 cm and 
the volume of water released by the soil measured 
using the pipette. The maximum suction possible 
using this technique depends upon the air entry 
suction of the sintered glass plate. At this point the 
soil sample is oven-dried for determination of the 
final gravimetric water content. Based upon this 
value and the measured volume changes, one can 
compute the gravimetric water content of the soil 
at every applied soil-water suction. The procedure 
described above was used to determine the mois-
ture characteristic curve for Palouse silt loams as 
shown in Figure 2. 
Conventionally, the moisture characteristic curve 
is determined from a desorption experiment using 
a presaturated sample, as described above. For 
highly erodible or swelling soils, the form of the 
moisture characteristic curve is extremely sensitive 
to the rate at which the sample is initially wetted. 
Figure 3 illustrates the moisture characteristic 
curve for a highly erodible, swelling Palouse silt 
loam subjected to a moderate fast-wetting treat-
ment. This involved initially positioning the menis-
cus of the hanging water column at 8 cm and 
decreasing the distance by 2 cm each time until 
saturation occurred. A change in the distribution 
of pore sizes is evident in comparison to the results 
for the slowly wetted sample (Fig. 2). As a result of 
aggregate breakdown, the proportion of small 
pores is increased relative to the number of larger 
pores. The moisture characteristic curve for the 
moderate wetting rate treatment reflects an in-
creased proportion of small pores as evidenced by 
higher water contents at suctions above 8 cm. 
Wetting the Palouse silt loam sample by pouring 
it directly into standing water causes virtually 
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Figure 3. Moisture characteristic curve for a 
Palouse silt loam that was initially oven dry and was 
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Figure 4. Moisture characteristic curve for a 
Palouse silt loam that was initially oven dry and was 
wet at a very fast rate by pouring soil on the sintered 
glass plate into standing water. 
in pore size distribution. The correspondmg effect 
of this fast-wetting rate treatment on the moisture 
characteristic curve is shown in Figure 4. The 
results in Figures 2-4 are a striking illustration of 
the profound effect the rate of initial wetting has on 
the moisture characteristic curve. Researchers 
should always take extreme care in slowly wetting 
soil samples prior to determining the moisture 
characteristic curve, especially if the soil is highly 
erodible or swells. 
Some salient features of hanging water columns 
are given below: 
Works best for: Disturbed or undisturbed soil 
samples. 
Not suited for : Analyzing many soil samples 
simultaneously. 
Advantages : Used for determining soil mois-
ture characteristic curves. 
Used for assessing aggregate sta-
bility in response to changes in 
rate of initial wetting. 
Inexpensive equipment. 
Disadvantages : Destructive sampling required. 
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In situ measurements not pos-
sible. 
Limited to matne suctions less 
than 200 em (0.02 MPa). 
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Water-Use Efficiency of Crops in the Semi-Arid Tropics 
P.J. Gregoryl 
Abstract 
Water-use efficiency (WU E) can be defined in several ways but for the semi-arid tropics. it is best 
viewed in terms of the total shoot-dry matter production (N) and the various ways in which 
water can be lost: 
WUE= NIT 
1 + (E+R+O)/T 
where E is evaporation. R is runoff. D is drainage, and Tis transpiration. This expression shows 
that WUE can only be changed in three ways. First, by changing the fraction NIT (the 
transpiration efficiency): second, by increasing the total supply of water to increase T; and third. 
if the supply is limited, by altering the balance between T and the other pathways of loss: E. R, 
andD. 
ln this review, it is shown that NITis a function of the saturation deficit and the biochemjstry 
of the photosynthetic pathway so that there are currently few practical means of altering it 
substantially. However, there is a variety of management practices available for changing WUE 
by the other two methods. Runoff is an important component of water balance in semi-arid 
regions, and appropriate cultivation and cropping patterns that encourage infiltration of water 
will increase WUE markedly. Optimizing plant populations and fertilizer applications will also 
increase WUE by increasing T relative to the other pathways of loss. 
However, because rainfall is frequently erratic in both amount and distribution, maximizing 
WU E may not be a major consideration of subsistence farmers. The desire for predictable, more 
stable yields may lead to underutilization of water in the years when rainfall is high. 
Resume 
Efficacite de I 'utilisation de I 'eau pour les cultures dans les zones tropicales semi-arides : 
Plusieurs definitions peuvent etre donnees de l'efficacite de l'utilisation de l'eau (EUE) mais, 
dans les tropiques semi-a rides, la meilleure est celle qui consiste a etablir un rapport entre la 
production totale de matieres seches des pousses (N) et les diverses voies possibles de perte 
d'humidite: EUE = [NITJI[1+(E+R+D)/TJ ou E est l'tvaporation, R Je ruissellement, D le 
drainage et T, la transpiration. Cette formule monta: ciairement que l'EUE ne peut etre 
modifiee que de trois fafons. La premiere consiste A modifier le rapport NIT (efficacite de la 
transpiration), la deuxieme a a ugmenter l'approvisionnement total en eau pour accroitre Tet la 
troisieme A modifier, au cas ou cet appro visonnemen t serait limite, l'tquilibre existant entre Tet 
les autres facteurs entrainant une perte dbumidite E, R, ou D. 
I. Department of Soil Science. University of Reading, London Road, Reading, RGI SAQ. England, UK. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil. Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Worlc.shop. 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT'Sahelian 
Center. Niamey. Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324. India: ICRISAT. 
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On montre dans cette etude que N/T est fonction du deficit de saturation et du processus 
biochimique de photosynthese et qu 'il existe peu de moyens pratiques de modlfier sensiblement 
ce rapport. Par contre, plusieurs techniques permettent de modifier l'EUE en agissant sur les 
deux autres facteurs de perle d 'humidite. Dans les tropiques semi-a rides, Ie ruissellement est un 
element important du bilan hydriqueet J'EUE sera gran dement ameJioree par des travaux du sol 
et un amenagement cultural favorisant l'infiltration de l'eau. L 'optimisation des populations 
vegetales et l'application d'engrais augmenteront aussi l'EUE en elevant la part relative de la 
transpiration par rapport aux Butres facteurs de perte d 'humidite. 
Neanmoins, etant donne 1 'irreguJarite de la hauteur et de la repartition des precipitations, il se 
pourrait que la maximisation de 1 'EVE ne constitue pas l'un des elements les plus importants de 
1 'agriculture de subsistance. La recherche de rendements plus previsibles et plus stables peut 
memc entrainer une sous-utilisation de J'eau pendant les annees les plus pluvieuses. 
Introduction 
The semi-arid regions of the world contain about 
600 million people who are dependent upon sea-
sonal rainfall for all or most of their food. Animals 
may occupy a key position in the agricultural sys-
tems of many seasonally arid regions (particularly 
in Africa). In the past, extensive grazing and 
movement of populations have meant that regions 
hit by drought in one year could be avoided and 
returned to in good years. Even where animals 
were not the major agricultural products, societies 
have often adopted extensive forms of shifting cul-
tivation to allow soils to recover their fertility. 
However, owing to the increase in popUlation and 
the pressures to form permanent settlements, there 
is a greater requirement for more intensive crop 
production, especially of annual crops. 
Semi-arid regions are without rainfall for at least 
a part of the year. Grove (1977) states a mean 
annual rainfall of 200-500 mm but a more useful 
generalization is that average monthly precipita-
tion exceeds the potential evaporation for at least 
two and at most seven months, and the mean 
annual temperature exceeds 18° C. Of greater 
importance, though, particularly in relation to 
intensifying agriculture, is the large seasonal dif-
ference both in the amount and distribution of 
rainfalL For example. at Sebele in southeast Bo-
tswana, the mean annual rainfall ranged from 188 
mm to 737 mm over a 5-year period (DLFRS 1985, 
p. 10) and the distribution of rainfall within the 
cropping period was very different (Fig. 1). These 
differences in amount and distribution resulted in 
water stress during early growth in 1980-81, but in 
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waterlogging during the same growth period in 
1982 83 (Rees 1986). Similarly, divergent patterns 
of rainfall have been shown in West Africa (Vir-
mani et at. 1980) and India (Virmani et at. 1978). It 
is against this background that attempts to manage 
water and to increase production are set. In this 
paper I shall briefly outline the theoretical basis of 
the relation between growth and water use and 
suggest how management can be altered to change 
the amount of dry matter produced per unit of 
water used. 
Relations between Growth 
and Water Use 
Water-Use Efficiency 
The early work of Lawes (1850) and Briggs and 
Shantz (1913) established that growth and transpi-
ration were somehow linked but that the amount 
of water transpired by plants to prod uce dry matter 
differed with species, sites, and seasons. The term 
"water-use efficiency" (WUE) is often used to de-
scribe this basic relation between growth and water 
use. However as Sinclair et at. (1984) point out, this 
term "has been used interchangeably to refer to 
observations ranging from gas exchange by indi-
vidual leaves for a few minutes to grain yield 
response to irrigation treatments through an entire 
season". 
Strictly the word "efficiency" is wrong in this 
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Figure 1. Seasonal patterns of rainfall at Sebele, Botswana. The time of sowing (S) and harvest (H) of 
sorghum crops is shown (Rees 1986). 
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and is dimensionless, requiring a knowledge of the 
theoretical maximum value. Some workers, there-
fore, prefer to use the term "water-use coefficient ". 
To the agronomist, WUE is often a seasonal 
value defined as: 
WUE = 
Yield per unit area 
(1) 
Water used to produce yield 
Both the numerator and the denominator may 
be expressed in several ways. Yield is frequently 
given as grain yield but for many rainfed environ-
ments, the grain straw has an economic value as 
great as that of the grain because it is used to 
sustain livestock. In this context, therefore, total 
shoot biomass is appropriate although it ignores 
the dry mass of the root system. 
The root mass of cereals grown in semi-arid 
regions (e.g., millet) as a fraction of total plant 
mass is typically 0.10-0.15 at maturity (Gregory 
and Squire 1979), but in legumes it is frequently 
greater (Gregory 1987) at 0.15-0.20. The denomi-
nator may also be expressed in a number of ways. 
Generally it is expressed as the total water use 
[evaporation (E) plus transpiration (T)] during the 
growing season, but it may also be expressed as 
transpiration alone or may take account of the 
total water input to the system. For example, Bol-
ton (1981) expresses WU E in relation to the rain-
fall within a fallow-barley crop rotation of two 
years duration. A more detailed review of these 
various methods for defining WUE is given by 
Sinclair et al. (1984). 
Growth and Transpiration 
De Wit (1958) reviewed several experiments from 
around the world and established that crop yields 
and water use could be empirically related by: 
N = mT/Eon (2) 
where 
N = dry matter yield, 
T = amount of water transpired, 
Eo = averaged rate of evaporation from an 
open pan, 
m = a constant depending upon the crop, and 
n = a constant depending upon the location. 
In temperate regions, n was 0 but in more arid 
environments, n was 1 indicating that WUE was 
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directly related to the evaporative demand of the 
atmosphere. The theoretical basis of this relation 
has recently become clearer and is worth exploring 
since it helps to indicate the effects that different 
management practices may have on WUE. 
The stomata in the leaf epidermis allow CO2 to 
enter the leaf and simultaneously provide a path-
way for water vapor to pass out of the leaf into the 
atmosphere. Transpiration (T L) and photosynthe-
sis (NL) of individual leaves can be described in 
terms of the vapor pressure difference and the dif-
fer~nce in CO2 concentration between the intercel-
lular spaces and the ambient air outside and the 
resistances to diffusion (Penman and Schofield 
] 951, Bierhuizen and Slatyer 1965): 
TL = 
ei - ea 
rs + ra 
NL = 
ca - ci 
rs + ra 
where 
ei = saturated vapor pressure in the sub-
stomatal cavity, 
ea = vapor pressure of the ambient air, 
ca = the concentration (strictly the partial 
pressures) of the CO2 in the air 
(3) 
(4) 
ci = concentration (strictly the partial pres-
sure) of the CO2 in the intercellular spa-
ces, and 
r sand r a are the stomatal and boundary layer 
resistances to water vapor (r's and r'a for CO2), 
It follows that the ratio of photosynthesis to 
transpiration can be written as: 
(5) 
This expression can be simplified in several ways. 
First, the stomatal and boundary layer resistance 
to both CO2 and water transfer are related to the 
diffusion coefficients for the two gases which are 
approximately inversely related to the square roots 
of their molecular weights. This means that the 
ratio r s + r a + to r's + r' a is approximately constant 
with a value of 1.6. Second, the gradient of CO2 is 
often maintained by stomata at an almost constant 
value depending upon the species (Wong et al. 
1979, Pearcy and Ehleringer 1984). Finally, because 
over extended periods of time the leaf temperature 
is frequently close to air temperature, ei-ea can be 
approximated by the saturation deficit of the air 
(es-ea), where es is the saturation vapor pressure of 
the air. Making these assumptions and further 
assuming that crops and individual leaves behave 
similarly (Sinclair et al. 1984), Equation 5 can be 
simplified and rewritten for crops as: 
N k (6) :----T es-ea 
where k is a crop-specific constant. Further work is 
needed to test the validity of this expression for 
crops but Tanner (198]) and Rijtema and Endrodi 
(1970) have shown for potatoes that differences in 
saturation deficit between years may explain year-
Table 1. Values of the crop constant (k) found in field 
experiments. 
Author Crop Location k(m bar) 
Gregory (1984) Barley Rothamsted, UK 0.016 
Rijtema and 
Endrodi (1970) Potato The Netherlands 0.009 
Tanner (1981) Potato Wisconsin, USA 0.065 
Tanner and 
Sinclair (1983) Sorghum Kansas, USA 0.138 
Soybean Kansas, USA 0.040 
Table 2. Values of transpiration efficiency (NIT) for 
some crops. 
NiT 
(kg ha- I 
Author Crop Location mm-I) 
Day et a!. (1978) Barley Rothamsted 30 
Gregory (1984) Barley Rothamsted 43 
Cooper. Gregory. 
Keatinge. and 
Brown (1987) Barley Syria 40-45 
Squire et al. 
(1984) Millet India 39·45 
Azam-Ali et a1. 
(I 984b) Millet Niger 21-47 
Tanner (1981) Potato Wisconsin, USA 36-55 
to-year differences in transpiration efficiency (dry 
matter production per unit of water transpired). 
Table I shows values of k found in field experi-
ments and Table 2 shows values of transpiration 
efficiency for some crops. 
Three aspects of practical importance follow 
from this analysis. First~ it is clear from equation 6 
that transpiration efficiency will be higher in 
humid regions than in arid regions because es-ea 
will be lower. Moreover, in semi-arid regions with 
a rainy season, changes in saturation deficit be-
tween seasons can have a marked effect on transpi-
ration efficiency. For example, Monteith (l986a) 
has shown that for India and West Africa, satura-
tion deficit decreases from a maximum of 3-4 kPa 
in the dry season to 0.5-1 kPa in the rainy season 
and that this decrease accounts for about half to 
one-third of the response of dry matter production 
to the rains. Second, equation 4 shows the impor-
tance of the CO2 gradient. For a range of condi-
tions, several workers have shown that the fraction 
cil ca is approximately constant (Goudriaan and 
van Laar 1978, Wong et al. 1979). The fraction is 
almost constant at 0.7 for species photosynthesiz-
ing by the C3 pathway and 0.3 for those with the C4 
pathway. This means that C4 plants will have a 
greater transpiration efficiency than C) plants. The 
greater transpiration efficiency of C4 plants does 
not however mean that they are more drought 
tolerant because the ability to withstand low water 
potentials is not direcly related to the photosyn-
thetic pathway. Finally, because equation 6 is phy-
siologically based, it shows that transpiration effi-
ciency will only be influenced slightly by variety, 
water stress, and agronomic practice. Farquhar 
and Richards (1984) have shown, however that 
carbon isotope discrimination may provide a means 
of selecting the most efficient varieties in C3 plants. 
Growth and Use of Soil Water 
Water is used by crops directly by transpiration (T) 
from the leaves and indirectly by evaporation (E) 
from the soil surface; this is commonly referred to 
as evapotranspiration (ET). Although the transpi-
ration efficiency for a crop species does not vary 
widely, the WUE based on ET will vary considera-
bly because it depends on the crop, climate, and 
soil factors. If equation I iii expanded considering 
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Because NIT is constant for a given saturation 
deficit and crop, improved WUE can result only if 
the fraction E/T is changed so that more water is 
transpired. Equation 7 was developed for Mediter-
ranean regions where E plus T are generally equal 
to the annual precipitation; they are then equal to 
the input of water (Cooper, Gregory, Tully, and 
Harris 1987). 
In semi-arid regions, both runoff (R) and drain-
age (D) may be substantial components of the total 
water balance so that, in the long term, WUE 





This equation indicates that to produce dry matter 
with the greatest WUE, T should be maximized 
with respect to all the other losses. It also shows 
that increasing the total amount of water available 
to a crop will only increase the WUE if T is 
increased proportionately more than (E+R+D). A 
range of agronomic and management practices is 
used to change either the total water available or 
the balance between T and other losses. The precise 
form of practice will depend upon local conditions. 
Table 3 summarizes some of the most commonly 
used techniques that contribute to increased WUE. 
Table 3. Some agronomic practices used to jmprove 
water use efficiency (WVE) in semi-arid regions. 
Increasing water supply available to plants: 
Rain harvesting and supplementary irrigation. 
Cultivation to improve infiltration and reduce runoff. 
Fallowing. 
Selecting varieties with deeper roots; multiple cropping. 
Application of fertilizer. 
Weed control. 
Increasinl transpiration relative to other losses: 
Mulching. 
Modifying spacing and numbers of plants. 
Application of fertilizer. 
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Increasing Water Available 
to Plants 
Water Harvesting and Supplementary 
Irrigation 
In many arid areas, water harvesting is used to 
increase the total water supply available to crops. 
Water is allowed to run offthe higher slopes where 
soils are generally shallow and crop growth poor, 
onto the terraced valley bottoms where soils are 
deeper and able to store water. In these circum-
stances, runoff is deliberately encouraged. Soil 
depth must playa major role in determining the 
effective length of the growing season although 
there appears to be little information available for 
the semi-arid tropics. A !"loil depth gradient has 
been established recently at ICRISAT Center on 
an Alfisol though results from this are not yet 
available (J.M. Peacock, ICRISAT, personal com-
munication). Soil depth can have marked effects 
on the length of the growing season in Mediterra-
nean regions (Smith and Harris 1981). In dry years, 
the maximum water-holding capacity of soils is not 
fully utilized so there is little effect of soil depth but 
in wet years, the length of the growing season may 
be extended by up to 17 days as the water stored is 
doubled from 76 to 150 mm. 
Water available to crops may also be increased 
by supplementary irrigation. However, as Mon-
teith (1986b) points out, in a monsoon climate, 
rainfall affects both the supply of water to plant 
roots and the saturation deficit, which is a measure 
of the atmospheric demand for water from the top. 
In practice, this means that when crops are irri-
gated to sustain growth during dry periods in the 
rainy season, the marginal response to irrigation 
will be smaller than the response to rain because 
saturation deficit will be greater during irrigation 
than that during rain (Monteith 1986a). In very 
small crops where leaf area index (LAI) is I, this 
conclusion might not apply because evaporation 
from the soil surface may keep the saturation 
deficit small (Ritchie 1983). Nevertheless the anal-
ysis is important also because it highlights the diffi-
culties of extrapolating responses to irrigation 
from one season to another. Irrigation trials fre-
quently employ either rain shelters to keep out rain 
in the rainy season or are conducted in dry seasons 
when there is no rain. Both of these practices 
change the balance of supply and demand from 
that pertaining in open fie1ds during the ramy 
season. 
Cultivation and Fallowing 
On deeper soils, the control of runoff is important 
in increasing infiltration of water and improving 
crop growth. Cultivated soils are frequently left 
fallow during the dry season and are therefore bare 
when the rains commence. Studies at ICRISAT 
Center (Kampen and Burford 1980) have shown 
that up to 60% of the rainfall during the rainy 
season can run off the fallowed Vertisols; this is 
reduced to 19% if a crop can be established during 
the early rains. Similarly on Alfisols, 35% runoff 
was measured even when the soil was cropped. 
Kilewe and Ulsaker (1984) working on Alfisols 
at Machakos, Kenya, where infiltration is reduced 
during the early part of the rainy season by surface 
sealing caused by raindrop impact, also showed 
that cultivation could reduce runoff substantially. 
Cultivation in wide furrows decreased runoff and 
allowed infiltration to continue long after the rain-
fall had ceased. This in turn increased maize yield 
and WUE (Table 4). However, in practice, animal 
draft power is poor during the early rains because 
animals are weak after the dry season. Mulches of 
straw might improve infiltration (if not used for 
fodder by grazing animals or eaten by termites) 
and may also reduce evaporation directly from the 
soil surface. 
Fal10wing is an important feature of many semi-
arid regions and affects the chemical and physical 
properties of soils (Jones and Wild 1975, pp. 
125-132). However, postharvest abandonment of 
Table 4. Effects of cultivation on maize yield and WUE 
grown on an Alfisol at Machakos, Kenya (from Kilewe 
and Ulsaker, 1984). 
Maize yield WUEI 
(kg ha-
'
) (kg ha- I mm- I) 
Short Long Short Long 
Cultivation rains rains rains rains 
Flat 3722 256 7.1 0.7 
Conventional furrows 5242 725 10.4 2.0 
Wide furrows 5458 844 10.7 2.4 
Mini bench 4680 643 8.9 1.7 
I. Defined as grain yield rainfall-I, 
land to grazing and weed growth exhaust the 
remaining water in the root zone and frequently 
render the surface less penetrable by heavy rain. 
These factors also restrict the possible cultivation 
time. Work in Botswana (Jones 1987) concluded 
that periods of bare fallow between crops were 
essential to accumulate water so that crops were 
not planted into superficially wetted soils. How-
ever, the low water-holding capacity of the soils 
(50-120 mm in the top 1 m) indicates that whole-
season fallows are probably inappropriate. This 
practice, together with the adaptation of cropping 
to suit tillage operations and not vice versa, should 
allow for greater productivity. Much work is still 
required to develop cropping and cultivation sys-
tems appropriate for semi-arid environments. 
Exploitation or Stored Resources 
or Water 
In many semi-arid regions, deep percolation is a 
significant component of the water balance, and 
water frequently remains in the soil profile at the 
end of crop growth. For example, during the rainy 
season at ICRISAT Center, depending on the 
amount and distribution of rainfall, up to 10% of 
the rainfall may be lost as drainage (ICRISAT 
1978), and substantial amounts of the water may 
remain in the soil profile after harvest of the rainy 
season crop (Fig. 2). These water reserves might be 
exploited in two ways. First, by effectively extend-
ing the growth period by planting another crop 
that extends the period of water extraction. This is 
achieved by relay cropping, intercropping, and 
agroforestry although there are few published 
examples quantifying the amounts of water util-
ized by each component of these typically mixed 
cropping systems. The second way is to have plants 
with deep root systems. Many trees in the savanna 
regions have deep root systems that allow the 
exploitation of deep water reserves during the dry 
season. 
In crop plants, greater rooting density and 
deeper rooting depths would increase the amount 
of extractable soil water (Taylor and Klepper 
1978). Variation in rooting depth is known for 
severa] species including millet, sorghum, and rice 
(Chang and Loresto 1986) so that improvement in 
root systems might be possible. However, in cereals, 

















Figure 2. Water contents beneath a maize crop 
grown on a Vertisol at the beginning (B) and end (E) 
of tbe rainy season (ICRISA T 1978). 
achieved before anthesis, after which carbohydrates 
are primarily used to flll the grain. 
Larger root systems would require more car-
bohydrate for growth and maintenance in seasons 
where there are early rains, but if the rains fail later, 
they might utilize water early at the expense of 
grain growth later on. The severity of this problem 
will depend upon the timing of drought relative to 
plant development and whether or not carbohy~ 
drate stored in stems can be translocated to grow-
. . 
mg gram. 
Increasing Transpiration Relative 
to Other Losses 
. Evaporation of water directly from the soil surface 
is an important component of the total water use of 
crops. For several crops grown on a Vertisol at 
ICRISAT Center, evaporation ranged from 19-
46% of the total water use during the rainy season 
but was about 18% during the postrainy season 
(Table 5), Similarly, for a rainfed pearl millet crop 
grown on an Alfisol in the postrainy season (Squire 
et at. 1984), evaporation was 21 % of the total 
evapotranspiration. 
Mulching 
Mulching is a means of reducing E. Mulch may 
have other desirable effects such as reducing 
runoff, increasing infiltration, and decreasing sur-
face temperatures, but it may also harbor plant 
diseases. The main disadvantages are the non-
availability of suitable material and, frequently, 
the operation is uneconomic. Both the cost of labor 
and of nitrogen fertilizer needed to overcome 
immobilization may make this technique unprofit-
able for anything other than kitchen-garden plots. 
Table S. Components of the water balance for crops grown on a VertisoJ (lCRISAT 1978). 
Precipitation Evaporation Runoff Drainage Transpiration 
Crop (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
Rainy season 
Maize + Pigeon pea 466 172 0 0 2J2 
Maize 466 174 0 0 208 
Maize 408 66 3 36 241 
Postralny season 
Pigeonpea 122 28 0 0 220 
Chickpea 47 35 0 0 162 
Sorghum 72 40 0 0 176 
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Application of Fertilizers and Manures 
Where soil nutrients are deficient for maximum 
growth of crops, application of fertilizers and 
manures may result not only in increased growth 
but also in increased WUE. Fertilizers may increase 
the total amount of water used (see Brown 1971, 
for an example with wheat in the USA; and 
Cooper, Gregory, Tully, and Harris 1987 for 
examples with barley in northern Syria), but the 
principal effect is to allow more rapid growth ofthe 
canopy and a larger canopy that shades the soil 
surface and so reduces the proportion of the total 
water that is evaporated (Gregory et al. 1984, 
Cooper, Gregory, Keatinge, and Brown ] 987). 
This is particularly beneficial in Mediterranean 
climates where rain falls mainly during winter and 
saturation deficit is small, but may be less benefi-
cial in summer rainfall regions where rapid early 
growth may result in insufficient water being avail-
able later in the season. There appears to be little 
published work on the effects of nutrients on WUE 
of crops in the semi-arid tropics. However, trials 
over a year, with millet at two locations in Niger 
with below-average rainfall show that application 
of N, P, and K fertilizers increased total shoot dry 
matter production, grain yield, and WUE (Table 
6). The larger plant canopy of the crops where 
fertilizer was applied, apparently helped to reduce 
water loss by evaporation from the soil. The mea-
surements of total shoot dry matter at Sadore sug-
gest that the crop with fertilizer ceased growth 
before the crop without fertilizer, indicating that it 
may have run out of water slightly earlier. 
It is not definitely known at present that fertiliz-
ers change the transpiration efficiency, although 
evidence is against any substantial effect (Tanner 
and Sinclair 1983). Kallsen et al. (1984) grew spring 
barley on a sandy loam in New Mexico, USA, with 
rates of nitrogen fertilizer ranging from 30 to 300 
kg N ha- I in 2 years and found that grain yield and 
transpiration were linearly related irrespective of 
the rate of nitrogen application. Similarly, Walker 
and Richards (1985) have shown that potassium 
deficiency did not affect transpiration efficiency of 
alfalfa and maize. However, transpiration effi-
ciency may be affected if the duration of crop 
growth is altered, so that the mean saturation 
deficit experienced by the crop is changed. In 
northern Syria, for instance, where soils are highly 
P-deficient, applications of phosphate fertilizer 
generally advance the date of anthesis and matu-
rity by up to 10 days, depending upon the season, 
and result in slightly higher transpiration efficien-
cies, probably because of the lower saturation 
deficit (Cooper et al. 1987). 
Plant Spacing and PopUlation 
Establishing the optimum plant population is 
another way of maximizing yield and WUE. In 
temperate regions, it has been established that the 
production of dry matter by crops is largely 
dependent on the interception of radiation which, 
in turn, largely depends upon the size of the can-
opy. In more arid regions, the growth of a large 
canopy may prove disadvantageous (particularly 
to grain yield), because of the increased amount of 
water that must be transpired to sustain it, for the 
balance between the growth of roots supplying 
water and the growth of shoots transpiring water is 
crucial. This balance between water supply from 
the soil and the demand for water by the atmos-
phere has been discussed by Monteith (1986b) and 
has been the subject of several recent intensive 
studies. 
Azam-Ali et al. (1984aand 1984b) grew millet on 
Table 6. Effects of N, P,and K fertilizer on total shoot dry matter (SDM), grain yield (GY), and WUE for crops of pearl 
millet (CIVT) grown at two sites in Niger during the 1984 rainy season, ICRISAT 1985. 
Rainfall Water use SOM GY WU E (kg ha-
I mm- I ) 
Site (mm) Treatment (mm) (kg ha- I ) SOM GY 
Sadore 260 Fertilizer 165 4750 410 28.8 2.5 
No fertilizer 163 2417 290 14.8 1.8 
Oosso 380 Fertilizer 247 5000 1120 20.2 4.5 
No fertilizer 270 3100 480 II.S 1.8 
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stored soil moisture at three different row spacings 
(0.38, 0.75, and 1.5 m) with constant within~row 
spacing (0.2 m) in sand at Niamey, Niger, in the 
postrainy season. The rate of dry matter produc~ 
tion per unit ground area was different in the three 
spacings and was initially slowest for the wide spac-
ing (Fig. 3). Between 31 and 59 days, however, the 
rate of growth at the widest spacing was almost 
constant and by 73 days, the widest spacing had the 
greatest dry mass. The dry mass of the medium 
spacing stopped increasing after 59 days and ofthe 
narrow spacing after 45 days. Differences in growth 
above ground were accompanied by differences 
below ground (Azam-Ali et al. 1984a) so that roots 
in the narrowest spacing penetrated rapidly down-
wards and branched profusely in the top 20 cm 
while roots in the widest spacing were less numer-
ous deeper in the profile and exploited the interrow 
space of the upper 10-15 cm. The amounts and 
timing of water use were also affected so that the 
narrow spacing used less water than the other two 
spacings; it also used less water after anthesis at 
about 40-45 DAS. The widest spacing continued 
to use water until close to final harvest (Table 7). 
This experiment illustrates the principle that when 
crops are grown on stored soil water, yields are 
determined not only by the total amount of water 
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Figure 3. Shoot dry mass for pearl millet grown at 
O.38m, O.7Sm. and I.SOm row spacing (from Azam 
Ali et 81. 1984). 
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Table 7. Effect of row spacing on water use by pearl 
millet grown on stored moisture in the postrainy season 
at Niamey, Niger, 1980. 
Water use (mm) 
Row spacing 16-29 29·-43 43 days 16 days 
(m) days days harvest harvest 
0.38 56.6 41.3 5.1 103 
0.75 43.2 53.4 33.4 130 
1.50 27.9 29.4 65.7 123 
becomes accessible to the roots. The availability of 
water during grain filling helps to delay leaf senes-
cence so that the duration of this phase is longer 
than when metabolites are drawn from resources in 
the stem. The maintenance of the plant during 
grain filling may be of even greater importance in 
indeterminate crops such as legumes. 
The importance of below-ground competition 
for water supplies as a limitation to yield in semi-
arid regions complements the importance of 
above-ground competition for light as the chief 
constraint to yield in temperate regions. The size 
and shape of root systems as affected by plant 
popUlation will therefore be crucial. Simmonds 
and Azam-Ali (1989) analyzed results from an 
experiment in which ground nut was grown on 
stored water on an Alfisol at I CRISAT Center in 
the postrainy season. Their work shows that as the 
density of plants was increased, the plants had a 
substantially smaller root system relative to the 
shoot system (Rao, et al. 1989), and consequently, 
the limiting soil-water deficit (soil water content at 
which transpiration falls below its potential rate) 
also decreased. Because plant spacing altered the 
atmospheric demand substantially but had little 
influence on the size of the root system (and hence 
access to water), plants grown in rows 70 cm apart 
had a limiting soil-water deficit 30 mm more than 
those grown in rows 35 cm apart, and were able to 
maintain their potential rate of transpiration (2 
mm d- 1) for 2 weeks longer than the denser crop . 
In some regions, skip-row planting systems are 
used to make available soil water from fallowed 
rows. However, in a 2-year study with cotton on a 
clay loam in Texas, Hons and McMichael (1986) 
found that yield, fiber quality. and WUE were 
unaffected by row spacing but their measurements 
of root length and water extraction suggested that 
root length may be insufficient to extract all the 
stored water, particularly if mUltiple skipped rows 
are used. 
The need for long-term research when proposing 
alterations to traditional planting patterns is illus-
trated by Rees (1986). In a series of trials with 
sorghum in Botswana over a4-year period (see Fig. 1 
for seasonal variations in rainfall), he found the 
highest overall average yields with plant densities 
in the range 40000-80000 plants ha- J, but coeffi-
cients of variation increased markedly as density 
increased from 10000 to 80000 plants ha- I (Fig. 4). 
This meant that although a low density did not 
yield as much or as frequently as high density in 
favorable conditions, it did not fail in harsh condi-
tions, and yield was stable, though at a low level. In 
regions with highly variable rainfall, extensive 
planting at low density is a means of ensuring yield 
stability at the expense of more variable, higher 
yields achieved with intensive planting (see also 
Weatherwax 1954, for an example of maize plant-
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Figure 4. Grain yield (a) and coefficients of varia-
tion (CV) of yield (b) for sorghum averaged over 
several years. Crops were grown at O.38m (e), O.75m 
(.), and 1.50 m( &) row spacings (Rees 1986). 
Conclusions 
Theoretical considerations of the components of 
what is commonly referred to as crop water-use 
efficiency make it clear that changes in WUE can 
only come about in three ways: 
1. Changing the transpiration efficiency. 
2. Increasing the total supply of water to increase 
the quantity transpired. 
3. Altering the balance between transpiration and 
other pathways of loss. 
Because the transpiration efficiency is a function 
of the saturation deficit and the biochemistry of the 
photosynthetic pathway, there are currently few 
practical opportunities for radically altering it 
except possibly by decreasing the saturation deficit 
by sheltering, intercropping, or modifying the 
length of the growing season. 
Several management options are available for 
increasing WUE by options 2 and 3. In contrast to 
winter rainfall regions of the Mediterranean, the 
red uction of runoff and deep percolation by appro-
priate cultivation and cropping practices may 
prove to be the most rapid way to increase WUE. 
The interaction of fertilizers with the use of water 
appears to have received little attention in semi-
arid regions and, in combination with appropriate 
tillage, should result in increases in WUE. 
The interaction of WUE and yield stability is 
another major subject worthy of further investiga-
tion. Changing from extensive agriculture with low 
plant popUlations but relatively stable yield to 
intensive agriculture with higher populations but 
more unpredictable yield may improve WUE but 
may not improve the lot of the farmers. Attention 
needs to be given to long-term investigations of 
how yield and WUE can be increased without 
sacrificing yield stability. 
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Soil Fertility Management and Water Relationships 
A.B. Onkenl and C.W. Wendt2 
Abstract 
In many arid €lnd semi-arid regions. raillfall is the primary or only source of water. Cultural 
practices that reduce rUllotrand evaporation and enhance infiltration are important in making 
the maximum amount of water a va iJable to a crop. It is equally important for the crop to utilize 
water elricient~v once it is made aVE.lilable. An important factor is the chemical nature of the 
soils, including. but not limited to. soil fertility which in West Africa is a major consideration, 
bec.lUse most soils of the repion arc nutrient deficient. have low cation-exchange capacities, and 
a Jow pH. Data presented show the importance of selecting the proper variety for fertilizer 
response and nutrient sutTieieney. and combining various other cultural practices having a 
positil'c effect on yield ami water-use ell/eienc:v (WUE). There is also evidence to show that 
fertilizer iJlJd available water interact such tbat at some unestablished point, water becomes 
limieing and lercilizer applications will not increase yield or WUE. Water-conserving practices 
that increase available water b.Y' reducing runoff, increasing infiltration, and reducing 
n'aporatiolJ C,1/1 become ccol1omical/:v feasible onJ:v when nutrient deficiencies are corrected. 
There is no doubt that research 011 the chemistry and !Crtility of soils in Sahelian Africa is one of 
the kc.l' factors £0 incretlsc and sLls(,lin crop production there. 
Resume 
Gestion de la fertilite des sols et relations hydriques : Dans un grand nombre des regions 
semi-a rides, les pluies constituent 18 source premiere. voire unique, d'eau. Les pratiques eultu-
rales limitam Ie ruissellement et /'cliaporaeion et accentuant 1 Infilcralion sont essentielles pour 
mellre les quamilt~s maximales deau a 1£1 disposition des cultures. 11 est aussi important que les 
cLllture!,' Lltilisent efficacement I 'eau mise a leur disposition. La ehimie du sol est I 'un des facteurs 
(incluant 1£1 fertilite, mais ne se limitant pas a eet aspect) qui influeneent notablement l'efficacfte 
de /'utilh~ation de leau par les cultures. En Afrique de I 'Ouest, la fertilite revet une importance 
primordiale du fait que 1£1 plupart des sols de la region manquent d'un ou plusieurs elements 
nutritifs et souffrcnt de faibles pH et de mediocres capacites dechange des bases. 
II ressort des donnees presentees qu'il est essen tie/ de sCiectionner des varietes adaptees a 
1 'application d engrais. de remedier aux carences en elements nutrilifs et de combiner diverses 
autres pratiques culturales ayant un effet positif sur Ie rendement pour accroitre 1£1 productivite 
et l'efficacfte de /'utiJisation de leau (EUE). On a pu demontrer que l'humidite disponible et la 
fertilisation reagissent de telle sorte J'une sur I 'autre que l'eau del<'ient un facteur Iimitant a un 
certain point et que l'application dengrais nelevera plus ni les rendements ni rEUE. Les 
pratiques de conservation de l'eau qui a ugmt'n ten t les quantites d'eau disponibles en limitant le 
ruissellement, en elevant Ie taux d'infiltration et en reduisant levaporation ne sont economi-
I. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Texas A&M University, RT 3, Box 29, Lubbock, lX. USA. 
2, Ph, D, Candidate. Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA. 
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Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahel ian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. lCRISAT Sahe!ian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A,P, 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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quement reaJisab1es qu 'aprcs compensation des carences en elements nutritifs. En definitive, 
1 'augmentation de 1a production agrico1e et sa stabiJite en zone saheJienne passent forcement par 
une connaissance approfondie de 1a chimie et de 1a fertiJite des sols de 1a region. 
Introduction 
Population growing at a rate greater than food 
prod uction in arid and semi-arid regions of the 
world emphasize the need for improved use of 
limited water resources. In many arid and semi-
arid regions, rainfall is the primary or only source 
of water and each increment must be utilized to the 
fullest extent to increase food production. Cultural 
practices that reduce runoff and evaporation and 
enhance infiltration are important in making the 
maximum amount of the water resource available 
to a crop. However, this is only one component of 
the system. It is equally important that once water 
is made available, the crop utilizes it efficiently to 
produce the desired results. 
A factor that significantly affects efficient water 
utilization by crops is the chemical nature of the 
soil, including, but not limited to, soil fertility. In 
West Africa, soil fertility is a major consideration 
because most soils of the region are deficient in one 
or more nutrients (Bationo et al. 1986, p. 39, and 
Christianson et al. 1986, p. 40). However, other soil 
chemistry problems exist, such as aluminum toxic-
ity, that restrict yield in some areas and are not 
fully understood (Wendt et al. 1986, p. 45). This 
paper only considers the effects of soil fertility. 
Climate and Water 
The influence of climate on water use has long been 
a subject of investigation. Briggs and Shantz 
(l913a) reported that the evaporation from a free 
water surface was 18% higher in northern Texas 
than at Akron, Colorado, and that the water 
requirement of wheat was 36% higher in northern 
Texas. The summary of de Wit (1958) further 
emphasized the effect of climate on water. He 
stated that in arid and semi-arid areas, water 
requirement also depends upon plant species and 
evaporative demand and has suggested that crop 
yield in dry climates is related to water use as 
follows: 
Y = mT/Eo 
100 
where 
Y = total dry matter, 
T = total transpiration, 
Eo = mean daily free-water evaporation, and 
m = a proportionality constant characteristic 
of the crop. 
This relationship allows for correction of evapora-
tive demand. Experimental support for this rela-
tionship has been shown and m values of 141 and 
150 calculated for sorghum and millet under 
limited water production conditions (Hanks et al. 
1969, Hanks 1983). Values of m are apparently 
affected by genotype and year-to-year climatic 
variability. Tanner and Sinclair (1983) suggest 
using vapor pressure deficit for E rather than 
evaporation. Through such corrections the authors 
suggest that the m values be the same in all 
climates. 
Total dry matter (TDM) for grain sorghum has 
also been found to be linearly related in a positive 
way to evapotranspiration (ET) as well as transpi-
ration (T) under limited water conditions (Hanks 
et al. 1969). Relationships between grain yield and 
ET are frequently less well defined, presumably 
due to more complex interactions between factors 
affecting grain yield. 
Water-use efficiency (WUE) is defined as either 
yield per unit of transpired water or yield per unit 
of evapotranspiration and is expressed as follows: 
WUET = YjT 
or 
WUEET = YjET 
Yield can be the total biomass or a usable product 
such as grain. WUET is known as the transpiration 
efficiency while WUEET is known as the evapo-
transpiration efficiency. WUET is important in 
basic studies of crops while WUEET is the com-
mon parameter evaluated under field conditions 
(Power 1983). 
In the extensive review by Briggs and Shantz 
(l913b), the effects of soil moisture content, soil 
type, cultivation, cropping, soil temperature, cli-
mate, parasites, plant treatment, leaf area, age, and 
plant species on water requirement were discussed. 
Since the review, climate, soil (type and water re-
tention), plant species, and leaf area characteristics 
in relation to WUET have received considerable 
attention. Early studies were concerned with the 
WUET of different plant species (Briggs and 
Shantz 1913a, Shantz and Piemiesel 1927) at dif-
ferent locations. Crops such as wheat, oats, barley, 
and rye had lower WUET than corn, sorghum, and 
millet. Hanks (1983) points out that the C3 plants 
(wheat, oats, barley, and rye) have a lower WUET 
than C4 plants (corn, sorghum, and millet). 
Viets (1962) has proposed six possible models 
for relationships between yield and ET, and yield 
and Y I ET. Published container and field data for 
several crops and forages suggest that yield rela-
tionships to ET and Y I ET most often fit two pos-
sible models suggested by Viets (1962). shown in 
Figure 1 (Viets 1962, Hanks et a1. 1969, Hanks 
1983), The case in Figure 1 a is where a positive 
linear relationship exists between Y and ET, ET 
being a positive value when Y is zero. This results 
in a positive curvilinear relationship between Y 
and Y I ET since evaporation becomes a smaller 
proportion of ET as ET increases because evapora-
A 
o~-----------------------------o y 
tion, when Y is zero, is wasted. The case in Figure 
I b is where ET and Yare independent and is rele-
vant after a substantially complete crop cover has 
been established. This results in a positive linear 
relationship between Y and Y / ET. 
Fertilizers and Water-Use 
Efficiency 
Past reviews demonstrate that water requirement 
of crops grown on poor soil may be reduced by 
one-half to two-thirds by the addition of fertilizers 
(Briggs and Shantz 1913b, Power 1983, Viets 
1962). Many studies have been conducted to show 
that fertilizers increase yield, but there has been 
little emphasis on the use of fertilizers to increase 
WUE. Management practices can increase the effi-
cient use of water, but the influence of nutrients on 
WUET is difficult to assess under field conditions 
because of the variation in water loss to soil evapo-








Figure I. Two of six possible models of the relationships between evapotranspiration (ET) and dry matter 
yield (Y) and water use efficiency [Y(ETt') and Y proposed by Viets 1962. 
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Since these studies were conducted, cultivars 
have been found which differ in nutrient-use effi-
ciency. Further, as pointed out by Walker and 
Richards (1985), little consideration has been given 
to the effects of specific nutrients on WUET' Also, 
there is little quantitative data on the influence of 
different moisture levels on WUET' 
We investigated the relationship between yield 
and ET, and yield and Y I ET for grain sorghum 
genotypes differing in nutrient-use efficiency (kg 
of grain kg- 1 of nutrient available) on nutrient-
deficient soils. Four genotypes were grown rainfed 
on nutrient (N or P)-deficient soils at three 
locations. 
The data show a significant positive linear rela-
tionship between grain produced and ET (Fig. 2), 
and fits the model suggested by Viets (1962), shown 
in Figure I A. The linear model in this case, how-
ever, was not as good as the one shown in Figure 3 
between grain yield and WUEET which had a 
highly significant positive linear correlation. 
Factors that affect grain yield in sorghum also 
affect ET and WUEET' Table I, for example, 
shows the effects offertilizer response of different 
sorghum lines. The four breeding lines were grown 
on low- and high-N soils under rainfed conditions. 
The line R6956 had the highest yield response to 
40 Y = 17.6'" 4. Ux 
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Figure 2. Relationship of evapotranspiration and 
grain yield of four sorghum genotypes grown under 
rainfed conditions on nutrient-deficient soils at 
three locations. 
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• 200 Y = 16.9 + 29.00.,h 
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Figure 3. Relationship of water use efficiency 
(WLEr·,) and grain yield for four sorghum geno-
types grown under rainfed conditions on nutrient-
deficient and nutrient-sufficient soils at two 
locations. 
applied Nand SC325 the lowest, with SC630-11 E 
and 77CS J being intermediate. ET increased with 
increasing yield due to the breeding line or N appli-
cation in some cases, but changed little or decreased 
in other cases. Increased yield due to N application 
or the breeding line resulted in increased WUEET 
The greatest increases in WUEET occurred with 
breeding lines most responsive to N application. 
Thus, if WUE ET is to be increased through fertil-
izer application, it will be necessary to select 
sorghum varieties most responsive to fertilizer. 
In another study it was found that grain yield of 
rainfed sorghum increased with increasing N levels 
and plant populations (Welch et al. 1966). Sorghum 
was grown in a factorial combination of 11.2, 27.4, 
44.7, and 67.2 thousand plants ha- I with 0, 56, and 
112 kg N ha-1• Yields increased with N level and 
plant popUlation with little increase in water use 
due to the limited supply available. Thus, any 
treatment of N or population that increased yield 
increased WUEET' 
Table I. Grain yield (kg ha~!), ET (em), and WUEET (kg ha-! em-I) for four grain sorghum genotypes grown at two N 
levels under rainfed conditions.! 
Grain yield ET WUEET 
Genotype LowN High N Low N High N Low N High N 
R6956 2989 5837 27.7 28.5 108 205 
SC630~IIE 3107 5469 36.5 31.3 85 175 
77CSI 2531 4786 29.8 34.9 85 137 
SC325 2354 3206 30.5 29.9 77 107 
I. Low N :: 40 kg of residual nitrate-N ha" in top 90 em. High N :: 180 kg of fertili7.er N applied ha- I . 
In order to more carefully delineate the relation-
ship between sorghum genotype, water level, and 
nutrient level on WUEET, we conducted a con-
trolled study in minilysimeters under a rainout 
shelter. There were two water levels one, where 
100% of the transpired water was added weekly, 
and the other, where 50% of the transpired water 
was added weekly. Fertility levels were 0, 10, 20, 
40, and 80 mg :\I kg-I of soil. SC630-ll E and 77CS J 
were the two sorghum cultivars evaluated. Two 
plants of each sorghum cultivar were grown in 75 L 
minilysimeters containing a N-deficient soil treated 
as indicated above. To prevent soil-waterevapora-
tion, the surface was covered with plastic and 
gravel leaving two holes through which water was 
added. These were covered with styrofoam. The 
containers were weighed twice weekly with a load 
cell-electric chain hoist system. At the end of the 
study, the water transpired, dry mass of shoots, 
and dry mass of roots were determined. From these 
data, the water requirement (WR = g H 20 used per 
g dry matter produced) and m values were 
determined. 
Table 2. Growth and development of sorghum cultivars 
SC630~1I E and 77CSI. 
Stage SC630-11 E 77CSI 
Planted 8 .Iun 8 Jun 
Emergence 11-13 .fun 11··13 Jun 
7 leaf stage of growth 10 Jul 10 Jul 
Water requirement study 
initiation 17 Jul 17 Jul 
Maximum leaf area 6 Aug 21 Aug 
Full bloom 10 Aug 26 Aug 
Harvest (black layer) 25 Sep 14 Oct 
A verage pan evaporation 9.4 mm 8.6 mm 
The pertinent data for the growth and develop-
ment of sorghum are listed in Table 2. It can be 
seen that the average daily pan evaporation was 
less for 77CS I because of the longer growing 
season. 
Tanner and Sinclair (1983) corrected data by 
Briggs and Shantz (19I3b) for differences in eva-
porative demand using pan evaporation (Table 3). 
Even after the correction, there were up to 16% 
differences in WR/ pan. Such differences could be 
important in crop production. 
The water requirement of the different treat-
ments in our study are listed in Table 4. It can be 
seen that if only shoot mass is considered, differen-
ces due to treatment are not weB delineated. How-
ever, when roots and shoots are included, there 
were significant differences in water requirement 
between cultivars (SC630 > 77CSI), fertility level 
(0 = 20 >80 mg kg-I), and water level (high >low). 
These data indicate that roots as weB as shoots 
should be included in WUEET Briggs and Shantz 
(1913a) included only shoot masses in their studies. 
The same was true for m values. The higher the 
m value the more efficient the treatment (Table 5). 
The m values obtained are much higher than those 
Table 3. Water requirement (WR) of Grim alfalfa at 
different stations in the Great Plains (Briggs and Shantz 
1913b). 
WR Pan 
(g H2O average WRj 
Location g-l DM) (mm day-I) Pan 
Williston, North Dakota 518 4.04 128 
Newell, South Dakota 630 4.75 133 
Akron, Colorado 853 5.74 149 
Dalhart. Texas 1005 7.77 129 
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Table 4. Water requirement (WR) or gram sorghum 
genotypes as influenced by fertiUty and water levels, Lub-
bock, Texas,1985. 
WR (g H20 8- 1 DM) 
Genotype Shoots Shoots and roots 
SC630-lJE 3]8 a l 277 a 
77CSl 305 a 221 b 
Fertility level 
(mg N kg-I) 
0 316 a 258 a 
to 317 a 
20 312 ab 256 a 
40 317 a 
80 293 b 233 b 
Water level 
High 315 a 265 a 
Low 307 a 233 b 
I. Means followed by the same letter in the same column do not 
differ significantly at the P< 0.05. 
Table 5. Estimate of m for two sorghum genotypes IS 


































I. Means followed by the same letter in the same column do not 
differ significantly at the P< 0.05. 
calculated by Hanks (1983) and de Wit (1958) but 
were lower than those calculated by Howell and 
Musick (1985), 
As previously indicated, treatment differences 
were due to significant changes in dry matter. 
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Table 6. Dry matter production or two sorghum geno-
types as influenced by fertility and water levels, Lubbock, 
Texas. 1985. 
Dry matter means (g) 
Root + Root/shoot 
Shoot Root shoot ratio 
Genotype 
SC630 201 bl 25 b 226 b 8.0 a 
77CSI 224 a 79 a 303 a 2.8 b 
Water level 
High 256 a 55 a 31 I a 4.7 a 
Low 169 b 49 a 218 b 3.4 b 
Fertility level (mg N kg-I) 
0 187 c 46 b 233 c 4.1 a 
20 216 b 49 b 265 b 4.4 a 
80 235 a 61 a 296 a 3.9 a 
I. Mean~ pairs or triplets in columns followed by the same letter 
do not differ significantly at the P< 0.05. 
These data are presented in Table 6. Cultivar 
77CS I had 10% more shoot mass and 300% more 
root mass than SC630. Different water levels 
caused significant differences in shoot masses, 
while the different fertility levels caused significant 
differences in both shoot and root masses. 
Conclusion 
The reported data show the importance of select-
ing the proper variety for fertilizer response, cor-
recting nutrient deficiencies, and combining var-
ious other cultural practices having a positive 
effect on yield for increasing yield and WUE. There 
is also evidence to show that fertilizer and available 
water interact such that at some point water 
becomes limiting and fertilizer applications will 
not increase yield or WUE. Water-conserving 
practices that increase available water by reducing 
runoff, increasing infiltration, and reducing evap-
oration can become economically feasible only 
when nutrient deficiencies are corrected. Establish-
ing the level of available water in a soil for which 
fertilizer applications or other cultural practices 
will have no effect is important and needs to be 
demonstrated experimentally since it will depend 
upon soil, crop, and climatic factors. 
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Conjunctive Use of Rainfall and Irrigation 
in Semi-Arid Regions 
B.A. Stewart 1 
Abstract 
Supplemental irrigation can be beneficial when there is sufficient rainfall to sustain, but not 
necessarily to increase crop production. The efficient use of such water, however, requires 
understanding of the relationship between transpiration, evapotranspiration, and water 
application rates to dry matter and grain yield. The objectives of this paper are (1) to assess the 
likely yield increase that can result from supplemental irrigation, and (2) to present strategies for 
application oflimited amounts ofirrigation water. When irrigation suppJies are adequate, water 
is generally added in sufficient quantities to ensure the production of high yields. If water 
supplies are limited. operators must choose between cutting back on the amount of land 
irrigated or on the amount of water applied to each unit of land irrigated. Data presented for 
grain sorghum show that limited amounts of irrigation water can be used more efficiently by 
applying small amounts to more land than by fully irrigating less land. However, the extent of 
the benefits and economics of the practice depend on many factors. 
Resume 
Utilisation conjointe de )'eau de p1uie et de 1 'irrigation dans 1es regions semi-arides: L Yrrigation 
d'appoint peut etrc Mnefique dans une situation OU d1e complete 1'apport de precipitations 
suffisantes pour assurer une stabilite de 1a production agrico1e mais OU 1'eau continue d!tre un 
facteur 1imitant. Toutefois, l'utilisation efficace de cette eau depend d'une bonne comprehen-
sion des relations existant entre taux de transpiration, evapotranspiration et apport d'eau dune 
part, et rendements en matiere seche, en grain, d'autre part. Les objectifs de cette etude 
consistent: (1) A evaiuer 1'augmentation probable de rendement decou1ant d'une irrigation 
d'appoint et (2) a definir quelques strategies d'apport d'eau d'irrigation en quantites limitees. 
Dans 1e cas OU 1a reserve est satisfaisante, 1'eau est ajoutee en quantites suffisantes pour assurer 
de hauts rendements. Si elle est insuffisante, 1es exp10itants devront choisir entre 1a reduction 
des surfaces irriguees ou celle des quantites d'eau apportees par surface unitaire irriguec. Les 
donnees recuei1lies pour 1e sorgho montrent que dans 1e cas OU l'apport d'eau est limite, 
1'application de petites quantites sur une plus grande surface assurera une meilleure efficacite 
d'uti1isation qu'une irrigation complete pratiquee sur une surface moindre. Toutefois, 1es 
avantages et 1a rentabilite de 1 'operation dependent d'un grand nombre d'autres facteurs. 
I. Laboratory Director, USDA-ARS, Conservation and Production Research Laboratory, P.O. Drawer 10, Bushland. TX 79012, USA. 
ICRlSAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics).I989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-lllan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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Introduction 
Rainfed agriculture has not received adequate 
attention in the past because many policymakers 
feel that irrigation is the key element in food secu-
rity. Irrigated cereal production in the Sahel region 
received almost three times more donor assistance 
than rainfed cereal production from 1975 to 1983, 
even though 95% of cereal production comes from 
dryland farming or traditional irrigation systems 
(Club du Sahel, CILSS 1985). Debate continues 
regarding the priority that should be given to irri-
gation development, but with costs for bringing 
new land under irrigation exceeding$IOOOO ha- I in 
some cases, there is a clear need to give added 
attention to rainfed agriculture. 
This paper deals with the conjunctive use of 
rainfall and irrigation, with emphasis on rainfall. 
In the semi-arid regions, several times, limited 
amounts of water from runoff or groundwater are 
available for supplemental irrigation to increase 
crop production significantly. The efficient use of 
such water, however, requires a good understand-
ing of the relationship between transpiration, eva-
potranspiration, and water application rates to dry 
matter and grain yield. The objectives of this paper 
are (I) to assess the likely yield increase that can 
result from supplemental irrigation, and (2) to 
present strategies for application of limited 
amounts of irrigation water. The discussion will be 
limited to grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) 
Moench), and examples will be based largely on 
studies at the USDA Conservation and Produc-
tion Research Laboratory, Bushland, Texas, car-
ried out on a Pullman clay loam soil (fine, mixed 
thermic Torrertic Paleustolls). 
Relationship Between Yield 
and Evapotranspiration 
Strong correlations usually occur between cumula-
tive seasonal dry matter and cumulative seasonal 
transpiration (de Wit 1958, Arkley 1963). De Wit 
showed that for dry climates with high radiation, 






= total dry matter mass per area, 
= total transpiration per area from emer-
gence to harvest, 
Tmax = mean daily 'free water evaporation' for 
the same period and 
m = a constant governed mainly by species, 
and is largely independent of soil nutri-
tion and water availability unless plant 
growth is seriously nutrient-limited, or 
soil water is too high, causing lack of 
aeration or leaching of nutrients. 
Since transpiration is difficult to separate from 
evaporation from the soil surface, the total evapo-
transpiration (ET) is most often measured. 
Transpiration and evapotranspiration are closely 
correlated, particularly after a plant canopy has 
formed. A theoretical representation of dry matter 
yield as a function of evapotranspiration is shown 
in Figure I. Assuming linear extrapolation, the 
intercept on the evapotranspiration axis represents 
evaporation from the soil surface. Also, for crops 
that have a relatively constant harvest index. the 
harvestable portion of the crop can be substituted 
in the relationship. For grain sorghum, the yield of 
grain can be used on the Y axis. 
Figure 2 shows a compilation of data from the 
Conservation and Production Research Labora-
tory, Bushland, Texas, for grain sorghum. The 
data of Jones (O.R. Jones, personal communica-
tion, of unpublished results, 1958--1983) represents 
Seasonal evapotranspiration 
Figure I. Representation of the relationship 
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Figure 2. Relationship between yield of grain sorghum and seasonal evapotranspiration at the USDA 
Conservation and Production Research Laboratory, Bushland, Texas, USA (0 = O.R. Jones, personal 
communication; 1 = Musick and Dusek 1971; 2 = Stewart et al. 1983). 
26 years of dryland grain sorghum production. The 
data of Stewart et al. (1983) were collected in 
1979-1981, and those of Musick and Dusek (197) 
are from the years 1963-1965. There is a very good 
linear relationship between grain yield and evapo-
transpiration, with 15.5 kg ha- I of grain produced 
for each mm (1.55 kg m-3) of evapotranspiration 
above the estimated threshold value of 126 mm. 
Figure 3 shows a similar relationship, but in 
addition to the Bushland, Texas, data used in Fig-
ure 2, it includes data from the United States, 
Israel, and several locations in India. The relation-
ship found using these data showed that 15 kg ha- 1 
of grain was produced for each mm (1.50 kg m-3) of 
evapotranspiration above an estimated threshold 
value of 94 mm. The relationship was surprisingly 
good, considering the diversity of the data used. 
There is a tendency for a majority of the data 
from Bushland, Texas, and Israel to be below the 
regression line, and a majority of the data from 
India, Kansas, and College Station, Texas, to be 
above the line. This is probably because vapor-
pressure deficits over the growing season are 
generally greater for the Bushland, Texas, and 
Israel locations. As vapor-pressure deficit increases, 
maximum evapotranspiration increases, and it 
requires a greater evapotranspiration level to 
maintain a given yield level. As a 'first approxima-
tion', the relationship presented in Figure 3 can be 
used to estimate the benefit that can be expected 
from supplemental irrigation of adapted hybrid 
grain sorghum in semi-arid regions of the world. 
Certainly the actual yield increase for any specific 
location and year will vary, but this relationship 
can serve as a guideline until data for specific con-
ditions are obtained. 
The data in Figures 2 and 3 represent a variety of 
conditions with respect to the amount of water 
supplied by rainfall or irrigation, and the time of 
water application. Although grain sorghum does 
show a remarkable ability to compensate and 
adjust to stress conditions, there are growth stages 
that are more critical than others. Based on a large 
number of irrigation studies in the Southern High 
Plains of the United States, Musick (1984) con-
cluded that good yield responses and efficient use 
of water are achieved when water is applied at the 
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Figure 3. Relationship between yield of grain sorghum and seasonal evapotranspiration for various 
locations (0 = O.R. Jones, peronal communication, Texas, USA; 1 = Musick and Dusek 1971, Texas, liSA; 
2 = Stewart, et al. 1983, Texas, liSA; 3 = Owonubi and Kanemasu 1982, Kansas, liSA; 4 = Bielorai et al. 1964, 
Israel; 5 = Howell and Hiler 1975, Texas, liSA; 6 = Stewart et a1.1975, California, USA; 7 - Seetharama et al. 
1982. compilation of India studies; 8 = Stone et al. 1978. Kansas, USA: and 9 = Chaudhuri and Kanemasu, 
1982, Kansas.USA). 
response and efficiency are much lower when water 
is applied at the 6-8 leaf stage and at the milk to 
soft dough stage. Similarly. Doorenbos and Kas-
sam (1979) stated that where rainfall is not suffi-
cient and irrigation water is limited, irrigation 
should be based on avoiding water deficits during 
the periods of peak water use, from flowering to 
the early yield formation period. 
The timing of irrigation or rainfall can certainly 
influence where particular data points fall when 
plotted as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Timely addi-
tions will result in points above the fitted line. while 
untimely additions will result in lower than pre-
dicted efficiencies. 
Relationship Between Evapo-
transpiration and Applied Water 
The relationship between yield and seasonal eva-
potranspiration is linear; the relationship between 
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evapotranspiration and applied water is usually 
not. The general effect of applied water (which can 
be rainfall, irrigation water, or a combination of 
the two) on evapotranspiration (Y axis) is shown in 
Figure 4. The amount on the left-hand side of zero 
on the X axis represents the amount of stored soil 
water utilized by the crop during the gro'ving sea-
son. Some of the water added during the growing 
season from either rainfall or irrigation may be lost 
as runoff or deep percolation, or may remain in the 
soil at the end of the growing season. Small 
amounts of water added early in the growing sea-
son are lost through evaporation and may not 
increase transpiration or yield. 
The extent to which the curve in Figure 4 
deviates from a 1: I slope indicates the extent of 
runoff and percolation losses or the amount of 
applied water that remains in the soil at harvest 
time. While it may be beneficial in some situations 
to have considerable quantities of soil water 
remaining at harvest time, it often lowers water-use 
efficiency, because the storage efficiency of rainfall 
during the fallow period will be reduced if the 
profile is already partially charged. Musick (1970) 
showed a significant negative relationship between 
the antecedent soil water after harvest and presea-
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plant available soil water remained at harvest, 
more than 40% of the precipitation received during 
the non-growing season was present in the 1.2-m 
soil profile at seeding time of the next crop. When 
more than 90 mm remained at harvest time, less 
than 15% of the precipitation that occurred during 
the fallow season was stored as soil water. 
The amount of water lost by runoff or deep 
percolation varies greatly depending on many site 
factors. Where rainfall occurs along with or closely 
following an irrigation, runoff can be very high, 
resulting in low water-use efficiency and high 
losses of soil by erosion. 
Relationship Between Water-Use 
Efficiency and Yield 
The term water-use efficiency (WUE) is used in 
many ways. It is generally defined as Y I ET, and 
the highest WUE will always be at the highest yield. 
This is necessarily so because the relationship of 
Y-ET, generalized in Figure 1, is linear, and the X 
intercept (evapotranspiration) is greater than zero. 
Therefore, the greater the yield, the greater the 
WUE. Figure 5 shows the data presented earlier in 
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Figure 5. Relationship between water-use efficiency (WlfE) and yield of grain sorghum at the USDA 
Conservation and Production Research Laboratory, Bushland, Texas (0 = O.R. Jones, personal communi-
cation; 1 = Musick and Dusek 1971; and 2 = Stewart et al. 1983). 
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Figure 2, plotted as a function of WUE against 
yield. WUE values were cakulated as follows: 
WUE(kgm-l)::- yield (t ha-
'
) Io! tOO/seasonal ET(mm) 
The WUE value was about 0.7 kg m-J at a yield 
level of 2 t ha- I and about 1.1 kg m- 3 at a yield level 
of 5 t ha-1• The line drawn through the points was 
calculated from the regression line in Figure 2. 
Since there is a linear relationship between 
evapotranspiration and yield, yield can be substi-
tuted for evapotranspiration on the Y axis (Fig. 4). 
In this case, WUE is defined as: 
WUE = yield/water available during growing season. 
It reaches an optimum level and then generally 
decreases as available water increases during the 
growing season. To achieve maximum yield, irri-
gation applications must be sufficient to meet max-
imum crop water demands, but this greatly in-
creases the chance of deep percolation or runoff. In 
addition, considerable soil water will likely remain 
in the soil at harvest time, thus red ueing WU E. 
Supplemental irrigation can be beneficial when 
there is sufficient rainfall to sustain crop produc-
tion and when lack of water still limits crop 
growth. If the irrigation source is adequate, water 
should be added in sufficient quantities. particu-
larly at critical growth stages, to ensure prod uction 
of high yields. If water available for supplemental 
irrigation is limited but the amount of dryJand 
grain sorghum that must be irrigated is large, man-
agement decisions become more difficult. Should a 
small amount of land be irrigated for high yields or 
should the irrigation water be spread over more 
land? Figure 4 indicates that, especially with 
sorghum, a limited amount of water can be used 
more efficiently (in terms of evapotranspiration) 
by spreading it over more land because losses to 
runoff and leaching are less. 
Strategies for Applying Limited 
Irrigation Amounts 
Limited Irrigation .. Dryland Farming 
Systems 
Stewart at aI. (1983) developed a limited irrigation-
dryland (LID) farming system for the efficient use 
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of limited supplies of irrigation water for grain 
sorghum production. The objective of the LID 
concept is to maximize the conjunctive use of the 
growing-season rainfall, which varies for any given 
year, with a limited supply of irrigation water, 
which is fixed for a given year. The unique feature 
of the LID system is the flexible adjustment, dur~ 
ing the crop growing season, of the amount ofland 
irrigated, allowing more land to be irrigated during 
above average rainfall years than during dry years. 
Risk is low with the LID system, and response is 
'good in favorable rainfall years. 
The LID system concept is illustrated in Figure 
6. A graded furrow field, 600 m long on a 0.3-0.4% 
slope, was divided into three water-management 
sections. The upper half of the field was the 'fully 
irrigated' section. The next one-fourth was the 
'tailwater runoff section that utilized furrow runoff 
from the fully irrigated section. The lower one-
fourth was the 'dryland' section capable of receiv-
ing and utilizing runoff from irrigation or rainfall 
































Figure 6 Schematic drawing of the Limited 
JrrilBtion-DrylBnd (UD) System. 
sections. Plant densities were reduced down the 
field to alleviate stress because irrigation water was 
decreased as the distance down the field increased. 
Furrow dams (Clark and Jones 1980) were placed 
almost every 4 m throughout the length of the field. 
Alternate 76-cm furrows were irrigated, and the 
dams in the irrigated furrows were notched to 
ensure that irrigation water moved over dams and 
down the furrow rather than across the beds. The 
remaining furrow dams on the lower part of the 
field and the dams in the non irrigated furrows for 
the entire length of the field prevented rainfall 
runoff. A predetermined amount of irrigation 
water was applied at regular time intervals. The 
extent to which the entire field was irrigated 
depended on the rainfall received. The wetter the 
year, the greater the advance of a fixed application 
down the field. The objective was to prevent or 
minimize any water from rainfall or irrigation 
from leaving the field. More recent studies with the 
LID system have utilized a medium-seeding rate 
throughout the field, and furrow dams in only 
alternate furrows that are not used for irrigation. 
These changes make the system somewhat easier to 
manage, and the benefits are similar. Removal of 
dams from irrigated furrows also minimizes deep 
drainage at the upper end of the field. 
Results from using LID for three years are 
shown in Figures 7 and 8. When grain yields were 
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Figure 7. Relationship between grain yield of 
sorghum and seasonal evapotranspiration for the 
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Figure 8. Increase in evapotranspiration of 
irrigated grain sorghum over dryland grain 
sorghum as a result of the amount of supplemental 
irrigation water applied by the Limited Irrigation 
Dryland (LID) System. 
tionship was found, which is in consonance with 
the earlier discussion of Figures I, 2, and 3. There-
fore, the highest WUE, defined as yield of grain! 
seasonal ET, was obtained when the yield was 
highest. The highest yields were obtained by full 
irrigation of every furrow to supply sufficient 
water to meet evapotranspiration demands. The 
lowest yields, shown in Figure 7, were from dry-
land plots, and the remainder of the yields were 
from the LID system plots that received either 125, 
185, or 250 mm of irrigation water during the 
growing season. The amounts of water were based 
on the entire field, but, as shown in Figure 6, the 
upper end of the field received a greater amount 
and the lower end of the field received none or very 
limited amounts of water. The values presented are 
the integrated yields and ET amounts for the entire 
field . 
Figure 8 shows the increase in ET of the various 
plots as a function of the amount of irrigation 
water applied . 
Evapotranspiration increased with increasing 
applied irrigation water, and as ET increased, 
grain yield increased (Fig. 7). However, the WUE 
defined as yield of grain/ unit of irrigation water 
applied, decreased as amounts of irrigation water 
increased. When only 100-200 mm of irrigation 
water were applied (Fig. 8), there was almost an 
equivalent increase in ET. This is because the LID 
system prevents runoff, provides very little oppor-
113 
very little available soil 
water remains in at time. The 
highest grain yields occurred at the U.1J!1l.i",.n 
lion levels, but the data in Figure 8 
500-600 mm of irrigation wat~r had to 
to produce an increase in ET of about 350 mm. 
This is substantial amounts of rainfall and 
irrigation water are lost as runoff and large quanti-
ties of available soil water in the soil at 
physiologlcal maturity. percolation losses 
were not considered in the reported 
study. 
The data shown in Figure B for field conditions 
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sorghum by applying small 
than by fully irrigating less 
Alternating Strips of Grain Sorgbum 
with Wheat 
Musick (1975) conducted a 
study in which sorghum and winter wheat 
(Tn'lieum aestivum were grown in alternating 
4.5-m wide driB the two crops have 
completely different growing seasons, outside crop 
rows could benefit from a border when no 
was growing on adjacent strips, strip 
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Figure 9. Weekly units (0° c) exceeded in 50% of the years JO-dJiy precipitation amounts. in 
5G% of the years for the Conservation and Production Research Laboratory, Bushland. Tens. The four 
boxes repretent grain sorchum seeded at four different dates. 
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rows. In one irrigation scheme, water was applied 
to two furrows in each six-bed strip. Each of the 
four inside beds had an irrigated furrow on one 
side and a nonirrigated furrow on the other. The 
two outside rows functioned as border rows and 
were not adjacent to an irrigated furrow. 
The objective of the system was to utilize the 
rainfall during the non-growing period of one crop 
more efficiently than it would be if it was stored in 
the soil for the next crop. For example, rainfall 
during the non-growing period of annually cropped 
wheat averaged 207 mm per season during the 
study. Storage efficiency measured at wheat plant-
ing time in another study averaged only 21% 
(Johnson and Davis] 972). In principle, alternat-
ing strips of grain sorghum with winter wheat 
should allow for more efficient use of the rainfall. 
During the study, the irrigation water applied was 
about 45% less than in full irrigation conditions 
and yields were about 25%. Thus, the system offers 
considerable potential for increasing use efficiency 
of both rainfall and limited irrigation water. This 
concept could possibly apply to some intercrop-
ping systems where crops of different maturity 
lengths are grown in adjacent rows. The primary 
disadvantage of the system is that it requires mov-
ing irrigation equipment twice over the area being 
irrigated during a growing season. 
Timing of Supplemental 
Irrigation Water 
The strategies discussed above were designed to 
add relatively small increments of irrigation water 
several times during the growing season. In some 
situations, water may be available only for one 
irrigation. As already stated, the best time to apply 
irrigation water to grain sorghum is at the mid-
boot and flowering stages. However, the rainfall 
probability profile should be considered as well as 
the growth stage of the crop. For example, the data 
presented in Figure 9 show the growth stage of 
grain sorghum for four seeding dates. The lO-day 
rainfall amounts exceeded rainfall in 50% of the 
years and the number of weekly heat units eC 
above 0) exceeded the number of heat units in 50% 
of the years. If only one irrigation is applied to the 
early-seeded grain sorghum, it should be scheduled 
towards the end of the vegetative period when the 
air temperature is highest and the probability for 
rainfall is relatively low. For late-seeded grain 
sorghum, irrigation should perhaps be applied 
somewhat earlier because rainfall is more likely to 
occur during the later growth stages. 
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Wind Erosion: Mechanics, Measurement, and Control 
D.W. Fryrearl 
Abstract 
In semi-arid and arid regions, erosion of soil by wind is an annual problem. Wind erosion 
mechanics have been researched, and the flow processes of surface creep, saltation, and 
suspension have been described. The factors responsible for the detachment of erodible particles 
are well understood, but the measurement of wind erosion has been difficult because of 
inadequate field equipment. Recent advancements in measuring equipment have made it 
possible to collect samples for quantity and quality determinations. Surface residue manage-
ment, tillage, and wind barriers are the major methods of controlling wind erosion. Lack of 
adequate rainfall influences the optimum wind erosion control technique. A vailable rainfall 
may limit the quantity of residue produced, but research has shown that 30% soil cover reduces 
soil erosion losses by 80%. The benefits of wind erosion control with crop residues must be 
weighed against the utilization of residues by livestock. Ridging soils reduces soil losses by 85%, 
except for deep sandy soils. Timing the wind erosion control technique is important because 
ridging a moist, noneroding soil may provide complete control, while ridging a dry, eroding soil 
may provide no control. 
Resume 
Erosion eolienne-mecanismes, mesures et controle: Dans les regions arides et semi-a rides, 
/erosion eolienne est un probleme persistant dont les aspects mecaniques ont ete etudies et les 
phenomenes de reptation en surface, saltation et suspension decrits. Les facteurs responsables 
du detachement des particules erodibles ont ete bien analyses, mais I 'insuffisance de materiel sur 
Ie terrain a constitue un handicap pour mesurer l'Crosion eolienne. Le perfectionnement des 
instruments de mesure a permis de recueillir des echantillons servant A la determination 
quantitative et qualitative. La gestion des residus en surface, Ie travail du sol et les brise-vents 
constituent des techniques importantes de maitrise de l'Crosion eolienne, sensibles A l'influence 
d 'une pluviosite insuffisante. Les eaux de pluie disponible pourraient diminuer les quantites de 
residus produites mais des etudes ont montre qu 'une couverture du sol de 30% reduirait de 80% 
les pertes dues A I 'erosion. L 'importance des residus comme moyen de lutte contre I 'erosion doit 
atre evaluee par rapport a leur valeur pour I 'Clevage. Le billonnage devrait permettre de 
diminuer de 80% les pertes dues A /erosion du sol, A l'exception des sables profonds. 11 est 
essen tiel de prevoir un calendrier d 'execution des techniques de maitrise de l'Crosion eolienne, 
car le billonnage peut assurer un contr6le total sur un sol humide non erodible, mais nul sur un 
sol sec erodible. 
I. Agricultural Engineer, United States Department of Agriculture. Big Spring. TX. USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil. Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Work.shop. 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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Introduction 
Wind erosion is an annual problem in many arid 
and semi-arid areas ofthe world. As these areas are 
extensively utilized by man, the hazard of severe 
wind erosion increases. The lower the rainfall, the 
higher the average temperature, or the more limited 
the soil resources, the greater is the danger of irre-
versible damage to the ecosystem. 
Wind erosion affects a broad range of environ-
mental factors. The problem begins when soil par-
ticle movement is initiated and intensifies as the 
eroded particle fluxes increase to the point of des-
troying plant tissue. Particles deposited in entrap-
ment zones or on distant landscapes provide evi-
dence of wind erosion. 
Mechanics 
The movement of soil particles by wind has been a 
part of man's environment since recorded history 
(Wilson and Cooke 1980). Major dust storms have 
been documented in history, but the scientific 
study of the initiation, transport, and deposition of 
sand was begun by Bagnold (1941). Numerous 
scientists have written on wind erosion, but the 
contribution by Chepil and Woodruff (1963) is 
most notable. Whenever wind velocity exceeds the 
threshold velocity for a particular soil surface con-
dition, loose soil particles become unstable and are 
injected into the wind stream. The denser and 
larger particles return to the soil surface to dislodge 
additional particles. This detachment accelerates 
until the wind stream becomes saturated with soil 
particles. The absolute size and distribution of par-
ticles depends on the turbulent energy of the wind 
and composition of the soil surface. 
The mechanics of wind erosion is evident in the 
three modes of transport of sand or soil particles by 
wind, i.e., surface creep, saltation, and suspension. 
Surface creep is when the largest particles cannot 
become airborne, but roll along the soil surface. 
Generally, surface creep comprises 7-25% of the 
soil movement and consists of particles 500- 1000 
/lm in diameter. Slightly smaller or less dense par-
ticles of 100-500 /lm in diameter may be temporar-
ily airborne, but return to strike the soil surface at 
an angle of about 8°. This mode of transport is 
called saltation and comprises 55-72% of the total 
flow. The smallest and lightest particles become 
suspended in the air stream and may be trans-
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ported hundreds or thousands of kilometers. This 
mode, called suspension flow, comprises 3-38% of 
the total flow and consists of particles 2-100 /lm in 
diameter (Chepil 1945). 
Measurement 
When the wind velocity exceeds the threshold 
velocity for a particular soil surface, soil particles 
begin moving and suspension-size particles become 
airborne. If the concentration becomes sufficiently 
high, dust clouds develop, and if the storm con-
tinues to intensify, the dust may even blot out the 
sun. Accounts of red snow in Europe because of 
dust-laden winds from North Africa (Tullett 1978) 
illustrate the effect of wind erosion on distant 
regIOns. 
Records of dust storms are particularly valuable 
to illustrate the variation in erosion between years. 
By rating dust storms on a numerical scale (Fryrear 
1981), the intensity of erosion can be quantified. 
Table I shows the Dust Storm Rating System 
(DSRS), an arbitrary numerical scale used to rate 
Table I. The Dust Storm Rating System (DSRS) devel-













Dust Storm Description 
(hours listed are minimum time) 
Light blowing dust >0.5 h. minimum 
visibility 7 km 
Light blowing dust >2 h, minimum 
visibility 5 km 
Blowing dust >4 h, minimum 
visibility 1.6 km 
Blowing dust >4 h. minimum 
visibility 800 m 
Blowing dust >4 h. minimum 
visibility 400 m 
Blowing dust >6 h. minimum 
visibility 300 m 
Heavy blowing dust >8 h. minimum 
visibility 200 m 
Heavy blowing dust >10 h. minimum 
visibility 100 m 
Severe blowing dust >24 h, minimum 
visibility 50 m 
Severe blowing dust >48 h, minimum 
visibility 5 m 
natural dust storms. This system was initiated to 
establish uniformity in quantifying dust storms at 
Big Spring, Texas, and may not be directly trans-
ferable to other regions (Fryrear 1981). 
Under severe conditions, soil losses owing to 
wind erosion can be determined by measuring 
changes in surface elevation. This is usually appli-
cable only under extreme conditions because a few 
mm of soil is equivalent to a soil loss of several 
t ha- 1 (Chepil 1960). The volume of soil in deposi-
tional zones downwind of eroding areas can be 
measured to determine accumulations from a sin-
gle storm or total deposition during a wind erosion 
season. This is a conservative measure because 
suspended material may pass the depositional area 
and thus not be included in the measure of accumu-
lated soil. 
To measure natural wind erosion in the field, 
special equipment has been developed by Bagnold 
(1941), Armbrust (1967), Merva and Peterson 
(1983), Steen (1977), Leatherman (1978), Bocharov 
(1984), and Fryrear (1986). The most recent 
sampler, the Big Spring No.8 (BSNE), the eighth 
model tested, was developed by USDA-ARS at 
Big Spring, Texas (Fryrear 1986). The device is 
inexpensive, efficient, and operates unr.ttended for 
weeks. Heights up to 4 m have been sampled with 
the BSNE to determine vertical distribution of 
eroded material. From severe storms, sufficient 
samples may be collected for detailed physical and 
chemical analyses. Details of the BSNE sampler 
are illustrated in Figures I a and b. 
With laboratory wind tunnels, studies of wind 
erosion processes can be conducted by holding all 
except one or two factors constant. This technique 
has been used to identify the influence of cover, 
roughness, and nonerodible elements, to measure 
plant injury, and to simulate wind-barrier influen-
ces. Field wind erosion from very short-duration 
storms can be measured by using portable wind 
tunnels. Various soil and vegetation treatments 
can be established under natural rainfall and 
weather conditions, and the changes in erosion 
evaluated. Field wind tunnel tests do not require 
that soil or plant conditions be simulated as in 
laboratory conditions, but the investigator has no 
control over the rainfall or weather conditions. 
Field wind tunnel tests represent only the extreme 
windward edge of the field unless eroded material 
is introduced into the tunnel, but the tests can be 
extremely valuable in comparing control practices 
under field conditions. 
Control 
Wind erosion is most effectively controlled by 
reducing the w\nd velocity at the soil surface or 
creating a nonerosive soil surface. Wind velocities 
over large land masses cannot be controlled, but it 
is possible to reduce the wind velocity at the soil 
surface with standing vegetation, wind barriers, or 
nonerodible materials on the soil surface. 
Standing vegetation is several times more effec-
tive in reducing wind erosion losses than the same 
quantity of vegetation lying flat on the soil surface 
(Siddoway et al. 1965). However, weeds must be 
controlled and in many developing countries crop 
resid ues are utilized by livestock, so it is not always 
possible to leave vegetation standing for extended 
periods of time. In many cropping systems, the 
entire plant is harvested and no residue is available 
for controlling wind erosion in the field. 
The major objective of a wind barrier is to 
reduce wind velocities over the greatest distance 
from the lee of the barrier. The effectiveness of 
wind barriers depends on the porosity and shape of 
the barrier and the orientation of the barrier to the 
prevailing wind. The barrier should have about 
40% porosity (Chepil et a1. 1963) to protect a dis-
tance about JO times the height of the barrier (H) 
and to reduce wind erosion along the wind direc-
tion for a distance about 20 times the height of the 
barrier (Hagen 1976). Dense barriers have the 
greatest wind reduction adjacent to the barrier but 
shorter protected distance. If the protected crop 
between the barriers is susceptible to wind damage, 
the barrier must provide the maximum protection 
possible, and the barriers may be spaced closer 
than JOH. 
N onerodible elements are material on the soil 
surface that will not be moved or transported by 
erosive winds. These include stable soil aggregates 
(sometimes called clods), gravel, or rock fragments 
larger than the maximum size that can be trans-
ported by wind, or even large sections of plant 
material that have not decomposed. Soil loss is 
red uced by 80% if 30% of the soil surface is covered 
with nonerodible material (Fig. 2). 
A ridged soil surface reduces wind erosion losses 
on most soils (Fig. 3). The larger the ridge the 
greater the reduction in soil loss except for deep 
sands. Tillage will not control wind erosion on 
deep sands because the ridges are unstable after 
rainfall or irrigation. Once the surface has been 
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Figure lb. Side and top view of the mounting section of the BSNE sampler. The 18-mm diameter pipe and 
cotter pin will be supplied by USDA. All dimensions are ± 2 mm. 
increased with subsequent tillage While the surface 
soil is moist. 
Several chemical products have been tested that 
successfully control wind erosion for a few weeks 
(Chepil et al. ]963). Armbrust and Lyles (1975) 
identified five polymers and one resin-in-water 
emulsion that reduced wind erosion for two months. 
However, such chemicals are expensive and their 
use interferes with other inputs such as herbicides 
and is only practical on high value crops. 
Wind erosion during the crop establishment 
period can destroy young seedlings, reduce crop 
quality, or delay crop growth. All crops are not 
equally susceptible to wind damage (Table 2). As 
crops mature, their susceptibility to wind damage 
decreases. Exceptions are crops such as tobacco 
and cabbage in which crop quality and marketabil~ 
ity may be decreased because of tissue damage and 
the presence of sand grains. To protect young seed-
lings, farmers may use tillage implements to main-
tain soil roughness, or may grow wind-resistant, 
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Figure 2. Relationship between soil loss ratios (soil 
loss with no COl'er equals 1). when various percen-
tages of soil surface are covered with nat nonerodi-
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Table 2. Crop survival rates as innuenced by duration 
ofexposure to a 15 m S-I wind with a sand nux of 0.05 kg 












Survival rates (%) at three 
exposure times (min) 
5 10 20 
75 8 0 
100 100 100 
100 87 56 
100 94 72 
91 10 4 
100 100 46 
100 85 15 
91 88 72 
95 72 46 
Conclusion 
Wind erosion continues to be an annual problem in 
sandy areas with a semi-arid climate owing to bare, 
loose soil, high wind velocities, and insufficient 
vegetation to protect the surface. Effective wind 
erosion control systems have been developed for 
crops with much residue, e.g., conservation tillage 
and crop rotation. Without surface residues, the 
soil surface must be roughened with tillage after 
each rainstorm. The effectiveness of the tillage sys-
tem will depend on the timeliness and type of til-
lage. Roughening the soil surface reduces soil 
movement by wind up to 90% but will not be 
effective on coarse-textured, single-grained soils. 
Many crops will be destroyed or yields signifi-
cantly reduced when seedlings are exposed to 
blowing sand for as little as 15 min. Farmers must 
strive to protect the young seedlings the first few 
days after emergence. Wind barriers or soil ridges 
oriented perpendicularly to the erosive winds can 
reduce crop injury. The most effective control is a 
well-calculated combination of surface residues, 
tillage, and wind barriers. 
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A Study of Methods for the Revegetation 
of Barren Crusted Sahelian Forest Soils 
R.G. Chase and E. Boudouresque1 
Abstract 
In a study on revegetation of barren crusted SaheHan forest soils, the following treatments: 
tillage (T), mulching with tree branches (M), and tillage followed by mulching (TM) were tested. 
Half the study area was exposed to grazing. No fertilizers or seeds were used. During the first 
rainy season (1983, rainfall 550 mm), winds and water-deposited sand left seed in the plots, 
particularly those with a mulch. After four months the TM-treatment area had an average dry 
matter stand equal to that found in naturally vegetated areas of the adjacent forest. Plots 
established in 1984 produced one-tenth the dry matter that the 1983 plots produced in their first 
year. The one-year-old TM plots produced five times more dry matter during the droughty 1984 
season than did plots established in that season. The T treatment area lost and the M treatment 
area gained in relative dry matter production in the second year. By the third year, the T 
treatment lost most of its effectiveness. Plots exposed to grazing produced less biomass, 
partially due to the dispersal of branches by passing animals. Separate tests showed that natural 
areas of sand accumulation and termite activity decrease runoff rates. Mulch was shown to 
decrease and stabilize soil temperatures while permitting water to move deeper into crusted soil 
than even the tillage treatment. These effects help create a microenvironment that supports 
plant growth. 
Resume 
Etude des methodes de regeneration des sols degrades des forets saheliennes: Quatre traite-
ments, travaIl du sol (T), paillage (M) au moyen de branchettess, ou travail suivi de paillage 
(TM) ont ete appliques a des sol superficiels et encroutes des forets saheliennes. La moitie des 
parcelles a ete exposee aux animaux et aucun apport d'cngrais ou de semences ne fut realise. 
Lors de Ia premiere saison des pluies (1983, 550 mm de pluie), le vent et le ruissellement 
apporterent des semences dans les parcelles particulierement celles paillees. Au terme des quatre 
mois on notait dans Ie traitement TM une biomasse moyenne egale a celie des zones naturelles 
de la zone adjacente boisee. La production de la biomasse des parcelles etablies en 1984 fut dix 
fois moindre que celle de premiere annee des parceJJes etabJies en 1983. Cela est dO A 1a 
secheresse de 1984, cependant les traitements TM et M conserverent leur avantage. 5i en 
premiere annee, l'cffet du travaJl du sol semblait proeminent quant A Ia conservation de I'cau du 
sol, en seconde annee 1 'cffet du paJ1Hs fut superieur, et en troiseme annec l'cffet du travail du sol 
etait pratiquement nul A cet egard. LA od Ie broutage etait permis, 1a production de Ia biomasse 
fut nettement moindre, principalement A cause de l'Cparpillement des branchettes par 1es 
animaux. Des essais annexes ont montre que lA ou Ie sable s 'cst accumuJ6 naturellement et od Ies 
L Team Leader, South East Consortium for International Development (SECID), Farming Systems Project, Bamako. Mali; Botanist, 
Laboratoire de biologie et ecologie vegetale, Universite d'Orleans, Orleans, France. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil. Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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termites sont actives, le ruisselJement etait moindre. Le pailJage diminue et stabilise les tempera-
tures du sol tout en favonsant Hnfiltration dans les sols encroates plus que dans le traitement T. 
Tous ces resultats positifs proviennent de la creation d~n microenvironnement favorable A la 
croissance vegetaJe. 
Introduction 
The population in the Sahel is growing rapidly. As 
farmers, herders, and city dwellers compete for 
forest products (Boudet 1970), the forests become 
overexploited (Grainger 1982, Weinstabel and 
Zech 1982). According to Delwaulle and Roederer 
(1973), city dwellers consume an average of 300 kg 
of firewood per person a-I resulting in severe pres-
sure on nearby forests. The deterioration of for-
estland owing to clearing, overgrazing, drought, 
and erosion is a major cause of desertification in 
the Sahel (Timberlake 1985, National Research 
Council 1983a and 1983b, Grainger 1982). 
Aerial photographs indicate that 35-65% of the 
vegetation in the area selected for the present study 
has been lost during the last 34 years. Policymakers 
have recognized the need to maintain forest vegeta-
tion and reclaim degraded forestland. Since the 
drought of 1968-74, U.S. $160 million have been 
spent on forest-related projects in the Sahel (N a-
tional Research Council 1984). However, applica-
tion of reforestation techniques borrowed from 
temperate zones have either failed or have been 
economically impractical (Heermans 1984). 
Practical and effective means must be evolved to 
reestablish a stable vegetative cover in degraded 
areas. Previous research has shown that soil tillage 
encourages the establishment of a herbaceous layer 
in sandy soils without seed or fertilizer application, 
but the treated areas routinely return to bare soil 
within a few years (Toutain 1977, Toutain and de 
Wespelaere 1977, Toutain and Piot 1980). Mulch, 
when placed on crusted soil surfaces in the tropics, 
often attracts termites whose channels provide sta-
ble macropores through which water can pass into 
the subsoil (Noirot and Alliot 1947, Bachelier 
1978). Casual observations demonstrate that fallen 
branches and twigs tend to accumulate sediments, 
leaves, and seeds, creating a favorable microcli-
mate for vegetative growth (Boudet 1972, Toutain 
and de Wespelaere 1977, Toutain and Piot 1980). 
The authors cited, however,conducted no experi-
ments to study these effects. The value of mulching 
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bare, deep sandy soils with tree limbs cut and 
transported to the site and of tillage with fertilizer 
application was studied in Mali (Penning de Vries 
"and Djiteye 1982). Although both methods were 
successful in producing vegetation, neither was 
considered economically viable due to the value of 
wood as firewood, the labor involved in tillage and 
transport of wood, and the cost of the fertilizer 
applied. Based partly on this experience in sandy 
soils, it seemed evident that shallow, lateritic soil 
could not be brought back into worthwhile pro-
duction using these methods. 
The objective of our study was to determine 
whether tilling and! or mulching shallow, lateritic 
soils would reestablish a stable layer of vegetation 
on the degraded forest soils near Niamey, Niger. 
Materials and Methods 
Soil and Vegetation 
The primary research site was located at the Gues-
selbodi forest, 15 km southeast of Niamey, Niger. 
The area can be divided into three components 
(Chase and Boudouresque 1987). The first, approx-
imately 18% of the total area, is a wooded layer, 
dominated by the family Combretaceae: Combre-
tum nigricans, C. glutinosum, C. micranthum, and 
Guiera senegaiensis. The second is a herbaceous 
zone that can be further subdivided into a denser 
stand of forage piants covering 33% of the study 
area, and a sparse stand of Tripogon minim us and 
Microchloa indica, covering 20% of the area, and 
located in micro-depressions that hold water for a 
short time after each rainfall. The wooded and 
productive herbaceous components are usually 
located on a sandy layer of surface soil, often raised 
above the level of the crusted soils. The psammo-
philous Scytonemasp (Cyanophyceae), associated 
with degraded grasslands (Dulieu et al. 1977), is 
also common in the micro-depression and covers 
some sandy areas effectively blocking other vegeta-
tive growth. 
The third component, covering 29% of the study 
area comprises of shallow (10-40 cm), barren, 
crusted loamy sand, sandy loam, and sandy clay 
loam soils, tentatively classified as a sandy skeletal, 
isohyperthermic Typic Paleustult, (L. West, Texas 
A&M University Soil Laboratory, personal com-
munication). The subsoil is a thick layer with 
40-65% fractured laterite. These crusted soils are 
characterized by high runoff rates and high day-
time surface soil temperature that result in a dry 
soil profile. 
Studies on the effects of crusting and termite 
activity were carried out on a similarforest ecosys-
tem located at the ICRISAT Sahelian Center 
(ISC), 40 km south of Niamey. The 10-30 cm deep 
crusted soil, a loamy, siliceous isohyperthermic 
shallow Petroferric Haplustult, is underlaid by an 
indurated or a fractured layer of laterite (West et 
al. 1984) Microd unes, 5-30 cm thick were observed 
on the crusted surface at irregular intervals. Inten-
sive termite activity was seen in soils at both loca-
tions where leaves and branches had fallen. 
The Revegetation Experiment 
In May 1983, twenty lOx ] 0 m experimental plots 
were established in Geusselbodi forest on barren, 
crusted soils between vegetated areas. Ten plots 
were located within a fence erected 2 years earlier 
to protect the enclosed area from grazing. The 
other 10 plots were located outside and well away 
from the fence and exposed to grazing. 
The experiment began in early June following 
the first rains of the 4-month rainy season. Each 
10 x 10 m site was divided into four plots and the 
following treatments randomly applied: 
C = Control plots left untouched. 
T = Tillage with a traditional hoe to a depth 
of about 10 cm. An attempt was made to 
leave large clods to keep the surface as 
rough as possible. 
M = A mulch of branches placed on the 
crusted soil, creating a 15-20% shade on 
the soil surface as determined by a solar-
imeter. These branches are a byproduct 
of nearby firewood-cutting operations. 
Wooden stakes anchored the branches to 
keep strong prestorm winds from carry-
ing them away. 
TM = Tillage followed by mulching with 
branches. 
Soil samples (0-30 cm) were taken in all plots 
twice during the first year (7 Jul and 4 Oct) and 
every 2-3 weeks during the second year. Gravimet-
ric soil-moisture content was determined and volu-
metric water content was then calculated using soil 
bulk density. 
In September 1983, 1984, and 1985, at the end of 
the rainy season, a detailed inventory of the natural 
and induced vegetation was made (Chase and 
Boudouresque 1987), permitting a comparison 
between the two. Except for soil and plant sam-
pling, the initial 20 plots were left undisturbed 
throughout the later years of the experiment. 
During the second year of the experiment (1984), 
six additional parcels (three exposed to, and three 
protected from grazing) were established using the 
same experimental format as in the previous year. 
Supplemental Experiments 
During the 1985 rainy season, three experiments 
were conducted to better understand the effects of 
applied mulch on natural accumulations of mate-
rials on crusted soils. The first experiment was 
conducted on the Gagani series soil at the ICRI-
SA T Sahelian Center (ISC) to determine the effect 
of natural deposits of sand and ligneous matter on 
the otherwise crusted, barren soil. Plots were 
located in barren, debris-strewn, and micro-dune-
covered areas of the forest. Five undisturbed I x I 
m micro-plots in each area were isolated by exca-
vating around each of them to the laterite subsoil, 
and a cement casing was poured on all sides. A 
4-cm high ridge was built above the plots on all but 
the downhill side, isolating the plots from outside 
surface runoff and permitting runoff from the plots 
to fall into a collecting trough. This water was 
pumped into a measuring container which permit-
ted continuous monitoring of runoff. A rainfall 
simulator of the type described by Morin et al. 
(1970) was obtained from the Wageningen Tillage 
Laboratory project at the ISC and used to provide 
100 mm h-1 simulated rainfall on each plot for 
periods of 30-90 min. The time to initial runoff and 
5-min readings of the accumulated volume of 
runoff were taken for each plot. 
The second study, which was conducted at the 
Guesselbodi forest during the 1985 rainy season, 
monitored the effect of mulching and tillage of 
barren soils on infiltration rates. The advance of 
the wetting front was followed using the neutron 
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attenuation technique in which were 
undisturbed (except to install the neutron probe 
access tube) and in 5 l( 5 m areas of crusted soils 
that were (a) to an approximate depth 
of 10 em and (b) mulched with tree branches, pro-
ducing 25% shade as determined by II solarimeter. 
replications of each treatment were monitored. 
the last experiment, the effect of mulch on soil 
was studied. In 1985, 
were buried at 2, 5, 10,25,50, 100, 150, and 250-cm 
depths a.t two sites in a area and one site in 
an adjacent area in Guesselbodi forest. 
The shallow thermocouples (50 cm or less) were 
buried a with 50 em of lead wire at the 
depth of the junction to avoid heat to the 
sensor. All others were placed in a hole 
drilled by a weU--drilling rig. Maximum min-
imum soH temperatures of the entire profile were 
monitored daily and I readings taken over a 
24-h period once All data were col-
lected with a CR 7 Campbell Scientific data logger 
and to computer by cassette tape. After 
I mo collection, one of the two barren areas 
was mulched with tree branches, to a density pro-
ducing 35% shade as determined by a 
Subsequent changes in soil temperature were com-
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Results and Discussion 
The Revegetation Experiment 
control 
A droughtin 1984(241 mm the wet-
ter 1983 rainy season mm) provided an ideal 
contrast for vegetation studies under different 
M ore normal rainfall in 1985 
(approximately 543 mm) permitted comparisons 
of development between similar years 
(1983 1985). 
SoU moisture. Soil moisture was twice 
in aU plots during the 1983 rainy season (Chase and 
Boudouresque 1987) and was compared with 
standing September that year. Both the 
soil moisture the 1983 rainy season and the 
loss of soil between sampling dates were 
correlated standing biomass (Fig. I). 
During the second rainy season (1984), soil 
moisture was determined regularly in all plots 
(Figs. 28 and 2b). The soils of control 
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Figure t. The increasej decrease of soil mojsture (0-30 em depth) between the middle and the end of the rainy 
sealon (1983) snd the assodated biomass yield. Note: Control plots wert essentially devoid of vegetation. 
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Figure 2b. Average soil gravimetric water content 
(0-.10 em depth) during the 1984 rainy season in 
I-year old protected plots. 
season. The new plots in Figure 2a were established 
after the first rainfall which moistened the soils in 
the 1983 plots (Fig 2b). Tillage, mulching, and a 
combination of the two were effective in raising 
soil moisture in the upper 30 em for at least two 
rainy seasons after the treatments were established. 
In the newly established plots, tillage appears to be 
the dominant factor in increasing soil moisture 
above that found in the control. In l-year-old 
plots, however, mulching appears to be the dom-
inant factor. This change was undoubtedly related 
to the crust that gradually re-formed on the tilled-
only treatment. Mulched treatments had consider-
able termite activity and continuously accumu-
lated sand and leaves that eventually affected the 
infiltration of water and soil-moisture retention. 
Vegetation. A detailed description of the first 
year's results (herbaceous plant species found in 
each treatment, forage value, tree species, etc.) are 
reported elsewhere (Chase and Boudouresque 1987). 
To summarize, at the end ofthe first rainy season, 
the TM plots protected from grazing had an aver-
age vegetative cover of 96%, T plots had 48%, and 
M plots had 32%. Ninety-seven newly germinated 
Combretaceae seedlings were counted in 60% of 
the treated plots (50 seedlings in the protected, 47 
in the non protected parcels). The greatest number 
of seedlings was found in the TM treatment, while 
the T treatment supported the fewest. 
The flora was composed of 48 taxons, most of 
which were annuals and 34 of which were forage 
species. The nutritious leguminous annual Zornia 
gJochidiata was the dominant species and. in the 
protected parcels, prod uced a cover averaging 61 % 
on the TM plots. This induced pasture was found 
to be similar in composition to the natural grass 
cover growing on neighboring nondegraded soils . 
Probably due to the drought in 1984, plots estab-
lished in that year produced much less vegetative 
cover during their first rainy season than did those 
established in the previous year. Vegetative cover 
between plots established in 1984 was highly varia-
ble with an average cover of 11-13% for the three 
treatments. The high variability between replica-
tions and small differences between treatments 
indicate that factors other than the treatments were 
controlling the establishment of vegetation. These 
factors undoubtedly included the drought and the 
low frequency of windstorms in ]984 which blew 
sand, leaves, and seeds into the plots. The 1984 
plots produced an average ofless than one-third of 
the number of tree seedlings found in the 1983 plots 
at the end of the 1983 growing season. 
Vegetative cover in the plots established in 1983 
decreased considerably in 1984 and increased 
again in 1985 in response to the fluctuation in 
rainfall in those years (Table I). A consistently 
high proportion of the Zornia gJochidiata remained 
in all protected plots throughout the experiment. 
During the dry 1984 season, the TM plots estab-
lished in 1983 produced nearly five times as much 
dry matter as those newly established in 1984 
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Table 1. Effects of tiliale and mulchinl on the relative proportion of Zornla ,Iochlolala and the total veletative 
coverale of experimental plots established in 1983. 
Protected from grazing 
Rainfall Zornia g/ochio/ala Total 
Year (mm) TI M TM T M 
1983 550 25.5 16.8 61.3 49.4 31.5 
1984 241 4.4 16.3 44.6 5.7 24.0 
1985 543 4.0 39.7 53.2 7.0 95.5 
T = tillage; M = mulch; TM = tillage followed by mulch. 
(Table 2). This could be due to a combination of 
the following factors: 
1. The new plots were established after the first 
rainfall (51 mm) so that runoff effectively nulli-
fied the effects of this relatively large storm. 
2. The older plots had an accumulation of sand 
and leaf mulch at the beginning of the year, 
which increased infiltration rates from the onset 
of the season. New litter-free plots slowly 
accumulated litter during the rainy season due 
to the lack of windstorms. 
3. The old plots had seeds already in place from 
the previous year's plant growth. 
Table 2. Means of estimated stand ina biomass (ka ha- I ) 
from 20 plots established In 1983 and 6 plots estabUshed 
In 1984. 
Newly 1983 plots 
established plots in later years 
1983 1984 1984 1985 
Treatment 550 mm 241 mm 241 mm 543 mm 
Protected from grazing 
Control o at Oa Oa Oa 
Mulch 290 b 89 a 230 c 1300 c 
Tillage 530 b 190 a 37 ab 80 a 
Mulch + Tillage 1030 c 95 a 470 d 1550 c 
Native vegetation (890) (230) (230) (935) 
Exposed to grazing 
Control Oa Oa Oa Oa 
Mulch 140 b Oa 78 ab 320 ab 
Tillage 350 b 16 a 28 ab 61 a 
Mulch + Tillage 890 c 60a 150 be 630 d 
Native vegetation (680) (140) (140) (580) 
J. Values followed by the same Jetter are not signifICantly differ-
ent at P ~ 0.0.5 level. 
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Exposed to grazing 
Zornia g/ochio/ala Total 
TM T M TM T M TM 
96.0 24.3 12.1 44.0 42.1 25.2 70.0 
54.9 3.8 14.7 23.0 4.0 17.5 26.9 
96.2 4.6 13.1 29.5 8.2 34.2 59.5 
The fact that the 1983 M plots sustained signifi-
cant quantities of dry matter even in a droughty 
year shows that the mulch treatment resulted in 
lasting changes in the soil's ability to absorb mois-
ture and support plant growth. 
In comparing the relative proportions ofvegeta-
tion produced over years and treatments, the til-
lage treatment ranked second in 1983, but its pro-
ductivity dropped substantially in 1984, when it 
ranked third. M ore important, however, the 
mulch-only treatment that ranked third in 1983, 
producing about 24% as much biomass as the TM 
treatment in that year, produced biomass nearly 
equivalent to the TM treatment by the third year 
(Table 2). 
Vegetative growth potential in the Sahel is 
greatly influenced by rainfall (Le Houerou 1980). 
To study plant response to treatments between 
years of very different rainfall. the biomasses in the 
experimental plots in the natural forest areas were 
compared. 
When using these ratios, one sees a continuing 
decrease in the relative productivity of the tillage 
treatment, and a continuous increase in that of the 
mulched plots over native vegetation in all years, 
particularly in the protected plots (Fig. 3). This 
further establishes that even in dry years, mulch 
applied to crusted soils continues to improve the 
soil environment for increased vegetative growth. 
Exposure to grazing retards the reestablisment 
of vegetation (Fig. 3). Standing vegetation in areas 
exposed to grazing was approximately half of that 
found in the mulched treatments protected from 
animals. This could be due to the consumption of 
plant material, dispersal of the mulch by tram-
pling, or due to other factors. 
The high productivity of the mulched plots pro-
tected from grazing as compared with the native 
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Figure 3. The ratio (o/e) of standing bioma!l.1i in 1983 plots to the standing biomass found in naturally 
n~getaled areas of the surrounding forest as a function of grazing and year. 
vegetation may be due to the absence of trees 
nearby that compete with the herbaceous layer for 
moisture. 
Supplementa) Experiments 
Two effects observed of placing mulch on crusted 
surfaces are: (1) the accumulation of sand and 
leaves, and (2) termites attracted by branches and 
leaves trapped by the branches. The results of 
experiments on the effects of naturally occurring 
sand and termite activity and on the effects of 
applied mulch and tillage treatments show how 
these factors improve the soil environment, sup-
porting vegetative regrowth. 
Simulated rainfall runoff in naturany occurring 
forest soils. Runoff was strongly affected by sand 
and litter accumulation on crusted forest soils. On 
crusted soils, standing water was seen almost 
immediately upon the initiation of artificial rain-
fall. Where water was not trapped by soil surface 
irregularities, runoff began almost immediately 
after rainfall initiation. Where termite activity had 
formed stable macropores in crusted soils with 
accumulated debris, runoff from test plots began 
later and total runoff after one hour was half the 
amount measured from the crusted soils (Fig. 4). 
There was a slow, irregular increase in runoff rate 
from this soil which appeared to be due, partly, to 
the gradual plugging of the termite channels with 
floating debris (Fig. 4). 
Termite channels were shown to have an impor~ 
tant effect on infiltration in another experiment 
where water was poured down a single 0.8)( J.O cm 
diameter tennite channel. Flow rates of 500-700 
mL min~l were sustained during the 30-min test. A 
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single channel located on one of the test plots 
would have had sufficient capacity to drain one-
third of the 1 x I m runoff plot of the 100 mOl h- I 
simulated rainfall applied. 
Sand cover in the form of microdunes, 3-15 em 
deep, resting on the crusted soil surface had a 
highly variable effect on runoff rates (Fig. 4). 
Runoff patterns were similar to those in soils with 
termite activity in two of the five sites tested. 
Runoff rates increased more slowly at the remain-
ing three sites. The differences in infiltration 
appeared to be associated with the thickness of the 
mlcrodune. 
The effect of tillage and mulch on infiltration in a 
crusted forest soil. Although the results were var-
iable, particularly early in the rainy season, mulch-
ing apparently permits water to move deeper into 
_._.- Crusted 
- Debris covered 
---- Sandy soil (max) 
7 - Sandy soil (min) 
the soil than does tillage (Fig. 5). This may be due 
to the fact that the tilled plots, like the crusted 
plots, were exposed to the heating effect of direct 
sunlight and the drying effect of the air. Mulch can 
reduce these effects by shading the surface, thereby 
reducing soil temperature. Mulch also decreases 
convective vapor loss to the air. These effects can 
red uce evaporation rates, permitting water to infil-
trate further into the soil. 
The effects of mulch on soil temperature. Soil 
temperature profiles were recorded before and 
after a mulch was applied to the crusted surface 
and then were compared with profiles from crusted 
"control" plots and naturally vegetated soils. The 
soil to be mulched was initially slightly cooler than 
the crusted control due to partial shading by 
nearby trees. When mulched, however, both the 
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Figure 4. Five-minute rainfall runoff from representative trials on forest soil using a rainfall simulator. 
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Figure ~. The effect of treatment on soil moisture. 
daily fluctuation of the surface soil temperature 
and the temperature of the soil profile (Fig. 6) were 
reduced. Decreased temperature fluctuation may 
be a direct result of shading and the increase in ~oil 
moisture Which, by increasing soil heat capacilY. 
stabilizes soil temperatures. 
Conclusion 
Tree branches are a waste product of firewood 
gathering in the Guesselbodi forest and are nor-
mally available immediately adjacent to crusted 
areas. Mulching these barren, crusted soils with 
branches provides an effective means to establish 
substantial vegetative growth over a period of 
years, particularly if the area is protected from 
animals. The combination of tillage with mulch-
ing, while labor-intensive, has the effect of estab-
lishing a good vegetative cover during a single 
season of normal rainfall, which is not the case for 
tillage without mulch. More cost-effective, how-
ever, is the simple placement of mulch on degraded 
soils. Although it takes longer to establish a vegeta-
tive cover. it requires very little investment of time 
and energy. Exposure to grazing and trampling 
substantially decreases the advantages of mulch-
ing, but the treatment stin has a positive effect 
under grazing pressure. Unless soils in this area are 
protected from the wind, solar radiation, and rain-
fall impact, rainfall runoff and evaporation limit 
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Figure 6. Soil temperature profiles C C) ) 0 days 
before and 9 days after mulching a barren (orest soil 
at Guesselbodi. 
In the destruction of surface soil structure, the 
reformation of the crust, and a return to the origi-
nal barren surface. 
There appear to be several reasons for the posi-
tive effects of a branch mulch. Visibly. it collects 
sand, leaves, and seeds, particularly during the 
high winds associated with large storms in the area, 
and continues to do so as long as the mulch 
remains in place. The captured sand and leaves 
further mulch the soil. providing shade and a 
means for rainfall to pass more readily into the 
previously crusted soiL Termite activity. associated 
with both branches and leaves, also increases infil-
tration of rainwater. The moist soil beneath the 
mulch creates a more stable temperature regime 
due to an increase in the heat capacity of the soiL 
The shade provided by the branch, leaf, and sand 
mulch reduces heat influx, and results in a cooler 
soil. The cool, moist soil is conducive to the germi-
nation of seeds captured by the mulch and sup-
ports their growth. 
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The authors of this study suggest that the 1imited 
branches available for mulching the highly degraded 
forest soils are most effective: 
I. when placed immediately adjacent to where the 
trees have been harvested, thus minimizing 
transport difficulties; 
2. when placed along the edge of vegetated areas, 
taking advantage of any effect the vegetation 
may have on the nearby microclimate, i.e., 
shade, elevated humidity, decreased tempera-
ture, or mulch barren soils separating adjacent 
vegetated areas; and 
3. when placed in narrow strips around or between 
vegetated areas. Since debris is captured at the 
leading edge of a mulched area, broad mulched 
areas may not be as efficient in collecting mate-
rial as narrow strips. 
The Forest and Land Use and Planning Project 
(FLUP) has shown that, in the forests studied, 
trees cut for firewood and protected from grazing 
regenerate in 5-8 years. FLOP has developed an 
incentive package where, over several years, vil-
lages can harvest large areas of previously pro-
tected firewood ifthe village agrees to use a percent-
age of its profits to guard cut areas from animals. 
Once resprouting trees grow large enough that they 
cannot be grazed. animals can return to the regen-
erated area. The research reported here lends itself 
well to this type of activity, providing a simple 
means to produce richer pastures for renewed 
grazing. 
To optimize the use of these techniques, how-
ever, three questions must be answered: 
l. What is the optimal (economic) density of 
branch mulch? 
2. What is the optimal placement pattern with 
respect to vegetated and barren areas? 
3. What are the optimal dimensions of a mulched 
area? 
With these data, aerial photographs, and tree-
stand estimates. a complete reclamation program 
and a cost f benifit ratio can be readily determined 
for large areas of degraded Sahelian forests. 
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Instruments and techniques are described l'or measuring the temperature, humidity, windspeed, 
light interception by crop canopy, and the duration ofJeafwetness. Data loggers for monitoring 
these instruments arc also reviewed. The performance of this equipment in the semi-arid tropics 
is evaluated in experiment ... designed to measure the microclimate in agroforeslry and inter-
cropping systems. The difficulties encountered in the field and in the interpretation of data arc 
emphasized. References and details are provided on the principles and construction of individ-
ual instruments which are not commerciaJlyavailable. 
Caracteristiques du microenvironnement et techniques de mesure : Cette etude dec:rit les 
techniques et instruments utilises pour mesurer la temperature, I'humidite, la vitesse du vent, 
j'interception de 1a 1umiere par 1e couvert vegetal et 1a persistance de J'eau sur 1es feuilles. En 
zone tropica1e semi-aride.la performance de ces instruments et des enregistreurs de donnees qui 
Ie ... con tr61en t a etl: evaluee 10rs d 'experiences visant a mesurer Ie microclimat dans 1es systemes 
agroforestiers et de cultures associees. L 'accent est mis sur les difficu1tes rencontrees sur Ie 
terrain et lors de /'interpretation des donnees. Des precisions techniques et bibliographiques 
sont fournies sur les' principes de fonctionnement et la fabrication de quelques instruments de 
mesure non commercia1ises. 
Introduction 
In agricultural research. interest in the characteri-
zation of the microenvironment, especially in the 
semi-arid tropics, is largely determined by two fac-
tors. First, there is growing evidence that many 
basic processes in plants, insects, and diseases are 
more closely related to the microenvironment than 
to the conditions recorded in a standard meteoro-
logical site or in a Stevenson screen (Monteith 
1979). This discrepancy bet ween the environment 
within or around the crop and at the meteorologi-
cal station is even more serious in intercropping or 
agroforestry systems where the modification of the 
microenvironment by the taller canopy is appar-
ent. Second, recent advances in the reliability and 
portability of instruments ~o measure microcli-
mate have made it possible for scientists to use 
relatively sophisticated equipment in developing 
countries, where technical support and spare parts 
supply services are poor or undependable. 
This review of measurement techniques based 
I. Principal Agronomist. Agronomy Group. Resource Management Program. ICRISAT. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India. 
leR \SAT Conference Paper no. CP 40 1. 
lCRISAT i International Crops Research 1 nstitute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). 1989. Soil, Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfcd Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahe'l:!n Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 -11 Jan 1987. lCR!SAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey. Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 5CJ2 324. India: ICRISA T. 
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on my personal experience in the semi-arid tropics 
is mainly concerned with the practical criteria for 
choosing instruments for the characterization of 
the microenvironment and the interpretation of 
data. For a critical review of measurement tech-
niques there is an excellent reference book called 
"Instrumentation for environmental physiology", 
edited by Marshall and Woodward (1985), which 
also gives both technical details and the physical 
principles involved in the measurement of radia-
tion, water vapor, temperature, windspeed, water 
potential, and plant growth. 
General Guidelines for the Choice 
of Instruments 
The following guidelines should be considered 
while selecting instruments from the several mod-
els or techniques currently available. 
Accuracy and Precision 
The accuracy of the instrument denotes how close 
the measurements are to the actual value, and pre-
cision (repeatability) indicates how closely mea-
surements made at one time agree with one another, 
ipdependent of any systematic error involved (Bell 
and Rose 1985). In crop physiology, the accuracy 
of certain physical measurements need not be very 
high since the effects of a long-term temperature 
difference of 0.2°C on the growth and yield of 
plants can still not be differentiated. It is, however, 
important to have a more accurate measurement of 
leaf temperature when estimating the vapor pres-
sure deficit, i.e., the moisture gradient from leaf to 
air. Even in such studies, thermocouples with an 
accuracy of 0.4° C are still preferred to thermistors 
(accuracy of 0.2°C) because they are simple to 
make and have a short response time of I s com-
pared to 10 s with thermistors. 
Calibration and Stability 
All instruments should be calibrated regularly, or 
the accuracy may change over a period oftime. For 
some instruments, the calibration procedure may 
require specialized equipment or there should be a 
constant environment for calibration. Therefore, it 
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would be wise to choose equipment that does not 
require a sophisticated calibration facility or only 
requires calibration after a long period of use. How 
many scientists in developing countries, for in-
stance, have access to a wind tunnel to calibrate 
anemometers? 
Some instruments are sensitive to the high 
temperatures of the tropics, and this is further 
exacerbated by enclosure in boxes or huts for 
security or protection from wind or rain. It is 
important to ensure that the room temperature 
. does not exceed the working range of the instru-
ment. 
Ruggedness 
Instruments that perform well in the laboratory 
may not be the best choice for use in the field 
because of dust, wind, and rain. Some protection 
could be provided, but care must be taken to pre-
vent the protective cover from modifying the mea-
surement of the microclimate. The' standard hot 
wire anemometer, for instance, is unsuitable for 
field use because it requires a clean environment 
(Grace 1985). All instruments, however rugged, 
need to be cleaned frequently to avoid dirt and dust 
from hindering their efficient functioning, e.g., in 
the wet bulb thermometer, the wick must be 
replaced regularly, and the tube solarimeters must 
be cleaned. 
Interference with the Natural 
Environment 
It is important to minimize the interference often 
caused by sensors to the environment to be mea-
sured. Leaf or meristem temperature is particularly 
difficult to measure because the temperature sen-
sor has to be small enough not to cover a large part 
of the leaf area. Only miniature thermistors and 
thermocouples are small enough to be inserted into 
the leaf sheath or to be pressed against the under-
side of the leaf. 
Recording Environmental 
Measurements 
The results from laborious manual recording have 
often been underutilized because entering them 
into the computer is too time consuming. The 
availability of reliable and cost-effective automatic 
devices to record environmental measurements, or 
data loggers, is the most significant breakthrough 
in instrumentation technology. Most data loggers 
can work on voltage output from a wide range of 
sensors. The major differences to consider are the 
number of channels for various sensors, storage 
capacity, and battery life. Some manufacturers 
supply a range of sensors for environmental moni-
toring along with a particular series of data loggers 
e.g., Campbell Instruments Inc. The market is 
changing so rapidly that it is rather difficult to 
choose between comparable data loggers. Our pol-
icy is to select a reliable model from a manufac-
turer who provides fast after-sales service, because 
a season lost due to data logger malfunction may 
prove to be very expensive. As many of the data 
loggers have recently appeared on the market, it is 
a good practice to ask current users about their 
reliability, precision, and accuracy. 
Measurement of Microclimate 
in Intercropping and Agroforestry 
Systems 
Over the last three seasons, we have monitored the 
microclimate of an intercrop of groundnut (Ara-
chis hypogaea L.) and pearl millet (Pennisetum 
americanum (L.) Leeke) at the International Crops 
Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics 
(ICRISA T) in India. This is a multidisciplinary 
project involving pathologists, entomologists, phy-
siologists, agroclimatologists, and agronomists. 
Last year we carried out similar measurements in 
alley cropping systems using Leucaena leucoce-
phaJa (Lam) and pearl millet. The difficulties 
encountered in the field and in the interpretation of 
data are emphasized. For a general understanding 
of the principles of environmental physics, a book 
by Monteith (1973) and a general textbook on 
environmental biology by Woodward and Sheehy 
(1983) are recommended. 
The intercropping experiment was designed to 
monitor the microclimate of a I :3-row arrange-
ment of pearl millet and ground nut, and to relate 
the incidence of leaf spot Cercospora arachidicola 
and C. personatum to the microenvironment. The 
crop was grown on flat, shallow Alfisols during 
early July in large plots with a fetch of 30 m, and it 
was entirely rainfed. The agroforestry experiment 
was started in 1985 but microenvironment mea-
surement only began in June 1986. The objective of 
this experiment was to monitor the effects of the 
leucaena hedgerows (3.5 m apart) on the micro-
environment and the growth and yield of pearl 
millet. The size of each plot was 20.5 x 22 m, and 
the leucaena hedgerows were pruned to 0.8 m when 
the regrowth reached approximately 2 m in height, 
just before the time of sowing of pearl millet in 
June. The following type of measurements of the 
microenvironment were made in each experiment 
using the sensors listed in Table 1. All signals were 
recorded on an hourly basis using a data logger 
except for the radiation in the intercrop which was 
carried out with a polycorder (Omnidata Inc.). A 
list of the manufacturers of the equipment used is 
provided at the end of the paper. 
In the intercrop experiment, the mast carrying 
the anemometers, leaf wetness sensors, and aspi-
rated psychrometers was moved from one plot to 
another daily so that all three replicates could be 
monitored systematically. This practice was dis-
continued during the wet periods when moving the 
mast caused serious lodging. In each treatment a 
mast carrying two sets of sensors was placed. 
In the agroforestry experiment where the can-
opy was denser than in the intercropping experi-
ment, all measurements of winds peed and humid-
ity were confined to one site to avoid damage to the 
plants by moving the mast. All the other environ-
mental measurements were made in all the plots. 
Radiation 
The choice of using a prototype quantum sensor 
system in the intercropping experiment was influ-
enced by our desire to examine the horizontal vari-
ation in the light environment within the intercrop. 
Previous experiments indicated that ground nut 
planted close to pearl millet grew considerably bet-
ter than groundnut planted farther away. (Harris 
and Natarajan, in press). This prototype system 
was developed by R. Mathews and R. A. Saffell of 
the University of Nottingham; Campbell Scientific 
will soon be marketing an improved commercial 
version. The major advantage ofthis system is that 
it provides a rapid measurement of radiation 
environment, thus obviating the need for costly 
investment in numerous tube solarimeters and 
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Table 1. Types of measurements, sensors, and the number of levels recorded in the intercrop and agroforestry 
experiments. 
Agroforestry 
Measurements Intercrop (millet/ ground nut) (millet/leucaena) 
Intercepted Spot measurements at 4 levels. Tube solarimeters. 
radiation twice weekly using a proto- row-wise 
type quantum sensor system l (Delta T type) 
Temperature: 
Leaf 2 levels, thermocouples I level Same 
Soil 5 em, thermocouples '5 and 20 cm sensors 
Air 5 levels, aspirated with 2 levels as inter-
thermocouples crop 
Humidity 5 levels, aspirated wet-bulb technique I 2 levels 
Windspeed 3 levels (Met-one) 2 levels 
Duration of 
leaf wetness 2 levels (Campbell) None 
Soil moisture 5 cm only (gypsum block, Neutron probe 
Campbell), to 1.2 m technique 
Data logger Campbell CR7 Campbell CR21 X 
I. A prototype was used since commercial instruments were unsatisfactory for the purpose. Details of the prototype are given In 
Appendix I. 
data loggers in order to measure a large number of 
treatments. The system is used in conjunction with 
a polycorder (Omnidata, $3500). Another advan-
tage of the prototype is that it can measure radia-
tion at 2- or 5-cm intervals, and measure I.O~ 1.5 m 
distances in 2~3 min. However, it is necessary to 
calibrate the instantaneous radiation measurement, 
usually made around noon, against the fractional 
interception averaged over a whole day using tube 
solarimeters. Figure I illustrates a typical example 
of the radiation result obtained in the intercrop 
experiment. 
Difficulties encountered in the field include dust 
and dirt which affect the smooth travel of the quan-
tum sensor. This has been remedied by protecting 
the holes (see Appendix II) with a glass sheet. In 
very dense canopy, it causes considerable distur-
bance to the canopy structure. Therefore in the 
agroforestry experiment a permanent placement 
using tube solarimeters was preferred. With tube 
solarimeters. it is possible to obtain hourly values 
of radiation interceptioIl for short-term analysis of 
transpiration measured using a porometer (Mar-
shall and Willey 1983). 
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Temperature 
In both experiments, copper-constantan thermo-
couples directly connected to the cold junction 
compensation unit of the data logger were used to 
measure temperature. The thermocouple cable 
from the logger to the site of measurement is thick 
and rugged (PR-T-24 Omega type) but the cable to 
leaf thermocouple should be thin and light (76P /50 
type, Comark). For leaf or canopy temperature 
measurement, the soldered junction of the thermo-
couple is pressed on the underside of the leaf and 
held together by a plastic paper dip. Experiments 
in gluing thermocouples to the underside of the leaf 
have proved unsuccessful because of rain and 
wind. It is advisable to protect soil thermocouples 
with a teflon or plastic sheath and then seal with 
'araldite' or other heavy-duty glue to prevent 'leak-
age' during rainy periods. We chose copper-
constantan thermocouples for measuring tempera-
ture because the sensor unit is small, its response 
time is short, and defective units are inexpensive 
and readily available. It is important to remember 
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crop was grown on an Alfisol. rain)' season 1985. M 
indicates pearl millel and G groundnut rows. 
tionship between electro-motive force (EMF) (milli-
volts) and temperature. A quadratic equation (6th 
polynormial in a Campbell Scientific logger) is 
more appropriate. Canopy temperature has been 
monitored by other groups at ICRISA T with an 
infrared thermometer having short response time 
« I s) and a resolution of 0.1 0 C (Teletemp AG-42). 
Humidity 
Atmospheric humidity is usually monitored by a 
ventilated psychrometer unit that measures both 
wet and dry bulb temperatures. A miniature psychro-
meter unit is available for intermittent use (Delta 
T). it can hold enough water to last five days of 
continuous operation in a temperate environment. 
In the semi-arid tropics, however, the fan does not 
last for more than one month and the water reser-
voir has to be filled daily. A prototype unit devel-
oped by R. A. Saffell and R. Mathews (University 
of Nottingham) performed satisfactorily in the 
semi-arid tropics (Appendix II). The prototype 
consists of a robust fan motor that can operate for 
over 10 mo and a large reservoir that can be con-
tinuously used for 5-7 days. This design has been 
successfully employed in both experiments . 
Duration of Leaf Wetness 
The duration of leaf wetness is an important con-
sideration in the study of the spread of fungal and 
bacterial pathogens in crop canopies. It is also 
perhaps one of the most difficult environmental 
factors to quantify accurately because the wetting 
and drying of leaf surfaces are largely determined 
by the surface properties, the angle, size, and shape 
of the leaves. In the absence of a satisfactory com-
mercial sensor to monitor the duration of leaf wet-
ness of the actual leaf, we have used a leaf wetness 
sensing grid (Campbell Scientific), consisting of a 
printed circuit board with interlacing strips of 
gold plated copper. The decrease in the resistance 
between two strips produced by water condensa-
tion on the surface was measured in terms of vol-
tage by giving an excitation of five volts to the 
sensing grid half bridge. However, the rate of wet-
ting and drying of the plate is not an accurate 
reflection of the actual drying of the crop canopy. 
It serves as an indicator of the incidence of rain and 
the duration of wetness on an inert surface. The 
metal framework method described by Weiss and 
Hagen (J983) is more satisfactory as the grid is 
placed over the actual leaf. But the performance of 
this grid in the field has to be assessed before it can 
be recommended for general use. 
Windspeed 
The cup anemometers used in both the experi-
ments have a starting speed of about 0.5 m S-I, can 
record wind speeds of up to 60 m S-I, and can mea-
sure the mean horizontal flow of wind. In our 
environment, the highest windspeed above the 
crop rarely exceeded 6 m 8- 1• Overrun and finite 
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starting thresholds are the major sources of error 
with these anemometers. Maximum errors may 
reach +20% in some conditions while average error 
is probably about +6% (Woodward and Sheehy 
]983). We have not observed any mechanical prob-
lem with the Met-one anemometers during a 
period of two years of continuous use. 
Data Loggers 
In both experiments, a data logger was needed 
because of the large number of sensors and chan-
nels req uired (110 in the agrof ores try, and 72 in the 
intercrop experiment). Three multiplexes were 
used to increase the number of channels from 16 to 
110 in the Campbell CR 21 X data logger. The total 
cost for the CR 21 X and the three multipliers was 
$4000 while the CR 7 cost $8000. The output was 
stored on cassette tapes and then unloaded onto 
the main frame computer twice weekly. 
The new series of Campbell Scientific data 
loggers are superior to the CR5 which is unreliable 
and does not allow direct readout of the measure-
ment being recorded. Furthermore. the program-
ming of the new data loggers is relatively simple 
and foolproof. 
A new generation of data loggers ideally suited 
for use in remote locations is now in the market. 
They have fewer channels, thus require less power, 
and can operate for 6-12 mo at a stretch. The Ll 
1000 Datalogger by Ll-COR has 8 channels with a 
variety of software, e.g., various integrating modes. 
maximum and minimum. running average, etc .. 
and costs $800. A similar data logger called CR I O. 
manufactured by Campbell Scientific, will soon be 
available. Delta-T also markets a data logger with 
30 channels. It can be equipped with 30 additional 
channels (at a cost of$1650). A common feature of 
these small data loggers is the package of "menu-
driven" software and the direct readout facility 
that allows persons without a good understanding 
of electronics to use them properly. 
Interpretation of Data 
In a review of physical measurements in crop phy-
siology, Monteith et al. (1981) wrote that "progress 
in experimental science is limited not only by the 
availability of reliable instruments but, at the end 
of the day, by the observer's skill in extracting 
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general conclusions from a specific set of mea-
surements." The quality and usefulness of the mea-
surements does not simply depend upon the choice 
of hardware, but more importantly, on a well-
defined question or hypothesis of the subject to be 
investigated. A major temptation is to collect more 
information than can be usefully analyzed. to 
select only a few days' good data to illustrate some 
relationships. and to ignore the rest of the mea-
surements. 
In the two experiments described above. we 
sought to relate weekly changes in the microenvi-
ronment to the response of the crop. therefore 
plants were harvested every week. In the intercrop 
experiment. the popUlation of fungal spores (ure-
diniospores) and the proportion of germinating 
spores were monitored continuously. Laboratory 
studies conducted on the general response of the 
urediniospores to temperature. humidity. and light 
(Subrahmanyam et ai., ICRISAT, personal com-
munication) have facilitated meaningful interpre-
tation of their progress in the field. Similarly, the 
response of pearl millet or ground nut to the modi-
fication in the microenvironment could be inter-
preted from studies of the response of each crop in 
controlled environments where only one factor has 
been allowed to vary diurnally (e.g., Ong and Mon-
teith 1985, for response of pearl millet to light and 
temperature; Leong and Ong 1983, and Ong et al. 
1985. for the response of ground nut to temperature 
and to saturation deficit). Crop responses to their 
real microenvironment could not be realistically 
explained without such detailed information. 
Conclusion 
As reliable instruments for the characterization of 
the microenvironment become more accessible, 
the temptation to collect more data will become 
difficult to resist. At present. there is a shortage of 
data on the environment in the tropics. but as 
technical difficulties encountereri in the field sub-
side. the situation will undoubtedly improve. For 
example. since the introduction of tube solari-
meters at ICRISA T in 1978. radiation measure-
ment in agronomic experiments has become almost 
a routine. However, the characterization of the 
microenvironment is unlikely to contribute much 
to our understanding of crop performance in the 
tropics unless it is combined with a closer integra-
tion of the physical and biological desciplines, i.e., 
formation of interdisciplinary groups. 
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Flange to mount fan 
Expanded polystyrene covered with aluminum foil 




Wind speed of fan motor = 2,2 m s I 15 l'm 
Appendix I. Details of aspirated psychrometer for continuous measurement of wet and dr~ bulb tempera-
tures (after R.A. Saffell). 
Signal to 
polycordef 
0 0 to 0 0 rU'i 
Quantum ~cnsor 
Total length or (Une = 1.2111 
0 
Appendix II. Details of prototype quantum sensor (after R.S. Safell and R. Mathews). 
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Soil Conservation and Water Resource Management 
in the Guinea and Sudanian Savanna Zones of Ghana 
L. Sipkens and P.M. Nabila1 
Abstract 
Factors affecting soil erosion, conservation, and research as well as the water resource potential 
in the Guinea and Sudanian savanna of Ghana are reviewed. They include topography, soil 
type, vegetation, rainfall patterns, cropping techniques, and livestock management. The grad· 
ual change from subsistence to cash cropping has led to soil degradation. Soil conservation 
efforts in the area began long ago through bench terracing using stones collected from the farms. 
In the 1950s, land planning areas were introduced. Their partial failure is discussed. On·farm 
and on-station research is conducted on suitable cropping systems with a high proportion of 
legumes. In northern Ghana, 95 medium-scale irrigation schemes have been identified but only 
3 have been constructed. Currently, the water resource utilization activities are centered around 
the small dams, the medium-.flcale irrigation projects, and the valley bottoms for rainfed rice 
farming. 
Resume 
Conservation des sols et gestion des ressources en eau dans la zone soudano-guineenne du 
Ghana: On donne un aper9u de 1 erosion du sol, de la conservation de l'eau et des recherches 
effectuees sur Ie potentiel des ressources hydriques dans la zone de sa vane soudano-guineenne 
du Ghana. Les auteurs decrivent la topographie, les types de sols, la vegetation, la repartition 
des pluies et les systemes de culture et delevage. Le passage progressif d'une agriculture de 
subsistance a une agriculture de marche a entraine une degradation des sols. Dans cette region, 
on s 'efforce depuis longtemps d 'enrayer cette degradation et d 'adopter des mesures de conserva-
tion du sol telles que la culture en terrasses avec construction de murets en utilisant des pierres 
ramassees dans les fermes. Pendant les annees 50, on a envisage de mettre en oeuvre des plans 
d'amenagement foncier don! on analyse brievement les raisons dechec partie}. En station et 
chez Ie paysan, les recherches portent notamment sur l1dentification de systemes de culture 
adaptes comportant une forte proportion de legumineuses. Au Ghana septentrional, 3 des 95 
projets d'irrigation de moyenne importance identifies ont ete mis en place. Actuellement, les 
foyers d'activite centres sur l'utilisation de l'eau se regroupent pres des petits barrages, des 
projets d'irrigation de moyenne importance et dans les bas-fonds des vallees occupes par des 
cultures de riz pluvial. 
I. Agronomists. Nyankpala Agricultural Experiment Station. Ghana. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahel ian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 -·11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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Introduction 
The northern Guinea and Sudan savanna zones of 
Ghana have been considered favorable for agricul-
ture because of their vegetation. But now the deser-
tification process has converted them into zones 
interestingly referred to as 'Sahel in the making', a 
situation that must be studied and controlled. 
The Nyankpala Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion (NAES), located 16 km west of Tamale 
(approximately 9°N and lOW), at an altitude of 
200m, was established to study crop and soil· 
improvement in the northern administrative region 
of Ghana, which more or less coincides geographi-
cally with the northern Guinea lone and Sudan 
savanna lone. 
Soil Erosion 
Brammer (1962) wrote that soil erosion was not yet 
a serious problem except in very densely populated 
and intensively cropped areas around major towns 
in northern Ghana, i.e., the northern and upper 
regions. An F AO team (1967) concluded that 'a 
slow but steady erosion occurs almost everywhere '. 
This is also shown in a recent report by Serno and 
van de Weg (1985) that refers to a 1949 soil survey 
ofNAES in which soil depths are said to be much 
greater than what are now observed. 
A distinction must be made between soil degra-
dation, where soil particles move vertically down 
the profile, and soil erosion, where soil particles 
move laterally and are entirely lost. Soil degrada-
tion is more widespread than soil erosion in north-
ern Ghana. Soil erosion by wind occurs in the dry 
season after burning, but Brammer (1962) calls it 
'more conspicuous than significant'. 
Water is also a cause of soil erosion as we see 
below. 
• Sheet erosion occurs when water runoff over 
the whole ground surface gradually removes the 
topsoil of vast areas. This is the most wide-
spread and important form of erosion because 
most of the land in northern Ghana is gently 
sloping. 
• In gully erosion, runoff becomes concentrated 
in channels, as can be observed along farm 
paths. roads, dam spillways, and in areas where 
poor plowing practices have been used. 
• Soil-particle erosion affects gravelly soils that 
have become very unstable due to intensive 
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mechanical tillage, as near Kumasi, where water 
washed out the finest soil particles leaving a 
surface layer of gravel. It is also apparent in 
many farms around Bawku, where continous 
use of animal traction has left a surface gravel 
layer 2-3 cm thick. 
Topography 
Throughout the Volta basin, the main rivers drain 
into the Volta lake, which is surrounded by 
escarpments and hills. The Volta basin itself has a 
rolling landform at an altitude of 140-170 m, with 
slopes of 0-2% and scattered peneplains. The rivers 
slowly meander through seasonally flooded valleys 
of varying widths. The hilly areas to the west, 
north, and east of the basin have steeper slopes of 
about 3%, and occasionally as much as 7%, with 
hills as high as 500 m. The highest points are the 
escarpments which on the outside reach 500-700 m, 
and on the inside gradually descend to the Volta 
basin. 
Soil Types 
Soils in the Volta basin are derived from sandstone 
and shale and can roughly be divided into alluvial 
soils in the valleys, and infertile upland soils. Soils 
in the hilly areas are derived from Birrimian schists 
and gneisses with basic or granitic intrusions. 
Poorly drained sandy and silty soils with hard pans 
cover large areas of the northern region. They are 
unfit for agricultural development (F AO 1967), 
but are sometimes cropped with cassava, late 
millet, bambara groundnut, or groundnuts. Upland 
soils derived from metamorphosed and sedimen-
tary rocks are prone to erosion. A suitable system 
for classification of the savanna soils of northern 
Ghana is not yet available, although an attempt 
(Serno and van de Weg 1985) has been made to 
translate the Ghana classification into the modern 
classification (FAO 1967) based on drainage classes 
and soil depths. 
Vegetation 
The natural vegetation cover of northern Ghana is 
composed of a fire proclimax tree savanna with 
species changing from the northern to the upper 
regions. In farming areas, vegetation varies from 
continuous arable cropping to land rotation with 
bush or grass fallow. Characteristic trees in the 
northern region are Parkia spp, (dawadawa), 
Butyrospermum parkii (sheanut), Bombax spp, 
(kapok), and fruit trees like Mangifera indica 
(mango), Diospyrum mespiliformis (ebony fruits), 
and Tamarix indica (tamarind). These trees are 
grown in an orchard pattern with food crops 
underneath even in densely cropped areas of the 
northern region. In the upper east region, Adanso-
nia digitata (baobab), Acacia albida, and Azadi· 
rachta indica (neem) grow near homes but not on 
farms. 
Rainfall Pattern 
Northern Ghana is in the semi-arid tropics and has 
a dry season of over five months and a rainy season 
characterized by scattered rainstorms in March 
and April, variable dry spells in May, June, and 
July, high rainfall in August, September, until 
October, when they stop abruptly. Rainfall regimes 
of the upper east region (Manga), the center of the 
Volta Basin (Nyankpala), and of a higher rainfall 
area in the northern region (Damongo) are given in 
Figure 1. 
Agriculture 
The geology of northern Ghana and the length of 
the dry season have largely determined the popula-
tion distribution pattern. Although the upper east 
region has a longer and more severe dry season, it is 
much more densely populated because of the pos-
sibility to dig wells that continue to yield drinking 
water even in the dry season, and because the soils 
are of higher inherent fertility. Small dams to store 
surface water at relatively low cost were built and 
parts of the northern region that used to be inha-
bited only by wildlife and a few hunters are now 
gradually being occupied by migrating farmers. 
The development of a fairly dense network of vil-
lage roads has recently opened up areas for market 
cropping, e.g., yams around Tamale. 
In the northern region, maize, sorghum, late 
millet, rice, yams, cassava, ground nut, cowpea, 
and pigeonpea are grown in a variety of intercrop-
ping systems. Cotton which 'disappeared' in the 
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Figure 1. Average monthly rainfall in northern 
Ghana. 
come back. The only export crop now is the shea 
nut from semi-wild trees. 
In the upper regions, crops include sorghum, 
early and late millet, rice, some maize, groundnut, 
bambara groundnut, and cowpeas which, except 
for sorghum and millet, are usually grown as sole 
crops. Vegetables, especially tomatoes and onions, 
are important cash crops in the dry season for 
farmers who operate around the small irrigation 
dams in the upper east region. 
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Traditionally, the 'household head' of the com-
pound family determines which crops to grow. In 
the upper east region, a large proportion of the 
early-millet crop is grown on the compound farms, 
whereas in the northern region maize and tobacco 
(the cash crops) are grown. The gradual change 
from subsistence farming to market-oriented farm-
ing has led to four new types of commercial 
farming; 
1. Young, wage-earning farmers in the south grow 
market crops like ground nut and rice in the 
flooded valleys. 
2. Women on the subsistence farms earn cash 
from small okra and pepper gardens in the rainy 
season and from trees in the northern region. 
The orchard / food crop system produces sale-
able fruits, shea nut, dawadawa, firewood, and 
charcoal. Firewood is still collected from fallow 
regrowth, but is becoming scarce around the 
population centers. 
3. City-based entrepreneurs practice mechanized 
rainfed rice farming in the larger valleys and 
mechanized maize farming on the highlands. 
They also occupy large tracts of land in the 
medium-scale irrigation schemes of Tono, Vea, 
and Bontanga. When certain types of weeds, 
e.g., Rotboellia exaltata in rice and Striga spp 
in maize become too difficult to control, and 
lands become less productive even with fertiliz-
ers, they move on to other fertile land. 
4. Traditional yam farming areas are being ex-
panded in the southeast and west of the north-
ern region. Vast areas have been cleared for 
cultivation, and in Accra, yam marketing facili-
ties have been improved. 
Livestock and Bush Fires 
The northern region does not seem to suffer from 
overgrazing. It is, however, impoverished by yearly 
bush fires. 'The harm done is out of all proportion 
to the benefits gained' (FAO 1967). People burn 
bushes for short-term benefits such as hunting, 
regrowth of grasses for livestock after burning and 
after the first rains, and pest control. 
The densely populated upper east region has 
highly stocked areas where all crop residues are 
collected and fed to the animals during the dry 




The most ancient soil conservation system in the 
upper regions is bench terraces on steep slopes. 
Stones from the fields are placed to form banks 
which more or less follow the contour. 
In the intensively cropped areas of the upper 
east region, six land-planning areas were estab-
lished in the 1950s. They represented an early mul-
tidisciplinary approach by the Goverment to reverse 
soil degradation and to stop soil erosion. Each land 
planning area was divided into fenced areas for 
grazing, forest plantations to protect watersheds 
and to supply firewood, and arable land. Cropping 
systems were intensified with fertilizer application, 
bullock plowing, and application of kraal manure. 
Contour bunds were created on arable land with 
heavy machinery. Dams were constructed to con-
trol gully erosion and to provide drinking water, 
fishing areas, and simple valley bottom irrigation 
(Brammer 1962). In these land-planning areas 
today, the forest reserves still exist but they are 
farmed and heavily exploited for firewood. Bul-
lock plowing and application of manure from the 
kraals are generally practiced, but fertilizer has 
been scarce since a long time. The cropping area 
has been vastly increased at the expense of the 
grazing area and the dams are silting up. The 
North-East Savanna Research project supported 
by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) has started socioeconomic 
research to determine why people so staunchly 
rejected the land-planning approach. 
Research 
Part of the N AES mandate is to develop cropping 
systems for the upper and northern regions that 
ensure stable and high yields while maintaining or 
increasing soil productivity. Implicitly, this involves 
soil conservation. High yields may reduce the need 
to shorten the fallow periods and to farm unsuit-
able land. Research is being conducted on crop 
improvement, soil fertility, agronomy, and eco-
nomics. Trials and on-farm testing have led to the 
recommendation of higher-yielding varieties of 
sorghum (Naga White, Loc 29), groundnut (Fmix, 
Chinese, Manipintar), maize (Dobidi, Safita 2), 
cowpea (TVx series, Valenga), rice (Gr 19, Gr 20, 
Gr 21), and pigeonpea (ICPL 270). More efficient 
ways of utilizing fertilizer are also being deter-
mined. Nitrogen-fixation studies are leading to 
inclusion of other legumes in the cropping system. 
The main focus of agronomy research is on 
developing cropping systems with a high propor-
tion of legumes. Very good results have been 
obtained for upland crops in crop rotations using P 
and K fertilizers, chisel plowing, and mechanical 
plowing of groundnut residues (NAES 1986). This 
should appeal to commercial entrepreneurs who 
currently practice" sole cropping till the land is 
exhausted. Subsistence farmers are very reluctant 
to consider crop rotation as a method to ensure 
yields (Sipkens and Diehl 1986). Alley cropping 
with pigeonpea on upland soils has been tested 
on-farm and on-station (N AES 1986), and shows 
promise in the higher rainfall areas of the northern 
region, Double cropping of cowpeas or mung 
before rice in the flooded valleys (N A ES 1986, pp. 
145 158), double or intercropping of cowpea and 
maize (NAES 1986,pp.160-167),andreiaycrop-
ping of maize or ground nut with pigeon pea also 
appear promising. 
Water Resources 
The tributaries of the Volta River constitute the 
main water resources in the area and can be used 
for power, domestic consumption, and agriculture. 
To benefit from their high potential in semi-arid 
northern Ghana, the postindependence Govern-
ment of Ghana sought the assistance of FAO to 
identify possible small- and medium-scale schemes 
for development; 95 were identified with irrigable 
lands with an area ranging between 240 and 4400 
ha each. The majority were meant to be earth 
structures across tributaries of the main Volta 
River that drain the whole region (F AO 1967). The 
rest were diversions from the main Volta lake, 
to be pumped to suitable elevations and subse-
quently used to irrigate appropriate fields. A total 
of 104000 ha were to be brought under irrigation. 
The Nippon Koei Ltd. Co. of Japan, and then 
F AO proposed to construct a huge dam to irrigate 
95 200 ha, and to generate hydroelectric power at 
Pwalugu for the northern and upper regions 
(NORRIP 1981). In addition, the FAO team 
recommended the construction of numerous small 
dams and dug-outs to meet small-scale irrigation 
and domestic water needs in more densely popu-
lated areas. About 100 dams were constructed in 
the upper east region. In the Bawku area, 63 dams 
were constructed, of which only 28 are currently 
functional. 
Considering the rainfall pattern of northern 
Ghana (Fig. J), water resources are needed for the 
long dry season and to cultivate rice in valleys and 
depressions. The flourishing dry-season vegetable 
gardening industry around some dams in the upper 
east region is an indication of the possible impor-
tance of irrigated farming in northern Ghana. 
Further, fishing in the dams and lakes, and fish 
farming could both become important industries. 
Unfortunately, mainly due to lack of funds, and 
to some extent, due to political unrest, many water 
resource projects have not materialized. Recently, 
the Ministry of Agriculture created the Irrigation 
Development Authority to administer medium-
and small-scale irrigation projects. In the few pla-
ces where projects have been initiated, e.g., small 
dams in the Bawku Area, medium-scale schemes at 
Tono, Vea, and Bontanga, and rainfed rice cultiva-
tion in valley bottoms, management problems 
have impeded progress. 
Small Dams and Dug-Outs 
The government has built some smali dams and 
developed irrigated areas in some cases without 
involving the local inhabitants. The dams that are 
functioning are used for small-scale irrigation. 
Land holdings are very small, on an average, 0.] 
ha per farmer at Binaba, Kamaga, Binari, and 
Bugri. Crop husbandry is very intensive, and yields 
are very high. At Binaba, two paddy crops are 
harvested before the dry-season gardening. Paddy 
yields of up to 8000 kg ha-1 have been recorded. 
At the deserted dam sites, where local inhabit-
ants see no reason to maintain the dams, they farm 
the catchment area and pilfer spillway slabs and 
fencing material; the dams silt up, the dam walls 
gradually erode, and stray animals destroy the 
crops. Little effort has been made to organize fish 
farming. 
The Medium-Sized Schemes 
Out of the 95 schemes recommended by F AO, only 
the three at Tono, Vea, and Bontanga, have been 
completed. Tono has 2490 ha and Vea has 850 ha 
of irrigable land. The Irrigation Company of the 
Upper Region (ICOUR) was established in 1984 by 
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the Ghana government to promote the production 
of food crops by small-scale farmers within organ-
ized irrigation schemes. The Tono and Vea pro-
jects together cater to 6000 small farmers in the 
area. Plot size per farmer varies from 0.2 to 0.6 ha. 
Paddy rice, tomatoes, onions, millet, maize. sor-
ghum, and ground nut are grown during the rainy 
season on the upland area. Estimated rice yields 
are 1740-3760 kg ha- l in the rainy season and 
around 4700 kg ha- l in the dry season. To reach the 
production potential of these projects, certain 
lands are allocated to temporary users, e.g., the 
ICOUR farm, Government organizations, and 
private commercial farmers. Furrow irrigation is 
practised in the upland area and basin flooding in 
the lowlands. 
In a medium-sized fish pond development 
scheme, ICOUR supplies Tilapia fingerlings, tech-
nical support, nets, and other inputs for the fish 
farmers who rent and operate project fish ponds at 
Tono (4.8 ha) and at Vea (3.2 ha). 
A community forestry program for firewood, 
fruits, timber, and livestock fodder has been ini-
tiated to utilize lands unsuitable for cultivation. 
At the Bontanga project, a dam has been con-
structed. An estimated 420 ha are irrigable; an 
additional 200 ha are yet to be developed. Land 
allocation has started and the first crops have been 
planted. 
Valleys for Rainfed Rice Farming 
Huge areas (160000-240000 ha) of valleys, naturaJ 
depressions, and relatively flat river basins with 
heavy textured hyd romorphic soils and seasonal 
flooding along the Volta River are left uncultivated 
because farmers lack the required technology. 
From the early 1970s, commercial farmers from 
Tamale began to utilize these fields for medium-
scale mechanized paddy cultivation, including com-
bine-harvesting. Small-scale paddy cultivation by 
young village farmers who sell their harvest ~n 
nearby towns has become important in the past 15 
years. 
Current Practices 
and Future Research Needs 
The discussions so far confirm the huge potential 
for irrigation farming and other forms of water 
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management in the Guinea and Sudan savanna of 
Ghana. In the authors' opinion some ofthe factors 
that militate against achieving this potential include 
the following issues: 
• The Government alone cannot finance projects. 
Participation by international aid and financ-
ing organizations is needed to achieve the water 
resource potential of northern Ghana. 
• Many small dams are not well maintained. 
Future projects should be planned to involve 
the local people from the beginning. They could 
bear part of the construction costs, and could be 
trained in dam maintenance techniques. On the 
other hand some small dams nearby are in 
excellent condition and are being well used. The 
reason for this difference in attitude should be 
studied. 
• The question of land tenure must be solved 
before any irrigation project can be successfully 
implemented. The traditional land tenure sys-
tem empowers the local chief to distribute 
lands, and the resulting personal attachment 
makes it difficult to reallocate lands for project 
development (Konings 198 J). 
• On the lowlands, great potential exists for 
optimizing the use of naturally available water. 
Small investments in land leveling and building 
of low dikes and bunds would greatly facilitate 
more efficient use of water and would substan-
tially alleviate weed control problems (Cody 
1981). 
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Research Needs and Priorities for Rainfed Agriculture 
in Western Sudan 
B.A. Ibrahim and G .M. Madibo1 
Abstract 
A fundamental constraint to agriculture and livestock production for the traditional producers 
in western Sudan is an inefficient, and at times inappropriate, use of their resource base. 
Insufficient water availability, unreliable rainfall, poor genetic stock, low soil fertility, ineffi-
cient agronomic practices, crop pests and diseases, and inadequate infrastructure were singled 
out as the most important production-limiting constraints. Research priorities for the region as 
well as aspects for future development are discussed. The two most crucial measures suggested 
were the development of drought-resistant varieties and the improvement of soil/water man-
agement and conservation practices. 
Resume 
Besoins et priorites de la recherche pour I'agriculture pluviale dans les zones semi·arides du 
Soudan occidental: L 'utilisation inefficace et padois inappropriee des ressources dont dispo. 
sent 1es producteurs traditionne1s du Soudan occidental est 1'une des contraintes fondamentales 
de leurs sys temes de production anima1e et vegela1e. Parmi d 'autres facteurs Jimitant 1a produc· 
lion. 1es auteurs ont re1eve I 'insuffisance des quantites d 'eau disponib1e, 1 'irregu1arite des p1uies, 
1a mediocrile du materiel genetique, les pratiques agronomiques deticientes, la faib1e fertilite des 
sols, J'existence des ravageurs et des maladies des cultures et, enfin, l'absence d'une infrastruc-
ture appropriee. La mise llU point de varietes resistantes il1a secheresse et 1 'amelioration des 
techniques d'amenagement des sols et de conservation de l'eau sont apparues comme etant les 
deux methodes essentiel1es pour remedier a 1a situation. 
Introduction 
Sudan, the largest country in Africa, covers an area 
of over 2.5 million km2• Its climate is tropical con-
tinental with a marked rainfall transition from 
north to south. The south has a moist climate, with 
rainfall decreasing to less than 800 mm in the cen-
ter, to a mere 75-250 mm in the desertic north. The 
air temperature in the north exceeds 50°C in July. 
Of Sudan's estimated 35 million ha of arable land, 
less than 30% is cultivated. Of this, 1.68 million ha 
are irrigated, 2.31 million ha are under rainfed 
mechanized farms, and 6.72 million ha are under 
traditional rainfed agriculture (Nelson 1982), which 
is defined as agriculture with low inputs, largely 
hand or animal labor, and low mechanization. 
Agriculture accounted for 45% of the gross domes-
tic product, and contributed over 90% of the total 
export in 1978 (EPL 1979). Over 80% of the popu-
lation derive their living from land (Stuken 1963), 
I. Western Sudan Agriculture Research Project, EI Obeid, Sudan. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 -II Jan 1987. lCRISAT Sahelian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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In Sudan, as in most African countries, crop and 
livestock production interact to make a complex 
agricultural system, requiring an integrated multi-
disciplinary approach to agricultural development 
(McCown et al. 1979). The Western Sudan Agri-
cultural Research Project (WSARP, 1987 and 
1983) has adopted this approach emphasizing 
farming systems, farmers, and their farms rather 
than a single crop. 
WSARP operates in the Darfur and Kordofan 
regions (35% of Sudan's land area), known for gum 
arabic (Acacia senegal) production. Pearl millet 
(Pennisetum americanum) and sorghum (Sorghum 
bicolor) are the main staple food crops. Cash crops 
include sesame (Sesamum indicum), groundnuts 
(Arachis hypogaea), cotton (Gossypium spp.), 
roselle (Hibiscus sabdariffa) , and watermelon 
(Citrullus vulgaris). 
The main soil types of the region are the Goz 
sands (sandy, mixed, isohyperthemic, typic quart-
zipsamments) that are very low in nitrogen, phos-
phorus, and organic matter, and the clay and 
clayey sand soils (Y ermosols) locally known as 
"Gardud". This last soil type is difficult to cultivate 
with traditional tools because of compaction. Its 
chemical and physical characteristics are little 
understood. This is a major constraint to produc-
tivity and maintaining fertility status. 
Problems and Constraints to Crop 
and Livestock Production 
Western Sudan produces a significant part of the 
total national crop and livestock production (Table 
I). There are, however, serious problems and con-
straints that limit optimum production, such as: 
1. Water scarcity. Insufficient water is the most 
serious constraint to agricultural production, 
especially in North Kordofan where rainfall is 
erratic. 
2. Poor genetic itock. Lack of high-yielding 
adapted varieties of crops is an important con-
straint. Local varieties are generally late matur-
ing. low yielding, and are not drought tolerant 
or disease resistant. 
3. Low soil fertility. Goz soils are easy to cultivate 
and much of the traditional production activi-
ties are on these soils. However, decades of 
cultivation without soil amendments (fertiliz-
ers, manures, etc.), and without crop rotation 
has depleted the soil. Removal of natural vege-
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Table 1. Western Sudan's contribution to national agri-























Source: Department of statistics and agricultunll economics. 
Ministry of agriculture and irrigation, 1975··76, 1979-80, Khar-
toum, Sudan. 
tation, overgrazing, range burning, and cutting 
of trees for fuel and construction have acceler-
ated erosion of these unstable soils. 
4. Poor cultural practices. In most cases, the cul-
tural practices followed by farmers are not 
optimum. Research is needed on optimal plant 
density, spacing and cultivation, and on inter-
cropping techniques. 
5. Losses due to pests and diseases. Heavy losses 
occur due to pests and diseases like striga 
(Striga hermonthica), naffasha (Raghuva albi-
puneteJla), stem borers (Aeigona spp. Chilo 
parteJlus, Sesamia creriea). and stored grain 
insects, such as Callosobruehus maeulateus. 
Few farmers use proper control measures. 
6. Transport difficulties and inadequate infras-
tructure. Lack of transportation in western 
Sudan limits the availability of agricultural 
inputs. basic services to the farmers, and access 
to markets. Problems with storage facilities. 
credit. and financing, marketing schemes. and 
other socioeconomic issues hamper agricultural 
development in the region. 
Research Activities and Needs 
A few attempts, some by international organiza-
tions like ICRISAT and International Institute of 
Tropical Agriculture (lIT A) in collaboration with 
the agricultural research stations. have been made 
to conduct agricultural research in western Sudan. 
Much of the research has been focused on cotton 
breeding (Kadugli station) and varietal trials for 
crops like sorghum, cowpea, and sesame. Gum 
arabic research (EI Obeid station) has focused on 
propagation and gum production of Acacia sene-
gal and other acacia species. WSARP has identi-
fied the following research needs of the region: 
• livestock production in the arid fringe of the 
desert; 
• livestock production interspersed with crop 
production in the southern, semi-arid parts of 
the project area; 
• integrated crop-livestock production on stabil-
ized sands; 
• integrated crop-livestock production on sandy 
clay soils; 
• integrated crop-livestock production on Ver-
tisols; and 
• proper water and land-use management. 
Research Priorities 
The following agricultural research topics are 
emphasized for future development in the Kordo-
fan region. However, they may be applicable 
throughout western Sudan. 
I. Varietal improvement through breeding and 
selection. Recurrent drought and erratic rain-
fall make it urgent to develop crop varieties that 
are early maturing, drought tolerant, high yield-
ing, and resistant to pests and diseases. 
2. Improvement of cultural practices. Very little is 
known about appropriate cultural practices like 
plant population, seedbed preparation, fertil-
izer application, weeding, intercropping, and 
crop sequence. 
3. Soil and water management and conservation. 
High priority needs to be given to research on 
mulching and residue management. tillage, seed 
planting, runoff harvesting through contour 
bunds and terraces, and wind erosion control 
through the establishment of windbreaks. 
4. Crop production. Suitable methods must be 
found to control prevailing pests and diseases. 
However emphasis should be on yarietal resis-
tance testing and improved cultural practices in 
the region rather than on expensive chemical 
control. 
5. Improvement of range and livestock produc-
tion. Research on improvement of indigenous 
livestock species, proper use of crop residue and 
forages as animal feed, especially during the dry 
season, are priority areas. 
6. Agroforestry research. Research must be con-
ducted on integrating Acacia senegal (gum 
arabic) with agricultural crops. Supporting top-
ics like selection of high-yielding trees and 
nursery management are also important. 
7. Socioeconomic aspects that affect agricultural 
production. Three traditional production sys-
tems-nomadic, transhumant and sedentary-
prevail in the region. Little is known about their 
dynamics and interaction. 
Conclusions 
In a crop !livestock production system, a change in 
one component may affect the other components. 
Therefore research in western Sudan should use a 
mUltidisciplinary production systems approach in 
which all the components are given due considera-
tion in the research plans. 
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Soil Fertility Management of the Pearl Millet-Producing Sandy 
Soils of Sahelian West Africa: The Niger Experience 
A. Bationo, C.B. Christianson, and U. Mokwunye1 
Abstract 
Most of the information in this paper is the result of field trials conducted in Niger on the 
sources, management, fate, and efficiency of phosphorus and nitrogen fertilizers. Indigenous 
phosphate rock and partially acidulated phosphate rock can provide inexpensive alternatives to 
imported fertilizers. Because the sandy soils of the area have a low capacity to absorb phospho-
rus, management practices are being developed to maximize the good residual response to 
phosphorus. Moisture has proven important in the response of pearl millet to nitrogen fertiliz-
ers. Recent trials indicate that a combination of the appropriate nitrogen source (Jess volatile) 
and management practices (point placement) may help reduce nitrogen losses that have been as 
high as 50%. The addition of farmyard manure and crop residues improves the chemical 
properties of the soils, and organic materials complementary to mineral fertilizers help sustain 
productivity. 
Resume 
Gestion de la fertilite des sols sablonneux il vocation du mil au Sahel en Afrique de J'Ouest-
I'experience nigerienne: La majeure partie de l'information contenue dans cet article resuJte 
d'essais au champ realises au Niger sur les sources, la gestion, retat et J'efficacite des engrais 
phosphates et azotes. us roches phosphatees naturelles et roches phosphatees p8rtiellement 
acidulees peuvent etre des solutions de rechange peu cor1teuses par rapport aux engrais imp or-
tes. us sols sablonneux de la region sont car8cterises par leur faible capacite d'absorber le 
phosphore. Developperdes modes de gestion est essentjel pour maximjser 18 reponse residuelle 
elevee aux engrais phosphates. L 'humidite 5 'est revelee importante pour 18 reponse du mil a 
l'szote. Des essais recents montrent que la combinaison de sources adequates d'szote (moins 
volatile) et de modes de gestion (placement localise) peut r6duire les pertes d'szote qui peuvent 
atteindre 50%. L 'addition de fumier et de residus de recoltes ameliore les proprietes chimiques 
des sols; la complementarisation des engrais mineraux par la matiere organique aide au 
maintien de 18 productivite. 
Introduction 
Pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R.Bro) is 
the dominant food crop in the sandy, often drought-
, ,prone areas of the semi-arid West Africa. The F AO 
estimated that, of the 27 million ha growing pearl 
millet in Africa, 56% is in West Africa (FAO 1985). 
In 1985, 22% of the pearl-millet growing area in 
I. Soil scientists IFDCjICRISAT, Niamey. Niger; IFDC Muscle Shoals, AL.. USA. 
lCRISAT Conference Paper no. CP 413. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil. Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT SaheIian 
Center, Niamey. Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324. India: lCRISAT. 
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Africa was in the Republic of Niger (FAD 1985). 
Between 1960 and 1985, land planted to pearl 
millet in Niger increased by 105%. from 1.6 million 
ha to 3.3 million ha. During the same period, pearl 
millet production increased only by 25%, from 0.8 
million t to slightly over 1.0 million t. Since yield 
declined from 480 to 300 kg ha- 1, the 25% increase 
in total production resulted primarily from an 
increase in the amount of land cropped to pearl 
millet. Yield and total production suffered from 
intermittent drought, expansion onto marginal 
lands with low crop production potential, and the 
deterioration of lands previously under cultiva-
tion. The pressure of population on available ara-
ble lands now prevents the farmer from maintain-
ing soil fertility through extended fallow. Today 
there is little doubt that poor soil fertility rather 
than lack of water is the major constraint to 
increased food production in the Sahel (Penning 
de Vries and Djiteye 1982). 
The FAD estimates that, if tropical Africa is to 
be able to feed itself by the year 2000, 51 % of any 
increase in food production must come from 
increased yield per hectare (FAO 1981). Lessons 
from other areas of the developing world suggest 
that fertilizers have a key role to play in efforts to 
increase yield in sub-Saharan Africa. Most of the 
information in this paper is the result of field trials 
conducted in different locations in Niger by scien-
tists of the International Fertilizer Development 
Center (IFDC) working with scientists of the 
International Crops Research Institute for the 
Semi-Arid Tropics (lCRISAT) on the sources, 
management, fate, and efficiency of phosphorus 
and nitrogen fertilizers. 
Characteristics 
of the Experimental Sites 
The experimental sites are characterized by light 
sandy soils with low native fertility, and extremely 
low organic matter content, exchangeable cations, 
and "available' phosphorus levels (Table]). Rain-
fall is irregular, and infiltration rates are generally 
high. Since J 982, when the first trials were estab-
lished, the mean annual rainfall recorded at Sadore 
has ranged between 260 mm (1984) and 650 mm 
(1986). Soil-moisture measurements indicated that 
moisture stress limited production only in 1984. 
On the basis of 1 % probability of a drought such as 
the one in 1984 (Sivakumar, ICRISAT, personal 
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Table 1. Some physical and chemical properties of the 
soUs at Sadore' and Gobe'ry, Niger. 
Property Sadore' Gobe'ry 
Latitude 13° l8'N l3°05'N 
Longitude 02°21'E 02°54'E 
Mean annual rainfall (mm) 560 600 
Soil texture (%) 
Coarse sand 52 50 
Fine sand 42 45 
Silt OJ 3 
pH 5.1 5.2 
Organic matter (%) 0.185 0.26 
Total nitrogen (%) 0.013 0.020 
CN ratio IO 9 
Phosphorus 
Total (~g P g-I soil) 40.8 40.2 
Bray I P (~g P g-I soil) 2.66 2.60 
Exchangeable cations (cmol(+)kg-I) 
Ca 0.30 0.60 
Mg 0.10 0.12 
K 0.05 0.05 
ECEC [cmol(+)kg- I] 0.86 1.40 
Base saturation (%) 52 55 
communication), it appears likely that the declin-
ing yields in the Sahel are a result of declining soil 
fertility. 
Nitrogen: Fertilizer Sources and Management 
Although it is generally recognized that phospho-
rus is the most limiting nutrient for food produc-
tion in the Sahel, a significant response to N is 
often obtained with pearl millet. As with any crop, 
the strength of the response of pearl millet to N can 
vary greatly, depending on the N source. the 
method and timing of its application, and the rain-
fall (Pieri 1973). In Niger as in the rest of tropical 
Africa. urea is the most widely used N source, 
though small amounts of calcium ammonium 
nitrate (CAN) are also availabJe. Although urea is 
relatively cheap to produce, and its high N content 
(46% N by weight vs 26% for CAN) results in much 
lower transportation and storage costs, in the 
Sahel it is highly susceptible to losses through vola-
tilization. (Ganry and Guiraud 1979). 
Because of the low amounts of moisture avail· 
able to the crop, wide (1 m )( 1 m) spacing is 
employed in the planting of pearl millet in Niger. 
At the beginning of this program, we adopted the 
working hypothesis that nutrients could not be 
efficiently used by the plant if they are not placed 
near it. Experiments were cond ucted in Niger 
comparing band-placed CAN or urea with point-
placed ureal to determine the effects of N source 
and management on pearl millet yield. The trials 
involved the use of 15N at the 30 kg N ha- I rate so 
that a fertilizer N balance could be conducted at 
the end of each season. This allowed the determi-
nation of fertilizer N uptake by the plant, N distri-
bution in the soil at harvest and, by subtraction, N 
loss. 
During our experiment, we found that the 
strength of the N response in terms of increased 
yield, varied greatly depending on the rainfall 
amount and distribution. In the drought year of 
1984 (260 mm total precipitation), crop growth 
was severely limited, and regardless of rate, no 
significant response to N was found. Conversely in 
1985, a year of excellent rainfall, the N response 
was very strong with yield maxima approaching 
1500 kg grain ha- 1 with 45 kg N ha- 1 as compared 
with 950 kg ha- I with no nitrogen. The distribution 
of precipitation received during the growing sea-
son is a more important factor affecting N response 
than the total annual rainfall. Although the total 
amounts received in 1983 (599 mm) and 1985 (543 
mm) were approximately equivalent, pearl millet 
yield s were higher in 1985 (1500 kg ha- 1) than in 
1983 (1100 kg ha- 1). Approximately one-third of 
the total precipitation in 1983 was received very 
late in the season. It is speculated that the late rains 
had little positive effect on yield. In 1985,293 mm 
was received during the mid-season interval of 10 
Jul to 20 Aug and proved very beneficial to the 
crop. 
Generally, no significant difference was found 
between N sources at the rate of 30 kg N ha- 1 or 
methods of application in any year. The data 
obtained in 1983 (mid-season rainfall from 10 Jul 
to 20 Aug of 153 mm) makes it evident that a strong 
response to N can be found in Niger in the presence 
of phosphorus and adequate moisture (Fig. 1). 
I. Banding refers to the placement of fertilizer in a shallow trench 
7-8 cm deep which runs parallel to and 10 cm from the plant 
row. With point placement, all the fertilizer for one plant is 
placed in a hole 10 cm from the plant at a depth of 7-8 em. In 
both methods, the fertilizer is covered with soil. 
___ 0:: UBd (Urea banded) 
0 _______ 0:: UG (Urea supergranule. 
point placed) 















o 15 30 45 
N applied (kg N ha-
'
) 
c y:: 952 + 23. 18 U Bd-O. 3624 U 8d 2 r2:: 0.66rse:: 337 
o 5':: 944 + 21.05 UGO.2065 U G2 r2::0.81 rse:: 265 
11 y::948 +21.38CANBd .. 0.2043CANBd 2 
r2 :: 0.73 rse :: 285 
Figure J. Effect of nitrogen sources, methods, and 
rates of application on pearl millet grain yield, ISC, 
Niger, rainy season 1985. 
Maximum yield for all sources and management 
techniques was found at the 30 kg N ha-1 rate of 
application where yields were increased from an 
average of 950 to 1300 kg grain ha- 1• Each kilo-
gram of fertilizer N applied by the farmer at this 
rate would therefore be expected to increase his 
pearl millet yield by almost 12 kg of grain. The fact 
that no significant difference was found in the effi-
ciency of the various fertilizers or placement 
methods indicates that the farmer probably can 
achieve equivalent efficiency with either ofthe two 
sources or application methods tested. 
Some trial data taken in 1983 illustrate the ni-
trogen balance in a pearl millet cropping system 
using 15N. It was found that N losses were very high 
and, in the case of point-placed urea, exceeded 50% 
of the nitrogen applied (Table 2). An average of 
24.6% of the applied N was taken up by the plant, 
of which 10.3% was found in the grain. Thus the 
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Table 1. Recovery of IINI In the pearl millet plant and 
I0Il at harvest. Sadon!. 1983. 
I'N recovery 
Treatment Grain PlantZ Soil Loss 
CAN split 
Urea spJit banded 







I. UN·fertilizer applied at 30 kg N ha'i. 







efficiency ofthe fertilizers used, in terms of uptake 
by pearl millet, was very poor. Although balance 
data showed that significantly higher losses of N 
occurred from point-placed urea than from urea 
that had been band applied, recovery of ISN-N by 
the plant was the same for both methods of appli-
cation. Experiments are underway to explain this 
observation. 
It is speculated that point placement may have 
had two conflicting effects on N efficiency. Labo-
ratory studies using Niger soil, showed that con-
centrating the urea by point placement can greatly 
increase the potential N losses through volatiliza-
tion as ammonia gas (Buresh 1987). Upon hydroly-
sis, concentrated urea, as found with point place-
ment, yields a high level of slowly nitrifying 
ammonium in a zone of alkaline pH (Hauck and 
Stevenson 1965). The presence of a high concentra-
tion of ammonium in the sandy soils of Sadore 
over a long period of time probably helped increase 
the volatilization losses. However, the positional 
effect of point-placed N near the plant, and there-
fore near the bulk of the root mass, allowed effi-
cient use of the remaining fertilizer N. Thus, 
although losses were higher, uptake efficiency of 
the remaining fertilizer appears to have been aug-
mented to the point of partially compensating for 
the increased losses. 
At harvest, the distribution of fertilizer N in the 
soil was determined, and most of the N left in the 
soil was found to be in the surface 0-15 cm layer 
(Fig. 2). Although the ISN distribution at greater 
depths was the same for both methods of urea 
placement, the banded treatment contained much 
more 15N in the surface 0-15 cm layer than the 
point-placed treatment (27 vs 15% recovery). This 
is possibly due to the high volatilization losses that 
occurred with point placement. The absence of 
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15N recovery in the soil (%) 













CAN split band 
USG split 
Urea split band 
Figure 2. Distribution of fertilizer N in soil at har· 
vest. JSC. Niger, rainy season 1983. (Note: Datum 
points represent the percentage of the applied N 
recovered in each respective soil layer). 
urea-N at depth further indicates that urea leach-
ing losses are limited. Because half of its N is in the 
form of nitrate, CAN is less volatile than urea. 
Nitrate is readily soluble in water and can be car-
ried deep with infiltrating water. Less banded CAN 
than urea was found in the 0~15 em layer, and 
enrichment of the ISN content at lower depths indi-
cated that some leaching of CAN had occurred. 
Because of their very sandy nature, the soils of the 
experimental site dried rapidly. a factor that would 
have limited the availability of any fertilizer N 
trapped in the dry surface layers. Since the CAN 
had moved to the lower depths where more mois-
ture was available, it would have been more readily 
available to the crop during the dry periods. Thus, 
this high solubility could help account for the 
slightly higher N uptake by the plant that occurred 
with this treatment. 
Phosphorus: FertiUzer Sources and Management 
For over 50 years, investigators have observed that 
lack of phosphorus is a major constraint to crop 
growth in semi-arid West Africa (Hauck 1966, 
Pichot and Roche 1972, Jones and Wild 1975). In 
the pearl-millet growing region of Niger, available 
P as measured by Bray J extraction hardly exceeds 
3 mg kg-I soil. These sandy soils also have a low 
capacity to absorb phosphates (Fig. 3). Results 
from several trials have shown that as little as 20 kg 
P20S ha- I can more than double the yield of pearl 
millet as compared with yield from unfertilized 
land. 
One of the objectives of the IFDC/ICRISAT 
collaborative project in Niger was to assess the 
ability of indigenous phophate rock (PR) to satisfy 
the phosphorus needs of crops such as pearl millet. 
Three phosphate rock deposits-Tahoua, Parc W 
(Tapoa), and Aschia Tinamou-are currently 
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Figure 3. Relationship between P remaining in soil 







o Phosphate rock deposits 
a Experimental site 
• Department center 
Note: Relative distances between 
locations. not to scale 
Figure 4. Phosphate rock deposits in Niger. Adapted from .\1cCleJlan and Notholt (1986). 
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Table 3. Chemical analysis of Parc-W and Tahoua 
phosphorus rock (% of total mass). 
Components Parc-W Tahoua 
Total P20~ 28.5 27.9 
Citrate-soluble P2OS• 2.6 2.5-5.0 
CaO 40.0 39.0 
Fe 3.4 2.8 
Al2O] 1.5 2.1 
Fe]OJ 1.0 10.3 
MgO 0.13 0.20 
Na20 0.13 0.15 
K20 0.13 0.12 
Cl 0.005 0.005 
Si02 23.0 11.7 
CO2 1.2 I.5 
J, Measured in neutral ammonium citrate solution. 
Table 4. Characteristics of Parc-W and Tahoua rock 
compared with other West African phosphorus rocks. 
Citrate-
Citrate- soluble 
Total soluble P2OS " 
p]OS P20~ 100 total 
Phosphate rock (%) (%) P20 S 
Parc-W (Niger) 28.5 2.6 9.0 
Tahoua (Niger) 27.9 2.5-5.0 9.0-18.0 
Kpme (Togo) 35.9 3.0 8.0 
Tilemsi (Mali) 28.6 4.2 15.0 
Kodjari (Burkina Faso) 25.3 1.9 8.0 
Matam (Senegal) 29.8 4.5 15.0 
genous ground PR can be an economical alterna-
tive to imported commercial P fertilizers. The 
chemical properties ofTahoua and Pare W PR are 
presented in Table 3, and the relative reactivities of 
these rocks as compared with other deposits in 
West Africa are presented in Table 4. In a field trial 
at Gobery where Pare Wand Tahoua PR were 
compared with commercial single superphosphate 
(SSP), the less reactive Pare W PR was 48% as 
effective agronomically as SSP while the more 
reactive Tahoua rock was 76% as effective as SSP. 
These results agree with those obtained by Truong 
et al. (1978) in their study of the agronomic effec-
tiveness of several West African phosphate rocks. 
The findings at Gobery clearly indicate that the 
agronomic effectiveness of PR is governed by the 
rock's physical, chemical, and mineralogical char-
acteristics. One method of utilizing unreactive PR 
is to increase the plant-available P by chemical 
conversion to a partially acidulated phosphate 
rock (PAPR) product. The term PAPR refers to a 
phosphate rock that has been treated with only a 
portion of the sulfuric or phosphoric acid required 
to fully convert the insoluble tricalcium phosphate 
into a water soluble form, i.e., monocalcium phos-
phate monohydrate (lFDC 1986). Thus, the term 
PAPR-50 indicates that only 50% of the acid 
required to produce a fully acidulated superphos-
phate is used to make the product. PAPR products 
may be attractive to producers because less acid is 
used, resulting in significant saving in foreign 
exchange. For example, the factory-gate cost of 
P20 5 obtained from sulfuric acid-based PAPR-50 
is estimated at about 80% of that obtained with 
SSP (IFDC 1986). 
Table 5. Chemical analyses of partially acidulated phosphate rock. 
Level of 
acidulation! Total 
Rock source (%) Type of material P20 5 
Parc-W (Niger) 25 Granular l 23.8 
Parc-W (Niger) 40 ROP~ 21.6 
Parc-W (Niger) 50 Granula~ 20.2 
Tahoua (Niger) 25 Granular4 25.0 
Tahoua (Niger) 50 Granular4 22.6 
I. Where 100% indicates the amount of H2S04 required for preparation of single superphosphate, 
2. WS = Water soluble, 
3. CS::: Soluble in neutral ammonium citrate solution. 
4. Analyses reported on minus 6- plus 14-mesh (Tyler). 
S. ROP indicates nongranular (run-of-pile), 
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Table 6. Agronomic efficiency index of millet in Sadore 
and Gobe'ry, Niger. 
P Source 





I. Source: Bationo et al. 1986. 






Sulfuric acid-based PAPR products using Pare 
W PR have been tested in several field trials in the 
pearl-millet growing region of Niger (Table 5). 
Results from 5 years of testing at Sadore and four 
years at Gobery show that Parc W PAPR-50 is as 
effective agronomically as triple superphosphate 
(TSP) (Table 6). Wider testing of sulfuric-acid 
based PAPR using Pare W PR in Niger is recom-
mended. Present results strongly ind icate that this 
less expensive product can adequately meet the P 
needs of the staple crops. 
Cost of transportation in a landlocked country 
such as Niger makes it necessary to use high-
analysis fertilizers. However, high-analysis fertil-
izers like TSP and diammonium phosphate, con-
tain little or no sulfur. The need to apply sulfur-
containing fertilizers to many soil-crop systems in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zones of West Africa has 
long been recognized. (Greenwood 1951, Bromfield 
1972). The greater response of pearl millet to SSP 
than to TSP in Sad ore in 1985 (Fig. 5) suggests 
significant crop response to sulfur after 4 years of 
continuous cropping on this soil. The higher P20 5 
content of sulfuric-acid based PAPR as compared 
with SSP, as well as the presence of sulfur in the 
product, provides added incentive to substitute 
this product for the more expensive imported 
fertilizers. 
An advantage of the low P retention capacity of 
these sandy soils is the high residual effects of P 
fertilizers even when applied at low rates (Fig. 6). 
In one of the field trials at Sadore, an attempt was 
made to take advantage of this high residual 
response to P fertilizers by adding Pare W PR at 
three times the annual fertilizer rate and cropping 
the land for 3 years without further addition of 
fertilizers (basal treatment). Although pearl millet 
yield and available P levels at the end of the: 3-year 
" .. = SSP (Single superphosphate) 













0 10 20 30 40 
Phosphorous applied (kg P20) ha- I ) 
A 
"y 320 + 18.13 TPS 
-0.0569 TPS2 r2 = 0.44 rse = 280 
"») 330 + 40.75 SSP 
-0.4890 SSP" r 2 0.46 rse = 385 
Figure 5. Effect of P sources and rates of application 
on pearl milet grain yield. ISC, Niger, rainy season 
1985. 
cycle were significantly higher where the PR was 
applied annually, substantial quantities of P were 
still present with a single basal treatment. A prelim-
inary economic analysis indicated that added net 
ret urn at the end of the cycle was the same for both 
systems of fertilization (Table 7). 
The method of P fertilizer application can signif-
icantly influence its efficiency. Most farmers in 
Niger broadcast their P fertilizers without incorpo-
rating them into the soil. Preliminary results of 
field trials are inconclusive but yields were no dif-
ferent when fertilizers were broadcast and incorpo-
rated, banded or point-placed near the pearl millet 
hill. 
Role of Crop Residues and Manures 
for Sustainable Crop Production 
Because of the poor buffering capacity of the soils 
of semi-arid West Africa, cereal yields cannot be 
maintained under continuous cultivation by using 
inorganic phosphate fertilizers alone. To maintain 




• .:::: TSP (Triple superphosphate) 
0-------0:::: SSP (Single superphosphate) 
0------0 = PAPR40 (Partially acidulated 
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-0.1324 TPS1 r2 :: 0.71 rse::: 251 
Figure 6. Effect of residual P sources and rates on 
pearl millet grain yield, Gobery, rainy season 1985. 
kept high, (Sedogo 1981, p. 199). Soil organic mat-
ter can be improved by the addition of farmyard 
manure, green manure, crop residues, and compost. 
In a trial at Sadore, the addition of 5 m ha- I of 
farmyard manure or 120 kg P20 S ha- I of Parc W 
PR in 1984 produced the same yield of pearl millet 
in 1985 as 20 kg P20, ha- I of SSP applied in 1984 
and again in 1985. PR and SSP treatments received 
45 kg N ha-1 as urea. Pearl millet yield was highest 
with the addition of 20 m manure ha- I (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 7. Residual response by pearl millet to farm-
yard manure and phosphate rock compared with 
direct response to single superphosphate (Sadore' 
1985). 
Table 7. Added net return to application of phosphate rock annually or basally. 
Present value of net 
P-application Yearly net added return added return, 1982 Total net return 
(kg ha-
'
) (US $ ha- I ) (US $ ha- I ) (US $ ha-
'
) 
X XI 1982AI 1984A 198281 19848 A 8 
0 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
10 30 31.6270 20.7562 45./189 9.5798 52.3832 54.6987 
20 60 39.9366 25.7379 53.2898 11.4682 64.6745 64.7580 
30 90 44.8222 27.0349 57.7500 12.5840 71.8571 70.3340 
40 120 48.2447 28.6319 60.6684 13.3789 76.8767 74.0473 
I. A:;: Annuallipplication. 
2. B:: Single basal application. 
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using farmyard manure, i.e., the large quantities 
required are not readily available to the farmer. 
In 1983, a trial was conducted in Sadore with the 
following treatments: 
1. Crop residues (pearl millet straw) left on the soil 
surface after harvest. 
2. Crop residues removed after harvest and recom-
mended rates of fertilizers applied. 
3. Crop residues removed and no fertilizers applied. 
4. Crop residues left on the soil surface and fertil-
izers applied. 
Rates of straw left on the soil surface have ranged 
from 1 ml ha- I yearl in treatment (1) to 4 mt ha- I 
in treatment (4). From the first year, the presence 
of crop residues in treatment (I) resulted in 25% 
increase in pearl millet yield over the control 
treatment (3). Addition of crop residues has con-
tinued to improve yields but, as can be seen in 
Figure 8, the highest yields were obtained when 
crop residues were supplemented with mineral fer-
tilizers. The effects of the different fertility treat-
ments on some soil chemical properties were mea-
sured afterthe 1986 crop (Table 8). After 4 years of 
continuous cropping, pearl millet production in 
the control plots where crop residues were com-
pletely removed was practically nil. Although pro-
duction was reasonably high with fertilizers alone 
(816 kg ha- I ), yields had steadily dropped since 
1983. As would be expected, addition of fertilizers 
dramatically increased the 'available' P. It is perti-
nent to note the effects of crop residues with or 
without fertilizers on the organic matter contents 
and the degree of aluminum and hydrogen satura-
tion of the exchange complex. In the final analysis, 
several factors may account for the good perfor-
mance of treatments (1) and (4) but the drastic 
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SE = :!: 100 
CV(cl()) = 20 
Control CR F CR + F 
Figure 8. Effect of fertilizer and crop residue appli-
cation on pearl millet grain yield (Sadorf' 1985). 
reduction in the exchangeable a.cidity obviously 
played a key role. 
Conclusion 
Fertilizers are needed to improve crop production 
in the nutrient-poor sandy soils of the pearl-millet 
growing region of Niger. The results of severa] 
trials conducted at various locations in Niger show 
the agronomic value of P and N fertilizers. Fertiliz-
ers are essential but expensive inputs, and must 
therefore be properly managed to maximize effi-
Table 8. Effect of pearl millet residues on yield of pearl millet and soil chemical properties Sad ore' (1986). 
Total Al + H 
Grain yield Bray PI organic Total N Ca + Mg saturation 
Treatments (kg ha- I ) (mg P kg-I soil) pH KCI matter (%) (mg kg-' soil) [Cmol(+)kg-I] (%) 
Control 56 2.59 4.11 0.24 126 0.43 48 
Crop residue 743 2.97 4.36 0.29 155 0.68 20 
Fertilizers 816 7.09 4.10 0.25 151 0.44 43 
Crop residue 
and fertilizers 1532 8.13 4.42 0.33 170 0.72 16 
SE i64 iO.46 :10.04 :10.01 i8 ±O.34 ±3 
CV (%) 16 18 2.02 10 10 II 19 
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ciency. Indigenous PR and PAPR can provide 
cheaper alternatives to imported P fertilizers. 
Because the sandy soils have a low capacity to 
immobilize P, management practices are being 
developed to take advantage of the high residual 
response to P fertilizers. 
Moisture availability has a significant effect on 
the response by pearl millet to N fertilizers. Nitro-
gen losses can exceed 50% of the N applied. In 
recent trials, a combination of a less volatile Nand 
good management practices (point placement) has 
shown a potential to improve the nitrogen-use effi-
ciency in this environment. Finally, the addition of 
farmyard manure and crop residues can improve 
the chemical properties of these chemically fragile 
soils as organic matter to complement inorganic 
fertilizers and help sustain productivity. 
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Crop Residue/Livestock Relationships 
S.G. Sandford l 
Abstract 
Level, stability, and sustainability of output and income are important criteria for assessing 
farming systems, incJud~'ng the integration of crop and livestock activities in semi-arid areas. In 
integrated farming systems, cattle derive up to 45% of their total annual feed intake (D M) from 
crop residues and up to 80% during critical periods. Small ruminants derive much less. Up to 
50% of the total yield of crop residues and up to 100% of the edible portion are eaten by 
livestock. The relative interannual variability of yield of grain and of crop residues is not well 
known. The variability of yield of the edible portion is less than that of total residue. Residue-
derived livestock output may be very variable. 
In principle. use of animal traction should improve the level, stability, and sustainability of 
crop yields. The empirical evidence about how farmers actually use it, is conflicting, but suggests 
that farmers often use it to increase cropped area rather than yields. If this is so, it probably 
reduces sustainability by reducing the fallow period. Farm surveys indicate that, as expected, 
manuring increases crop yields. but for any system to be sustainable, in terms ofplant nutrients, 
from manure alone. requires nutrient transfer /'rom grazing areas to cropped land. For this 
purpose, between 2 and 47 ha of grazing are required per ha cropped annually, depending on 
yield of grain and grass, and on the manuring system. In years of good crops, farmers often 
invest their profits in li\!estock and then sell these in bad years to buy food and thus stabilize 
their consumption. 
Relations residus des cu1tures/etevage : Niveau, stabilite et maintien dans Ie temps de la 
production et du revenu sont d'importants criteres d'evaluation des systemes de production, y 
compris de ceux associant l'agriculture et Jelevage dans les regions semi-arides. Dans les 
systemes associant 1 'agriculture et 1 elevage. les residus des cultures representent pres de 45% du 
regime alimentaire annuel total (matieres seches) des bovides et peuvent meme atteindre 80% en 
periode critique. Les animaux consomment jusqu '8 50% de la production totale de residus et 
pres de 100% des parties comestibles. La variabilite relative des rendements des cereaJes et des 
residus dans Ie temps n est pas bien connue. La variabilite du rendement des parties comestibles 
est moindre que celIe de la production totale des residus. Les resultats consecutlfs a l'effet de 
l'utilisation des residus pour lelevage peuvent etre tres variables. 
En principe, la traction animale devrait ameliorer Ie niveau et la stabilite des rendements 
agricoles et leur maintien dans Ie temps. Les observations empiriques faites sur 1 'usage effectif de 
la culture attelee par les agriculteurs sont sou vent divergentes mais tendent neanmoins a 
indiquer une utilisation visant a augmenter les surfaces cultivees plut6t que les rendements. Si 
tel est Ie cas, cela entraine probablement une diminution de la stabilite de la production dans Ie 
temps du fait de la reduction des periodes de jachere. Les enquetes realisees chez les paysans 
I. Head of the Livestock Economics lmit, International Livestock Centre for Africa. (ILCA), P.O. Box 5689, Addis Ababa. Ethiopia. 
IC RISA T (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 ··11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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montrent que l'apport de fumure augmente, comme prevu, les rendements des cultures. 
Cependant pour qu *un systeme dependant de la seule fumure soit viable du point de vue de 
J'apport de substances nutritives aux plantes. ces memes elements fertilisants devront etre 
transferes des zones de pAturages aux terres cultivees. 11 faut de 2 a 47 ha de pAturages par ha 
cultive et par an selon les rendements en c6reales et en herbes et le systeme de fumure utilise. 
Pendant les annees de bonne recoite, les paysans investissent sou vent leurs benefices dans 
l'6levage et vendent leurs animaux lors des mauvaises annres afin d'acheter des aliments pour 
eux-memes et leurs familles et stabiliser ainsi leur niveau de consommation. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to clarify some con-
cepts and to summarize what we appear to know 
about the relationships, in farming systems in this 
zone, between livestock and crops. The evidence 
drawn on for the most part comes from the semi-
arid areas (90-180 plant growth days per annum) 
of West Africa. Where this evidence is inadequate, 
it is supplemented by evidence from the subhumid 
zone (180-270 plant growth days) with which, by 
some definition, there is some overlap of the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone. Evidence is also drawn 
from some studies made on small peasant farms 
(rather than on large farms or research stations) in 
other parts of sub-Saharan Africa. 
Key Concepts: Level, Stability, 
and Sustainability 
We will start by clarifying some concepts that are 
important in determining what we consider desir-
able characteristics of farming systems. 'Level' 
means long term level, e.g., average level of output, 
income, or human consuption over several decades. 
Other things being equal. high levels of output. 
income, or consumption are more desirable than 
low ones. 
'Stability' is a concept relating to 'variability' 
around a trend. Stability is measured, for example, 
by the coefficient of variation around the trend 
line. I More 'stable' systems are ones showing less 
variability and, in general, other things being 
equal, are usually preferred to less stable ones. 
I. Coefficient of variation round the trend lines = Root mean 
residual sums of squares divided by mean value. When there is 
no trend (negative or positive) the value is identical with the 
conventional coefficient of variation. in which the standard 
deviation is measured from the mean value. 
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Semi-arid areas are characterized by highly varia-
. ble rainfall so that annual values of crop and live-
stock output tend to be widely dispersed about a 
central value that may be constant, rising, or de-
clining over time. 
'Sustainability' is a concept relating to the direc-
tion of the long-term trend. Unsustainable sys-
tems, whatever the precise physical, biological, 
economic, or social mechanism involved, are ones 
where the long-term trend is downward ending in 
system collapse. 'Sustainable' systems are ones in 
which the long-term trend is flat or upwards. 
Crop / Livestock Interactions 
Crop and livestock activities may complement or 
hinder each other in mixed farming systems. On 
the one hand, crops may be grown mainly to pro-
vide forage (unusual in sub-Saharan Africa) or 
they provide edible residues of other crops on 
which livestock feed, albeit at the cost of some 
displacement of natural grazing. On the other 
hand, livestock produce draft powerforfield oper-
ations and for transporting the harvest to the store 
and market. In addition, they provide manure that 
improves the nutrient status of the soil and affects 
its moisture content. Livestock devour crop re-
sidues and other vegetation which would otherwise 
act as a windbreak, as a mulch, and as a compost. 
Livestock trample the soil, thereby reducing its 
infiltration and moisture-holding capacity, by com-
paction, and often start erosion. During the grow-
ing season, livestock may destroy the growing crop 
by eating or trampling it. 
Interactions also affect income and wealth. 1n 
many parts of sub-Saharan Africa's semi-arid 
zone, modern financial institutions do not exist. 
and it is technicaHy difficult to save in the form of 
crop harvest since they shrink and deteriorate over 
time. As a consequence, in many semi-arid areas, 
in years when crops yield a harvest in excess of 
household needs for subsistence or immediate 
cash, the peasants sell the excess and invest the 
proceeds in livestock whose natural rate of increase 
ranges from 5% (camels) to 30% (goats). Small 
stock reproduce more quickly but are labor· 
intensive and risky while larger ruminants are the 
reverse. In years of bad harvests, livestock can be 
sold and the proceeds used to buy extra grain for 
human consumption. Another interaction is that, 
in some areas or in some households, crops are 
mainly used for household subsistence while the 
sale of livestock provides households with their 
main source of cash with which to buy modern 
inputs, e.g., fertilizers, for crop production. Crops 
and livestock also interact with each other by com-
peting for scarce factors of production, e.g., labor, 
land, and capital. 
The Effects of Cropping 
on Livestock Output 
Levels 
To measure the effect of the integration of residue-
fed livestock on farm output (in the form of live-
stock products) means comparing cropping situa-
tions with-or without-livestock. Table 1 presents 
Table 1. Contribution of crop residues to annual and leasonal feed intake of ruminant livestock. 
Species, environment 
Cattle 
-AgropastoraJ herd in semi-arid 
Mali 
-Pearl millet-balied agropastoral 
system in semi-arid Mali 
-Rice-based agropastoral 
system in semi-arid Mali 
-Subhumid lone of Nigeria 
-Semi-arid Nigeria 
-Subhumid lone of Nigeria 
(farming area) 
..subhumid lone of Nigeria 
(graling reserve) 
Sbeep 
-Pearl millet-based agropastoral 
system in semi-arid Mali 
-Rice-based agropastoral 
system in semi-arid Mali 
GOits 
-Pearl millet-based agropastoral 
system in scmi-arid Mali 
-Rice-based agropastoral 
system in semi-arid Mali 
Percentage of feed 
intake derived from 
crop residues in: 


























Comment and source 
GTI (Lambourne et a1.1983) 
GT (Dicko and Sangare 1984) 
3 mo of peak dry season 
GT (Dicko and Sangare 1984) 
6 rno of peak dry season 
GT (Powell 1986) 
3 rno of peak dry season. 
Sorghum/ millet. 
GT (van Raay and de Leeuw 
1971) 1/2 rno of peak dry 
season. Sorghum/ millet 
I rno of peak dry season 
(Bayer 1986) 
1 mo of peak dry season 
(Bayer 1986) 
GT (Dicko and Sangare 1984) 
GT (Dicko and Sangare 1984) 
GT (Dicko and Sangare 1984) 
GT (Dicko and Sangare 1984) 
I. I. GT :: Estimates based on grazing time. 'Peak dry season' means months when dependence on crop residues is most pronounced. 
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the best quantified evidence available. On the 
assumption that the proportion of time spent eat-
ing a particular kind of feed is a good proxy for its 
quantitative contribution to diet, then, over the 
year as a whole, cattle in the systems concerned 
obtained between 16 and 40% of their total dietary 
dry matter intake from crop residues. However, 
during the peak months of the dry season when 
cattle are most dependent on residues, the propor-
tion rose to 50-80%. In comparison with cattle, 
sheep and goats within the same systems obtained 
much less of their annual feed from crop residues, 
although in the case of sheep, it rose to over 40% in 
some months (Dicko and Sangare 1984). This 
lower dependence partly reflects dietary preferen-
ces, and partly shows that cattle are given access to 
crop residues first. Table I, however, somewhat 
underestimates the linkage between small stock 
and cropping because it does not take into account 
time spent by them grazing fallow land, where 
plant communities are substantially different from 
those of natural grazing. 
Crop residues are consumed by livestock because 
of both their quantity and quality. In the semi-arid 
zone of northern Nigeria, van Raay (1974) esti-
mated that crop residues, from a surface area 
amounting to somewhat less than 33% of the total, 
supplied, in dry matter terms, 33% of the available 
annual fodder supply. In dry matter terms, yields 
of crop residues on similar soil are probably higher 
than that of natural pasture. In semi-arid areas, 
natural grazing probably has at least as high, and 
possibly higher, protein content than the cereal 
crop residues have and may, therefore, be the pre-
ferred feed if the total supply of feed available is 
greater than requirement. In higher rainfall areas, 
e.g., as one enters the subhumid zone, the protein 
content of natural grazing declines as a limited 
Table 2. Proportion of crop residues used by livestock. 
Crop, environment, and system 
Sorghum, subhumid zone. Nigeria (Powell 1985a) 
Pearl millet, subhumid zone. Nigeria (Powell 1985a) 
source of nitrogen is diluted in more luxuriant 
growth. At the same time, the use of fertilizer on 
crops to improve their grain yield becomes more 
economic, and this increases both the phosphorus 
and protein content of the livestock residues as 
well. Powell (1986) reports, for the subhumid zone 
of Nigeria, that levels of the protein and phospho-
rus content (in terms of percentage) of the crop 
residues eaten by livestock are 2-3 times higher 
than that available in the natural grazing at the 
same time of the year. 
Table 2 shows the proportion of the crop 
residues available at harvest, that are removed dur-
ing use by livestock. It has not been possible to 
separate the amounts actually eaten from other 
disappearances (e.g. by wind blow) occurring at the 
same time. As can be seen, between 60 and 100% of 
the more edible portions, i.e., the leaves, but only 
about 40% of the less edible stalks are removed. 
Powell (1985a) reports that the least edible lower 
stalks constitute about 50% of the total cereal 
residues and 60-70% of the total stalks. The data in 
Table 2 thus imply that, in the systems reported 
there, almost all the edible parts are being removed 
during use by livestock. Mcintire and Fussell 
(1986) provide data on grain and residue yields and 
prices in local markets in Niger in 1982 and 1983. 
On fields of unfertilized local cultivars, grain yields 
averaged 236 kg ha- I and residue yields 1296 kg 
ha- I. Grain prices were 127 CFA kg-I and residue 
prices 8 CF A kg ha- I. They do not cite the propor-
tions of residues actually sold or whether these had 
been preselected, prior to sale, for edibility. If only 
50% of the total residues are edible and the price 
quoted applies to bundles preselected for edibility, 
then the value of crop residues produced could be 
about l7% of grain output. However, if the price 
they quote is for pearl millet residues which include 
Percentage (by weight) of crop 
residues present at harvest 
that disappeared later l 
Leaves Stalks Total 










J. All disappearances are presumed to be due to removal dunng use by livestock. 
2. NA = Not available. 
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inedible as well as edible fractions, then the value 
of crop residues could be as high as 34% of the 
grain output. 
Stability 
Inter-year variability greatly affects stability of 
output and income. Inter-year variability of crop 
residue production is composed of area variability 
and yield variability. Presumably, the variability in 
area is identical for grain production and residue 
prod uction, and integration into crop activities of 
use of residues by livestock will not lead to any 
differential degree of variability, arising from an 
area effect, as between the with-or without-
livestock situations. Where yield effect is con-
cerned, however, differences may arise from three 
sources: 
• differential inter-year relative variability be-
tween yields of grain and of total crop residues; 
• inter-year changes in the ratio between the edi-
ble and non-edible fractions within total crop 
residues; and 
• changes in the ratio between crop residues eaten 
by livestock and consequent livestock output. 
In addition to production variability. there may 
also be variability in the unit value of crop 
residues. 
There appears to be surprisingly little evidence. 
at any rate in sub-Saharan Africa, about the rela-
tive inter-year variability of mean annual grain and 
residue yields. Data on sorghum on experimental 
plots provided by Mohammed-Saleem (1986) sug-
gest a coefficient of variation, over three years and 
around a sharply declining trend on a continuously 
cultivated soil. of 12% for grain and 9% for crop 
residues. However, this lower inter-year variability 
of residues-compared to grain yields-for sor-
ghum differs from that in pearl millet, where, with 
only 2 years' data collected 'on farm', McIntire and 
Fussell (1986) found greater inter-year variability, 
and as much within-a-year inter-farm variability, 
for residues as for grain. 
Evidence is also scanty on the ratio between 
edible and nonedible fractions of crop residues. In 
semi-arid Nigeria, van Raay and de Leeuw, 1971, 
found a negative correlation (r = 0.92), across 
sorghum fields, between total crop residue yield 
and the edible fraction. This was because high 
residue yields were associated particularly with 
thicker (and more inedible) stalks. This negative 
correlation found across sorghum fields may also 
occur across years, so that inter-year variations in 
total residue yields may be partially offset by 
changes in the edible I nonedible ratio. Pearl millet 
residues in years when the rain ends prematurely 
may also be more edible due to a lower rate of 
decay. 
Our final point on variability concerns changes 
in the efficiency (or ratio) with which crop residues 
are transformed into useful animal products, e.g., 
meat and milk. Empirical on-farm evidence con-
cerning this is not available. On grounds, using a 
model based on the amount of residues available 
per animal, one can argue that 'starving'livestock, 
ones that eat less than their minimal requirements 
for mere maintenance and 'overfed' livestock, 
(ones that are offered more feed than they can 
consume), will exhibit highly unstable feed-con-
version ratios, because output of meat and milk 
does not respond to changes in the feed supply 
which are not sufficient to transform the livestock 
out of their 'starving' or 'overfed' status. However, 
'well-fed 'livestock, (intermediate between starving 
and well-fed livestock) will show more stable feed-
conversion ratios. However, these ratios will not 
remain constant. At low levels of feed, the animal's 
maintenance requirement will consume most ofthe 
available feed and leave little over for output 
(growth or milk), resulting in a relatively high feed: 
output conversion ratio. At high levels of feed, the 
maintenance requirements will account for less 
than half of the feed intake and the balance will be 
available for output, resulting in a relatively low 
feed: output conversion ratio. Output, however, 
will be very responsive to changes in feed supply. 
These changes in feed-conversion ratios will 
have the following effects. While livestock are 
mainly in 'starving' or 'overfed' statuses, changes in 
the feed-conversion ratio will tend to dampen the 
effects on output, of changes in feed supply, i.e., 
output from livestock will be more stable than the 
supply of crop residues. While livestock are mainly 
in a 'well fed' status. changes in the feed-conversion 
ratio will tend to exaggerate the effects of changes 
in feed supply, i.e., output from livestock will be 
less stable than the supply of crop residues. 
Summary of the Effect of Cropping 
on Livestock Output 
We can now summarize this whole section on the 
effect that integrating residue-fed livestock has on 
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farm outputs in the form of livestock products. It 
appears that the use of these crop residues by live-
stock can have a substantial effect on the level of 
agricultural income. The example quoted from 
Niger suggested a range of 17-35% incremental 
gross value of output per hectare of cereals com-
pared to a 'without livestock' situation. Compared 
to grain yields alone (the 'without livestock' situa-
tion) the use of crop residues to feed livestock has 
diverse effects on stability. The inter-year variabil-
ity of total residue yields may be less (than that of 
grain) in the case of sorghum but the same or more 
in the case of pearl millet although our evidence on 
this is both meagre in quantity and weak in quality. 
With both sorghum and pearl millet, low total 
residue yields are offset by a higher edible fraction, 
so that the variability of edible residue yields is, on 
balance, probably lower than the variability of 
grain yields, at least on the lower side of the mean. 
However, the ratio between crop yields fed and 
consequent animal output is very unstable, as far 
as we can deduce, in the absence of on-farm empir-
ical evidence from an a priori model based on per 
animal availability of residues. This instability 
would be much reduced at a herd scale if farmers 
varied the size of their herds to match the available 
feed. 
The Effects of Livestock 
on Crop Output 
Five Pathways 
Livestock directly affect crop output through five 
main pathways. The first of these is through animal 
traction and transport, which involves field level 
operations such as land preparation, weeding, and 
harvesting and also the transportation of crops 
from field to homestead or market. The second 
pathway is through manure. The third pathway is 
through the effect that livestock's feeding practices 
have on the natural or cultivated vegetation. The 
fourth pathway is the effect that hooves of live-
stock have on soils and vegetation. The fifth path-
way occurs when farmers start to grow feed, in 
particular forage and browse legumes, specifically 
for their livestock. The residual effects of these 
legumes affect the yield of subsequent crops. 
Through each of these pathways livestock affect 
the level, stability, and sustainability of crop 
production. 
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These five pathways in turn affect crop output in 
several ways. There is an 'area' effect, principally 
through the traction pathway, on the extent, in 
terms of area, of crop cultivation. There is a 'yield' 
effect which, in turn is a consequence of effects in 
terms of direct damage done by livestock to grow-
ing crops, and of plant nutrient and soil-structure 
and soil-moisture statuses. On the one hand the 
nutrient status is affected by the removal, as feed 
for livestock, of crop residues that might otherwise 
have returned to the soil through burning or some 
. other process of natural degradation. On the other 
hand the nutrient status is affected by the residual 
effects of forage legumes, by timely cultivation 
made possible by animal traction, and by the dep-
osit of animal manure that affects both the quan-
tity of total nutrients available and their availabil-
ity to the growing crop. The moisture status is 
affected by: 
• techniques of soil cultivation made possible by 
animal traction; 
• the effect of manuring and trampling on the 
porosity and water-holding capacity ofthe soil; 
• the effect of removal, as livestock feed, of crop 
residues that would otherwise have acted as a 
mulch to reduce evaporation; and 
• the effect that removal, for livestock feed, of 
crop residues or other vegetation, has on wind 
speed and consequent evapotranspiration. 
Both nutrient and water statuses are affected by 
processes of water- and wind borne soil erosion 
which remove the most fertile soils having high 
moisture-holding capacity. There may also be a 
'cropping pattern' effect, where the integration of 
livestock into a cropping system changes the mix 
or succession of crops, and in particular leads to 
the growing of higher value or more market-
oriented crops. 
It is certainly not possible to cover all the details 
of the interrelationships involved in this paper. 
Instead my discussion will focus on some of the 
relationships affected by two key pathways, i.e., 
animal traction and manure. 
Animal Traction 
Both calculations of resource use and experimental 
results indicate that the introduction of animal 
traction should, at least in the short term, lead to 
an increase in crop output. For example, a recent 
paper on management practices on millet in Africa 
(Fussell et al. 1987) reviews the evidence of the 
positive effects of improved tillage, including the 
making of ridges, on millet yield. More thorough, 
more timely and better tillage, particularly when 
associated with other improved management prac-
tices, leads to more timely planting, lower soil bulk 
density, incorporation of organic matter, better 
weed control, and better pre- and postharvest 
moisture conservation. These lift average levels of 
yields and reduce downward fluctuations in years 
of poor rainfall. More and better tillage requires 
more power, for which the resources of hand labor 
are inadequate, in present conditions. Animal trac-
tion can provide the required power. 
In the longer term these positive effects may be 
offset by two others. Animal traction, in addition 
to or instead of being used to provide more and 
better tillage to a fixed cropped area, may extend 
the area cropped, reducing thereby, the possibility 
of an extended fallow period during which to re-
store soil fertility over time. Secondly, more animal 
traction may involve a greater removal, from the 
fields, of standing crop residues or mulch that 
would otherwise resist wind erosion and evapora-
tion. But I do noL know of any evidence on the 
extent to which the inedible crop residues left after 
cattle have removed the edible residues are suffi-
cient to resist this erosion and evaporation. 
Turning from the theoretical and experimental 
to the evidence available about what happens in 
practice, rough estimates indicate that about 23% 
of the total cropped (harvested) area in the five 
main Sahelian countries (Burkina Faso, Chad, 
Mali, Niger, Senegal) has had animal traction ap-
plied to it in at least one field operation, e.g., 
plowing, seeding, etc., ranging from only 3% in 
Niger to 57% in Senegal. Cereal yields in these 
countries average 0.6 t ha- I . Table 3 shows the 
details of the calculations. There is a very modest 
negative correlation (r = -0.37, n = 5) between the 
proportion of the national cropped area to which 
animal traction is applied and the proportion of 
the national potentially arable land which is cur-
rently being cropped; and there is quite a strong 
positive correlation (r = 0.89) between a country's 
average cereal yield and the proportion of its 
cropped area to which animal traction is applied. 
One needs to be careful about jumping to causal 
conclusions from mere associations, but these 
observations, based on national aggregate statis-
tics, appear to be somewhat at variance with the 
findings of Pingali et al. (1986), which were based 
on a review of22 farm-level studies in sub-Saharan 
Africa (nine of them in semi-arid areas). They 
found that the use of animal traction is associated 
with a growing land scarcity and that the introduc-
tion of animal traction is strongly associated with 
an expansion of area cultivated whereas its associ-
ation with increased yield is indeterminate. These 
Table 3. The importance of animal traction in field operations in selected countries of West Africa·. 
Animal 
Cropped traction 
Potentially Cropped area as Cereal No of Animal area as 
arable (harvested) percentage yield draft traction percentage of 
Country area (km2) area (kml) arable land (t ha-
'
) animals area (km2) cropped area 
A B1 C3 D E F4 G~ H 
(C; B " 100) (G/C" 1(0) 
Burkina Faso 80700 30 120 37 0.45 140 000 4200 14 
Chad 172 000 16400 10 0.74 105000 3 ISO 19 
Mali 135 180 19040 14 0.79 230000 6900 36 
Niger 114440 404SO 35 0.41 35000 J 050 3 
Senegal 102280 2S 440 25 0.89 480000 14400 57 
I. Field operations include plowing, ridging. seeding. weeding but exclude on-farm transport. The data on cropped area are for )975 and 
for draft animals are for the 19805. 
2. Source: FAO country tables (Table 5) for background data of FAO (1981). 
3. Source: FAO country tables (Table 3) for background data of FAO (1981). 
4. Source: Pingali et a!. 1986 (p. 47). 
5. Animal traction area is the area of cropped land to which some field operation, other than transport is applied. In the absence of 
specific information, this is assumed to be 3 ha per draft animal, i.e., 6 ha per pair. 
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two sources of empirical evidence on the effect of 
animal traction on the level of yield, therefore, 
somewhat conflict with the findings that are backed 
by the best evidence (Le., Pingali et al. 1986) not 
supporting the theoretical arguments or experi-
mental results. I know of no real farm-level data 
that throw light on the effects of animal traction on 
stability or sustainability. 
Manure 
This subsection will start with a review of the prin-
ciples likely to determine the use of manure. It will 
then summarize the evidence available from 'on 
farm' surveys to evaluate the usefulness of manure 
application in practice. While the positive effects of 
manure application on crop yield have been fre-
quently demonstrated on research stations and are 
widely appreciated by farmers, two drawbacks 
have also been noticed: manuring may encourage 
weeds which compete with crops for both nutrients 
and moisture (Powell 1986)~ and manuring when 
the rainfall in the subsequent crop season is poor 
may encourage plentiful early leaf growth which is 
detrimental to the subsequent survival of the crop. 
The benefits that livestock manure can bring can 
be divided into two classes: the physical and 
physio-chemical effects, and the provision of plant 
nutrients. The application of manure increases soil 
organic content, and this normally leads to im-
proved moisture infiltration and to increased 
water-holding capacity. In addition, in acid soils, 
manuring raises the pH level. Manure also supplies 
significant amounts of the major crop nutrients N, 
P, and K and some micronutrients. 
Other things being equal the benefits conferred 
by manure depend on: 
• the extent to which the source of manure is 
feedstuff grown on the area manured only or 
also involves feedstuff grown elsewhere, i.e., the 
extent of nutrient and organic matter concen-
tration on cropped areas by inward transfer 
from areas of natural grazing. The extent of 
inward transfer will depend both on cropping 
intensity (cropped land as a percentage of total 
land surface area) and on herders' practices in 
respect of corralling their animals at night on 
cropped areas after harvest or of year-round 
collection of manure at permanent nighttime 
pens coupled with transport of manure from 
pen to field. 
• the extent that inward transfer from areas of 
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natural vegetation to cropped areas is not 
important, then a key issue will be the treatment 
of crop residues in the absence of livestock that 
would otherwise eat them. Residues may be 
totally removed from the field, in which case all 
nutrients and organic matter are lost; they may 
be burnt on site in which case organic matter 
and nitrogen and sulphur are lost; they may be 
composted in which case little is lost; or the 
residues may be fully incorporated back into 
the soil in which case almost nothing is lost 
(Balasubramanian and Nnadi 1980). Recycling 
nutrients through livestock is more efficient 
than the first two (removal of residues and 
burning them) but less efficient than the last. 
• the way in which the manure itself is handled 
and stored. Kwakye (1980) found that between 
loosely stored dung and dung that had been 
kept buried in a pit until the cropping season, 
there was a 108% difference in N, 20% differ-
ence in P, and 62% difference in K content, all in 
favor of the buried manure. 
• the yield of crops normally exported from the 
immediate vicinity of the area cropped and 
hence on the loss of nutrient in these exports 
and the need to replace these losses so as to 
sustain yields. 
• the potential of the natural grazing to produce 
livestock feed, part of which emerges as manure. 
Often requirements for. or responses to, manure 
treatment are expressed in terms of tonnes of 
manure applied per ha, but such results or recom-
mendations cannot be extrapolated outside the 
particular combination of the variables identified 
in this paragraph. 
Table 4 contains the results of a model that 
examines how much grazing and how many cattle 
are required to provide the manure needed to sus-
tain specified levels of crop yields on a permanent 
basis. Several scenarios are simulated by providing 
alternative estimates of the key parameters. Two 
levels of prod uctivity of natural grazing are simu-
lated, a 'high potential area' that provides 3 t dry 
matter of livestock feed per ha and a <low potential 
area'that provides only I t. Two manuring systems 
are simulated: a 'pen' system in which livestock use 
the same nighttime pen throughout the year and 
the manure is collected and carefully stored for 
transportation and spreading on the cropped area 
at the optimum time, and a 'farm' system in which 
cattle are corralled at night on the cultivated land 
in the four months between harvest time and culti-
Table 4. Area of natural grazing and number of cattle 
required to support transfer of sufficient nutrients in 
manure from natural grazing to crop land to sustain grain 
yield. 
Variables and scenarios 
Grain (maize) yield 
to be sustained 
(kg hu-!) 
1000 2000 3000 
Area of natural grazing required (ha) 
a. In high potential area: 
for pen manure system 1.9 
for farm manure system 5.1 
b. In low potential area: 
for pen manure system 5.7 
[or farm manure system 15.7 
Number of cattle required (bead) 
for pen manure system 4 













Source: These arc the author's calculations based on the fol-
lowing assumptions: 
- 50Pri of crop residues arc eaten by livestock and JOOlfc of their 
voiding of thi, is deposited in cropped area. 
- High potential natural graLing yields J t dry matter of live-
stock feed and low potential yield~ J I. 
- On an average, cattle weIgh 200 kg and eat 2.5% of their 
weight daily. i.e .. 5 kg of dry matter daily. 
- Manure voided rcpresenb 45(!( of dry matter intake 
throughout the yeaL 
- Pen manure i, collected year ruund and stored carefully. 
509; of aJl daily voidings of pasture grazed in this system are 
collected. It IS high quality (N = 1.95(:;;. P 0.35%. K 2.62% 
of manure dry maller). 
- Farm manure IS collected only for 4 rno of dry season by 
corralling animab on cropped land. During these4 010 cattle 
eat 50<;:(. of grazing land\ annual DM yield. and 50% 01 what 
IS eaten is voided on the cropped land. The manure is of low 
yuality (N = 1.4. P = 0.26. K :; J. 7f1lii. of manure dry matter). 
. All the plant nutrients contained in the manure in due course 
become available to crops. 
vation of the land for the next crop. and where the 
quality of the manure is rather poor. Three levels of 
grain yield are simulated, at I, 2, and 3 t of maize 
ha- I . 
The table in the appendix to this paper sets out 
some of the basic calculations of the model indicat-
ing how much of the key nutrients are lost . n the 
grain exported or in various ways of treating the 
residues. It also shows how much manure is 
required to replace lost nutrients in order to main-
tain productivity. The key technical parameters 
involved in the calculation are drawn from three 
main sources quoted to which reference should be 
made for the details. 
Table 4 indicates, for example, that to maintain 
a sustained I t maize yield on I ha of cropped land 
by nutrient transfer, a farmer needs 4 head of cattle 
and 1.9 ha of grazing in a high potential zone using 
an efficient ('pen') manuring system. That is equi-
valent to a cultivation density of 35%. Under the 
same conditions, he needs I t head of cattle and 5.8 
ha of natural grazing to sustain a grain yield of 3 1. 
Under an inefficient manuring system (,farm'), 
when both the quality of manure is poor and it is 
collected only during part of the year, he needs 5.7 
ha of natural grazing to sustain a I-t grain yield in 
high-potential areas, and 15.3 ha of natural grazing 
in low-potential areas. 
Table 5 reports the results of three on-farm stud-
ies where the relationship between manure applica-
tion and crop yield can be fairly clearly distin-
guished from other relationships. In one study on 
agropastoralists in subhumid Nigeria, manure ap-
plication appears to be at the rate of about 5.5 t dry 
matter ha- J every 2 years, and manured fields out-
yielded non manured fields by about 63%. How-
ever, it is unclear, in this study, how long the so-
called 'nonmanured' fields had, in fact, been with-
out manure. The annualized rate of application of 
manure in this system is somewhat lower than the 
apparent requirement to maintain a grain yield of 
about 2.3 t ha-', (Tables 6 and 7). In the mixed 
farming system in the semi-arid zone of Zimbabwe 
reported in Table 5, the top level of manure appli-
cation of 18 t ha- 1 of wet manure (about 5 t dry 
matter ha- I ) is in excess of that required annually 
to replace nutrients lost at the corresponding grain 
yield of 0.9 t ha- 1• But it is not known whether this 
amount of manure is applied annually or less fre-
quently. It is difficult in these studies to tell 
whether one is observing the effect of manuring on 
one year's level of yield or observing farmers' 
attempts to ensure sustain ability. 
Neither study permits an inter-year comparison 
of relative stability between manured and nonma-
nured fields. In the Nigerian study, intra-year 
inter-field variability was slightly smaller in ma-
nured fields (CV of 27% compared to 34% for 
nonmanured). The only observation available on 
the effect of manure application on inter-year yield 
stability is one for semi-arid Kenya, where no 
reduction in inter-year yield variability appears to 
have been found from the adoption ofa package of 
improved technologies that includes manure appli-
cation (Bakhtri et a1. 1984). 
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Table S. Effects of manure application on crop yields In farmen field, in selected farmlnl systems in sub-Saharan 
Africa. 
Dependent variable, farming 
system, ecological zone, 
country, year, and source 
Index of crop yield under different 
manure treatments 
(No manure treatment = 100) 
No manure Some manure 
Application level 
Low Medium Heavy 
Type of crop and comments 
Pearl millet. Unmanured yield is 72 kg ha-'. Fulbe agropastoralist in semi-
arid Mali. 1982, (Swift 1985) 100 117 137 74 Manure applications are nol quantified. 
Settled Fulani agropastoralist: 
subhumid N igeria.1982 (Powell 
1986)' 
Mixed farmers in semi-arid 
Zimbabwe. ]969170. (Theisen 




1. Manure application is 5.5 t dry matter ha- I every 2 years. 
500 
Negative effect of heavy application 
due to alleged "burning". 
Maize. Unmanured yield is 1350 kg ha-'. 
Manure application is not available. 
Composite index for several crops. Un-
manured yield is 135 kg ha-'. Data are 
666 very approximate since they involve 
visual intrapolation of graph. 
2. Wet manure applications were: low 5 t ha-I, medium II t ha- I, and heavy 18 t ha- I . 
Table 6. Nutrient losses (kg ha-') from a maize crop. 
Grain yield of maize (kg ha-') 1000 2000 3000 
Crop residues (kg ha-') 1330 2660 3990 
(Balasubramanian and Nnadi 1980.p.108) 
Nutrients N P K N P K N P K 
kg of nutrients in grain (Jones and 19 4.4 10 38 8.8 20 57 13.2 30 
Wild 1975, p.165) 
kg of nutrients in crop residues 9 1.9 19 19 3.7 38 28 5.6 57 
(Balasubramanian and Nnadi 1980, p.J08) 
Total loss (in kg) of nutrients from 
field if crop resid ues are: 
a. removed from field 28 6.3 29 57 12.5 58 85 18.8 87 
b. burnt on field 28 4.4 10 57 8.8 20 85 13.2 30 
c. incorporated insoiJ 19 4.4 10 38 8.8 20 57 13.2 30 
l. Crop residues in this tabJe are aerial residues only, i.e. they exclude roots. 
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Table 7. Requirements for livestock manure to replace soil fertility in relation to different levels of crop yield. 
Kg of nutrient per t (dry matter) of manure (Kwakye 1980, p.137) N P K 
pen manure system 
farm manure system 
Grain yield of maize (kg ha-
'
) 
Tonnes of manure (DM) required under different manuring 
systems per cropped hectare to replace most constraining 
nutrients if crop residues· are: 
a) removed from field 2 
pen manure system 
farm manure system 
b) burnt on field 
pen manure system 
farm manure system 
c) incorporated in soil 
pen manure system 
farm manure system 
20 3.5 26 
14 2.6 18 
1000 2000 3000 
1.8 (P) 3.6 (P) 5.4 (P) 
2.4 (P) 4.8 (P) 7.2 (P) 
1.4 (N) 2.9 (N) 4.2 (N) 
2.0 (N) 4.1 (N) 6.1 (N) 
I.3 (P) 2.5 (P) 3.8 (P) 
1.7 (P) 3.4 (P) S. J (P) 
L Crop residues In this table are aerial residues only. i.e., they ex.clude roots. 
2. LeIters in brackets indicate which nutrient determines the amount of manure required, i.e., the constraining nutrient. 
Output, Wealth, and Consumption 
We have so far discussed the effects oflivestock on 
crops, and vice versa. in terms of specific pathways 
such as crop residues. traction, and manure. We 
now turn to more aggregate relations expressed, in 
the first place, in terms of gross crop output and 
wealth in the form of livestock. with the implicit 
assumption that gross crop output is c10stJy corre-
lated with net income, and that fluctuations in 
livestock wealth are partially used to smooth out 
fluctuations in levels of household consumption. 
Reciprocal Effects of Crop Outputs 
and Herd Sizes on Household Levels 
Table 8 presents data from a number of surveys 
carried out in semi-arid sub-Saharan Africa that 
show the rather close relationship normally to be 
observed between the size of a household's herd 
and its crop output. Larger herds are associated 
with higher crop output, and this observation at 
the household level is also repeated at the regional 
and the national level. We shall return to this point 
later. 
The data presented in Table 8 do not prove any 
particular causal connection. The association may 
arise because more livestock provide more traction 
and manure, or because more crop output makes 
farmers richer and thereby enables them to invest 
in more livestock, which they can feed on their 
abundant crop residues. Alternatively, 'wealth' 
may come first and enable these farmers to be both 
successful croppers and herders simultaneously. 
Probably the causal connection flows in different 
directions, in different environments, at different 
times, and with different individuals. What Table 6 
indicates is that higher 'levels' of crop output are 
associated with larger livestock holdings and, pre-
sumably, with higher levels of livestock output 
also. 
Investment, Disinvestment, and Stability 
There is evidence that those mixed farmers whose 
crop output is in excess of their current needs for 
subsister.ce and operating expenses often invest the 
surpluses in livestock. For example, Fulton and 
Toulmin (1982) writing on the Bambara agropas-
toral system of central Mali state that "in general 
households want to convert millet, and formerly 
peanut surpluses into livestock ... Cattle are a very 
widespread form of investment throughout the 
region ... In the absence of epidemics there is a high 
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Table 8. The association between the Uvestock holdings and the crop outputs of households in selected zones In 
semJ-arid sub-Saharan Africa. 
Zone and country 
Semi-arid central Zimbabwe (Theisen and 
Marasha, personal communication, 1974) 
Semi-arid southern Zimbabwe 
(Shumba 1981) 
Semi-arid eastern Botswana 
(EFSAIP 1984) 
Semi-arid central Swaziland 
(Swaziland 1979) 
Livestock holdings (TLU)/ index of crop output' 
0% 100 2-% 182 
some 






I. The figure above the diagonal line ( I ) is the size of the household's herd, expressed in terms of Tropical Livestock Units (TL U) of 250 
kg Iiveweight. ;r = average herd size. The figure below the diagonal line is the index of crop output. where 100 is the averd.ge level of 
output of those with no livestock or, one case, with I or less TLU. 
potential rate of return in such investment... Millet 
cannot be stored indefinitely ... Cattle provide a 
way in which risks in agriculture can be reduced." 
Dicko (1986) found in one village in southwestern 
Niger that up to one-third of the capital invested in 
livestock came from the sale of crop produce. 
Conversely, in bad times, livestock are sold to 
purchase food and thereby to maintain levels of 
household consumption. Dicko (1986) found that 
in southwestern Niger in the drought year 1984-85, 
about 75% oflivestock sales were made in order to 
purchase cereals, involving a 45-80% decline in 
village herd sizes (medIan about 70%). Data for 
Botswana quoted in Vierich and Sheppard (1980), 
reveal a moderate positive correlation (r = 0.62) 
between group average income from sorghum 
production 'lost' due to drought and the average 
group income 'gained' by 'extra', due to drought, 
cattle sales. About 42% of the 'lost' sorghum 
income was recuperated through extra livestock 
sales. The relationship is somewhat confounded by 
systematic differences in the herd sizes of the 
groups, but Vie rich and Sheppard (1980) claim 
"access to cattle buffers a household against the 
impact of drought". 
Crops and Livestock Complementarity 
and Competition 
The preceding section has stressed the comple-
mentarity between livestock and crop production 
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output and a reciprocal buffering effect in which 
crop surpluses lead to investP1ent in livestock in 
good years and subsequent disinvestment in bad 
years in order to purchase grain for household 
consumption. Two counter points to this rosy pic-
ture need to be mentioned. Firstly, the years of 
investment in livestock are those when crop prices 
are low and livestock prices high. In years when 
there is no investment, the exact opposite is the 
case, so that the 'high potential rate of return' in 
livestock investment mentioned by Fulton and 
Toulmin (1982) may disappear in adverse terms of 
trade just when a household most needs to realize 
it. Secondly, the complementarity between crops 
and livestock applies only over certain ranges of 
scale of activity; and there is evidence (not reviewed 
here) that above certain critical levels of herd sizes, 
and above critical cultivation densities, competi-
tion for scarce resources, especially labor and land, 
outweighs the complementarity. 
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The Value of Crop Residues for Water Conservation 
R.I. Papendick and J.F. Parri 
Abstrllct 
Crop residues have long been recognized as an important resource for water conservation in 
dryland agriculture. Unfortunately, farmers in many areas are not aware of this potential 
benefit and as a result, do not manage residues for this purpose. Instead, after harvest, the crop 
residues may be buried by tillage or completely removed for alternative uses such as animal feed, 
fuel, or building materials. Without adequate surface cover during critical wet periods, runoff 
and evaporation may be increased causing severe deficits in available water for the subsequent 
crop. 
The value of crop residues for water conservation depends upon several factors including the 
quantity, type, and placement of residues, potential evaporation, length offallow, precipitation 
characteristics, tillage practices, and soil type. Studies in dryland areas of the USA show that 
1000 kg ha- I of grain residues left on the surface during fallow are worth up to 85 kg of wheat in 
terms of water conserved for the next crop. Sorghum yield increases from water conserved by 
residues were considerably higher. Residues are most effective for water conservation during the 
rainy season. After rains cease, evaporation losses from residue-covered soils can exceed those 
from bare soils. This effect is most pronounced with fine-textured and untilled soils. During 
extended dry periods, residues may provide little direct benefit for water conservation. 
Process-oriented soil-residue models are available for evaluating the effectiveness of residues 
lor conserving water over a wide range of climatic conditions, and soil-and-crop management 
practices. While these models have manageable input requirements, some basic field experi-
ments will be needed for validation. Future application of soil-water residue studies should give 
high priority to optimizing the use of residues in an integrated crop/livestock farming system. 
Resume 
Valeur des residus des cultures pour la conservation de I'eau : L'importance des residus des 
cultures pour la conservation de l'eau en zone d'agriculture pluviale est reconnue depuis 
longtemps. Malheureusement, les paysans dans maintes regions n 'ont pas pris conscience du 
parti qu 'ils pourraient tirer des residus et ne les gerent pas en consequence. Au contraire, apres la 
recolte, les residus sont sou vent enfouis par labour ou enleves pour erre utilises comme fourrage, 
combustible ou materiau de construction. Si la surface du sol n 'est pas suffisamment recouverte 
pendant les periodes critiques des pluies, le ruissellement et l'Cvaporation peuvent s 'accentueret 
provoquer de graves deficits en eau disponible pour la culture suivante. 
La valeur des residus des cultures pour la conservation de l'eau depend de multiples facteurs 
et, notamment, de la quantite, du type et de l'emplacement des residus, de l'f:vaporation 
potentielle ainsi que de la duree de la jachere, des caracteristiques des precipitations, des 
pratiques de labour et des types de sols. Des etudes en zone d'agriculture pluviale aux Etats-Unis 
ont montrc que l'eau conservee pour la culture suivante par JOoo kg ha-J de residus laisses a la 
I. Soil Scientists and Research Leaders. USDA-ARS, Pullman, WA, USA; USDA-ARS, Beltsville, MD, USA. 
lCRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agricuit ure in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 - I I Jan J 987. lCRISA T Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: lCRISA T. 
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surface permet de produire 85 kg supplementaires de ble. Les augmentations de rendement 
obtenues sur Ie sorgho a partir de I eau conserv6e par Jes r6sidus sont encore bien plus 6levees. 
L efficacit6 des r6sidus en tant que moyen de conservation de I eau est plus grande en saison des 
pluies. Lorsque les pluies cessent, les pertes dues a I 'evaporation sur les sols couverts de residus 
peuvent de passer celJes des sols nus. eet eifet est plus marque sur les sols non labour6s a texture 
fine. En cas de secheresse prolongee, les residus peuvent n en trainer que peu d effets directement 
profitables a la conservation de leau. 
Il existe des modeles deterministes sols/residus permettant d'evaluer lefficacite des residus 
pour la conservation de leau dans une grande diversite de conditions climatiques et de 
techniques d 'amenagement des sols et des cultures. Meme si ces modeles n exigent pas un trop 
grand nombre d 'intrants, des experiences devront etre organisees sur If: terrain pour les valider. 
Les etudes realisees a l'avenir sur les applications des residus pour la conservation de leau 
devraient en priorite viser a optimiser I 'utilisation de ces residus dans un systeme de production 
integrlult 1'6levage et I 'agriculture. 
Introduction 
Crop residues have long been recognized as an 
important resource for water conservation in dry-
land agriculture. Unfortunately, farmers in many 
areas are not aware of this potential benefit and as 
a result, make no real effort to manage residues for 
this purpose. In many regions of the world, crop 
residues are an important source of animal feed, 
building material, and fuel. Where such competi-
tion exists, use for water conservation is generally 
of much lower priority. Moreover, studies are lack-
ing that show the economic value of crop residues 
for water conservation, relative to other uses for 
which they are removed from the land. 
Effectiveness of Residues 
for Water Conservation 
Residues are generally most effective for water 
conservation when managed as a surface mulch. 
Surface residues facilitate infiltration by slowing 
runoff and absorbing raind rop impact that reduces 
soil puddling and crusting. Mulches also reduce 
evaporation by reflecting radiation, thermally in-
sulating the soil, and decreasing the windspeed 
near the soil surface. However, the actual amount 
of water conserved by a residue mulch depends on 
a number of factors including type, amount, and 
placement of the residues, precipitation and other 
climatic characteristics, length of fallow, tillage 
practices, and soil type. Management of the res-
idues during critical periods of high runoff and 
evaporation is especially important in determining 
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the effectiveness of residues for water conservation. 
Greb (1983) summarized the results of studies 
conducted at four locations in the Great Plains, 
USA, on soil-water gains during fallow for differ-
ent rates of surface mulches of small-grain residues. 
In most cases, the cropping system was alternate 
wheat-fallow. These long'-term field experiments 
showed that increases in soil water from the 
mulches were significant and roughly proportional 
to the amounts of surface residues over the range of 
2.2-6.6 t ha- l (Table I). Storage efficiency appears 
to be slightly higher in the colder, more northern 
locations (M ontana, N ebraska, Colorado) where 
winter snow catch is more important than at the 
southernmost site in Texas. where temperatures 
are higher and snow is less important. However, 
the data for the different locations cannot be com-
pared directly because of the differences in soils, 
length of fallow, and other factors. 
Table I shows that the water storage efficiency 
per unit of mulch decreases slightly with increase in 
mulch rate within the range used. Taking an aver-
age of all locations in the Great Plains, each t ha- l 
of crop residue saves about 9 mm of water from 
evaporation. This compares with approximately 
4 mm of water conserved for each t ha- l of mulch 
during a 12-mo fallow in the Pacific Northwest, 
USA, where most ofthe precipitation is received in 
winter in contrast to most precipitation being 
received in summer in the Great Plains (R. I. 
Papendick, USA, personal communication). 
Obviously, it should be expected that the effi-
ciency of mulch for conserving water may vary 
considerably for different locations and manage-
ment conditions. Studies by Unger (1978) in Texas 
Table 1. SoU water gained, additional to that (rom bare 
fallow, caused by straw mulch rates at four locations in 
Great Plains, USA, for one complete fallow season. 
Location 
Sidney, Montana 




Efficiency (mm t- I ha-') 
Source: Greb 1983. 
Soil water gain (mm) 
Mulch rate (t ha-') 
2.2 4.4 6.6 
16 41 49 
28 51 69 
16 31 51 
28 28 36 
22 38 51 
10.0 8.6 7.7 
showed that a I t ha-' application of wheat straw 
increased soil water during an Il-mo fallow by 36 
mm; at a rate of 4 t ha- I, each t increased soil water 
by 12 mm and at 8 t ha- I, each t increased soil water 
by 10 mm. These latter values are more typical of 
the Great Plains studies reported by Greb (1983). 
Some experiments have shown that low residue 
rates (in the order of I t ha-') can be effective for 
water conservation if the residues are properly 
managed, but this needs more study. 
Wheat Yield-Water Relationships 
The importance of crop residues for water conser-
vation can also be evaluated by the potential crop 
yield increase resulting from water conserved by 
residues. Wheat, like any seed crop, requires a 
certain threshold amount of water before grain is 
produced. Each increment above this amount usu-
ally increases yield until water is no longer limiting. 
The minimum amount of available water required 
to produce each increment of grain yield varies 
with soil, fertility, and climatic factors. Table 2 
shows that, in the Pacific Northwest, USA, approx-
imately 100 mm of water are required by winter 
wheat to grow the crop till grain production starts, 
after which 16 kg ha- I are produced for each addi-
tional mm of water. For the Central and Southern 
Great Plains, the amount of water to initiate grain 
production is greater, and less wheat is produced 
for each additional increment of water than in the 
Pacific Northwest. 
Table 2. Threshold water I and grain yield per mm o( 
water (or winter wheat at several loeations in USA. 
Threshold Grain 
water yield 
Location (mm) (kg ha- I mm-') 
Pacific Northwest1 100 16 
Northern Great Plains] 130 16 
Central Great Plains· 150 13 
Southern Great Plains5 150 6 
I. Threshold water is the available water in mm required to 
initiate grain production. 
2. Leggett 1959. 
3. Montana Cooperative Extension Service/ Montana Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, 1985. 
4. Smika, D.E. USDA·ARS. Akron, CO., personal 
communication. 
5. Stewart, B. A., USDA-ARS, Bushland. TX., personal 
communication. 
There was 9 mm of water gain (Table I) from I t 
ha- I of crop residue, each t ha- I of residue during 
fallow is worth approximately 144 kg ha-1 of wheat 
in the following crop for the Northern, 117 kg ha-1 
for the Central, and 54 kg-I for the Southern Great 
Plains regions. For the Pacific Northwest, if ] t 
ha- I of crop residue saves 4 mm of water (not 
shown), each t of residue will add about 64 kg of 
grain to the following crop. Obviously, the value of 
residues for water conservation will vary consider-
ably for different locations depending upon cli-
mate, soil, and management factors. Nevertheless, 
these typical values show the benefit to grain 
production. 
Processes of Water Loss 
The objective of water conservation in most cases 
is to maximize storage of water in soil. Losses from 
runoff and deep drainage below the root zone are 
often (but not always) secondary under dryland 
conditions, amounting to only a small percentage 
ofthe precipitation. Transpiration by weeds can be 
significant, but this usually can be controlled by 
tillage or herbicide application. Evaporation gen-
erally accounts for the bulk of moisture loss during 
fallow and is by far the most difficult process to 
control. 
Researchers generally recognized at least two 
stages in the soil-water evaporation process, and 
sometimes three. The first or constant rate stage 
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occurs when the soil surface is wet. The evapora-
tion rate is at a maximum and is controlled by the 
evaporation demand of the atmosphere and the 
soil-surface conditions (e.g., surface residues) in-
sofar as the latter influence the power of the 
atmosphere to evaporate water. During first stage 
drying, the eva"poration rate from bare soil may 
approach pan evaporation (Fig. I). Water moves 
as a liquid to the surface and the rate of movement 
keeps pace with the loss. As drying continues, the 
rate of water movement through the soil eventually 
begins to lag the potential evaporation rate. 
As the soil surface becomes dry, the constant 
rate stage ends and the second or falling rate stage 
begins (Fig. I). The second stage is characterized 
by a rapid decline in the rate of water loss. As 
drying continues, the fraction of water that moves 
to the surface as vapor increases. The duration of 
the first stage and the rate of the second stage of 
drying are both influenced by the water flow prop-
erties of the soil. 
Sometimes a third stage of evaporation develops 
after a deep, dry soil layer forms (Fig. I). Under 
this condition, the water loss rates are relatively 
low (fraction of I mm d- 1 even under high evapora-
tive demand) and essentially constant. Water must 
diffuse as vapor through the dry layer, which is a 
very slow process. Because the rate is so slow. 
atmospheric conditions have much less influence 
on soil-water evaporation during third stage dry-
ing than during the first two stages. 
10 
.-, 
E E 7.5 Pan evaporation 
Stage three- ." -
o+-~-=;=~~~~~~ 
o 20 40 60 
Days 
Figure I. Different stages of soil drying as related to 
time and rate ohoil-water evaporation (After Mas-
see and Carey 1978). 
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Principles of Water Conservation 
by Crop Residues 
The potential for significantly reducing evapora-
tion lies in the first two stages of water loss. Evapo-
ration requires heat. Any surface conditions that 
reduce the exchange of heat between the soil sur-
face and atmosphere will slow the evaporation rate 
during either the first or second stage of drying. 
Surface conditions such as mulches of crop residues 
exert the greatest influence on the first stage (wet 
soil surface) of drying out the importance dimin-
ishes during the second stage. 
A residue mulch conserves water in three ways. 
First, it tends to reflect more sunlight (that other-
wise would be absorbed as heat) than most soils. 
Second, a mulch acts as a thermal insulator and 
restricts the flow of heat from the atmosphere to 
the soil. Third, the mulch creates a dead air space 
above the soil surface, which reduces the transfer 
of vapor from the soil to the atmosphere. 
Based on these principles. it becomes evident 
that, generally . surface' resid ues reduce evapora-
tion most during the rainy season when the soil 
surface is wet and in first stage of drying. Slowing 
the evaporation rate in these conditions favors 
deeper soil-moisture penetration because it extends 
the duration of moisture movement. However. 
when rains cease and extended drying occurs, 
cumulative water loss from a residue-covered soil 
can exceed that from a bare soil. This is because the 
first stage of evaporation is slower and longer 
under residues, whereas the bare soil will dry at the 
surface and go into the second stage of drying more 
rapidly, thereby sharply decreasing the water loss 
rate and total amount. 
In these conditioRs. water loss from both mulched 
and bare soils can be slowed by loosening the soil 
by tillage. This tillage disrupts the capillary conti-
nuity with the deeper layers and hastens formation 
of a dry surface layer that in turn increases resis-
tance to upward flow. Thus. the proper kind, 
amount, and timing of tillage, combined with 
residue management, is needed to optimize water 
conservation by residues. 
Modeling Residue Effects 
on Water Conservation 
It is very difficult to study the effect of residues on 
water conservation without the use of simulation 
models, because of offactors involved 
that control water and loss. Moreover, 
most of these interact, which makes it diffi-
cult in field to isolate their individual 
A model capable of 
dynamics of mass and energy transfer in a 
soil-residue-atmosphere system has been developed, 
is suitable for microcomputer application 
(Bristow et a1. 1986). The couples surface 
residue with soil atmosphere in a fundamental way 
and uses a network analysis approach to describe 
heat It accounts for 
and radiative interception the residue 
layer, infiltration, redistribution, and 
Daily input requirements model 
include global short-wave maximum 
and minimum screen temperatures, average wind 
speed, precipita.tion, temperature and water 
in the soil profile. 
General site, and soil characteristics are 
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A simulation comparing from a 
bare surface and a residue-covered surface of a 
deep loam soil was made for the period I Sep 
1981-31 Aug 1982 daily of air temper-
atures, windspeed. precipitation, and solar radia-
lion measured at Pullman, Washington, (latitude 
47°46'N, 117° 12'S)(Bristowetal.1986). 
The lower boundary for soil-water content and 
temperature was set at a depth of J m. The 
application rate was taken as 3 t ha-
'
, which 
an area index of unity and a layer 
about I-em thick. Tbe was assumed to be 
untilled. 
Monthly precipitation and simulated evapora-
the daily values for a 
soil are shown in Figure. 2. 
fall until early spring when most of the 
occurs, the soil surface is wet almost 
continuously. During this time, from 
the bare soil is considerably greater than that from 







Figure 2. Monthl~' precipitation and liimuhued evaporation for the period 1 Sep 1981-31 Aug 1912 at 
Pullman. Washington (After Bristow el .II. 1986). 
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After the rains decrease in May and throughout 
summer, simulated evaporation from the residue-
covered soil exceeded that from the bare soil. The 
reason for this is that the duration of first stage 
drying is longer, and the transition to the second 
stage is slower for the residue-covered soil than for 
the bare surface. However, for the year, simulated 
evaporation from the residue-covered soil was 36% 
less than that from the bare soil. 
To improve the simulation, Bristow et al. (1986) 
point out the need for further research to quantify 
the effects on water conservation, of spatial an'd 
temporal variation of residues in the field, spectral 
properties of residue as a function of time, changes 
in resistance of the residue to vapor flow due to 
water loss under both wet and dry conditions, and 
the effect of resid ue configuration such as stand-
ing, flattened, or incorporated. 
More recent simulations have been made of 
tillage-residue and soil type-residue interactions on 
water loss by evaporation using the SHA W (Simul-
taneous Heat And Water) Modeljust developed by 
the USDA-ARS at Pullman, Washington. These 
runs were made starting with a moisture profile at 
field capacity in early May and inputting actual 
weather data for the summer of 1986 at Pullman. 
Recorded rainfall was used in one analysis but 
taken as zero in a second run to simulate extended 
drying. Simulations were made for about 10 weeks. 
In Figure 3, the soil thermal and hydraulic proper-
ties are representative of a loam soil. Figure 3 with 
precipitation (top graph), shows that evaporation 
loss is highest from the bare, untilled soil. Tillage 
has little effect on evaporative loss for residue-
covered soil. Although initial evaporation from the 
tilled bare soil is higher than that from the residue-
covered soil, cumulative evaporation at the end of 
the run is the same. 
Figure 3, for the same soil and treatments, but 
with no precipitation (bottom graph) during the 
simulation period, shows that the initial evapora-
tion rate and cumulative loss is highest in the bare, 
untilled soil. The no-till, resid ue-covered soil re-
mains in first stage evaporation during the entire 
simulation and at the end of 10 weeks, the cumula-
tive loss approaches that from the bare, untilled 
soil. Evaporative loss at the end of the simulation 
period for the tilled soils is half or less than for the 
untilled soils. For the tilled residue-covered soil, 
the cumulative loss early in the simulation period 
and at the end exceeded that for the bare, tilled soil. 
This occurred because the residue extended the 
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Julian dale 
Figure :1. Top: Simulated evaporation as affected by 
tillage and residue for an initially moist loam soil 
using weather inputs for 1986, Pullman, Washing-
ton. The number after each curve is the total evapo-
ration at the end of the simulation. Bottom: Same as 
top graph. except without additional precipitation. 
duration of the first stage drying and delayed the 
transition to the second stage. 
Figure 4 compares the effect of residues on 
evaporation for sandy and clayey soils. The top 
graph with precipitation shows a reduction in 
evaporation loss with residues (131 % reduction 
with residue for the clay soil) and considerably 
lower losses with sand rather than clay soil for the 
same residue treatments. The clay soil, because of 
its much higher unsaturated conductivity, tends to 
remain in first stage of drying longer than the sand 
which forms a surface dry layer more rapidly. The 
sand with residue goes into the second stage of 
drying a little more than halfway through the run 
whereas the clay with residues remains in first stage 
drying throughout the run. 
Figure 4. Top: Simulated evaporation for an 
initially moist clay and sand soil, bare and with 
residues using the same weather inputs as for top 
graph in Figure 3. The number after each cune is 
the total evaporation at the end of the simulation. 
Bottom: Same as top graph, except without addi-
tional precipitation. 
Figure 4, without precipitation (bottom graph), 
shows that the bare clay soil has the highest evapo-
ration rate and goes into the second stage of drying 
about 10 days after the run begins, whereas the clay 
with residues stays in the first stage throughout the 
simulation period. The evaporation loss for the 
clay with residues is the same with or without 
precipitation (compare top and bottom graph). 
The sand with residue remains in the first stage of 
drying for several days after the run is initiated and 
loses slightly less water at the end of the run than 
the sand without residue. In this case, cumulative 
losses from the clay soil far exceed those from the 
sand which is, as expected, based on differences in 
hydraulic properties of the two soils and the 
extended duration of drying without rain. 
The new SHAW model provides researchers 
with a powerful tool for studying residue effects on 
water conservation over a wide range of climatic, 
soil, tillage, and residue conditions. However, 
carefully selected field experiments with judiciously 
planned measurements must accompany such mod-
eling efforts to validate results and to provide 
essential soil and climate input values. 
Conclusions and Research Needs 
A brief analysis of crop residue-water conservation 
relationships for some dryland areas in the USA 
shows that I t ha- I of crop residue managed as a 
surface mulch conserves about 9 mm of water dur-
ing a fallow year in the Great Plains, and that this 
water can potentially produce from 50 to 140 kg 
ha- I of wheat in the following crop for the different 
locations in the region. The efficiency of residues 
for water conservation appears to decrease slightly 
as residue-loading rate increases over the range of 
residue rates normally produced under dryland 
conditions. However, it should be recognized that 
these values are averages for a wide range of cli-
matic, soil, and residue conditions and that there 
could be a considerable spread for different loca-
tions and management. 
Future studies should emphasize alternative 
residue-tillage management systems to improve 
residue efficiency for water conservation. More-
over, since production is limited with most dry 
farming systems, studies should also consider the 
effects of low amounts of residues (e.g., in the 
range of I or 2 t ha- I or less). Studies are also 
needed on crop rotations and integrated crop / 
livestock production systems to determine the best 
ways to use the additional water conserved by 
residues. Not until crop residue-water conserva-
tion relationships have been established can sys-
tematic studies be conducted on the economics of 
alternative uses of residues such as for animal feed, 
fuel, or building materials. Some specific research 
needs, in addition to some already mentioned 
include the following. 
• For the range of crop residues produced, estab-
lish the relationship between amount and type 
of surface residues, percentage cover, and water 
conservation for some of the climates and soils 
of major dryland areas. 
• Determine how residue efficiency and water-
use efficiency can be maximized by tillage and 
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cropping sequence for the climates and soils of 
the major dryland areas. 
• Determine how residue management (residue 
placement, timing, and tillage practice) can be 
optimized to achieve maximum efficiency of 
residues for water conservation. 
• Establish percentage cover in relation to precip-
itation pattern for some different cropping and 
tillage systems as a means of maximiz.ing residue 
efficiency for water conservation. 
• Determine how the value of residues for water 
conservation compare economically with other' 
uses where residues are removed from the land. 
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Agroforestry in the Semi-Arid Tropics: Strategies 
and Research Needs 
R. J. Van Den Beldt1 
Abstract 
Preliminary analyses of the substantial data on agroforestry in the semi-arid tropics (SA T) 
through development and research efforts, as well as observation of traditional systems, suggest 
that agroforestry has a significant role to play in SA T agriculture. Agroforestry plays a part in 
increasing their agroenvironmental niches and the effect of competition that exists between 
crops and trees. Future research requirements, particularly the need to identify and decrease this 
competition, are listed. Attention is given to a multidisciplinary, networking approach, with 
emphasis on West Africa, to avoid the site specificity of adaptive research. 
Resume 
L 'agroforesterie dans les zones tropicales semi-arides-strategies et besoins de recherche : 
Les activites liees au developpement et a la recherche ainsi que l'observation des systemes 
tradition nels ont permis de recueillir to ute une serie d 'informations sur 1 'agroforesterie dans les 
zones tropicales semi-a rides. L 'analyse preliminaire de ces donnees montre que l'agroforesterie 
joue un role significatif dans l'agriculture de ces zones en y augmentant la stabilite et la 
productivite des systemes de production. Une description des systemes agroforestiers les plus 
importants et une analyse des effets de la concurrence entre les cultures et les arbres sont suivies 
d'une enumeration des besoins futurs de la recherche et notamment detudes sur les effets de 
cette concurrence et les moyens de les attenuer. Une approche multidisciplinaire fondee sur un 
reseau, notamment pour 1 'Afrique de l'Ouest, devrait permettre deviter une localisation trop 
etroite des activites de recherches d 'adaptation. 
Introduction 
The adaptive nature of agroforestry research in the 
semi-arid tropics (SAT) has so far generated 
mostly site-specific technologies patterned after 
promising agroforestry systems of the more humid 
tropics. This has been due to several reasons. First, 
there has been a need to 'start somewhere', and 
testing the limits of agroforestry systems from out-
side the SAT was a logical first step. Secondly, 
until the last few years, there has been a lack of 
commitment from donor and national institutions 
to support agroforestry research in the SAT. 
These initial efforts have yielded several impor-
tant lessons which in turn, have given some idea of 
how best to proceed. This paper gives a brief over-
view of the findings of the past and present SAT 
agroforestry programs in India and West Africa, 
I. Principal Agronomist, Resource Management Program, ICRISAT, Patancheru, A.P. 502 324, India. 
lCRISAT Conference Paper no. CP 399. 
lCRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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and proposes ways to expand and enhance them. 
Three main sections are presented: 
• broad types of agroforestry systems for the 
SAT. 
• research gaps, and 
• research strategies. 
Definition of SA T Agroforestry 
Systems 
Agroforestry has been defined by the International· 
Council for Research on Agroforestry (lCRAF) as 
"a collective word for all land-use systems and 
practices in which woody perennials are deliber-
ately grown on the same land management unit as 
crops and! or animals. This can be either in some 
form of spatial arrangement or in a time sequence. 
To qualify as agroforestry. a given land-use system 
or practice must permit significant economic and 
ecological interactions between the woody and 
non-woody components." (ICRAF 1983). 
In the more humid parts of the tropics. agrofor-
estry systems are characteriz.ed by relatively large 
numbers of trees per unit area, often intimately and 
intensively associated with crops. Examples of this 
include shaded plantation crops like coffee and tea. 
stratified and complex home gardens. and alley 
cropping. Such systems easily permit the ecologi-
cal interaction of ICRAF's definition. 
However. in drier areas, where trees compete 
more with crops, proper spacing and management 
become important; even one or two trees per hec-
tare of cropped field could be viewed as agroforest-
ry. Trees without significant or even direct interac-
tion with crops must not be excluded as they may 
constitute an important part of the overall farming 
system. It is advantageous in some cases to con-
sider the economic interaction between trees and 
crops prior to the ecological interactions, either as 
a source of income or as a means of stabilizing farm 
prod uction. 
The Role of Agroforestry in the SAT 
Although increased crop yields is an important 
justification for developing any new agricultural 
technology, SA T agroforestry will, as an emerging 
discipline, generally have a broader perspective 
that will include sustainability of agricultural sys-
tems, provision of raw materials, and increase of 
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net economic production of farming systems. The 
role agroforestry can play in farming systems of the 
SA T is briefly described below. 
Source of Raw Materials 
Much has been written about tree products like 
food. fodder, wood, fiber, fuel, etc. Burley and von 
Carlowitz. (1984) sum up the state of this knowl-
edge, with appropriate descriptions of the limita-
tions of trees in fulfilling the role of provider. Early 
identification of the products to emphasize and 
their ultimate use is important (Blair 1986). Emerg-
ing data from ICRISAT and various Indian re-
search institutes show that many experimental 
SAT agroforestry systems have land equivalent 
ratios (LER) greater than one, mostly because of 
the high biomass productivity of the tree compo-
nent. However, few examples of valid economic 
interpretation of these systems exist (Sum berg et 
a1. 1985). It is the conversion of these biomass 
prod uction figures into economic terms that will 
ultimately decide the potential value of agroforest-
ry systems to the farmer. 
Soil Amendment and Protection 
Incorporation of organic matter is an important 
part of agroforestry systems proposed for the 
humid tropics (Kang et al. 1984) and the SAT 
Organic matter content, important for soil stabil-
ity. cation exchange and supply, and many other 
properties, is decreasing in many SAT soils (EI-
Swaify et at 1985). This problem is exacerbated by 
the growing competitive economic use of crop 
residues for fodder and the general decrease in use 
of manures and fallows. Agroforestry could pro-
vide a source for soil organic matter additions, 
either as lop pings from trees grown in situ, or as 
litter and/ or loppings transported from groups of 
trees established separately from cropped fields 
(Wilken 1977). 
Agroforestry can also be used to penetrate 
impermeable layers in certain soils. Hulugalle and 
Lal (1986) propose the use of woody perennials to 
break up compacted gravelly layers in tropical 
Alfisols. Chaturvedi (1985) suggests that strongly 
rooted tree species may assist in the reclamation of 
alkaline, flooded soils in India by penetrating bur-
ied caliche layers created by improper irrigation. 
Environmental Protection 
The role of trees and tree loppings in lessening the 
impact of harsh environments on crop growth has 
been suggested by Charreau (1974) and Chase and 
Boudouresque (1987). This effect has been studied 
in several agroforestry systems-windbreaks. tra-
ditional multi tiered (parkland) mixtures of trees 
and crops, and the simple application of loppings 
to hills of newly sown crops. The use of trees and 
shrubs and their products can serve to reduce both 
soil temperature (thereby reducing soil evapora-
tion and providing a better environment for early 
crop growth), and wind velocity (thereby decreas-
ing evaporative demand and yield losses due to 
sand blasting). 
Agroforestry Systems for the SAT 
Four categories of agroforestry technologies pro-
posed for the SAT are discussed below. The pur-
pose of this section is not to give an exhaustive 
review but rather to give an overview of these 
systems by emphasizing their limitations and their 
probable environmental niches in the SAT. 
Parkland Systems 
Although no definitive estimates exist, it is quite 
possible that parkland systems, characterized by 
mature or nearly mature trees widely dispersed in 
cropped fields, is the largest single agricultural 
land use in sub-Saharan West Africa. Two such 
systems are reported-the Prosopis cineraria/ pearl 
millet (Pennisetum americanum) mixtures of east-
ern Rajasthan, India, and the Acacia albida/ grain 
system predominant throughout the Sudano-Sahe-
lian zone. 
Several authors have conclusively shown the 
enhancing effect of Acacia albida on crops growing 
under it. Charreau (1974), for example, cites yield 
advantages of up to 152% for pearl millet and 44% 
for groundnut (Arachis hypogaea) grown under or 
near Acacia albida as against that grown in the 
open. This effect is attributed to increased soil 
fertility under the tree (Charreau 1974) owing to 
lack of competition from the tree itself, which is 
defoliated during most of the rainy (cropping) 
season. 
Like Acacia albida, Prosopis cineraria has been 
noted to increase understory crop yield, although 
most reports about this are more descriptive than 
definitive (Mann and Saxena 1980). However, sev-
eral factors tend to support the observations. For 
one, the tree is heavily lopped for fodder before the 
cropping season, an operation that effectively 
removes its transpiring canopy. Also, the tree has a 
pronounced taproot, with few laterals at the sur-
face (Muthana et al. 1984). 
Other than these two most tree species compete 
with crops, and experiments to mimic the effect of 
Prosopis cineraria and Acacia albida have been 
inconclusive. Paroda and M uthana (1979) cited in 
Mann and Saxena (1980) reported a sevenfold 
increase in mung bean ( Vigna radiata) grain pro-
duction between lopped and unlopped treatments 
in a 12-year-old Acacia (ortilis stand established at 
4)( 4 m. However, their experiment did not have a 
sole crop control to allow comparison of the effect 
of this extremely competitive tree on crop yield. 
A trial at ICRISAT on the effect of spacing on 
trees lopped at 3 m height twice during the crop-
ping season showed that young leucaena trees, at 
low popUlations (400-1300 ha- I), had little effect 
on crop yield. However, competition increased lin-
early with increasing tree population (Fig. I). At 
the extreme (10 000 stems ha-
'
), yield reduction 
was similar to that found in alley cropping experi-
ments (about 30%). 
In a related experiment with 4~year old leucaena 
trees, Hocking and Gangadhar Rao (unpublished 
data, cited in Singh et al. 1986) showed the impor-
tance of intensive lopping. Although plots under 
pollarded leucaena spaced at 2 )( 6 m had half the 
sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) grain yield of sole 
sorghum, their yields were 10 times more than 
those observed in the lightly lopped treatment. The 
LER of this pollarded leucaenaj sorghum mixture 
was 1.35. 
Further work with such systems can be justified 
if in the often favorable LERs that are emerging 
from ongoing trials are economically advanta-
geous, or if traditional systems such as the two 
mentioned above can be improved. It is likely that 
the first criterion can be met, as there are several 
tree species to select from which are already consi-
dered highly economical among farmers in both 
India and West Africa. Improvement of indigen-
ous systems is also likely, as there appears to be a 
response to the management of the major tree spe-
cies concerned that enhances their favorable quali-
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tion of superior germplasm and improved nursery 
techniques have been shown to hasten the estab-
lishment of the often slow-growing Acacia albida 
(Poshen 1986). 
Windbreaks 
In both temperate and tropical arid areas. wind-
breaks have long been used to lessen windspeed 
and consequently, evaporative demand, and to 
reduce damage by wind and wind-driven particles 
like sand and snow (WMO 1964). Their applicabil-
ity in the SAT is probably limited to drier areas, 
particularly on sandy soils of the Sahel, where 
sand blasting and dessication can affect crop 
establishment. 
Short mechanical baffles have been shown to 
improve pearl millet yield by 20% at ICRISAT 
Sahelian Center (M.V.K. Sivakumar, ISC, per-
sonal communication). Vegetative windbreaks also 
have a good potential. Studies conducted at the 
'CARE' neem (Azadiracta indica) windbreak pro-
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ject in the Majia Valley, Niger, showed a 20% 
increase in pearl millet grain yield in crops grown 
between young (ca. 5 years) windbreaks spaced 
about 100 m apart (Bognetteau-Verlinden 1980). 
However, recently completed studies on the same 
windbreaks 5 years later showed that crops grown 
between them did not have significantly higher 
grain yields, but did produce more dry matter than 
control plots established outside the windbreaks 
(Long et a1. 1986). This may have been caused by 
increased competition between the wind-
breaks and the crops, which extended 20 m into the 
cropped field, and did not exist in the earlier study. 
The competition between widely-spaced arbo-
real windbreaks and crops will undoubtedly be a 
major constraint to the long-term sustainability of 
windbreak systems in the SAT. Windbreak research 
at the University of Agricultural Sciences, Bijapur, 
Karnataka (India). shows clear competition be-
tween rows of five tree species and safflower 
(G. Radder, UAS, personal communication, 1986), 
so the long-term research task of screening species 
is important. 
Water relations of wind breaks in the SAT, par-
ticularly for soil depths exceeding the crop rooting 
lone, are not known. It is interesting to note that 
the free-water table in the Majia Valley site is only 
7-10 m underground, probably within the neem 
rooting wne. Whether similar windbreaks would 
perform as well in areas with deep or inaccessible 
water tables remains to be seen. 
Competition between windbreaks and crops 
might be reduced by silviculturally managing the 
trees. At the CARE project. partial pollarding of 
windbreaks still showed a 30% reduction in wind-
speed and yielded useful wood products (Persaud 
et a1. ) 986). Also, pollarded windbreaks lead to 
significantly higher grain yield in the adjacent zone 
of competition (Rorison and Dennison 1986). 
Alley Cropping 
Alley cropping employs the use of pruned peren-
nial hedgerows, regularly spaced to allow food 
crops to be grown in between. During the cropping 
season, the hedgerows are pruned to minimize 
competition with the developing crops for light 
and water. In the off-season, the hedgerows are 
either allowed to grow to cover the land (fallow) or 
are pruned again. Prunings are either used in situ 
as mulch or removed and used as fodder or 
fuelwood. 
The usefulness of alley cropping in increasing 
and stabilizing crop yields in the more humid trop-
ics has been clearly demonstrated at the Interna-
tional Institute of Tropical Agriculture (llT A). 
Kang et al. (1985) showed stabilized maize (Zea 
mays) yields of about 2 t ha- 1 over a 4-year period 
in alley cropped plots using no nitrogen fertilizer. 
Alley cropping in the semi-arid tropics, how-
ever, does not appear as promising as in more 
humid regions (Singh et al. 1986). Citing work of 
the All India Coordinated Research Project for 
Dryland Agriculture (AICRPDA), the authors dem-
onstrate that alley cropping, even at row widths 
nearly double those at lIT A, markedly suppress 
crop yield lFig. 2). As closely spaced (3.8 m) alleys 
age, crop losses approach 70% even when alleys are 
pruned up to 3 times during the short cropping 
season. This effect seems to be independent of 
rainfall. Mulching in such a competitive environ-
ment has little benefit (Singh et at. 1986). 
Studies at ICR ISA T demonstrate that competi-
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Figure 2. Effect of Leucaena alley width on sorghum 
yield (Adapted from Singh et aJ. 1986), 
below ground. In one leucaena alley cropping trial, 
polythene barriers were installed alongside the 
hedgerows to a depth of 0.5 m and compared with 
control alleys without barriers. Grain yield of pearl 
millet in protected alleys -was equivalent to s'Ole-
crop plots (about 2 t ha- I ), while yields in unpro-
tected alleys were 30% less (J. Corlett, I CRISA T, 
personal communication, 1986). 
Despite these drawbacks, alley cropping may 
have a role in more assured rainfall areas of the 
SAT, where annual rainfall exceeds 800 mm and 
the soil-moisture-holding ability is good. Man-
agement options like lower pruning heights, care-
ful choice of tree species, and much wider hedge-
row spacings (e.g., 10 20 m) have been proposed 
and show some promise. The use of such widely-
spaced alleys as an erosion-control measure on 
high risk soii:s, particularly Vertisols, is being stud-
ied in I ndia, and has been accepted by farmers in at 
least one area of the State of Karnataka. 
Miscellaneous Systems 
Paramount among these are the silvipastoral sys-
tems. The role of trees as browse and fodder in the 
SAT is well documented (Singh 1984 for India, Le 
Houerou 1980 for North Africa). Brewbaker (1986) 
suggests, as have many before him, that trees, par-
ticularly nitrogen-fixing trees, in the SAT, can 
serve the same purpose as herbaceous leguminous 
components in temperate and humid tropical 
pastures. 
Although silvipastoral mixtures have been shown 
to be technically feasible in the SAT (Wild in 1986), 
there may be significant social constraints regard-
ing 'where to use them' and 'who will use them 
there'. In India. common lands and wastelands are 
often considered to be target areas for such devel-
opment. However, as Jodha (1985) points out. 
productivity of these lands is declining rapidly 
because of overuse. It may be difficult to surmount 
the ethic of free (mis)use of common lands, and it 
may be expensive to bring them into a state that 
supports an improved grazing regime. 
Improvement of tree plantings for specific farm 
management objectives is of significant potential 
but there has been little study on it (Weber 1986), 
Vegetative fences, either live or in the form of 
thorny prunings, are widely used in the SAT. Sim-
ilarly. boundaries between fields and farms could 
be made productive by tree or shrub planting for 
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browse and other uses. Trees play an important 
part in bank- and waterway-stabilization efforts, 
livestock drivemass vegetative contour strips for 
soil conservation, and for shade (Weber and Hos-
kins 1983). 
Tree plantings can fill prod uction 'gaps' in farm-
ing systems by making use of farm areas not usu-
ally cropped, e.g., bunds, field corners, rocky and 
unproductive field sections, and the like. It is here, 
perhaps, that the productive potential of trees can 
best be fulfilled, unhindered by limitations placed 
on management by the presence of crops and farm- . 
ing activities. Besides fodder and wood species, the 
role of hardy fruit and food species like Zizyphus 
spp, Annona squamosa, Moringa spp, Punica 
granatum, and even Mangifera indica need to be 
studied. 
Research Needs 
All agroforestry research can ultimately be grouped 
into three major categories: the crop alone, the tree 
alone, and the tree/ crop mixture. While most 
agroforestry studies emphasize the tree/ crop mix-
ture (even to the unfortunate extent of excluding 
necessary sole crop controls), thorough knowledge 
of the tree and crop as separate components, e.g., 
the germplasm and genetic variation, and response 
to management inputs and practices, is important. 
Obviously, there is much known about crop com-
ponents of agroforestry systems that can be directly 
used without further work. This section will dis-
cuss the major gaps in the tree and tree/crop cate-
gories that need to be addressed. 
The Tree 
It is not by chance that the tree species most studied 
in the past are most often selected for agroforestry 
research. For example, the emphasis on leucaena 
in current agroforestry research is as much due to 
its mUltiple uses as to the exceptional body of 
knowledge generated by forage-management stud-
ies and breeding of that species in Hawaii, Austra-
lia, and elsewhere over the past 40 years. Few 
species in the tropics have been more researched 
and collected. 
The large gap in the knowledge between the crop 
and tree components must be narrowed. Manage-
ment of above-ground growth of trees is impor-
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tant, and more information about product quality, 
e.g., fodder and wood. response to grazing and 
lopping, and response to management inputs is 
needed. Of even greater priority in the SAT are 
below-ground growth and phenology studies. lit-
tle is known about the rooting patterns of the SAT 
tree species, the reponse of their roots to wetting 
and drying of the soil. and their allelopathic 
tendencies. 
Greater knowledge of the genetic variation within 
species is also important. Variations in phenologi-
cal cycles (e.g., Acacia albida), thorniness (e.g., 
Prosopis palJida, Prosopis cineraria, Acacia torti-
lis), growth form (e.g., Acacia nilotica, Prosopis 
cineraria) and other characteristics have been 
reported, but there have been few systematic 
attempts to collect, characterize, and exploit this 
huge genetic potential. The collection and increase 
of superior seed will be a major contribution to 
future SAT forestry and agroforestry projects 
(Burley J<}84). 
Despite years of effort, nursery practices and 
subsequent outplanting methods in arid and semi-
arid environments remain a major constraint to 
forestry and agroforestry projects (Weber 19H6). 
Better ways of growing healthy seedlings that can 
survive transplant shock and subsequent environ-
mental stress need to be either adopted. or discov-
ered. Systematic research that builds on current 
outplanting methods utilizing water and conserva-
tion techniques would be worthwhile. 
The Tree/ Crop Interface 
A common theme in the agroforestry technologies 
discussed in the previous sections is the competi-
tion between crops and trees. In the humid tropics, 
this competition is reported to be due to shading of 
the crops (Kang et al. 1985). Conclusions from the 
study cited earlier, the alley cropping polythene 
barrier, and numerous observations in the field 
make it clear that in most agroforestry associations 
in the SAT, a major factor is competition for soil 
water. This problem is severe enough in many cases 
to offset expected benefits from agroforestry sys-
tems like mulching and protection from wind. 
Management studies like lopping intensity, and 
spacing provide clues on how to lessen this compet-
itive effect. However, there is always the danger 
that in the long run, such solutions will prove to be 
specific only to certain locations or tree/crop 
mixes. There is a crucial need to adopt a multidis-
ciplinary approach in management studies to learn 
more about the fundamental relationships of the 
mixes. 
Paramount among such studies is the need for 
research on water use and water balance, because 
the long-term water relations of these systems will 
ultimately determine their sustainability. Powerful 
new data-logging equipment that allow frequent 
repetitive measurement make this task easier (C.K. 
Ong, this volume). Improvements on old tech-
niques like heat-pulse measurement of transpira-
tion rates in trees should allow rapid advance in 
this area (Edwards 1987). Closely related to water 
relations research is the need to study rooting pat-
terns in agroforestry mixtures and the response of 
roots to changes in degree of competition between 
crop and tree. 
This is not to say that applied and adaptive work 
is not important. On the contrary, it can give (and 
in the case of SAT agroforestry, has given) insight 
into future needs in research and extension. Multi-
locational trials. like the Indian alley cropping 
network, can overcome the danger of attempting 
to extend site-specific technologies and can also 
provide the common denominators for discussion 
among scientists. It is only through adaptive 
research that new systems can be developed and 
traditional ones improved. However, future ap-
plied research should focus on efforts to separate 
competitive effects from beneficial effects and find 
sound practical management methods that reduce 
competitive effects. 
Strategies for Developing Agroforestry 
Systems in the SAT 
Agroforestry as a development package for the 
SA T, is unique in that the benefits of improving 
traditional systems or extending new ones to 
farmers' fields are countered by the length of time 
required for relevant research. 
The time element can be greatly shortened by 
incorporating formal research components into 
ongoing demonstration (or even ad hoc research) 
and extension programs already underway in 
many parts of the SAT. This has three major 
advantages: 
• It is cost effective because it does not require 
each institutiooaodevelop its own skills andl or 
programs in both research and extension. 
• It lessens the risk of duplicating research. 
• Networking and information-sharing is in-
creased, and therefore, results with wide appli-
cability are being produced. 
In India, this has been simplified by the estab-
lishment, in 1983, of the All India Coordinated 
Research Project on Agroforestry (AICRPAF). 
With 20 centers now in operation and 11 others 
proposed for establishment in the current Five-
Year Plan, the project has the potential of addres-
sing some research questions vital to the future of 
agroforestry in India. The project covers four 
agroclimatic lones: hill regions, arid and semi-arid 
regions, the Gangetic Plain, and tropical regions. 
Three resea'ch programs are underway: (1) evalua-
tion of traditional systems, (2) collection and eval-
uation of tree germplasm, and (3) studies of man-
agement mixes of agroforestry systems. Significant 
collaborative and financial input has been made or 
proposed by several foreign mentor and donor 
institutions. (Singh )986). 
In West Africa, there is no equivalent to AIC-
RPAF program. However, several agroforestry 
programs in the region have been and are being 
undertaken by national governments and foreign 
institutions in the region. Figure 3, compiled by an 
ICRISAT consultant (Weber 1986), shows some of 
the more important of these programs. Most of the 
ongoing projects in the figure are located in the dry 
subregion of the Sahel. Although several feature a 
research component, much of this effort is infor-
mal or ad hoc. Nevertheless, a review of the find-
ings of past and ongoing projects is of critical 
importance. Obviously, networking and task~shar­
ing among these projects and other institutions 
developing agroforestry expertise can be very 
important (Torres 1985), 
Much groundwork will have to be done to make 
collaboration effective. Before all else, a database 
of existing information must be established so that 
past efforts are not duplicated and new efforts are 
relevant. Institutions interested in collaboration 
should have closely allied priorities and compara-
tive advantages that do not compete but rather 
complement one another. Lastly, networking with 
similar or identical methodologies, experimental 
designs, and data collection and evaluation proce-
dures is important to ensure that generated infor-
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Figure 3. Ongoing and past agroforestr), projects in the semi-arid tropics of sub-Saharan Africa (from Weber 
1986). 
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Reponse des cultures aux engrais et influence des racteurs 




Les resultats du Programme engrais de la FA 0 dans la zone soudano~sahelienne montrent que 
dans I 'ensemble des pratiques culturales ameliorees, la fum UTe-organique et minerale--est de 
loin Ie facteur Ie plus determinant de I 'augmentation des rendements. Une tentative d 'estimation 
de I 'influence des facteurs agroecologiques sur la reponse des cultures aux engrais fait ressortir 
I1mportance de facteurs tels que: types de sols, zones agroecoJogiques et vanations climatiques 
annuel/es. L 'influence entre l'ut11isation des engrais et les facteurs humains tels que Ie nivesu de 
technicite des agriculteurs et leur environnement economique est awsi mise en evidence. En 
conclusion, la fumure devrait jouer un role determinant dans rintensification des cultures, mais 
eJ1e doit etn: placee dans Ie contexte plus large des systemes integres de la nutrition des pI antes. 
Ellfin, Ie document rappelle que pour etre effi.caces, les strategies de l'utilisation des engrais 
doivent etre confues a differents niveaux: exploitations agricoles, regions, zones homogenes et 
pays. 
Abstract 
Crop response to fertilizers and influence of agroecological factors on crop yields in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone: The results of the FAO Fertilizer Program in the Sudano-Sahelian 
zone for a large part show that among the improved agricultural practices, manuring, both 
organic and mineral, is by far the most important for obtaining yield increases. An attempt to 
assess the effects of agroecological components on crop response to fertilizer applications 
highlights the role of factors such as soil types, agroecological characteristics, and seasonal 
climatic variations. Attention is given to the influence of human factors such as the technical 
level of farmers, and the relationship between the economic environment and the use of 
fertilizers. In conclusion, it is felt that fertilizer use is important in agriculture intensification, 
and that manuring should be seen in the broader context of integrated plant nutrition systems. 
FinaJJy it is stated that to be effective. fertilizer use strategies should be defined at different 
levels: the farm, the region, the agroecological zone, and the country as a whole. 
Introduction 
Reconnaissant Ie role que les engrais mineraux 
peuvent jouer dans I'augmentation de la produc-
tion agricoJe et dans I 'elevation du niveau de vie des 
petits agriculteurs, l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies pour I'alimentation et ['agriculture (FAO) a 
cree des 1961 Ie Programme engrais. 
1. Coordonnateur pour l'Afrique du Programme engrais. FAO, Kinshasa, ZaIre. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainred Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop. 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT, 
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II s'agit d'un programme unique en ce sens qu'il 
combine la cooperation des gouvernements, des 
organisations non gouvernementales, de l'indus-
trie des engrais, du personnel international de la 
F AO, des services de vulgarisation nationaux et 
des agriculteurs auxquels Ie programme est destine. 
Le principe general de cctte cooperation est 
d'elaborer des projets adaptes a la situation de 
chacun des pays destinataires. 
Tres vite, les projets de terrain du Programme 
ont etendu leur champ d'action aux autres facteurs 
de production-pratiques culturales ameliorees et 
intrants connexes-lies a la fertilisation des sols ou 
favorisant celle-ci ainsi qu 'aux operations pilotes 
de distribution et de credit pour les intrants agri-
coles saisonniers et a la formation. 
L'impact des projets nationaux du Programme a 
ete considerablement augmente par la creation, en 
1974, du Programme international d 'approvision-
nement en engrais (PIE) de la F AO. Outre Ie fait 
que ce Programme a contribue a I'approvisionne-
ment en engrais des pays en voie de developpe-
ment, il a permis de developper les activites de 
terrain en ce sens que les sommes obtenues en 
contrepartie des ventes d 'engrais livres dans Ie 
cadre de ce Programme sont, avec I'accord des 
pays beneficiaires. affectees aux activites des 
projets du Programme engrais. 
Le Programme engrais de la FAO 
dans les pays de la zone 
soudano-sahelienne 
Origine 
Des sa creation, Ie Programme engrais a etc opera-
tionnel en Afrique notamment dans la zone sou-
dano-sahelienne. Outre Ie Senegal ou les opera-
tions ont commence des 1961, plusieurs pays de la 
zone ou proches de celle-ci ont beneficie dans Ie 
passe des activites du Programme: Benin, Gambie, 
Cote d'Ivoire, Nigeria (Etats du Nord) et Burkina 
Faso ou I'assistance FAO s'est terminee en decem-
bre 1986 (Joly 1985). 
Actuellement, quatre projets sont en cours en 
Gambie, Guinee-Bissau, Niger et Soudan. 
A la fin de chaque projet, un rapport final 
reprend pour chaque type d'activite, les resultats 
principaux,les contraintes identifiees et les conclu-
sions; des recommandations sont emises. 
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Les types d 'activite 
Place sous la tutelle de Ministeres techniques, Mi-
nisteres de l'Agriculture ou Ministere du Develop-
pement Rural, un projet du Programme engrais 
constitue a terme un service specialise en matiere 
d'engrais et de nutrition des plantes, souvent 
appele "Programme national engrais". 
Selon Ie concept F AO de Systemes integres de la 
nutrition des plantes (SINP), Ie Programme engrais 
recherche les meilleurs moyens d 'ameliorer la ferti-
lite des sols et la nutrition des plantes (Braun et 
Coursier 1985). Rappelons ici que ce concept 
prend en consideration pour une rotation donnec 
et non plus pour une culture annuelle ou saisonnie-
re, I 'ensemble des sources d 'elements fertilisants 
disponibles au niveau des exploitations, a savoir : 
• la fertilite naturelle du sol; 
• les eli~ments nutritifs des applications de matie-
re organique : fumure organique, residus de 
recolte; 
• l'azote provenant de la fixation biologique; 
• les fumures minerales et leurs effets rcsiduels. 
Les activitcs de terrain sont conduites en etroite 
collaboration avec les institutions nationales de 
recherche agronomique telles que I 'Institut national 
d'eludes et de recherches agricoles (lNERA), au 
Burkina Faso, l'lnstitut national de recherches 
agronomiques du Niger (INRAN) au Niger, etc. et 
des projets de developpement rural tels que les 
Organismes regionaux de developpement (ORD) 
au Burkina Faso et les projets de productivite au 
Niger. 
La recherche appliquee 
A leur creation. les projet~ du Programme engrais 
se sont souvent trouves devant une absence relative 
de donnees en matiere de fertilisation des cultures 
vivrieres. Lorsqu'ils existaient, les resultats etaient 
sou vent fragmentaires et localises aux stations de 
recherches; I 'aspect economique et en particulier la 
rentabilite de I'utilisation des engrais etait Ie plus 
souvcnt ignore. 
Des lors, une des premieres missions des projcts, 
sans toutefois perdre de vue leur vocation fonda-
mentale qu'est la vulgarisation, a souvent consiste 
a verifier l'efficacite des engrais et preciser leurs 
conditions d 'utilisation techniques et economiques. 
Les resultats doivent etre significatifs et represen-
tatifs de la realite paysanne-Ie paysan lui-meme, 
son travail, son champ-et du pays et des regions 
donc provenant d 'un nombre d'implantations 
maximum. 
Dans ce but, Ie Programme engrais recourt a la 
methode des essais eclates encore appeles essais 
simples ou tests. Cette methode implique : 
• une reduction du nombre de parcelles elemen-
taires par la suppression des repetitions clas-
siques dans chaque implantation-chaque essai 
simple representant dans une region donnee 
une repetition-et la simplification du proto-
cole en reduisant Ie nombre de traitements par 
essai a l'essentiel; 
• la non standardisation des facteurs autres que 
ceux specifiquement etudies a moins que l'un 
d'eux ne conditionne fondamentalement la re-
ussite de la culture. 
Les resultats analyses par ordinateur permettent 
d'obtenir les fonctions de production par elements 
et les parametres y afferant tandis que l'analyse 
economique (niveau de rentabilite maximum, ni-
veau de rentabilite optimale, Rapport valeur sur 
coi.lt-(RVC) est realisee par Ie biais des courbes de 
reponse profit etablies, si necessaire, dans diffe-
rentes conditions de prix (FAD 1971). 
En complement de la determination ou de i'af-
finement de formules de fumures adaptees et eco-
nomiquement recommandabies,le Programme en-
grais conduit aussi des essais de nouveaux types 
d'engrais (supergranules d'uree par exemple), des 
tests de matieres fertilisantes locales tels que phos-
phates naturels, des tests de microeiements ainsi 
que des tests d'introduction de souches de rhizo-
bium sur legumineuses. 
V ulgarisation 
Sur la base des recommandations de la recherche 
agronomique ou des resultats obtenus par Ie Pro-
gramme, des demonstrations sont mises en place 
dans les champs des agriculteurs. 
Principal outil de la vulgarisation, les demon-
strations ont pour but de familiariser I 'agriculteur 
avec les techniques culturales ameliorees, l'utilisa-
tion rationnelle des engrais et des intrants connexes. 
Selon les pays et les cultures, les demonstrations 
comprennent de deux a quatre parcelles; Ie dispo-
sitif Ie plus souvent employe comprend les quatre 
parcelles suivantes : 
• Techniques culturales traditionnelles sans en-
grais (temoin); 
• techniques culturales traditionnelles avec 
engrals; 
• Techniques culturales ameliorees sans engrais; 
• Techniques culturales ameliorees avec engrais. 
Des visites commentees sont organisees sur les 
champs de demonstrations a differents stades du 
cycle cultural. Elles permettent non seulement d'in-
troduire la nouvelle technique ou l'intrant aupres 
des agriculteurs visiteurs mais aussi de souligner les 
differences croissantes entre les parcelles. 
L'evaluation des resultats par des pesees de ren-
dements est faite par les agriculteurs eux-memes; 
tres souvent la rentabilite economique est estimee 
sur Ie site des demonstrations. 
Les demonstrations permettent aussi de tester, si 
besoin en est, deux niveaux de fumure (faible/ 
forte) ou encore d'effectuer Ie test de la potasse 
comparant une formule de fumure NP, sans potasse, 
avec une formule NPK. 
Banques de donnees 
Les analyses des resultats des essais et des demon-
strations sont realisees par ordinateur soit au siege 
de ia FAD soit, de plus en plus souvent, au sein des 
projets memes qui disposent de microordinateurs. 
Des banques de donnees sont ainsi constituees; 
elles permettent Ie stockage des resultats par pays, 
regions, zones agroclimatiques et pour chacune des 
campagnes agricoles et cultures etudiees. 
Pour chaque site d'implantation,la banque pos-
sede un enregistrement des traitements pratiques, 
des varietes cultivees, des rendements obtenus ainsi 
qu'une serie de donnees liees au types de sol, au 
climat et eventuellement a la date de semis (Van 
den Bergen 1986). 
Les banques de donnees sont utili sees pour: 
• resumer chaque annee, les resultats obtenus par 
pays, par zone agro-ecoJogique et par culture; 
• synthetiser les resultats obtenus sur un certain 
nombre d'annees et sous des conditions clima-
tiques et economiques variables; 
• calculer les doses optimales d 'engrais pour des 
prix donnes des engrais et des produits agricoles 
et verifier la rentabilite des traitements 
recommandes; 
• stratifier les resultats en fonction des zones 
agroecologiques, des types de sols et des autres 
facteurs pouvant influencer les rendements. 
Formation 
U ne importance toujours croissante est accordee a 
la formation notamment celie des cadres natio-
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naux des projets et du personnel de vulgarisation 
charge des operations de terrain. 
Distribution 
Lorsqu'une demande est creee, Ie Programme 
engrais s'empJoie a la satisfaire en contribuant a 
resoudre les problemes d 'approvisionnement et de 
distribution. Dans les villages sensibilises, des 
projets pilotes de distribution a credit sont mis en 
place. lis ont pour but de procurer au moment, 
adequat, les types et quantites d'engrais necessaires 
et de creer les conditions financieres permettant 
aux agriculteurs de les acheter (F AO 1980). 
ResuItats du Programme engrais 
dans la zone soudano-sahelienne 
ROle de la fumure minerale 
et des pratiques cuIturales ameliorees 
Pour les pays au elle a pu etre determinee, l'impor-
tance relative de la fumure minerale et des pra-
tiques culturales ameliorees dans l'augmentation 
des rendements fait nettement ressortir la predom-
inance de la fumure minerale (Tab. I et Figs. I et 2). 
Ces resultats tres probants obtenus dans Ie Nord 
du Nigeria (Etats de Kano et de Sokoto) et au 
Burkina Faso montrent clairement les limites des 
pratiques culturales ameiiorees, y compris au Bur-
kina Faso celIe de l'introduction de la culture atte-
lee, lorsque ces pratiques sont utilisees sans fumure 
minerale (FAO 1979a, 1979b, 1982), 
Ils font aussi ressortir que plus de 50% de I'aug-
mentation des rendements est dfi a la fumure mine-
rale. II n'empeche que d'autres facteurs tels que Ie 
niveau de rendement de la parcelle temoin, Ie type 
de sol ainsi que des facteurs specifiques (lutte phy-
tosanitaire pour Ie coton par exempIe) peuvent 
modifier sensiblement l'importance relative des 
divers facteurs de production dans l'augmentation 
des rendements. 
Importance des fumures organique et minerale. 
L'importance de la fumure organique dans Ie 
maintien de la fertilite des sols n 'est plus a de-
monlrer. Son utilisation generalisee ne peut 
cependant se concevoir qu'en liaison avec I'intro-
duction de la culture attelee. 
En dehors de cette derniere, les sources de 
fumure organique sont peu abondantes et les 
applications sont souvent limitees aux parcelles les 
plus proches des habitations ainsi qu'aux petites 
superficies reservees aux cultures intensives, rna· 
rakhage nolamment. En consequence.les applica-
tions de fumure organique sur les champs de cere-
ales ou de cultures mixtes sont de faibles quantites 
et espacees dans Ie temps. 
Les resultats obtenus au Burkina Faso (Fig. 3) 
montrent clairement que des applications de fu-
mier de ferme a raison de 4 ha- I donnent des aug-
mentations de rendement import antes de sorgho 
de l'ordre de 230 kg ha- I correspond ant a 37% de la 
parcelle temoin non fumee ou encore a 44% de 
J'augmentation due it une fumure minerale com-
plete NPK plus Uree. L'apport conjoint d'une 
fumure organique et d'une fumure minerale double 
les rendements (FAO 1985a). 
Tableau 1. Importance relative de la fumure minerale et des pratiques culturales ameliorees. Nigeria. Resultats du 
Programme eDgrais, Projet FAO GCP/NIR/021/NOR. (Moyenne sur quatre saisons culturales 1974-1977.) 
Rendement temoin Augmentation de rendement en du temoin (PT) due a 
Culture (Kg ha'!)1 F2 PA-FJ PA+P F avec PA' 
Mil 760 11 47 35 
Sorgho 751 40 15 77 62 
Arachide 6RJ 37 19 R5 66 
Cultures mixtes 529 20 91 7 [ 
Caton 480 29 87 58 
I. Rendemen! de la parcelle temoin. (1'). pratiques traditionnelles (PT). 
2. (PT+F) (PT) Augmentation due a la fumure minerale seule. 
3. (PA·F) (PT):: Augmentation due aux pratique. culturales ameliorees sans fumure minerale, 
4. (PA+f) lPT) = Augmentativn due a l'emploi conjugue de la fumure minerale et des praliques culturales ameliorees, 
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Figur~ I. Importance relative de la fumure minerale 
et des pratiques culturales ameliorees. Nigeria : 
resultsts du programme engrais F AO, Projet GCP j 
NIR/019jNOR. Moyenne des resultats sur 5 sai-
sons culturales (1973·1977) (Voir note au Tableau 1 
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Figure 2. Role des intrants dans les augmentations 
de rendement. Burkina Faso : resultats du pro-
gramme national engrais, Projet FAOjGCPFj 
BKF j028jBEL ORO de Bobo-Diolliasso, saison 
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Figure J. Role is fumure organique et de la 
lumun minende. Burkina Faso : results.s du pro-
gramme national fnlrsis. Projet FA 0 I GCPF I 
BKF/OlS/BEL. (NPK: 15-20-13, 100 kg ba- I ; 
Uree. SO kg ha'I, F=fumure organique. 4 t ). 
Reponses des cultures aux fumures minerales 
etablit ta reponse des cul-
tures aux fumures minerales en prenant en conside-
ration les facteurs physiques et economiques sui-
vants = 
Facteurs physiques 
• augmentation de rapport au te-
main, exprimee en 
• pourcentage d'augmentation par rapport au 
temoin; 
• indice de productivite (kg de produit agricole 
par unite fertilisante). 
Facteurs economiques 
• benefice dll a lutilisation des 
• RVC, rapport entre la de I'augmentation 
de rendement due aux engrais et Ie collt des 
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(Le Programme engrais considere 
n 'est vulgarisable chez Ies 
que si eUe permet d'obtenir un multi-
plicateur d'investissement au un R ve superieur 
au egal a 2); 
• facteur risque qui exprime Ie pourcentage 
culteurs susceptibles d 'obtenir avec une formule 
de fumure donnte un RVe inferieur a 2. 
En ce qui conceme les essais I a partir des courbes 
de reponse production et profit, il est possible de 
.............. ' .... pour chaque eU~ment nutritif N-P-K, la 
dose economique optimaJe, (niveau de 
economique maximum, taux de revenu ..... ., .... ,..,i., 
0). I 'augmentation de rendement, Ie 
maximum et Ie RVC dus a cette 
dose economique la plus interessante (RCV de la 
unite appliquee est de 2, tauK 
revenu ::: 1). 
courbes de reponse Net P sur Ie mil pour Ies 
zones agricoles Sud et Nord du Niger sont presen· 
tees a la Figure 4 sur la base des resuhats de 
saisons cu)turales (FAO 1985b). 
Au Niger, sur Ia base des resultats trois pre· 
mieres de tests (1981 on pouvait dis-
tinguer deux lones, Nord et Sud. Les resultats de 
N 
















Figure 4, Fonetion de production N et P. Nlgtr : 
resultats du programme engrais nigerien, (saison 
culturale 1983), Projet f AO/GCPF INER/010I 
DEN. (X=rendements observes pour N; 
entre 1& valeur de I'augmentation de rf'I"lIClf'lmf'lrU 
aux engrlis et Ie 
l'annee 1985, non repris dans la Figure 4, ont toute-
fois fait nettement apparaltre une zone inter-
mediaire. 
Les conclusions preliminaires de I'analyse des 
resultats disponibles sont les suivantes : 
Zone Sud. Elle a moins d 'altas climatiques vrai-
ment catastrophiques, la rentabilite de I'utilisation 
des engrais est a peu pres assuree; les RVC etant de 
I'ordre de 2 a 3. 
Zone intermediaire. Les essais simples (tests) dev-
ront etre poursuivis sur plusieurs annees et dans de 
nouvelles implantations pour la circonscrire et y 
definir un gradiant de risque croissant Sud-Nord. 
Zone Nord. Elle ne peut pas etre consideree 
comme zone agricole susceptible d'intensification 
par l'utilisation des engrais; la rentabilite Hant 
nulle et Ie facteur risque tres eleve. 
Reponse des cultures aux fumures NP 
Les nombreux resultats montrent clairement une 
bonne reponse des cereales traditionnelles : mil-
sorgho a I'azote et au phosphore avec toutefois un 
gradient de reponse diminuant du Sud au Nord de 
la zone en fonction de la pluviometrie. 
Le mil qui. en conditions climatiques adequates, 
repond moins bien a l'engrais que Ie sorgho, sem-
ble, grace a sa periode vegetative plus courte et a sa 
capacite de resister au stress hydrique, valoriser 
mieux la fumure en zone it plus faible pluviometrie. 
Dans Ie nord du Nigeria (Etats de Kano et de 
Sokoto) ainsi que pour une grande partie du Niger 
(F AO 1979a, 1979b, Landez 1985), des augmenta-
tions de rendement de 350 it. 500 kg ha- I peuvent 
etre obtenues grace a l'emploi conjugue des pra-
tiques culturales ameliorees et de la fumure 
minerale. 
Au Burkina Faso, l'empJoi des engrais sur mil 
semble plus aleatoire que sur sorgho, sauf dans 
I'ORD de Kaya (FAO 1984). 
La culture du mals, sans irrigation, est limitee a 
quelques regions de la frange sud de la zone 
soudano-sahelienne (ORO des Hauts Bassins au 
Burkina Faso, notamment) correspondant aux 
deux zones agroecologiques F AO G et H (F AO 
1985a, 1979c). De maniere generale et meme en 
annee climatique deficitaire, on cons tate une bonne 
reponse du mais aux engrais, specialement a Iuree; 
les resultats de l'annee J 984 se situent toutefois 
entre 10 et 15 %, en dessous de la moyenne (FAO 
1985a). 
Les cereales cultivees en conditions irriguees, riz 
et ble de contre-saison, sauf difficultes d'irrigation, 
sont peu depend antes des conditions climatiques. 
Les reponses de ces cultures aux fumures NP sont 
excellentes. Ainsi dans I'extreme nord du Nigeria, 
des essais de ble de contre-saison ont montre des 
rendements de plus de 4 t ha- I (FAO 1979a) avec 
des reponses aux fumures NP tres elevees. 
Avec les legumineuses alimentaires, arachide et 
niebe, les resultats sont moins probants et plus 
variables. 
Au Niger, sur arachide, seul I'acide phospho-
rique per met d 'obtenir un resultat economique et 
ce pour autant que la productivite potentielle sans 
engrais soit superieure a 750 kg ha- I considere 
comme seuil de fertilite naturelle du sol (Landez 
1985). 
Au Nord du Nigeria comme au Burkina Faso, de 
faibles apports d'azote (10 a 20 unites ha- I conside-
res comme "azote starter" semblent etre souhaita-
bles (FAO 1979a, 1979b, 1985a). 
L'experience du Programme engrais sur Ie nieM 
cultive en culture pure est limitee; au Niger aussi 
bien I'azote que Ie phosphore ont montre un effet 
technique, mais peu marque. Les resultats ont 
aussi fait ressortir qu 'en dessous d 'un seuil de ferti-
lite de 250 kg ha- I , la culture du niebe ne valorise 
plus l'engrais (Landez 1985). 
Partout ou il est cultive, Ie coton a montre de 
bonnes reponses aux fumures NP (FAO 1979a, 
1984). Les principaux facteurs limit ants ne sont 
cependant pas la fumure minerale mais bien plutot 
Ie semis tardif et I'absence totale ou partielle de 
controle phytosanitaire (F AO 1979a). 
Bien que l'experience du Programme engrais sur 
les cultures mixtes soit limitee au nord du Nigeria, 
celle-ci fait ressortir une rentabilite evidente des 
fumures minerales sur les associations legumi-
neuses cereales du type arachidej cereales (mil, 
sorgho) et miljniebe; I'association sorghojmil 
semblant beaucoup moins interessante (F AO 1979a, 
1979b). 
Compte tenu de l'effet starter de I 'azote constate 
sur les legumineuses, une fumure de fond N-P du 
type 18-46"() a raison de 100 kg ha- I semble !tre 
bien adaptee aux association culturales l(~gumi­
neuses/ cereales. En conditions climatiques favo-
rabies, elle pourrait etre compIe:tee par une fumufe 
azotee de couverture (20 kg N ha- I ) appliquee sur 
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cereale uniquement. Pour Ie mais, en zone Sud, 
cette derniere devrait ~tre plus importante. 
Reponse des cultures. la potasse 
A l'exception du Burkina Faso ou l'engrais coton 
NPK est aussi applique sur cereales, les fumures 
comprennent rarement de la potasse. 
Selon Pieri et Oliver (1986), la reponse des cere~ 
ales it la fumure potassique dans les sols ferrugi-
neux tropicaux d'Afrique est difficile it evaluer. 
Au niveau de prDductivite actuelle des cultures 
traditionnelles,les reponses it la fumure potassique 
sont generalement trop faibles pour justifier l'ap-
port systematique de eet element (FAD 1979a, 
1979 b, Landez 1985). L'intensification des cultures 
et I'obtention de plus hauts rendements ainsi que la 
reduction de lajachere dans une grande partie de la 
zone, devraient it long terme donner une impor-
tance plus grande it la fumure potassique. 
Dans certaines conditions, des carences relatives 
et des reponses aux apports de potasse ont ete 
mises en evidence (FAO I 979a, Pieri et Oliver 
1986). 
Selon I 'histogramme de la Figure 5, la rentabilite 
des engrais sur mil etait pour l'annee 1984. neUe-
ment inferieure a la rentabilite moyenne de la peri-
ode 1977-1984. De plus, pour deux ORO sur qua-
tre, la rentabilite etait negative ce qui montre un 
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Figure S. Influences des conditions climatiques 
annueUes sur les rendements. Burkina Faso : resul-
tats du programme national engrais, Projet 
FAO/GCPF /BKF I028/BEL. 
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risque plus eleve pour les agriculteurs de ces ORD 
qui utiliseraient les engrais. 
Pour les agriculteurs mais aussi d 'un point de 
vue macroeconomique pour les gouvernements, il 
est extr~mement important de pouvoir determiner 
les zones it risques et si possible de pouvoir chiffrer, 
it long terme, Ie pourcentage de risques pour 
chaque zone homogene. 
Influence des zones agro-ecologiques 
sur les rendements 
La zone soudano-sahelienne se caracterise aussi 
par un gradient pluviometrique decroissant du Sud 
au Nord de la zone. Dans son rapport sur les zones 
agro-ecologiques, la FAD a determine, pour la 
zone soudano-saheIienne, cinq "zones de peri odes 
de croissance" (FAD 1 979c). 
L'analyse des resultats des projets du Programme 
engrais dans la zone soudano-sahelienne montre 
clairement les tendances de niveau de production 
et de reponse aux engrais des principales cultures 
de la zone, mil, sorgho, arachide; de faibles rende-
ments et reponse tres limitees en zone aride et 
semi-aride jusqu'aux hauts niveaux de la zone 
marginale sub-humide. 
Comme les courbes de reponse a I'azote et au 
phosphore du mil (Fig. 3), les courbes de la Fig-
ure 6 expriment ces tendances pour Ie sorgho et 
I'arachide dans les deux conditions de culture, a 
savoir pratiques culturales traditionnelles et pra-
tiques culturales ameliorees + fumure minerale 
(FAD 1979a, Joly 1979). 
Les resultats ont aussi fait ressortir que, pour 
une zone donnee permettant une rentabilite suffi-
sante de I'utilisation des engrais en conditions cli-
matiques normales, la fumure pouvait etre partiel-
lement adaptee aux conditions climatiques annu-
elles. En effel, sur cereaies,la fumure recommandee 
comprend sou vent un apport d 'azote en couverture 
au sarclage. En fonction de la pluviometrie enregis-
tree, plus ou moins favorable, I'agriculteur peut 
choisir d'effectuer ou non I'apport d'engrais azote 
de couverture, adaptant ainsi sa fumure aux condi-
tions climatiques locales et saisonnieres. 
La stratification des resultats par zone agro-
ecologique a cependant aussi ses limites car elle ne 
tient pas compte du niveau de developpement agri-
cole de la zone et de technicite des agriculteurs. 
Ainsi, au Burkina Faso ou Ie niveau de develop-
pement agricoie est plus eieve en zone cotonniere, il 
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Figure 6. Influences des zones agroecologiques sur 
les rendements. ~igeria : resultats du programme 
engrais FAO, Projet (;CP/~IR/021/NOR. 
a etc montre que les conclusions tif(~es des rende-
ments moyens par zones agro-ecologique pou-
vaient etre estimees ala hausse en zone cotonniere 
et a la baisse pour les aut res (F AO 1985a). 
Reponse des cultures aux engrais 
et aux types de sols 
Il est etabli que parmi les techniques susceptibles 
d'accroitre la production, la fertilisation-au sens 
large du terme-est sans doute Ie facteur de pro-
duction Ie plus puissant. Modifiant Ie sol, la fertili-
sation ne peut fondamentalement etre etudiee que 
dans Ie cadre des relations sols/ fertilisation. II est 
done logique de vouloir correler les resultats d'ex-
peri mentation de la fertilisation avec les analyses 
de sols. 
La mise en evidence d 'une telle correlation n 'est 
cependant pas facile car les contraintes a surmon-
ter sont nombreuses : 
• elle implique que la correlation entre methodes 
d'analyse/facteur etudie soit reelle et perm a-
nente or ce n 'est pas toujours Ie cas, l'interpreta-
tion des bulletins d'analyse restant difficile; 
• une des caracteristiques des sols saheliens, sou-
vent en voie d 'epuisement, est leur extreme hete-
rogeneite : celle-ci engendre des coefficients de 
variation eleves et reduit considerablement la 
signification statistique des essais. De sorte que 
Ia precision peut ne pas etre suffisante pour 
mettre en evidence les phenomenes; 
• elle implique aussi que les echantillons de sols 
soient representatifs, or l'heterogeneiH: des sols 
deja soulignee rend cette representativite 
aleatoire; 
• la precision necessaire exige une grande regula~ 
rite dans la realisation des analyses, done un 
personnel stable, experimente et soigneusement 
controle ainsi que des moyens importants, con-
ditions souvent difficiles a obtenir~ 
• l'interaction entre les differents facteurs de pro-
duction et les conditions climatiques locales est 
souvent tres importante. 
L'action preponderante de tel ou tel facteur dans 
des conditions diverses peut masquer ou attenuer 
la correlation etudiee. 
Les correlations sols! fertilisation devraient four-
nir des recommandations precises sur l'ameliora-
tion de la productivite des engrais utilises par les 
paysans. Or, peut-on demander a des paysans, 
dont la superficie des champs est Ie plus souvent de 
1 'ordre de quelques dizaines d 'ares, de supporter les 
frais eleves d'analyses de sol? Ces paysans pour-
ront -ils toujours compter sur les techniciens neces-
saires pour faire les prelevements, les transmettre 
au laboratoire, traduire les resultats en recom-
mandations? 
On est done contraint, dans un premier temps, 
de limiter les analyses it quelques sites selectionnes 
et d'extrapoler eventuellement les resultats a de 
vastes zones homogenes en tenant compte des dis-
parites techniques existant dans ces zones et des 
autres correlations. 
Ainsi, l'etude poussee de correlations, resultats 
d'analyses de sols/fertilisation, pour aussi interes-
sante qu'elle so it, ne pourra de boucher sur quelque 
chose de eoncret qu 'a long terme; elle exigera la 
mobilisation de gros moyens. 
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Sans pour autant abandonner les recherches en 
stations et pour certaines zones d'intensification 
precises, il est donc necessaire de concentrer les 
efforts sur des objectifs plus immediats, debou-
chant sur des techniques faciles it mettre en oeuvre 
par Ie pays an ainsi que sur des etudes de facteurs 
simples voire simplifies. Par exemple, point n 'est 
besoin d 'analyser pour distinguer un sollourd d 'un 
solleger. Pour aussi relative et empirique que soit 
une telle classification, eUe peut etre faite dans une 
zone reputee homogene quant aux autres facteurs 
(eau notamment) et montrer rapidement une corre-
lation entre ces types de sols et la reponse it la 
fertilisation. 
U ne correlation de ce type a ete etablie a partir 
des resultats d 'experimentation sur ble irrigue, 
conduite conjointement par Ie Programme engrais 
nigerien et Ie Projet de developpement rural de 
Maradi (F AO 1985b). Selon ces ft!sultats. I'influ-
ence de la nature du sol s'est revelee hautement 
significative tant pour la productivite naturelle des 
sols (rendement du temoin sans engrais) que pour 
la reponse a I'azote. Ainsi, les rendements en grain 
du ble s'elevaient respectivement it 1700 et 2600 kg 
ha- I sur sols sableux et argileux, ceux en paille 
etaient respectivement de 3000 et 4000 kg ha- I . 
De plus, la productivite des engrais parait aug-
menter avec la legerete du sol surtout pour l'azote, 
element pour lequel les resultats sont exprimes 
dans Ie Tableau 2. 
La stratification des resuJtats des demonstra-
tions recoltes dans Ie nord du Nigeria (Etat de 
Sokoto) en fonction de trois types de sols (sablon-
neux, limoneux, argileux) reprise au Tableau 3, 
montre clairement I'importance d u type de sols sur 
les rendements (F AO 1979a). 
En ce qui concerne Ie mil, bien que les meilleurs 
rendements soient obtenus sur les bons sols, Ja 
reponse aux applications d 'engrais semble etre sta-
bilisee it un plafond d'augmentation de I'ordre de 
350 kg ha- I . Ce plafond reflete, sans doute, Ie faible 
potentiel de production du mil. 
Effets residuels des fumures minerales. Les resul-
tats d'essais dans Ie nord du Nigeria ainsi qu'au 
Niger ont mis en evidence des effets residuels 
importants des formules de fumure NP et NPK 
classiques. 
Au Niger, il a ete constate que meme I'azote a un 
effet residue! marque, cependant moindre que celui 
du phosphore (Landez 1985). 
Pour trois annees d'apports repetes d'une dose 
annuelle de 45 unites fertilisantes, la productivite 
residuelle est respectivement de: 1,8 soit 0,6 par an 
pour I'azote, et de 3,6 soit 1,2 par an pour Ie 
phosphore. 
Dans les conditions de la zone soudano-sahe-
lienne, les fumures minerales surtout Ie phosphore 
mais aussi dans une moindre mesure I'azote ne sont 
pas entierement utilisees en une seule saison cultu-
raJe. Une partie reste donc disponible dans Ie sol, 
augment ant la fertilite naturelle. 
En consequence, la rentabilite de ces applica-
tions, calculee sur une seule saison culturale, ne 
donne pas une image reelle du benefice que les 
agriculteurs retirent de ces applications. II apparait 
donc important que les effets residuels soient repris 
parmi les themes de vulgarisation lies a la fertili-
sation. 
Si les effets residuels des fumures minerales clas-
siques ne sont pas negligeables, ceux des applica-
tions de phosphates naturels sont encore beaucoup 
plus import ants tant du point de vue physique, 
augmentation des rendements, que du point de vue 
economique. Selon les nombreux resultats du Pro-
gramme engrais F AO au Burkina Faso et au Niger, 
une rentabilite suffisante de la fumure phosphatee 
par apport de phosphate naturel ne peut etre 
obtenue que si I'on prend en compte les effets sur 
deux ans ou mieux trois ans et ce pour autant et 
Tableau 2. Reponse du ble a I'azote selon les types de sols, Niger. Resultats du Programme engrais, Projet FAO 
GCPF /NER/020/NOR. (Culture de contre-saison 1984/1985.) 
Types Dose optimale Augmentation Rdt. (kg ha-
I ) Indice Benefice 
de sol (kg N ha- I ) Grain Paille productivite net Rye l 
Argileux 68 810 2060 12 136757 16 
Argileux sableux 76 1134 2860 15 193973 20 
Sableux 98 2062 3750 21 358089 28 
I. R VC = Rapport valeur sur coOt. 
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Tableau 3. Influence du type de sol (structure) sur lea rendements (kg hi-I), Nigeria. ResuitatJ du Programme engrais, 
Projet FAO GCP/NIR/Oll/NOR. 
Mil Sorgho Arachide Coton 
Augmen- Augmen- Augmen- Augmen-
tation de tation de tation de tation de 
Types de sols Rendement rendement Rendement rendement Rendement rendement Rendement rendement 
Sols sablonneux (78)1 (32) (64) 
T2 679 624 633 
T+ FJ 819 195 884 251 
PA4 782 103 713 89 750 117 
PA+ F 1040 361 1049 425 1186 553 
Sols limoneux (53) (64) (28) (15) 
T 798 716 810 448 
T+F 1131 415 1087 277 
PA 878 80 880 164 959 149 571 123 
PA + F 1146 348 1368 652 1465 655 829 381 
Sols argileux (5) (36) (13) 
T 960 884 522 
T+F 1148 264 
PA 1030 70 943 59 681 159 
PA + F 1320 360 J514 630 1005 483 
l. Chiffres entre parentheses indiquent Ie nombre de resultats, resultats moyens 4 saisons culturales 1974-1977. 
2. T:: Parcelle temoin. 
3. F = Fumure minhale. 
4. PA = Pratiques culturales ameliorees. 
que I 'on se situe dans les conditions climatiques 
favorables du sud de la zone (F AO 1985a, MDR/ 
MESRS 1983), 
Influence du rendement de la parcelle temoin 
sur les augmentations de rendement 
Tant pour Ie nord du Nigeria que pour Ie Burkina 
Faso, la stratification des resultats de demonstra-
tion montre clairement une augmentation de l'ac-
croissement des rendements par l'emploi de la 
m~me f ormule de fumure a me sure q u 'augmente Ie 
rendement de la parcelle temoin. Cette augmenta-
tion est d'autre part plus nette avec une formule 
forte qu'avec une formule faible (FAO 1979b, 
1984). 
Les resultats du Tableau 3 mettent aussi en evi-
dence que sur arachide, plus Ie rendement de la 
parcelle temoin est faible, plus Pimportance rela-
tive des pratiques culturales ameliorees est grande. 
A l'inverse, plus les rendements de la parcelle te-
moin sont eleves (Ies meilleurs agriculteurs ou ceux 
cultivant dans les meilleures conditions) plus l'im-
portance relative de la fumure est elevee. Ces resul-
tats confirment aussi Ie fait que la combinaison des 
pratiques culturales ameliorees et de la fumure 
donne de loin les meilleures augmentations de ren-
dement (FAO 1979a). 
Fumure et types d'engrais 
L'application des fumures recommandees par cul-
tures, pays ou regions, qu'elles soient des types P, 
NP ou NPK, implique de la part des gouverne-
ments un choix dans la gamme des engrais dispon-
ibles localement ou sur Ie marche international. 
LA ou il est operationnel et en collaboration avec 
les institutions nationales, Ie Programme engrais 
s'efforce de prendre en consideration les differents 
elements techniques et economiques pouvant in-
fluencer Ie choix du type d'engrais. Ainsi, au Nige-
ria: 
• poureviter I 'acidification du sol par lutilisation 
repetee du sulfate d'ammonium, l'application 
de I'ammonitrate calcique a ete preferee et 
recommandee; 
• l'engrais binaire NP, du type 1-1-0 plus facile it 
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I'emploi que les engrais simples, a ete progres-
sivement introduit; 
• l'application du bore sur cot on a ete introduite 
par I'utilisation de superphosphate triple borate. 
Ces dernieres annees, un gros effort a ete fait par 
Ie Programme engrais pour tester (Niger et Bur-
kina Faso) dans les conditions paysannes I'utilisa-
tion des phosphates naturels (F AO J 985a, Landez 
1985, MDRj MESRS 1983). 
Au Niger, Ie Programme engrais a entrepris ft!-
cemment I'etude de l'application de supergranules 
d'uree sur riz irrigue. 
Le Programme d 'action de la 
FAO pour I'agriculture africaine 
Le "Programme d'action pour l'agriculture afri-
caine" propose par Ie Directeur General de la FA 0 
(F AO 1986a) a retenu parmi les quatre grands axes 
d'intervention qui constituent l'ossature du Plan 
d 'action preconise, I 'amelioration des q uatre"i" du 
developpement agricole, it savoir : incitation. in-
trants, institutions et infrastructures. 
Tel que defini dans l'etude FAO intitulee "L 'agri-
culture africaine: les 25 prochaines annees"(FAO 
I 986a, I 986b) l'objectif prioritaire entre tous est de 
relever durablement Ia productivite des terres 
actuellement cultivees. La F AO reconnalt que cet 
objectif ne peut etre obtenu que par I'utilisation 
accrue des fumures organiques et minerales et 
I'amelioration des techniques culturales integrees 
dans des systemes d'exploitation adaptes aux con-
ditions agro-ecologiques et aux traditions locales. 
Les techniques definies devront comporter rela-
tivement peu de risques si l'on veut que Ie paysan-
nat abandonne rapidement les systemes tradition-
nels it faible niveau de technicite et a basse 
productivite pour des sytemes faisant plus large-
ment appel aux intrants externes. 
En zone soudano-sahcHienne, les techniques de-
finies devront etre d'autant mieux etudiees que la 
zone est sou mise a des conditions climatiques tres 
variables pouvant occasionner des deficits hydri-
ques importants. 
Conclusion 
La strategie de I'utilisation des engrais en zone 
soudano-sahelienne doit etre definie en fonction de 
l'environnement physique des agriculteurs et des 
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nombreux facteurs de eet environnement (zones 
agro-ecologiques, types de sols, variations clima-
tiques saisonnieres, cultures, etc.) qui condition-
nent les rendements des cultures, parfois de manie-
re determinante. 
La strategie doit aussi prendre en consideration 
l'environnement economique plus ou moins favo-
rable des agriculteurs, notamment la relation cout 
des engrais/ prix des produits agricoles ainsi que 
l'evolution de ceUe relation. 
La fumure minerale pour etre bien comprise 
doit: 
• etre utilisee dans Ie contexte des systemes inte-
gres de la nutrition des pi antes; 
• tenir compte du niveau de technicite des agri-
culteurs et l'application ou non des pratiques 
culturales ameliorees, culture attelee notam-
ment et de I'utilisation des aut res intrants agri 
coles tels que semences ameliorees et pesticides; 
• tenir compte de 1 'existence ou non d 'une culture 
de rente dans la rotation (coton, arachide) 
et j ou de 1 'existence d 'un marche pour une pro-
duction vivriere excedentaire. 
Pour etre efficace, la strategie doit etre con~ue it 
differents niveaux. it savoir respectivement au 
niveau de I'exploitation agricole, des regions, des 
principales zones agro-ecologiques homogenes et 
des pays concernes. 
Le role des techniciens est de fournir les ell~ments 
techniques et economiques qui permettent aux 
planificateurs et decideurs de dHinir it bon escient 
les strategies les mieux adaptees. 
Les projets du Programme engrais de Ia F AO et 
les services specialises des Ministeres, qui souvent 
en decoulent, ont a coeur de contribuer it la fourni-
ture de ces renseignements et it la preparation de 
dossiers techniques et economiques. 
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Causes and Effects of Acidity in Sahelian Soils 
L.P. Wilding and L.R. Hossner1 
Abstract 
Extensive areas of the Sahel are covered with sandy acid soils with low buffering capacities and 
low activity clay systems. This is in marked contrast to most soils of North America, developed 
in semi-arid conditions. Acidity in these soils is believed to be a consequence of parent sands 
derived from acid continental terminal deposits, strong paleoclimate and contemporaneous 
leaching, and base-cycling processes. Acidity in these soils negatively affects land use, soil 
physical and chemical properties, and plant and crop diversification, and disturbs the balance of 
pastoral and agrarian agriculture of the region. Finally, it makes agronomic research difficult 
because random variability within plot treatments often exceeds systematic variability due to 
treatments. This is a significant problem worthy of continued efforts to determine the scale, 
magnitude, and extent of spatial soil variability directly or indirectly due to soil acidity. 
Resume 
Causes et effets de I'acidite des sols saheliens: De vastes zones saheliennes sont caracterisees 
par des sols sableux acides ayant de faibles pouvoirs tampon et des systemes argileux d 'activite 
reduite. Cette situation est en contraste avec celle de la plupart des sols soumis aux memes 
conditions de semi-aridite en Amerique du Nord. Dans le cas du Sahel, on pense generalement 
que l'acidite est l'une des multiples consequences de sables d'origine deposes par le continental 
terminal, de paleoclimats plus humides et plus lessivants et de processus contemporains de 
lessivage et d'Cchange des bases. Elle a un effet negatif sur l'utilisation et Jes proprietes 
physico-chimiques des sols, la diversification des plantes et des cultures et les rendements. De 
plus, l'acidite est prejudiciable a }'{:quilibre existant entre les systemes pastoraux et agricoles de 
la region. Enfin, elle gene la recherche agronomique du fait que la variabilitite aleatoire entre 
traitements appliques sur les parcelles est souvent plus grande que III variabilite systematique 
due aux traitements eux-memes. C'est 111 un probleme important dont l'6tude merite detre 
poursuivie en vue de determiner }'{:chel/e, l'ordre de grandeur et la mesure dans Jaquelle la 
variabilite spatiale des sols est due, directement ou indirectement, 11 l'acidite de ces sols. 
Introduction 
Extensive areas of the Sahelian region in West 
Africa comprise red, sandy, strongly leached, acid 
soil resources utilized for pearl millet/ cowpea pro-
duction (Fig. 1). The soils vary greatly in thickness, 
associated geologic deposits, and geomorphic land-
forms, and reflect both semi-arid tropical environ-
ments and the more pluvial paleoclimate. Most of 
the soils are Ustalfs, Ustults, Tropepts, and Psam-
ments, indicative of their diversity in soil texture, 
acidity, and subsoil clay enrichment (Daniel and 
Wilding 1983, West et al. 1984 and 1987, Wendt 
1986, Bui 1986). Chemically and mineralogically, 
). Professors of Texas A&M University and Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, College Station, TX 77843, USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 





Figure I. Location of §and)' acid in the semi-arid tropics West Africa. 
these soils are uniquely their 
fertile neutral-lo-alkaline North Ameri-
can counterparts (Neuleton and 1983, 
Allen and Fanning 1983). The Sahelian soils are 
generally strongly acid. infertile, weakly buffered. 
systems with few mineral 
reserves. This fact is nor well appreciated by many 
soil scientists and agronomists. 
Hence. the purpose of this paper is to propose: 
( I) multiple working hypotheses the observed 
acidity in sandy soils of the Sahel; and (2) effects of 
to their use and Recent 
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conducted on sandy soils Niger, which 
of many soils in the Sahel, serves 




deposits are a sequence of sandy materials 
that cover ironstone caps, which in turn cover 
loamy Miocene (possibly as young as Eocene) 
deposits (Continental Terminal). These units con-
trol the soils, geomorphology, and hydrology of 
the area. The Continental Terminal sediments that 
are about 25 million years old are deeply weathered 
and exposed only in road cuts, seldom at the sur-
face (Sombroek and Zonneveld 1971, Gavaud 
1966, Greigert 1966), Ironstone caps the Continen-
tal Terminal in most parts of the landscape and is 
exposed at escarpments or breakaways along multi-
level pleateaus and ledges within the Miocene sed-
iments. The ironstone cap is a prominent pedo-
genic landscape feature formed during the late 
Pliocene or Early Quatenary periods (about 2 mil-
lion years ago), presumably under wetter paleo-
climates. It can be between 20 cm and 1 m or more 
thick, either as a continuous unit, as sesquioxide 
blocks, or as cemented ironstone gravels. The iron-
stone serves as an effective base for the modern 
soils and as a root-and-water restrictive layer. 
When on a sloping gradient, it is the interface along 
which interflow occurs. The sandy cover materials 
are between 2 and 8 cm or more in thickness, over 
an almost universal ironstone cap. The texture of 
this sandy cover is fine sand, fine loamy sand, and 
rarely. fine sandy loam. In the uplands, it is mostly 
of eolian origin while on low terraces, floodplains, 
and in the dallols, it may he a combination of 
fluvial and eolian processes. The age of these de-
posits range from a few thousand years in dallols to 
about 40 000 years in more stable uplands. 
Geomorphology 
The area can be divided into four geomorphic ele-
ments (Daniels and Wilding 1983). The landscape 
is dominated by broad. gently-sloping plateaus 
with discontinuous sand cover, sandy valley sys-
tems that slope gently from the ironstone-capped 
plateau toward a dry stream bed, broad (terrace-
like) sand plains, and dal.lols (dry fossil valleys). 
Major plateaus, several kilometers across, are 
recognized at 220-, 240-. and 260-m elevations 
along the Niger River. They generally have thin 
sand covers with or without iow dune forms. The 
valley systems start just below the ironstone cap of 
the plateaus, have thick sands near the escarpment 
breakaway with discontinuous paleosols in the 
lower sand unit, and slope smoothly to the valley 
floor. The sandy surfaces are apparently a combi-
nation of fluvial and eolian processes. 
The sand plains consist of thick (2-6 m) eolian 
sands over "stepped" surfaces or levels of laterite 
gravels that slope gently toward adjacent river or 
stream systems. The sand has a well-expressed 
dune relief and some deflation depressions occur. 
The sand cover on all "stepped" levels only differs 
in color, texture, and pH. It abruptly overlies a 
cemented laterite gravel contact that probably 
represents a constructional floor of fluvial gravels. 
The sands were emplaced on these surfaces proba-
bly about 20 000 to 40 000 years ago; thus, the soils 
are more strongly developed than their dallol 
counterparts (Sombroek and Zonneveld 1971). 
The dallols are unique, sand-plugged fossil stream 
valleys. Construction of these nearly level land-
forms was apparently by both fluvial and eolian 
processes. Surfaces express marked dunal relief 
and activity; these sandy deposits are probably less 
than 1000 years old, and commonly have shallow 
water tables between I and 5 m below the surface in 
southern Niger (Hui 1986). 
Soils 
Soils on the ICRISAT Sahelian Center (West et a1. 
1984) are representative of extensive areas of major 
pearl millet/ cowpea production centers in the vi-
cinity of Niamey, including the sand plains and 
upper reaches of valley sand systems. The Center is 
located on a sand plain. These areas comprised 
deep, red, sandy soils with weakly developed sub-
soils (Psammentic Paleustalfs, Psammentic Ha-
plustalfs, and Ustoxic Quartzipsamments). The 
Labucheri and Dayobu are extensive series in this 
area (Tables 1 and 2) and are deep arid soils on the 
sand plains. Dallols are also extensively used for 
pearl millet/ cowpea production but the soils are 
coarser-textured, less red, and less acid than their 
upland counterparts (Bui 1986). Soils on nearly 
level, broad, laterite-capped plateaus are very acid, 
thin, and variable in texture and thickness of sub-
soils over laterite or laterite gravels. Most of these 
soils are U stoxic Dystropepts and Petroferric sub-
groups of Haplustults, Haplustalfs, and Dystro-
pepts (Daniels and Wilding 1983, Hagen et aI. 
1986). The Gagani is a representative soil on pla-
teaus (Table 3). They are generally loamy in tex-
ture rather than sandy. These areas are not exten-
sively used for pearl millet/ cowpea production but 
are important forest and pastoral grazing lands. 




Table I. Selected soli physical and chemical properties of the Labucheri soils in Nicer (Psammentic Paleu.talf; sandy. siliceous, isohypertbermic), sampled at tbe 00 
ICRISAT SabeUan Center, Sad ore', Niger. Africa. 
Particle size NH40AC 
KCL 
extract-distribution (mm) 
Organic pH pH extractable bases able NH40AC Base Extr. 
Depth Sand Silt Clay C (H 2O) (0.1 N Ca Mg Na K AI CEC ECEC saturation Fe 
(em) Horizons .. (%) • (%) 1:1 KCI) meg (I 00g)-1 (%) 
0-9 AI 90.7 6.2 3.2 0.31 4.9 3.7 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.6 0.8 30 0.4 
9-30 A2 90.6 5.6 3.8 0.18 4.9 3.8 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 1.1 0.1 28 0.4 
30-58 Btl 88.3 5.1 6.1 0.13 4.9 3.9 0.2 0.1 0.0 OJ 0.3 1.2 0.8 36 0.5 
58-18 Bt2 88.7 5.5 5.9 0.11 5.0 4.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.8 60 0.4 
78-98 Btl 88.0 5.3 6.8 0.10 5.1 4.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 1.1 0.7 55 0.6 
98-122 Bt3 88.7 5.0 6.4 OJ)9 5.6 4.5 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.1 63 0.5 
122-146 B13 88.6 3.5 8.0 0.07 5.5 4.6 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.I 0.7 61 0.5 
146-173 Bt4 89.1 4.2 6.8 0.10 5.5 4.5 0.3 OJ 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.6 66 0.5 
173-200 Bt4 89.0 4.1 7.0 0.07 5.8 4.6 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.7 68-0.6 
430-460 C 90.0 1.3 5.1 0.04 5.1 4.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 1.1 1.2 0.6 39 0.5 
Table 2. Selected soil physical and chemical properties of the Dayobu soils in Niger (Ustoxic Quartzipsamment, isohypertherm~c, coated), sampled at tbe ICRISAT 
SaheUan Center, Niamey, Niler, Africa. 
Particle size NH 40AC 
KCL 
extract~ 
distribution (mm) Organic pH pH extractable bases able NH40AC Base Extr. 
Depth Sand Silt Clay C (H2O) (0.1 N Ca Mg Na K AI CEC ECEC saturation Fe 
(em) Horizons ---(%) (%) 1:1 KCI) ----- - meg (lOOg)-1 (%) 
0-15 Al 92.5 3.0 4.5 0.25 5.1 4.0 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.6 1.5 0.9 22 0.3 
15-21 A2 91.1 3.2 5.1 0.15 4.9 3.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.7 1.5 0.9 10 0.3 
21-44 Btl 92.1 3.2 4.7 0.11 4.8 3.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.3 0.9 II 0.2 
44--62 Bt2 92.7 3.0 4.3 0.08 4.8 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.1 0.1 II 0.3 
62-80 Bt3 93.0 2.5 4.5 0.08 4.8 4.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.0 0.1 12 0.3 
80-103 BW 92.5 3.2 4.3 0.07 4.8 4.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.0 0.7 13 0.3 
103-126 BW 93.4 2.5 4.1 0.09 4.9 4.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.9 0.1 20 0.3 
126-150 BC 94.5 1.9 3.6 0.06 4.8 4.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.8 0.7 23 0.3 
150-173 BC 95.0 2.0 3.0 0.05 4.5 4.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.1 39 0.3 
173-200 C 94.6 2.9 2.5 0.04 4.9 4.1 0.\ 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.7 0.6 24 0.3 

















sands and loamy sands, but shallow soils asso-
ciated with plateaus are gravelly and finer textured 
(loamy sands and sandy loams, Table 3). Most, but 
not all ofthe upland soils on stable landforms have 
weakly expressed argiIic horizons that slow the 
rate of saturated flow. increase the rate of unsatu-
rated flow, and increase the sorptive capacity 
(West et al. 1984 and 1987). Water retention is low 
and plant-available water ranges from 0.05 to 0.1 
cm em-I. Infiltration and permeability are rapid 
but upon high intensity, short-duration storm 
events runoff has been observed even on these 
sandy soils. 
Mineralogically, these soils are residual systems 
dominated by quartz/ kaolinite/ Fe-oxide (geothite) 
systems (West et a1. J984). Quartz comprises most 
of the skeleton grains interlinked together into a 
weakly cohesive soil matrix by kaolinite! Fe-oxide 
grain coatings. This matrix provides for large mac-
ropore conduits through which rapid water and 
solute transport occurs. The buffering capacity is 
low because of the low-activity clay system and low 
clay contents. Hence, soluble and readily-exchange-
able components are rapidly transferred vertically 
to subsoils or restrictive layers via the wetting 
front. The low water retention characteristics of 
these soils favor this process. 
Chemically, these soils have several properties in 
common; they are acidic, low in cation exchange 
capacity (CEC), mineral reserves, and organic 
matter, and have low buffering capacity. The pHs 
are acidic.: to strongly acidic and base saturations 
are generally less than 35% in the upper 50 em 
(Tables I to 3, and Figs. 2 to 4). Extractable Al (1 N 
KCl and AI percentages are correspondingly high-
est in superficial and upper subsoil zones (Figs. 2 to 
4). Base saturations increase with depth in deep 
sandy soils with argilic horizons (Labucheri, Table 
2 and Fig. 2) to more than 50% in lower Bt hori-
zons. Exchangeable Al percentage is greatest be-
tween 9 and 30 cm. Parent sandy C horizons, when 
observed at 4-4.5 m below the surface, remain very 
strongly acidic and contain small quantities of 
exchangeable AI. Deep sandy soils without argilic 
horizons (Dayobu, Table 2 and Fig. 3) also increase 
in base saturation with depth but never more than 
40%; exchangeable Al percentage in this soil is 
greater than 75% between 15 and 100 cm. The C 
horizons in these soils also remain extremely acidic 
with base saturation of about 25% and exchange-
able Al percentage of about 65%. Shallow soils, 
representative of plateau surfaces (Gangani, Table 
219 
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Figure 2. Depth distribution of pH. base saturation 
percentage, and aluminum saturation percentage in 
the Labucheri soils. 
3 and Fig. 4), are extremely acidic in both A and Bt 
horizons of the sand mantle and in the 2St gravelly 
sandy loam horizons just above the laterite con-
tact. These gravelly subsoils reflect the weathering 
profile into the Continental Terminal sandstones 
from which the laterite was also formed. The base 
saturations are commonly <25% with correspond-
ing exchangeable-AI percentage values between 60 
and 80%. 
While degrees of soil acidity are associated with 
mappable differences in morphological properties 
of soils in the Sahel, remarkable spatial variability 
in acidity also occurs at lateral intervals too small 
to be delineated by conventional semi-detailed soil 
surveys. Detailed research on these poorly-respon-
sive pearl millet areas are reported in this volume 
(Chase et a1. 1989). Possible hypotheses to explain 
the origin of acidity in these semi-arid tropical 
environments are proposed in the following. 
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Figure 3. Depth distribution of pH. base saturation 
percentage. and aluminum saturation percentage in 
the Da~obu soils. 
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Figure 4. Depth distribution of pH. base saturation 
percentage. and aluminum saturation percentage in 
the Gagani soils. 
Origin of Soil Acidity 
Acidity in soils of the Sahel may be attributed to 
the (I) indigenous acidity of the parent sands, (2) 
the development of acidity in soils weathered in 
wetter paleoclimates, (3) leaching of bases from 
shallow soil systems in contemporaneous climates 
with concomitant development of acidity, and (4) 
vector dynamics between base renewal at surface 
horizons and base loss at lower SUbsoils by leach-
ing under contemporaneous climates. It is proba-
ble, however, that soil acidity in these soils reflects 
multiple causes and counterbalancing base rene-
wal vectors. 
Effect of Parent Material 
The parent sandy and fluvial sediments from which 
most of these acid soils developed, were apparently 
locally derived from polycycled and preweathered 
Continental Terminal sandstone bedrocks (Som-
broek and Zonneveld 1971). Valley incision and 
dissection into the Continental Terminal provided 
an ample source of skeletal sand grains of the size, 
shape, and mineralogy as found in valleys and 
uplands of the surrounding soil landscapes. These 
parent sands are acidic, contain small quantities of 
exchangeable AI, and have kaolinitic/ Fe-oxide 
grain coatings as found in sandy soils of the region; 
the coatings impart the color and acidity of these 
sediments. However. during the fluvial and eolian 
transport process, a large component of the easily 
detachable clay would be lost from the coatings 
about skeleton grains. The sands would then 
become less red, less clayey and less acidic; this 
condition more closely approximates observed 
sand y parent materials (C horizons) of soils in the 
valley sand system, sand plains. and dallols. In 
summary, evidence for soil acidity being an inher-
ited property includes (I) the present semi-arid 
cond itions, (2) the strongly acidic nature of soils 
and geologic material associated with the Conti-
nental Terminal deposits. and (3) the acidity of 
parent eolian and fluvial sandy C horizons of the 
soils in question. 
From field morphology and laboratory analysis 
(Table 1 to 3), only part of the present clay, Fe-
oxides, and acidity of these soils could be explained 
by inheritance. Pedogenesis of preweathered par-
ent materials must also be taken into consideration 
to explain local regional patterns of soil. Following 
are several mechanisms by which this could occur. 
Effect of Paleoclimate 
There is a wealth of reviews of paleogeographic 
studies in Africa that have been published (Fair-
bridge 1976, Williams and Faure 1980, Maley 
1981). Reconstruction of the climatic history has 
been attempted on the basis of: (I) stratigraphic 
studies of stream terraces in northern Niger (Rog-
non and Williams 1977, Morel 1983, Durand et al. 
1983); (2) correlations with lake-level fluctuations 
and paleoecologic (pollen and diatoms) indices in 
the Chad basin (Servant and Servant-Vildary 
1980, Durant and Mathieu 1980, and Maley 1981); 
archeological sites (Hervieu 1977); geomorphic, 
sedimentologic, and pedologic correlations (Som-
broek and Zonneveld ) 971, Gavaud 1977). 
The major cycles that are important to soil acid-
ity in sandy soils of the Sahel are summarized in 
Table 4. Arid periods correspond to alluviation/ 
fluvial aggradation and eolian activity, while more 
humid periods correspond to vegetative stabiliza-
tion of the land surface, intense soil leaching, and 
weathering regimes. More humid climates would 
also reflect major periods of downcutting and the 
formation of multilevel plateaus in adjustment to 
stream-base levels. 
In summary, the formation of laterite-capped 
multilevel plateaus (Sombroek and Zonneveld 
1971), the deep weathering into Continental Ter-
minal sandstone, the very thick acid argillic hori-
zons in deep sandy upland soils (West et al. 1984), 
the presence of buried paleosols in thick eolian 
sandy deposits of the valley sand and sand plain 
systems (Daniels and Wilding 1983, West et al. 
1984), and the evidence for climatic fluctuations 
from paleontological records are all indicative of at 
least a part of the soil acidity of these soils being a 
consequence of paleoclimatic leaching under more 
pluvial (wetter) conditions. 
Effect of Contemporaneous 
Climate on Acidity 
Shallow Soils 
Contemporaneous losses of bases from the solum 
are probable (Figs. 5 and 6) on plateau surfaces, 
upper segments of valley sana systems, and on the 
sand plains where shallow sandy soils overlay root 
and water restrictive layers (laterite, ironstone 
cemented gravels. and plinthic horizons), Restric-
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tive layers that form a graded surface serve as the 
" ,', ,',', " 
Pollen and dictom assel11blage~:.; , 
Lake Chad fluctualions 
Lake Chad high 
Lake Chad minimum; maximum 
J 7000 deposition of Erg 2 
Lake Chad maximum 
Fluvio-lacustrine and interdunal 
evaporitic deposits in Lake Chad area 
Southern margin of Lake Chad high 
Deposition of Erg I 
Deep Sandy Soils 
interface along which water and mobile solutes are Development of soil acidity in deep sandy soils is 
transferred beyond the limits of biocycling by shown in Figure 6. During the rainy season (Fig 
plants in the immediate proximity (Fig SA). 6A), bases and nutrients progressively move to 
During periods of moisture deficit and high sur- deeper soil depths or to restrictive .impermeable 
face soil temperatures. water is lost by vapor layers with the welting front of successive rains. 
transfer and thus any bases remaining in contact Marked soil acidity and Al saturation occurs at 
with the laterite are not moved back to the surface depths in the soil corresponding to those zones in 
(Fig. 58). Likewise. biocycling is not an effective which the greatest number and most frequent wet-
mechanism of base recharge to the surface because ting fronts have occurred. Because these soils are 
ofthe paucity of bases left in the system. The only so coarse-textured and poorly buffered. develop-
effective means of base renewal in these soils is dust ment of acidity may be closely correlated with 
inputs. However. because of the sparse vegetation, leaching events and dynamically change seasonally 
crusted soil surface, and extreme desertification on with depth along the leaching front. Hydrologlcal 
these shallow acid sandy soils, little dust can be measurements at the ICRISAT Sahelian Center, 
entrapped: most will not be deposited. or if depos- Niger, indicate that during the rainy season, wet-
ited. are readily removed by ~ind deflation and ting fronts up to 2 m or more are possible. Hence. 
water erosion.' .. '" during these periods, bases would be transferred 
Where shallow saody soils directly overlie the progressively downward depending upon the fre-
Continental Terminal sandstone or a plinthic quency and intensity of seasonal rainfall events. 
horizon (iron-pan) at the interface. the soils are Where the laterite contact or other restrictive layer 
generally gravelly and strongly acidic. In this case, (Dayobu, Fig. 6A) is present within the wetting 
the impediment to vertical root-water movement is .·front, bases would be transferred laterally along 
the plinthite horizon or the underlying sandstone. the slope gradient as interflow similar to the pro-
When these restrictive layers form a graded sur~ cess described for shallow soils. The Dayobu as an 
face. losses of bases by interflow above the rest~. " : .'interdunal depression may also receive more intense 
tive layers is the same as when laterite is the impeckl ".leaching because of runon water received from 
iment. Acidity in these soils is a combination of adjacent dunal crests..,. . .. ,' . "i" ' 
strongly-weathered residual soil material coupled Conversely, during periods of mGi,tuft .tma 
with contemporaneous base loss by leachin2 and between rainfall eventl of the wet season and dur-
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towards the soil surface via unsaturated liquid flow 
(evaporative or capillary pumping. (Fig. 6B). How-
t"Vt'r canillarv rise is limited by the coarse-textured 
(Fig, 6B). Base recharge by evaporative pumping is 
thus not likely to reach the soil surface, The depth 
at which vapor loss of water is the primary mecha-
nism is not known, but based on surface soil 








oils and by the depth at which most 
be attributed to vapor transport 
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ling the dry season, the thermal gradient sustaining 
this process may be effective up to depths of 50-75 
cm. Upward movement of bases that had been 
leal:hed to lower depths can then be expected to 
rise to upper layers. At the soil surface base, rene-
wal occurs in the form of biocycling by plants and 
animals (especially termites) and by dust inputs via 
harmatlan winds from the Sahara Desert. 
The vector dynamics of base loss via leaching 
and base renewal via hiocycling, dust inputs, and 
evaporative pumpmg may help explain the base-
saturation and AI-saturation depth functions ob-
served in deep sandy soils (Figs. 2 and 3). Soils 
without a restrictive layer within the wetting front 
(Labucheri, Fig. 2) have maximum AI saturation 
and minimum base saturation in a zone imme-
d iately below the soil surface to a depth of about 60 
cm. Soils such as Dayobu (Fig. 3) and Gagani (Fig. 
4) with restrictive layers intercepting the wetting 
front have similar bases and AI-saturation depth 
functions but tend to remain more acidic through-
out. This is explained by the fact that bases are 
seasonally lost from these systems as interflow lea-
chates above the impediments to lower landscape 
positions. Evaporative pumping and biocycling of 
bases occur as in the Labucheri soils but there are 
relatively few bases in the system to be recycled 
except for dust inputs. Hence the soils tend to 
remain strongly acidic throughout, contrast to 
deep sandy soils without restrictive layers. 
Considering the low buffering capacities of these 
soils and the proposed chemical dynamics. caution 
should be exercised in interpreting data sets col-
lected at only one point in time. Data reported here 
were collected on soils sampled during the 1982 
rainy season. One can only speculate on the nature 
of the chemical properties had these soils been 
sampled sequentially during the rainy season or 
during the dry season. This is an important agro-
nomic question worthy of future research efforts. 
Such research is being planned within the SAT 
Tropsoils CRSP program. 
,\".,: 
Effects of Soil Acidity 
;;'~jor Soli Constraint to Land Use 
Spatial variability in farmers fields occurs on a 
broad scale in the Sahel. A significant proportion 
ofthisvariahilit\ i~ apparently associated with soil 
. ~idit~\.all~OU.B,h .It,., i~ .rC!co~~,izcd ~hat there are 
, "', \. ,,, , ~ " ",' 
.',,"', I".,. 
other factors that contribute to the observed varia-
bility, e.g. termite mounds, and previous village 
sites. The exact. land area where crops are affected 
by acid soils is unknown but preliminary observa-
tions indicate that it is substantial. 
The primary effects of acid soils on agriculture 
on the Sahel are threefold: (I) crops and cropping 
systems are limited by their tolerance to acid soils, 
(2) the full potential for soil productivity cannot be 
realized until soil acidity problems are diagnosed 
and treated, and (3) area~ devoid of vegetation 
owing to acid soils hasten desertification in the 
Sahel.· 
Acid soils affect a numher of soil chemical and 
biological properties. Decreasing soil pHis asso-
ciated with increasing aluminum (AI) and manga-
nese (Mn) availability. Below pH values of approx-
imately 5, concentrations of these elements may 
increase to levels that are toxic to plant. Low soil 
pHis also associated with lower concentrations of 
basic cations (calcium, magnesium, and potas-
sium. Tables 1-3) available to plants. Root growth 
and water-use efficiency of plants are both res-
tricted in acid soil systems with pH values low 
enough to have toxic levels of Al and/ or Mn. 
Soil Acidity and Cropping Systems ," ", .' 
Efficient use of native and applied nutrien':&ftd::" 
water can never be realized until soil acidity prob-
lems have been resolved. The choice of crops and, 
therefore, cropping systems will be limited to crops 
and cultivars that are acid tolerant in areas where 
soil acidity is extensive (Sanchez 1976, 223-253 
pp.). 
The presence of acid soils in the semi-arid region 
of the tropics is noteworthy in itself. That signifi-
cant areas of the Sahel are negatively affected by 
soil acidity is particularly imponam. The introduc-
tion of higher-Yielding cultivars of pearl millet. 
sorghum, or other crops that could be grown in the 
Sahel will be limited to acid-tolerant varieties. 
Efficient use of water resources is limited in 
areas where crop growth is mfluenced by soil acid-
ity. Introduction of fertilizers into the cropping 
system. particularly acid-forming ammonium-based 
materials, to the poorly buffered, sandy soils will 
tend to lower soil pH with time. Since the soil 
resource is very fragile, methods to correct acidity 
and chemical treatments to increase crop yields 
must be carefully considered . 
22S 
Desertification of the Sahel 
Causes of desertification in the Sahel are both 
natural and man made (Thatcher 1979, Thomas 
1980). Surface or subsurface soil acidity that nega-
tively affects plant growth contributes to desertifi-
cation in the Sahel. Bare or partially vegetated soil 
surfaces are subject to wind and water erosion 
(tiger bush plateau uplands), both of which may 
expose acid subsoils. Poorly-vegetated soil pro-
motes water runoff due to a lack of impedence of 
water to overland flow, and due to crusting from 
rainfall impact that can result in clay and silt dis-
persion and partial surface sealing. Crusting of the 
sandy surface soils is expected to be minimal in the 
Sahel but exposure of the acid argilic subsoils 
could dramatically increase water runoff. Further, 
because such areas respond poorly to pearl milleti 
cowpea production, the land is used for pastoral 
grazing of animals and harvesting wood for fuel 
and for construction. This increases animal traffic 
and compaction, and intensifies the desertification 
process. 
Lack of vegetation and soil litter also enhances 
wind erosion and movement of surface soil. Prop-
erly vegetated lands act as a deterrent to soil 
movement by wind erosion. 
Plant Response Variability 
Fields with very acidic soils show striking plant 
response and spatial variability over very short 
distances. Pearl millet growth often decreases from 
very productive regions to completely barren areas 
over distances varying from 2 to 10 m. (Wendt 
(986). The lones between these irregularly distrib-
uted productive and unproductive regions are 
characterized by gradually declining pearl millet 
growth, as defined by smaller plants, delayed 
maturity. shorter and more poorly filled heads, 
and diminished yields. Pearl millet germinates uni-
formly in aU areas of the field and growth appears 
to be essentially uniform until one or two weeks 
after emergence. Differences in growth become 
apparent at this time. The plants in the most 
unproductive regions eventually die, leaving places 
in the fields devoid of vegetation. Completely 
barren areas appear to be larger in regions of mar-
ginal rainfall. Poor stands also appear to be asso-
ciated. though not consistently, with micro-low 
regions in the field topography (Wendt 1986). 
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Potential pearl millet yield, lost owing to soil 
acidity problems in the Sahel have not yet been 
quantified. Extreme variability not only severely 
reduces yields, but is also a major obstacle to other 
field research efforts. Differences between treat-
ments are difficult to detect because of large varia-
tion between replications within a given treatment. 
Hence, soil acidity is not only a soil management 
problem for farmers but has a significantly nega-
tive impact on agronomic research endeavors in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone of Africa. 
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A Study of Crop Growth Variability in Sandy Sahelian Soils 
R.G. ChaseJ, J. W. Wendt2 and L.R. Hossner3 
Abstract 
Marked spatial variability in crop growth over short distances in sandy SaheJian soils (psam-
mentic Palenstalf. sandy siliceous, isohyperthermic) causes yield reductions within a farmer's 
field and complicates analysis of results from field experiments. Planting pearl millet in a field 
for two consecutive years indicated that the location of the areas of poor soil does not change 
perceptibly between years, and that crops are more affected in bad years than in good years. 
Relating plant height to soil physical and chemical properties at 101 points on two transects 
showed high correlations with soil acidity and other properties. Data taken from an area 20 km 
from Sad ore supported this finding. Analysis of surface soil samples and profiles taken along a 
transect between areas of healthy and poor crop growth show thal acidity decreases and 
alkalinity increases as the healthy area is approached, and that healthy areas have soils with low 
acidity «50% Al + H saturation) down to 35-cm depths, while poor soils are acidic on the 
surface «5 em). 
Pot studies and subsequent plant analyses of 4-6 week-old seedlings showed high Al (>1400 
mg kg-I) and Mn (> 1600 mg kg-I) levels in plants grown in poor soils. Al tissue contents of>600 
mg kg-I were consistently associated with poor plant growth. Liming poor soils two weeks 
before planting reduced Mn tissue but did not reduce Al tissue or improve plant growth. In sum, 
plants grown in good soils respond far more strongly to fertilizer applications than plants grown 
on poor soils. 
Resume 
Variabilite spatiale des cultures des sols saheliens: Une forte variabilite spatiale de la croissance 
des cultures sur de petites distances dans les regions saheJienllcs de sols sableux (psammentic 
Palenstalf. sables, silices, isohyperthermique) diminue les rendements des cultures et complique 
1 'analyse des resultats decoulant des experiences menees par les chercheurs. Des semis de mil 
pendant deux annees consecutives dans un meme champ ont indique: 1 'absence dun deplace-
ment perceptible des poches de sols mediocres d'une annee a l'autre, et l'aggravation du 
prejudice porte aux cultures pendant les mauvaises annees par rapport aux bonnes annees. 
La mise en relation de lahauteurdes plantes et des proprietes physico-chimiques du sol Ie long 
de deux transects a montre une forte correlation entre l'acidite du sol et les proprietes y 
afferentes. Les donnees recueillies dans un rayon de 20 km ont corrobore cette constatation. 
L 'analyse des echantillons et des profils des sols en surface suivant une Jigne transversale 
separant les zones de bonne et mediocre croissance montre : une diminution de 1 'acidite et une 
augmentation des bases a mesure que 1 on se rapproche de la zone ou la croissance est bonne, et 
I. Team Leader, SECID: South East Consortium for International Development, Farming Systems Project, Bamako, Mali. 
2. Ph.D. candidate, Purdue llniversity, Lafayette, Indiana, USA. 
3. Professor, Texas A&M University I Tropsoils, College Station, Texas. USA. 
ICR ISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an Interna!ional Workshop, 7 -II Jan 1981. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A. P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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une {aible acidite des bons sols (50% Al + saturation H) jusqu l} une pro[ondeur de 35 cm tandis 
que les sols pauvres sont acides en surface (5 cm). 
Des etudes en pot et I 'analyse des plantules agees de q uatre a six semaines ont montre que les 
plantes cuitivees sur sols mediocres etaient caracterisees par des teneurs elevees en Al (J4()() 
ppm) et en Mn (1600 ppm). Les plantes ayant une teneur en Al 600 ppm etaient toujours 
associees A une [aible croissance. D 'une [afon genera/e, la reponse des plantes aux engrais est de 
loin superieure en sols riches qu en sols pauvres. On a mis en evidence un dfet positl! de la chaux 
sur la diminution en Mn. mais non en AI. 
Introduction 
In many areas of the Sahel. crops grown on sandy 
soils display a marked degree of spatial variability 
in crop establishment, growth, and yield within a 
single field. In some cases, the variability in crop 
growth is because of the physical and biological 
properties of the coarse, poorly buffered soil sys-
tem. While crop variability may frequently be 
attributed to the existence of termite mounds, 
proximity to trees, previous human activity (Chase 
1984, Moorman and Kang 1978), soilborne pests 
(Germani and Reversat 1982), or various pedo-
genic processes (Wilding and Drees 1978, Van 
Wambeke and Dudal 1978), a particularly pro-
nounced variability exists, which has a different 
cause. In such cases, patches of poor pearl millet 
growth, 6-30 m in diameter virtually next to highly 
productive stands cause yield losses and confound 
treatment effects in researchers' field experiments 
(Moorman and Kang 1978). 
The objectives of the studies reported here were 
to determine the causes of variability, and to seek 
methods to eliminate the sources of this variability. 
Symptoms 
In the agricultural fields near Niamey, Niger, 
patches of poor pearl millet (Pennisetum america-
num) growth are often observed in farmers' fields 
and on research station plots. They are frequently 
associated with slightly depressed areas in the 
fields, and often have darker surface soil than that 
in adjacent productive regions, and a weak, porous 
crust. Productive regions, in constrast, are often 
associated with slightly elevated regions and loose, 
very sandy soils. Symptoms of poor growth begin 
to appear in pearl millet 1-2 weeks after emer-
gence. The seedlings exhibit stunted growth and 
the leaves curl longitudinally , often turning yellow, 
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purple, or brown. If soil-moisture remains high, 
less-affected plants may continue to grow and may 
eventually produce a small head. The more-affected 
plants die if deprived of water even for a short 
period. Cowpea crops (Vigna unguiculata) when 
affected become yellow and grow more slowly but 
usually do not die. 
Materials and Methods 
The Site 
Preliminary studies were conducted at the ICRI-
SAT Sahelian Center (lSC).located approximately 
40 km southeast of Niamey, Niger, West Africa 
(13° 15'N latitude 2° IS'E longitude), at an altitude 
of 240 m. The site is located on a sand plain with 
2-8 m thick eolian sands covering one of a series of 
stepped surfaces comprised of cemented laterite 
gravels (West et al. 1984). The soil is sandy, sili-
ceous, isohyperthermic Psammentic Paleustalf, 
comprised of approximately 90% sand. The sur-
face horizon (25-30 em thick) is a yellowish red 
sand uderlain by a thick (> I m) red loamy sand or 
red sand horizon. 
Rainfall is highly irregular both in distribution 
and total amount during the short (approximately 
4 mo) rainy season. Long-term mean annual rain-
fall for the Kolo research station, about 20 km 
from the ISe, is 574 mm, with a 90% probability of 
receiving more than 380 mm (Sivakumar et al. 
1979). Annual rainfall at the ISC during the studies 
described here was between 240-680 mm. 
The site had been used for a traditional pearl 
millet-fallow rotation before being donated to the 
ISC. Two years of fertilized crops had been grown 
on the 2-ha experimental field before the present 
studies were begun. Previous experiments there 
could not be interpreted due to the extreme varia-
bility in crop growth. Soils at the ISe are represen-
tative of the large surrounding pearl millet-growing 
areas. To extend the applicability ofthis on-station 
study, three additional sets of soil samples (per 
field) were taken from similar soils from three off-
station fields within 20 km of the ISC site. where 
variability in crop growth had been observed. 
Soil Sampling and Analysis 
To determine causes of crop variability, two SO m x 
50 m transects that intersected perpendicularly at 
their midpoint were established. They extended 
over both productive and unproductive crop growth 
areas. Soil samples (O-IS em depth) were taken at 
I-m intervals along each transect. They were ana-
lyzed by the Institut national de recherches agro-
nomiques du Niger (lNRAN) for organic matter, P 
(Bray I), particle-size distribution, cation exchange 
capacity (CEC), bases (K, Ca, Mg, and Na), and 
effective CEC. Soil pH (1 :2.5 in both H20 and 
KCI), exchangeable acidity and AI, soil bulk den-
sity, soil surface elevation, and plant height were 
determined. All soil parameters were regressed 
against plant height of pearl millet grown in 
pockets adjacent to each sampling site. 
In another study, 26 soil samples (0-15 cm 
depth) were collected at regular intervals along a 
15-m transect where pearl millet development 
declined somewhat regularly (i.e., from superior 
growth to plant death). In addition, soil samples 
were collected in increments to a depth of 70 cm at 
each end and at an intermediate location on the 
transect. All soils were analyzed for bases, pH, and 
exc hangeable AI and AI+ H. The bulk of the 26 
samples taken along the transect were then used in 
pot studies. 
ISC Field Studies 
Field studies were conducted at the ISC from 1984 
through 1985 to estimate the extent and severity of 
variability in crop growth. In 1984, pearl millet 
(var. CIVT) was machine-planted at a 1.0 )( O. 7S-m 
grid spacing in a 2-ha field. Simple superphosphate 
(SSP) was machine-banded at the time of seeding 
at a rate oflSO kg ha- I (1S kg P ha- I ). Urea (100 kg 
ha- I ) was applied by hand adjacent to each hill, half 
at planting and half at first weeding [about 15 days 
after planting (DAP)]. Approximately 30 DAP, 
plants were measured in the 50 l( 50-m square 
defined by the intersecting transects described 
above. Head number, length, and weight were 
recorded for each hill at harvest. 
In 1985, the field was planted and fertilized at the 
same rates and times as in 1984. Hand planting 
permitted hills to be placed at the recommended I l( 
I-m spacing. Plant heights and yield parameters 
were recorded in the 50 l( 50-m subplot as in 1984. 
Soil samples were collected on a 4 l( 4-m grid and 
analyzed for pH (H 20 and KCI), exchangeable 
acidity, and AI. 
Pot Studies 
Four pot studies were conducted during the 1984-
1985 dry season. Their objectives were: 
• Study I: To determine the effect of soils taken 
along a transect between productive and unpro-
ductive field regions on pearl millet seedling 
root and shoot growth, and shoot mineral 
composition. 
• Study 2: To determine the effects oflime and Ca 
applied to productive and unproductive soils on 
pearl millet seedling root and shoot growth, and 
shoot mineral composition. 
• Study 3: To determine the effect of nutrient 
applications, both individually and in selected 
combinations, on pearl millet seedling root and 
shoot growth, and shoot mineral composition. 
• Study 4: To repeat the third study using differ-
ent combinations and a soil-sterilization treat-
ment to test for biotic factors. 
For the first study, the 26 soil samples collected 
along the transect between productive and unpro-
ductive field regions, discussed above, were mixed 
individually. Four replications from each of the 26 
soil sites, using 7.5 kg of air-dried soil per pot, were 
employed. Without further treatment, pearl miHet 
was grown for 37 days, and then harvested. Plant 
shoots and roots were dried and weighed, and 
shoots digested and analyzed for mineral compo-
sition. 
Studies 2, 3, and 4 were carried out using soils 
from extremely productive and unproductive areas 
of the experimental field. Each of the two types of 
soils was mixed and to kg of soil used in each pot. 
Amendments (Wendt 1986, Table 1) were added 2 
weeks before pearl millet was planted. Five replica-
tions of each treatment were employed. Plants 
were thinned to four per pot after the first week, 
and were allowed to grow for 28 days before harv-
esting. Harvested plants were treated as in the first 
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Table I. Pearl millet shoot growth in liming trial (Wendt 1986). 
Rate Lime Shoot wt. 
Amendment (kg ha- I) factor (g pot-I) pH 
Productive soil site 
(Control) 0 0 0.831 efg2 5.42 
Ca(OHh+MgO 27 I 0.999fgh 5.69 
Ca(OH),+MgO 54 2 0.795ef 5.69 
Ca(OH),+MgO 108 4 0.8!<2efgh 6.28 
Ca(OHh+MgO 216 8 0.6to16de 6.96 
Ca(OH),+MgO 540 20 0.848efg 8.18 
Ca(OHh 35 I 0.876elgh 6.02 
Ca(OHh 70 2 0.79gef 5.86 
Ca(OHh 140 4 0.677de 6.32 
Ca(OHh 280 8 0.786ef 7.18 
Ca(OHh 700 20 0.489cd 8 .. 33 
CaCI2·2H]O 69 1.I15h 5.97 
CaCI 2·2H 2O 1.19 2 1.082gh 5.72 
CaCI 2·2H 2O 278 4 0.648de 5.42 
CaCI 2·2H 2O 556 8 1.105fgh 5.94 
Unproductive soil site 
(Control) 0 0 O.n6h 4.59 
Ca(OH)2+ MgO 244 O.250hc 5.98 
Ca(OHh+MgO 489 2 O.194ah 7.10 
Ca(OH)2+MgO 978 4 O.148ah LW 
Ca(OH)2+MgO 1955 8 O.OS7ah 9.25 
Ca(OHh JI6 O.2.l3h 6.02 
Ca(OH), 6JO 2 O.141ah 7.08 
Ca(OHh 1260 4 0.121ab l\ .91 
Ca(OHh 2520 8 O.078ab 9.28 
CaCI 2·2H 2O 627 O.067ab 5.13 
CaCI2·2H~ 1254 2 O.OJ5ab 5 '()9 
CaCI 2·2Hp 2507 4 O.OOOa 5.15 
CaCI 2·2Hp 5016 8 O.OOOa 4.88 
I. Denotes the multiple of equivalents of exchangeable acidity in the: soil that the applied lime can neuLIaJize. For the CaC1 1.2H20 
treatments, it refers to the calcium equivalents relative to the lImed soils. 
2. Means not followed by the same ICller are ~igniflcantly al P = 0.05 by Duncan's multiple range test. 
pot study. In all four pot studies, pots were watered 
regularly with well water from ISC whose proper-
ties are nearly equivalent to rainwater. 
Results and Discussion 
Analysis of Soils 
Chemical and physical parameters from the 101 
soil samples collected from the intersecting 50-m 
transects were statiscally compared to pearl millet 
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plant heights 35 DAP. The highest correlations 
were obtained between plant height and percen-
tage of silt (r = -0.35**), exchangeable AI+H (r = 
0.33**), exchangeable Al (r = -0.36**), and soil pH 
(r = 0.22**). Exchangeable bases and CEC, both 
related to pH in these acid soils, were also highly 
correlated with plant height. 
To determine if soil acidity was related to poor 
crop growth in other areas as well, three paired 
samples from adjacent productive and unproduc-
tive regions were taken from similar soils in three 
farmers'fields within 20 km of the ISC. In all three 
cases, the relationship between soil acidity param~ 
eters and plant growth was highly significant 
(Table 2). The same relationship was observed in 
the experiment using soils taken along the transect 
described above. Analyses of the surface IS-cm of 
soil showed that pH increased and exchangeable 
acidity (AI+ H) decreased along the transect leading 
to the productive site (Fig. 1 ). Exchangeable Ca, 
Mg, and K also increased (Wendt 1986). Al satura~ 
tion (r = -0.95), exchangeable Ca (r:: 0.88), Mg (r:: 
0.94), Al (r = -0.95), AI+ H (r :: -0.96), and pH (r :: 
0.96) correlated strongly with the position on the 
transect. 
Soil-profile samples at the two extremes and at 
the midpoint of the transect were analyzed. The 
chemical analyses indicated a very low effective 
CEC « 1.3 cmol kg-I) and highly variable amounts 
of exchangeable cations. Of particular interest is 
the variation in the exchangeable Al+ H saturation, 
i.e., the percentage of exchangeable AI+H vs the 
sum of the exchangeable Ca, K, Mg, Na. and AI+H 
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Table 2. Soli chemical parameters in farmers' fields .. a 
function of crop growth (n = 3). 
Exchange- Exchange-
able able 
pH pH AJ+H AI 
Area (H 2O) (KCI) (cmol kg-I) (cmol k.g-I) 
Area with poor 
pearl millet 
yield 5.06 3.99 0.42 0.17 
Area with good 
pea rl millet 
yield 5.86 4.74 0.15 0.00 
SE ±O.19 ±O.18 ±O.06 ±O.04 
cv (%) 8.50 10.30 50.80 
surface, however the AI+ H saturation of the unpro-
ductive extreme of the transect increased to 45% at 
a depth of only 3.5 em. The Al+ H saturation at the 
prod uctive extreme increased more gradually, 
10 
o 
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Distance (m) 
10 12 14 
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Figure J. Percentage AI+H saturation and pH of the surface IS-em of soil along a transect from an 
unproductin to a productive region (Wendt 1986). 
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Figure 2. Percentage AI+ H saturation with depth 
along a transect from an unproductive to a produc-
tive region (Wendt 1986). 
reaching 45% saturation at a depth of 35-cm. The 
soil at the midpoint of the transect was saturated 
with 45% Al+H at about l2-cm. All soils had 
potentially toxic levels of exchangeable Al within 
35-cm of the surface. Increases in exchangeable 
Al+ H were accompanied by decreases in exchan-
geable Ca and K in all profiles (Wendt 1986). 
Field Studies 
In 1984,4.7% of the 2-ha research field used at ISC 
was found to be totally barren, while 9% was found 
to produce exceptional pearl millet stands. To 
show the dramatic effect of short-distance changes 
in crop growth, two adjacent subplots were har-
vested and compared (Table 3). The better of the 
two plots yielded over eight times the grain har-
vested from the poor plot. Analysis of all sites in 
the 50 x 50 m area showed that if the entire area 
yielded at levels observed in the upper 10% of the 
sites, grain production for the field would quadru-
ple. This suggests that far more than the 4.7% 
completely barren area is being affected and may 
. respond to soil amendments. 
A comparison of the growth patterns in 1984 
and 1985 within the 50 x 50-m area made it appar-
ent that given locations remained unproductive 
over the 2 years. However, the crop was less 
affected during the wetter 1985 season than in the 
droughty 1984 season. This difference is believed 
by the authors to be due to the death of marginal 
plants in the drier 1984 that would have survived 
under more humid conditions. 
Pot Studies 
Soil Collected Along a Transect 
Plant biomass and pearl millet shoot mineral con-
centration as a function of position along the tran-
sect between unproductive and productive field 
regions were closely correlated with mineral con-
centration in the soil (Wendt 1986). Extremely 
high concentrations of Al (>1400 J.Lg g-I) and Mn 
(> 1650 J.Lg g-I) suggest that both of these elements 
may have reached toxic levels in some plants. Pearl 
millet shoot weight correlated extremely well (r ::: 
-0.89) with plant Al concentration (Fig. 3). The 
critical Al concentration for pearl millet growth 
appears to be <600 J.Lg g-I. Plant Mn concentration 
correlated strongly with soil pH (Fig. 4). However, 
it did not correlate well with pearl millet shoot 
weight, and proved to be an insignificant factor in 
Table 3. Pearl millet yields measured in two 7 m " 5.25 m plots separated uniformly by one meter in a research field and 
fertilized at the I CRISA T Sahelian Center in 1984. 
Head Grain Stalk 
Total Surviving Number of weight weight weight 
hills hills heads -----------------(kg ha- I )------------- -----
49 J J 27 158 124 470 
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Figure 3. Ln (AI concentration) vs shoot mass for plants grown in the surface IS-em of soil taken along a 
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Figure 4. Ln (shoot Mn concentration) vs soil pH (I: J) for plants grown in the surface J S-em ofsoil raken 
along a transect from an unproductive to a productive region (Wendt 1986). 
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estimating pearl millet shoot weight in a multiple 
regression analysis with plant Al concentrations. 
The effect of toxic levels of M n may be obscured Al 
toxicity or other elemental deficiencies. 
The Liming Experiment 
Selected chemical properties of soils collected for 
the liming study are summarized in Table 4. The 
Table 4. Selected chemical properties or soils used in the 
liming experiment (Wendt 1986). 
SoiJ site 
Parameter Unproductive Productive 
Exch: Ca, cmol(+) kg"1 0.47 0.68 
Exch" Mg, cmol(+) kg-I 0.04 0.09 
Exch. K. cmoJ(+) kg- 1 0.06 0.12 
Exch. Na. cmol(+) kg-I 0.02 0.02 
Exch. AI. cmol(+) kg-I 0.36 0.03 
Exch. AI+H. cmoJ(+) kg-I 0.57 0.17 
E Bases. cmol( +) kg-I 0,59 0.87 
ECEC, cmol(+) kg-I 1.19 1.07 
Al+ H saturation (%) 49 16 
pH. H2O 4.58 5.67 
pH, I M KCI 3.86 4.56 
r, Exch," Exchangeable. 
productive soil had higher pH, base saturation, 
and exchangeable Ca, Mg. and K levels, and less 
exchangeable Al than the unproductive soil. 
Pearl millet seedling growth and soil pH of var-
ious treatments in the liming experiment are sum-
marized in Table I. Liming did not improve shoot 
weight in either soil. The productive soil produced 
higher shoot biomass than the unproductive soil in 
all treatments. In the unproductive soil, shoot 
biomass was further inhibited by the addition of 
Cael:.!. H20, which resulted in the death of the plant 
at the highest rates of application. However, low 
rates of CaCI2• H20 actually increased AI- and M n-
uptake in the unproductive soils. These unex-
pected results are explained by plant- tissue analy-
sis (Table 5). Lime applications, while dramatically 
reducing Mn concentrations, did not reduce plant 
Al uptake. Additions of Cacl2 actually increased Al 
and Mn uptake in the unproductive soils. Other 
authors (Farina et al. 1982, Fox et a1. 1986. Soileau 
et al. 1969) have reported plant uptake of AI plants 
limed to neutrality. Hargrove (1986) hypothesized 
that this phenomenon may be due to the solubiliza-
tion of AI-organic matter complexes at pH values 
between 5 and 7. Bloom et al (1979) concluded that 
AI-organic matter complexes control soil solution 
Al concentrations in soils with low CEC, even if the 
soils have low organic matter contents. Farina et 
al. (1982) suggest that availability of Al at near-
neutral pH values may be due to increased micro-
Table 5. Elemental concentrations in selected treatments in the liming experiment (Wendt 1986). 
Amendment 




CaCI 2·2H 20 



























397 A 156 A 
485 A 118 A 
606 A 221 A 
345 A 304 A 
2328 CD 1373 B 
1397 B 237 A 
1574 BC 83 A 
1697 BC 78 A 
2539 D 2044 C 
I. The multiple of equivalents of acidity that the applied lime is capable of neutralizing, In the case of calcium chloride, refers to the: 
equivalents of Ca, relative to the liming treatment for that soil. 
2. Means not followed by the same letter are significantlY different at p::: 0,05 by Duncan's multiple range test. 
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Table 6. Yield response to fertilizer treatments in the first nutrient experiment (Wendt 1986). 
Shoot wt 
Treatment Nutrients applied (g pot-I) 










P. Ca. Zn. S. B. N. Mo. K. Mg. lime, Mn. Cu 
P. Ca, Zn. S, B. N. Mo, K. Mg. lime. Mn 
P, Ca. Zn, S, B. N. Mo. K. Mg. lime 




















p. Ca. Zn. S. B. N. Mo. KI 
P. Ca. Zn. S. B. N. MOl 
P,Ca.Zn,S. B. NI 
p. Ca. Zn. S. BI 
Zn, S. BI 
Ca. BI 
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f P. Ca. Zn. S. B, N, Mo, K. Mg. Mn, CUi 
J These treatments contained chloride salts, 
2. Means not followed by the same leller are significantly different at P = 0.05 Duncan's multiple range test. 
bial degradation of AI-organic matter at higher pH 
values and consequent release of plant-available Al-
organic acid complexes. 
Nutrient Experiments 
Soil properties in the nutrient experiment were 
similar to those in other trials. Productive soils had 
higher pH, base saturation, and exchangeable Ca, 
Mg, and K levels, and lower exchangeable acidity. 
Plant response to nutrient applications in the 
unproductive soils was sufficient to increase plant 
growth, which never exceeded growth of plants in 
the productive soils with no amendments applied 
(Table 6). Plant growth in productive soils im-
proved dramatically in response to nutrient appli-
cation. 
A significant increase in pearl millet shoot 
weight in the unproductive soils occured with the 
application of N, P, Zn, and S alone (Treatment 
12). While several fertilizer combinations improved 
pearl millet production on the unproductive soil, 
all successful treatments involved P and N. 
Tissue analyses (Table 7) indicate that unpro-
ductive soils did not supply adequate levels of P, K, 
and Mg, and were toxic to Al and Mn. Additions 
of p, K, and Mg increased plant growth by amelio-
rating apparent deficiencies of these nutrients in 
unproductive soils. Lime decreased plant Mn con-
centrations (Treatments 1, 2, and 3). Elimination 
of lime from treatments did not result in increased 
plant Al uptake. This is probably due to the pres-
ence of P in unlimed treatments. Elimination of P 
from the nutrient solution increased plant AI' 
uptake (Treatment 18 vs20) and decreased plant 
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Table 7. Elemental concentrations in selected treatments in the fint nutrient experiment (Wendt 1986). 
Treat- Shoot 
ment wt (g pot-I) Plant elemental concentration 
P K Mg AI Mn 
(g kg-I) (lJg g-I) 
Unproductive soil type 
I 1.09de l 2.6cd 35.9de 2.4b 417a 163a 
2 0.59be 2.7bed 37.5ef 2.4b 484a 217a 
3 1.03de 2.5ed 35.2de 2.4b 397a 134a 
4 0.75ed 3.3de 38.7ef 1.9ab 430a 81Bb 
5 0.27ab 3.0ede 40.8ef 1.4a 596a 1265be 
12 0.60be 2.8ed 27.6ed 1.9ab 268a 929b 
13 0.26ab 2.5bcd 17.5ab 1.7ab 660a 939b 
17 0.07a 1.4ab 11.3a 1.8ab 2237c 1561c 
18 0.24ab 2.1 be 23.8bc 2.0ab 631a 967b 
20 0.12a 0.8a 19.1abc 1.7ab 1248b 786b 
Productive soil type 
21 1.33e 2.3bcd 32.8de 4.6c 303a 122a 
22 3.11f 4.le 45,4f 5.9d 332a 261a 
I. Means not followed by the same leller are significantly different at p:: 0.05 by Duncan's mulliple range test. 























p. N, Ca~ 
P, N. Ca, Mg. S2 
P, N. Ca, Mg. S 
P, N, Ca, Mg. S. Zn" 
p. N. Ca. Mg. S. Zn. K" 
Nutrients applied 
Unproductive soil type 
P, N, Ca. Mg, S, Zn. K, B1 
p. N, Ca. Mg. S, Zn. K, B, Moe 
P, N, Ca, Mg, S. Zn, K, B. Mo, lime 
P. N, Ca. Mg. S. Zn. K. B, Mo. lime 
P, N, Mg. S .. Zn, lime 
Control 
P, N 
P, N, Ca, Mg, S, lnl 
Productive type soil 
P, N, Ca, Mg, S, ln, K, B, Mo2 
P, N, Ca, Mg, S, In. K, B, Mo 
l. These soils were sterilized by heating at !05°e for 24 hours. 
2. These treatments contained chloride salts. 




































Table 9. Elemental concentrations in selected treatments from the second nutrient experiment (Wendt 1986). 
Plant elemental concentration 
N P K Ca Mg Al Mn 
Treatment Shoot 'Nt - (g kg-I) - • folg g-I 
I 0.05a l 0.7a 14.0a 8.700 1.5ab 2574e 866e 
2 0.31ab 1.8be 15.4a 6.8abc 1.3a J052bOO 438 be 
3 L09bcd 2.3OOd 14.3a 6.8aOO 2.0ab 613abc 673de 
5 0.43ab 1.8be 14.6a 8.2bcd 2.2b 1148cd 774de 
6 I.l2bcd 2.2bcd 14.9a 6.6ab 2.4b 519abc 609cd 
to O.45ab 1.5ab 32.8bc 6.Sab l.3a 1514d 826de 
11 1.58ede 2.7cd 42.4d 9.4de 1.7ab 3J7a 152a 
13 1.I5bcd 43.2b 2.8d 16.6a II.Oe 3.8e 420ab 222a 
14 O.70abc 38.8ab 1.6b 34.3c 8.3bcd 4.9d 679abc 184a 
15 2.00def 45.3b 6.6e 25.3b 6.3a 4.6cd 397ab 320ab 
16 2.81f 43.5b 6.4e 29.5bc 8.700 6.1e 509abe 208ab 
17 3.85g 37.4ab 6.4e 45.Od 7.labc 3.6c 539abc 186a 
18 2.22ef 34.9a 6.ge 44.ld 9.8de 4.400 638abc 174a 
I, Means not followed by the same leiter are significantly different at P = 0.05 by Duncan's multiple range test. 
biomass. All treatments that had P as .an amend-
ment showed reduced plant Al concentrations, 
clearly showing the effect of P in reducing Al toxic-
ity. Additions of P had no effect on plant Mn 
concentrations. 
Yields and plant mineral compositions for the 
second nutrient experiment are summarized in 
Tables 8 and 9. This experiment generally substan-
tiated what had been observed in the first nutrient 
experiment. The combination of P and N reduced 
Al concentrations in pearl millet shoots grown on 
unproductive soils and improved biomass produc-
tion substantially. Further, the detrimental effect 
of chloride salt additions is clearly evident (Treat-
ment 3 vs 4,5 vs 6, Table 8). The chloride salts had 
the effect of increasing Al uptake and decreasing 
shoot biomass. When sulfate salts were substituted 
for chloride salts (Treatment 4, Table 8) biomass 
production and shoot Al concentration improved 
dramatically. Soil sterilization did not improve the 
unproductive soils (Treatment 11 vs 12, Table 8) 
indicating that biological factors were not the 
cause of poor crop performance. 
Phosphorus availability from applied P was 
higher in productive than in the unproductive soils 
(Treatments 1 and 3 vs 14 and 15). The apparent 
increase in P-fixation in unproductive soils sug-
gests that P is being precipitated by Al in the solu-
tion (Birch 1951). Phosphorus can also be immo-
bilized by Al in root tissue (Wright and Donahue 
1953). Phosphate "liming", i.e., the precipitation of 
Al with P, may be an inefficient use of P fertilizer in 
acid Sahelian soils. Woodruff and Kamprath (1965) 
observed that P fertilizer addition for optimal 
pearl millet growth was reduced by 50% when the 
exchangeable soil Al was first neutralized by 
liming. 
Conclusion 
Aluminum toxicity is the probable cause of poor 
pearl millet growth in the unproductive soils used 
in the pot studies and is probably the primary cause 
of variability in pearl millet stands in the fields 
examined. Mn toxicity may also be an important 
factor contributing to poor crop production, but in 
these studies it was at most a secondary problem. 
Elemental deficiencies exist in these soils, com· 
pounding the variability problem. The unproduc-
tive soils in particular produced plants deficient in 
N. P, K, and Mg when compared to values given in 
the literature. These deficiencies may also playa 
role in soil variability as they are more pronounced 
in unproductive than in productive soils. Even soils 
taken from relatively productive areas in the field 
responded dramatically to fertilizer inputs. This 
indicates the need for comprehensive fertilizer 
research involving several nutrients and nutrient 
combinations. 
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Liming of unproductive soils with Ca(OH)2 had 
a significant effect in increasing soil pH and reduc-
ing plant Mn uptake, but did not affect plant Al 
uptake or improve biomass production. The inef-
fectiveness oflime applications in reducing Al tox-
icity has been reported elsewhere and is still under 
investigation by the authors. The use of chloride 
salts increased plant Al uptake and decreased plant 
biomass on the unproductive soils, but did not 
adversely affect plant growth in productive soils. 
By comparison, the use ()f sulfate salts did not have 
an adverse effect on either productive or unpro-
ductive soils. 
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Soil Spatial Variability and Methods of Analysis 
D.J. Mulla l 
Abstract 
Soil properties usually vary with distance according to a pattern. The nature and pattern of 
spatial variability must be determined in order to manage the soil efficiently. Geostatistical 
techniques are discussed for optimal design of sampling schemes in spatially-variable soils. Use 
of efficient sampling patterns optimizes labor and equipment demands, while facilitating 
quantitative understanding of the nature and pattern ofvariability. A very good linear unbiased 
estimator technique known as Kriging can be used to produce survey maps of spatially variable 
soil patterns involving a minimum number of field samples. Cokriging is a method for data 
interpolation that facilitates field sampling and spatial modeling. Kriging and Cokriging 
methods for describing and mapping spatially variable SOli phosphorus and potassium are 
illustrated. These geostatistical methods can be used to improve management decisions regard-
ing other soil or crop properties including soil salinity, soil alkalinity, aluminum toxicity, plant 
available water, or crop yield. 
Resume 
Variabilite spatiale des sols et methodes d'analyse: Les proprietes du sol varient habituellement 
en fonction de la distance et non aleatoirement. Si ces proprietes sont variables dans l'espace, il 
est essen tiel de determiner la nature et Ie modele de cette variabilite pour un amenagement 
efficace des sols ou pour interpreter correctement les essais au champ. 
On discute des methodes geostatiques qui impliquent des variogrammes, des semi vario-
grammes croises ou non, Ie kriging et Ie cokriging et ce, en vue de la cartographie et de 
l'amenagement des sols variables dans l'espace. 
L 'emploi de methodes geostatiq ues permet d 'optimiser la demande de tra vail et d 'equipement 
et de faciliter la comprehension quantitative de la nature et du modele de la vllriabilite. Le 
kriging et Ie cokriging sont utilises pour cartographier et amenager des donnees d 'analyse de 
phosphore et de potassium. Ces methodes geostatiques peuvent egaJement etre utilisees pour 
ameliorer des decisions d 'amenagement pour une large gamme de proprietes des sols et des 
cultures, comme la capacite d'echange cationique. l'alcalinite des sols, la toxicite aJumique, Ie 
pH, l'eau disponible ou Ie rendement. 
Introduction 
Soils are inherently variable. When spatial vari-
ability is controlled by topography, differences in 
soil color, vegetative growth, or surface wetness 
across the landscape may indicate the extent or 
pattern of heterogeneity. In many cases, however, 
patterns of spatial variability in soil properties are 
l. Assistant Professor of Soils. Department of Agronomy and Soils. Washington State University, Pullman, WA., USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. S02324, India: ICRISAT. 
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not apparently visible. Researchers often make the 
mistake of assuming that soil properties are rela-
tively homogeneous in fields that are flat and that 
have no obvious visual evidence of heterogeneity. 
Even for simple topography, the extent of spatial 
variability in soil properties such as hydraulic con-
ductivity (Vieira et al. 1981), moisture content 
(Wierenga 1985), soil test P levels (Dow and James 
1973), A-horizon depth (Wilding 1985), or ex-
changeable sodium percentage (Uehara et a1. 1985) 
may be appreciable. 
In order to determine the nature and pattern of 
soil variability, systematic field sampling or field 
measurements are needed. Generally, the magni-
tude of variability that exists in the field is greater 
than the errors that arise in typical laboratory or 
field analytical measurements. Therefore, it is 
important to devise a sampling scheme that accu-
rately measures the range of variability encoun-
tered at different locations in the sampling area (de 
Gruijter 1985). Sampling schemes that involve too 
few sampling locations will be inadequate for 
mapping and management requirements. Sam-
pling schemes that are too dense may involve high 
labor and equipment costs, and are also undesir-
able. An efficient sampling scheme is one in which 
the minimum number of sample locations are 
obtained that will sufficiently characterize the 
magnitude and pattern of soil heterogeneity. 
If the variation in soil properties occurs ran-
domly, such that sample variance is not a function 
of sample separation distance, classical statistics 
can be used to analyze the data. These are standard 
techniques for analyzing soil samples, and are well 
known to soil scientists (Petersen and Calvin 
1986). For most soils, however, the variance in 
measured soil properties depends upon separation 
distance. In such a situation, samples that are 
obtained from closely separated locations are more 
similar than samples separated by a larger dis-
tance. Classical statistics do not accurately de-
scribe patterns in spatial variability for samples 
exhibiting such spatial correlation, since class.ical 
statistical techniques do not account for the rela-
tion between the value of a sample and its location 
in a field. Instead, an analysis technique known 
generally as geostatistics is more useful. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how geosta-
tistical techniques involving semivariograms, cro~s­
semivariograms, Kriging, or Cokriging can be used 
to model, map, and manage soils based on their 
spatial patterns. The example used to demonstrate 
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these techniques involves soil test P and K levels 
obtained from a commercial farm in the State of 
Washington. 
Methods 
Dow and James (1973) measured soil test P on a 
commercial farm in the Columbia Basin of Wash-
ington, using a systematic sampling grid. At inter-
vals of 30.48 m, five soil cores within a 1.83-m 
diameter circle were collected to a depth of 25.4 
cm. These samples were oven-dried at 70°C, com-
bined to form one composite sample, and screened. 
Each composite sample was extracted with sodium 
bicarbonate (Olsen et al. 1954) and analyzed for P 
and K. In the present study, statistical and geosta-
tistical analyses ofthe data were conducted using a 
Hewlett Packard 9816S computer and 7470A 
plotter. 
Results and Discussion 
To illustrate the use of geostatistical methods, con-
sider an example involving soil test K and P values 
from a commercial field in the Columbia Basin of 
Washington. Data for this example are for a 
leveled, visually homogeneous area studied by 
Dow and James (1973). Figure I illustrates the 
variation in soil test K values on a regular grid with 
42 sample locations separated by 30.48 m. Note 
that soil test K values do not vary randomly with 
distance, but are generally similar in value over 
short distances. 
The results in Figure I could be used to design an 
approximate fertilizer-management scheme for crop 
production. Clearly, however, additional mapping 
detail is desirable. Since labor and equipment con-
straints are often important in field experimenta-
tion, the researcher may want to know if additional 
mapping detail can be obtained without additional 
field sampling. Geostatistical methods can be ap-
plied to provide the latter information. 
Geostatistics is useful for interpolating between 
measured data points to provide additional data 
for detailed mapping. The geostatistical procedure 
known as Kriging involves computing the semivari-
ance function of the data, fitting semivariogram 
models to the semivariance data, and producing a 
detailed spatial map. The geostatistical procedure 








o J() 60 YO 120 150 
Figure I. Contour map of 42 measured soil test K 
values (mg kg-I) from a commercial farm in the 
Columbia Basin of Washington State. Matched 
contours represent low-ferrilitl regions. 
ing, except that the mapping procedure also uses 
information concerning the covariation between 
the mapped property and a second, spatially 
correlated property. The covariation between the 
two different soil properties is described by the 
cross-semivariance function. These procedures have 
been described by Burgess and Webster (1980), 
Vieira et al. (1983), and by Warrick et al. (1986). 
The assumptions required for applying geostatis-
tics are also discussed in these references. 
The semivariogram. The semivariogram is a 
spatial model that determines the relation between 
the value of a measurement at a given location and 
values of neighboring measurements at increasing 
distances from it. As stated previously. if sample 
variation is random. the total sample variance will 
be the same regardless of the separation distance 
between samples. Samples that are correlated in 
space, however. will have lower sample variance at 
smaller separation distances than at larger separa-
tion distances. 
One method for assessing the spatial correlation 
of samples, therefore, is to compute sample vari-
ance as a function of sample separation distance. 
For interpolation and mapping purposes, how-
ever. it will be useful to compute a quantity known 
as semivariance, 'Y(h), instead of computing vari-
ance. The expression for semiva~iance is: 
n(h) 
'Y(h) = [I /2n(h)] .I [Z(xi)-Z(xi+h)]2 (1) 
1=1 
where 
n(h) = the number of samples separated by a 
distance of h, 
= the value of the measured property at 
location Xi, and 
= the value of the measured property at 
location xi+h' 
Figure 2 is a plot of values for semivariance of soil 
test K values in Figure 1 as a function of separation 
distance. 
The semivariance in Figure 2 equals zero when 
h=O. This is expected, since there should theoreti-
cally be no variation in sample values that are 
measured at the same location. As separation dis-
tance increases, the semivariance increases because 
samples are less correlated when sampled at in-
creasingly larger distances. For separation distan-
ces greater than about 91.44 m, the semivariance 
values cease to increase at an appreciable rate. This 
occurs because the sample pairs generally lack sig-
nificant statistical correlation to one another when 
the separation distances are large. In this case, the 
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Figure 2. Semivariogram of 42 measured soil test 
K values from Figure J. 
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Occasionally, the semivariance has none of the 
above characteristics. If the semi variance is rela-
tively constant at all separation distances and var-
ies randomly at a value approximately equal to the 
total sample variance, the researcher can conclude 
that the sample popUlation exhibits no spatial 
correlation. 
Once the semivariance function for the data is 
computed, standard semivariogram models can be 
fitted to the data by nonlinear least squares tech-
niques. This provides the researcher with a quan-
titative model for spatial variations in the data. 
Three common semivariogram models are de-
scribed below. 
I. Linear model: 
'Y(h) = Co + B h 0 < h < a (2) 
'Y(h) = Co + C, h > a 
2. Spherical model: 
'Y(h) = Co + C1[1.5(h/ a)-O.5(h/ a)3] 0 < h < a (3) 
I'(h) = Co + C1 h > a 
3. Exponential model: 
I'(h) = Co + C 1[I-exp(-h/80)] O<h 
In these expressions, 
h = separation distance between observations, 
a = a model parameter known as the range, 
(4) 
(Co + C,) = a model parameter known as the sill, 
and 
Co = a model parameter known as the nugget. 
The nugget is nonzero wheile\'er sampling error 
occurs due to measurement error or when sample 
spacing is too large to detect spatial correlation 
occurring at small separation distances. In ideal 
situations when measurement errors are absent 
and sample spacing is small, the nugget will equal 
zero. 
F or the linear model, B is simply the slope of the 
line for a plot of semivariance vs separation dis-
tance. For the spherical and exponential models, 
the sill is approximately equal to the total sample 
variance, and is the maximum value of semivari-
ance that the model attains at large separation 
distances. For the exponential model, 80 is approx-
imately equal to a/3. Physically, sample observa-
tions separated by distances smaller than the range 
are statistically correlated to one another, whereas 
measurements separated by a greater distance than 
the range are not correlated. 
The semivariance values for soil test K shown in 
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Figure 2 were best described using the exponential 
semivariogram model in Eq. (4). The value of this 
model, for C1, equals 2587.6 (mg kg-IF, the value 
for B() equals 41.9 m and that for Co equals O. 
Kriging. The data presented in Figure I is some-
what deficient for the purposes of constructing a 
detailed two dimensional map of soil test K levels. 
A geostatistical technique known as Kriging can be 
applied to the data to produce a detailed map. This 
procedure is described below. 
Kriging is an interpolation technique that uses 
the semivariogram model in Figure 2 and the mea-
sured data to estimate data at specified locations, 
where no measured data are available. Estimated 
values, Z*(xo), are obtained from the linear inter-
polation scheme: 
N 
Z*(xo) = 2: A' Z(x') i= I I I (5) 
where, typically, 
Xo = a location where no samples were collected, 
N = the number of neighboring measured data 
A' I 
points used in the interpolation scheme, 
= a weighting factor for the measured data 
that is yet to be determined, and 
Z(xi) = the measured data at location Xi. 
Thus, Kriging is a method that uses N nearest 
neighboring measured data points and their asso-
ciated weighting factors to estimate data values at 
locations where data were not actually measured. 
An advantage of the kriging method is that when 
Eq. (5) is used to estimate data at a location where a 
measured value is available, the method always 
generates an estimated value that is equal to the 
measured value. This occurs because, for such a 
situation, the weighting factor is unity for the 
observation located at the same place as the esti-
mated value, while the weighting factors for all 
other neigh boring data values are zero. Regardless 
of the location of the interpolated point. the 
weighting factors are always constrained to sum to 
unity: 
N 
l A' = I j= 1 J (6) 
Several other interpolation schemes are in use 
for mapping purposes, but these do not return 
estimated values that are equal to the measured 
values at locations where measured observations 
are available. Examples of such interpolation 
schemes include the linear regression and trend 
surface models, which may have high correlation J 80 ......-"=""'--r--,...........-----,.,..,-,--,r-r---r--r--rr.,-,-,....,...., 
coefficients, but do not pass through all measured 
points. 
In order to produce a detailed map of soil test K 150 
values using Kriging techniques, the values of the 
weighting factors Ai in Eq. (5) must be determined. 
It can be shown that these values can be computed 120 
from a system ofN+ I unknowns in N+ I simultane-
ous algebraic equations having the form: 
N 90 
.t AJ' Y(Xi. XJ') + J.I. = y(xi, xo), i = I to N (7) 1=1 
and N 60 
t A' = I j=1 J 
= value of the semivariogram model in 
Figure 2 corresponding to the separa-
tion distance between two neighboring 
observations at locations Xi and Xj. 
= value of the semivariogram model in 
Figure 2 corresponding to the separa-
tion distance between a measured ob-
servation at location Xi and an interpo-
lated point located at xo, and m is a 
constant known as the Lagrangian 
undetermined mUltiplier. 
Computer programs are available which solve 
Eq. (7) for the weighting factors and the undeter-
mined multiplier. The weighting factors are then 
used in Eq. (5) to calculate the value of soil test Kat 
location Xo. 
The Kriging equations (5) and (7) were used with 
the help of a computer to estimate soil test K values 
at 525 locations separated by 7.62 m increments in 
the study area represented by Figure 1. The results 
are presented as a detailed contour map in Figure 
3. Maps of this detail are useful for planning effi-
cient fertilizer management programs or for inter-
preting the results of field experiments involving 
crop yield. 
The Kriging technique also yields a minimum 
estimation variance, a 2{"o), which can be com-
puted from the expression: 
N 
a2(xo) = J.I. +.I Ai y(xi. "0) (8) 
1= 1 
where po is the undetermined multiplier, and y(xi' 
"0) is the value of the semivariogram model in 
Figure 2, corresponding to the separation distance 
between the kriged point at Xo and the neighboring 
30 
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Figure 3. Contour map of 525 kriged soil test 
K values (mg kg-I). 
measured point at Xi. Lower values of the estima-
tion variance correspond to higher accuracies in 
interpolation, since the estimation variance is a 
measure of uncertainty in the estimation procedure. 
Cokriging. Cokriging is an interpolation tech-
nique that uses information about the spatial pat-
tern of two different, but spatially correlated prop-
erties to interpolate only one of the properties. 
Typically, cokriging is used for mapping a prop-
erty that is difficult to measure (e.g., saturated 
hydraulic conductivity) based upon its covariation 
with a property that is relatively easy to measure 
(e.g., particle size distribution). A second situation 
in which co kriging would be useful could occur 
when several analyses from a field survey have to 
be discarded due to poor laboratory procedure. 
As an example of the latter situation, consider 
the analysis of soil test P levels in the same com-
mercial field for which soil test K levels are shown 
in Figure 1. Assume that nine of the soil analyses 
for P had to be discarded because of poor labora-
tory procedure. The remaining values of soil test P 
are shown in Figure 4, and the semivariogram for 
this data is shown in Figure 5. The semivariance 
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Figure 4. Contour map of 33 measured soil test 
P values (mg kg· l ) from a commercial farm in the 
Columbia Basin of Washington State. The blank 
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Figure 5. Semivariogram of 33 measured soil test 
P values from Figure 4. 
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described using the exponential semivariogram 
model in Eq. (4). The values in this model, for C1 
equals 41.2 (mg kg-l)2, the value for 80 equals 37.9 
m and that for Co equals O. The shape of the semi-
variogram for soil P appears to be similar to that 
for the semivariogram of soil K in Figure 2, This 
indicates that the two properties may be correlated 
to one another. 
One method for assessing the spatial cross-
correlation of samples is to compute sample cross-
semi variance as a function of sample separation 
distance. The expression for cross-semivariance 
(ydh» is: 
n(h) 




n(h) = the number of samples separated by a 
distance of h, 
= the value of the measured K at location 
Xi, and 
Z2(xi+h) = the value ofthe measured P at location 
xi+h' 
Figure 6 is a plot of values for cross-semi variance 
of soil test P and K values as a function of separa-
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Figure 6. Cross·semivariogram of 33 measured soil 
test P values with 42 measured soil test K values. 
ing a value of 411.3 (mg kg-IF for CI> 99.6 m for 80, 
and 0 for Co, was found to be the best spatial 
model for this data. The relatively large value for ao 
indicates that P and K have significant spatial 
covariation even at large separation distances. 
Interpolation with Cokriging involves a system 
of equations with weighting factors (X I j), semivar-
iances ('Y II), and unknown multiplier (J.LI) for soil 
test K as well as weighting factors (X2'), semivar-
iances (yd, and unknown multiplier (J.L2) for soil 
test P. In addition, these equations involve values 
for the cross-semivariances ('YI2) between soil test 
K and P. The system of equations for cokriging is: 
NI N2 
~ A,il',,(Xj,xk)+l A2jl'dxk,Xj)+/t1=1'12(Xk'xo) k=L .. ,N , 
1= I ]=1 . 
(10) 
where xi, Xj, xk, xl refer to locations where mea-
sured data exist, and Xo corresponds to the location 
where an interpolated value for soil test P is to be 
computed. As in Kriging, the weighting factors for 
K and P have constraints given by the equations: 
Nt Nz 
.1 A Ii:: 0 and ~ X2j :: I. \ I ; } 
I=J j= 1 
Eqs. ( 10) and (II) represent the N 1+ N2+ 2 Cokrig-
ing expressions that must be solved simultaneously 
for the weighting factors and unknown mUltipliers 
at every location where an interpolated value is to 
be obtained. They appear quite formidable, but 
can be solved in a relatively short time using mod-
ern microcomputers. Interpolated values of soil 
test P(Z2 *) are computed using the weighting fac-
tors from Eqs. (10) and (11) in the expression: 
where Z, is the measured value of soil test K and Z2 
is the measured value of soil test P at locations 
nearest the point of interpolation. 
Figure 7 is a contour plot of 525 Cokriged P 
values computed using Eqs. (l0) through (12). In 
contrast to the original set of 33 measured P values 
in Figure 4, the spatial pattern of P fertility is 
readily apparent from the interpolated values in 
Figure 7. I t is clear that the upper portion of the 
field is low in P while a central portion has rela-
tively high P levels. In addition~ there is sufficient 
detail to identify several localized regions of low P 
fertility in the lower half of the field. Clearly, the 
variability in P fertility is quite complex. 
The Cokriging technique, like the Kriging tech-
niq ue, permits the researcher to compute the esti-
mation variance, (72("0), which is associated with 
the interpolation process. The cokriging estima-
tion variance is obtained from the expression: 
N, Nz 
(72(XO):: J.L2+~ Alj'Y12(Xj, xo)+~ A2i'Y2:AXJ', "0) (13) 
1= I J= J 'J 
:: the cross-semivariance (Figure 6) for 
the distance separating locations Xi 
and "0, and 
:: the value for semivariance (Figure 
5), corresponding to the distance 
separating the cokriged point at "0 
and the neighboring measured point 
at Xi' 
A contour plot of cokriging estimation variances 
for P, computed from Eq. (13) is shown in Figure 8. 
As in Kriging, the Cokriging estimation variance 
always equals zero at locations where measured 
values of P exist. In other words, cokriging always 
yields a value that equals the measured value at 
these locations. As the distance from a location 
where measured data exists increases, the uncer-
tainty in the estimation procedure also increases. 
In general, the estimation variance is lower for 
Cokriging than for Kriging, whenever a compari-
son between the two techniques is made using the 
same set of data. This occurs because Cokriging 
uses information regarding the spatial patterns of 
both K and P whereas Kriging uses only informa-
tion regarding the spatial pattern of P. 
Example of Cokriging Solution. The researcher 
who is unfamiliar with Cokriging will find it diffi-
cult to understand how Eqs. (10) through (12) are 
actually used for interpolation. The following 
example will use actual data to illustrate the Cok-
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riging procedure. Eqs. (10) and (11) must first be J80 -.--------,-----,--"71 
expressed using matrix notation as: 
[C] [A] :::: [b] (14) 
where 
[C] and [b] :::: matrices of semivariances and 
cross-semi variances, and 
[A] :::: a matrix of weighting factors and 
undetermined multipliers whose 
values are ultimately solved using a 
computer. 
In this example, assume that a value for soil test 
Pis cokriged at the location xo:: (15.24, 7.62). The' 
neighboring values of P from Figure 4 are 6.8 mg 
kg-I at location XI = (0,0), 19.7 mg kg-I at location 
X2 = (0,30.48), and 11.2 mg kg-I at location x 3 = 
(30.48,0). The neighboring values of K from Figure 
1 are 126 mg kg-I at location XI =(0,0), 192mgkg-
' 
at location x2 :: (30.48,0), 198 mg kg-I at location XJ 
:::: (30.48,0), and 159 mg kg-I at location X4 :::: 
(30.48,30.48). Thus, the number (N 1) of neighbor-
ing K values is 4 and the number (N2) of neighbor-
ing phosphorus values is 3. The specification of the 
neighbors used for interpolation determines the 
size of the matrices in Eq. ( 14). In generaL [C] is an 
(NI+N2+2) )( (Nl+N2+2) symmetric matrix, and 
both [AJ and [b] are (N I +N2+2) )( I column 
matrices. 





















while [e] is expressed as: 
'Y1l(X"X,) 'Y1I(X2,X t ) 
"Y1I(XI,X2) 'Y11(X2,X2) 
'Y1l(X.,X3) 'Y1I(X2,X3) 
l' 1I( x t,x4) 'Y1I(X2,x4 ) 
"Y 12( x t, x.) 'Yu(X2,Xl) 
'Y12(XhX2) 'Y12(X2,X2) 
'Y12(X"X3) 'Yll(XhXJ) 
! 0 o 
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I'll (x 3,X2) 
'Y11(x3,X 3) 
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Figure 7. Contour map of 525 cokridged soil test 
P values (mg kg-I). 
The matrices [b) and [e] can be evaluated in 
terms of semi variances and cross-semivariances 
from Figs. 2,5, and 6. As an example, "Yll(X;- XI) 
1337.9 (mg kg-I F is obtained from Figure 2 at a 
separation distance of 30.48 m. The latter distance 
'YdX"XI) 'YuCX"X1) 
'Y'2(":"X,) 'Yu(X2,x2) 
'Ydx).x,) 'YdX3. X2) 
j'I2(x4,xd 'Y 12( X4.X2) 
'Y12(X 1,X 1) 'Yn(X I.x2) 
'Y22(x2,XI) l' 22( X2, 11:2) 
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Figure 8. Contour map of estimation variance 
I (mg kg-I)l J for 525 cukridged !loil test P values. The 
contours enclosed b~ the 15 (mg kg-I)l contour 
represent the] 0 and S (mg kg-I)2 contours (decreas-
ing inward). 
is the separation between locations X2 and XI' In a 
similar manner, 'Yn(x1.x,) = 22.8 (mg kg'l)~ is 
obtained from the semivariogram in Figure 5, 
while 112(X!.XO) = 64.6 (mg kg-' F is obtained from 
the cross-semivariogram in Figure 6. Thus. matri-
ces [Cl and [b] are given by: 
0 1337.9 1337.9 1663.1 
; 1337.9 0 1663.1 1337.9 
.1337.9 1663.1 0 1337.9 
. 1663.1 1337.9 1337.9 0 
[C] :: 0 108.4 108.4 144.4 
108.4 0 144.4 108.4 
108.4 144.4 0 108.4 
I 1 1 1 










! I , 
The solution to Eq. (14) is obtained by matrix 
inversion using the expression: 
[A] = [C]-I[b] ( 15) 
where [C]-I is the inverse of[C]. Forthis example 










This solution shows that the weighting factors 
for K are very small compared to the weighting 
factors for P. Furthermore, the largest weighting 
factor (0.4125) corresponds to the soil test P value 
that is nearest in location to the interpolated point. 
In general. the weighting factors for measurements 
located near th~ lI1terpolated point are always 
larger than those for measurements farther away. 
It is now pOSiibl.e to use £q. (12) to estimate the 
soil test P level at location Xo using the measured 
values of soil test K, the measured values of soil test 
































[A). The substitution of these values into 
(12) gives: 
Z·(Xo) = (-0.0027)126 + (-0.0029)192 + (-0.0049)198 
... (0.0105)159 + (0.3907)6.8 + (0.41 1 
... (0.1967)11.2 = 12.8 mg kg-I. 
a similar fashion, the Cokriging 
can be computed using Eq. (13). 
computation gives: 
0.38'" (-O.0027}64.6 ... (-0.0029)64.6 
+ (-0.0049)99.1 -I- (0.0105)99.1 
+ {0.3907)15.0 + (0.4125) 15.0 
+ (0.1967)21.3 = 16.8 (mg 1)2. 
example demonstrates how essential it is to 
use a computer to make these computations. since. 
for this the procedure shown above is 
at 524 other locations! 
Management application. Soil test P levels 
7 can be used to plan a fertility-management 
for the commercial field where the sam-
were obtained. To achieve this, relation 
between soil test levels and suggested P 
application rates must be determined from 
curves. This information is given in 
grown the Columbia 
along with the percentage of 
mum crop yield which could be expected if no 
ferti was added (Dow and James 1973). Also 
shown is the percentage of the area in Figure 7 that 
test P category. These areal percen-
were computed from a frequency distribution 
plot of the cokriged soil test P values. 
distinct types of fertility-management 
could be devised. These include (I) fertil-
on the mean soH lest P value (8.4 
field, (2) fertilizing based on 
lowest test P value (1.6 mg kg-I for the entire 
field, or (3) according to the spatial 
terns test P that exist in different portions 
the field. If method (l) is used, the recommended 
rate of P20 5 application from I is 77 kg ha- I 
for lheentire field. This approach obviously results 
in under production on approximately 46% of the 
field. I f method (2) is used. the 
of P 205 application is 308 kg 
field. Using this approach. 
be obtained. but yield 
increased fertilizer cost. 
The third method involves 
tial patterns of soil test P to 
applications. Shown in Figure 9 is a contour map 
o 60 90 120 150 
M 
30 
: 0: Maximum: 30: Contour 
5 mg kg-I 
Figure 9. Suggested P20S fertmzer management 
scheme for jl commercial farm in the Columbia 
Basin of Washinglon State. 
Table 1. Maximum alfalfa ,Ield (%). P10S fertilizer requlrement, and area (%) for five soU test P QltlOries In III 
commercial field In Iitt Columbia Basin of W.shinllon. 
Soil test phosphorus category (mg kg-I) 
0-2.5 .0 5.1-7.5 7.6-10,0 10.1 
Mulmum yield (%) 50 80 9S 98 100 
P lOS nec<led (kg I) 308 231 153 77 0 
Area (%) 5 28 13 12 42 
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of cokriged soil test P levels using a contour inter-
val of 5 mg kg-I. This map is identical to that in 
Figure 7, except that fewer contour lines are 
drawn. The most efficient fertilizer application 
program for this field probably involves applying 
221 kg P20 S ha- I to all areas having soil test P levels 
that are below 5 mg kg-I, and applying 137 kg P20 S 
ha- I to all areas having soil test P levels between 5 
and 10 mg kg-I. No fertilizer is applied to portions 
of the field having greater than 10 mg kg-
' 
soil P. 
An approach such as this is not difficult to imple-
ment, and results in efficient use of fertilizer 
resources as well as optimum crop production. 
Conclusions 
Soil properties usually vary in a systematic, rather 
than random, fashion in the natural environment. 
Geostatistical methods provide a quantitative means 
for modeling and mapping this variability. In addi-
tion, efficient management decisions can be formu-
lated once these spatial patterns are understood. 
The basic steps involved in the geostatistical 
approach include: (I) collecting soil samples on 
transects or regular grids, (2) data analysis using 
the semivariogram or cross-semivariogram mod-
els, (3) data interpolation by either Kriging or Cok-
riging. (4) display of spatial patterns using contour 
maps, and (5) application of the knowledge con-
cerning spatial variations for management decisions. 
Researchers conducting plot experiments should 
consider the consequences of not considering spa-
tial patterns in soil properties when conducting 
and designing field experiments. These consequen-
ces include: (I) The possibility of interpretation of 
fertility trials or breeding trials being inconclusive 
because classical statistical analyses cannot com-
pensate for the effects of systematic spatial varia-
bility in soil properties. (2) Management decisions 
based upon insufficient soil data contributing to 
inefficient use of soil, water, crop, and fertilizer 
resources. 
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Cropping Systems and Cultural Practices 

Potential for Response Farming in Sub-Saharan Africa 
J.1. Stewart l 
Abstrllct 
An analysis of rainfall during 1954-1983 at Niamey, Niger, shows that both amount and 
duration of rainfall in the rainy season are significantly correlated with the date of onset of 
rainfall, as defined here for crop production purposes. The correlations justify splitting the 
history of rainfall into two records, one representing the 'early onset 'seasons (12 years) and the 
other the 'late onset' seasons (18 years). The two groupings differ in three essential features: 
amount of median rainfall in early seasons is 602 mm as against 400 mm in late seasons, median 
duration of early seasons is 113 days as against 83 days for late seasons, average rainfall per day 
within early seasons is 5.3 mm as against 4.7 mm in late seasons. Generalized farm-level 
recommendations for early vs late seasons are based on the above findings and on a flexible 
strategy that calls for adjusting the key variables of plant population and fertilizer-application 
rate, according to actual rainfall amount in the early season, e.g., the first 30 days after onset. 
Considerable potential exists for development and application of response farming in sub-
Saharan Africa. 
Resume 
Potentiel de la culture reactive en Afrique au sud du Sahara: L 'analyse des donnees pluviome-
triques recueillies a Niamey de 1954 a 1983 fait apparaitre une comlation significative entre 
hauteur et duree totales des precipitations d'une part, et date du debut des pluies d'autre part, 
definie par 1 'auteur en fonction des objectifs de production agricole. Cctte correlation a permis 
de distinguer deux categories de saison des pluies dont l'une est a debut precoce (12 ann6es) et 
l'autre a debut tardif (18 annees). Elles different par les trois caracteristiques essentielles 
suivantes : la hauteur mediane des precipitations en saison precoce atteint 602 mm et, en saison 
tardive .. 400 mm; la duree mediane des saisons precoces est de 113 jours et celIe des saisons 
tardives de 83 jours; enfin, la moyenne quotidienne des precipitations est de 5,3 mm pour les 
saisons precoces et de 4, 7 mm pour les saisons tardives. Les recommandations adress6es aux 
agricuJteurs selon que les pluies sont precoces ou tardives se fondent sur les resultats de cette 
analyse et sur une strategie permettant d 'adapter les variables essentielles que sont la densite de 
plantation et Ie taux d 'application des engrais ala quantite totale des precipitations enregistrees 
en debut de saison, par exemple pendant 30 jours a compter de la date du debut des pluies. On 
peut en conc1ure que l'avenir est prometteur pour la culture reactive en Afrique au sud du 
Sahara. 
I. President. WHARF (World Hunger Alleviation through Response Farming), Davis, California, USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICR1SAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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Introduction 
In response farming, the essential characteristics of 
the approaching rainy season are predicted, and 
crop decisions, farm practices, and input levels are 
matched I to the expected rainfall. Rainy season 
characteristics that are essential are (I) date of 
onset, (2) when it ends (season duration, by differ-
ence), (3) the total amount of precipitation in the 
season, and (4) its time distribution within the 
season. 
The forecast influences crop decisions such as 
selection of crop types and specific cultivars to 
grow and their relative apportionments within the 
cropping pattern, and whether to employ mixed 
cropping or sole cropping. Beginning season farm 
practices include land preparation and tillage as 
they relate to water retention versus surface drain-
age, pre-onset versus post-onset sowing, crop row 
spacings and weed-control measures, with special 
attention to the initial flush of weeds at the start of 
the season. Input levels of greatest significance are 
seeding rates and fertilizer rates, and in some 
instances, insecticides and / or herbicides. 
The nature and degree of accuracy of the rainy 
season forecast depends upon the record of his tori-
cal rainfall, and will differ in different climates, and 
sometimes localities. Similarly, the same factors, 
as well as the peculiarities of different crop enter-
prises, result in different farm-management deci-
sions being influenced by the forecasts in different 
circumstances. 
Response farming is therefore not a single, 
simply described system. However, in a given local-
ity, with limited numbers of soil types and crop-
ping systems, one can establish, on a one-time 
basis, a simple system of forecast criteria and 
response recommendations that will have equal 
validity in each rainy season thereafter. For exam-
ple, in most cases it will be as simple as plan A for 
early onset versus plan B for later onset. 
The conceptualization and research underlying 
the response farming development was begun by 
the author and his colleagues at the University of 
California, Davis, in 1967 (Stewart 1972). After 
field-testing in Kenya (Stewart and Hash 1982), 
research has been largely focused on the rainfall 
prediction aspect, with studies conducted in the 
Mediterranean and in India. Nepal, Rwanda, Vir-
gin Islands and Yemen Arab Republic. 
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Onset as a Predictor of Rainfall during 
the Rainy Season at Niamey 
At Niamey, winter/spring rainfall is virtually non-
existent, and season characterization as to the 
expected amount and duration of rainfall must 
instead be based on the actual date of onset. Onset 
has also been recognized as a predictor of the rainy 
season in India, where its relation to the duration 
of rainfall , and therefore to the selection of cul-
tivar maturities, has particularly been emphasized 
(Ramana Rao et al. 1979). 
Sivakumar (M.V.K. Sivakumar, ICRISAT Sa-
helian Center, personal communication) is pres-
ently successfully pursuing research on the onset/ 
duration relationship throughout the Sahel ian and 
Sudanian climatic lones. Persaud et al. (1986), find 
rainfall up to the middle of the rainy season (July) 
to be the first potentially reliable predictor. 
Use of 'date of onset' as the preseason predictor 
raises the question of how to define this term in a 
manner that meaningfully relates to the specific 
farming situation under study. Key considerations 
are the type of crop to be grown, the depth at which 
seed will be sown, the texture and water-holding 
capacity of the soil, the evaporative conditions of 
the atmosphere in the sowing/ seedling period, and 
what the rainfall record shows about lengths and 
pro babilities of dry spells that may occur following 
onsets in different time periods. 
Onset, to be meaningful to the farmer, should 
mean that initial rains have penetrated beyond the 
seedling depth, storing sufficient water in the sur-
face soil for germination and carry the seedlings 
through whatever dry spells may occur thereafter 
until further rains are assured. The evaporative 
rates and lengths of dry spells to be expected are 
the key questions. Both must be answered with 
reference to weather records. Thus, if evaporative 
rates are relatively high and expected dry spells are 
relatively long, onset must be defined as a relatively 
larger amount of early rainfall stored in the soil. 
For example, Stewart and Hash (1982) suggest 
that the events that should be accepted as onset of 
the 'short rains' season for maize production in 
eastern Kenya begin on or after 20 Oct, and will 
persist for 1-11 days, with rainfall in this period 
totaling at least 30 mm. Evaporative rates (Class A 
pan) at this time are of the order of 6.0 mm day-I, 
and lengthy dry spells following this amount of 
rainfall are quite uncommon. Farmers wishing to 
'dry plant' before onset, should do so because seed-
ling failure due to dry spells following germination 
has an extremely low probability in eastern Kenya 
(Stewart and Faught 1984). 
On the other hand, the probability of an extended 
dry spell, say 2-3 weeks or more, following initial 
rains in the 'long rains' season is rather high, and 
more so if onset is early. Therefore, onset for this 
season is defined as at least 40 mm of rainfall in 1-8 
days after 10 Feb. Evaporative rates then are about 
the same as mentioned for late October. 
In Hyderabad, India, Hargreaves and Samani 
(1986) indicate that evaporation rates (Class A pan 
equivalent) are about 7.5 mm day-l in June when 
the rainy season usually starts, indicating that 
onset requirements should be fairly demanding. 
Thus onset in this case is defined as 40 mm or more 
rainfall stored in the soil from I lun onward (Ste-
wart 1988). This differs from the Kenya definitions 
mentioned above, which allude only to rainfall 
amounts, not directly to soil-water storage. The 
latter is a more stringent requirement. However, 
Virmani (1975) considered sowing rains at Hyder-
abad as receipt of at least 20 mm of rain, received in 
not more than two consecutive days. Virmani also 
points out that there is seldom a worrisome dry 
spell following sowing rains at Hyderabad, hence 
growers wishing to dry plant before the rains 
should do so. 
In Niamey, Hargreaves and Samani (1986) indi-
cate that onset evaporation rates (Class A pan 
equivalent) are 8.5 mm day-lor higher. Hence this 
paper defines onset as the first date from I lun 
onward when 40 mm of new rainfall is stored in the 
surface soil 1. Acceptable onsets in late May require 
correspondingly greater amounts of stored water. 
Using this, seedling failures were in the 30-year 
period from 1954 to 1983. This is not to say that 
there were no failed seasons at all. 
Niamey: Relationship of Onset 
to Essential Rainy-Season Characteristics 
Definitions 
This paper, in relation to the example to be dis-
cussed, incorporates the following definitions: 
• The date of onset is the first date after I June 
I. Editors note: Reviewers of this paper agreed that the 40 mm of 
stored soil-water definition of onset is probably too high for 
Niamey conditions. However, this figure has been retained in 
the analysis by the author for illustrative purposes. 
when stored surface soil water from new rains 
equals 40 mm or more. Exceptions allowed 
were 28 May (storage of 55 mm, 1976), and 31 
May (storage of 99 mm, 1978). 
• The final rain date is ascertained by counting 
backwards from the last rainy day in the annual 
record (in Sep or Oct; rain in Nov is rare and (is 
not taken into consideration here), until the 
total is 10+ mm; this date is accepted as the final 
meaningful rain date. For example, the last 
rains in 1957 were 5.0 mm on 1 Oct, 3.2 mm on 3 
Oct, 4.0 mm on 15 Oct, and 2.5 mm on 21 Oct. 
Adding backwards, the total exceeds 10 mm on 
I Oct, which is accepted as the final effective 
rain date. 
• Season total rainfall is that calculated to be 
stored in the profile as of the germination date, 
plus all rain thereafter until the final rain date. 
• Duration of the rainy season is the number of 
days from (including) the date of onset to the 
final rain date. 
The above definitions and the example analyses 
to be shown are not specific to any crop or cultivar. 
If, for example, the analyses were for the produc-
tion of a 90-day millet, the amount and duration of 
rainfall in the season would both be limited to 
occurrences in that time period. Such analyses are 
required when assessing rainfall crops and culti-
vars. Other requirements to complete such analy-
ses are water-balance and water-production func-
tion models. These needs and research techniques 
to fulfill them are discussed by Stewart (1986 
a and b). 
Splitting the Rainfall Record: 
Early vs Late Onset 
Table I shows details of rainfall characteristics at 
Niamey over the recent 30-year period, from 1954 
to 1983. Median during the cropping season values 
are shown in the upper part of the table, while all 
inclusive ranges of values for the same series of 
years are in the lower part of the table. 
Rows 1 and 4 of the table show values for the 
30-year period as a whole. Rows 2 and 3 in each 
half of the table show values for portions of the 30 
years, divided arbitrarily on the basis of dates of 
onset. Rows 2 and 5 represent 12 years in which 
onset was 'early', ranging from 28 May to 12 Jun 
(see row 5, col. 3). Rows 3 and 6 represent the other 
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Table I. Characteristics of the croppinl seasons, and their prediction based on early \IS late onset at Niamey, Niler, 
30-year rainfall record, 1954-1983. 
-----Cropping season----
Relative Values 
No. of Onset Rainfall Duration rainfall duration 
years period Onset date Prediction date (mm) (days) (%) (%) 
-------------M ed ian values-------------
30 All 20 Jun NAI 495 93 100 100 
12 Early 8/9 Jun Onset, to 15 J un 602 113 122 122 
18 Late 6 Jul 16 Jun 400 83 81 89 
---------------.:.Ranges of values----------
30 All 28 May-21 Jul NA 
12 Early 28 May-12 Jun Onset. to 15 J un 
18 Late 19 Jun-21 Jul 16 Jun 
I. NA = Not available. 
18 years in which onset is termed 'late', i.e., from 19 
Jun to 21 Jul. 
Column 4 in Table J, labeled 'Prediction Date" 
indicates that growing seasons with early onset, 
and presumably falling within the ranges of char-
acteristics represented by row 5, are recognizable 
as of the date of onset-provided it occurs by 15 
Jun. Late onset seasons are recognizable on 16 
Jun, regardless of when onset actually occurs 
thereafter. 
Columns 5 and 6 of Table I show that there are 
important practical and statistical differences in 
the historical record between cropping seasons 
with early versus late onset. The differences are 
both in the amount of rainfall in the season (col. 5) 
and its duration (col. 6). 
A third difference, not shown in the table, deals 
with the average daily rainfall over the growing 
season, whatever the duration of the latter. Over 
the 30 years, this ranged from 3.0 to 8.1 mm day-I, 
with a median value of 4.8 mm day-I, However, of 
the 12 early onset years, none fell below 4.0 mm 
day-I, while 8 of the 18 late onset years (44%) 
ranged from 3.0 to 3.9 mm day-I. This would indi-
cate that increased problems with intra-season 
rainfall distribution as well as lower rainfall totals 
and shorter durations may be expected in seasons 
with late onset. 
Columns 7 and 8 in Table 1 show amount of 
rainfall in the season and duration in relative 
values, taking the 30-year values as 100%. Thus 
row 2 shows that median values of rainfall amount 
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275-771 71--154 100 100 
484-771 105-154 58 60 
275-598 71-109 65 46 
and duration are each 22% higher for early seasons 
than for all seasons. Similarly, row 3 shows that 
late seasons fall below the 30~year medians in rain-
fall amount by 19% and duration by 11 %. 
Similarly. row 5 shows that rainfall amounts in 
early seasons fall within the upper 58% of the over-
all range, while late seasons (row 6) only fall within 
the lower 65% of the total range. With respect to 
season duration, early seasons only occupy the 
upper (longer season) 60% of the total range, while 
late seasons only fall within the lower 46% of the 
range·-nearly a complete separation. The remainder 
of the paper will show the statistical, and more 
importantly, practical meaning of this informa-
tion, in terms of farmers having to cope with 
highly-variable rainfall conditions. 
Rainfall Amount and Duration Regressed on Date 
of Onset: Practical Interpretations 
Figure I shows the total rainfall during the grow-
ing season over the 30-year record regressed on 
date of onset. The coefficient of determination (r2) 
is 0.43, (highly significant at I % level), with a stu-
dent's t value of 4.6. Practically speaking, this 
shows that whenever onset occurs, the farmer is 
never faced with the entire range of possibilities 
indicated by the rainfall record. Rather, in Nia-
mey, he is faced with only about 57% of the overall 
range of possibilities. The farmer would be greatly 
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Figure I. Regression of growing season rainfall 
from date of onset. showing that the historical range 
of rainfall occurrences is ver)' much reduced when 
linked to any given date of onset. Niamey, Niger. 
1954-1983. 
aware of the 57% of the historical possibilities he is 
actually facing, and of the 43% he is not facing. 
The slope of the regression line indicates that the 
growing season rainfall expectation declines more 
than 5 mm with each day's delay in onset. In practi-
cal terms this means a daily loss of at least 10 kg 
ha- I of sorghum grain yield potential and possibly 
as much as 60 kg ha- 1, depending on the level of 
technology employed. 
Figure 2 relates the duration of the growing 
season rainfall to the date of onset, and shows a 
still closer relationship than that seen in Figure I 
between rainfall amount and onset. The coefficient 
of determination in Figure 2 is 0.70 and the stu-
dent's t value is 8.1, again significant at the 1% 
level. This is typical of earlier findings in a number 
of countries and localities, starting with Kenya in 
1980. 
The regression line slope of 1.06 in Figure 2 
indicates that the crop production season tends to 
be shortened by slightly more than one day, with 
each day's delay in onset. Thus there is some ten-
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range. and for early vs late onset. Niamey, Niger, 
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median final rainfall date for the 12 early seasons 
was 28 Sep, while the median date for the 18 late 
seasons was 23 Sep. Figure 3 comprises a different 
and possibly more comprehensive way of viewing 
the relationship between season duration and date 
of onset. 
Early vs Late Onset: A Practical Approach 
to Farm-Level Decision Making 
The data points in Figure 3 (as in all of the figures) 
each represent one year's occurrences in the 30-
year record. The left hand vertical line contains the 
entire 30-year record, showing season duration 
ranging from 71 to 154 days, with a median value 
of 93 days. This represents the farmer's dilemma 
when information is lacking as to the significance 
of the date of onset. It is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to select crops and cultivars with 
optimal or near-optimal maturities with such a 
great range of uncertainities. 
It is known that the farmers of the Sahelian zone 
are not ignorant of the fact that a relationship 
exists between season duration and date of onset, 
and that they do emphasize the planting of shorter-
maturity crops with lower water requirements in 
later onset years. The booklet 'ICRISAT in Africa' 
(1986) provides evidence of this on page 29 as 
follows: 
"On-farm studies by ICRISAT economists go 
hand-in-hand with crop improvement work. In 
the six villages studied in Burkina Faso, farmers 
used 40 different varieties of white sorghum; 19 
of red sorghum, and 27 of pearl millet, choosing 
specific varieties for different periods in the 
planting sequence." 
Stewart (1986 c) cites a number of research pa-
pers covering the same topic in India where 
farmers traditionally have practiced "contingency", 
switching to less demanding crops with later onset 
of the monsoon. Researchers are assisting them in 
this very sensible approach. 
In Figure 3, the middle and right-hand strings of 
data represent a simple 2-part breakdown of the 
30-year record into (as before) 12 years of early 
onset vs 18 years of late onset. No early onset 
growing season had a rainfall duration less than 
lOS days. The median duration for these years was 
113 days, 20 more than the 30-year median of 93 
days. Late onset seasons were of shorter duration, 
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with a median of 83 days, and a maximum of 109 
days. It is apparent that crops and cultivars of 
different maturities are called for in these two dif-
ferent types of rainfall years. 
Figure 4 is a similar representation to that seen 
in the last figure, but relates the amount of rainfall 
in the season rather than duration, to date of onset. 
Here we see the 30-year range of rainfall amounts 
in the left hand data string, ranging from 275 to 77 J 
mm, with a median value of 495 mm. It is clear that 
providing farmers with advice on crops to plant. 
soil tillage, seeding rates, row spacing, intercrop-
ping vs sole cropping, fertilizer rates, etc., would be 
very difficult if this was all the information one 
had. Figure 4 also breaks the historical record into 
two different records-those with early onset, (the 
middle data-string in the figure), and those with 
late onset- (the right hand data-string in the figure). 
Figure 4 also illustrates how an earlier-described 
(Stewart (988) response farming strategy for crop-
ping with seasonal variation in rainfall might be 
applied to the Niamey rainfall situation. The basic 
strategy applies, whatever the degree of predict-
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information except that found in normal probabil-
ity analyses. However, as the figure shows, the 
more the range of possible rainfall occurrences can 
be narrowed prior to planting the crop, the closer 
one can come each year to matching farm decisions 
to actual rainfall. 
If there were no predictive capability, the farmer 
(and his advisers) would face the 30-year history 
indicated by the left hand data-string in Figure 4. 
The proposed strategy is indicated by the two 
arrows to the right of the data, one at 600 mm (the 
median for the upper half of the data range) and 
the other at 320 mm (median for the lower half). 
They are the water supply levels at which the key 
management variables of plant population and fer-
tilizer application rates will be aimed. At planting 
time, seeding rates are aimed at the upper half of 
the range while fertilizer rates (if any) are aimed at 
the lower half of the range. After 30 days (actually 
at thinning/ side-dressing time for the particular 
crop), if rainfall has been above normal, more 
fertilizer is side-dressed to meet the higher water 
supply expectation. But if rainfall is below normal, 
fertilizer remains as at planting, and plant popula-
tion is reduced by thinning to correspond to the 
lower water supply expectations. 
When there is predictability, that is to say when 
the possible rainfall range can be reduced, e.g., as 
based on date of onset in Figure 4, then the above 
strategy becomes even more effective, with closer 
fitting of practices and input levels to actual water 
supply. The way to go about matching plant popu-
lations and fertilizer rates to different water supply 
expectations is a subject that falls within what is 
termed water production function research (Ste-
wart 1972). Line source design and lysimeter field 
experiments are the recommended techniques 
(Hanks et a1. 1974, Stewart and Faught 1984, Ste-
wart 1988). 
Conclusions 
Rainfall Predictability Considerations 
The 30-year rainfall record (1954-1983 inclusive) 
from Niamey, Niger, exhibits considerable predict-
ability of the rainfall during the growing season, 
based simply on the date of onset as the predictor. 
The farm relevant characteristics predicted are: 
The Duration (Days) of the Rainy Period 
Seventy percent of the variability in duration is 
explained by a simple linear regression on date of 
onset. When the rainfall record is split into 'early' 
(to 15 Jun) versus 'late'(from 16 Jun) onset years, 
early seasons (12 out of 30 years) are grouped 
within the upper 60% (longer duration) of the his-
torical range, with a minimum duration of 105 
days and a median value of 113 days. 
By way of contrast, late seasons (18 years) are 
grouped in the lower 46% of the total range, with a 
maximum duration of 109 days and a median of83 
days. Traditional farmer practice in much of the 
Sahelian zone takes cognizance of this relation-
ship, leading to selection of crops/ cultivars of dif-
ferent maturities. This is a working example of the 
system termed "Response Farming" in this paper. 
Conclusions: The duration of the rainy season at 
Niamey is highly predictable as of the date of onset 
in early onset years, and as of 16 Jun in late onset 
years. The main practical application of this pre-
dictability will be to guide farmers in selecting the 
crops and cultivars most suitable for planting in 
the season at hand, in terms of their maturities. 
Although farmers already incorporate this approach 
in traditional cropping, trained analysts with de-
tailed weather records and computer capabilities 
can certainly improve the information available to 
farmers, upon which their decisions may be based. 
A second major application will be to provide 
plant breeders with a clearer representation of the 
situation actually faced by the farmers for whom 
they are breeding/ selecting improved genotypes. 
The Total Rainfall Amount Relevant 
to Crop Production 
The regression of the amount of rainfall during the 
season on date of onset explains 43% of the vari-
ability. This is statistically significant at the 1% 
level with students t value of 4.6 and the duration 
relationship above is statistically significant at the 
I % level with students t value of 8.1. 
Practical utilization of this relationship may be 
accomplished as above, simply by dividing the 
rainfall record into two groups of years, represent-
ing early- versus late-onset seasons. When .so 
divided, early-onset season rainfall amounts are all 
grouped in the upper 58% of the 30-year historical 
record, covering a ranae of 484-771 mm, with a 
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median value of 602 mm. However, late-onset sea-
sons are grouped within the lower 65% of the 
record, ranging from a low of 275 mm to a high of 
598 mm, with a median value of 400 mm. 
From a farmer's viewpoint, the foregoing indi-
cates that early-onset seasons will have moderate 
to high rainfall, and water problems, if any, will be 
those associated with excess water. Conversely, 
late-onset seasons will experience low to moderate 
rainfall, with high pr0babilities of crop water lim-
itations and drought conditions, and little concern 
about excess water. 
Conclusion: There is sufficient predictability ofthe 
amount of rainfall during the rainy season at Nia-
mey, based on the date of onset,' to divide the 
historical record into at least two records-here 
termed early onset versus late onset-and, at the 
start of each season, provide farmers an approp-
riate package of recommendations for the season 
at hand (note that 'package' here does not imply all 
or nothing-each farmer may benefit from select-
ing one or more of the recommendations as may fit 
his circumstances). Recommendations cover land 
preparation and tillage, selection of crops and their 
apportionment in the field. intercropping versus 
monocropping, pre-onset versus post-onset sow-
ing. control of the initial weed flush. row spacings, 
seeding and initial fertilizer rates, and other factors 
as appropriate to the specific enterprises. 
Intraseason Rainfall Distribution 
The present study of within-season rainfall distri-
bution has been only cursory, but there is one 
aspect worthy of reporting. Early-onset seasons 
are not only of longer duration and generally 
higher rainfall total, but also average more rainfall 
per day, whatever the season's length. The median 
value for the 12 early onset seasons is 5.3 mm 
day-I, while that for the 18 late-onset seasons is 4.7 
mm day-I. More importantly, the lowest average 
daily rainfall with early onset was 4.0 mm day-I, 
while 8 of 18 late-onset seasons ranged from 3.0 to 
3.9 mm day-I. 
Conclusion: Intraseason rainfall distribution pre-
dictability requires more rigorous analysis of the 
record than done here, but there is a clear indica-
tion that late-onset seasons, relative to early-onset 
seasons, may be more prone to rainfall distribution 
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problems in addition to shorter duration and less 
total rainfall. 
Additional Response Farming Considerations 
Strategy to Minimize the Effects of Seasonal Rain-
fan Variation. Whatever the degree of rainfall 
predictability, the range of possible occurrences in 
the approaching season is still considerable. The 
usual way of dealing with this is to determine the 
probabilities of various occurrences, e.g., rainfall 
amounts within the range, and base farm level 
recommendations on the rainfall amount indicated 
at some arbitrarily selected probability, say 70%. 
This strategy is not satisfactory because it prac-
tically means that the farmer is advised to do the 
same thing every year, and that is to operate in the 
lower part of the possible rainfall range. In lower 
rainfall zones, this provides no hope of ever escap-
ing the poverty syndrome. 
The response farming strategy is a flexible one, 
which offers in effect, four farming levels instead of 
one. First, there are two levels based on prediction 
as described above. Next, the key variables of plant 
population and fertilizer application rate are singled 
out for special treatment; that is to say for applica-
tion within the remaining rainfall range of varia-
tion either in the upper half of the range or in the 
lower half, with the deciding factor being actual 
rainfall amount in the early part of the growing 
season. say 30 days following onset. 
Seeding rates are calculated for the upper half of 
the range while initial fertilizer rates are calculated 
for the lower half. At 30 days, above-normal rain-
fall is the cue to increase fertilizer to accord with 
the upper half of the range, while below-normal 
rainfall signals that fertilizer should remain as is 
and plant populations should be thinned to accord 
with the lower half of the range. 
The strategy just suggested is only technical and 
therefore incomplete. Many other factors may 
influence the strategy, e.g., social, economic or 
other factors. A factor introduced into the strategy 
put forth in this paper as an example for Niamey, is 
that priority be given to food security. Thus, full 
attention is given to matters affecting production 
for the market. In another setting, the opposite 
might well be the case. Therefore, the Response 
Farming approach implies not only responsiveness 
to weather conditions, but to the entire milieu 
within which the farmer must operate. 
The present paper includes a set of generalized 
farm·level recommendations for Niamey, which 
are predicted on the rainfall analysis results and on 
the elements of flexibility and food security dis-
cussed. These recommendations are not intended 
to be definitive, because the writer is not suffi-
ciently knowledgeable about the agricultural situa-
tion in Niger. 
However, detailed crop-specific farm-level re-
commendations must be based on more rigorous, 
ongoing research and modeling of findings than 
those that are introduced here. Stewart (1988) pro-
vides information on the research needs and meth-
ods for fulfilling them. 
Nevertheless, the simplified rainfall analysis and 
generalized farm-level recommendations develop-
ed in this paper are sufficient to make farmers more 
knowledgeable about their seasonal rainfall varia-
tion, and the types of alternatives they might con-
sider in their decision making. 
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Crop Response to Tillage Practices in a Sahelian Soil 
M.e. Klaijl and W.B. Hoogmoed2 
Abstract 
During the last 25 years in Niger, the pearl millet-cultivated area has doubled, while yields have 
declined, indicating that farmers must have expanded production onto more marginal areas. 
The three key constraints to an increase in yield are low fertility, limited and untimely cultural 
practices, and frequent drought. This paper describes the physical environment ofthe ICRISA T 
Sahelian Center, research on tillage and the use of alternative soil and crop-management 
practices to parry serious crop-establishment problems associated with wind-erodible sandy 
soils, crop water use and efficiency, and pearl millet yield. The results of 2 years of experimenta-
tion (one very dry, and one nearly normal year) show a positive interaction between presowing 
cultivation and other inputs such as fertilizers and crop residues for better crop establishment, 
yield, and water-use efficiency. The use of crop residue increased the organic matter content of 
the soil. Ridging seems most promising as a wind-erosion control measure, requires less energy 
than does plowing, and can be performed efficiently using animal power. 
Resume 
Reponses des cultures aux techniques de labour dans les sols saheliens: Ces 25 dernieres annees 
au Niger, la surface embla vee en mil a double, tandis que les rendements ont decru. Cela signifie 
que des terres de plus en plus marginales sont utilisees. Trois des principaux obstacles a 
I 'augmentation des rendements sont la pauvrete des sols, les pratiques agricoles reduites et mal 
programmees et la secheresse frequente. On decrit 1'en vironnement physique au Centre sahelien 
de l'ICRISAT, la recherche sur le travail du sol et enfin, l'emploi de pratiques dlfferentes de 
gestion du sol et des cultures pour pallia les difficultes de I 'eta blissement des cultures associ6es 
aux sables transportees par Ie vent, la consommation de I 'eau par les cultures et son efficacite et 
les rendements de mil. Des resultats de deux annees d'experimentation (une annee tres seche et 
une annee quasi normale) montrent une interaction positive entre la preparation du sol al'ant 
semis et d'autres intrants comme les engrais, les residus de recolte pour les rendements et une 
efficacite de l'utiJisation de l'eau. L 'emploi des residus de recolte augmente Ie con ten u en matiere 
organique du sol. Le billonnage apparait tres prometteur pour un meilleurcontr61e de l'erosion 
eoJienne, il req uiert moins de tra vail que Ie charruage et peut etre realise efficacement au moyen 
de la traction animale. 
I. Principal Soil and Water Engineer, ICRISAT, Niamey, Niger. 
2. Tillage Specialist, Tillage Laboratory, Agricultural University of Wageningen, Wageningen, Netherlands. 
ICRlSAT Conference Paper no.414. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahel ian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA 1. 
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Introduction 
In sub-Saharan Africa, West Africa has had the 
slowest growth rate for food production. The per 
capita production of all crops, except rice, has 
declined during the last two decades, as have aver-
age yields, indicating that technical change has not 
yet had much impact on food production (Spencer 
1985). Obviously, the increases in food production 
needed to feed a rapidly growing population have 
mainly come from the increase in area under culti-
vation. The decline in average yield suggests that 
production has expanded to increasingly marginal 
lands and that fallow periods have become too 
short to allow natural restoration of fertility. 
To meet future food needs without decreasing 
the resource base, increased production will have 
to be realized from increased yields. 
Pearl millet (Pennisetum americanum(L.) Leeke) 
is a major staple crop grown on 14 million ha of the 
Sahel ian and Sudanian semi-arid zones. The pearl 
millet acreage in Niger has doubled to 3.2 million 
ha in the last 25 years while average grain yields 
have fallen from 480 kg ha- I to a mere 300 kg ha- I 
(Sedes 1987). Only the agronomic constraints to 
production increases will be discussed here, al-
though there are many others. The most limiting 
agronomic factors to increased yield levels of pearl 
millet production systems are, in order of priority: 
the inherent low soil fertility, limited and untimely 
cultural practices, and the occurrence of drought 
periods (Fussell et al. 1986). 
This paper focuses on the effects of improved 
soil- and crop-management practices on the estab-
lishment, yield, and water use of millet. After des-
cribing the physical environment and briefly re-
viewing research on soil tillage and management, 
we focus on the management implications and 
results of experiments on soil- and crop-manage-
ment practices. conducted at the ICRISAT Sahe-
!ian Center (ISC) during the 1984 and 1985 rainy 
seasons. 
The Physical Environment 
Physically and chemically poor soils, low and 
uncertain rainfall, and high temperatures make the 
Sahelian zone a harsh environment for crop 
production. 
Alfisols are the third most common soil order in 
the tropics, and are very prominent in semi-arid 
regions, especially in India and West Africa (San-
chez 1976). The soils at the ISC generally have sand 
contents of over 85%. The predominant soil is the 
Laboucheri soil series, classified as Psammentic 
paleustalf. Some of its chemical and physical prop-
erties are summarized in Table I. 
The Laboucheri sand is a very deep soil. The 
surface horizon is yellowish red up to about 30 cm. 
The Bt horizon is red sand with weak structural 
development to more than 2 m depth. Soil-bulk 
densities of the surface horizon are high ranging 
from 1.55 to 1.76 g cm-3; subsoil densities are lower 
ranging, from 1.44 to 1.65 g cm- 3• Infiltration rates 
and internal drainage are rapid, with the saturated 
conductivity of the soil ranging from 150-200 em 
day-I. 
Table l. Mean and standard errors for selected soil properties of Labucheri sand at the ISC. 
A horizon B horizon 
Property No. of samples Mean SE No. of samples Mean SE 
Total sand (%) 13 91.2 ±0.5 35 87.8 ±D.5 
Total silt (%) 13 4.7 iO.3 35 4.7 iO.2 
Total clay (%) 13 4.2 ±0.4 35 7.6 ±D.3 
0.1 Bar H20 (%) 4 11.4 ±1.9 6 14.6 i2.5 
15 Bar H20 (%) 4 1.8 ±D.4 15 2.5 ±O.I 
pH 13 4.9 to. I 35 4.9 iO.1 
Al saturation (%) IJ 23.5 ±4.0 35 21.1 ±2.4 
CEC. (meq 100 g-I) J3 1.3 iO.1 35 1.3 ±D.I 
Base saturation (%) IJ 41.9 16.5 35 45.8 ±3.0 
Source: West et al. (1984). 
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A verage annual rainfall at the ISC is 560 mm, 
with an average growing season of 94 days (Siva-
kumar 1989). A considerable variation of the 
amount of rainfall between and within years is to 
be expected. Rainfall intensities are high, e.g., 25% 
of the total annual rainfall comes in intensities 
higher than 75 mm h-1 in Zinder(Niger), 55 mm h-1 
in Gaya (Niger) and, as a contrast, a 'low' 30 mm 
h- I in Patancheru (India) (Hoogmoed 1986, p. 48). 
Soil temperatures can be extremely high. Three 
days after a planting rain. during crop emergence, 
maximum soil temperatures have been known to 
reach over 420 C at a depth of 5 cm and 550 C at the 
soil surface (ICRISAT 1984). 
Soil Management Effects 
and Implications 
The sandy-textured soils on which pearl millet is 
grown, have low porosity (35-40%) in the surface 
layer, low organic matter, poor fertility, and are 
structurally weak. 
Studies in West Africa have shown that soil-
mechanical resistance due to high bulk densities 
limits root growth. Soil cultivation can reduce bulk 
density, and thereby facilitate root proliferation. 
Chopart (1983) measured root growth of pearl 
millet in sandy soils and found that as a result of 
plowing, the dry mass of pearl millet roots doubled 
in the first 50 days, and the roots penetrated deeper 
layers. Strong positive correlations between the 
reduction of bulk densities (increased porosity), 
root growth, and yield have been reported for 
many crops (Charreau and Nicou 1971). N icou and 
Charreau (1985) reported that in 38 experiments 
on pearl millet, cultivation showed a 22% grain 
yield increase. Furthermore, when combined with 
fertilization and use of crop residues, plowing 
improved soil productivity and crop yield with 
time, even in the driest years (Pieri 1985a). Lately. 
the positive effects of modifying the soil surface to 
increase infiltration and reduce runoff have received 
attention (Nicou and Charreau 1985). Sanders and 
Roth (1985) report a two- to fourfold increase in 
sorghum yield, owing to fertilized tied ridges and 
fertilizer application in farmers' fields. 
Generally, improved rainfall infiltration and 
reduced runoff are important effects of cultivation. 
However, the deep sandy soils at the ISC show 
little tendency to crust formation. Rain simulator 
runs were made on an untilled, bare, initially dry 
soil. The high rainfall intensity used (100 mm h- I) 
did not cause runoff even after 2 h of continuous 
application (I CRISA T 1985). Therefore, the bene-
ficial effects of tillage in these types of soils can be 
attributed to enhanced rooting in time and space, 
which results in better exploitation of natural and 
chemical fertility and soil moisture, leading to 
increased water-use efficiency (WUE). The ques-
tion arises of the extent to which cultivation 
increases porosity and the duration of this effect. 
At the ISC, cultivation reduced soil-bulk density to 
1.22 g cm-3, thus increasing pore space to 54%. 
Consolidation, resulting from raindrop impact 
during rainstorms totaling 100 mm, reduced soil 
porosity to 51±1.4%, which was well above that 
under field conditions. 
Soil-surface modification has been important in 
overcoming wind erosion problems on the suscep-
tible soils at the ISC. The worst damage caused by 
wind erosion in this environment occurs during 
crop establishment. As a result of the usually 
strong easterly winds, preceding and during rain-
storms, sandblasting and burial of seedlings have 
led to poor establishment, often forcing farmers to 
resow their crops several times. Potential wind-
erosion losses can be estimated using a wind ero-
sion equation that estimates annual rates of ero-
sion by the following factors (Woodruff and 
Siddoway 1965): 
E = f(l, K, C, L, V) 
where 
E = annual loss of soil, 
I = soil erodibility, 
K = soil ridge roughness factor, 
C = climatic factor, 
L :: equivalent field width, and 
V = equivalent vegetation factor. 
When prevailing winds cause erosion, K and L are 
particularly important manageable factors. Ridg-
ing of soils susceptible to wind erosion may reduce 
soil loss rates by 85% (Fryrear 1984). The width of 
a field can be reduced by wind breaks and may also 
effectively be reduced by strip cropping. The factor 
V is influenced by crop residue. Covering as little as 
20% of the soil with crop residues (or 600 kg ha-J of 
corn stalks) reduces soil losses by 57% (Fryrear 
1985). 
Soil cultivation also plays an important role in 
improving and maintaining soil fertility by incor-
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porating organic matter, crop residues, and manure, 
the latter being considered a necessary adjunct to 
the use of chemical fertilizer for long-term soil 
fertilty maintenance and stability of crop produc-
tion (Pieri 1985b). 
End-of-season cultivation can kill weeds, pre-
serve precious soil moisture, and may save a crop 
when the following season's rains are marginal 
(Dancette and Nicou 1974). 
Last but not least is the effect that timely cultiva-
tion has on weeds and their control, and the effec-
tiveness of interrow cultivation. In indigenous 
prod uction systems, weeding poses a serious labor 
bottleneck, which might be relieved by the intro-
duction of animal power for tillage and weeding 
operations (Norman et aI. 1981). 
Soil Management Techniques 
Experimental Treatments 
The objective of the program is to identify soil-
management constraints and to develop approp-
riate soil-management techniques quickly for the 
res6urce-poor farmer. For this purpose, four con-
trasting presowing primary-tillage methods are 
used, in declining order of intensity: plowing to a 
depth of 15-20 cm, direct ridging (75-cm spaced 
ridges), sand fighting, and as a control zero tillage. 
The latter is predominant in the characteristically 
low input pearl millet production systems that rely 
almost exclusively on hand labor for field opera-
tions. 
All experiments discussed are full factorial de-
signs; fertility is kept at two levels-no chemical 
fertilizer, and modest doses of P (17 kg ha- I ) and N 
(40 kg ha- 1); where applicable, crop residue is stud-
ied at two levels, all residue removed or 4 t ha- I of 
pearl millet resid ue left. 
A 0.75 x 1 m planting pattern (13 300 hills ha- I ) 
was used in most experiments. The effects of culti-
vation will be explained in terms of crop estab-
lishment, crop water use, and yields from the 
results of experimentation at the ISC during 1984 
and 1985. 
Results 
Effect of Soil and Crop Management on Plant 
Establishment. In an exploratory factorial ex-
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periment in 1984, we studied the effects of pre-
planting tillage, planting method, planting depth, 
fertility levels, and distance from a windbreak on 
the establishment, early growth, and yield of local 
pearl millet. The use of a precision planter suitable 
for both hill planting, as in the traditional method, 
and drilling ensured a consistent placement (depth 
and compaction) and number of seeds. 
Two small storms with high windspeeds during 
the first 2 weeks of crop establishment provided 
excellent wind erosion conditions for evaluating 
treatment effects in terms of plant stand and 
height. Significant effects at this stage were caused 
by tillage, planting method, and distance from the 
windbreak (Table 2). Plowing left the soil surface 
smooth as on the control plot, therefore the posi-
tive effect of plowing on stand and growth can be 
entirely attributed to improved subsurface condi-
tions, resulting from reduced soil-bulk density and 
the incorporation ofthe P-fertilizer. The volume of 
soil loosened after ridging is much smaller than 
after plowing, yet the equally good seedling survi-
val rate suggests that ridging is effective in reducing 
wind erosion. 
Significantly fewer seedlings emerged from hill 
planting than from drilling, but in the latter case, 
the seedling survival rate was considerably lower. 
In hills, seedlings protect each other, apparently 
favoring the innermost seedlings that were much 
taller probably because of lower soil temperature 
and reduced sandblasting. 
There was no significant fertility effect on stands 
or height. Planting depth and interaction effects 
were also not significant at this early stage. Increas-
ing distance from the protected side of the field 
affected both stands and early growth, but these 
effects were confounded with natural fertility. 
The crop was thinned to three plants per hill or a 
corresponding 3 plants m- I for drilled plots. Dur-
ing the growing cycle, soil moisture was a limiting 
factor; an average of 190 mm of rainfall was 
received, and used, by the crop. The earlier stand 
advantages traced to factors discussed above were 
nullified. 
Hill sowing gave a significantly higher grain 
yield (510 kg ha-
'
) than drilled rows (410 kg ha- I ). 
The addition of fertilizer in the driest year on 
record also increased grain yield from 370 to 540 kg 
ha- I (SE = ±31 kg ha- I ). All other (interaction) 
effects were not significant. 
The experiment was continued during the 1985 
rainy season, which registered a near-normal total 
Table 2. Errect of cultivation. planting method, and location of block on early stands and crop height o(pearl mUiet. 
ISC, 1984 rainy season. 
Stand decline (%) Plant stand Plant height 
Treatment 3-7 DASI 7-13 DAS 13 DAS(OOO) 13 DAS (em) 
Plowing 14.8 1.7 149 14.6 
Ridging 0.9 11.8 151 15.6 
Sandfighting2 18.1 18.8 84 13.1 
Zero tillage 16.1 13.6 99 JO.8 
SE 14.8 ±5.1 120.9 il.2 
H ill planting 11.9 -2.3 1033 16.9 
Drill planting 13.1 23.5 139 10.2 
SE 13.4 i3.6 ±14.8 10.86 
Block4 
1 12.0 13.6 123 15.9 
2 20.4 7.6 95 12.6 
J 11.4 15.1 88 J 1.2 
4 6.2 6.2 178 14.4 
Sf ±6.7 ±7.2 ±29.6 ±1.2 
I DAS::: Day~ aller sowing. decline In term~ of number of hills, or seedlings. Day 3 and day 7 are computational bases for percentage 
change calculallon. 
2. PI()I~ sandfighled once, 
:l Average of 1i.5 seedlings hl/I' or 12 roo hills ha " 
4, Blocll4 was located at the mostl'lrotcctcd eastern side 01 the field, The distance between bloclls was 40 m, the last block being located at 
the western side of the lield dose \() the next wmdbreak. 
rainfall of 545 mm. Residual fertilizer effect and 
pearl millet cultivar were added as treatments; all 
plots were hill planted. 
Again, tillage had positive effects on crop estab~ 
Iishment and early growth, and on the yield of the 
pearl millet cultivars. Unlike in 1984, stands did 
not decline during the first 40 days after sowing 
(DAS): the effectiveness ofposttillage roughness in 
limiting wind erosion apparently could not be 
assessed because storms were relatively mild. 
However, later in the season, crop stands re-
sponded to tillage methods, pearl millet cultivars, 
and fertilizers added in 1985. Plant hill survival, 
after superficial sandfightil18 and zero tillage, was 
inferior to the more intensive tillage methods of 
plowing and ridging that loosen and invert the soil 
(Fig. I). 
At 40 DAS. significant varietal differences were 
observed (P <0.05), with 3/4 HK having 91%, 
CI VT 95%. and Sadore Local 92% pocket emer-
gence (SE = 10.88). At harvest, stands differed 
significantly as a result of a residual fertility effect; 
plots that received fertilizer in 1984 had 62%, and 
control plots 54% pocket stands (SE = ±2.6). A 
highly significant effect on stands at harvest result-
ed from the fertilizer applied in 1985. In plots that 
received fertilizer. 74% of the pockets survived. as 
against 43% on the control plots (SE = 11.9). Yield 
depended on the number of pockets. number of 
grain-yielding heads, and yield per head. A multi-
ple regression was done of the logarithm of grain 
yield on the logarithm of the percentage of pocket 
survival to harvest, number of heads per pocket, 
and grain yield per head. The regression equation 
obtained was: 
y = 0.97 In (% survival) 
+ 0.75 In (heads pocket-I) 
+ 0.24 In (yield bead-I) 
The mUltiple R was 0.926. 
Variety grain yields were significantly different, 
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Figure L The effect of tillage on pocket stands of 
pearl millet over time. ISC. 1985. 
(Fig. 2). Other significant effects were tillage 
method. and a tillage )( fertilizer interaction. Til-
lage by itself does not increase grain yield while the 
addition of fertilizer alone doubled yield. A strong 
synergistic effect was obtained by combining the 
two inputs and resulted in a fourfold yield increase 
over the control (Fig. 3), 
Recent experience of the Operational Scale 
Research at the ISC shows similar effects (lCRl-
03/4 HK 
~CIVT 
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Figure 2. The interaction effect of pearl millet cu,-
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Figure 3. The interaction effect of tillage and fertil-
izer on grain yield of pearl millet, Ise. 1985. 
SAT 1987). Ridging with animal traction increased 
pearl millet grain yield by 35% and straw yield by 
57% over fertilized hand-cultivated plots, because 
of superior stands and better early growth. Since 
weed propagation was considerably reduced, less 
time was needed for weeding (from 168 man h ha- I 
to 80 man h ha- l ). 
Crop Water-Use Efficiency. Water-use efficiency 
(WUE) is ex.pressed as: WUE = crop production 
(i ci ha-I)/water use (mm) where production is 
expressed in total dry matter or grain. No attempt 
is made to distinguish between soil evaporation 
and crop transpiration. Total water use is calcu-
lated from rainfall, and the soil-moisture balance 
between the date of sowing and harvest of the crop. 
The water content of the soil profile is measured 
in steps of 20 em, using a neutron probe with the 
access tubes installed to a depth of 2.60 ro. The 
amount of soil moisture stored in the profile is 
estimated by rectangular approximation of the 
soil-moisture content over depth. 
The exceptionally dry 1984 rainy seasoD received 
only 59% of the average annual rainfalL Two 
experiments, where soil moisture was measured, 
were planted to pearl millet Sadore Local, on 13 
and 22 June. 
As described above, the effect of cultivation and 
fertilizer addition on establishment, early growth, 
and crop yield were significant. Differences in 
biomass growth due to these factors are reflected 
by the measured soil-water profiles. Figure 4 shows 
a typical profile with the significantly different 
profiles due to different extraction rates caused by 
tillage at 45 DAS. Runoff did not occur during this 
season. Drainage beyond the maximum measured 
depth of 2.60 m had been negligible, even on the 
bare Wischmeyer plot where as much as 50% ofthe 
rainfall received was lost through evaporation. 
Hal.1 and Dancette (1978) obtained much the same 
results on similar soils. Therefore the total amount 
of water used by the crop I soil complex can be 
calculated from rainfall and the soil moisture 
stored in the profile. 
In the first planted experiment, plowing and 
ridging increased the extractable soil moisture 
even from the deeper layers. Figure 5 depicts the 
total soil moisture measured in the 25-11O-cm, 
11O-21O-cm, and 210···270-cm profile layers, dur-
ing part of the season. The difference in soil mois-
ture extraction due to tillage reached its maximum 
at 64 DAS, with 42 mm more soil moisture 
extracted from plowed plots than from control 
plots (SE = ±6.4). Total water use was different 
(P<O.IO) during this season and amounted to: 182 
mm for plowed plots, 164 mm for ridged plots, and 
154 mm for control plots. The WUE for pearl 
millet grain yield (on the average 1.45 kg ha- I 
mm- I ) was not significantly different among treat-
ments. The addition of fertilizer increased the 
WUE oftotal dry matter from 27.0 to 29.6 kg ha- I 
mm- I (SE = ±0.94). 
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Figure 4. EfTect of soil cultivation on soil-moisture 
content in the 30-260 em profile. 45 days after sow-
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Figure 5. The effect of presowing cultivation on 
total soil-moisture content of the 25-1 1 Oem. 
110-210 em, and 210-270 em profile layers during 
the rainy season. pearl millet crop. planted 13 Jun. 
ISC 1984. 
The second experiment was planted 9 days later . 
Apparently, because of this delay, roots could not 
reach the residual water in the deeper layers as in 
the other field (Fig. 6), resulting in the premature 
death of the crop by the end of August. Total water 
use (158 mm) until this date did not differ signifi~ 
cantly according to tillage treatments, but adding 
fertilizer increased WUE for dry matter from 15.0 
to 18.9 kg ha- I mm- I (SE = ±0.47), whereas crop 
residue increased WUE from 15.7 to 18.2 kg ha- I 
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Figure 6. The effect or presowing cultivation on 
total soil-moisture content of the 25-110 em, 
110-210 cm, and 210-270 cm profile layers during 
the rainy season. Pearl millet crop. planted 22 Jun, 
ISC, 1984. 
The 1985 season differed greatly from the 1984 
season; rains started late (planting date: 26 June), a 
total of 545 mm well-distributed rain was received, 
and serious drought stress periods did not occur. 
Deep drainage had to be included in the calcula-
tion of crop water use. Drainage occurred frrst on 
low input plots that had less biomass than high 
input plots. 
However, owing to the unavailability of tensio-
meters, only drainage was estimated. If, between 
dates of soil-moisture measurements, the profile 
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was at field capacity and more water was lost from 
the profile of low-input plots than of high-input 
plots, the difference between the profile depletion 
was considered lost by deep drainage. This is likely 
to underestimate drainage. 
Total soil moisture per profile layer of a long-
term soil-management experiment during the sea~ 
son is shown for control plots, and fertilized 
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Figure 7. The effect of some management input 
combinations (control, plowed and ridged plots, 
both with addition of fertilizers and crop residue) on 
total soil-moisture content of the 25-110 em, 
110-210 cm, and 210-270 cm profile layers during 






8. The effecls of tillage. fertilizer (FO = no fertilizer, Fl = fertilizer added), c:uitivar. and crop 
on grain yield of pearl millet. 1985. 
planting to harvest, was sufficient 
for evapotranspiration and to the 
profile down to 2.70 m. On 5 Aug crop on 
had used 50 mm more 
uualll>'w, in combination with 
fenilizer and crop residue, total 
water use from 287 to 320 mm this average 
season. figure is based on an estimated 40 mm 
lost to deep drainage in the low-input plots. 
Water-use efficiencies ranged from I ha-! 
mm- I for ridged plots without fertilizer to 4,87 kg 
ha- I for mulched and plowed plots, 
A relatively small portion of the rainfall was lost 
by in 1985. a year of 
an average 93 mm of soil moisture stored 
in em profile at harvest was 
quentJy lost by evaporation during the season. 
yield depended on tillage, mulching. and 
and pearl millet cultivar sown (Fig. 8). 
There is a strong interaction between mulching and 
mulching fertilized plots produced a 
smaller yield increase than mwching nonfertilized 
plots 9). Crop residue increased the organic 









Figure 9. The effect offertUber and crop 
residue on grain yield of pearl minet. ISC. 
Conclusion 
The single most important factor for increasing 
pearl millet yield is P fertilizer. Further, presowing 
tillage considerably improves crop establishment, 
early growth, and plant survival. The synergistic 
effects of tillage and fertilizer addition, in most 
cases increased crop grain and dry matter produc-
tion, through higher plant popUlation at harvest, 
and higher yields per plant. 
Pearl millet yields responded to fertilizer appli-
cations in the driest year on record. In the average 
rainfall year, crops responded well to increased 
levels of inputs such as tillage, use of crop residue. 
and fertilizer addition, not by using much more 
moisture but by using it more efficiently. A large 
proportion of the soil moisture accumulated in the 
profile during a normal year is subsequently lost by 
evaporation during the dry season. 
In terms of plant establishment, ridging seems 
the most promising technique as it is less energy-
and time-consuming than plowing. Farmers already 
make ridges using animal traction. Recent expe-
rience at the ISC evidences the benefits of this 
techniq ue in terms of labor use. early weed control, 
and crop yields. 
Although a fair amount of information has 
already been generated on the effects of tillage and 
soil management on yield, we feel that research is 
needed on the following topics: 
• the long4erm effect of certain soil management 
options on the organic matter content of the soil 
and on soil-structure stability and crop growth, 
in particular the identification of critical levels; 
• crop sequence. especially pearl millet-cowpea 
rotation and related possibilities for reduced 
tillage techniques; 
• in situ determination of the hydraulic proper-
ties of the soil (strongly influenced by soil tillage 
and difficult to measure); 
• measuring soil physical properties pertaining to 
soil strength to estimate wind erosion suscepti-
bility, tillage (draft) resistance, and trafficability; 
• rainfall analysis and soil-evaporation rates across 
environments to assess the number of available 
days for tillage and planting. These operations 
can be competitive in certain years as tillage 
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Recent Developments in Pearl Millet/ Cowpea Cropping 
Systems for Low-Rainfall Areas of the Sudano-
Sahelian Zone of West Africa 
B.R. Ntare i , P.G. Serafini2, and L.K. FusselP 
Abstract 
Pearl millet (Pennisetum americanum (L.) Leeke) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.) 
are two of the predominant food crops in the Sudano-Sahelian zone of West Africa and are 
often intercropped. A current review of research findings concluded that pearl millet/cowpea-
based systems generally improved and stabilized overall yields. When pearl millet and cowpea 
are intercropped, time of sowing, crop densities and spacing, soil-fertility status, and the nature 
of varieties seem to be important to determine the degree of interaction between the two crops. 
Production characteristics, sources ofproduction advantages, and the potential to improve the 
productivity of the intercrop system are outlined. 
The limited information available from West Africa, on the effects of crop rotation indicate 
that yields improve when pearl millet follows a cowpea crop. This combination is being 
investigated at the ISC. Cowpea as a cash crop economically justifies the use of purchased 
inputs which fortunately, have a positive residual effect on the subsequent pearl millet crop. 
This is considered to be an important opportunity to contribute to the intensification of the 
cropping pattern. 
The need to find compatible pearl millet/cowpea varietal combinations, rotation and inter-
crop systems, and cultural operations, while understanding their effects on soil fertility, produc-
tivity, and resource use is emphasized. 
Evolution recente des systerries de cultures associant mil/niebe dans les regions de falble 
pluviosite de la zone soudano-sahelienne de l'Afrique de I'Ouest : Le mil (pennisetum glaucum 
(L.) R.Br.) et le niehe (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.) font partie des cultures vivrieres les plus 
importantes de la zone soudano-sahelienne de 1 'Afrique de J'Ouest et sont souvent associes dans 
les parcelles de production. Les recherches en cours ont permis de conclure que les systemes 
bases sur l'association m il/nie be, permettent generaJement d'ameliorer et de stabiliser les 
rendements globaux. Lorsque mil et niehe sont cultives en association, il semble que la date, la 
densite et I 'espacement des semis, le bilan de fertilite des sols et la nature des varietes soient des 
facteurs importants pour determiner le degre d 'interaction entre les deux cultures. On releve Jes 
I. Principal Cowpea Breeder/Agronomist, International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Nigeria. 
2. Research Farm Manager, Farm Operations, ISC. Niamey, Niger. 
3. Principal Millet Agronomist, Pearl Millet Improvement Program. ISC. Niamey. Niger. 
ICRISAT Conference Paper no. CP 412 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the SUdano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7 -ll Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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caracteristiques de production du systeme d'association des cultures ainsi que les avantages et 
Jes possibilites d'ameJioration des rendements qui en decoulent. 
us informations Iimitees dont on dispose en Afrique de 1 'Ouest sur Ies effets de la rotation des 
cultures indiquent une elevation des rendements du mil lorsque Ie mil est cu/tive apres Ie niebe. 
Cette association est etudiee actuelJement au Centre sahelien de I'lCR/SA T. L 'achat d'intrants 
agricoles sejustifie sur Ie plan economique puisque Ie niebe est une culture de rente et que leur 
effet se fait encore sentir sur Je mil cuJtive apres Ie nieM. Une telJe rotation des cultures de mil et 
de niebe pourrait contribuer de faron sensible a intensifier les modes de cultures existants. 
Enfin, l'accent a ete mis sur la necessite de trouver des combinaisons varietales mil/nieM 
compatibles, des systemes de rotation et d'association ainsi que des techniques culturales 
approprics tout en s 'interessant a leurs effets sur la fertilite du sol, la productivite et I 'utilisation 
des ressources. 
Introduction 
Pearl millet (Pennisetum americanum (L.) Leeke) 
and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.) are 
two of the predominant food crops in the Sudano-
Sahelian zone of West Africa (SSZW A). Pearl 
millet occupies I3 million ha of arable land and 
cowpea 6 million ha. Cowpeas are frequently 
grown as an intercrop with pearl millet. The two 
crops are generally grown in a mixture of one or 
more speCIes. 
I n the last 20 years pearl millet grain prod uction 
in West Africa has increased by 1 %, cowpea pro-
duction has remained static in most countries of 
the region. There are some exceptions such as 
Niger where output has doubled. Crop production 
increases in the region have primarily come from 
increases in the cultivated area (Pieri 1985). Much 
of the new land was more marginal for cropping. 
This has contributed to West Africa having the 
slowest growth rate for total food production of all 
the regions of sub-Saharan Africa (Spencer and 
Sivakumar 1986). However, the low and relatively 
stable production levels of the pearl millet/ cowpea 
system have been one of the principal sources of 
sustenance for farmers and their families in the 
drier regions of the SSZWA. 
Among the numerous agronomic factors respon-
sible for the low productivity of pearl millet/ cow~ 
pea-based cropping systems, are low soil fertility, 
untimely and inadequate cultural operations, non-
availability of improved varieties, low and incon-
sistent plant densities, and farmers' inability to 
control pests and diseases. The traditional pearl millet/ 
cowpea intercropping systems have been devel-
oped through man's interaction with an environ-
ment that involves a high degree of risk due to the 
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inherent poverty and variability of the cropping 
ecology. Farmers seek to stabilize productivity, 
reduce the risk of crop losses due to irregularities in 
climate. and make the best use of other scarce 
resources. 
This paper considers the role of pearl millet and 
cowpea in traditional agriculture of SSZW A, per-
tinent research findings, and possibilities for these 
crops in the future. The discussion will he limited 
to systems involving pure or associated stands of 
pearl millet and cowpea. 
Traditional Pearl Millet/ Cowpea 
Cropping Systems 
Pearl millet with cowpea is the most common crop 
combination particularly in the drier, northern 
areas of SSZW A, though other combinations such 
as pearl millet; sorghum, sorghum/ cowpea, pearl 
milletl sorghum;' cowpea are also found. Farmers 
apparently seek to have a full pearl millet grain 
yield with some additional cowpea grain and 
fodder yields. 
Pearl millet with a 90110-day cycle is often 
planted some time before the cowpea intercrop. 
Cowpea generally has a 120--1 50-day cycle and is 
sown between pearl millet rows from 2 weeks to 2 
months after the pearl millet, depending upon the 
early-season rains. This flexible decision-making 
pattern allows adjustments to be made as the rainy 
season progesses. If early-season rains are poor, 
cowpea seeding may be delayed or eliminated. If 
there is a poor pearl-millet stand, extra cowpea 
may be sown. Nonetheless, in some instances, no-
tably where soils tend to crust, the two crops are 
sown on the same hill. 
Late cowpea seeding assures pearl millet yields 
because the cereal effectively dominates cowpea. 
This may be particularly important if the rainy 
season ends early. Pearl millet is normally har-
vested before cowpea. Cowpea matures after the 
end of the rains on resid ual moisture. The late-
maturing cowpea may produce little grain and be 
useful only for fodder when rainfall ends earlier 
than normal. 
The extent and producti(JIl of pearl millet/cow-
pea at the farm level is not clearly quantified. Nor-
man (1974) found that cowpea was most frequently 
intercropped with pearl millet or sorghum (Sor-
ghum bie%r (L.) Moench) although it was also 
grown in association with several other species in 
northern Nigeria. Swinton et al. (1985) reported 
that pearl millet was sown as a sole crop on 4% of 
the land, and cowpea on 12% of the land in the 
Madarounfa area of Niger in 1982. Pearl millet was 
grown as an intercrop situation on 65% of the 
cultivated land, pearl millet and cowpea were 
intercropped on 47(Yc. and cowpea was grown as an 
intercrop on 52(;;,. Around Filingue in Niger. near 
the drier limits of the cultivated zone, pearl millet/ 
cowpea occupied 83% of the cultivated area(Swin-
ton et al. 1985). 
In Nedogo, Aorema, and Digre, three villages in 
central Burkina Faso, the area cultivated to pearl 
millet ranged from 290t to 32!Jcl. Pearl millet was 
intcrcropped with cowpea on 64-91 % of that area 
(Sawadogo and Kabore 1985). Other studies in 
Burkina Faso confirm the predominance of this 
intercrop system (Kabore et al. 1983). 
Farm level yield figures are scarce. However, 
national average yields range from 400 to 800 kg 
ha' l of pearl millet and 100- 250 kg ha- I of cowpea. 
Research Results 
Despite the importance of pearl millet; cowpea 
intercropping systems, research focused on under-
standing and improving them is a recent pheno-
menon. Early research indicates that, in general, 
intercropping gave better total yields than the 
component crops grown alone (Willey 1979a and 
1979b). Norman (1971 and 1974) showed that 
intercropping increased economic returns, saved 
labor, and reduced risk. More recently, Fussell and 
Serafini (1985 and 1986) reviewed crop associa-
tions in semi-arid West Africa and concluded that 
pearl millet/cowpea-based systems generally im-
proved and stabilized overall yields. The reasons 
for the popularity of intercropping among farmers 
include flexibility, profit and resource maximiza-
tion, risk minimization, soil conservation and 
maintenance, weed control, and nutritional aspects 
(Norman 1974, Finlay 1976). 
A greater emphasis is being placed on cropping 
systems research because of the increasing aware-
ness of the important role that resource manage-
ment will play in improving yield in the semi-arid 
tropical areas. To manipulate production from an 
intercrop system, we need to understand the main 
growth-determining factors. Plants growing to-
gether compete for light, water, and nutrients. 
There may also be biochemical interactions. Com-
petition for light arises when one crop is taller than 
the other. Competition for nutrients is greatest in 
relay crop situations. The second crop is often 
planted into a soil that has had its soil nutrient 
reserves depleted by the earlier crop. Competition 
for moisture is an important factor in low-rainfall 
situations. 
In the pearl millet! cowpea system, time of sow-
ing, crop densities and spacing, soil-fertility status, 
and the nature of varieties seem to be important to 
determine the degree of interaction between the 
two crops. These factors may be manipulated so 
that competition for light, water, and nutrients is 
minimiz.ed and the cropping system is able to fit 
into the ecology where it is to be practiced. To 
illustrate these points, examples will be used from 
recent pearl millet / cowpea intercropping studies. 
Production Advantages with Traditional 
Practices 
T rad i tional pearl millet I cowpea intercropping 
practices give production advantages of 20-40%. 
Cowpea grain and hay yields are low (Table I). 
Yield advantages are apparent whether pearl millet 
and cowpea grain production or the pearl millet 
grain and cowpea fodder yields are considered 
(Table I) (Fussell and Serafini 1986). In the inter-
crop situation, pearl millet grain yields normally 
account for 60-90% of the pure pearl millet yields. 
Crop Maturity 
Growing a very early-maturing cowpea with pearl 
millet is not a traditional practice, but it does 
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Table J. Means from trial of factorial nperiments that included management factors such as intercrop density, 
fertility, plantinl date, and harvest time of pearl millet/cowpea intercrop. 
Cowpea Pearl millet Land equivalent ratios 
Rainfall fodder grain Pearl 
Year Type of experiment Location (mm) (kg ha-
'
) Cowpea millet Total 
1982 Density Ie variety Ie 
intercrop proportion Sadore'. Niger 372 318' 277 0.58 0.69 1.27 
1983 Intercrop proportion 
l( rotations Sadore'. Niger 599 768 385 0.48 0.69 1.17 
1984 Intererop proportion 
" rotations Sad ore'. Niger 216 22 435 0.09 1.16 1.25 
1985 I ntercrop proportion 
" rotations Sadore'. Niger 495 734 648 0.48 0.72 1.20 
19t15 Variety l( intererop Sad ore'. Niger 495 360 921 0.31 0.92 1.24 
(261 )Z (0.50) ( 1.43) 
1979 Density )( intercrop M ultiiocationai NA' 15t1 854 0.21 0.96 I. J 7 
Mali 
1980 Density l( intercrop Multilocational NA 1460 980 0.50 1.04 1.54 
Mali 
1981 Intercrop harvesting M ultilocational 
schedule Mali NA 4050 800 0.83 1.12 1.95 
I. Hay yields are fresh weights. 
2. Cowpea grain yields. 
J. NA = Not available. 
Source: Fussell and Serafini 1985. 
Table 2. Land equivalent ratios (LER) ror three cowpea and four pearl millet cullivars from 8 trial conducted at the 
ISe, rainy season 1985. 
Cowpea Pearl millet 
Pearl millet cultivar cultivar l grain 
Local cv Local cv 0.98 
CIVT Local cv 0.74 
3/4 HK-B78 Local cv 0.87 
ICMV 4(1CMS 7703) 0.67 
Local cv TN88'{)3 1.10 
CIVT TN88'{)3 0.77 
3/4 HI' ·878 TN88'{)J 1.13 
ICMV 4(ICMS 7703) 1.03 
Local cv IT82E-60 1.05 
CIVT IT82E-60 0.74 
3/4 HK-B78 1T82E-60 J.l0 
}CMV 4(1CMS 7703) 0.89 
SE ±D.1l3 
I. Local cv-photoperiod sensitive and late maturing (120·-150 days). 
TN88-63-photoperiod insensitive. medium maturing (75--80 days). 
1T82E..ao-photoperiod insensitive. early maturing (55-60 days). 
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LERs of intercrops 
Cowpea Copea Total 
grain hay LER 
0.31 0.16 1.29 
0.64 0.3.1 1.38 
0.47 0.24 1.34 
0.87 0.47 1.54 
0.29 0.13 1.39 
0.45 0.24 1.22 
0.46 0.42 1.59 
0.54 0.25 1.57 
0.43 0.43 1.48 
0.96 0.70 1.70 
0.58 0.43 1.68 
0.74 0.55 1.63 
:to. J 26 iO.066 iO.179 
appear advisable in some years. Pearl millet. par-
ticularly in the drier, more northerly areas of 
SSZW A, is sown in wide spacings, 2000-9000 hills 
ha- I . Substantial amounts of soil moisture, up to 
40% of evapotranspiration, are lost due to soil 
evaporation. This loss will be greatest during the 
first month of the crop's growth when the pearl 
millet provides little vegetative cover (Sivakumar, 
Table 3. Yield (kg ha- I ) (or three cowpea and (our pearl 
millet cultlvars (rom a trial conducted at the ISC, rainy 
season 1985. 
Sole crop yields 
Pearl 
millet Cowpea Cowpea 
Cultivar gram gram hay 
Pearl millet 
Local cv 1300 
CIVT 1100 
3/4 HK-B78 770 
ICMV 4 (leMS 7703) 780 
SE il12 
Cowpea I 
Local c,," 421 1786 
TN 88-63 951 1320 
JT82E-60 193 366 
SE i72.5 il64.0 
Ise, personal communication). By interplanting a 
very early-maturing grain-type cowpea cultivar, 
more of this moisture can be used with little com-
petition to the pearl millet. The cowpea grain can 
be harvested before the pearl millet flowers. Yield 
advantages of up to 60% have been recorded. Pearl 
millet yields were not greaHy affected by the pres-
ence of the early-maturing cowpea (Tables 2 and 
3). In extreme drought years (1984), however, pearl 
millet yields may be substantially reduced, while 
cowpea production remains relatively high (Table 4). 
Planting and Harvest Scheduling 
Adjusting the cowpea planting date, relative to the 
pearl millet's growth cycle and the probable length 
of the rainy season, is a management tool used to 
minimize the effects of cowpea competition on 
pearl millet yields. To better understand the impact 
of the planting schedule, two early- and one late-
maturing cowpea cultivars, with contrasting plant 
types, were interplanted at different times with an 
improved local pearl millet cultivar. Intercrop and 
monoculture yields were compared in two succes-
sive seasons. The early cultivars were planted at a 
density of 25000 plants ha- 1, while the late cultivar 
was planted at 15000 plants ha- I , Both densities 
are above those used traditionally. The results 
indicate that it is possible to improve cowpea yields 
Table 4. Grain yield (kg ha- I ) of early-maturing cowpea and pearl millet in association, ISe, 19841• 
Pearl millet cultivar 
CIVT HKP 
Cultivar Sole Cowpea Pearl millet Cowpea Pearl millet 
Cowpea 
IT82E 60 550 165 227 160 75 
IT82D 716 740 320 190 200 280 
TVX 3236 570 175 268 150 45 
TN88-63 480 150 285 130 70 
Pearl millet sale 668 380 
SE (Cowpea) ±60 
SE (Pearl millet) i72 
I. Total rainfall during the year was 260 mm. 
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without greatly affecting the performance of pearl 
millet crop by planting the cowpea with, or very 
shortly after the pearl millet (Table 5). Early plant-
ing allows the cowpea to grow without being 
shaded by pearl millet during the critical initial-
growth stages. Planting cowpea 25 days after pearl 
millet resulted in an almost complete failure of the 
cowpea crop. Early-maturing cowpeas were par-
ticularly sensitive. 
It is very advantageous to plant a forage-type 
cowpea at the same time as pearl millet and harvest 
it before the flowering of the pearl millet. In this 
situation. the negative effects of aggressive and/ or 
high-density cowpeas on the cereal yield may be 
reduced or eliminated. Cowpea does not compete 
with pearl millet during flowering or grain filling. 
Thus it is able to grow well before the pearl millet 
canopy closes (Table 6). 
Plant Population 
Density effects have been studied primarily from 
two points of view. The first assumes that the 
farmer wa~ts a full pearl millet grain yield and as 
much additional cowpea yield as possible. There-
fore, the cowpea component is manipulated within 
a full pearl millet stand. Findings indicate that 
pearl millet grain yields are not greatly reduced by 
increasing cowpea densities when soil moisture 
and fertility are adequate (Fig. 1, Table 7, see also 
Serafini 1985). If either soil fertility or moisture are 
Table S. Yields (kg ha- I ) of cowpea and pearl millet at different dates of planting, of cowpea in relation to pearl millet, 




I1'82D 716 1 TVX3236 Sad ore Local 
Year Planting dates Gl Hl PMl G H PM G H PM 
1985 Cowpea;, pearl millet 
same day 350 730 1055 485 930 1040 __ I 2270 340 
Cowpea 6 days 
after pearl millet 200 215 1255 240 750 1310 1970 630 
Cowpea 25 days 
after pearl millet 70 185 1515 80 270 1120 590 1310 
Cowpea sole4 600 1260 930 1160 2430 
Pearl millet sole 1375 1375 1375 
SE cowpea grain ±90 
SE cowpea hay ±79 
SE pearl millet ±54 
1986 Cowpea! pearl millet 
same day 150 273 980 185 380 570 40 1280 560 
Cowpea 7 days 
after pearl millet ISO 186 610 120 400 740 30 1310 660 
Cowpea 24 days 
after pearl millet 120 173 880 100 160 810 13 450 840 
Cowpea sole 405 460 590 650 204 2026 
Pearl millet sole 1096 1096 1096 
S E cowpea grain ±I9 
SE cowpea hay ±S2 
SE pearl millet ±72 
I. Cowpea cultivars early erect (IT82D 716), early spreading (TVX32361, and late spreading (Sador( Local). 
2. G :: Cowpea grain, H = Cowpea hay. and PM = Pearl millet grain. 
3. No grain recorded in 1985. 
4. Average over dates of plantin8. 
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Table 6. The effects of different times of harvest of a cowpea hay intercrop on pearl millet and cowpea yields In Mali. 
1981. 
Sole crop yields (kg ha-
'
) Intercrop land equivalent ratios 
Pearl millet 
Harvest schedule grain 
40 days after planting 900 
60 days after planting 870 
80 days after planting 740 
End of season 680 
SE ±40 
I. Fresh weight. 
limiting, particularly early in the season, pearl 
millet grain yields may be considerably affected by 
higher densities of intercropped cowpea (Table 3). 
The second point of view focuses on modifying 
the intercropping pattern while maintaining a con-
stant total plant popUlation. Cowpea performance 
may be improved and pearl millet yields that 
Cowpea 
hayl Pearl millet Cowpea Total 
3450 1.31 0.71 2.02 
5670 1.21 1.25 2.46 
4580 1.0 I 0.93 1.94 
2490 0.94 0.41 1.35 
±248 
approach pure stand levels may be obtained by 
manipulating row arrangements, planting dates, 
and the densities of the two crops. A full yield of 
the cereal and a considerable contribution from 
cowpea were obtained with paired rows of pearl 
millet and cowpeas. Planting in the same hill 
reduced cowpea yields (Tables 5, 8, and 9). 
Table 7. Grain yields (kg ha-
'
) of early-maturing cowpea and pearl millet in four planting systems.ISC. Niger.198S and 
1986. 
No. of Distance 
Year Planting system plants apart (cm) 
1985 Pearl milleticowpea l 
Pearl millet. cowpea 
Pearl millet, cowpea 
Pearl millet. cowpea 
1986 
T rad itionaP 
SE 
CV (C;,o) 
Pearl millet,' cowpea 
Pearl milleti cowpea 
Pearl millet! cowpea 












I. Cowpea cullivar 1T82D 716 is early and erect and pearl millet cultivar is CIVT. 
2, Pearl millet sown with local long-duration cowpea at the same time. 
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pearl millet density 
_ Intercrop cowpea in high 
pearl millet density 
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Cowpea density ('000 hills ha-
'
) 
Figure 1. Pearl millet grain yield and cowpea hay 
responses at three cowpea densities in a pearl millet/ 
cowpea intercropping system.ISC. Niger, rainy sea-
son 1985 (Source: Fussell et al. 1986). 
Fertility 
Within an individual cropping year, cowpeas com-
pete for nutrients, including nitrogen (N), with the 
cereal crop. In the absence of adequate N fertility 
pearl millet grain yields have been lowered in situa-
tions that favor cowpea competition such as simul-
taneous seeding, high cowpea densities or late 
cowpea harvest (Table 9). Adequate soil fertility, 
particularly phosphorus (P) and N, facilitates 
intensification of the intercropping system. Cereal 
yields have been shown to respond better to added 
fertility when cowpea densities are low (Table 8). 
Cowpeas are known to be relatively efficient N 
fixers. Nitrogen fixed by cowpeas will contribute 
to crop yield in the following season such that it is 
not removed as grain, hay, or livestock feed. The 
importance and efficiency ofthis phenomenon has 
not yet been adequately studied. 
Varietal Selection 
Cowpea and pearl millet varieties may be selected 
to improve their performance in intercrop situa-
tions. The selection criteria depend upon the objec-
tives of the system. The type of cowpea that will be 
Table 8. Grain yield (kg ha- I ) of early cowpea and pearl millet in several planting systems. ISC. Nigerl. 
Cowpea 
Year Planting system Grain Hay Pearl millet LER 
1985 Pearl millet (sole) 1243 1.00 
Pearl millet/ cowpea, alternating 583 645 867 1.18 
Pearl millet! cowpea paired rows 620 780 895 1.24 
Pearl millet! cowpea, same pocket 84 110 1163 1.01 
Cowpea sole 1185 1380 1.00 
SE ±57 ±78 ±1J3 
CV (%) 23 26 31 
1986 Pearl millet (sole) 808 
Pearl millet; cowpea, alternating 434 530 550 1.28 
Pearl millet/ cowpea, paired rows 529 660 687 1.58 
Pearl millet/ cowpea, same pocket 42 100 8J I 1.05 
Cowpea (sole) 723 850 1.00 
SE f56 fllO i83 
CV (%) 24 26 22 
I. Plot size 72 mI, RCDO 7 replications. cowpea cultivar. TVX 3236, and pearl millet CIVT. 
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Table 9. The effect of nitrogen fertilizer on the yield (kg ha-I) of a pearl millet/cowpea intercrop and sole crops at 
Cinzana and Koporokeniepe, Mali, 1983. 
Yield 
Applied nitrogen/ Pearl miIIet 
location gram 
Clnzana 
o kg N ha- I 803 
40 kg N ha- I 1191 
SE ±47 
Koporokeniepe 
o kg N ha- I 191 
40 kg N ha- I 444 
SE ±26 
I. Dry weight. 
selected for an early grain harvest in an intercrop is 
different from the one that will be used for an early 
forage harvest. Similarly, shade tolerance is a more 
important character for relay planted systems than 
in systems where the two crops are seeded simul-
taneously and where cowpea is harvested early. 
When the two cr~ps are planted simultaneously, it 
may be desirable to have a cowpea that grows 
slowly early in the season so that it will not domi-
nate the pearl millet. 
In other situations, it may be desirable to have a 
cowpea cultivar that does not have a climbing 
growth habit. A variety or cultivar that has the 
ability to quickly spread over the ground to inter-
cept the available light under the pearl millet can-
opy and assist in weed control may be the best 
choice in some situations. 
At the ICRISAT Sahelian Center (lSC), con-
trasting cowpea plant types have been screened for 
intercropping situations since 1984. It has been 
shown, in three successive years, that intercrop 
combinations involving cowpea cultivars that ma-
ture in 55-65 days are the most productive. Accept-
able cowpea yields are achieved and the pearl 
millet component's performance is not seriously 
affected. 
Other results have shown that changing the vari-
eties of pearl millet and cowpea have increased 
production of either pearl millet grain or cowpea 
fodder and grain (Tables 2 and 9, Reddy and 
Oumara 1985). In most cases, shifting the competi-



























changes in varieties or agronomic practices, results 
in a reduction of the performance of the other. 
Diseases and Insects 
The effects of pearl millet/ cowpea cropping pat-
terns on disease and insect pest incidence and dam-
age are not well understood. Contradictory evi-
dence on the effects of intercropping on insect 
behavior has been reported in maize/ cowpea., sor-
ghum/ cowpea, and cassava/ cowpea systems (Jackai 
et a1. 1985). Intercropping has a greater impact on 
some insect pests than on others. Temperatures are 
reduced by the intercropping pattern. Some insect 
populations increase when shading and humidity 
are increased. It is suspected that the low cowpea 
densities, characteristic of many intercropping 
patterns, may reduce the movement of certain 
insects. No important interactions between the 
cowpea insect pest complex and intercropping sys-
tems have been observed at the ISC. This is also the 
case for diseases such as bacterial blight (Xan-
thomonas campestris pv. vignicoia). No important 
differences in the incidence or severity of this dis-
ease have been observed in a variety of intercrop-
ping situations during two consecutive years when 
the disease was prevalent. 
From the available information about inter-
cropping/ pest relationships in the pearl millet/ 
cowpea system, it is clear that cowpea grain pro-
duction can only be assured through judicious use 
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of insecticides. This may be enhanced by other 
pest-management approaches such as selecting for 
host-plant resistance as well as other crop-man-
agement techniques. 
Crop Rotation 
It is also possible to improve productivity by rotat-
ing cowpeas and pearl millet. Legumes are known 
to increase soil N levels through their N-fixing 
capacity. The yields of cereal crops that follow 
them are often improved. In northwest India, pearl 
millet yields were increased by 24% when it was 
grown in rotation with cowpea rather than in a 
pearl millet-pearl millet sequence (Giri and De 
1979). In another study, the same authors found 
that a cowpea rotation increased the following 
pearl millet crop's early seedling growth, plant 
growth rate, and grain production (Giri and De 
1980). Unfertilized pearl millet removed 32.5 kg N 
ha- I from the soil when it was grown following 
cowpeas, compared with 18.9 kg N ha- I when it 
followed a pearl millet crop. 
Very little information is available in West 
Africa on the effects of rotating pearl millet with 
cowpea or any other legume. In Niger, pearl millet 
yields were more than doubled when millet fol-
lowed one year of ground nuts (Brown 1978). Sim-
ilar observations have been made in Senegal. The 
relative contribution of N fixed by the legume and 
P fertilizer applied to the ground nuts is not clear 
(Pieri 1985). However, recent research at the ISC 
has shown a residual effect of applied P in the 
presence of adequate N (ICRISAT 1985). 
At the ISC, we are investigating the role that a 
pearl millet and cowpea rotation may play in the 
productivity of the rainfed system of the SSZW A. 
While we are only beginning to adequately quan-
tify the degree and efficiency with which pearl 
millet uses residual Nand P from the cowpea crop, 
it is clear that there is a positive effect. Cowpea is 
gaining popularity as a cash crop. There should be 
some elasticity of demand because of its popularity 
in the coastal region. As a reSUlt, it should be 
possible to use purchased inputs on the cowpea 
crop that have an impact on the pearl millet crop. 
The authors see this as a promising means of inten-
sifying the cropping pattern. 
Sources of Production Advantages 
Little research has been undertaken to determine 
the reasons for the production advantages that 
have been observed with pearl millet/ cowpea 
intercropping systems in SSZW A. Results from 
the ISC indicate that intercrops have a greater leaf 
area than sole crops throughout the first half of the 
season (Fig. 2). This suggests a better use of avail-
able radiation (Table 10, Fussell 1985). Total mois-
ture use has been shown to be marginally higher 
(3-9%) in the intercrop situation although water-
use efficiency, in terms of total dry matter prod uc-
tion, was not improved (Table 9, Fussell 1985). 
This may have come about because cowpea, a C3 
plant, would logically have a lower water-use effi-
ciency than pearl millet. However, it should be 
noted that the cowpea fodder portion of the total 
biomass is saleable whereas in pearl millet, only the 
grain contributes to the crop's value when it is not 
intercropped. 
Table 10. Mean pearl millet/cowpea intercropping effect on yield lind resource use in a factorial experiment at .se, 
Niger, 1985. 
Pearl Pearl 
millet millet Cowpea Total Seasonal Combined 
straw grain fodder dry moisture water-use Maximum 
yield yield " yield matter efficiency % radiation use 
Cropping system (kg ha- J) (kg ha- J) (kgha- 1) (kg ha- I) (mm) (kg mm- I ) interception 
Sale pearl millet 5170 1050 0 6220 352 17.6 48.0 
Pearl miUet/ 4260 925 653 5834 389 15.0 55.8 
cowpea intercrop 
SE %91 123 NAt 13.3 NA iD.78 
1. NA :: Not available 
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2 
_._.- Sole pearl millet, Local cv. 










_._.- Sole pearl millet, CIVT 
2 2.94/ ;I 
, 
r-----
---- Sole cowpea, Local cv. 
Jntercrop 
20 40 60 80 
Days after sowing the pearl millet 
Figure 2. tear area development in sole crops and 
intercrops of pearl millet and cowpea at ISC, rainy 
season 1985. 
When cowpea continues to grow after the pearl 
millet, it uses moisture from deep in the profile that 
would not otherwise be used in that year. This 
contributes to a better annual use of available 
moisture. In severe drought years, such as 1984 in 
Niger, when the profile was not fully recharged, 
areas where late-season cowpea had been grown in 
the previous year had lower pearl millet yields. The 
precedent cowpea crop had depleted moisture 
reserves deep in the profile thus compromising 
pearl millet yields that were 40% lower than in 
areas where pearl millet followed pearl millet 
(ICRISAT 1985). 
Research Needs 
Cropping systems in the SSZW A are diverse. 
Within this ecological zone, crop combinations 
and rotations vary widely in response to local con-
ditions. The complex cropping strategies of tradi-
tional systems contribute to their stability t diver-
sity, as well as their productivity. It is rarely 
possible to substitute simplistic production pack-
ages. The objective should be to improve compo-
nents within the system, which includes bettervari-
eties and agronomic practices. For the pearl millet/ 
cowpea cropping system in the SSZW A, the risk of 
crop failure will be reduced by using more efficient 
crop combinations involving drought-tolerant cult i-
vars. 
The effects of crop mixtures and rotations, on 
soil productivity and cultural operations such as 
weed control, needs to be better understood. The 
benefits of residual N from cowpea to succeeding 
nonlegume crops need to be quantified for both 
intercropping and crop-rotation situations. 
The resource-use patterns of pearl millet/ cow-
pea sole- and intercropping systems have not been 
adequately studied. Understanding the effects of 
cropping patterns on water-use efficiency, particu-
larly those that have an impact on moisture loss 
due to soil evaporation, will be important when 
developing strategies to improve and stabilize crop 
productivity in the region. 
Some pearl millet and cowpea cultivars are more 
tolerant of interspecific competition than others. 
Systematic screening for tolerance to interspecific 
competition needs to be undertaken. 
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Design and Evaluation of Alternative Production Systems: 
Pearl Millet/Maize and Cereal/Groundnut Systems in Mali 
S.V.R. Shettyl 
Abstract 
The paper summarizes recent experiences in the design and evaluation of improved sorghum-
and-pearl millet based systems involving commercial crops such as groundnut and maize. The 
two major production systems studied in Mali-pearl millet/maize-and cereal/groundnut 
-are described in relation to their response to key agronomic factors like variety, density and 
geometry, date of planting and harvest, and added fertility. The package of technology for the 
pearl millet/maize system includes planting maize at a recommended density and fertility, and 
planting pearl millet when maize attains the 3-4 leaf stage. Results from on-farm testing of this 
improved system are also highlighted. Studies on the design and evaluation of cereal/ groundnut 
systems indicated about 50% intercropping advantage. It was observed, that to obtain normal 
groundnut yields, higher densities of groundnuts had to be planted with crop stands of cereals. 
One row of cereal to four rows of groundnuts and delayed planting of cereal provided 
groundnuts competition-free early growth. It is recommended that because of poor adoption of 
sole-crop technology, studies on possible ways to incorporate sorghum and pearl millet into the 
existing production systems based on cash crops should be pursued. The need for the develop-
ment and introduction of management-responsive cereal cuitivars into the more potential areas 
of the Sahelo-Sudanian zone is also emphasized. 
Resume 
Conception et evaluation de systemes de production alternatifs mil/mais et cereales/ arachide 
au Mali: eet article presente brievement des experiences recemment menees sur la conception 
et J'evaluation de ces systemes traditionnels ameliores par l'adjonction de cultures de rente tels 
1 'a ra chide et Ie mais. Les deux systemes de production les plus importants au Mali-mil/ mais et 
cereales/arachide-sont examines par rapport a leur reponse a des facteurs agronomiques 
cssentiels, tels la variete, la densite et la geometric des cultures, les dates de semis et de recolte, 
ainsi que Ie complement de fertiJite. La technologie recommande pour Ie systeme mil/mais, de 
semer Ie mai's aux densites et dans les conditions de fertilite indiquees et de semer Ie mil lorsque Ie 
mai's attcint Ie stade 3 A 4 feuilJes. L 'accent est aussi mis sur les resultats obtenus par ce systeme 
ameliore en champs paysans. 
Des etudes realisees sur 1 'evaluation des systemes associant cereales et arachide ont montre 
que leur adoption entrainait un gain de 50%. Un rendement normal en arachide dans lassocia-
tion cerealicre sera possible si lhn accroit la densite de semis de la legumineuse. Un rang de 
cereales pour quatre rangs d 'arachide et Ie semis £etarde des cereales permettent une croissance 
arachidiere precoce sans concurrence. La mefiance des paysans vis-A-vis de la monoculture 
I. Principal Agronomist, lCRISAT, Bamako, Mali. 
ICRISAT Conference Paper no. CP 411. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil. Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop. 7-11 Jan 1987. lCRISAT Sahelian 
Center. Niamey. Niger. Patancheru. A.P. S02324, India: ICRISAT. 
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incite les chercheurs a etudier lcs modaJites d ~ncorporer lc sorgho ct Jc mil dans les systemcs de 
production des cultures de rente. L 'accent est mis sur la necessite de mettre au point et 
d Yntroduire descultivars de cerea/es adaptables aux techniques d 'amenagement dans les regions 
a plus fortes potentia/ites de la zone soudano-saheJienne. 
Introduction 
By the year 2000, the seven Co mite permanent 
inter-Etats de lutte contre la secheresse dans Ie 
Sahel (CILSS) countries will require about 10 mil-
lion t cereals to feed an estimated population of 50 
mitfion. This problem will be further confounded 
by a growing rural exodus to urban areas and a 
general degradation of the agricultural resource 
base. With the present rates of growth, a 4.7 mil-
lion t cereal deficit is expected; 3 million t of the 
shortfall could he provided through improved 
sorghum and pearl millet production. Therefore, it 
is important to urgently accelerate food produc-
tion in West Africa through the development and 
extension of intensified cropping strategies. Further 
diversification of the farming system is necessary 
to improve the sorghum- and pearl millet-based 
production patterns and to ensure efficient utiliza-
tion of the agricultural resource base. Past expe-
riences in West Africa have shown that available 
technology for increasing sorghum and pearl millet 
production has not been adopted, primarily because 
it does not generate the income to purchase the 
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associated inputs. As a result, it is felt that the new 
strategies should include income-generating crops, 
which will stimulate the use of production inputs 
on component cereal crops. More productive 
cropping systems that include income-generating 
components will encourage the use of management-
responsive cultivars. 
This paper attempts to describe traditional sor-
ghum- and pearl millet-based production systems 
and our recent experiences with the design 
and evaluation of improved production patterns 
for these crops. Some of the more promising sys-
tems involve two commercial crops, maize and 
groundnuts. 
Sorghum- and Pearl Millet-based 
Systems in Mali 
Sorghum and pearl millet occupy about 75% of the 
total of about J.5 million ha cultivated area in 
Mali. They are generally grown in association with 
other crops such as cowpea. maize, groundnut. or 
vegetables. About 60% is grown in the southern 
Mean annual Decrease 
rBinfall for during 
17 years 17 years Rainfall 
(1968-1984) (1968-1984) (%) in 1985 
994 18 1130 
868 20 907 
867 25 641 
562 22 566 
455 18 357 
388 4S 433 
147 35 
part of the country (800 mm annual rainfall). Of 
the rest about 30% is found in the central part of 
the country where the annual rainfall is 500-800 
mm. In the south, sorghum and pearl millet usually 
follow cotton and groundnut in the rotation. 
Physical Resource Base 
In Mali, the total annual rainfall varies from 0 mm 
in the north to 1300 mm in the south (Fig. I). The 
season lasts up to 5-6 months in the south, begin-
ning in May and lasting until Oct-Nov. As one 
moves north, the rains begin progressively later 
and end earlier. The spatial variation in rainfall is 
• Kogoni 
Figure l. Mean annual rainfall in Mali. 
very high. Effective moisture for plant growth is 
reduced by high evapotranspiration and runoff. 
It is interestinIT to note that during 17 years 
(1968-1984) the annual rainfall has been 18-45% 
below the long-term average (Table I). It is esti-
mated that if rainfall isohyets were based on the 
1968-1985 rainfall patterns, they would lie 75-90 
km south of those based on long-term averages. 
Most of the soils on which pearl millet is grown 
are classified as tropical ferruginous soils. The 
topography is typically characterized by gentle 
slopes of weathered ferralitic soil, altered by gra-
velly lateritic outcroppings or escarpments. They 
are classified within the Arenosol group in the 
north and Luvisols or Alfisols in the Sudanian 
~-----+- 200 mm 
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ecological zone. They are generally loamy, loamy 
sand, sandy loam, or sandy soils. The distribution 
of parent materials from which these soils were 
derived is shown in Figure 2. Their main character-
istics are: 
• parent material rich in quartz, 
• highly weathered and laterized nature, brought 
about by the loss of silica through leaching and 
the deposition of free iron in the profile as mot-
tles and concretions, 
• shallow profile «125 cm), 
• poor physical condition that results in a ten-' 
dency to form crusts and moderate water-
holding capacity, 
• low cation exchange capacity (CEC), 
• low level of soil organic matter, Nand P 
content, 




4. Hard sandstones: precambrian or 
eocene clays: infracambrian 
Figure 2. Geological map of Mali. 
• a tendency to become more acidic with crop-
ping and the use of acidifying chemical fertil-
Izers. 
A comparison of Alfisols at the ICRISA T 
Center (India) and the pearl millet soils at the 
Agronomic Research Station at Cinzana (ARSC) 
is given in Table 2. The soil environment at ARSC 
is characterized by its relatively low water-holding 
capacity, low clay content, low organic matter 
content, high erodibility, root-limiting layers, 
extreme structural instability, low CEC, and a 
limited ability to supply plant nutrients. 
Spatial variability in soils is also high. The 230 
ha at ARSC are composed of five distinct soil 
types. Within these soil types, variability in crop 
growth is frequently associated with differences in 
physical and chemical properties over relatively 
short distances. These differences may include 
toxicities and/or nutrient deficiencies. 
Traditional Systems 
The subsistence-oriented sorghum-and pearl 
millet-based cropping systems have not been appre-
ciably changed by recent innovations in agricultur-
al production techniques. Mixed cropping with 
cowpea, maize, and groundnuts predominates. 
These cropping patterns are essentially replace-
ment systems in time and space. Food self-suffici-
ency and risk avoidance for the farm families are 
among the principal objectives. Existing land races 
are susceptible to leaf diseases, are drought-prone 
because of their relatively long growth cycle, and 
have a low yield potential. Sorghum yields are low, 
about 600 kg ha- I , compared with yield averages of 
2000-3000 kg ha- I , at experimental stations nearby. 
Average pearl millet yields range from an esti-
mated 300 kg ha- I in the sandier Sahelian regions 
to 700 kg ha- I in the higher-rainfall areas in the 
south. Yields of 1.5-2 t ha- I have been reported in 
experimental trials. 
Table 2. A comparison of soil properties of an Alfisol from Patancheru (India) and Cinzana (Mali). 
Exchange cations 
Soil % Organic 
[meq( 100 g)-I] 
CEC 
Location depth pH % clay carbon Ca Mg K (100 g)-I 
Patancheru 0-18 6.7 29.6 0.55 6.7 1.5 0.7 17 
Cinzana 0-18 5.5 9.0 0.30 1.13 0.6 0.1 2.9 
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In Mali, technologies for increasing crop yields 
have been developed but have not been widely 
adopted by farmers. Agronomic practices that 
could increase crop yields include: primary tillage 
with animal traction, timely weed control, row 
planting, use of animal traction for cultivation and 
seeding, fungicide and insecticide seed treatment, 
high yield potential varieties, higher densities, crop 
rotations, application of chemical fertilizers and 
manure, and chemical crop protection. Combina-
tions of techniques applicable to sorghum and 
pearl millet production systems and related yield 
expectations are given in Table 3. With a moderate 
dose of fertilizer, yield increases were substantial in 
both sorghum and pearl mil1et under normal rain-
fall conditions (fER 1974). 
Attempts have been made to improve the indige-
nous cereal/cowpea intercropping system since 
1980. Practices were developed to improve the 
overall productivity of sorghum! cowpea and pearl 
millet! cowpea associations. Productivity increases 
of up to 300% were demonstrated under experi-
mental conditions (Serafini 1985, Shetty et a1. 
1986). But the adoption of these improved tech-
nologies is negligible. Understanding the low levels 
of adoption would require an economic and social 
evaluation, The use of chemical fertilizers on 
sorghum and pearl millet is not economical at cur-
rent fertilizer and official grain prices. 
'fable 3. Sorghum and pearl millet package combina-
tion and yield expectation l (800-1000 mm rainfall). 
Package 
Traditional methods l 
Plus seed treatment 
Plus animal traction (tool 
bar) and thorough weeding 
Plus improved variety 
planting density 
Plus 100 kg ha- l ammonium 
phosphate and 50 kg ha-! 
urea 30 days after seeding 
Grain yield 








I, Yield estimates based 011 I RAT annual research reports and 
results of pilot farmers in Operations (ODlPAC). 
2. Traditional methods include hand seedbed preparation. one 
weeding. low plant population. and high application of 
manure. 
Agricultural Extension Agencies 
Mali has been divided into rural zones, each 
covered by an extension agency called 'Opera-
tions '. They were originally created to promote the 
production of cash crops (Fig. 3) and are qualified 
for foreign funding. In the past, they concentrated 
on production using chemical fertilizers and animal 
traction and marketing of single crop like cotton 
Compagnie Malienne de textiles (CMD1). and 
groundnuts Operation developpement integre pour 
la production arachidiere et cerealiere (ODIPAC). 
Sorghum and pearl millet were considered to be 
secondary crops. M ali consumes 30% of all chemi-
cal fertilizers used in the Sahelian countries, and 
has about 40% of the draft animals, 50% of the 
plows, and 25% of the ox carts. More than half the 
primary groundnut production area is treated with 
single superphosphate. A mixed cotton fertilizer is 
gaining popularity throughout the country. At 
present, both the cotton and groundnut extension 
agencies recommend pure stands of cereals follow-
ing ground nut and cotton crops. Maize is usually 
the preferred cereal because of its relatively good 
response to fertilizers and its sales value. Attention 
has only recently been given to improving sorghum 








with Improved Systems 
ICRISAT, Mali, not only considered the agricul-
tural resource base but also the existing infrastruc-
ture in the design of alternative production sys-
tems. The design strategy focused on incorporating 
intensified sorghum "and pearl millet cropping 
patterns into cash-crop based production systems, 
because ofthe poor results that have been obtained 
in the past during attempts to intensify monocul-
ture cereals in the region. It was hoped that the" 
cereal crop would benefit from the advanced tech-
nology and the various inputs justified by the cash 
crop, so that investments made for the cash crop 
would also increase cereal yields. 
Two agroecological areas were identified in the 
design phase, Le., the southern cotton lone and the 
central and western ground nut zone. Two tradi-
tional systems were chosen for study. In the cotton 
lone, pearl millet/maize as a rotation following 
cotton was felt to be the most likely candidate for 
intensification. It also appeared that considerable 
improvements were possible with the cereal/ 
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Figure 4. Schematit representation of maize/pearl 
millet and cereaJ/groundnu. cropp'ng sysfems. 
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tems differ in many respects: the pearl millet/maize 
association is a cereal/ cereal intercrop while the 
cereal/ groundnut association is a cereal/ legume 
intercrop. The pearl millet/maize system is effi-
cient because of the difference in resources used by 
the two crops over time while the cereal/ ground-
nut exploits differences in crop architecture, and 
spatial differences to improve the efficiency of 
resource use. Maize is considered to be the princi-
pal crop in the pearl millet/ maize intercrop, and 
groundnut in the cereal/ ground nut intercrop. , 
Maize/Pearl Millet Systems 
Traditionally, in the south, maize is cultivated 
around family dwellings in villages. When grown 
on large fields, it is grown during the first few years 
of a cropping cycle as an intercrop with pearl 
millet. Cowpeas are also sometimes included in the 
crop mixture. Maize is sown on top of hills covered 
with organic matter from the weeding operations 
in the previous season. A mixture of pearl millet 
and cowpea is sown along the sides of hills when 
maize reaches the 3-4 leaf stage. 
In the south of Mali. the use of animal traction 
and a more intensive approach to farming have 
developed during efforts to promote cotton pro-
duction. Traditional 'slash and burn' farming pat-
terns are being replaced by sedentary systems that 
include the use of organic and chemical fertilizers 
and the integration of livestock. Both maize and 
cotton have begun to benefit from the these intensi-
fied farming practices. Farmers usually follow a 
3-year rotation of cotton-maize-sorghum or pearl 
millet. Five to 30 t ha- I of manure and a complete 
package of NPK is recommended for both cotton 
and maize. Although the extension agency feels 
that maize can be more intensively grown as a sole 
crop. farmers still intercrop pearl millet in the 
maize rows. For best results, pearl millet is usually 
planted 25-30 days after maize. Maize completes 
its cycle in 100-120 days and pearl millet matures 
in about ISO days. About 13 000-20 000 pearl 
millet plants ha- I are planted between 30000-
60000 maize plants. ha- l (Johnson 1985). Farmers 
usually harvest about 1000 kg of maize ha- I and 
SOO kg of pearl millet ha- I . 
Studies were begun in 1982 to define the require-
ments of this cropping system. Factorial experi-
ments were used to examine the relationship 
between management factors such as time of sow-
Table 4. Effect of pearl millet sowing date on grain yield (kg ha~l) of maize/ pearl millet intercrops. Sotuba and Sikasso, 
MaW, 1982 and 1984. 




Year Pearl millet sowing date Maize Pearl millet Maize Pearl millet 
1982 At maize sowing date 2480 1860 1600 810 
Maize at 4-1eaf stage 3660 510 1900 530 
Maize at 6-1eaf stage 3400 I/O 2040 270 
Sf ±96 ±63 ±103 ±70 
1984 Maile at 3-leaf stage J 110 1040 1020 1240 
Mai7.e at 6-leaf stage 1360 520 980 710 
SE ±48 ±50 ±115 ±75 
I. TOlal rainfall: Sotuba: 198292!l mm, 1984 ~!l50 mm. Normal-~ 1100 mm. 
Sikasso: 19821112 mm. 19!14-!l60 mm. Normal 1200 mm. 
ing of the pearl millet intercrop, relative densities 
of the component crops, and N fertilizer applica-
tion rates. 
Early sowing of the pearl millet intercrop in-
creased pearl millet yields at both Sotuba and 
Sikasso (Table 4). Pearl millet sown along with 
maize caused a marked reduction in maize yields. 
while delays in sowing pearl millet after maize 
reached the 3-4 leaf stage reduced pearl millet 
yields. Sowing at this stage gave pearl millet yields 
of 500 kg ha-'. When pearl millet was sown after 
the maize, increasing its seeding rate increased its 
yield without markedly reducing maize yield. In-
creasing maize density to the normal level for asole 
crop increased maize yield and decreased pearl 
millet yield at Sotuba, but did not significantly 
reduce yield at Sikasso (Table 5). 
Two levels of added N fertility, 40-00 kg ha- I 
and 80-120 kg ha- I , were compared because maize 
usually receives additional fertilizer. Maize re-
sponded to higher fertility in 1982 when rainfall 
was adequate. In 1984, a dry year, there was no 
difference (Table 6). Added fertilizer also increased 
pearl millet yields at Sikasso. Though interactions 
were not significant, there were indications that 
maize responded better to N when pearl millet was 
planted later, and that the yields of the later·sown 
pearl millet intercrop could be maintained by 
increasing its density. Early seeding of the pearl 
millet intercrop eliminated the effect of the higher 
N level on the maize. 
In 1985, the effects of variety, density, and N-
fertility on productivity were evaluated on an 
operational scale (Table 7). The local maize land-
race performed as well as the recommended 
improved variety, Tiemanchie, in all ·ocations. 
Higher maize densities did not result in higher 
maize yields. Maize yields, however, did respond 
Table 5. Effeel of intercrop population on grain yield 
(kg ha- I ) of maize/pearl millet intercrops, Sotuba and 
Sikasso, Maljl, 1982 and 1984. 
Grain yield (kg ha- l ) 
Sotuba Sikasso 
Pearl Pearl 
Year Plants ha-! Maize millet Maize millet 
1982 Pearl millet 
15000 3240 650 1830 450 
30000 3110 1010 1880 620 
SE ±30 ±80 ±120 ±90 
1984 Maize 
25000 970 870 920 870 
SOOOO 1500 680 1080 1080 
SE ±48 tSO iUS ±7S 
\. Total rainfall: Sotuba: 1982-928 mm, 1984-850 rom 
Normal-IIOO mm. Sikasso: 1982-1112 mm, 1984-860 
mm. Normal-1200 mm. 
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Table 6. Effect of fertilizer N rates on graJn yield (kg 
ha- I ) of maJze/pearl millet intercrops, Sotuba and 
Siltasso, MaU, 1982 and 1984. 




Fertilizer N Pearl Pearl 
Year (kg ha- I ) Maize millet Maize millet 
1982 60 2950 790 1760 470 
120 3400 860 1940 590 
SE ±60 ±IOO ±36 ±27 
1984 40 1180 690 1060 970 
80 1320 810 1300 980 
SE ±133 ±87 ±I25 ±47 
significantly to added N-fertility. The increased 
competition associated with higher N-fertility and 
maize 'on-farm' pre-extension trials have been 
conducted throughout southern Mali in collabora-
tion with the Semi-Arid Food Grain Research and 
Development (SAFGRAD) to observe the poten-
tial and feasibility of this improved system. We 
compared the yields of sole crop maize, sole crop 
pearl millet, and two intercropping systems (pearl 
millet planted in the interline and pearl millet 
planted in the maize row between maize hills). The 
interline system gave an LER of l.54 in 1984 and 
1.49 in 1985. 
Studies to evaluate the performance of improved 
pearl millet cultivars in intercropping systems in 
1986 indicated that very early pearl millet per-
formed well in the beginning of the season but early 
flowering suffered from pollen-wash and damage 
by birds. Medium- and late-maturing pearl millet 
used available moisture more efficiently, but suf-
fered because of early cessation of rains in the 
recent drought years. As a result, the program will 
concentrate on evaluating the high-yield potential, 
medium-duration pearl millets, available from 
breeding programs in West Africa. 
The Institut d 'Economie Rurale (lER) and the 
CMDT organized ajoint research-extension work-
shop (lER/ ICRlSAT 1985) to examine the poten-
tial value of the intensified maize/ pearl millet 
cropping system. The workshop recommended 
that the improved system be extended to farmers 
throughout the CMDT zone and that further 
research be devoted to fertility, land preparation, 
weed control, and density and varietal relation-
ships in the intercropping situation. 
Table 7. Mean graJn yields (kg ha- I ) of Intercropped maize/pearl millet, as affected by different agronomic factors at 
three locations in Mali, 1985. 
Sikasso Sotuba Kita 
Pearl Pearl Pearl 
Factor Maize millet LER Maize millet LER Maize millet LER 
Maize cultivars 
Local 2120 1360 1.66 2530 380 1.46 1520 900 1.35 
Tiemanchie 1940 1320 1.59 2220 390 1.37 1430 640 1.15 
SE ±21S ±93 ±117 ±65 ±185 ±87 
Maize density ha- I 
26000 2130 1460 1.72 2340 495 1.58 1480 880 1.31 
52000 1930 1230 1.50 2400 280 1.25 1475 660 1.18 
SE ±218 ±88 ±124 ±59 ±185 ±88 
N-fertility to maize 
0 1305 1530 1.49 2190 415 1.40 900 925 1.01 
80 2750 1160 1.73 2560 360 1.43 2060 620 1.49 
SE ±J16 t80 ±115 t65 ±108 t84 
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Cereal/ Groundnut Systems 
The ground nut zone consists of a band, about tOo 
km wide, stretching across the upper-middle part 
of the arable area in M ali, from the Senegal-
Guinea border to Burkina Faso (Fig. 3). There are 
about 100000 farm units and 20% of the Malian 
population lives in this zone. There are a small 
number of well-equipped and innovative farmers, 
and a larger number of more traditional farmers 
who are just beginning to adopt improved crop-
ping techniques. The use of improved varieties, a 
beneficial place in the crop rotation, and improved 
weed control have made it attractive for farmers to 
include ground nuts in their cropping pattern. 
A crop rotation of ground nut-cereal-ground nut-
fallow is currently recommended for the zone. The 
cereal benefits from the residual effects of the ap-
plied fertilizer and the nitrogen fixed by the 
ground nut crop. Cotton farmers are encouraged to 
include maize in their crop rotation in the CMDT 
zone. Fertilizer for maize can be bought on credit, 
whereas fertilizer for pearl millet or sorghum must 
be paid for in cash. 
Compared with pearl millet and sorghum, in-
creased maize production is constrained by: 
• greater sensitivity to weeds, 
• greater sensitivity to drought, 
• harder to harvest and mill, 
• greater sensitivity to Striga, and 
• susceptibility to maize streak virus, which does 
not affect pearl millet and sorghum. 
These limitations have resulted in the extension 
organization focusing on improving the productiv-
ity of pearl millet and sorghum in the cropping 
systems. The pearl milletl maize intercrop should 
be included in rotation with groundnut cropping 
strategies for the higher-rainfall areas. Since 1985 
the research program has been studying a cereall 
ground nut intercropping system in which the cereal 
benefits from the inputs applied to the groundnut 
crop without adversely affecting the latter's pro-
ductivity. Management factors such as relative 
crop densities and planting dates, cultivar choice, 
and applied fertility level have been studied exper-
imentally so that an 'optimum package' of practi-
ces may be developed for this cropping system. 
Sorghum/ Groundnut System 
Increasing ground nut density improves ground nut 
yields without significantly reducing sorghum yields 
(Table 8). Lowering sorghum densities improves 
Table 8. Effect of different agronomic factors on the performance of sorghum! groundnul inlercrop at two locations in 
Mali. 1985. 
Sotuba Kita 
Sorghum ground nut Sorghum Groundnut 
grain mass pod mass Total grain mass pod mass Total 
Treatment (kg ha"') (kg ha- 1) LER (kg ha- J ) (kg ha-
'
) LER 
Groundnut density ha-) 
J 30000 1710 710 1.29 960 1340 1.69 
200000 1640 9J() 1.40 890 1530 I. 70 
260000 1460 1020 1.43 850 1840 1.80 
SE 1180 1114 ±63 187 
Sorghum density ha- I 
26000 1400 970 1.37 940 1740 1.85 
52000 1800 790 1.38 860 1400 1.61 
SE :t141 194 ±51 174 
Time of planting sorghum 
With groundnut 2130 700 1.45 830 1380 1.56 
4 weeks after ground nut 1070 1060 1.30 970 1760 1.89 
SE 198 188 ±50 ±72 
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groundnut yields but reduces sorghum yields. 
When sorghum planting was delayed by 2-3 
weeks, groundnut yields improved. Groundnut is 
sensitive to early competition and as a result, a 
small delay in sorghum planting favored ground-
nut establishment. However, delayed sorghum 
planting resulted in poor establishment and yield 
reductions. There were some indications that the 
loss in yield from late planting could be compen-
sated for by maintaining high, pure stand, level, 
sorghum densities. 
The advantages of the intercropping system 
shown in Table 8 indicate the gains in efficiency 
with this system. The optimum combination of 
practices includes a higher groundnut density 
(260 000 plants ha- I ), planted along with a lower 
sorghum density. Simultaneous planting also 
reduces labor requirements for the system. 
Our studies of sorghum/ groundnut systems 
used the early improved local variety, 47-10, and 
an early, locally developed sorghum variety, 
MALISOR 84-7. The recommended dose of single 
superphosphate, 100 kg ha- 1, was applied as a basal 
dressing followed by 100 kg ha- I of band-applied 
urea for the sorghum, 25 days after planting. At 
present, several fertilizer rates for the sorghum 
component of the intercrop, as well as for new 
sorghum and groundnut varieties are being 
evaluated. 
Pearl Millet/ Groundnut System 
A pearl millet/ ground nut intercropping system is 
being developed for areas in the groundnut belt. 
Increasing ground nut density and delaying pearl 
millet planting had no significant effect on pearl 
millet growth and yields. Furthermore, no signifi-
cant difference in pearl millet yield was observed 
by increasing pearl millet density. Groundnut 
yields were improved when groundnut densities 
were increased. Late pearl millet planting improved 
groundnut yields (Table 9). Total intercropping 
advantages were improved with higher ground nut 
densities, lower pearl millet densities and delayed 
planting of the pearl millet component. 
Table 9. Effect of different agronomic factors on the performance of pearl millet/ groundnut intercrops at two locations 
in Mali, 1985. 
Kita Cinzana 
Pearl millet Groundnut Pearl millet Groundnut 
grain mass pod mass Total grain mass pod mass Total 
Treatment (kg ha-
'
) (kg ha- I ) LER (kg ha- I ) (kg ha-
'
) LER 
Groundnut density ha- I 
130000 650 2720 1.41 550 510 1.41 
200000 570 3170 1.44 520 950 1.64 
260000 520 3580 1.51 430 1155 1.60 
SE ±49 ±167 ±70 ±73 
Pearl millet density ha- I 
26000 560 3330 1.48 450 850 1.44 
52000 590 2990 1.42 550 890 1.65 
SE ±40 ±150 ±57 ±81 
Time of planting pearl millet 
With groundnut 580 2570 1.29 450 700 1.29 
4 weeks after ground nut 570 3750 1.60 550 1040 1.75 
SE ±40 ±93 ±57 ±73 
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Conclusion 
There are clear indications that the cereal/ ground-
nut intercropping system has good potential in 
Mali. An average of more than 50% advantage has 
been observed using this intercropping system. It 
has been generally found that normal groundnut 
yields can be obtained by planting a higher density 
of ground nuts with a cereal planted at densities 
that are below their optimal pure stand levels. The 
optimum row arrangement appears to be one row 
of cereal to four rows of ground nuts. Delaying the 
planting of the cereal 2-3 weeks in the southern 
zone would give ground nuts a competition-free 
period during its early growth. Availability of 
alternative cereal and groundnut cultivars would 
provide an excellent opportunity to identify ideal 
plant types for this intercropping situation. Future 
agronomic studies will consider the effect of alter-
native fertility rates and weed-control measures. 
The res ults of the agronomic studies with maize / 
pearl millet and cereal/ groundnut presented here, 
have clearly indicated the potential for designing 
improved, more productive. production systems in 
Mali. These systems may incorporate commercial 
crops as well as improved genotypes. Work in 
future will concentrate on developing practices 
that ensure the optimal performance of the com-
ponent crops. 
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Weed Management in Improved Rainfed Cropping Systems 
in Semi-Arid India 
M.R. Rao, S.V.R. Shetty, S.L.N. Reddy, and M.M. Sharma l 
Abstract 
ln the semi-arid tropics (SA T). weeds compete severely with crops for limited resources of 
moisture and nutrients. Weed problems differ with crops, soils, and climate. Yield losses in 
rainfed crops varied from 30 to 80% depending upon the severity of infestation. The potential 
benefits of new technologies will not be realized until appropriate weed management practices 
are adopted. Weeds in SA Tare controlled by hand weeding and mechanical interrow cultiva-
tion; herbicides are rarely used. Research efforts in recent years have been mostly to improve the 
efficiency of these traditional methods by developing improved hand tools and animal-drawn 
equipment. Some improved cropping systems posed new weed problems that could not be 
handled by the conventional methods. Double cropping of Vertisols by adopting broadbed- and 
furrow-systems, dry seeding of crops ahead of rains. and fertilization encouraged greater weed 
growth than the traditional single-season cropping. lmproved sorghum genotypes were fre-
quently attacked by Striga. Preemergence herbicides helped provide early weed control on 
Vertisols where the scope for timely hand weeding or intercultures in the rainy season is 
uncertain. Integrated weed control is suggested combining interculturing, judicious herbicide 
use, good agronomic practices, and minimum hand weeding for intrarow weed control. Low 
canopy smother crops such as cowpea could be utilized to substitute preemergence herbicide or 
one-hand weeding. Deep plowing in summer months reduced the infestation of certain peren-
nials but control with systemic herbicides (e.g., glyphosate) seemed to be most effective. 
On-farm evaluation of prospective weed management practices should be an integral part of 
technology development. Some of the weed-management principles and methods employed in 
SA T India may have relevance to the Sudano-Sahel ian zone. 
Resume 
Lutte contre les mauvaises herbes dans les systemes ameliores d'agriculture pluviale des regions 
semi-arides de l'Iode: Dans les tropiques semi-arides, les mauvaises herbes entrent en severe 
concurrence avec les cultures pour I 'humidite et les elements nutritifs dejA limites. us problemes 
varient selon les cultures, les sols et les ciimats. Les pertes de rendement des cultures pluviales 
varient de 30 A 80% en fonction du degre d ~nfestation. A moins que 1 'on adopte les pratiques de 
desherbage appropriees, il sera difficile de tirer parti des avantages potentiels des nouvelles 
technologies. Le desherbage est effectue manuelJement et mecaniquement entre les rangs; les 
herbicides sont rarement utilises. Les recherches des dernieres annees ont surtout porte sur 
l'amelioration de l'efficacite de res methodes traditionnelles par le perfectionnement des outils 
I. Sorgbum and Millet Agronomist. lIT AJ IRAJ USAlD, B.P. 33, Maroua, Cameroon; Agronomist, ICRISAT cJ 0 American Embassy, 
B.P. 34, Bamalo. Mali; Research Associate. ICRISAT, Patancheru, A.P. 502324 India. 
ICRISAT Conference Paper no. CP 489. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. lCRlSAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey. Niger. Patancheru, A.P. S02324. India: ICRISAT. 
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agraires et du materiel de traction animale. Certains systemes de culture ameliores ont fait 
apparaitre de nouveJ1es difficultes empechant 1 'utilisation des methodes conventionnel1es pour 
Ie desherbage. Ainsi, les pratiques telJes que les cultures seq uen tielles par saison sur les vertisols 
en adoptant des lits de semis larges et des sillons, les semis effectues 8 sec avant les pluies et 
l'epandage d'engrais ont favorise un developpement des mauvaises herbes plus important que 
dans Ie cas d 'une seule culture par saison. En outre, les genotypes ameliores du sorgho sont 
souvent infestes par Ie Striga. L 'application d'herbicides avant la levee s'est averee utile pour un 
controle precoce sur les vertisols pour lesquels il est difficile de prevoir la meilleure periode 
d'arrachage ou de travail mecanique entre rangs en saison des pluies. Un controle integre 
pourrait combiner culture intercalaire, utilisationjudicieuse des herbicides et bonnes pratiques 
agronomiques completees par un arrachag~ minimum pour desherber entre les rangs. L 'usage 
en intercalaire de plantes touffues et prostrees comme Ie niebe pourrait remplacer l'appJication 
d'herbicides avant la levee ou un sarcJage manuel. Le labour profond, pratique en ete, reduit 
l'infestation de certaines herbes vivaces mais I 'application d'herbicides systemiques (par exem-
pIe. Ie gJyphosate) semble etre tres efficace. L 'etude prospective des pratiques de desherbage 
dans Ie champ du paysan devrait faire partie integrante du processus de developpement des 
technologies. Certains des principes et des methodes de desherbage employes dans les tropiques 
semi-arides en Inde pourraient etre appJicables a 18 zone soudano-sahelienne. 
Introduction 
The need for weed control does not have to be 
emphasized, for removal of weeds is the first activ-
ity that any farmer undertakes before raising a 
crop. Since weed competition is one of the most 
important constraints in crop production, weed 
management determines the production efficiency 
of a farm. Weed problems vary according to crop, 
region, and soil type. In the semi-arid tropics 
(SAT), weeds compete with crops for soil moisture 
and nutrients, which are the most limiting factors 
for crop growth. When improved agricultural 
technologies are adopted, efficient weed manage-
ment becomes even more important, otherwise the 
weeds rather than the crops benefit from the costly 
inputs. 
Weed problems in the SAT are much more com-
plex than in temperate conditions because of 
heterogenous soil conditions, erratic rainfall, small 
farm holdings, illiteracy, and limited resources. 
SAT India has two predominant soil types, Alfi-
sols and Vertisols. Alfisols are light-textured red 
soils cropped only in the rainy season. The first 
rains are accompanied by a flush of weeds domi-
nated by Digitaria, Eleusine, Celosia, Cyperus, 
Tridax., PhyJJanthus, Eragrostis, Euphorbia, Tri-
anthe11lll, Brachiaria, and others. The soils are sole-
cropped with sorghum, pearl millet, finger millet, 
castor. and groundnut, or intercropped with 
cereals, low-canopy short-season legumes such as 
mung, groundnut, and cowpea or with later-
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maturing pigeonpea. Vertisols are heavy-textured 
black soils, which, in the <750 mm rainfall zone, 
are cropped only in the postrainy season, and in the 
> 750 mm rainfall zone, have potential for being 
cropped both in the rainy and postrainy seasons. 
Two flushes of weeds dominated by Commelina, 
Cyan otis, Euphorbia, etc. coincide with the two 
cropping seasons. Weed management needs have 
changed greatly with the introduction of double-
cropping technOlogy in high.rainfall areas. 
This paper reviews the current developments in 
weed management research in rainfed cropping 
systems in India. It highlights the need for devel-
opment of efficient, feasible, and cost-effective 
weed management practices as an important com-
ponent of the overall regional technology devel-
opment. 
Losses Due to Weeds 
Losses due to weeds are greater in rainy-season 
crops than in postrainy-season crops because of 
limited fieldwork days, and heavy labor require-
ments for irrigated crops in the rainy season. 
Repeated cultivations during the fallow period can 
efficiently control weeds in postrainy-season crops 
grown after a rainy-season fallow. Most crops are 
sensitive to weed competition in the early stages of 
growth. Lack of effective weed control during the 
first 20-30 days (Table 1) causes maximum yield 
Table 1. Effect of different weedfree periods (days after 
sowing, DAS) on yields of some rainfed crops on Alfisois 
(ICRISAT 1976). 
Weed free period (DAS) 
and yield (kg ha-
'
) 
Crop 0 8 42 56 70 
Sole sorghum 800 1500 1700 1800 1800 
Pearl millet 500 1200 1500 1700 1700 
Intercropped sorghum 1040 2230 2510 2720 2780 
Groundnut 600 1300 1800 1900 1900 
losses in crops with a lOO-day cycle. The late-
maturing crops (e.g., pigeonpea, castor) may re-
quire a much longer weed free period. The extent of 
yield loss in rainy-season crops can vary from 37% 
to as high as 80%, depending on the severity of 
infestation (Friesen and Korwar 1982). Late remo-
val of weeds in a finger millet crop at Bangalore 
resulted in a per ha nutrient loss of 27 kg N, 3.2 kg 
P, 76 kg K, 15.9 kg Ca, and 5 kg Mg. In another 
study at Dehra Dun, weeds removed 100% more 
Ca and Nand 24% more K than crop plants. 
Mechanical Method of Weed Control 
Traditional methods of weed control include hand 
tools such as the sickle or animal-drawn mechani-
cal equipment which is also used for line sowing 
and interrow cultivation, e.g., blade harrows, 
(Fig. 1). 
Tillage immediately after harvest of crops helps: 
(I) kill crop stubble and late-season weeds, (2) 
conserve residual moisture, and (3) form a rough 
cloddy surface that facilitates infiltration of the 
ensuing rains. Compared to traditional tillage 
practices on Alfisols at Hyderabad (Table 2), year-
round tillage, with and without herbicides and 
interculturing, reduced weed infestation in the 
rainy season and led to increased sorghum yields. 
At Ranchi, blade harrowing together with year-
round tillage was found to control weeds effec-
tively and increase yields of upland rice. However, 
on alluvial soils at Varanasi, there was no particu-
lar benefit from premonsoon tillage. Obviously, 
the benefit of year-round tillage is site- and soil-
specific (Friesen and Korwar 1982). 
Many centers of the All India Coordinated 
Research Project for Dryland Agriculture (AI-
CRPDA) in recent years have developed effective 
and time-saving hand tools such as hand-operated 
wheel-hoes, cultivators, and bullock-drawn blade 
hoes for interrow cultivation. At Hisar, a newly 
developed hand-hoe that can be used to control 
weeds at an early stage of the crop when weeds are 
small, reduced weeding time and costs by 66-75%. 
At the Bhubaneswar center, newly designed agro-
hoes and rake weeders were as effective as pre-
emergence use of chloroxuron (l kg a.i. ha- I ) on 
finger millet. At Varanasi, sweep- and blade-type 
wheel-hoes or hand-hoes appeared to be more effi-
Table 2. Effect of year-round tillage on weed control and sorghum yields on Alfisols at Hyderabad (Friesen and 
Korwar 1982). 
Normal tillage Year-round tillage 
Sorghum yield Weed control rating l Sorghum yield Weed control rating 
Treatment (kg ha-
'
) (0-5) (kg ha- I ) (0-5) 
Tl Atrazine (I kg a.i.ha- I)2 2150 3.2 2450 2.3 
T2 Isoproturon (I kg a.i,)2 2200 2.7 2600 1.3 
T3 TI + T2 2370 2.9 2620 1.5 
T4 TI + interculture3 2800 1.5 3160 1.2 
T5 T2 + interculture3 2780 3.0 3280 1.9 
T6 T3 + intercultureJ 2730 2.2 2980 1.7 
T7 Weedfree 2930 0.7 3200 0.2 
Average 2560 2.3 2900 1.4 
I. Weed infestation at harvest. 0 = complete control. 5 = no control. 
2. Atrazine applied at preemergence; 15oproturon applied at postemergence. 
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Bullock-drawn equipment 
Attachments for an animal-drawn 1001 bar 
16 17 19 22 
Figure 1. Different types of tools and equipments employed to control weeds in semi-arid tropical India. 
1. Sickle 2. Kalunra 3. Flat khurpi 4. Khurpi S. Weeding fork 6. Spade 7. Pick ax,e 8. Khudal9. Crowbar 
10. Tyned hand-hoe II. Hand·hoe 12. Raker 13. Guntaka 14. Danthi IS-16. Blade harrow 17. Spring tyne 
cultivator 18. Rigid tyne cultintor 19. Interrow weeder 20. Straight blade harrow 21. V-blade harrow and 
22. Blade harrow. 
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Table 3. Effect or intrarow hand weeding on castor yields (AICRPDA 1976). 
Blade harrow 
Planting pattern (em) intereulture 
90 x 22.5 2 
90 )( 22.5 2 
135 )( 15 2 
135 )( 15 2 
90 x 40 2 
90)( 40 2 
135 x 27 2 
135 x 27 2 
45 )( 45 2 
(Both directions) 
60)( 60 2 
(Both directions) 
LSD (0.05) 
cient than tyned hoes or paddy weeders (Friesen 
and Korwar 1982). At the Hyderabad center, 
minor modifications carried out to the traditional 
blade harrow heJped reduce weeding time by 50-
60%. By adding a height adjustment mechanism to 
the blade-hoe, weeding time after crop emergence 
could be extended to 7 weeks (Gupta and Sub-
bareddy 1979). 
Although intercultivation effectively controls 
interrow weeds, the intrarow weeds have to be 
removed manually even in crops such as castor, 
which can be sown in spatial arrangements that 
permit harrowings in two directions (Table 3). In 
closely-planted cereals, intercultivation is confined 
to the interrow area only. Cultivating close to 
plants is rather difficult with any equipment, and 
hand weeding with efficient hand tools or herbi-
cides is the only alternative for controlling intrarow 
weeds (Table 4). 
A wheeled-tool carrier to which tools such as 
plows, seeders, and interculture equipment can be 
attached for various field operations has been 
developed at ICRISAT. Since duckfoot shovels 
and tyned hoes, used widely for interculture, were 
not found effective for weed control, the tradi-
tional blade harrow has been adapted for use with 
the tool bar. In a weed-count test made at mid-
season on maize and sorghum, maximum weed 
growth was observed when the blade harrow was 
used without any other weeding (Fig. 2). Weeds 
were not effectively controlled by runner blades or 
V-blade hoes either. Weed growth was minimum 
after treatment with a hand-hoe, which is a modi-
Intrarow Yield 












fied version of a traditional spade; it has a long 
handle to facilitate weeding without bending. 
Although it improved labor efficiency, it has the 
basic disadvantage of being totally dependent on 
human labor. The next best system involved band 
application of a preemergence herbicide to crop 
rows (to control intrarow weeds) and intercultur-
ing by blade harrow, with or without sweeps 
behind. The degree of weed control achieved by 
different interculturing treatments was less pro-
nounced on sorghum yields than on maize yields. 
Table 4. Hfect or atrazine, intercultivation, and hand 
weeding on yield of sorghum grown on Alfisols, Hyder· 
abad (AICRPDA 1978). 
Inter Hand Yield 
Hermicide cultivations weedings (kg ha- 1) 
No herbicide 2 3090 
No herbicide 2 2 4360 
Atrazine 
(I kg a.i. ha- l ) 2 4230 
Atrazine 
(I kg a.i. ha-
'
) 2 2 4230 
Atrazine band 
application 
(0.3 kg a.i. ha- 1) 2 4580 
Atrazine band 
application 
(OJ kg a.i. ha- 1) 2 2 4420 
LSD 525 
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m SE Maize 
r-- r--
.--
TJ T2 T3 
T J = Blade harrow + band application 
of preemergence herbicide 
T2 = Blade harrow + no herbicide 
T3 = Blade harrow + 2 duckfoot sweeps 
behind blade harrow 
T4 = 20-cm wide hand hoe 
-
D SE Sorghum 




'1'4 T5 '1'6 T7 T8 
'1'5 = 20-cm, 120 degree V -blade hoe 
T6 = Farmer's blade harrow + no hand weeding 
T7 = 40-cm wide runner blade 
T8 - Weed-free control 
Figure 2. Effect of interculturing with different mechanical equipment on weed growth in maize and 
sorghum and on yield of crops grown on Vertisols at ICRISAT Center, 1984. 
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Role of Herbicides 
in Rainfed Cropping Systems 
Herbicides are seldom used in rainfed agriculture 
because they are often unavailable, expensive, not 
adapted for use in mUltiple cropping systems, not 
effective enough in traditional cropping systems, 
(Binswanger and Shetty ] 977) and indirectly, be-
cause of illiteracy among farmers. A limited use of 
herbicides may soon become necessary because 
labor costs are increasing and very little labor is 
available when agricultural demand is highest. 
Herbicide costs may decline in the near future as 
patents expire. 
Herbicides are important in the doubJe..cropping 
technology that ICRISAT has developed for Ver-
tisols, which were traditionally cropped only in the 
postrainy season. Research conducted by the 
Indian national programs and at ICRISAT indi-
cates great potential for cropping these soils both 
in the rainy and postrainy seasons under appro-
priate soil-, crop-, and weed-management systems 
involving (1) the graded broadbed-and-furrow sys-
tem (BBF) to reduce runoff and soil erosion, and 
improve surface drainage and workability (Fig. 3), 
(2) soil preparation immediately after the harvest 
of postrainy-season crops, (3) cropping systems 
that utilize both the rainy and postrainy seasons, 
(4) seeding of crops in the dry soil before the rains, 
and (5) improved implements for field operations 
(lCRlSAT 1982). After dry seeding, weeds germi-
nate along with crops. which means the early flush 
of weeds cannot be eliminated by mechanical 
means. In places where the probability of early-
season rainfall is high. intercultures or hand weed-
ing cannot be used on Vertisols whose high mont-
morillonitic clay content (50-60%) makes them too 
sticky when wet. Therefore, use of preemergence 
herbicides followed by intercultures and hand 
weeding appeared to be the most logical approach 
to weed management in rainy-season crops on 
Vertisols. 
The most promising cropping systems for Ver-
tisols were (1) an intercrop system based on long-
season crops such as pigeonpea (sorghum/ pigeon-
pea, maize I pigeonpea), and (2) a sequential system 
of two short-season crops (maize-chickpea). Ex-
periments were conducted at ICRISAT Center to 
identify the best preemergence herbicides for these 
two systems. Of the various herbicides evaluated 
on sorghumj pigeonpea, S-triazine compounds such 





Sorghum; pigeon pea 
/ 
4-45 cm ... 
4+---------- 150cm 
Figure 3. Broadbed-and-furrow system showing the 
planting pattern of crops in two improved cropping 
systems. 
best results (Shetty and Rao 1979, ICRISAT 
1978). Other chemicals such as tribunil, dinitram-
ine, prefar, and fluchloralin also gave good results. 
Fluchloralin-the only chemical available at pre-
sent in the country-was also effective in a number 
of sorghum/legume intercrops (Abraham and 
Singh 1984). However, it sometimes reduced the 
sorghum stand, thus creating a need for a higher 
planting rate, and for best results, had to be incor-
porated before seeding crops, which is rather diffi-
cult with traditional equipment. 
Two methods of herbicide application were 
evaluated on maize in a sequential system: (1) 
blanket application of atrazine (1.S kg ha- I ) and 
alachlor (O.S kg ha-1) and (2) band application of 
the same herbicides on crop rows at reduced rates 
(0.75 kg atrazine and 0.5 kg alach lor) , supple-
mented later with hand weeding to control inter-
row weeds (Table 5). The highest yield of maize 
was obtained from blanket application, whereas 
band application produced 76% of that obtained 
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Table 5. Effeet of different weed control methods on 
rajny-season maize grown on Vertisols (lCRISAT 1978). 
Weed 
Crop dry matter 
yield at harvest 
Treatment (kg ha- t ) (g m-2) 
I. Atrazine (1.5 kg a.i.) + 3160 7 
Alachlor (0.5 kg a.i.) 
blanket spray 
2. Atrazine (0.75 kg a.i.) + 2520 13 
Alachlor (0.5 kg a.i.) 
band application on crop row 
3. Weedfree 3298 
4. Weedy check 1438 340 
LSD 691 
with the weed free treatment on the control plot. 
The second treatment seems financially more prac-
tical for sman farmers. If intrarow weeds are con-
trolled by herbicides, interrow weeds can be con-
trolled later by mechanical means. To avoid work-
ing in wet soil, experiments were conducted apply-
ing preemergence herbicides to the dry soil during 
seeding. The results showed that herbicides such as 
atrazine have similar effects on dry and wet soils. 
In a sequential double--crop system, the residual 
effect of herbicides used on the first crop must be 
considered. The triazine compounds generally have 
longer residual effect on subsequent crops. How-
ever, low rates of atrazine (1-·1.5 kg a.i. ha- I ) on 
maize caused no damage to the following chickpea 
or on the intercropped pigeonpea grown the next 
year in rotation. 
Since the second crop in rainfed areas relies 
solely on residual moisture, it should be planted as 
quickly as possible after the rainy-season crop. If 
herbicides are used, minimum-tillage techniques 
can be adopted in such situations to shorten culti-
vation and turn-around time and to conserve the 
residual moisture. Studies at ICRISAT showed 
that chickpea can be successfully planted without 
cultivation, following maize or sorghum by spray-
ing 1 kg a.i. ha- I of paraquat (to kill crop stubble 
and existing weeds) and 0.75 kg a.L ha- I of prome-
tryne (to kill emerging weeds), 
As in India, in northern Cameroon, about 215000 
ha of Vertisols are cropped only in the post rainy 
season with a transplanted sorghum. Weeds grow 
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luxuriantly to a height of 1 m during the rainy 
season fallow period, making weed removal labor-
intensive. Apparently, a sizable area of these soils 
could be cropped both in the rainy and postrainy 
seasons, if some of the techniques employed on 
Indian Vertisols were adopted. The use of a pre-
emergence herbicide in establishing the rainy-
season crop is more important here because of the 
limited use of animal traction. In places where a 
rainy-season crop cannot be grown because of 
waterlogging, weeds can be cleared by using a 
cheap, effective contact herbicide, thereby reduc-
ing labor requirements and extending lands for 
cultivation during the postrainy season. Experi-
ments are underway on double-cropping and 
weed-management strategies. 
In many parts of SAT, availability of family 
labor for weeding often determines the area that 
can be cultivated. The use of selective preemer-
gence herbicides can increase the acreage that a 
single family can cultivate (Ogborn 1969). Large 
areas infested with certain perennial weeds such as 
Cyperus-rotundus. Cynodon-dactyJon, and lsche-
mum can be made productive by using herbicides. 
Integrated Weed Management 
The traditional concept of controlling weeds by 
one particular method should be replaced by an 
economic combination of methods. Understand-
ing factors that affect crop-weed balance, such as 
plant type, plant density, soil fertility, soil mois-
ture. light, and tillage, is essential. Total weed con-
trol is not always required since each crop has a 
certain level of tolerance to weed infestation. The 
concept of integrated weed management aims at 
minimizing losses due to weeds by combining 
improved crop-management techniques, mechani-
cal cultivation, and judicious use of herbicides. 
Weed Management Studies at ICRISAT 
The improved BBF land- and water-management 
system consists of 90-100 cm beds on which crops 
are grown next to 50-·60 cm furrows that serve as a 
path for draft animals and the wheels of the tool 
carrier. A significant advantage of the BBF in Ver-
tisol technology is that the beds can be maintained 
on a semi-permanent basis and tillage require-
ments can be reduced over time. The system also 
provides for drainage of excess water to prevent 
waterlogging. The new technology has resulted in 
six times higher returns than the traditional system 
(ICRISAT 1983), but there were greater weed 
problems because cultivation was restricted only to 
the bed area, leaving furrows and edges of furrows 
unweeded. Since timely intercultivation was diffi-
cult on the sticky Venisols, alternate weed-man-
agement systems, involving preemergence herbi-
cides, smother crops, and intercultures were eval-
uated in two improved cropping systems (Rao et 
al. 1985). 
In the first set of experiments conducted between 
1979 and 1982 (Table 6), the weedfree treatment 
resulted in the highest yield and returns. But two 
intercultures and two or three hand weedings (as 
done in this system) are difficult to provide because 
of labor shortage. Returns from the unweeded con-
trol plot were lowest because yields in some years 
did not even cover the cost of inputs. The great 
difference in returns from these two systems may 
be indicative of the potential benefits of complete 
weed control. One interculture and two hand weed-
ings produced returns 3-4 times (72%) greater than 
those from the unweeded control plot. Similarly. 
the use of premergence herbicide on the rainy-
season crop resulted in 90% of the highest possible 
returns-which can only be obtained from a totally 
weed free plot-in a maize-chickpea sequence, and 
79% in a sorghum/pigeonpea intercrop.Lower 
returns from the intercrop suggest the need for 
herbicides that are more effective than fluchlo-
ralin. The smother crop, mung (Vigna radiata) did 
not cover the ground well, and produced poor 
yields due to pests and diseases. Since smother 
crops were allowed to mature, they competed with 
the main crops. If they had been harvested after 45 
days for fodder, they might have smothered weeds 
without affecting the main crop. 
Further trials were conducted on an operational 
scale in 1984 and 1985 (Table 7), using only cow-
peas as a smother crop. In one treatment, it was 
harvested for fodder at 45 days and in another, it 
was allowed to mature for grain. In 1985, below-
normal rainfall and the consequent competition 
for moisture restrained weed growth and, there-
fore, the various weed-management systems did 
not produce significant differences. The hand-
weeding system produced 87% of the returns 
obtained from the weed free treatment. In 1984, 
weed control by mechanical interculture alone was 
less efficient, probably because of competition 
from intrarow weeds. Herbicides were effective, 
but metalochlor reduced yields of both compo-
nents in a sorghum/pigeonpea intercrop. The 
smother crop controlled weeds very well, but sup-
Table 6. Effect of aHernale weed-management systems on crop yields and net returns of maize-chickpea sequential and 
sorghum/pigeon pea intercrop systems grown on Vertisols (mean of four years 1979-82). 
Maize-chickpea Sorghuml pigeon pea 
Maize Cowpea Returns Sorghum Pigeon pea Returns 




) (Rs ha-I ) 
I. Hand weed system I 2830 550 3405 3485 685 4115 
2. Herbicide system1 3395 610 4235 2920 1005 4600 
3. Smother crop system·l 2775 535 4080 3230 625 4520 
a) Cowpea (215 )~ (255) 
b) Mungbean 2390 580 3360 3100 576 3980 
( 100) (100) 
4. Weedfree4 3655 690 4690 4220 1105 5830 
5. Weedy check 1270 185 825 1475 335 1400 
SE ±198 ±42 ±268 il85 ±65 ±317 
I. One intercropping and two hand weedings. 
2. Atrazine was used al 1.5 kg ha- I on maize in the sequential system and fluchloralin at 1.0 kgaj. ha- I on intercropped sorghum! pigeon-
pea. In addition to herbicide, this system received two hand weedings. 
3. Smolher crops plus two hand weedings. 
4. Two intercultivations plus two to three hand weedings. 
5. Values in parentheses are smother crop yields. 
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Table 7. Effect or alternate weed management systems on crop yields and net returns or maize-chickpea sequential and 
sorghum/ pigeonpea intercrop systems on operational-scale experiments on Vertisols. 
[984-85 1985-86 





) (kg ha- I ) (Rs ha- I ) 
I. Hand weed system I 2565 965 5785 1236 626 5022 
2. Mechanical system l 2280 850 5045 1280 655 5338 
3. Herbicide systems·l 
a) Fluchloralin 
or Atrazine 2510 1110 6080 1460 442 4802 
b) Metablochlor 
(1.0 kg a.i. ha-
'
) 2220 730 4645 1140 654 5128 
4. Smother crop systems 
a) cowpea grain 2305 465 4560 [550 595 5700 
(230)~ 
b) cowpea fodder 2200 830 4865 1440 549 5444 
5. Weedfree 2860 1080 6625 1364 69[ 5660 
SE ±343 ±214 ±920 ±84 ±60 
l. Two hand weedings only. 
2. Two intercultivations only. 
3. Fluchloralin at 1.0 kg ll.i. ha- I was used on sorghum' pigeonpea whereas atraline at 1.5 kg a.i. ha' l was used on maize. Treatments 3 
and 4 received only one additional hand weeding. 
4. Value in parentheses is smother crop yield. 
pressed the yields of the main crops, probably 
because of high population pressure. 
Thus, no single method gave satisfactory weed 
control, and when combinations of methods were 
employed, the results were all very similar. The 
choice of methods should, therefore, depend on the 
ease of execution and availability of resources. On 
Vertisols, a combination of preemergence herbi-
cide, mechanical interculture and minimum hand 
weeding appears to be the best option. Smother 
crops such as cowpeas could be used instead of 
herbicides or intercropped in widely spaced crops 
like maize. 
Management of Special Weeds 
Perennial weeds are difficult to control by conven-
tional tillage. Deep plowing in summer months is 
advocated to expose and dry the underground 
reproductive structures, but this is very demanding 
and requires substantial draft power. The alterna-
tive is to employ systemic herbicides. But these are 
expensive and should be considered mainly for 
spot application of infested patches. However, 
they may become less expensive in the near future 
when they are produced within the country. 
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Experiments were conducted at ICRISAT on 
Cynodon-infested Vertisols to examine the type of 
tillage and management required for controlling 
this weed (Table 8). Double cropping on flat land 
managed by traditional tillage gave low yields: 
returns were reasonable because operational costs 
were low. But where no efforts were made to con-
trol Cynodon, double cropping resulted in nega-
tive returns. Of the three tillage systems on BBF, 
cross plowing and remaking of beds every year was 
most effective in checking Cynodon. Although it 
involved additional expense, it gave 51 % higher 
returns in sorghum / pigeonpea, and 33% in maize / 
chickpea over other tillage systems. There was no 
significant difference between strip tillage and 
complete tillage on beds. Atrazine controlled the 
annual weeds but not Cynodon in maize. Without 
competition from other weeds, Cynodon became 
more competitive and suppressed crop yields, par-
ticularly of low-canopy chickpea in the postrainy 
season (Table 9). Direct interrow application of 
glyphosate on Cynodon has helped increase 
chickpea yields, but was applied too late on maize, 
which had reached the 4-week stage. Another lim-
itation of postemergence application of glyphosate 
is that it requires special equipment (e.g., wick 
applicators or sprayers with protective hoods) to 
Table 8. Effects of different tillage systems on the control of Cynodon-dactylon, crop yields, and net returns of 
sorghum/plgeonpea intercrop (mean of 2 years-1981-82 and 1982-83). 
Dry matter of (I'nodon-dactylon (g m-2) 
At first At At 







) culture harvest harvest 
Strip tillage' 3168 569 4780 49 319 1/3 
Complete tillage l 3535 598 5093 31 239 114 
Deep plowing and 
rebuilding of bedsJ 4029 103\ 7473 12 135 82 
Traditional4 1106 2889 30 259 54 
SEM ±200 192 ±507 ±12 ±32 ±16 
I. Plowing twice wit h a leit and right plow which cultivates a 20-25 cm strip on both edges of the bed, furrow cleaning with a ridger. bed 
cultivation, and shaping. 
2. Split-strip tillage: splitting the bed at the center followed by plowing with a pair of left and right plows in two passes, furrow cleaning, 
bed cultivation, and shaping. 
3. Cross plowing of beds and reforming them every year. 
4. Rainy-season fallow, frequent harrowing by blade harrow on flat land. postrainy-sea~on croppmg with sorghum, and planting and 
interculture with local implements. 
avoid damage to the crop. Flauzifop butyl was as 
effective as glyphosate. One advantage of this pos-
temergence chemical is that it can be used safely on 
legume crops. 
Intensive cultivation of two crops per year, espe-
cially with supplemental irrigation, was found to 
encourage Cyperus infestation. Discing generally 
aggravated the weed, probably by separating the 
underground rhizhomes from each other. How-
ever, in a 2-year study that compared moldboard 
Table 9. Effect or djfferent herbicide and tillage systems on the control orCynodon-dactylon, crop yields and returns of 
a maizc-chirkpea sequential system. 1984-85. 
Dry matter of Cynodon-daclylon (g mol) 
At first At At 
Maize Chickpea Net returns inter- maize chickpea 
Treatment ha") (kg ha- I ) (Rs ha-
'
) culture harvest harvest 
Strip tillage 1255 433 3772 6 8 64 
C{1mplete tillage 876 461 337] 21 24 76 
Deep plowing and 
rebuilding of beds 1170 629 4747 4 17 58 
Atrazine 
(1.5 kg a.i. ha- J ) 1270 335 2993 10 37 J59 
Glyphosate at J .5'1;' 895 726 4485 2 12 34 
Flaulifop butyl 
(OJ kg a.i. ha- I } 826 1 560 5652 4 5 73 
Flat (traditional) 863 339 3739 4 30 61 
Unweedcd (control) 165 29 --334 /0 23 22 
SE ±132 192 ±565 ±1.3 ±S.5 110 
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Figure 4. Effect of plowing by a moldboard plow vs 
discing and glyphosate on Cyperus infestation on 
Vertisols. 
plowing with discing, plowing did not show much 
improvement over discing (Fig. 4). Glyphosate 
sprays at 1%, 2%, or 3% effectively controlled the 
weed, but two or three repeat sprayings were 
required for complete control. Although higher 
concentrations achieved slightly better control, the 
lower dose (I %) is suggested because of the high 
cost of the chemical. 
Ischemum sp is commonly noticed on Vertisols. 
Farm observations indicate that it can be con-
trolled effectively with a 1% glyphosate spray. 
The parasitic weed Striga has been a serious 
problem in many sorghum-growing areas of India, 
particularly on high-yielding sorghum hybrids. 
Yield losses between 25 and 100% were noted 
(Hosmani 1978). In on-farm tests conducted by 
ICRISA T on Alfisols at Aurepally in 1980, the 
hybrid CSH-6 produced 1050 kg ha- 1 on Striga-
infested plots compared with 1650 kg ha- I on 
Striga-free plots. The hybrid CSH-5 failed com-
pletely on a nearby field due to Striga, and yielded 
3000 kg ha- I on Striga-free plots (Shetty and 
Sharma 1982). Hand pulling of Striga did not 
improve the sorghum yields, although it helped 
prevent Striga from seeding. Yaduraju (1975) sug-
gested growing trap crops such as cotton, cowpea, 
ground nuts, castor, and sunflower in rotation with 
sorghum, but the effects of crop rotation on Striga 
take time. Experiments conducted by the Central 
Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture (CRI-
DA) at Hyderabad indicated that the chemical 
Table 10. Effect of different chemical treatments on Striga incidence and yields of sorghum grown on Alfisols at 
Hyderabad (Karwar and Friesen 1984). 
Treatment 





Ethephon 1 kg 
2,4-0 (Na salt) 2 kg 
Atrazine I kg 
2,4-D (Na salt) 2 kg 
2,4-D (Na salt) 2 kg 
Urea 10% 
Ammonium sulphate 10% 
Common salt 10% 
LSD (0.05) 
I. PPI = Preplan! incorporation. 
2. WAS = Weeks after sowing. 
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2,4~D at 2 kg a.i. ha- I applied 30 days after sowing 
was the best treatment. It gave an acceptable level 
of Striga control and increased sorghum yields 
(Table 10). This chemical is economical, easy to use 
and readily available in India. Other chemicals 
such as atrazine, 10% urea spray, ethepon, 10% 
ammonium sulphate, and common salt were not 
effective. Shetty and Sharma (1982), however, 
observed that a 20% urea spray at the flowering 
stage of Striga controlled 90% of the weed, but did 
not result in increased yield because the damage 
due to Striga had occurred earlier. 
Although no single agronomic technique can 
fully control Striga, many practices such as early 
planting, higher plant density, application of N 
fertilizer, irrigation, crop rotation with trap crops 
and intercropping with legumes were found to 
reduce its incidence. An integrated approach com-
bining the use of Striga-to)erant genotypes, the 
above agronomic practices, hand removal of Striga, 
and / or herbicide sprays seems to be most effective. 
Conclusion 
When new technologies are transferred from the 
station to the farmer's field, they sometimes are 
accompanied by new weed problems as was seen in 
the BBF system tests, and with Striga on new 
high-yielding sorghum and maize genotypes. 
Good crop husbandry practices such as early 
postharvest land preparation, growing crops from 
the beginning of the rains as far into the post rainy 
season as possible, intercropping with quick-grow-
ing, low canopy smother crops like cowpea, all 
contribute significantly to efficient weed manage-
ment. 
Some of the methods and equipment, e.g., 
animal-drawn blade harrows and interrow cultiva-
tion tools used in SAT India may have relevance to 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone. They should be exam-
ined critically with a view to adapting them to the 
local African conditions. 
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Resultats et priorites de la recherche pour 1 'amelioration de 
l'agriculture pluviale au Burkina Faso 
L. Some l 
Resume 
Apres une presentation des contraintes climatiques et pedologiques rencontrees au Burkina 
Faso, on passe en revue les acquis de la recherche agricole nationaie sur les varietes de mil, 
sorgho, mals, soja et arachide, sur Ie maintien et la restauration des sols, et l'amelioration du 
bilan hydrique. On montre ainsi qu '09 Saria avec une pente de 0,7%, Ie labour diminue Ie 
ruissellement de 30-35% a 20-25%, alors que Ie billonnage cloisonne l'annule. Des effets tres 
positifs sur les rendements sont egalement obtenus. On donne enfin la structure des programmes 
de recherche de l1NERA. 
Abstract 
Results and priorities of research for improvement of rainfed agriculture in Burkina Faso: 
After reviewing climate and soil problems, the national agricultural research on millet, 
sorghum, maize, soybean, and groundnut varieties, soil conservation and restoration, and the 
improvement of the water balance is examined. An example from Saria, where sloping is O. 7%, 
shows that plowing reduces runofffrom 30-35% to 20-25% and that tied ridging may even arrest 
it completely. The report ends with a presentation of the priority research programs carried out 
at the national institute for agricultural research and studies, INERA. 
Introduction 
Depuis plusieurs decennies. Ie Burkina Faso, con-
nail a l'inslar des autres pays saheliens, une seche-
resse endemique entravant la promotion de son 
agriculture essentiellement pluviale et pratiquee 
par environ 80% de la population active. 
en cours de cycle dus it une alimentation hydrique 
et minerale dHicitaire; d 'ou des baisses de rende-
ments tres importantes en particulier pour les cul-
tures vivrieres. Ainsi en raison du deficit pluviome-
trique de 1984, la campagne 1984-1985 s'est soldee 
par un deficit cerealier de 163 000 tonnes. 
En effet les conditions pedoclimatiques qui pre-
valent sur la quasi-totalite du territoire burkinabe 
se caracterisent par : 
• un bilan hydrique presentant au cours de la 
saison des pluies des periodes de dHicits fre-
quents; 
• du ruissellement et de l'erosion importants; 
• un faible niveau de fertilite des sols et une re-
serve en eau souvent tres limitee. 
11 en resulte de frequents accidents de vegetation 
La recherche agronomique doit proposer aux 
paysans des solutions qui permettent Ie maintien et 
l'amelioration de la productivite des sols cultives. 
Au Burkina Faso, plusieurs efforts de recherche 
appreciables ont ete entrepris avec l'appui de la 
cooperation scientifique bilaterale et intemationale. 
Us portent notamment sur: 
• I'amelioration et la selection de varietes res is-
tantes it la secheresse; 
• la mise au point de formules de fumure permet-
tant d 'ameliorer Ie niveau de fertilite des sols; 
I. Institut national d'etudes et de recherches agricoles (lNERA), B.P. 7192. Ouagadougou. Burkina Faso. 
ICRISAT (lnternational Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-111an 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey. Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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• l'amelioration du bilan hydrique a la parcelle 
pour une meilleure economie de l'eau. 
Le present document presente succintement les 
acquis de la recherche agricole nationale et les 
actions qu'elle se propose d'entreprendre dans une 
approche globale d'amenagement des sols, de 
l'eau, et des cultures pour la promotion de l'agri-
culture pluviale. 
Contexte pedoclimatique 
du Burkina Faso 
Contraintes pedologiques 
Les sols du Burkina Faso dans I'ensemble, sont 
caracterises par une grande heterogeneite pedolo-
gique. Cependant les sols fcrrugineux tropicaux et 
les sols peu evolues (65,3%) sont de loin les plus 
repandus. La disponibilite de ces sols est inegale-
ment repartie dans \'espace et est fonction de la 
repartition demographique. Les Tableaux I et 2 
donnent des exemples de contraintes chimiques et 
agropedologiques des sols. 
En effet, les sols sont pour la plupart de texture 
sablo-limoneuse en surface, argilo-sableuse en pro-
fondeur (Tab. I). La faible teneur en argile et la 
presence d 'une cuirasse ou d 'une carapace a pro-
fondeur variable, en determinent Ie niveau de la 
reserve en eau. Du point de vue chimique, les sols 
sont generalement carences en phosphore, avec des 
teneurs en matiere organique tres faibles. Le com-
plexe absorbant est desature et pauvre en bases 
echangeables (Tab. 2). 
Tableau 1. Caracteristiques agronomiques des sols du Burkina Faso. 
Site 
Sabouna 
Nature du sol 








EG A% L 
31,2 11 
Reserve en cau 
utile (mm) 
40-60 em 0-40 em O-tW em 
EG A L 
32,4 9,R 53 149,1.0( 
Saria Haut Sol ferrugineux tropical 
lessive gravillonnaire 20 10,2 7,5 30 I 1,5 6,7 16,2 22,2 8,4 40,9 80,5 
Sana Bas Sol ferrugineux tropical 
lessive argilo-sableux 
cuirasse a 70 cm 2,5 15,4 8,2 2,5 21,9 9,1 13,5 32,8 7,4 39,2 
Gampela Sol ferrugineux tropical 
lessive argilo-sableux 
Farako-Ba Sol faiblement ferrallique 
profond a texture sablo-
argile use 
1. EG = pourcentage d'eiements grossiers. 
2. A = pourcentage d'argile. 
3. L = pourcentage de limon. 
10,9 4,2 23,2 3,9 
5,0 10,4 8,2 12,7 
Tableau 2. Principaux elements du sol de Saria (parcelle 20) (d'apres Sedogo 1981). 
pH eau C% N% C/N Ca% Mg% 
6,JO 0,35 0,28 12,5 0,5 0,31 
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Figure I. Variation de la pluviometrie it Saria 
( 1970-1986). 
Risque climatique 
Le risque climatique est tres eleve au Burkina Faso 
Oil il est essentiellement lie au caractere aleatoire de 
la pluviometrie. Les saisons de pluie connaissent 
des debuts irreguliers souvent tardifs et des fins 
precoces. Pour I'ensemble du pays et en comparant 
les cartes des isohyetes de la peri ode 1971-1980 a 
celie de 1984 par exemple, on observe un deplace-
ment latitudinal vers Ie sud. C'cst ainsi qu'en 1984, 
I'isohyete 1000 mm avait pratiquement disparu du 
pays. Au cours d'une meme saison de pluie. on 
enregistre une grande variabilite spatio-temporelle 
des precipitations. ce qui enleve toute signification 
aux valeurs pluviometriq ues moyennes annuelles 
dans la determination du risque climatique. 
La Figure J montre la variation de la pluviome-
trie de la station de recherches agricoles de Saria 
pour la periode 1970-1986. II apparait alors plus 
utile de raisonner en terme de frequence au non 
depassement d 'une pluviometrie mensuelle ou an-
nuelle donnee comme Ie montre Ie Tableau 3 pour 
la meme Station de Saria. 
Les acquis de la recherche 
agricole nationale 
Selection et amelioration des plantes 
L'essentiel des activites ont porte jusqu'a present 
sur les cereales (sorgho, mil, maYs), les legumi-
neuses (soja, arachide) et Ie cotonnier correspond-
ant a la vocation des differents lnstituts de recher-
ches qui ont initie la recherche agronomique dans 
Ie pays avant la creation de la structure nationale. 
L 'objectif de selection vise it I 'obtention des 
varietes a cycle court pouvant atteindre un haut 
rendement par rapport aux ecotypes locaux. Ainsi, 
pour Ie sorgho, plusieurs varietes de 90 jours avec 
des rendements potentiels de 3 it 3,5 t ha- l sont 
identifiees : IRA T 204, SVP 35, IRAT 202, etc. 
Pour Ie mil, de nouvelles creations telles que 
IRAT 172 et 173, IKWV 8101 et 820) ont des 
rendements de 1,5 a 2 t ha- I . 
Quant au mai's, la recherche a mis it la disposi-
tion de la vulgarisation des varietes ameliorees, 
voire des hybrides inter-varietaux (IRA T 98, 100, 
et 102) ou complexe (IRA T 81) qui ont des rende-
ments potentiels pouvant atteindre 5 a 6 t ha- l . 
Le maintien et la restauration 
de la fertilite des sols 
Les resultats de recherche sur des essais de longue 
duree ont montre que la monoculture du S'orgho 
aboutit a la sterilisation du sol malgre l'emploi 
d 'une fertilisation minerale. Par contre la rotation 
cheale/legumineuse maintient la productivite it 
long terme tandis que I'apport de 5 t ha- 1 de fumier 
ou de compost tous les deux ans, conserve Ie statut 
orgamque. 
La Figure 2 montre I'evolution du niveau des 
Tableau 3. Analyse frequentielle de la pluviometrie de Saria (1944-1978) (d'apres Lidon et al. 1978). 
Pluviometrie mensuelle (mm) 
pI Annuelle Mai Juin Jui!. Aoiit Sept. Oct. 
0,8 704 39 76 112 181 106 12 
0,5 817 66 109 164 236 148 32 
0,2 938 101 147 225 298 199 63 
I. Niveau de probabilite. 
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--- FMO = fumure minerale forte + 40 t ha- 1 de fumier tous les 2 ans 
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Figure 2. Evolution de la moyenne des rendements du sorgho. Essai entretien de la fertilite de Saria (d 'apres 
Sedogo 1981). 
rendements pour Ie sorgho sur l'essai "entretien de 
la fertilite" cond uit a Saria depuis 1960 a nos jours 
(Sedogo 1981). 
De meme Ies essais soustractifs et de correction 
des deficiences minerales menes dans la zone Ouest 
et du Centre en collaboration avec l'Institut de 
recherches du coton et des textiles exotiques 
(IRCT) depuis 1967 ont mis en evidence la baisse 
de la productivite du sollie a une perte de la matie-
re organique, au taux de mineralisation moyen 
annuel de 4% malgre une fertilisation minerale 
complete. 
Amelioration du bilan bydrique 
a la parcelle 
Trois axes de recherche ont ete entrepris dans ce 
domaine: 
• I'etude des techniques d'economie de l'eau per-
mettant une utilisation judicieuse de la pluvio-
metrie; 
• la determination des besoins en eau des cultures; 
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• l'etude du ruissellement et de l'erosion. 
L'etude sur les techniques d'economie de l'eau a 
debute a partir de 1982. Actuellement eUe couvre 
douze localites (Fig. 3) representant toutes les 
situations pedoclimatiques du pays a l'exception 
de I'extreme nord. 
En chaque situation, plusieurs techniques sont 
comparees a un temoin absolu, comme Ie montre Ie 
Tableau 4. 
Les observations faites dans certains sites, sur la 
dynamique de l'eau, l'evolution du systeme raci· 
naire et les modifications phenologiques de la cul-
ture permettent non seulement de mesurer et de 
comparer les rendements obtenus mais surtout 
d'expliquer ces rendements a travers la simulation 
du bilan hydrique a la parcelle d'apres Ie modele 
presente par l'Institut de recherches agronomiques 
tropicales et des cultures vivrihes (IRA T)/ Centre 
de cooperation internationale en recherche agro-
nomique pour Ie developpement (CIRAD) (Forest 
1982). 
Le niveau de satisfaction des besoins en eau de la 
culture au cours du cycle vegetatif est donne par Ie 
rapport entre l'evapotranspiration reelle (ETR) de 
• Villes principaies 
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Figure 3. Localisation des sites d'etude de I'economie de I'eau au Burkina Faso (d'apres Nicou et al. 1984). 
la plante et son evapotranspiration maximale 
(ETM) possible du fait des conditions climatiques 
du milieu. En general la plante souffrira de stress 
hydrique quand Ie rapport ETR/ ETM est inferieur 
a 0,80 (Tab. 5). 
A ce jour, les principales cereales du pays 
(sorgho, mil, mals) de meme que l'arachide et Ie 
cotonnier ont ete concernes par cette etude. 
Le Tableau 6 presente les moyennes des rende-
ments obtenus en cinq situations avec les cereales. 
Les etudes des principaux termes du bilan 
hydrique se resument actuellement it Ia determina-
tion des besoins en eau des cultures a travers une 
evaluation des coefficients culturaux K et a des 
mesures sur Ie ruissel1ement et l'erosion. 
L'evaluation des K s'effectue au niveau de deux 
dispositifs de cuves lysimetriques installees en 1983 
sur les stations de Saria et de Farako-Ba. Des 
resultats satisfaisants ont ete obtenus sur Ie sorgho 
et Ie mars en culture pluviales et sur la tomate et ie 
melon en culture de contre-saison. 
Les etudes sur Ie ruissellement et I 'erosion ont ete 
entreprises depuis 1971 sur Ie site de Saria. A partir 
de 1982, Ie dispositif a ete utilise pour mesurer 
i'impact de certaines techniques d'cconomie de 
I'eau sur Ie contr6le du phenomene. 
Les resultats ont montre que sur les sols ferrugi-
neux tropic au x de Saria avec une pente de 0,7%, Ie 
ruissellement moyen aueint 30 it 35% sans aucun 
travail du sol; avec un bon labour it plat on diminue 
Ie ruissellement a 20-25% alors que Ie billonnage 
cloisonne Ie rMuil fortement, voire I'annule. Les 
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Tableau 4. Traitements realises dans cinq des sites d'experimentation, au Burkina Faso (1982-1984). 
Sabouna Saria haut Saria Bas Gampela Farako-B! 
Traitements 1982 1983 1984 1982 1983 1984 1982 1983 1984 1982 1983 1984 1982-1984 
remoin non travail x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Scarifiage en sec x x x x x 
Labour it plat x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Labour en billons x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
(espacement 
0,80 m) 
Labour en billons x 
resseres (espace-
ment 0,50 m) 
Labour en billons. x 
c1oisonnement des 
billons it chaque 
extremite 
Labour a plat x x x x x x x 
Buttage a I mois 
Labour a plat + 
buttage I mois + 
c1oisonnement 
2 mois 
Sc:uifiage en x x x x 
humide, Binage 
apres chaque pluie 
>20mm 
Semis a plat, x x x x 
butt age + 
c1oisonnement a 
J mois 




Tableau 5. Satisfaction des besoins en eau des parcelles temoin ex primes par Ie rapport ETR/ETM. 
1982 1983 1984 
Station Epiaison Epiaison Epiaison 
experiment ales Cycle Floraison Cycle Floraison Cycle Floraison 
Sabouna 0,65 0.59 0,43 0,24 0,25 0,06 
Saria Haut 0,75 0,58 0,77 0,40 0,40 0,43 
Saria Bas 0,68 0,67 0.74 0,33 0,68 0,44 
Gampela 0,60 0,23 0,79 0,59 0,51 0,23 
Farako-Ba 0,96 0,97 0,96 0,97 
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Tableau 6. Rendements (kg ha·
'
) moyen. obtenus avec les techniques d'konomie de I'eau. 
Stations Labour 
experimentales Temoin a plat 
Sabouna (82/83) 592 994 
Saria HaUL (82/84) 1112 1622 
Saria Bas (82/84) 1151 1598 
Gampela (82/84) 990 1937 
Farako-Ba (82/84) 2024 3270 
quantites de terre erodees sont enormes et peuvent 
atteindre 20 t ha- I . 
Priorites de recherche pour la 
lutte contre la desertification 
Les priorites de recherches ont ete dHinies it travers 
huit programmes nationaux qui ont ete adoptes 
par le Seminaire national de la recherche agrono-
mique et zootechnique de fevrier 1985. 
La lutte contre la secheresse pour une meilleure 
production vegetale et animale constitue la strate-
gie de chacun de ces programmes deja lance par 
1 'Institut d 'etudes et de recherches agricoJes 
(lNERA), la structure nationale chargee de la 
recherche agronomique et zootechnique. 
Les huit programmes nationaux sont : 
• Eaul Soli Fertilisation/ Irrigation I Machinisme 
agricole (ESEI MA) avec pour objectifl 'amelio· 
ration des conditions de milieu de production a 
travers une action sur I'eau, les fertilisants 
notamment locaux et l'equipement agricole; 
• Recherche sur les systemes de production (RSP) 
qui vise I'amelioration de la productivite du 
travail des agriculteurs et eleveurs dans Ie cadre 
de systemes agricoles stables: 
• Sorghol Mill Mais pour la selection et l'amelio-
ration des cultivars it vulgariser; 
• Cultures maraicheres et fruitieres qui devraient 
proposer des resultats pour mieux valoriser Ie 
travail des agriculteurs durant la salson seche; 
• OIeagineux et legumineuses it grains; 
• Riz et riziculture; 
• Coton; 
• Production animale. 
Chaque programme a deja defini les operations 
prioritaires it executer dans Ie cadre du Plan quin-
quennal de developpement populaire. 
Labour Labour + buttage + 
en billon cloisonnement Culture 
918 1020 Mil 
1417 1693 Sorgbo 
1657 2115 Sorgho 
1824 2238 Sorgbo 
2624 3060 Mais 
Conclusion 
L'agriculture et l'elevage constituent la base essen-
tielJe du developpement socio-economique du Bur-
kina Faso, la restauration d'un environnement 
propice it l'essor du monde rural est urgent pour 
arriver a I 'autosuffisance alimentaire. Pour ce 
faire, il faut viser it augmenter les rendernents des 
cultures en depit des conditions pedoclimatiques 
dHavorables, grace a l'emploi de varietes adaptees, 
a I'acquisition d'un equipement agricole adequat, 
et it la maitrise des nouvelles techniques culturales. 
C'est un travail de longue haleine qui implique la 
participation de tous les acteurs du developpement 
rural et en particulier les agents de la vulgarisation 
qui doivent resoudre Ia problematique du transfert 
de technologies bien connue dans Ies pays en voie 
de developpement. 
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Effects of Tillage on a Corn-Cotton Sequence 
in Cote dlvoire 
J.L. Chopart1 
Abstract 
Central C6te d1voire has bimodal, rather irregular rainfall (April to June and August to 
October) that is often insufficient for optimum crop yields. In a field trial established in 1980, the 
effects of the following tillage practices were studied in corn-cotton cropping sequences: 
(1) Manual tillage with mUlching. (2) Direct mechanical sowing with mulching. (3) Plowing 
prior to corn and cotton. (4) Plowing prior to sowing of corn followed by direct drilling of 
cotton. Comparisons have been made on water-use efficiency. soil physical properties and root 
development, production costs and yields. The results of the study suggest the need for plowing 
prior to sowing of corn despite the added production costs. But direct driJJing of cotton can 
replace plowing when a cotton crop follows a corn crop. A system that combines plowing prior 
to sowing of corn in the first rainy season and direct drilling of cotton in the second appears to be 
a profitable alternative to the currently recommended practice of two plowings a year. 
Resume 
ECCet du travail du sol dans une succession annuelle mais-cotonnier en Cote-d'Ivoire : La partie 
centrale de la C6te- d'lvoire comprend deux saisons de pluie, d'avril ajuin et d'aout a octobre. 
La pluviosite est irreguliere et souvent insuffisante pour obtenir des rendements optimums. 
Dans un essai mis en place en 1980, les effets de differentes techniques de preparation du sol sont 
etudit:s dans Ie cadre dune double culture annuelle mais-cotonnier: (1) travail du sol manuel 
avec paiJ1age; (2) travail du sol mecanique avec paillage; (3) labour avant le mais et le cotonnier; 
(4) labour avant Ie mals suivipar un semis direct du cotonnier. Les traitements sont compares 
suivant differents criteres : efficience de l'eau, proprietes physiques du sol et croissance raei-
naire, cout de production et rendements. us resultats de l'etude montrent la necessite de 
labourer avant l'implantation de mafs malgre le cout de production plus eleve. Par contre, Ie 
semis direct peut remplacer le labour pour une culture de cotonnier qui suit Ie mms, si cette 
culture a benefieie d'un labour. Un systeme qui assoeie le labour avant Ie mms pendant la 
premiere saison des pluies et un semis direct du coton pendant la deuxieme saison de pluies 
para!t etre une alternative interessante a la technique actuellement recommandee dun labour 
avant chaque culture. 
I. Soil physicist, IRAT-CIRAD, 04 B.P. 125, Bouake, Cote d'ivoire. 
lCRlSAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISA T Sahelian 
Center. Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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Introduction 
The central zone of Cote d'lvoire is characterized 
by irregular rainfall. Its bimodal character, how-
ever, permits double cropping, but there is a high 
climatic risk during a large part of both growing 
seasons. 
To protect cereals (corn and rice) and cotton 
crops from water stress, cultural methods that 
ensure optimal water uptake by the plant should be 
used. 
Techniques such as tillage and mulching can 
playa major role. Experiments carried out in dif-
ferent ecological zones of West Africa have, how-
ever, often given contradictory results, particularly 
with regard to the effects of plowing and mulching 
with no tillage. Whereas plowing was found to 
have a beneficial effect in Senegal (Charreau and 
N icou 1971, Chopart and N icou 1976, N icou and 
Chopart 1979, Chopart et a!. J 979), in Nigeria, the 
best results were obtained with no tillage (Lal J 974, 
1976, Maurya and LaI1979). 
In Cote d 'Ivoire, preliminary results have shown 
the value of deep soil tillage which, at least in some 
conditions, reduces erosion (Kalms 1977), and 
improves water relations (Chopart and Kone J 985) 
and weed control. With two cropping seasons a 
year, however, it is sometimes difficult to fit in two 
pi owings. 
In 1980, trials were set up to compare the agro-
nomic effects of different soil-preparation tech-
niques and to study the possibility of reducing soil 
tillage, the major objectives being to facilitate crop 
establishment, reduce production costs. and im-
prove crop water use. 
The Trials 
Trials have been carried out at Bouake each year 
since 1980, using a two-crop seq uence of corn and 
cotton. Early-maturing (75-80 days) corn, variety 
CD (Dahomey composite), is sown in March as 
soon as enough rain falls, and a 140-150-day cot-
ton crop is sown after the harvest in late June or 
early July. 
Treatments 
The trials consist of three replications, each with 
four treatments on 450 m2 plots. The first treat-
ment involves hand cultivation: 
• Tl. No-tillage planting with straw, left as a 
surface mulch and hand sowing; 
The three remaining treatments are mechanized: 
• T2. Crop residues left on the soil: very shallow 
(5-8 cm) tillage only on the sowing lines, using 
two creneIlated discs placed in front of the 
direct seeder; 
• T3. Plowing, to depths of 25-30 cm, twice a 
year, with the straw incorporated by plowing; 
• T4. 1980-82 -- chiseling, to 20-25 cm, before 
each crop, with straw incorporation; J 983~84-­
single plowing once prior to corn crop, direct 
seeding of cotton as in T2. 
Soil chiseling (1980- 1982) did not give satisfac-
tory results. Incomplete incorporation of crop 
residues made sowing difficult, and yields obtained 
were regularly lower than those obtained after 
plowing. For these reasons, the treatment was 
replaced in 1983 by one plowing a year. 
Climate 
The Bouake region in central Cote d 'I voire includes 
two wet seasons, March to June and August to 
October, separated by a short July early-August 
dry season. Total rainfall and Penman PET for the 
two growing seasons are given in Table I. 
Table 1. Rainfall and Penman PET during the corn- and cotton-growing season. 
Corn Cotton 
1980 1981 J982 1983 1984 19BO 1981 19B2 J9BJ 1984 
Sowing date 22 Mar 15 Mar 15 Mar 4 Apr 14 Mar 29 Jul 25 Jun 3 Jul 8 Aug 15 Jun 
Rainfall (mm) 346 434 357 330 218 689 578 450 222 843 
Penman PET (mm) 438 466 403 389 410 547 532 467 426 513 
Average rainfalI1(mm) 345 318 318 357 320 440 536 524 428 579 
J. 1953-80. sowing 10 harvest. 
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Table 2. Average soil physical characteristics in a field trial at Rouake'. 
Particle size distribution 
Fine silt Available 
Depth Gravel Sand and clay water 





80~ 100 26 
Soils 
The trials are established on soils derived from 
pegmatite granite, classified in the French system 
as reworked, moderately desaturated ferratitic 
soils, containing variable but always high propor-
tions of gravel, mainly quartz. Their chemical 
characteristics and available water-holding capac-
ity are representative of the gravelly soils of the 
region. Some physical and chemical characteristics 
of the soil are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 
Table 3. A verage soil chemical characteristics or the 
0-30 cm upper layer in a field trial at Bouake'. 
Soil characteristic!> 
pH (water) 
Organic matter (~U 
Total N «Yi.) 
Available P (mg kg I) 
Exchangeable K [meq (JOOg)" I] 
CEC [meq (lOOgtl] 










Soil-preparation techniques used with each treat-
ment are described above. Fertilizer use is the same 
for all treatments and for both crops. i.e., 300 kg 
ha- I of a 10-] 8-10 mixture at planting, pi us 100 kg 
ha- I urea (46%) subsequently; in addition, 200 kg 
ha- I of dolomitic limestone was applied before 
each corn crop. On the plowed plots, a selective 
postseeding and preemergence herbicide was ap· 
59 20 26 
46 22 19 
38 26 17 
38 32 18 
41 33 20 
plied. On the no-tillage planting plus mulch plots 
(T J), weeds are controlled with paraquat applied at 
sowing and between the lines during the growing 
season. 
Recording and Calculating Results 
Water-use efficiency was calculated from determi-
nations made with a neutron probe. Soil-bulk den-
sity was determined from cylinder samples of 
known volumes. Soil temperatures at 5-cm depth 
were recorded at different times of the day using 
mercury thermometers. The results given are for 
1530 when temperatures are at their maximum and 
differences between treatments greatest. Corn root 
density was determined by measuring the length of 
roots extracted from soil cores to-cm thick and 
0.48 m2 in area (Chopart 1983). 
Production costs were calculated to include an 
hand labor and supplies (fertilizers, herbicides, 
etc.). For mechanized operations, the standard 
prices charged by the Ivoirian Agricultural Mecha· 
nization Centre (CIMA) were used. This made it 
possible to calculate gross returns from each 
treatment and earnings per day of work. 
Results 
Compared to no tillage planting, plowing resulted 
in a reduction of soil-bulk density (Fig. I), an 
increase in the rate of growth of corn roots (Table 
4), and thus in an improvement in crop behavior 
during dry periods. 
The direct seeding treatments benefited from a 
mulch composed of the residues of the preceding 
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Days after sowing (corn) 
Figure J. Plowing effect on bulk density. 
cover than cotton stalk, but the percentage of soil 
cover was only 50-60% at sowing. In the climatic 
conditions of Cote d'ivoire, mulch decomposed to 
<25% soil cover 2 months after sowing (Fig. 2). 
The corn stover mulch reduced soil temperatures 
during the first month of the cotton growing sea-
son (Fig. 3). Water-use efficiency was higher with 
the plowing treatment, both for the first-season 
crop (corn) and the second (cotton) (Fig. 4). 
The corn variety used had a yield potential of 
3000 kg ha- I . Its main advantage was its short 
growing season (75-80 days), which left time for a 
second crop to be planted the same year. Average 
corn yields over 5 years were always markedly 
higher (almost double) with plowing than with 
direct seeding (Fig. 5). 
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Days after sowing 
Figure 2. Percentage of soil cover by a corn stover 
mulch during cotton cropping. 
The mechanized direct-seeding technique (T2). 
which tills the soil in the area near the seed results 
in better germination and a generally higher yield 
than hand cultivation (TI). 
For coUon, differences between treatments are 
less than those for corn and are not significant. 
Average returns for a day's work, calculated on 
the basis of the 1983 and 1984 results f 01: both crops 
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Days after sowing 
Figure 3. Effect of mulching on soil temperature at 
S-em depth during cotton cropping. 
Treatment T3, with two pi owings a year, gives 
the highest return per man per day; treatment T4, 





















.Figure 4. Water-use efficiency of corn and cotton, 


















Mean of three treatments (1980-1984) 





Mechanized direct seeding of the two crops (T2) 
reduces production costs slightly, but since yields 
are lower, returns are distinctly less. 
With hand cultivation (no-tillage), yields-and 
costs-are much lower. Returns are thus higher 
than with mechanized direct seeding and almost as 
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Figure 6. Returns (US S) per working day for cotion 
and corn crops (mean 1983-1984). 
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Mean of four treatments (1983-1984) 
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Discussion 
A comparison between conventional tillage (plow-
ing) with residue incorporation and no-tillage 
planting with a crop residue mulch shows that each 
treatment has both favorable and unfavorable 
effects. 
Favorable Effects of No-Tillage Planting 
Soil mulching reduces both soil temperature and 
evaporation during the early part of the cotton 
growing season. Production costs for direct dril-
ling are slightly lower than for plowing. 
Favorable Effects of Conventional Tillage 
During dry spells, because of plowing, the root 
system of first season corn can draw profitably on 
stored soil moisture. Since dry periods are frequent 
during the first rainy season, the effect of plowing 
on yields is always positive and, on the average, 
considerable. Returns per man per day conse-
quently, are far better than with direct seeding. 
Plowing prior to sowing first-season corn, thus 
seems necessary, at least on soil not tilled the pre-
vious season. 
During the second rainy season, rainfall is 
higher and corn stalk mulch has a greater effect on 
water and soil temperature. Further, cotton is less 
sensitive than corn to water shortages. These fac-
tors may explain in part, the better behavior of 
cotton, grown without plowing and the small dif-
ferences in yield for the treatments studied. 
If production costs are considered over the 
whole year (two crops), it appears that mechanized 
direct seeding is the least profitable. With a single 
plowing before the corn, returns are equal to those 
of two plowings a year, with the added advantage 
that cotton can be sown earlier. Hand cultivation is 
almost as profitable as plowing, because plowing 
costs are still high. It must, however, be empha-
sized that hand cultivation requires a lot of labor at 
sowing, which limits the area that can be put under 
cultivation. 
Conclusion 
Plowing, particularly prior to sowing of first-
season com, remains the most effective soil-pre-
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paration technique for an annual corn-cotton 
sequence in the central zone of Cote d'Ivoire. 
Plowing twice a year, before each crop, is often 
difficult, as cotton can only benefit fully from the 
next rains if it is sown soon after the corn harvest, 
i.e., before the short dry season in July. 
The new cultivation technique studied over the 
past 2 years, consisting of plowing before the corn 
crop and direct seeding of the second-season cot-
ton, appears promising, particularly when there is 
not enough time to prepare the soil by plowing. 
Trials are still underway to confirm past results 
and to study longer-term changes in physical and 
chemical soil characteristics, weed pressure, and 
yields. 
Similar trials will be conducted at other sites in 
Cote d'Ivoire to assess to what extent the tech-
niques studied are adapted to other soils and 
climates. 
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Cultures alternatives pour Ie Sahel 
J. Vieira da Silva 1 
Resume 
L3 majorite des plantes cultivees a ete domestiquee par 1 'homme au paleoJithique et neolithique. 
Depuis l'effort Ie plus grand d'introduction de plantes a ete fait apres la decouverte du 
Nouveau-Monde et a une moindre echeJJe apres la creation de grands jardins botaniques 
tropicaux et du Service d'introduction de plantes aux Etats-Unis. Le potentiel pour /'introduc-
tion de nouveJJes cultures dans Ie Sahel est tres grand, surtout a partir de deux origines: Ie Nord 
du Mexique et Ie Kalahari et Namib. Le Nordeste du Bresil, 1 'Australie et J'Inde aride sont aussi 
des sources de cultures potentieJJes. Quelques plantes utiles sont decrites et une proposition est 
faite de creer un Jardin botaniq ue des zones arides, responsable de 1 'introduction des pIa n tes, de 
la quarantaine, de la recherche de faisabilitl: et de la formation des chercheurs de ces zones. 
Abstract 
Alternative crops for the Sahel: Most of the cultivated plants were domesticated by man in the 
paleolithic and neolithic limes. Since then the biggest effort in plant introduction occurred just 
after the discovery of the New World and, on a more modest scale, after the creation of the 
Tropical Botanical Gardens and of the U.S. Plant Introduction Service. It may be weJJ possibJe 
to introduce new crops in the SaheJian regions, especiaJJy from northern Mexico, Kalahari, and 
Namib. Northeast Brazil, Australia, and arid India are also sources of potential crops. Some 
useful plants are indicated with a proposal for the creation of an Arid Zone Botanical Garden 
for plant introductions and quarantine, feasibility research and teaching. 
Introduction 
Les regions semi-arides et arides sont caracterisees 
non seulement par une faible pluviosite pendant 
une periode de l'annee, plus ou moins longue, mais 
aussi par une variation annuelle importante de Ia 
quantite d'eau recrue, etl ou par des peri odes seches 
intervenant pendant Ia saison pluvieuse. 
ou paleolithiques, dans I'ancien et dans Ie nouveau 
monde. Quelques milliers d'especes vegetales font 
ainsi partie du patrimoine agricole de l'humanite 
(Harlan 1975). 
Certaines cultures humaines ont, soit domesti-
que, soit utilise un nombre considerable d'especes 
de pi antes, m~me dans les differentes regions arides 
et semi-arides du globe et il doit etre reconnu que la 
periode Ia plus riche d'innovations s'est situee a 
1 'au be de l'agriculture dans les cultures neolithiques 
La decouverte du Nouveau-Monde a apporte 
des modifications notables a la carte des produc-
tions vegetales et l'Afrique, en particulier, a retru un 
nombre important de nouvelles especesqu'elle asu 
observer et adapter it ses besoins : Ie mats, Ie 
manioc, la tomate, la pomme de terre, Ie piment, 
l'arachide, Ie haricot, Ie cacao, etc. D'autres espe-
ces sont venues d'Orient : la banane, Ie coco tier, Ie 
riz, la canne it sucre. L'echange a aussi beneficie a 
1 'Amerique qui cultive maintenant Ie ble, le sorghot 
Ie cafe, Ie soja (d'Asie) etc. 
I. Professeur, Centre de recherche de botanique, Universite Paris VII, Paris, France. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop, and Water Manqement Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISATSahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru, A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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11 faut cependant reconnaitre que les grands 
mouvements et l'introduction d'especes se sont 
faits, en general, en dehors d 'une planification 
scientifique ou technique et d'une fa(fon tout it fait 
empirique, et qu'its ont ete tres facilement adoptes 
et assimiles par les populations agricoles africaines 
en particulier qui ont su les integrer dans leurs 
regimes alimentaires souvent consideres comme 
tres rigides. 
D'autre part, rares sont les plantes qui ont fait 
I'objet d'une domestication apres Ie neolithique ou 
paU:olithique superieur. et nous assistons a nne 
simplification extremement dangereuse de I'agri-
culture mondiale qui se reduit it trois cen!ales 
majeures auxquelles on demande d 'occuper tous 
les ecosystemes et conditions de culture. 
A cette vision reductioniste et qui a de graves 
consequences sur la productivite. en particulier 
dans les regions seches, s'est opposee I'action des 
grands jardins botaniques du Monde : Kew. Sri-
Lanka. Bogor. Rio de Janeiro, etc., qui ont eu un 
role majeur dans les echanges et introductions 
d'especes dans Ie monde tropical. meme si la region 
sec he, plus eloignee des preoccupations coJoniales, 
ait peu beneficie de leur action. 
II faut aussi reconnaitre que Ie grand develop-
pement agricole des Etats-Unis a ete aide par leur 
extraordinaire service d 'introduction de plantes. et 
que, pour parler seulement de cultures majeures.le 
sorgho et Ie soja ont considerablement modifie les 
systemes de production. 
II faut observer cependant que la recherche 
actuelle dans la majorite des lones arides com-
mence seulement a reconnaitre Ia valeur d'un 
grand nombre d 'especes anciennement domesti-
quees, ou faisant l'objet de cueillette. En ce qui 
concerne Ie Sahel it part la proposition sporadique 
de quelques "plantes miracles", a interet douteux, 
aueun effort consequent n'a eti! fait pour proHter 
de la grande richesse floristique de zones arides 
semblables. 
Presentation du probleme 
La production vegetate est largement fonction de 
Ia quantite d'eau utilisee par la plante et deja des 
travaux relativement anciens dans Ie Namib 
l'avaient clairement demontre (Walter )955). 
Pour les plantes annuelles la variation de pro~ 
ductivite est done un caractere fortement lie it la 
nature meme de la region et l'introduction de nou-
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velles especes pourra seulement attenuer ou, tout 
au plus, eviter les echecs absolus. 
Par contre, les especes perennes. par des meca-
nismes d 'adaptation variables peuvent compenser 
les variations de pluviosite : soit qu'eHes utilisent 
des reserves hydriques plus ou moins profondes, 
c'est Ie cas de certaines especes ligneuses dans des 
biotopes favorables: soit qu'eUes accumulent des 
reserves qui peuvent constituer des ressources dis-
ponibles me me dans les annees de disette. Ces 
especes sont souvent plus productives que les espe~ 
ces cultivees dans Ie Sahel, mais n'ont pas fait 
rob,iet d 'efforts de recherche importants. 
Les regions arides et les especes 
potentiellement utiles pour Ie 
Sahel 
Meme si nous faisons reference a des especes arbo-
rescentes. nous ne nous occupons pas de I'agrofo-
resterie qui constitue un aspect particulier du sys-
teme agricole qui sera traite par ailleurs dans eet 
atelier (Van Den Beldt 1989), 
Deux regions principales. et trois secondaires 
constituent les sources de materiel vegetal ayant de 
la valeur pour la region sahelienne. Ces regions se 
situent toutes dans la zone aride tropic ale a l'exclu-
sion de la zone aride mediteraneenne. Nous met-
tons en garde les chercheurs contre les introduc-
tions a partir de ceUe derniere.les diverses tentatives 
se sont toutes soldees par des echecs retentissants. 
La premiere des regions principales est 1a zone 
aride mexicaine (semu lato) a I'exclusion de la 
region indiquee au paragraphe precedent. Non 
seu}ement cette zone est riche en especes de cueillet-
tes, mais quelques domestications anciennes sont 
extremement prometteuses, comme Ie Phaseoius 
acueilolius par exemple (Nabhan et Felger 1985). 
N ous mettons en evidence en particulier Ie genre 
Cucurbita qui presente une variabilite extraordi-
naire et dont certaines especes doivent pouvoir 
surpasser les cultures traditionnelles du Sahel: Ie 
groupe xerophyte, C. digitata, cyiindrata. cordata. 
palmata, produit de grandes quantites de graines 
riches en huile et en proteines (Bemis et Whitaker 
1969) ainsi que C. foetidissima (Bemis et a1. 1979). 
Ces courges sont, non seulement de grandes pro-
ductrices de graines rnais leur systeme racinaire 
puissant et tubereux est une importante source 
d 'amidon qui nous semble encore plus precieuse 
comme ressource alimentaire. D'autre part, ces 
plantes sont une source importante de "cucurbita-
cine" utilisable pour la lutle biologique contre cer-
tains coleopteres. 
Les Cnidoscolus offrent plusieurs especes utHes 
(N abhan et Felger 1985), soit par leurs racines 
tubereuses (c. palmeri et C stimulosu5), soit par 
la richesse de leurs feuilles en proteine, qui peut 
atteindre 30% en matieres seche. La recherche de 
formes non prurigineuses, qui ont deja ete recon-
nues, est essentielle. 
N ous devons aussi reconnaitre la valeur des 
especes du genre Lycium, en particulier Ie L. fre-
montH comme productrices de fruits utilises par 
les indiens Piona. 
Les haricots sont tres prometteurs, de puis Ie 
Phaseolus acutifolius, deja cultive et qui doit pou-
voir demontrer sa superiorite dans la region sahe-
Henne (Theisen, et al. J 978) it P. ritensis et a P. 
filiformis encore plus resistants a la secheresse. Le 
croisement de ces especes avec P. vulgaris semble 
possible avec recours it la culture d'embryons. 
Le genre Ceiba avec les deux especes C acumi-
nata et C parvlfolia est utile par les grandes 
racines tubereuses, riches en amidon, qui constitu-
ent une ressource pour les annees seches. Une autre 
espece arborescente tres resistante ala secheresse et 
a enracinement profond est Ol1Jeya tesota dont les 
graines semblables it. de petit cacahuetes, sont 
comestibles. 
La deuxieme region, et probablement la plus 
importante comme ressource genetique pour les 
regions arides, est celle du Kalahari et Namib. Les 
peuples de la region consomment plus de trois 
cents especes, dont certaines meritent une atten~ 
tion particuliere (Lee 1966, Tanak a 1976, Arnold 
et a1. 1985, Taylor 1985). 
11 n 'est pas possible de donner toutes les referen-
ces des especes utiles dont certaines ont deja he 
cultivees sans difficulte majeure. II faut cependant 
faire ressortir l'importance des cucurbitacees com-
me: Acanthosicyos horrida vivant dans les regions 
les plus desheritees du Namib. La pulpe du fruit est 
tres nourrissante et les graines (30% de proteine) 
ont deja ete commercialisees comme succedane de 
I'amande (Meeuse 1962). A retenir aussi A. naudi~ 
ana, concombre herero et surtout Citrullus Jana-
(us, l'ancetre de la pasteque, tres polymorphe et qui 
soutient dans Ie Kalahari tant l'homme que l'animal; 
c'est probablement l'espece avec laqueUe les resul-
tats les plus rap ides pourront etre obtenus. Autres 
especes sont Coccinia rehmannii (racines tube-
reuses), C sessiliflora(cornichon rouge), Cucumis 
anguria vaT. Jongipes (dont la vaT. anguria est deja 
cultivee aux Antilles), C. africanus, C. metuJiferus 
et C. Kalahariensis (racines tu bereuses). Des graines 
particulierement nutritives sont fournies par : 
Bauhinia petersiana subsp. macrantha, petit arbuste 
facilement cultivable, Schotia afra var. angustifo-
lia, Guidbourtia coleosperma et surtout TyJosema 
esculentum de tres grande valeur tant pour les 
graines que pour Ie tubercule (Bousquet 1982). Les 
tubercules de Vigna lobatifolia et PeJargonium 
incrassatum sont aussi tres utiles ainsi que Ies 
cormes de Babiana dregei. 
Mais les fruits les plus riches appartiennent aux 
especes arborescentes tres productives: SchJeroca-
ryia birrea subsp. caffra (dont une autre so us-
espece existe au Sahel) et surtout Ricinodendron 
rautanenii qui est la base de l'alimentation des 
Kung (Lee 1966). Ces fruits possMent une noix tres 
dure et difficile a casser, les especes sont dioiques et 
rentrent en production tardivement : des difficultes 
que des techniques modernes pouTTont surmonter. 
La premiere des trois autres regions, est Ie Nor-
deste du Bresil qui peut fournir non seulement des 
cultivars de manioc relativement resistants a la 
secheresse, rna is aussi Cnidoscolus phyllacanthus, 
euphorbiacee arborescente dont les feuilles et tiges 
sont tres riches en proteine, Spondias tuberosa, 
anacardiacee a grande racine tubereuse possedant 
des fruits tres nutritifs, ainsi que S. lutea, S. duJcis 
et S. purpurea. Une legumineuse produisant 
d'enormes tubercules (jusqu'a 500 kg), DiocJea 
scJerocarpa, pourrait avoir un grand potentiel dans 
les lones arides. Les graines de D. grandiflora sont 
aussi utilisees pendant les periodes de secheresse 
que cette plante supporte bien (Rizzini et Mors 
1976). 
L 'Australie peut fournir un nombre considera-
ble, et peu etudie encore, de plantes utilisees par les 
arborigenes et extremement resistantes A la seche-
resse (Brand et Cherikoff 1985). Nous citerons 
pour l'exemple les graines de differentes especes 
d 'Acacia avec des pourcentages de proteines supC~ 
rieures a 20%, Ie nombre important d'espCces du 
genre Capparis fournissant des fruits comestibles 
ainsi que les Solanum xerophytes. Le Vigna Ian-
ceolata produit des tubercules comme Ie Diosco-
rea buJbifera, igname qui pourrait ~tre tres utile au 
Sahel. et l'Ipomea costata. 
La region indienne du Rajasthan nous fournil 
une espece cultivee de haricot tres resistante ala 
secheresse, Vigna aconitlfolia, et un autre Vigna 
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asiatique, Ie Vigna radiata. a aussi demontre de 
grandes capacites de resistance a la secheresse. 
Propositions de recherche 
et developpement 
L'etude et I'introduction de nouvelles especes est 
probablement une des methodes les plus rap ides 
pour augmenter et assurer la productivite agricole 
dans les regions arides, en particulier au Sahel. 
Meme si seul un petit pourcentage des centaines 
d 'especes deja identifiees a du sucd!s, cela constitu-
era une veritable revolution agricole semblable a 
celIe qui a suivi I'introduction des especes ameri-
caines. 
Sachant I'importance que les jardins botaniques 
tropicaux ont eu pour I'agriculture, ainsi que celie 
du Service d'introduction de pI antes des Etats-
Unis. il nous semble urgent de creer un Jardin 
botanique des zones arides charge de la recolte, 
I'introduction et (,etude des especes potentielle-
ment utiles et dont une des fonctions serait aussi la 
formation de chercheurs locaux dans la recherche 
en biologie vegetale appliquee. 
Les connaissances modernes en biologie vege-
tale, en particulier en culture in vitro, permettent la 
levee de beaucoup de difficultes liees a la domesti-
cation des especes utiles et it leur multiplication. 
D'autre part un tel Jardin botanique des zones 
arides pourrait se charger des banques de materiel 
glmetique et de la quarantaine vegetale pour toute 
la region sahelienne et soudano-sahelienne. 
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Modeling Agroclimatic Systems: 
Guidelines and Perspectives 
J .L. Steinerl 
Abstract 
Agroclimatic models offer many potential benefits including reduction of site-specific field 
experimentation, better interpretation of climatic limitations to crop production, evaluation of 
n'sks and benefits of proposed management practices, communication of research results, and 
enhanced understanding of biological and physical systems. To date, model development has 
far exceeded validation and implementation. Crop models range from simple, statistical models 
through complex, process-oriented models. Data required to support development and valida-
tion of these models are quite dlfferent, as are the potential applications. Simple models require 
large data sets for development and calInot be transferred outside the region for which they were 
developed, but utilize easily available data for implementation. Development of complex 
models contributes to scientific understanding and offers the potential for a wide range of 
applications, but requires detailed information. Intermediate level models have more manage-
able data requirements than the complex models and offer a greater level of transferability than 
simpler models, so are most promising for use in developing countries. Regardless of the 
complexity of the model, and regardless of whether existing models are utilized or a new model 
is developed, a successful modeling application must be carried out as a part of a broad 
approach to problem solving, which includes a clear statement of achievable goals, explicit 
statement of assumptions and hypotheses based on project wiJJ be conducted, careful formula-
tion of the assumption and hypotheses into mathematical-based computer code, critical evalua-
tion of the model outputs including validation, using independent data sets, and communica-
tion of results to the end user in a useful form. 
Resume 
Modelisation des systemes agroclimatiques-lignes directrices et perspectives: Les modeles 
agroclimatiques presentent divers a vantages potentiels et, entre autres, permettent de reduire 
l'experimentation au champ, d'interpreter mieux les contraintes climatiques a la production, 
d'i::~raluer les risques et les avantages de pratiques d'amenagement, de mieux communiquer les 
resultats de recherche et d 'ameliorer la comprehension des systemes biologiques et physiques. A 
ce jour. Ie developpement de modl:les est de loin en avance sur leur adoption et leur mise en 
place. La gamme va des simples modl:les statistiques a ceux plus complexes et deterministes. Les 
donnees necessaires pour developper et installer ces modl:les sont bien differentes, tout comme 
les applications potentieJJes. Les modl:les simples exigent beaucoup de donnees pour etre 
dcveloppcs et ne sont pas transferables en dehors de la region pour laqueJ1e ils ont 6t6 g6n6res, 
par contre leur mise en place requiert des donnees facilement accessibles. 
Le d6veloppement de modl:les complexes contribue a la comprehension scientifique et offre Je 
I. Soil Scientist. USDA-ARS. C()Oservation and Production Research Laboratory, P.O. Drawer 10, Bushland, TX 79012, USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop. and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-lJ Jan 1987. ICRISAT SaheHan 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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potentiel d'une large gamme d'applications; leur exigence en informations precises est par 
contre elevee. Les modeles intermediaires ont des exigences en donnees plus faciles a gerer que 
bien des modeles complexes, leur degre de transferabiJite est superieur a celui des modeles plus 
simples et par la, ils sont plus prometteurs pour les pays en voie de deveJoppement. 
Independamment de la complexite du modele et du fait que certains modeles existants soient 
utilises ou qu'un nouveau modele soit developpe, une bonne application doit etre realisee 
comme un .. maillon d'une approche large tendant a resoudre des problemes. eela inclut une 
definition claire des objectifs a atteindre, des estimations et hypotheses qui sous-tendent Ie 
projet, une formulation attentive de ces estimations et hypotheses en code mathematique pour 
ordinateur. On procedera a une evaluation critique des retombees du modele en utilisant la mise 
en place a 1 'aide de donnees independantes et la comm unication des resultats a 1 'utiJisateur final 
sous une forme exploitable. . 
Introduction 
The use of agroclimatic models has increased in the 
past several years to the extent that hundreds of 
agricultural models are now documented in scien-
tific literature (e.g., France and Thornley 1984). 
Ambitious goals have been set in many of these 
modeling efforts, but researchers, as a community, 
are just beginning to deal seriously with the prob-
lems of how to apply models to meet specific goals 
and objectives in agricultural research, produc-
tion, and management. The resources being devoted 
to model development far outweigh those being 
devoted to model evaluation or to model imple-
mentation, and the time has come for scientists in 
the agricultural research community to set clear 
and realistic goals for future modeling efforts. 
Why Use Models? 
The attractions of agroclimatic models are obvious 
as we deal with the complexities of cropping sys-
tems. While the suitability of current models for 
dealing with these complexities is not always clear, 
it is not possible to absorb and interrelate all the 
necessary factors to describe an agricultural system 
without the use of some type of model. Currently 
available models can offer the following benefits: 
• reduction of site-specific, long-term field ex-
periments; 
• interpretation of climatological records in terms 
of production potential and limitations; 
• evaluation of expected returns to soil- and crop-
management practices; 
• evaluation of risks associated with management 
practices; 
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• communication of research results between 
locations; 
• enhanced understanding of biological and phy-
sical systems and their interactions; and 
• conceptualization of multidisciplinary activities. 
These factors are essential to improve the effec-
tiveness of our research efforts, whether it be in a 
high-input or a low-input agricultural system. Eval-
uating the array of published models to determine 
the suitability of specific models to specific prob-
lems is a very complex process. The objective of 
this paper is to put forth some observations and 
suggestions on model evaluations and applications 
to agroclimatic systems. 
Agroclimatic Models 
Agroclimatic models can be described at three 
general levels: 
l. Simple, statistical models. 
2. Intermediate, crop growth models. 
3. Complex, process-oriented models. 
Characteristics of these types of models as sum-
mariz.ed by Norman (1981) and Stapper (1986) are 
shown in Figure I. The data required to support 
development and utilization of these models are 
very different, as are the applications that can be 
made of the models after they have been developed 
and validated. 
Simple Models 
Simple, statistical models are primarily based on 
regression analysis and empirical relationships. 
They require a large data set to develop and cannot 
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Figure J. Characteristics of crop models of different levels of comp1exitl. 
be applied to simulations outside the region from 
which they were developed. An example of a sim-
ple regression model is given in Figure 2. Jones and 
Hauser (1975) developed a statistical model to de-
scribe sorghum yield as a function of available soil 
water at planting. They used data collected over a 
14-year period for model development and it is 
doubtful if a more complex type of model could 
predict yields better for the research station at 
Bushland, Texas, where the data used to develop 
the model were collected. The grain sorghum yield 
at Bushland is strongly related to soil water stored 
in the profile at planting, and assuming that aver-
age rainfall and temperature conditions prevail 
during the growing season, the soil water at plant-
ing is a good predictor of yield. 
Figure 3 shows the performance of the simple 
regression model from Figure 1 in predicting the 
yield of grain sorghum at Bushland using data from 
experiments that were not used to develop the orig-
inal model. Many of the data sets are distributed 
around the I: I line, with a similar amount of scat-
ter as was seen in the original data set. However, 
sorghum grown during a high-rainfall season (re-
presented by the. symbol) yielded much more 
grain than would have been predicted by the 
model. In addition, the model cannot be used to 
predict yields for other locations, even those fairly 
close to Bushland, because all the data used to fit 
the model were collected at a single location. Bush-
land is located in a region of pronounced rainfall 
gradients (60 mm a-I for each 100 km in the EW 
direction) and temperature gradients in the NW to 
SE direction (first and last frost dates are particu-
larly important). Therefore, a simple empirical 
model, dependent on average conditions across the 
range of data used to fit the model would not 
provide valid predictions for other locations. Re-
gression models work when average conditions 
prevail but fall apart during unusual growing sea-
sons. However, it is during the unusual seasons 
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Figure 3. Evaluation of the Jones and Hauser 
model (Fig. 2) for predicting sorghum yields at 
Bushland, Texas. Data from (0) O.R. Jones, per-
sonal communication. 1973-84; (.l) Unger 1984; 
and (e, +, 0) Unger 1978 (1974, 1975, and 1976 
data). 
most. Thus. the use of these types of models is 
limited and often not practical. 
Many simple crop models were developed for 
much broader applications than the Jones and 
Hauser (1975) model discussed above for illustra-
tion purposes. A useful discussion on the develop-
ment of an empirical crop-weather model is given 
by Feyerherm and Paulsen (1986), Slabbers et a1. 
(1979) have discussed the potential applications 
and evaluation of simple crop models. 
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Intermediate Level Models 
Intermediate level models utilize descriptions of 
distinct processes such as photosynthesis and trans-
piration, which are known to be important in con-
trolling crop growth. They generally operate on a 
daily time scale, because of the availability of daily 
climatic input data and because the knowledge of 
the biological and physiological processes on a 
shorter time scale is not adequately understood. 
Calculations are often made on the basis of a single 
plant or land area and then converted to the field 
level, assuming uniform soil and plant conditions 
across the field. 
Daily growth is usually calculated in one of two 
ways·-either the model calculates a daily net pho-
tosynthate production based on daily interception 
of solar radiation (e.g., Arkin et a1. 1976, Charles-
Edwards 1982, pp. 82-85, Gallagher and Biscoe 
1978), or the model calculates photosynthesis and 
respiration separately, based on solar radiation 
and temperature, and determines net photosynthe-
sis as the difference of the two (e.g., Baker et al. 
1983, Goudriaan 1982), 
Daily evapotranspiration is calculated as a func· 
tion of the potential evapotranspiration (PET), 
crop canopy, and soil-moisture level. One of the 
most utilized approaches to the calculation of 
evapotranspiration is based on Ritchie's (1972) 
model, which partitions PET to crop and soil sur-
faces on the basis of leaf area index (LAI). Transpi-
ration and evaporation are then calculated separ-
ately, because they are affected by different physical 
and physiological processes. PET rates are most 
often calculated by the Penman (1948) method, the 
Priestley and Taylor (1972) method, or using pan 
evaporation rates. 
Crop phenology is calculated as a function of 
temperature or thermal units. The partitioning of 
dry matter is dependent on crop growth stage and 
is generally estimated from empirical relation· 
ships. Stress effects that are most often included if 
crop growth models are water stress, nitroger 
stress, and, less frequently, phophorus stress. Thi 
effects of water stress on various plant processe 
are calculated by empirical methods, generall: 
based on soil-water content and sometimes 0] 
PET rate. Interactions among stresses are seldon 
considered. 
Figure 4 illustrates the application of an inte] 
mediate level model, SORGF (Arkin et a1. 1976 
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Figure 4. lise of an intermediate level model, 
SORGF (Arkin et al. 1(76), to evaluate the effect of 
soil water at planting on grain sorghum yield. Rush-
land, Texas, 1958-1984, Pullman clay loam. 
yield with high or low soil-water content at plant-
ing at Bushland, Texas. The graph illustrates pre-
dicted yields for a 26-year period, assuming high 
(210 mm) or low (l05 mm) available soil water at 
the end of the fallow period, prior to planting grain 
sorghum. The predicted yields for each case (high 
or low soil water content) were ranked and plotted 
to illustrate the probability of Obtaining yields as 
great as at a certain level. The graph shows that 
80% of the time, the extra soil-water content made 
a substantial contribution to the yield level. At the 
50% probability level. the high soil-water regime 
produced yield predictions of less than 4300 kg-I, 
and the low soil water regime produced yield pre-
dictions of less than 5000 kg ha- l . These yields are 
too high for the Bushland area compared to those 
in Figure 2. The reasons for yield overpredictions 
are not yet understood, but the principle of the 
response to soil water is valid. Under lower soil-
water regimes (e.g., different soils or annual crop-
ping), the two curves would come together in the 
driest 10-20% of the years, as well as in the wettest 
years because the rainfall would not provide ade-
quate water to produce a crop without a contribu-
tion from stored soil water. 
De Wit and Penning de Vries (1985) present a 
good overview of a hierarchy of models with 
increasingly complex models used when more lim-
iting factors of production are considered-from 
light interception and temperature to water, ni-
trogen, phosphorus, and other minerals. Each level 
of model incorporates concepts from the previous 
level of model and includes additional production-
controlling processes. 
Intermediate level models span research and 
operational applications. They allow researchers 
to interrelate knowledge from different disciplines. 
They have contributed considerably to the advance-
ments of science by drawing attention of the scien-
tists to description of processes and mechanisms. 
and to quantitative rather than qualitative descrip-
tions of relationships. The data requirements are 
generally available, but an expert must oversee 
compilation of data sets to ensure high quality 
data. It is important to remember that there are 
still many empiricisms built into most of these 
models and few of them have been rigorously 
tested and validated. Norman (1981) illustrated 
that intermediate level models have a tendency to 
produce large errors. 
Complex Models 
Complex models have not yet reached the point of 
general availability. Each model is generally linked 
to a specific researcher or research group. The goal 
of this type of model is to eliminate empiricism 
from the model; to describe the plant canopy in 
physical, biological, and physiological terms. When 
this type of model has been developed and vali-
dated, it is extremely flexible in potential applica-
tions. Norman has applied the CUPID model to 
such diverse applications as analysis of canopy 
temperature (Norman 1979). leaf wetness (Nor-
man and Campell 1983), and microclimate and 
pest management (Norman 1982). The input re-
quirements for complex models are quite exten-
sive, including detailed hourly climatic data, soil 
and plant reflectance properties, leaf size, leaf 
angle distribution, root distribution, plant and 
canopy resistances, etc. 
Complex models incorporate existing knowl-
edge about crop production systems, and contrib-
ute to the advancement of the agricultural sciences 
by narrowing down gaps in the existing knowl-
edge. Use of complex models requires an active 
and well-supported research program to allow 
investigation of relationships and processes that 
are not well understood. They are not used in 
operational programs at this time because the data 




In future, many modeling applications will utilize 
'expert systems,' which incorporate existing knowl-
edge into computer-based systems, organized to 
aid in decision making (Grable, In press). Compu-
ter hardware and software are being developed, 
which will establish decision-making processes 
patterned after the human decision-making pro-
cesses. The computer will make many of the 'trial 
and error' iterations involved in decision making, 
utilizing encoded rules, data bases, and user int~r­
face systems (Barrett et al. 1985). Expert systems 
provide a way of 'packaging' models that make 
them easily accessible to users and easy to inter-
pret. The models embedded in current expert sys-
tems are generally sophisticated, intermediate-
level models. An expert system, COMAX (Cotton 
Management expert), is currently being tested by 
cotton growers in the southeastern lJ nited States 
to aid in making management decisions, relating to 
in-season fertilizer application, irrigation. harvest 
date, and other factors (Agricultural Research 
Service 1986). CO M AX incorporates a crop growth 
model called GOSSYM (Baker et al. 1983); user 
interface programs and built-in data bases differ-
entiate between the 'model' and the 'expert system' 
that was developed specifically as a decision-
making tool for farm managers. 
Systems Analysis 
For any modeling effort to be successful, it must be 
undertaken as a part of a project that has specific 
and achievable objectives. A model should be 
viewed as a tool used to achieve a goal, rather than 
as an achievement by itself. The overall process of 
solving problems by the use of a model will be 
described in this paper as 'systems analysis'. The 
essential components of systems analysis are out-
lined in Figure 5. As is indicated, systems analysis 
is an iterative procedure-the results of each effort 
are used to refine and improve previous steps until 
a satisfactory level of performance 'as initially 
defined by the project team' is achieved. 
Setting Simulation Project Objectives 
A crucial step in the problem-solving process is the 
statement of clear, obtainable goals. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of systems analysis 
including model de,elopment. 
A group that sets a goal to 'stop soil erosion' or 
to 'end world hunger' will not achieve those goals 
in the foreseeable future. Instead their efforts 
might become so diffuse and the possibility of 
achieving their goal so hopeless that very little will 
actually be accomplished. Several components are 
necessary for goal setting. First, it is necessary to 
identify and then maintain active, two-way com-
munication with the end user throughout the proj-
ect. A model written to provide information about 
maize yields to a national agricultural ministry will 
be very different from a model which is written to 
provide information to a farmer. It is important to 
be realistic in evaluating available resources includ-
ing people, money, data, and facilities, and to spec-
ify a time frame for the completion of various 
stages of the project. An additional factor that is 
often omitted is the specification of required per-
formance levels of the model and the evaluation 
techniques. An example of this might be that the 
model should be able to predict regional maize 
yields to the Agricultural Ministry within 25% of 
actual yields, 9 years out of 10, with a lead time of 
four weeks before harvest begins. If the goals are 
set keeping these criteria in mind, then the model-
ing group will be able to determine when they have 
met their goals and finished the project. 
This goal-setting step should include the active 
participation of the end user, i.e., the research team 
that will be putting the model together, and the 
administrative hierarchy which will be overseeing 
the project. 
State Hypotheses and Assumptions 
Once the objectives of the project are stated, then 
the process of trying to accomplish those goals can 
begin. At this point, the hypotheses and assump-
tions under which the team will be working should 
be clearly stated. In order to do this in a manner 
that will lead naturally into a modeling effort, the 
problem should be broken down into manageable 
subunits. The assumptions and hypotheses asso-
ciated with each subunit must first be set out in 
specific and quantifiable statements, and then 
interactions among the various subunits must be 
defined. Rather than stating that 'growth is related 
to water use of plant', a more usable hypothesis 
would be that 'the daily dry-matter production of 
the crop decreases from some upper limit as trans-
piration for the plant on that day'. McKinion and 
Baker (1982) listed important hypotheses and as-
sumptions that were identified and then incorpo-
rated into a cotton growth model. 
As was the case in setting the overall objectives 
of the project, active participation at all levels from 
administrative through scientific to user levels is 
necessary to adequately define the assumptions 
and hypotheses under which the project will be 
conducted. 
Formulate Hypotheses and Assumptions 
Formulation of hypotheses is the process of ex-
pressing ideas stated verbally in a mathematical 
form. The process of formulating hypotheses and 
assumptions associated with the project may be 
quite time consuming. However, a logical sequence 
of steps should be followed just as in the previous 
phases. The first step is to graph the interesting 
relationships using existing data or knowledge. 
Locating and evaluating the usefulness of avaifable 
data requires considerable knowledge of the sub-
ject matter. After looking at the data in a graphical 
form, each hypothesis should be rewritten in an 
appropriate numerical form that describes the 
shape of the curve indicated by the points on the 
graph and the equations solved to obtain the coef-
ficients associated with each equation (Ross 1981). 
In many cases, the dependent variable (unknown) 
of one equation will be used as the independent 
variable (known) of another equation. There are 
many statistical hazards associated with this pro-
cedure, but they are unavoidable in many types of 
model building. Consultation with a statistician at 
this point may produce a more valid and stable 
model (Chanter 198 J). Equations must then be 
translated into computer code for solution. 
This step of the systems analysis process differs 
from the other steps in that it must be conducted by 
people with specific scientific, technical, mathem-
atical, statistical, and! or computing skills. If the 
team responsible for conducting the project is lack-
ing in some of these skills, it can reasonably seek 
assistance from persons who have the necessary 
expertise (i.e., mathematicans, statisticians, sys-
tems analysts), and who have not been involved in 
setting the overall goals and defining the hypo-
theses and assumptions of the project. However, it 
is essential that at least one person be reasonably 
familiar with all levels of the project, including 
the system being modeled, the data sets available 
for model building. and the basic formulation 
procedures. 
Make a Run of the Model 
Initial runs of the model should be made at a fairly 
early stage to evaluate the reasonableness of the 
overall approach taken and to identify areas that 
require or would respond most to additional 
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efforts. To make a run of the model, someone who 
knows the system well must assign initial values to 
variables and assign values to the identified con-
stant. Scientists who have been involved in the 
formulation of the model and end users of the 
model are likely to provide the most reasonable 
initial input values. 
Evaluate Model Output 
Once the earliest output of the model is obtained, 
the process of improvement and refinement begins. 
The first step, commonly referred to as 'debugging' 
involves checking that the computer code is work-
ing on the calculations which the programmers 
intended it to work on according to the hypotheses 
outlined by the project team. The next step is to 
verify that the results ofthe simulation make sense 
according to existing knowledge about the system, 
e.g., that predicted yields fall within a reasonable 
biological range or increase with increasing water 
or nutrient availability. It is likely that several iter-
ative steps will be required before a reasonable 
prediction is made by the model. If the results of 
the simulation do not appear reasonable, there are 
several possible options. Sets of initial values for 
variables and constants can be tried to best des-
cribe the conditions of simulation. If no set pro-
duces a reasonable result, then the formulation of 
the project hypotheses should be examined. Per-
haps inappropriate equation forms were used to 
describe the data. Some of the variables may need 
to be limited to a specific range of values (e.g., 0.0 
< )( < 1.0) so that an equation may make physical 
or biological sense. Inadequate data may have 
been used to describe the process of interest. Field 
or controlled-environment experiments may have 
to be designed to collect the necessary data to 
describe certain relationships needed in the model. 
The model predictions should be compared to 
independent field data to validate the predictions. 
A sensitivity analysis should be made to determine 
the degree of accuracy necessary in the input varia-
bles. If change in an input variable results in large 
changes in the model prediction, then that variable 
must be measured accurately. In models with many 
subroutines, each important relationship may need 
to be validated separately so that the model may 
reasonably predict the performance of the crucial 
processes. 
If all the relationships taken separately seem 
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reasonable. and the model still fails to produce 
reasonable results, the hypotheses and assump-
tions under which the project is being conducted, 
or even the overall objectives of the project, should 
be reexamined and restated if necessary. Although 
the early evaluation processes may be carried out 
by programmers and technical people, in the later 
evaluations, the entire team must be involved. 
Summarize the Project Results 
Once the model is performing at the level that was 
originally specified in the objectives, the necessary 
simulation analysis should be conducted, summar-
ized, and communicated to the end user. 
Using Existing Models in Systems 
Analysis 
Needless to say, the above process is time consum-
ing and a considerable amount of expertise and 
resources are necessary to develop a model. When 
possible, it would help to utilize an existing modeJ 
to accomplish a different set of objectives other 
than those for which it was originally written. 
When using an existing model, a group should use 
the same basic steps as described above. but the 
procedure can often be expedited by using an exist-
ing model as outlined in Figure 6. Once the project 
objectives are clearly defined, then one or more 
models should be identified that may be suitable 
for use in the simulation. The next step is to ana-
lyze each model in question quite thoroughly. 
First the assumptions and hypotheses that are 
incorporated into the model should be identified to 
make sure they do not limit the modeJ from the 
application in question. It is important to analyze 
all the assumptions incorporated in all the subrou-
tines before using the model. This procedure is 
greatly facilitated by communication with the 
developer of the model. Sometimes, well written 
documentation of the model is available, but this is 
the exception rather than the rule. Certain parts of 
most models are much better documented than 
others. In some cases, documentation may des-
cribe earlier versions of the model that have since 
been modified, sometimes extensively. If most 
components of a model seem acceptable for the 
desired application but a few assumptions or hypo-
theses seem inappropriate or wrong, then modifi-
r 
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of sys1ems analysis 
using existing models. 
cation of certain subunits of the model may be 
possible without developing a new modeL Dan-
neker (1984) discussed in some detail the evalua-
tion of two published models-an empirical, re-
gression based model (Hodges and Kanemasu 
1977) and an intermediate level model (de Wit et a1. 
J978)-for use in yield prediction programs and 
climate-yield potential analysis. He was not satis-
fied with predictions of either model, so in order to 
use one of them, he would be required to reevaluate 
the assumptions built into the models. In this case, 
the tested models could not be used 'off the shelf, 
but improvement of the existing models might save 
a lot of time compared to developing an entirely 
new model for the desired application. 
By the time a model is published and distributed 
to other users, the developers almost certainly will 
have verified that it performs reasonably well, i.e., 
it provides plausible answers. However, before the 
model is used for other applications, its perfor-
mance should be evaluated using independent data 
sets, Le., data sets that were not used in the model 
devel.Dpment or calibration proced ure. The valida-
tion data sets should cover a wide range of condi-
tions to ensure stable model performance as was 
illustrated by Slabbers et al. (1979). With interme-
diate to complex models, validation of the sub-
components rather than validation of the entire 
model is often necessary (Bell 1981), 
In another type of model evaluation, a sensitive 
analysis of the input variables needs to be done to 
know how sensitive the model is to a particular 
input variable in order to evaluate the quality of 
the input data required for simulation work. Ter-
jung et al. (1982) describe a sensitivity analysis of 
the input variables to an evapotranspiration model. 
The model developers or an independent group 
may have already conducted validation tests on the 
modeL If not, this should be done before the model 
is utilized for simulation work. In most cases, the 
model must provide not only a plausible, but a 
reasonably accurate answer. The validation pro-
cess defines the confidence with which you can 
accept the accuracy of the answers provided by the 
model. 
When using a properly validated model, simula-
tion analysis can progress fairly quicldy to the 
stage of making the initial runs. At this point, the 
performance of the model is evaluated, and through 
an iterative procedure, the initial input values and 
formulation of the hypotheses are modified, if 
necessary. Satisfactory performance of the model 
should be expected relatively quickly. The project 
team can then complete its simulation, and report 
the results to the end user. 
Data Requirements and Availability 
In order for any type of model to contribute to an 
agricultural research or development project, it is 
essential that good data sets be available. Histori-
cal data sets are essential for model development 
and validation. Ongoing data collection is essential 
for model improvement and operational programs 
where prediction of current or future production is 
desired. 
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Development of large·scale, statistical models 
requires data collected over long periods of time 
and from many locations. These types of data are 
seldom available in areas that have only recently 
been developed for agricultural production. The 
necessary agronomic data sets are seldom available 
to model new agricultural production techniques 
or strategies. Climatic data can be generated sto-
chastically using climate models such as those des-
cribed by Richardson (1981, 1982) to extend eva· 
luation of management practices over long periods 
of time. However generated climatic data cannot 
be used for model development. 
Complex models require a very technical, well-
funded research program to support their devel-
opment. Use of complex models requires detailed, 
accurate, and precise input, so data sets must be 
collected and monitored by highly trained techni-
cal staff and specialists. It is important for the 
development of complex models to continue, but 
they do not offer the potential for current applica-
tions. The models at this time are research-, not 
applications-oriented. and the payoff for their 
development may be far in the future. 
Intermediate level models offer the combined 
ben~fit of a manageable data requirement and a 
greater level of transferability than simpler models. 
Within the broad category of intermediate level 
models, a wide range of model types is available for 
different applications. Developing agricultural pro-
grams can take advantage of existing models by 
concentrating on validation of models for the 
desired applications and modification of existing 
models, where necessary. 
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Considerations economiques et agro-ecologiques 
pour I'adoption des technologies nouvelles par ]'exploitant 
M. Krause, M. Kadi, Chandra Reddy, R. Deuson et I. Mahaman1 
Resume 
Des essais en milieu reel sur I 'association des cultures de mil et de nieM ont etc installts par 
l1NRAN en /985 dans trois regions du Niger alin d'l::valuer Ie potentiel pour I 'adoption de 
nouveJJes technologies prometteuses mises au point en station. L 'analyse des resultats de /985 
montre que Ie traitement comprenant une variete amelioree de mil, une densite accrue, et des 
epandages d'engrais, a produit dans les trois villages des rendements significativement plus 
eleves que Ie traitement temoin utilisant la technologie traditionnelle, bien qu1l ne fut econo-
miquement rentable que dans deux des trois villages. On demontre que la rentabilite relative des 
nouvelles technologies est fortement influencee par les variations des prix des produits, la 
valorisation du travail familial, la pluviometrie et la fertiJite des sols. On discute egalement 
I 'effet de la haute variabilite des rendements en 1985 sur la perception des aleas. Par consequent, 
ces considerations affectent la rentabiJite economique des nouvelles technologies qui doit etre 
evaluee avant de formuler des recommandations agronomiques. 
Abstract 
Economic and agroecological considerations for the adoption of new technologies by 
farmers: On-farm agronomic trials 01 associated millet and cowpeas were instai1ed by INRAN 
in 1985 in three regions of Niger in order to evaluate the potential for adoption ofpromisiJlg new 
technologies from the research station. An analysis 01 the 1985 results in three villages shows 
that a treatment combining an improved variety of millet, increased density, and applications of 
fertilizer gives significantly higher yields than the traditional treatment, but was more profitable 
in only two of the three villages. Relative profitability of new technologies is shown to be highly 
influenced bv variations in markets, the valuation of family labor, rainfall, and soil fertility. The 
effect of high variation in the 1985 yields on risk perception is also discussed. These considera-
tions clearly affect the profitability of new technologies, which must be evaluated before 
agronomic recommendations can be made. 
Introduction 
Le devcloppement des nouvelles technologies agri-
coles pour augmenter et stabiliser la production 
alimentaire est un des buts principaux de la 
recherche agricole au Niger. Celles-ci peuvent 
inclure des varietes ameliorees, des nouvelles pra-
tiques pour la preparation du sol, des modes ade-
I. Chercheurs, Institut national de recherches agronomiques du Niger (lNRAN). Niamey. Niger. 
lCRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) 1989. Soil, Crop. and Water Management Systems ~or 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop. 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Saheban 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISAT. 
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quats de semis, la rotation des cultures, l'utilisation 
d'engrais, les traitements phytosanitaires, etc. 
Toutes ces nouvelles technologies, prises separe-
ment ou dans leur ensemble, ont demontre leur 
potentiel pour augmenter la production alimen-
taire. Cependant, elles ne sont reellement profit a-
bles que dans 1a mesure ou elles sont comprises et 
adoptees par les exploitants. Afin d 'evaluer les 
potentialites d 'adoption de nouvelles technologies 
performantes en station, Ie Departement de re-
cherche en economie rurale (DECOR) de l'Institut 
national de recherches agronomiques du Niger 
(IN RAN) a initiedes essais en milieu reel dans trois 
regions du Niger des 1985. Bien que ne disposant 
que des resultats de deux campagnes agricoles dont 
ceux de la deuxieme campagne ne sont pas encore 
analyses en detail, on a decele plusieurs problemes 
economiques et agro-economiques qui doivent etre 
pris en consideration dans l'evaluation de la poten-
tialite de I'adoption de ces nouvelles technologies 
par les paysans nigeriens. 
Description de I 'essai 
cultures associees 
Trois sites ont ete selectionnes pour y implanter les 
essais: Maiguero (Arrondissement de Madarounfa, 
Departement de Maradi), Libore (Arrondissement 
de Kolo, Departement de Niamey) et Kouka 
(Arrondissement de Filingue, Departement de 
Niamey). Le site de Maiguero represente une zone 
a pluviometrie moyenne (normalement 400 mm 
par an) et est caracterise par des sols sablonneux et 
sablo-argileux. Le site de Libore represente une 
zone it pluviomerie moyenne et it sol sablonneux. 
Et Ie site de Kouka represente une zone a faible 
pluviometrie (normalement 400 mm) et a sols sab-
lonneux. Les trois sites ont fait I'objet d'enquetes 
socio-economiques approfondies menees par Ie 
DECOR it partir de 1984. 
Sur chaque site, 17-23 exploitants ont installe 
I'essai sur les cultures associees en 1985 (Samba et 
a1. 1986). Chaque exploit ant a cultive Ie mil et Ie 
niebe en association dans quatre parcelles elemen-
taires de 1000 m2• Dans ces parcelles ils ont installe 
quatre traitements dont la technicite cumule des 
pratiques traditionnelles (Traitement I) jusqu'au 
systeme qui combine les semences ameliorees, une 
densite elevee, et I'application d'engrais (Traite-
ment 4). Les quatre traitements s'emboitent de Ia 
f~on suivante : 
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• Traitement I : Systeme de I'exploitant (temoin). 
• Traitement 2 : Systeme de I'exploitant avec mil 
ameliore. 
• Traitement 3 : Association mil-niebe avec mil 
ameiiore et densites de mil et de niebe elevees. 
• Traitement 4: Association mil-niebe avec mil 
ameliore, densites elevees et les applications 
d'engrais. 
Des varietes differentes de mil et de niebe ont ete 
utilisees dans les trois sites. Pour Ie traitement lies 
exploitants de chaque region ont utilise la variete 
locale de mil pro pre it leur region. Pour les traite-
ment.s 2, 3, et 4, Ie CIVT a ete utilise it Maiguero, Ie 
P3 Kolo a Libore et Ie HKP it Kouka. En 1985 les 
varietes locales de niehe ont ete utilisees parce que 
les varietes ameliorees de niehl: n 'etaient pas 
disponibles. 
Pour les traitements 3 et 4 en 1985, la densite de 
mil etait de 9000 poquets par hectare et la densite 
de niehe etait de 27000 poquets par hectare. Deux 
lignes de niebe ont ete inserees entre deux Iignes de 
mil. L 'ecartement entre les lignes de mil etait de 1,5 
m, et I'ecartement entre les lignes de niebe de 0,5 m. 
Pour Ie traitement 4, 100 kg de phosphate super 
simple et 50 kg d'uree ont ete appliques. Le phos-
phate super simple a ete applique et enfoui par 
methode locale avant Ie semi~. L'uree a ete appli-
quee a cote des poquets de mil en deux apports au 
moment du premier sarclage et au debut de la 
montaison du mil. 
Les rendements moyens pour ces quatre traite-
ments en 1985 sont indiques dans Ie Tableau I pour 
chaque village. Malheureusement, les varietes de 
niehe utilisees en 1985 n 'ont pas donne des gousses, 
mais les fanes de niebe ont ete recoitees. 
Considerations economiques pour 
I 'adoption des technologies 
nouvelles 
Nous posons comme hypothese de depart que 
toute nouvelle technologie doit etre rentable avant 
d'etre adoptee par les exploitants. Beaucoup d'e-
tudes economiques ont demontre qu'on peut bien 
expliquer Ie taux et la vitesse de I'adoption des 
nouvelles technologies agricoles par leur rentabi-
lite et les contraintes it cette rentabilite. La premie-
re etude tres connue qui a clairement demontre 
cette relation est celIe de Griliches en 1957 a propos 
de I 'adoption des hybrides de mais aux Etats-U nis. 
Bien qu'il existe plusieurs facteurs sociaux et eco-
Tableau l. Rendements moyens de grains de mil et de fanes de niebe, par traitement et par vllJage. Essals en miUeu reel 
(EMR),1985. 
Rendement par traiement (kg ha- I) 
Erreur Type 
Site TI T2 T3 T4 (kg ha- I ) 
Libore (nl ::: 17) 
Mil, grain 263 451 297 508 40.2 
Niebe, fanes seches 472 541 941 991 68.5 
Kouka :; (n:::20) 
Mil, grain 238 354 306 452 20.7 
Niebe, fanes seches 78 66 192 164 15.7 
Maiguero (n=23) 
Mil, grain 284 358 309 590 33.8 
Niebe, fanes seches 778 787 1069 1387 97.0 
Note: Les rendements portant des )ettres differentes accusent des moindres differences significatiycs au niveau de 5%. 
I. n :: nombre d'cxp)oitants. 
logiques qui peuvent limiter I'adoption des nou-
velles technologies, les etudes del'uis celIe de Gri-
liches ont presque toujours demontre que les 
technologies qui sont clairement rentables et faisa-
bles techniquement sont rapidement adoptees 
(Feder et al. 1981). 
Cependant la question de 1a rentabilite des nou-
velles technologies evaluees dans I'essai sur les cul-
tures assodees de l'INRAN n'est pas simple. Les 
revenus bruts, bien qu'etant tres souvent faciles a 
calculer, suscitent ici quelques difficultes d'appre-
dation Ii cause de leurs variations dans Ie temps et 
entre les regions. Les couts des intrants achetes 
sont aussi faciles a calculer, mais l'intrant Ie plus 
important dans cet essai est celui de la main-
d'oeuvre. Parfois les exploitants engagent de la 
main-d 'oeuvre salariee, mais la plupart des opera-
tions sont faites par la main-d'oeuvre familiale, 
dont la valeur est estimee en fonction de ce qu'elle 
pourrait gagner en se faisant engager. Pour les 
exploitants de Libore, qui se trouvent 15 km de 
Niamey sur une route goudronnee, il y a tres sou-
vent des occasions de se faire engager pour un 
salaire journalier. Pour les exploit ants de Kouka et 
Maigureo ces occasions n'existent pas toujours. 
Donc, l'analyse de la rentabilite des nouvelles 
technologies comprend Ie cout de la main-d'oeuvre 
qui est valorisee au salaire journalier local, mais 
l'analyse indique aussi Ie revenu brut moins les 
coOts monetaires (coOts des semences et d'engrais). 
Par ailleurs de nombreuses autres informations 
sont necessaires pour une analyse economique 
complete. On peut citer les pertes dues au stockage, 
les quantites moyennes consommees et leur prix a 
la periode ou eUes ont ete consommees, Ie coOt de 
transport des produits sur les marches regionaux et 
Ie cout de transport des intrants achetes ailleurs. Le 
DECOR n'est pas encore arrive a integrer toutes 
ces considerations dans son etude de meme qu'il 
n'est pas arrive a chiffrer l'apport et Ie coOt de 
I'utilisation de la traction animale dans les essais. 
Resultats economiques 
des essais en 1985 
Les rhultats des analyses budgetaires pour la cam-
pagne 1985 sont largement influences par la pluvi-
ometrie. Dans les deux villages ou la pluviometrie 
etait superieure a 300 mm, Libore et Maiguero, 
chaque nouvelle technologie (Traitements 2, 3 et4) 
a toujours augmente les revenus bruts moins les 
coOts monetaires et Ie plus souvent a augmente les 
revenus nets (Tab. 2, 3 et 4). Mais si on suppose 
qu 'a Maiguero les produits sont vend us juste apres 
la recolte, Ie revenu net pour Ie traitement 3 (variete 
amelioree en haute densite) devient inferieur au 
revenu net pour la technologie traditionnelle (Te-
moin). Pour Ie troisieme village, Kouka, 00. Ia plu-
viometrie etait de 250 mm, seul Ie traitement 2 
(variete amelioree a la densite traditionnelle) etait 
plus rentable que la technologie traditionnelle 
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Tableau 2. Cal cui des revenus moyens et des indices economlques, bases sur les prix de janvier 1986, par traitement. 
EMR mil-niebe, Libore, 1985. 
Traitement 
Donnees techniques et Coats Tl T2 T3 T4 
Donnees techniques 
Rendements 
Mil (kg ha- I ) 263 451 297 508 
Fanes de Niebe (kg ha- I ) 472 54] 941 991 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (HJEI hal) 21.5 23.6 30.8 39.2 
Couts de production variables 
Intrants (FCFA2 hal) 2162 2218 4690 12190 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (FCFA ha- I ) 15050 16520 21560 27440 
Total (FCFA ha- I) 17212 18738 26250 39630 
Coats variables marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent (FCFA ha-
'
) 1526 7512 13380 
Temoin (TI) (FCFA ha-
'
) 1526 9038 22418 
Caicu]s des revenus globaux 
Revcnu brut (FCFA ha-
'
) 87113 110466 157532 179763 
Revenu brut moins couts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 84951 108248 152842 167573 
Revenu brut moins couts monetaires 
par jour de travail (FCFA HJE-') 3951 4587 4962 4275 
Revenu net3 (FCFA ha"l) 69901 91728 131282 ]40133 
Ca\Cul des revenus marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent 
Revenu brut-couts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 23297 44594 }4731 
Revenu net (FCFA ha- I ) 21827 39554 8851 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) 1430 527 66 
Temoin (TI) 
Revenu bruHouts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 23297 67891 82622 
Revenu net (FCFA ha-
'
) 21827 61381 70232 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) ]430 679 313 
I. HJE = Homme Jour Equivalent. 
2. FCFA = Franc de la Communaute Financiere d'Afrique. 50 CFA = 1 Franc Fran~ais. 
3. On ne tient pas compte des couts fixes. 
selon Ie revenu net ou selon Ie revenu brut moins les 
couts monetaires. II faut noter que les rendements 
du mil et du niebe pour Ie traitement 4 a Kouka 
etaient significativement superieurs a ceux du tra-
itement ], mais Ie traitement 4 apparait moins 
rentable que Ie traitement I. 
Le marche des produits determine aussi la ren-
tabilite des nouvelles technologies (Tab. 5). A 
Maiguero, si on utilise les prix de trois mois apres 
les recoltes ou les prix officiels de l'Office de pro-
duits vivriers du Niger (OPVN) au lieu des prix 
juste apres les recoltes, Ie revenu net pour Ie traite-
ment 3 reste superieur 11 celui du traitement 1. 
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Done, la variation des prix au cours de I'annee 
toute comme I'existence d'un marche officiel avec 
des prix fixes peuvent rendre une nouvelle tech-
nologie rentable alors qu'elle ne I'est pas si les 
produits spnt commercialises apres la recolte sur Ie 
marche local. 
Les differences des prix de marche des regions 
differentes peuvent aussi influencer I'adoption ou 
non d'une nouvelle technologie dans une region. 
Au moment de la recolte 1985, Ie prix de mil etait 
57% plus eleve a Libore qu'a Maiguero, et trois 
mois plus tard ce prix etait 97% plus eleve toujours 
en faveur de Libore. De meme, Ie prix de fanes de 
Tableau 3. Calcul des revenus moyens et des indices economiques, bases sur les prix de Janvier 1986, par traitement. 
EMR mll-nll~be, Koukl, 1'85. 
Traitement 
-_ .. 
Donnees techniques et Coats 
Donnees techniques 
Rendements 
Mil (kg ha- 1) 
Fanes de niebe (kg ha-1) 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (HJE ha-I) 
Coats de production variables 
lntrants (FCFA ha- 1) 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (FCFA ba-
'
) 
Total (FCFA ha- I) 
CoOts variables marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent (FCFA ha-!) 
Hmoin (TI) (FCFA ha- I ) 
Calculs des revenus globaux 
Revenu brut (FCF Aha-I) 
Revenu brut moins coO.ts monetaires (FCF Aha-I) 
Revenu brut moins coilts monetaires 
par jour de travail (FCFA HJE-I) 
Revenu net (FCF Aha-I) 
Caleul des revenus marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent 
Revenu brut-coOts monetaires (FCFA ha-
'
) 
Revenu net (FCFA ha- 1) 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) 
Hmoin (Tl) 
Revenu brut-coOts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 
Revenu net (FCFA ha-!) 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) 
I. On ne lienl pas compte des couts fixes. 
niebe it Libore y etait 3,5 fois plus eleve qu'i1 Mai-
guero pendant ces deux periodes. C'est surtout a 
cause de cet ecart de prix que les revenus nets par 
hectare pour les traitements (2 it 4 par rapport au 
traitement etaient seulement entre 2548 et 10 636 
francs CFA a Maiguero alors qu'ils etaient entre 21 
827 et 70232 francs CF A it Libore (prix de janvier 
1986). II est des lors evident que ces nouvelles 
technologies interesseront plus les paysans de 
Libore que ceux de Maiguero si ees ecarts de prix 
sont maintenus. 
II y a aussi les variations des prix de produits 
d'une annee it I'autre. Surtout it cause du rende-
ment nul en grains de niebe en 1985, Ie prix et les 
revenus de la vente de fanes de niebe etaient tres 
importants. A Maiguero, la vente de fanes de niebe 
TI T2 T3 T4 
238 354 306 452 
78 66 192 164 
23.5 22.7 33.5 40.2 
3095 2935 8275 15775 
16660 15890 23450 28140 
19755 18825 31725 43915 
-930 12900 12190 
-930 11970 24160 
13050 17910 19530 25260 
9955 14975 11255 9485 
418 660 336 236 
-6705 -915 -12195 -18655 
5020 -3720 -1770 
-5790 -11280 -6460 
INFINI -87 -53 
5020 1300 -470 
5790 -5490 -11950 
INFINI -46 -49 
a constitue 60 it 70% des revenus bruts en utilisant 
les prix juste apres Ia recoite et 70 it 79% des reve-
nus bruts en utilisant les prix de janvier 1986. 
Cependant, en 1986 il y avait tant de fourages 
preferes aux fanes de niebe que Ie marche pour ees 
fanes etait negligeable it Maiguero et les exploi-
tants ont refuse de les recolter. Done, la rentabilite 
d 'une technologie basee sur Ia production en fanes 
depend d'un march€! stable et remunerateur. 
Autres observations 
economiques en 1985 
Deux autres considerations economiques se sont 
montrees importantes pour l'adoption des nou-
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Tableau 4. Calcul des revenus moyens et des indices economiques, bases sur les prix de janvier 1986, par traitement. 
EMR mil-niebe, Maicuero, 1985. 






Fanes de niebe (kg ha- I) 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (HJE ha- I) 
Couts de production variables 
Intrants (FCFAI ha- I ) 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (FCFA ha- I) 
Total (FCFA ha- I ) 
Couts variables marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent (FCFA ha- I ) 
Temoin (TI) (FCFA ha-
'
) 
Calculs des revenus globaux 
Revenu brut (FCFA ha-
'
) 
Revenu brut moins couts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 
Revenu brut moins couts monetaires 
par jour de travail (FCFA HJE-I) 
Revenu net (FCFA ha-
'
) 
Calcul des revenus marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent 
Revenu brut-couts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 
Revenu net (FCFA ha- I ) 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) 
Temoin (TI) 
Revenu brut-couts monetaires (FCFA ha- I ) 
Revenu net (FCFA ha-') 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) 
I. On ne tient pas compte des couts fixes. 
velles technologies. D'abord il faut considerer I'in-
certitude des rendements, et les risques econo-
miques que cette incertitude pose aux exploitants, 
surtout s'ils achetent des intrants. Deuxiemement, 
on doit considerer la structure d 'approvisionne-
ment des semences ameliorees et les engrais et la 
disponibilite de I'argent en espece ou du credit 
agricole. 
La plupart des analyses du comportement des 
exploitants paysans envers les risques econorniques 
indique que leurs perceptions des risques influen-
cent leur choix de cultures et de technologie (Abalu 
et Da Silva 1980, Anderson 1980, Binswanger et al. 
1980, Lang et al. 1984). Done, si meme la recherche 




































































technologie soit superieure a la technologie tradi-
tionnelle, il y a tres peu de chance que les exploi-
tants l'adoptent. 
Enfin notons que toutes les recommandations 
qu'on peut faire suite a I 'analyse de nos essais rep-
osent sur I'hypothese de l'existence d'un marche 
local des semences ameJiorees et des engrais. II faut 
aussi considerer que la plupart des exploitants 
n 'avait pas assez d 'argent au debut de la campagne 
de 1985 pour acheter les intrants agricoles it cause 
de la secheresse de 1984. Puisqu'il n 'existe pas d'in-
stitution de credit accessible aux exploitants de 
Maiguero et de Kouka, il n 'est pas du tout certain 
qu'ils auront regulierement des moyens d'acheter 
des intrants. 
Tableau 5. Les prix de produits et les Revenus Drub, par site, par marc he, et par traitement. EMR mil-niebe, 1985. 
Prix 
Marche, Site, Produit (FCFA kg-I) 
Marche local (recolte) : 
Libore 
Mil, grains 63 
Niebe, fanes 110 
Total 
Kouka 
Mil, grains 42 
Niebe, fanes 20 
Total 
Maiguero 
Mil, grains 40 
Niebe, fanes 28 
Total 
Marche local (Jan 86) : 
Libore 
Mil, grains 71 
Niebe, fanes 145 
Total 
Kouka 
Mil. grains 45 
Niebe. fanes 30 
Total 
Maiguero 
Mil, grains 36 




Mil, grains 70 
Niebe. fanes 127.5 
Total 
Kouka 
Mil, grains 70 
Niebe. fanes 25 
Total 
Maiguero 
Mil. grains 70 




A part la pluviometrie, qui est discutee par ailleurs, 
la qualite des sols a fortement influence les rende-
Traitement 
Tl T2 T3 T4 
16569 28413 18711 32004 
51920 59510 103510 109010 
68489 87923 122221 141014 
9996 14868 12852 18984 
1560 1320 3840 3280 
11556 16188 16692 22264 
11360 14320 12360 23600 
21784 22036 29932 38836 
33144 36356 42292 62436 
18673 32021 21087 36068 
68440 78445 136445 143695 
87113 110466 157532 179763 
10710 15930 13770 20340 
2340 1980 5760 4920 
13050 17910 19530 25260 
10224 12888 11124 21240 
31120 31480 42760 55480 
41344 44368 53884 76720 
18410 31570 20790 35560 
60180 68978 119978 126353 
78590 100548 140768 161913 
16660 24780 21420 31640 
1950 1650 4800 4100 
18610 26430 26220 35740 
19880 25060 21630 41300 
26452 26758 36346 47158 
46332 51818 57976 88458 
ments et done 1a rentabilite des traitements dans Ie 
village de Maiguero. A Maiguero les rendements 
de mil elaient fortement lies (coefficients de corre-
lation par traitement de 66 it 84%) a la capacite 
d 'echange cationique (CEC) qui est un des indica-
teurs principaux de la fertilite du sol. II y avait aussi 
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une corr~lation forte entre la CEC et les autres 
indicateurs de la fertilite du sol. Les observations 
de la CEC (exprimee en meq 100 g-I) ont varie 
entre ),4 et 2,9 a l'exception d 'une observation a 
4,2. Si on calcule les rendements et les revenus nets 
moyens pour les 11 exploitants (parmi les 23) pour 
lesqueJles les observations de la CEC etaient de 2,0 
ou moins, on decele que les revenus nets pour Ies 
traitements 2, 3 et 4 sont tous inferieurs au revenu 
net du temoin (Tab. 6). Ces resultats indiquent que 
les sols avec tres peu de CEC ne peuvent pas sup-
porter une haute densite de mil et de niebe meme 
avec une application d 'engrais commercial com-
prenant I'azote et Ie phosphore en dose moyenne. 
De tels probJemes du sol doivent etre resoJus avant 
de pratiquer une agriculture intensive. 
Conclusion 
II est evident que les differences significatives des 
rendements ne constituent pas une base suffisante 
Tableau 6. Calcul des revenus moyens et des indices konomiques. pour les champs dont la CEC est moins que 2,0 base 
sur les prix de janvier 1986. EMR mll-niebe, Malguero. 
Traitement 
Donnees techniques et CoOts TI T2 T3 T4 
Donnees techniques 
Rendements 
Mil (kg ha-I) 194 209 139 330 
Fanes de niebe (kg ha-I) 784 776 884 1219 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (HJE ha- I ) 22.1 22.3 31.7 43.9 
CoOts de production variables 
Intrants (FCFAI ha-I) 2240 2560 6400 13900 
Main-d'oeuvre familiale (FCFA ha- I) 13260 13380 19020 26340 
Total (FCFA ha-I) 15500 15940 25420 40240 
Coilts variables marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent (FCFA ha-I) 440 9480 14820 
Temoin (Tl) (FCFA ha-I) 440 9920 24740 
Calculs des revenus globaux 
Revenu brut (FCFA ha-I) 38344 38564 40364 60640 
Revenu brut moins coOts monetaires (FCFA ha-I) 36104 36004 33964 46740 
Revenu brut moins coOts monetaires 
par jour de travail (FCFA HJE-I) 1634 1615 1071 1065 
Revenu net (FCF Aha') 22844 22624 ]4944 20400 
Calcul des revenus marginaux par rapport au 
Traitement precedent 
Revenu brut-coQts monetaires (FCF Aha-I) -100 -2040 12776 
Revenu net (FCFA ha-1) -220 -7680 5654 
Taux marginal de remuneralion (%) -50 -81 37 
Temoin(TI) 
Revenu brut-coQts monetaires (FCF Aha-I) -100 -2140 10636 
Revenu net (FCFA ha- I ) -220 -7900 -2444 
Taux marginal de remuneration (%) -50 -80 -10 
J. On ne tient pas compte des collt& fixes. 
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pour recommander les nouvelles technologies. Les 
resultats de J'essai des nouvelles technologies que 
I'INRAN a installe en 1985 dans trois regions diffe-
rentes du Niger ont montre une superiorite de ren-
dements significative pour une technologie qui 
combine une variete amelioree, une densite elevee 
et I'application d'engrais (Traitement I). Cepen-
dant, dans Ie village de Kouka cette superiorite de 
rendements n'etait pas suffisante pour assurer Ia 
rentabilite de Ia nouvelle technologie. M!me si on 
ignore Ie cout de Ia main-d 'oeuvre en ne conside-
rant que Ie revenu brut moins Ies couts monetaires, 
Ie traitement 4 etait moins rentable que Ie traite-
ment 1 it Kouka. L 'adoption des nouvelles tech-
nologies ne se fera que si elles s'averent rent abies 
economiquement pour Ies exploitants. Une evalua-
tion economique de la rentabilite d'une nouvelle 
technologie est done indispensable avant sa recom-
mandation en milieu paysan. 
Plusieurs facteurs economiques et deux facteurs 
agro-ecologiques ont clairement influence la ren-
tabilite des traitements. Parmi les facteurs econo-
miques, l'influence des prix differents des produits 
explique largement les differences de rentabilite 
des traitements entre les trois sites. Le stockage des 
produits et leur commercialisation qulques mois 
apres la recolte ou i'existence d'un marche officiel 
avec des prix fixes peuvent rendre des traitements 
rentables alors qu'ils ne Ie sont pas autrement. La 
valorisation de la main-d'oeuvre peut aussi influ-
encer la rentabilite des traitements evalues; ce fac-
teur doit de plus en plus etre considere dans reva-
luation de la rentabilite des nouvelles technologies 
afin de valoriser ie travail familial et pouvoir ecar-
ter les themes pouvant constituer des goulots d'e-
tranglement aux periodes de pointe de la cam-
pagne (semis, sarclages). A cause des variations 
elevees des rendements, il faut aussi considerer les 
risques qui se posent aux exploitants, surtout s'ils 
doivent acheter des intrants. Parmi les facteurs 
agro-ecologiques, la pluviometrie et la qualite du 
sol ont parfois influence fortement la rentabilite 
des nouvelles technologies. 
II apparait que l'adoption potentielle des nou-
velles technologies par les exploitants nigeriens est 
une question complexe. Afin de resoudre cette 
question, il faut evaluer les nouvelles technologies 
en milieu paysan OU il est possible de deceler Ies 
problemes qui peuvent freiner leur adoption. 
L'INRAN it travers Ie DECOR vient d'entamer 
I'evaluation des facteurs socio-economiques qui 
peuvent influencer I'adoption des nouvelles tech-
nologies. Cependant, ceUe premiere annee d'expe-
rience a prouve qu'il est aussi important de coHec-
ter et evaluer des informations concernant les 
marches des intrants et des produits ainsi que des 
informations concernant la pluviometrie et lessols. 
II faut considerer. par ailleurs, les differences et les 
variations des resultats economiques et agrono-
miques selon les regions, au sein de chaque annee, 
et d 'une annee it I'autre, et les risques que ces varia-
tions posent aux exploitants. 
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Economic Effects of Soil- and Water-Management 
Technologies: Preliminary Results from a Case Study 
Analysis in Mali 
J.e. Day and P. Ailleryl 
Abstract 
For Sudano-Sahelian farmers to adopt recommended soil- and water-management practices, 
technologies must be appropriate to the specific site conditions found in the farm setting and be 
consistent with the farmers' objectives and available resources. A whole-farm modeling 
approach to this problem is described and preliminary estimates of the ability of representative 
low-resource farmers in Mali to pay for increased soil-moisture conservation are presented. By 
increasing rainfall infiltration rates from 40 to 60%. farmers can double or even quadruple their 
disposable income, depending on rainfaJi. Income can be increased by another 50%, if infiltra-
tion rates are raised to 80%. 
Resume 
Effets economiques des techniques d'amenagement des sols et de l'eau-resultats preliminaires 
de I'ana)yse d'une etude de cas au Mali: Les technologies doivent etre adaptees aux conditions 
specifiques du terrain en milieu paysan. aux objectlfs des agriculteurs et aux ressources disponi-
bles pour que Ies paysans de la zone soudano-sahelienne soient capables d'adopter les mesures 
de conservation recommandees pour les sols et pour l'eau. Le probleme est decrit par 1 'approche 
d 'un modele base sur une exploitation agricoJe reeJle representative au Mali et par la presenta-
tion d 'evaluations preliminaires portant sur la capacite qu 'auraient des agriculteurs maliens 
disposant de ressources precaires de couvrir les frais inherents a la conservation de l'eau dans Ie 
sol. En augmentant Ie taux d'infiltration de pluie de 40 a. 60%, Jes paysans peuvent doubleret 
meme quadrupler leur revenu disponible selon 1 'importance des precipitations. Ce revenu peut 
etre encore augmente de 50% dans le cas ou les taux d'infiltration seraient portes a 80%. 
Introduction 
Improved soil fertility and moisture-management 
practices are probably the two most important 
factors in increasing agricultural productivity in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone of Africa. However, for 
farmers to adopt recommended soil- and water-
management practices, technologies must be 
adapted to the specific physical site conditions 
found on the farm. Improved technologies must 
also be consistent with the farmer's objectives and 
available resources. In this paper, the ability of a 
typical dryland farmer in western Mali to pay for 
increased soil moisture through improved rainfall 
infiltration is examined in the context of his whole 
farm operation. 
The paper begins with an overview statement 
summarizing the physical characteristics of rainfed 
1. Economists, Economic Research Service, USDA, Washington D.C., USA. 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics) J 989. Soil, Crop, and Water Management Systems for 
Rainfed Agriculture in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone: proceedings of an International Workshop, 7-11 Jan 1987. ICRISAT Sahelian 
Center, Niamey, Niger. Patancheru. A.P. 502324, India: ICRISA T. 
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agriculture in Mali. Next, a brief description of 
some appropriate emerging technology is pro-
vided. Finally, initial findings of a general case 
study dealing with the economics of soil-moisture 
conservation are presented. 
General Background: Dryland Farming 
in Mali 
As in other countries ofthe Sudano-Sahelian lone, 
rainfall is the primary determinant of crop produc-
tion in Mali. About 60% of the country receives' 
less than 200 mm per year (Fig. 1). Rainfall in the 
Mali 
Mauritania 
remaining portion is highly variable, both in terms 
oflength ofthe rainy season (Fig. 2) and amount of 
rainfall. Given that 90% of Mali's arable land is 
currently farmed under strictly rainfed conditions, 
there is considerable uncertainty regarding agricul-
tural production, as well as regarding investments 
in agricultural improvements, throughout the 
country. 
Exacerbating the difficulties of dry land farming 
in Mali is the generally poor quality of soil re-
sources. Crusting and sealing of soil is a wide-
spread problem. Moisture infiltration is generally 
poor due to the combination of high rainfall inten-
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Figure 2. Zones showing the length of the dependable rainy season in Mali (Source: Hargreaves and Samini 
1986 ). 
Moreover, the natural fertility of soils is low; 
organic matter is lacking, and soils are generally 
deficient in nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur. Clay 
soils tend to be neutral to alkaline, slowly permea-
ble, susceptible to flooding and difficult to manage 
with traditional tillage practices. Sandy soils tend 
to be acidic. Gravelly and stoney soils are generally 
infertile due to intense leaching. Aluminium and 
manganese toxicity may also exist in Mali soils 
(Jaynes et al. 1988, TAMS 1983). 
Mali's land resources have been classified into 
seven major categories: sand dunes 65%, plains 
10.4%, laterite 10.2%, waterlogged plains and 
depressions 1.6%, flooded land 2.1 %, rocky lands 
3.6%, and special land types 2.8% of the total land 
surface (Table 1). 
Table 2 indicates the distribution of land use in 
Mali, and shows that 85% of the cultivated land is 
planted with food grains. The primary cash crops, 
groundnuts and cotton, account for approximately 
15% of the cultivated land. Irrigation, primarily 
rice, accounts for approximately 10% of the arable 
land. 
From 1966 to 1983, the total food production 
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Table I. Land classification in Mali, 19831, declined at a rate of 0.5% per year (Shapouri et al. 1986). With a projected annual population growth 
Soil type Area (kmZ) Percentage rate of 3%, resulting in a doubling of the popula-
Sand dunes 795 689 65.2 tion in 25 years, the ability of Malian agriculture to 
Plains feed its population in future is in question (Fig. 3). 
Clay 12656 1.1 Declining land fertility and productivity at both 
Silt-loam 92140 7.5 the intensive and extensive margins leading to 
Loam 21410 1.8 resource degradation (Lallement 1986), coupled 
Laterite 123854 10.2 
Plains/ depressions 19657 1.6 
Waterlogged more than 
half the year 
Flooded lands 26203 2.1 Table 2. Areas planted to various crops, Mali 1984.1 
Rocky lands 43912 3.6 
Crop Area (ha) 
Special land types 34259 2.8 
Pearl millet! sorghum. other coarse grains 1655000 
Inclusion areas--.-areas too Rice 170000 
small to be accounted Cotton 128000 
for separately at the Maize 50000 
I: 500 000 sca Ie 50220 4.1 Groundnut 50000 
Total I 220QOO 100.0 Total area cropped 2053000 
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Figure 3. Per capita food production in Mali, J966-J983. (Source: Shapouri et al. 1986). 
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with the limited potential for major productivity 
increase or area expansion of irrigation (Eicher 
1986), suggest that measures must be adopted at 
the farm level to enable low resource dryland 
farmers to improve management of available land 
and water resources (Stewart et al. 1986). 
Technological Options 
for Soil/Water Management 
A number of recent studies have demonstrated the 
potential of practices such as animal traction for 
tillage operations, fertilization, tied ridging, and 
mulching to improve crop yields in dryland envi-
ronments (Delgado and McIntire 1982, CRED 
]976, Nicou and Charreau 1985, Sanders et al. 
1985). 
The studies point out that the new technologies 
may have certain negative effects that may restrict 
their adoption, e.g., animal-traction plowing may 
accelerate erosion and may conflict with labor 
requirements for planting; fertilization may not be 
effective without adequate water; tied ridges may 
increase labor requirements and are highly depen-
dent on soil type for success. 
It is also shown that interactive effects of these 
technologies may be substantially greater than 
their individual effects, e.g., the combination of 
tied ridges and fertilization (Roth and Sanders 
]986, Sanders et al. 1985, Lallement 1986). How-
ever, the farmer's learning curve for "packages" of 
new technologies may be a significant factor in 
expLaining slow widespread adoption. 
Although a number of research projects dealing 
with improved farming practices have been con-
ducted in Mali, little attention has been given to 
generating the economic information necessary for 
technology-feasibility studies. As a result, little is 
known about the costs and returns associated with 
new soil-water-management practices and equip-
ment, specific crop-response relationships, and 
farm resource use adjustments that accompany 
technology adoption. 
In the Mali context, therefore, the important 
research 0 bjectives are ( J) to identify existing prac-
tices and/ or new technologies that will fit the soil, 
rainfall, and other resource conditions of the dry-
land Mali farmer, and (2) to estimate technology 
cost ranges that the farmer may be able to absorb. 
The Mali Case Study 
For improved soil- and water-managementprac-
tices to be widely adopted, they must be compati-
ble with the particular farm-level setting in which 
they are to operate (Mallon and Spencer 1984). 
From a technical perspective, management practi-
ces must be suitable to the particular soils, rainfall 
patterns, and biological conditions in which the 
farmer must work. Moreover, these practices must 
be effective in helping the farmer to increase his 
income and must satisfy other objectives given the 
available capital and labor resources. 
Whole-farm modeling is widely recommended 
as a methodology for small-farm technology assess-
ments (Ghodake and Hardaker 1981, Nagy et al. 
1986). As one aspect of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA)/ United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID)/Tech-
nology for Soil Moisture Management (TSMM) 
project, a system of representative farm models are 
to be developed that give special consideration to 
soils, rainfall, and soil-moisture balance relation-
ships that are so critical to improved dryland agri-
cultural productivity. 
Under the first phase of this activity, a farm 
programming model was designed, based on a typ-
ical farming operation in the Kita region of western 
Mali. This model has a number of features that 
should make it a useful prototype for various ana-
lyses in Mali as well as in other dryland production 
areas in the SaheL The features of this model 
include crop technology options such as alterna-
tive planting schedules, fertilizer levels, intercrop-
ping, crop-residue management, and soil-moisture 
management practices. The water-balance com-
ponent of the model incorporates data on rainfall, 
infiltration efficiency, soil moisture, and evapo-
transpiration (ET) requirements during crop growth 
stages, and generates yield reductions associated 
with moisture stress. Under subsequent phases of 
the project, risk is to be incorporated as an explicit 
component in the model, and the model data base 
is to be expanded and improved. Eventually, the 
representative farm models are to be aggregated 
for use in regional analyses. 
In thlS analysis, we utilize our current represen-
tative Mali farm model to generate first approxi-
mations of the potential farm income changes with 
various levels of soil-moisture conservation. 
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Table J. Representative farm (traditional)l. 
Location: Kita region, Western Mali. 
Agroclimatic zone : Sudano-Guinean 




Family labor pool 
Crops 
: Alfisols (32% of cultivable lands 
in Mali) 
: 8 ha 
: 12 members 
: 5 adults (FTE) 
: Sorghum. pearl millet, ground nut, 
maize, rice. vegetables 
Technology : Tmditional, with no modern inputs 
Prices Official/ market 
Home consumption : Minimum nutritional requirements 
for family. 
I. Source: Flemming 1981. 
The Representative Mali Farm 
Drawing upon farm-level surveys conducted in 9 
villages and 55 farms in the Kita region during 1978 
and 1979, the basic characteristics of traditional 
farms in the area were identified (Table 3). 
Rainfall Pattern 
Data obtained from the Kita weather station was 
used as the basis for rainfall levels, probabilities, 
number of events per month, and other climatic 
information (F AO 1983, Hargreaves and Samini 
1986). The rainfall patterns at 50 and 75% (approx-
imately one standard deviation below the mean) 
are shown in Table 4. 
Infiltration, Evapotranspiration, 
and Crop Response 
Base infiltration estimates were generated from 
rainfall-runoff relationships reflecting soil charac-
teristics, ground cover, and rainfall intensities 
(USDA/ SCS 1986). Crop ET during each phase of 
crop growth was estimated using ET for a green 
cover crop and adjustment coefficients applicable 
to the representative farm crops (Doorenbos and 
Pruett 1975, Doorenbos and Kassam 1979). Crop 
yield response to moisture stress during growth 
stages was estimated using generalized crop-yield 
relationships developed by F AO through research 
literature review, empirical studies, and various 
water / crop-yield models (Doorenbos and Kassam 
1979). 
The relationship between ET and soil moisture 
which leads to soil-moisture deficits by crop growth 
stages, and hence crop yield reductions, is illus-
trated in Table 5 for one crop (sorghum/pearl 
millet), one alternative planting period (15 May-
I Jun), and one rainfall pattern (the 0.50 probabil-
ity rainfall). The complete analysis involves one 
relationship for each combination of five crops, 
four planting periods, three infiltration efficien-
cies, and two rainfall scenarios. 
The AnaJysis 
The analysis involves, first, estimating crop yields 
that might be expected with three alternative levels 
of infiltration efficiency and two levels of rainfall 
for each of several alternative planting dates. Infil-
tration levels chosen reflect low, medium, and high 
Table 4. Rainfall (mm) at Kita Station, during the cropping season, Mali. 
Probability Levels (%) 
4~week period Weeks 90 75 50 25 10 Mean 
23 Apr-20 May 17-20 4 9 21 39 62 27 
21 May-17 Jun 21-24 48 75 104 135 162 104 
18 June-IS Jul 25-28 98 135 175 216 253 175 
16 Jul-12 Aug 29-32 181 224 271 320 364 271 
13 Aug-9 Sep 33-36 198 237 287 344 401 294 
10 Sep-7 Oct 37-40 74 103 145 195 250 154 
8 Ocl-4 Nov 41-44 10 20 40 68 103 49 
Total 831 941 1074 1219 1360 1080 
I. Source: ICRISAT 1984. 
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Table 5. Evapotranspiration requirements (ETm) and soil moisture by time periods in sorghum/pearl millet growth 
cycle, Kita area, Mali (40% rainfall infiltration rate). 
Dates 
I Jan-IS May 
15 May-I Jun 
I Jun-15 Jun 
15 Jun-I Jul 
I Jul-15 Jul 
15 Jul-I Aug 
I Aug-IS Aug 


























I Sep-15 Sep 
15 Sep-I Oct 
I Oct-IS Oct 













I Nov-IS Nov 
15 Nov-I Dec 
I Dec-IS Dec 
Total 
levels of efficiency (i.e., approximately 40, 60, and 
80%). Then, using the whole-farm modeling tech-
nique, the optimal production plan associated with 
each infiltration rate and rainfall scenario was 
identified. 
Information generated from each solution in-
cludes: crop production and sales, home consump-
tion offood crops, resource use (land, labor, mate-
rial inputs, capital), and planting schedules selected 
in response to the rainfall soil-moisture and plant-
ET requirements. Disposable income after produc-
tion ex penses (excluding those for the soil-moisture 
conservation technology itself and any associated 
labor) was estimated. 
Disposable income, less returns to management 
and other household costs represent an estimate of 
the upper bound on annual costs the farmer could 
afford to pay to improve moisture infiltration. By 
comparing the results with each rainfall I moisture 
infiltration scenario, we can assess the differing 
farm-level effects of the three levels of soil-moisture 
conservation. In this analysis, however, the possi-
ble price-decreasing effects of yield-increasing soil-
moisture technology adopted by a large number of 
farmers was not considered. Utilizing the 50 and 
75% rainfall probability estimates provides a pic-
ture of the rainfall patterns and optimal farm 






The principal results of the analysis are shown in 
Table 6 and Figure 4. 
The analysis indicates that if farmers could 
increase their rainfall infiltration rate from, say, 40 
to 60%, disposable income would be excepted to 
rise by about] 25 000 Mali Francs (MF), i.e., about 
U.S. $278 based on the 1979 currency exchange 
Table 6. Infiltration efficiency, soil moisture level, and 
farm disposable income, by 0.5 and 0.75 rainfall proba-
bilities, Kita representative farm, Mali, 1979. 
Infiltration 
efficiency Soil moisture Disposable income l 
percentage (mm) 1000 MF 
0.5 2 0.75 1 0.5 1 0.75 1 
0.40 380 297 70 27 
0.60 580 455 198 149 
0.80 784 612 296 246 
I. Disposable income is defined as net income level associated 
with the optimal farm management plan. prior to deduction of 
the cost of soil-moisture conservation returns to management 
and miscellaneous household expenses. 
2. Rainfall probabilities. 
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Figure 4. Disposable income by infiltration efficiency, Kita represenlative farm. 
rate. Increasing efficiency from 60 to 80% would 
result in an additional income gain of slightly less 
than 100000 MF. 
If one assumes, for example, that 10% of total 
disposable income is necessary to cover the needed 
returns for management, then the amount of 
annual disposable income available for soil-mois-
ture conservation technology expenses (capital, 
interest on loans, operation, maintenance, and 
repairs) is nearly 90000-100000 MF, i.e., the aver-
age gain in disposable income associated with 
improving infiltration from 0.4 to 0.6 and 0.6 to 
0.8. When developing and distributing soil-moisture 
management equipment, the research and devel-
opment community and the credit institutions 
must consider these figures as a first approxima-
tion of the on-farm cost range. 
Figure 4 suggests that during the poor rainfall 
years, improvements in soil-moisture efficiency 
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can increase the amount of water available for 
plant uptake and in effect, move the farmer to 
equivalent soil moisture and income levels as those 
obtainable during the normal rainfall years. Tied 
ridges, bunding, small catchment basins, tillage 
practices that increase rainfall infiltration, and 
mulching are some of the techniques that offer the 
potential to achieve improved moisture conserva-
tion in this situation. 
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Les ~ecommandations suivantes ont ete faites par 
les divers groupes de travail. 
Groupe de travail sur les eontraintes 
agroeeologiques et systemes de production 
1. Pour un developpement futur de I'agriculture 
dans la zone soudano-sahelienne et pour une 
assistance aux institutions de recherche et de 
developpement, toutes les publications dis-
ponibles sur les systemes de production, Ie 
climat et les sols des differentes regions de la 
zone soudano-saheIienne doivent etre rassem-
blees et fichees. 
2. La zone soudano-sahelienne ne peut etre con-
sideree comme une zone homogene. La prio-
rite doit etre donnee it l'elaboration de cartes 
des systemes culturaux tels que la culture pure 
du mil, du sorgho et leurs associations. 
3. Des syntheses sur les renseignements disponi-
bles concernant Ie sol et Ie climat doivent faire 
ressortir l'utilite des analyses de risque et leur 
prise en compte. 
4. Des etudes systematiques sur Ie bilan hydrique, 
la croissance et les rendements permettront 
une utilisation optimale des ressources du sol 
et du climat. 
5. Les recherches de base doivent initialement 
etre entreprises sur les contraintes critiques du 
climat qui retardent Ie developpement des 
cultures. 
6. Des etudes doivent etre entreprises sur l'hete-
rogeneite et la distribution spatiale des sols a 
trois niveaux differents : champ, pays et 
region. 
7. Des efforts pour l'elaboration de syntheses 
utiles des interactions entre les systemes de 
production et les contraintes climatiques dans 
la zone soudano-sahelienne pourraient etre 
grandement appuyees par des sites appropries 
de stations experimentales. 
8. Des tests precoces sur les composantes des 
systemes de production dans les champs des 
cultivateurs peuvent favoriser la recherche et 
Ie transfert de technologie. 
9. II est urgent d'utiliser des donnees agroclima-
tologiques et pedologiques dans l'interpreta-
tion des donnees issues du champ du paysan. 
10. Les consequences ecologiques et economiques 
de l'incorporation des cultures de rente et du 
cheptel dans les systemes actuels de produc-
tion doivent etre etudiees. 
11. Des etudes sur la recolte de l'eau de pluie et 
son utilisation pour l'irrigation complemen-
taire peuvent aider it assurer la stabilite des 
systemes de production. D'autres recherches 
sont necessaires pour repertorier l'inter~t re-
cent des cultures de contre-saison dans la zone 
soudano-sahelienne. 
12. Des etudes sur Ie role de la vegetation natu-
relle et ses effets sur la croissance des cultures 
dans les systemes de production existants ne-
cessitent plus d 'attention. 
13. La modelisation est un outil efficace pour 
I 'examen des options pour une optimisation 
des systemes de production lorsqu'elle est 
appliquee aux contraintes climatiques. L'in-
ventaire des modeles disponibles doit aider a 
identifier les besoins futurs en donnees et en 
recherche. 
Groupe de travail sur I'amenagement des sols 
et des cultures pour l'utilisation efficace de 1'eau 
1. La priorite devrait etre donnee it I'etude des 
relations sol-eau-plante et plus particulierement 
au travail d u sol, I 'amelioration de I'infiltration, 
et de la recolte de l'eau, Ie controle des mau-
vaises herbes et les systemes d 'exploitation des 
cultures, y compris les cultures associees. 
2. De telles etudes devraient etre realisees selon 
une approche collaborative de type reseau de 
recherche dans laquelle un minimum commun 
de parametres identiques serait evalue de telle 
sorte que }'on puisse recourir it la modelisation. 
3. Le groupe a examine les divers problemes que 
rencontre l'agriculture pluviale et recommande 
d'etudier plus particulierement : 
• Le travail d u sol avec la prise en compte des 
effets a long terme sur les proprietes eda-
phiques, la matiere organique et la structure; 
• Le billonnage cloisonne en relation avec les 
conditions edaphiques et climatiques qui 
prevalent la ou ce systeme est applique. On 
fera particulierement attention a l'utilisation 
de 1a traction animale et d'instruments 
adequats; 
• L'effet de la densite des plantes, de l'espace-
ment des rangs et des associations et de leur 
interaction sur les relations sol-eau-plante; 
• Le controle it I'aide d'herbicides dans cer-
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taines situations et Ie desherbage mecanique 
avec traction animale. 
Groupe de travail sur I'amenagement 
de la fertilite du sol 
La faible productivite des sols de la zone soudano-
sahelienne est due a differents facteurs dont les 
principaux sont : les aleas climatiques; I'erosion 
eolienne et hydrique, Ie lessivage; la disparition 
progressive de la jachere~ et Ie faible niveau de 
technologie des agriculteurs. 
I. La productivite des sols 
L 'amelioration de cette faible prod uctivite con-
siste : 
• a prendre en consideration les facteurs phy-
sico-chimiques tels que la conservation de 
I'eau du sol, I'exploitation et la restauration 
des sols, I'amelioration de la fertilite, ainsi 
que les facteurs economiques lies it la fumure 
organique et minerale; 
• it dHinir des strategies adaptees it tous les 
differents niveaux d'intervention. 
2. Technologies transferees et transferables 
En matiere de technologies transferees et trans-
ferables, dans Ie domaine de l'amelioration de la 
fertilite des sols, il apparait important de consi-
derer les points principaux suivants : 
Fumures organiques. EmpJoi des fumures orga-
niques dans les associations culturales (cereales-
legumineuses); l'integration agriculture-elevage 
(fumier, parcage, cultures fourraghes); les pra-
tiques des engrais verts et paiIlage. 
Fumures minerales. Emploi de la fumure mine-
rale en tenant compte des doses, des types et 
formes d 'engrais, des dates d 'apport, des moda-
lites d'application et de J'environnement phy-
sique et economique de l'agriculteur; emploi des 
amendements mineraux (correction du pH). 
Valorisation des ressources nationales. En vue 
de limiter les importations et par consequent 
favoriser l'economie de devises, il est important 
de valoriser au maximum les ressources natu-
relies disponibles telles que Ie phosphate naturel, 
Ie gypse, la dolomie. 
Gestion du sol. L 'amelioration de la fertilite 
des sols doit tenir compte des pratiques cultu-
rales ameliorees et des techniques de gestion des 
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sols telles que la conservation de I'eau, Ie drain-
age, la defense et la restauration des sols, et Ie 
travail du sol (dont Ie billonnage). 
3. Les besoins en recherche fondamentale 
Par ordre prioritaire on retiendra : 
• une approche integree multidisciplinaire 
pour les differents aspects de la fertilite des 
sols; 
• une identification des carences et toxicite 
par elements et par zone en vue d 'aboutir a 
une cartographie de la fertilite des sols; 
• une etude de I 'utilisation de la fixation eco-
logique de l'azote; 
• une etude des effets des mycorhizes sur I'as-
similation par les plantes du phosphore; 
• un developpement de varietes tolerantes it 
I'acidite et l'alcalinite et au deficit hydrique. 
4. Les besoins en recherche appliquee 
La recherche appliquee doit etre multidiscipli-
naire et conduite en priorite en champs d'agri-
culteurs. Elle doit porter sur: 
• la definition de formules de fumure adaptees 
et economiques (les doses, les dates, et les 
modes d'application, les types d'engrais) par 
I 'etablissement de courbes de reponse, ceci 
prenant en consideration les systemes de 
culture; 
l'etude de I 'utilisation des fumures orga-
niques et des ressources locales: 
• I'etude de fumures speciales telles que les 
supergranules d 'uree sur Ie riz; 
• !'application mecanique des engrais. 
5. Collaboration entre institutions 
II est souhaitable que la collaboration entre 
institutions nationales et internationales so it 
renforcee par une meilleure diffusion des resu!-
tats de recherche, la preparation et 1 'execution 
de programmes collaboratifs de maniere it evi-
ter une duplication des efforts et de renforcer les 
echanges entre institutions. 
6. Besoins prioritaires 
Les besoins prioritaires ci-dessous doivent faire 
]'objet d'une attention particuliere : 
• recherche et formation a tous les niveaux; 
• diffusion des resultats en milieu paysan 
(vu Igarisation); 
• amelioration des circuits de distribution 
(commercia-lisation, infrastructure, etc.); 
• incitations it la production et disponibilite 
du credit agricole pour les agriculteurs et les 
fournisseurs tels que prix suffisants des pro-
duits agricoles, subventions pour les intrants. 
Groupe de travail sur l'amimagement des residus 
de cultures pour Ie betail et la conservation 
du sol et de I'eau 
Les paysans, interesses par une rentabilite a court 
terme, negligent souvent les strategies it long terme 
de conservation du sol. Le manque de temps et la 
main-d'oeuvre sont des contraintes majeures a 
l'utilisation de la jachere, alors que Ie manque de 
renseignement expJique la sous-exploitation de 
cultures d'utilite multiple, tel Ie niebe precoce. Le 
groupe a discute, entre autres, du parcage des ani-
maux, afin de faciliter Ie ramassage du fumier et Ie 
compostage des residus de recolte, et de I'utilisa-
tion des engrais verts. 
1. Renforcer les contacts entre les chercheurs et les 
paysans a tr .. /ers ks projets de vulgarisation et 
de developr .:ment ameliores. CeJa permettra 
une meilleuft utilisation des methodologies 
existantes et ameliorees, ainsi qu'une meilleure 
connaissance des contraintes liees au milieu 
paysan et a l'utilisation des residus de recolte. 
2. Des etudes agronomiques et economiques doi-
vent etre entreprises pour optimiser les systemes 
d 'utilisation des residus de recolte, pour une 
prod uction integree agriculture / eJevage et la 
conservation des sols et de l'eau. Ces etudes 
doivent etre realisees a un niveau regional 
(reseau). 
3. Mettre au point des systemes de gestion integree 
agriculture / elevage / paturage pour maximiser 
la qualite, la quantite, et la gestion des residus 
provenant des cultures et des terrains de par-
cours. 
4. Augmenter la production de biomasse, en iden-
tifiant des especes et des varietes vegetales. 
5. Determiner les modalites d'application (quan-
tite, frequence) de la matiere organique pour ie 
maintien de la fertilite du sol, ralentir l'erosion 
et ameliorer la conservation du sol et de J'eau. 
Groupe de travan sur .'incidence socio-economique 
des technologies ameliorees des systemes 
d'exploitation 
Le groupe a decide de se situer a trois niveaux : 
parcelle, exploitation, village. A ce jour, les pay-
sans ant ete reticents a adopter des technologies 
nouvelles pour des raisons diverses : risque finan-
cier, savoir-faire technique, manque d'argent et 
diverses contingences socio-economiques. 
I. Les technologies nouvelles devraient e:tre recom-
mandees en concordance avec les problemes 
identifies en commun avec les paysans. Elles 
devraient etre testees dans les champs paysans 
avant d'etre diffusees, et Ie fait de rendement 
superieur n'est pas Ie seul critere decisif. 
2. On devrait faire un inventaire de toutes les 
technologies recommandees aux paysans, de 
meme que des obstacles a leur adoption. 
3. Les technologies doivent etre appropriees au 
site et a d'autres contingences externes de l'ex-
ploitation. Cela est particulierement important 
quand on met au point des solutions alternatives. 
4. U ne collaboration interdisciplinaire pour la 
solution de problemes au niveau paysan est plus 
urgente que les etudes sectorielles en profondeur. 
5. On doit etudier l'impact des technologies nou-
velles a taus les niveaux, car une etude faite au 
niveau national ou regional peut masquer les 
problemes au niveau de l'exploitation. 
6. Un support institutionnel devrait etre fourni au 
travers d'incitants qui protegent les paysans 




Recommendations by the various working groups 
follow. 
Working Group on Agroecological Constraints 
and Production Systems 
J. All available published information on pro-
duction systems, climate, and soils from indi-
vidual countries in the region should be com-
piled and computerized. 
2. Mapping of adaptation zones for diverse 
cropping systems, pure-and intercropped, 
should be prioritized. 
3. Agronomically significant syntheses of avail-
able soil and climate data should be prepared 
for use in risk-analysis and risk-management. 
4. Systematic studies should be made on water 
balance, growth, and yield to ensure optimal 
use of soil and climatic resources. 
5. Basic research should begin with critical cli-
matic constraints that delay the phasic devel-
opment of crops. 
6. Studies on the heterogeneity and spatial dis-
tribution of soils should be made at the field. 
national, and regional levels. 
7. Experimental stations should be appropriately 
sited and minimum data sets collected to 
ensure greater compatibility between crops 
and climate. 
8. Field surveys and on-farm tests should be 
made to provide the necessary feedback to 
research for effective technology transfer. 
9. Agroclimatological and pedological data need 
to be collected and used in interpreting and 
reporting on-farm data. 
10. A study should be made on the ecological and 
economic consequences of incorporating cash 
crops and livestock in the present production 
systems. 
11. Studies are needed on rainwater collection 
and utilization for supplemental irrigation to 
help ensure the stability of production systems 
and to facilitate the production of off-season 
irrigated crops. 
J 2. More studies should be made on the role of 
native vegetation and its effects on crop growth 
in the existing production systems. 
13. Inventories of available models and data 
should be matched in an effort to identify 
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needs for additional data collection, valida-
tion and future research needs. 
Working Group on Soil and Crop Management 
for Efficient Use of Water 
J. Priority should be given to the study of soil/ 
water / plant relationships with particular 
emphasis to tillage, improving infiltration, water 
harvesting, weed control, and management sys-
tems including crop associations. 
2. Such studies should adopt a collaborative re-
search network approach with a minimum set 
of uniform parameters that can fit into a model. 
3. More generally, the group took stock of prob-
lems facing rainfed agriculture and recom-
mended that detailed studies be made on: 
• soil tillage with adequate consideration for 
long-term effects on soil properties, organic 
matter, and soil structure; 
• the soil and climatic conditions that lend 
themselves to the tied-ridging system with 
due attention to animal traction and adapted 
implements: 
• the effects of plant density, row spacing, and 
intercropping. and their interaction within 
the soil! water I plant system, and 
• chemical weed control for certain soils and 
crops, and mechanical weed control using 
animal traction. 
Working Group on Soil F ertiJity Management 
The main causes oflow soil fertility in the Sudano-
Sahelian zone are: uncertain climate, wind and 
water erosion, leaching, decreasing fallows, and 
insufficient technical know-how at the farm level. 
1. Soil Productivity 
• Proper attention must be given to physico-
chemical factors such as soil-water conser-
vation. the use and restoration of soils, 
improving soil fertility and economic factors 
linked to organic and mineral fertilization. 
• Strategies adapted to all input levels need to 
be designed. 
2. Transferred and Transferable Technologies 
• Organic and mineral fertilizers should be 
used in intercropping, mixed farming, mul-
ching, and in correcting the pH of the soil 
with due respect for quantities, types, forms, 
application dates, and methods as well as the 
physical and economic environment. 
• Maximum use should be made of local 
resources such as natural phosphate, gyp-
sum, and dolomite to reduce spendings 
incurred in foreign currency. 
• Soil fertility improvement measures must be 
related to farming practices and manage-
ment techniques such as water conservation, 
drainage, proper use and restoration of the 
soil, land preparation, e.g., ridging. 
3. Basic Research 
• A multidisciplinary integrated approach 
should be used to study various aspects of 
soil fertility. 
• Soil deficiencies and toxicities must be iden-
tified, in preparation of soil fertility maps. 
• Studies are needed on ecological nitrogen 
fixation, the effects of mycorrhiza on the 
plant's uptake of phosphorus, development 
of varieties tolerant to acidity, alkalinity, 
and water stress. 
4. Applied Research 
• Multidisciplinary applied research should 
focus on economic fertilizer uses recorded 
on a response curve, organic fertilizers avail-
able locally, special fertilizers such as super-
granule urea for rice, and mechanized appli-
cation of fertilizers. 
5. Cooperation 
• National and international institutions 
should strengthen their cooperation through 
broader dissemination of the results of re-
search, joint programs that avoid duplica-
tion and closer contacts. 
6. Priorities 
• There is an urgent need for (a) research and 
training at all levels, (b) dissemination of 
research data to the farmers through exten-
sion services, (c) improving distribution cir-
cuits (marketing, infrastructure, etc.), (d) 
providing incentives for production through 
appropriate pricing policies, subsidies for 
inputs, and farm credit facilities for both 
farmers and suppliers. 
Working Group on Crop Residue Management 
in Relation to Livestock and Soil and Water 
Conservation 
Farmers interested in short-term gain adopt man-
agement strategies that neglect long-term conser-
vation activities. Time and labor are constraints to 
upgrading fallows through fodder plant produc-
tion, while unawareness explains the absence of 
worthwhile mUltipurpose crops such as early cow-
pea. The group discussed the economic difficulties 
in building fences to confine the animals, compost-
ing, constraints to green manure, etc. 
1. Researchers and farmers should work more 
closely together to improve technologies related 
to the use of crop residues. 
2. Agroeconomic studies should be made on mixed 
farming, soil/water conservation, and optimal 
use of crop residue. A regional network could 
be established. 
3. Improved integrated crop/livestock/ pasture 
management systems should be developed to 
maximize on the quality, quantity, and man-
agement of crop/ pasture residues and manures. 
4. Species and varieties that provide increased 
biomass need to be identified. 
5. Quantities, frequencies and modes of applica-
tion of organic matter to maintain soil fertility. 
control erosion and improve soil/ water conser-
vation must be determined. 
Working Group on the Socio-economic Impact 
of Improved Technologies for Farming Systems 
Three interrelated levels (plot, farm, village) were 
discussed. To date, farmers have been reticent 
about new technologies for reasons relating to 
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financial risk, technical know-how, shortage of 
cash, and various socioeconomic contingencies. 
1. New technologies should be recommended in 
response to problems that have been well-
defined together with the farmers. They should 
be tested in the farmer's field before being dis-
seminated; increasing yields alone is not a deci-
sive criterion. 
2. An inventory should be made of all the technol-
ogies recommended to the farmers, together 
with obstacles to their being adopted. 
3. Technologies must accommodate the site speci-
ficity and various outside contingencies of 
farms; this is especially important when design-
ing alternative solutions. 
4. Interdisciplinary cooperation for solving prob-
lems at the farm level is more urgent than in-
depth sectoral studies. 
5. Studies should be made on the impact of new 
technologies at all levels. A study designed at 
the national or regional level may dissimulate a 
problem at the farm level. 
6. Institutions should provide support through 
incentive policies that protect farmers against 
socioeconomic risks beyond their control. 
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Discours de cloture 
1110 Katche 
Secretaire General du Ministere de l'Agriculture du Niger 
Messieurs les seminaristes, Honorables invites, Mesdames et Messieurs, 
Au moment OU s'acheve les travaux de l'Atelier international sur les systemes d'amlmagement des sols, de 
I'eau et des cultures pour l'agriculture pluviale dans la lOne soudano-sahelienne", il m'est agreable de vous 
adresser mes vives felicitations pour I 'effort tant physique qu'intellectuel accompli par chacun de vous tout 
au long de ces cinq jours qu'ont dure vos assises. 
Nous deplorons bien sincerement que les conditions materielles dans lesquelles vous avez eu it travailler 
n'aient pas ete aussi ideales que no us I'aurions souhaite et que votre visite de terrain se soit deroulee sous 
une journee chaude bien que l'on soit en periode froide. 
Malgre ces handicaps, vous avez pu, et c'est tout it votre honneur, epuiser les differents points inscrits it 
votre ordre du jour. Sans vouloir porter atteinte it votre modestie de techniciens, chercheurs et hommes de 
terrain, habitues donc a evoluer sous des conditions severes, nous voulons louer iei pUbliquement Ie haut 
niveau de competence dont vous avez fait preuve. 
Comme je Ie disais a l'ouverture de cet atelier, vos travaux ont porte sur des sujets de bnllante actualite. 
En dfet apres vos plenieres, vous avez constitue des groupes de travail pour refiechir sur cinq grands 
themes, a savoir : 
• les contraintes agro-ecologiques et les systemes de production, 
• l'amenagement des sols et des cultures pour I'utilisation efficace de I'eau, 
• l'amenagement de la fertilite du sol, 
• I'amenagement des residus de culture pour Ie betail et la conservation du sol et de l'eau, 
• l'impact socio-economique des technologies ameliorees des systemes d'exploitation. 
Au terme de vos travaux, vous avez su traiter des sujets assez divers qui ont tous trait au developpement 
du monde rural et vous avez suggere des propositions et des recommandations pertinentes. Notre pays 
prendra en compte to utes ces recommandations et cherchera les voies et moyens pour mettre notre 
production agricole a l'abri des ale as climatiques et autres. 
Je ne m'etalerai pas plus sur vos travaux car vous les avez discutes en long et en large. 
Je ne terminerai pas sans reiterer nos vifs remerciements aux Organisations internationales et particulie-
rement aux bailleurs de fonds notamment I'USAID qui a permis Ia tenue de cet atelier. L'ICRISAT, 
I'INRAN et les aut res organismes qui ont organise cet atelier, souhaiteraient que de telles rencontres soient 
regulieres car eUes permettent non seulement de faire Ie point sur des themes bien precis mais aussi c'est 
I'occasion d'echanges fructueux entre d'eminents scientifiques. 
A vous tous, Messieurs les Delegues, je dois dire com bien nous avons ete honores de votre presence 
parmi nous, et, en vous souhaitant un bon retour dans vos foyers respectifs, je declare clos l'atelier sur les 
Systemes d'amimagements des sols, de I'eau et des cultures pour I'agriculture pluviale dans la zone 
soudano-saheIienne. 
Vive la cooperation internationale ! 
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